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Attached is the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
for the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) Program. This
document is provided in compliance with the regulations of the
President's Council on Environmental Quality.
This document describes the potential environmental impacts
of technology development of a Particle Bed Reactor (PBR)
propulsion system. During the past decade the PBR technology has
advanced to such a degree that the Air Force proposes to conduct
validation testing of this technology for space propulsion as part
of its SNTP program.
This document analyzes the potential environmental impacts at
two candidate test locations, the Saddle Mountain Test Station at
the Nevada Test Site and the Contairsd Test Facility at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory, as well as the impacts of the
No-Action Alternative.
The Record of Decision for this EIS is expected to be signed
on 7 June 1993.
For further information on this program, please
contact:
Lt Col Gary Baumgartel
AFCEE/ESE
8106 Chennault Rd
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5318
We appreciate your interest in this matter.

VEST
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
(Environment, Safety and Occupational Health)
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
SPACE NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION PROGRAM

a.

Responsible Agency: U.S. Air Force

b.

Cooperating Agency: Department of Energy

c.

Proposed Action: Technology development through validation testing of a particle bed
reactor (PBR) propulsion system.

d.

Written comments and inquiries on this document should be directed to: Capt. Scott
Hartford, AFCEE/ESEP, 8106 Chennault Road, Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5000.

e.

Designation:

f.

Abstract: The PBR concept has been under study in the United States since the early
1980s. During the past decade the PBR technology has advanced to the degree that the
Air Force, in carrying out its mission to investigate promising technologies for military
applications, proposes to conduct validation testing of the PBR technology for space
propulsion as part of its Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) program. This
environmental impact statement has been prepared in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act to analyze the potential environmental consequences of the
proposed PBR construction and testing activities. The document analyzes the potential
environmental impacts at two candidate test locations, the Saddle Mountain Test Station at
the Nevada Test Site, and the Contained Test Facility at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory, as well as the impacts of the No-Action Alternative. The analyses include
infrastructure, land use, transportation, hazardous materials and hazardous waste
management, biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, noise, water
resources, and health and safety. Anticipated issues related to health and safety will be
addressed in facility designs and safety procedures so that applicable statutes, regulations,
and permits are met or exceeded. The program would cause slight increases in utility
demands, population, air emissions, and disposal of hazardous waste. Additional small
releases of radioactivity would occur due to normal operations or from an accident.
Construction would cause loss of habitat at either site; in-place mitigations. at the Nevada
Test Site would minimize impacts to the desert tortoise (a federally listed threatened
species). A warning siren or other deterrent could be used at INEL to lessen the remote
likelihood of impacts to the bald eagle (a federally listed endangered species) from flare
stack operations. No impacts that exceed applicable limits have been identified at either
candidate test location, although SNTP in combination with other potential future programs
may deplete existing disposal capacity for low-level radioactive waste more quickly then
when considered separately.
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SUMMARY
PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION
This environmental impact statement (EIS) analyzes the potential
environmental consequences of implementing a proposal to perform testing
associated with the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) program. The
SNTP program is an activity to pursue development of nuclear reactor
technologies that have potential application to advanced space propulsion
systems. In support of its mission, the Air Force has a continuing need to
investigate new and promising technologies. The Air Force has tasked the
Space and Missiles Technology Directorate of the Phillips Laboratory with
the responsibility for validating and using advanced technologies to acquire
and maintain superior space propulsion systems. Based on its technical
merits, a nuclear technology known as a particle bed reactor (PBR) has been
identified for validation for potential application as an advanced upper stage
propulsion system.
The Air Force must comply with provisions of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), which require preparation of an EIS. This study provides
information to the decision makers and the public on the potential
environmental impacts that could result from proceeding with development
of the PBR propulsion technology through validation testing. The
Department of Energy IDOE) is a cooperating agency in the preparation of
this EIS and will participate with the Air Force in making decisions regarding
the technology validation.
ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
The Air Force proposes to develop the technology and demonstrate the
feasibility of a PBR propulsion system that could be used to power an
advanced upper stage rocket engine. The Proposed Action for this
technology development program consists of development and testing of the
engine and propellant management system components and assemblies, and
construction and operation of validation testing facilities.
The PBR propulsion system would include a nuclear reactor consisting of an
arrangement of fuel elements containing uranium-235 fuel particles, each
one coated to provide containment of radioactive fission products.
Cryogenic hydrogen would flow through the reactor and be heated as a
result of cooling the fuel. The heated hydrogen would be expanded through
the nozzle assembly, producing thrust.
A series of tests would be performed, leading to the validation of the
concept. Tests would be sequenced to begin with testing of multiple
assemblies to demonstrate reactor fuel element operation, progress through
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tests to demonstrate the propellant management system, and culminate in
testing a series of up to ton reactors that gradually approach the desired
peformance conditions. Each test sequence would undergo a
comprehensive safety analysis in accordance with DOE procedures for
preliminary and final Safety Analysis Reports. Testing would be conducted
in strict compliance with all applicable safety and environmental regulations
and standards.
Two alternative PBR validation test sites are being considered as part of the

Proposed Action:
"Constructionand operation of the POR validation test facilities at
the Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) at the Nevada Test
Site INTS) Is being considered. NTS is a DOE installation
located in southern Nevada. Development of the facilities would
involve construction on approximately 100 acres at the SMTS.
Infrastructure improvements such as road improvements and
water and electric power service extensions would be required.

"

Renovation of existing facilities and construction of some new
facilities at the Contained Test Facility (CTF) at the Test Area
North (TAN) area of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) is being considered. INEL is w DOE installation located in
east-central Idaho. Development of the PBR validation test
facilities would involve the renovation of existing facilities on
approximately 55 acres of developed land plus additional
acreage for construction of the remaining needed facilities. The
total developed area would be approximately 100 acres.

The only alternative to the Proposed Action being considered is the NoAction Alternative. The No-Action Alternative would result in not carrying
out the development and validation process for the PBR propulsion
technology. Development of testing facilities would not occur under this
alternative.
The Air Force's preferred alternative is to facilitate development of nuclear
thermal propulsion technology by constructing and operating a PBR
validation test facility. While both NTS and INEL appear to be acceptable
candidate locations for the test facility, the Air Force presently prefers NTS.
The Air Force's final decision, as well as DOE's site selection, will be
documented in one or more formal Records of Decision that will be made
available to the public.
SCOPE OF STUDY
The scoping period began when the Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS for
the SNTP program was published in the FederalRegister on March 13,
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1992. Issues related to the SNTP program were identified in scoping
meetings held in Las Vegas, Nevada (April 7, 1992); Idaho Falls, Idaho
(April 9, 1992); St. George, Utah (April 16, 1992); and Salt Lake City, Utah
(April 22, 1992). The comments and concerns expressed at the scoping
meetings and received during the public comment period were used in
determining the scope and direction of studies and analyses required to
accomplish this EIS.
This EIS discusses the potential environmental impacts associated with
implementation of the Proposed Action, its siting alternatives, and the NoAction Alternative. To provide the context in which potential environmental
impacts may occur at the two candidate field test locations and the
surrounding communities, existing conditions and potential changes as a
result of construction and test activities are described. Impacts to the
physical and natural environment are evaluated for infrastructure, land use,
transportation, hazardous materials/waste management, air quality,
biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, noise, water
resources, and health and safety.
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
This EIS considers the environmental impacts of proceeding with PBR
technology development and validation and whether to perform the testing
operations at the SMTS or the CTF. For purposes of summarizing and
comparing environmental impacts, the alternatives are arranged as follows:
proceeding with the Proposed Action at the SMTS, proceeding with the
Proposed Action at the CTF, and the No-Action Alternative.
Influencing factors include projections based on program requirements that
would likely influence the biophysical environment, including ground
disturbance, socioeconomic factors, and infrastructure demands, as well as
environmental (biophysical) impacts of the alternatives. Influencing factors
and environmental impacts are summarized below and in Table S-1.
SUMMARY OF PUBLC COMMENTS
The Draft EIS (DEIS) for the SNTP program was made available for public
review and comment from August to October 1992. Public hearings were
held in Las Vegas, Nevada (September 8, 1992); St. George, Utah
(September 10, 1992); Salt Lake City, Utah (September 15, 1992); and
Idaho Falls, Idaho (September 17, 1992). At each of these the Air Force
presented the findings of the DEIS. Public comments received both verbally
at the public hearings and in writing during the response period have been
reviewed and are addressed in Chapter 9 of this EIS. In addition, the text of
the EIS itself has been revised, as appropriate, to discuss the concerns
expressed in the public comments.
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM THE DEIS TO THE FINAL EIS (FEIS)
Based on more recent studies or comments from the public, the following
major changes have been made to the EIS:

"* Additional discussion of Purpose and Need (Sections 1.2 and
1.3) is provided

"* Additional details on the description of the Proposed Action are
provided (Section 2.0)
*

Analysis of roads accessing the SMTS (traffic, biological
resources) is added (Section 4.4.1 and 4.7. 1)

"* The potential for impacts from the SNTP program and the Yucca
Mountain (Nevada) Waste Repository site characterization
process is discussed (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1. 1)

"* Clarification of radioactive waste classification is provided
(Section 3.5). Additional information on hazardous and
radioactive wastes is provided for both NTS and INEL. (Sections
4.5.1 and 4.5.2)
Additional information on potential DOE actions regarding
environmental restoration of DOE facilities, revisions to DOE
waste management policies and procedures, and consolidation
(reconflguration) of the U.S. nuclear weapons production
facilities and the potential for cumulative impacts for hazardous
waste management is provided (Sections 2.7, 4.5.1.4, and
4.5.2.4)

"* Additional discussion of potential Native American interests is
provided (Sections 3.8.1, 3.8.2, 4.8.1, and 4.8.2)

"* Text is revised to incorporate the results of a recent study that
no transuranic (TRU) waste would be generated (Sections 3.5
and 4.5)

"* Additional discussion on seismic and volcanic conditions at NTS
and INEL is provided (Sections 3.9 and 4.9)

"* Quantities of cryogenics are shown for the total validation test
program rather than for a single test (Section 2.3).

"* The Health and Safety discussions (Sections 3.12, 4.12, and
Appendix E) are modified to enhance clarity, including minor
modifications to some analyses to make them more consistent.
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Chapter 9 discusses the comments received from the public review process
for the Draft EIS. A number of these comments requested additional details
of design, analysis, and specific results, particularly in context of radioactive
releases, accident scenarios, and public health and safety. Some of these
details were provided where appropriate, but many of these details are more
applicable to a DOE-required Safety Analysis Report (SAR) process, which
would be performed subsequent to this environmental analysis. The
environmental analysis was based on bounding conditions, using
conservative assumptions (i.e., resulting in more severe impacts); the SAR
studies would include more detailed studies, based on less conservative,
more realistic assumptions. As a result, the SAR process is expected to
predict impacts less severe than those presented in the EIS. If in fact the
SAR process identifies greater impacts, additional analysis would be
required.
IMPLEMENTING THE PROPOSED ACTION AT SMTS
Community Setting/influencing Factors
The community region of influence for the SMTS includes Nye and Clark
counties, Nevada, including the city of Las Vegas. The program would
require a maximum of 100 personnel during the peak construction period.
Even if it is assumed that all such personnel would move into the area from
outside the region of influence, there would be a negligible effect on
population, local economy, and support service availability.
A new power line within the NTS power grid would be required; however,
there is sufficient power at NTS to support this line. Generation of solid
waste, use of water, and production of wastewater would represent a small
increase in the total requirements, given existing capacities and past
consumption levels.
No land use conflicts are anticipated as a result of implementing the
Proposed Action at the SMTS. The testing activities would be consistent
with the type of research conducted at NTS. No impacts to the Yucca
Mountain Waste Repository site characterization process are expected.
Traffic due to the Proposed Action being implemented at the SMTS would
result in a small increase on the main route connecting NTS to Las Vegas
(U.S. 95). No adverse effects are expected.

Biophysical Environment
Transportation of hazardous materials (both radioactive and nonradioactive)
would comply with all applicable regulations, and no impacts are expected.
Storage and use of hazardous materials would be consistent with current
operations at NTS.
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Nonradioactive and radioactive hazardous wastes would be disposed of in
existing disposal facilities. All such facilities have sufficient capacity to
support the SNTP program. Implementation of potential DOE environmental
restoration and waste management activities may change specific disposal
sites/procedures, and existing low level waste disposal space may be filled
more quickly, but DOE's capability to dispose of SNTP wastes would be
maintained. SNTP activities are not expected to impact the Yucca Mountain
site characterization and potential site selection process of the waste
repository.
Air quality impacts resulting from implementation of the Proposed Action at
the SMTS would include emissions of fugitive dust (particulate matter less
than 10 microns in diameter [PMIOj) and exhaust emissions from vehicles
and generators involved with both construction and operations. Control of
PM10 would minimize any impacts, and the use of diesel generators may
require permits from the state. No air quality impacts are expected from
PBR test exhausts. The hydrogen flare stack ignition system may cause
very small quantities of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), and
particulate matter (PM1o). These emissions are not expected to add
substantially to the regional air pollution inventory; however, applicable
permits may be required.
Implementing the Proposed Action at the SMTS would result in the loss of
up to approximately 100 acres of low quality vegetation. Approximately
1,000 Joshua trees would be removed as a result of facility construction
and infrastructure improvement needs. Operation of the flare stack could be
a fire hazard to nearby vegetation if vegetation control measures are not
implemented. Minimal wildlife impacts would be expected; noise from the
flare stack would frighten some animals temporarily, and any birds flying
into the hydrogen flare would be killed. No impacts to threatened or
endangered species are expected as a result of program activities at the
SMTS. However, potential impacts to the desert tortoise (a threatened
species) could arise from road maintenance and/or traffic to the site. These
potential impacts would be minimized by existing NTS mitigation measures.
No sensitive habitats would be affected as a result of the Proposed Action
at the SMTS.
No adverse impacts to archaeological, historical, Native American, or
paleontological resources are expected if the Proposed Action is
implemented at the SMTS.
No adverse impacts to geology, topography, or soils are expected; however,
localized temporary soil erosion would occur during ground-disturbing
construction activities. While effects from seismic activity are unlikely,
accidents resulting from seismic events are included in Health and Safety
analyses. Effects from potential ground motion induced by NTS
underground testing (UGT) would be mitigated by designing and building the
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facilities in conformance with Seismic Zone 4 (greatest seismic risk zone)
construction requirements.
No noise impacts to non-project personnel or sensitive receptors are
expected. Project personnel would comply with Occupational Safety and
Health Administration noise limits and preventive/protective measures.
Local wildlife would experience occasional temporary startle/fright effects.
Water use associated with implementing the Proposed Action at the SMTS
would result in a slight increase in water withdrawal from the aquifer. No
water quality or surface water impacts are expected from normal operations.
Health and Safety
Radiological hazards associated with normal reactor test operations,
radioactive material transportation, and accidents were evaluated. Analyses
were performed using selected computer modeling codes, with inputs
determined through selection of bounding case weather conditions (i.e.,
causing greatest impact), radioactive releases, and controls.
Three types of planned operations using two different sized reactor cores
were identified. The smaller of these two reactLis, the PBR Integral
Performance Element Test (PIPET) reactor, would be used in the first selfsustained power-producing test of multiple PBR element assemblies;
whereas the larger of the two, the Ground Test Article (GTA), would involve
testing a complete PBR core to gradually approach desired system
performance conditions. Planned operations correspond to low-power and
full-power testing of the PIPET reactor core, beyond full-power testing of
this smaller reactor, and both low- and full-power tests using the larger
GTA. Potential radiological releases were analyzed for all planned
operational scenarios.
Modeling of potential radiological impacts was performed for the maximum
case year (the largest numbers of operations expected in a single year) and
the proposed test program lifetime. Results from the maximum-case year
are less than 1 percent of the environmental radiation in the NTS vicinity,
and are well below both the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
emission standards and the SNTP program goal of no more than 20 percent
of applicable regulatory limits. Potential impacts of the test program on
cancer fatalities and genetic defect rates were found to be extremely low
relative to the normally expected occurrences in the exposed population.
Accident situations, using extremely conservative analysis methods, were
also evaluated and a complete analysis performed for the Identified
maximum impact case: a release of a significant fraction of a PIPET core

fission product inventory during atmospheric conditions corresponding to

maximum credible impacts. (Note: A similar accident scenario involving a
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GTA core was considered but rejected from further analysis when it was
found that no reasonable event could cause such an occurrence). Results of
the PIPET analysis indicate that the total dose to a hypothetical maximally
exposed individual (MEI) would be well below accident-case siting
guidelines. The total impact on cancer fatalities and genetic defect rates
due to a maximum-case accident would be extremely low relative to the
normally expected occurrences in the exposed population.
IMPLEMENTING THE PROPOSED ACTION AT THE CTF
Community Settinglinfluencing Factors
The community region of influence for the CTF includes those portions of a
six-county ares (Bannock, Bingham, Bonneville, Butte, Jefferson, and
Madison counties) within 50 miles, including Idaho Falls. The program
would require a maximum of 100 construction personnel during the peak
construction period. Negligible effects on population, local economy, and
support service availability would result.
Electricity, solid waste, wastewater, and water supply consumption would
represent only small increases in the total requirement, given existing
capacities and past consumption levels. No land use conflicts are
anticipated as a result of implementing the Proposed Action at the CTF due
to the nature of current research activities at INEL.
Traffic due to implementing the Proposed Action would represent a small
increase on roads accessing the CTF (U.S. 33). Traffic on public roads
traversing INEL may have to be rerouted during and immediately after some
test operations. No adverse effects are expected.
Biophysical Environment
Transportation of hazardous materials (both radioactive and non-radioactive)
would comply with all applicable regulations, and no impacts are expected.
Storage and use of hazardous materials would be consistent with current
operations at INEL.
Non-radioactive and radioactive hazardous wastes would be stored and/or
disposed of in existing storage and/or disposal facilities. All such facilities
would have sufficient capacity to support the SNTP program. An INEL
performance goal for low level waste (LLW) disposal restricts disposal of
LLW with transuranic element (TRU) content of 10 to 100 nanocuries per
gram. Much less than one percent of projected SNTP LLW would fall in this
category (approximately 450 to 1,000 kilograms (990 to 2,200 pounds]).
This LLW would be stored at existing INEL storage area; ultimate disposal is
pending ongoing DOE revision to waste management practices.
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Potential actions currently being studied by the DOE (environmental
restoration of DOE facilities, revision of DOE waste management policies
and procedures, and reconfiguration of the U.S. nuclear weapons production
complex) may have cumulative effects with PBR validation testing in that
they could hasten the depletion of existing LLW disposal capacity.
However, this situation would not reduce DOE's capability to dispose of
SNTP LLW.
Air quality impacts that would occur from implementation of the Proposed
Action at the CTF would include PM,, emissions and exhaust emissions from
construction and operations (vehicles and generators). Control of PM,,
would minimize any impacts. No air quality impacts are expected from PBR
test exhausts. The hydrogen flare stack ignition system may cause very
small quantities of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), and
particulate matter (PM,.). These emissions are not expected to add
substantially to the regional air pollution inventory nor affect attainment
status. Any required permits would be obtained.
Implementing the Proposed Action at the CTF would result in the loss of
approximately 50 acres of previously disturbed, low quality vegetation.
Operation of the flare stack could be a fire hazard to nearby vegetation if
vegetation control measures are not implemented. Minimal wildlife impacts
would be expected due to the developed nature of the area. Noise from the
flare stack would frighten some animals temporarily, and any birds flying
into the hydrogen flare would be killed. Although one endangered species
(the bald eagle) has been observed in the area, minimal impacts are
expected as a result of program activities. No sensitive habitats would be
affected as a result of the proposed action at the CTF.
The existing containment structure at the CTF has been determined eligible
for the National Register of Historic Places by the Idaho State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO); possible adverse impacts are being mitigated
through consultation with the Stat. Historic Preservation Officer. No
adverse impacts to archaeological, Native American, or paleontological
resources are expected.
No adverse impacts to geology or soils are expected. The natural
topography near the site may be subjected to flooding; however, the CTF
elevation has been raised to keep the existing facilities at the site from being
flooded. New SNTP facilities are sited in a likely floodplain; these facilities
would be similarly raised and/or protected by flood-control barriers in
accordance with Executive Order 11988 (3 CFR, 1979 Compilation, p.
412). Localized temporary soil erosion would occur during ground-disturbing
construction activities. Effects from seismic and volcanic activity are
unlikely; accidents resulting from possible seismic events are included in the
Health and Safety accident analyses.
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No noise impacts to non-project personnel or sensitive receptors are
expected. Project personnel would comply with Occupational Safety and
Health Administration noise limits and preventive/protective measures.
Water use from implementing the Proposed Action at the CTF would have
negligible effects on drawdown in the aquifer and it would not affect
contaminated water being cleaned at the TAN. No water quality or surface
water impacts are expected from normal operations.
Health and Safety
Radiological hazards associated with normal and accidental reactor test
operations and radioactive material transportation were evaluated. Analyses
were performed using selected computer modeling codes, with input
determined through selection of bounding case (i.e., causing greatest
impact) weather conditions, radioactive releases, and controls.
Three types of planned operations using two different-sized reactor cores
were identified. The smaller of these two reactors, the PIPET reactor, would
constitute the first self-sustained power-producing test of multiple POR
element assemblies; the larger of the two, the GTA, would involve testing a
complete PBR core to gradually approach desired system performance
conditions. Planned operations correspond to low-power and full-power
testing of the PIPET core, beyond full-power testing of this smaller reactor,
and both low- and full-power tests using the larger GTA. Potential
radiological releases were analyzed for all planned operational scenarios.
Modeling was performed for the maximum-case year (the largest numbers of
operations in a single year) and the proposed test program lifetime. Results
from the maximum-case year are less than 1 percent of the environmental
radiation dose in the INEL vicinity, and well below both EPA emission
standards and the SNTP program goal of no more than 20 percent of
applicable regulatory limits. Potential impacts of the test program on cancer
fatalities and genetic defect rates were found to be extremely low relative to
the expected occurrences in the exposed population.
Accident situations, using extremely conservative analysis methods, were
also evaluated and a complete analysis performed for the identified
maximum-impact case: a release of a significant fraction of a PIPET core
fission product inventory during atmospheric conditions corresponding to
maximum credible impacts. (Note: A similar accident scenario involving a
GTA core was considered but rejected from further analysis when no
reasonable events could be found that would cause such an occurrence).
Results of this analysis indicate that the total dose to a hypothetical
maximally exposed individual (MEl) would be well below accident-case
allowable exposures. The total increase in cancer fatalities and genetic
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defect rates due to a maximum-cue accident would be extremely low

relative to the expected occurrencs inthe exposed population.
NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE
Under the No-Action Alternative. the Air Force would not proceed with PBR
technology development and validation. Other unrelated current actvties at
NTS and INEL would continue. No construction of new facilities would
occur at the SMTS, and no modification or construction of facilities would

occur at the CTF.
Bejau none of these activities would take place, no Impacts beyond those
occurring as a result of other current or future programs or activities would
result. No effects would occur in any of the influencing factors or

biophysical resource area.
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1.0

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION
This environmental impact statement (EIS) analyzes the potential
environmental consequences of proceeding with a proposal to perform
ground-based testing associated with the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion
(SNTP) program. The SNTP program is an activity to pursue development of
nuclear reactor technologies with potential application to advanced space
propulsion systems. The program would develop and demonstrate the
feasibility of high temperature nuclear thermal propulsion technologies.
Upon successful completion of a developmental and feasibility effort, high
temperature nuclear reactor propulsion systems could be applied to both
future advanced upper stage rocket engines and orbital transfer vehicles.
The Air Force currently considers the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) propulsion
technology to have sufficient developmental potential to warrant continued
investigation. This EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts
associated with the Proposed Action, which is to develop and validate PBR
technology. This document has been prepared in accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEO) regulations implementing the NEPA (40 Code
of Federal Regulations [CFRI Parts 1500-1508).
Appendix A includes a glossary of terms used, a list of acronyms and
abbreviations, and a separate list of the symbols used for
elements/chemicals discussed.

1.1

BACKGROUND
In the early 1980s, scientists at Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York,
developed the PBR concept. After years of refinement, this concept
currently consists of a bed of very small, ceramic-coated particles containing
nuclear material that are allowed to undergo a fission (atom splitting)
reaction. The intense heat from the fission reaction is removed from the
reactor by forcing a super-cooled gas through the reactor body and around
the particles; in the process the gas becomes superheated.
Use of very small, ceramically coated spheres maximizes the surface area
over which the gas can flow, resulting in very efficient transfer of heat from
the fuel particles to the gas. This arrangement also maximizes the
production of neutrons, which are both a product of the fission reaction and
necessary to sustain it. These two factors - maximum particle surface area
and high neutron production - produce a very high level of power output
from a very small quantity of fuel; in other words, the PBR has a very high
power density.
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These features soon led to designs that exploited the high power density of
the PBR. One of the most compelling of these applications is the PBR
nuclear rocket engine. The PBR engine would be a new type of nuclear
reactor that would use hydrogen as both a reactor coolant and a propellant.
In doing this, the high power density of the PBR, in conjunction with the low
molecular weight of the hydrogen, would allow both a high thrust-to-weight
ratio and a high specific impulse (1) (which relates to the efficiency at
which propellant is used to produce thrust). If validated, this concept would
enable a substantial number of missions not possible with other propulsion
systems whose design and geometrical configurations limit either the 1, or
thrust-to-weight ratio.
Recently, the government and industry have advanced the PBR technology
for potential applications to space propulsion. In 1989 each Service
Secretary attested to the breakthrough potential and utility of the concept
(Atwood, 1989). Further, the concept has been reviewed by two
independent Defense Science Boards (DSBs) (1990 DSB Task Force on
Special Technology and 1989 DSB on National Launch Strategy). Both of
these DSBs confirmed the need for development of advanced propulsion
systems and endorsed the PBR propulsion technology development
specifically. The DSB Task Force on Special Technology concluded, in part,
that:

"

The PBR propulsion technology is technically sound and could
provide twice the performance (Q,,) of conventional chemical
propulsion.

"

The PBR propulsion technology can be validated in conformance
with all safety and environmental criteria.

"

Potential national benefits could be obtained from follow-on
applications in military, commercial/industrial, energy, and other
space programs.

"

Development of the PBR propulsion technology deserves broad
support.

Other potential nuclear thermal reactor concepts with similar performance
objectives have been proposed for advanced space propulsion. Detailed
evaluation of these concepts by several governmental agencies, which
included a second DSB evaluation in 1992, concluded that:

1-2

0

The SNTP program is worthy of continued support to develop
and validate PBR propulsion technology.

*

PBR propulsion development and validation would provide a
significant contribution to the knowledge and capability of future
space exploration.
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The Air Force, through the SNTP program office, is leading and coordinating
the technical, safety, environmental, and management activities of the
Department of Defense (DOD), the Department of Energy (DOE), and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). DOE would be
responsible for the test site and associated test facilities and for the nuclear
aspects of the program such as operations and testing, nuclear
requirements, and nuclear safety.
1.2

NEED FOR THE ACTION
Part of the Air Force's basic objectives is to be able to propel aircraft and
rockets (Section 1.3). To maintain its capability and improve its
effectiveness and efficiency, the Air Force needs to perform research,
development, and validation of new technologies that could accomplish
these objectives. Some of the activities include specific technology
development to support specific missions, others are technologies to prove a
new aerospace concept. To support development of new aerospace
concepts, several technologies, both conventional and nuclear, have been
and continue to be considered as viable research options. PBR propulsion
technology has been viewed by the Air Force as a concept with distinct
advantages over conventional propulsion capabilities. Based on technical
merit, the Air Force considers the PBR propulsion technology as the most
noteworthy option for continued research and development on the basis of
the following:

1.3

*

High power density would enable a high thrust-to-weight ratio

*

High 1. (roughly two to three times that of conventional
chemical systems) would substantially reduce propellant
quantities required, thereby increasing payload capacities

*

Broad applicability, enabling several new missions requiring
advanced upper stage rocket engines or orbital transfer vehicles.

PURPOSE OF THE ACTION
This program is being performed in accordance with the National Space
Policy Directive 6, dated March 9, 1992, and signed by the President, in
which NASA, DOD, and DOE are specifically directed "to continue
technology development of space nuclear power and propulsion while
ensuring that these activities are performed in a safe and environmentally
acceptable manner and consistent with existing laws and regulations, treaty
obligations, and agency mission requirements.* The purpose of the action is
twofold. First, in order to be a technologically superior force in the future,
the Air Force has a continuing mission to investigate new and promising
technologies that may have potential application to (1) increase global
projection of power, (2) reduce the cost of military operations, and (3)
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reduce logistics aspects of maintaining its military force structure. Second,
there Is a corresponding mission to investigate specific concepts that can
meet future Air Force needs. With regard to this, the Air Force has tasked
the Space and Missiles Directorate of the Phillips Laboratory (a unit within
the Air Force) with the responsibility to validate and use advanced
technologies to acquire and sustain superior systems capability in areas of
space power and propulsion. The ultimate utility of these advanced
technologies is also contingent on their technical viability, costeffectiveness, and the overall safety strategy employed in their use.
Substantial conceptual and technical data exist to characterize the PBR
technology; however, additional information Is needed to support application
of this technology to advanced propulsion systems. The purpose of the
SNTP program would be to demonstrate the technical and economic
feasibility and safety of the PBR technology in propulsion applications,
including continued research and development addressing necessary
materials and other supporting technologies. The SNTP program office has
focused its efforts on validation of the PBR technology for these applications
and has established a requirements matrix generated from documented
mission needs, calling for less expensive and more operationally effective
access to space. This could be achieved by implementing the nuclear
thermal propulsion system in an upper stage configuration. Validation of the
technology would be accomplished through a series of ground-based partialand full-power tests to determine whether further system development and
integration are warranted.
The proposed PBR validation test facility would be designed with as much
flexibility as possible to accommodate the development and validation needs
of future nuclear thermal propulsion technology programs. While further
NEPA documentation may be required for future programs, the advantage of
this design flexibility is in providing an established facility that could be costeffectively modified to accommodate testing requirements.

1.4

DECISIONS TO BE MADE
As the lead agency, the Air Force is preparing this EIS to provide the
decision makers and the public with the information required to understand
the potential environmental consequences resulting from construction of a
test facility and PBR development and validation testing. After completion
of the EIS, one or more Records of Decision (ROD) will be issued relative to
efforts associated with the SNTP program. The ROD(s) will determine the
following:

1-4

*

Whether to continue the SNTP program through the
development of nuclear thermal propulsion technology

*

Whether to construct and operate a PBR validation test facility

.NTP FEVS

*

Where to locate the POR validation test facility if the program is
to continue.

This EIS is limited to the PBR propulsion technology development and
validation portions of the SNTP program. Further testing will not be planned
unless the PBR propulsion technology development and validation program is
successful. Further NEPA documentation would be prepared prior to any
decisions on additional test programs, should follow-on activities be

pursued.
1.5

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCESS
The NEPA of 1969 established a national policy to protect the environment
by requiring that federal agencies consider the environmental effects of
actions in their decision-making. NEPA also established the CEO to oversee
and recommend national policies to improve the quality of the environment.
Subsequently, CEQ published regulations that described how NEPA should
be implemented. The CEO regulations encourage federal agencies to
develop and implement procedures that address the NEPA process, in order
to avoid or minimize adverse effects on the environment. Air Force
Regulation (AFR) 19-2 addresses implementation of NEPA as part of the Air
Force planning and decision-making process. Regulation 10 CFR 1021
implements NEPA for DOE decision making.
NEPA and AFR 19-2 contain guidance on the types of actions for which an
EIS must be prepared. Once it has been determined that an EIS must be
prepared, the proponent must publish a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an
EIS. This formal announcement signifies the beginning of the scoping
period, during which the major environmental issues to be addressed in the
EIS are identified. A Draft EIS (DEIS) is prepared, which includes the
following:

"* A statement of the purpose of and need for the action
"* A Description of the Proposed Action and Alternatives, including
the No-Action Alternative

"* A description of the environment that would be affected by the
action and alternatives

"* A description of the potential environmental consequences of
the action and alternatives.
The DEIS is filed with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and is
circulated to interested public and government agencies for a period of at
least 45 days for review and comments. During this period, a ipblic hearing
may be held so that the proponent can summarize the findings of the
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analysis and receive Input from the affected public. At the end of the
review period, all substantive comments received must be addressed. A
Final EIS (FEIS) is produced that contains responses to comments as well as
changes to the document, if necessary.
The FEIS is then filed with the EPA and distributed In the same manner as
the DEIS. Once the HEIS has been available for at least 30 days, the ROD
for the Action may be published.
The Proposed Action, including two alternative validation testing sites, and a
No-Action Alternative have been identified for the SNTP program. The two
sites are the Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) at Nevada Test Site
(NTS), and the Contained Test Facility (CTF) (formerly known as the Lossof-Fluid Test site) at Idaho National Engineering laboratory (INEL). The
SMTS site would require new construction for all of the facilities; some
existing facilities would be modified and reused at the CTF, while some new
construction would be required. Although an earlier site narrowing report
(summarized in Appendix F) identified the SMTS as being a preferred site,
the Air Force and DOE have determined that both proposed sites are to be
considered equally in this EIS, and the preferred alternative is discussed in
Section 2.6.
The Air Force has prepared this EIS in cooperation with DOE. As a
cooperating agency, DOE would host the validation test operation at one of
the aforementioned DOE installation sites If the decision is to proceed with
the Proposed Action.
1.5.1

Scoping Process

To encourage public involvement in the decision-making process, the Air
Force began the scoping process by publishing an NOI to prepare an EIS in
the FederatRegister on March 13, 1992 (Appendix B). Notification of public
scoping meetings was published in local newspapers and announced on
local radio stations. Mailers were also sent to known interested parties.
The scoping period for this EIS began on March 13, 1992. Four public
meetings were held during the scoping period to solicit comments and
concerns from the general public: at Las Vegas, Nevada, on April 7. 1992;
at Idaho Falls, Idaho, on April 9, 1992; at St. George, Utah, on April 16,
1992; and at Salt Lake City, Utah, on April 22, 1992. Representatives of
the Air Force presented an overview of the meeting's objectives, agenda,
and procedures, and described the process and purpose for the development
of the SNTP program EIS.
In addition to verbal comments, many written comments were received
during the scoping period. These comments, as well as NEPA requirements
and information from previous Air Force experience with similar programs,
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were used to determine the scope of analyses to accomplish this EIS.
Copies of this EIS have been mailed to the organizations and individuals
listed in Appendix C.
1.5.2 Public Comment Process
A Notice of Availability (NOA) was published in the Federal Register on
August 22, 1992, announcing that the DEIS was available for public review
and comment. Copies of the DEIS were made available for review in local
libraries and provided to those requesting copies. At four public hearings
held from September 8. 1992, through September 17, 1992 (at Las Vegas,
Nevada; St. George, Utah; Salt Lake City, Utah; and Idaho Falls, Idaho), the
Air Force presented the findings of the DEIS and invited public comments.
All comments were reviewed and addressed, as applicable, and have been
included In their entirety in this document. Chapter 9, Public Comments and
Responses, more thoroughly describes the comment and response process.
1.6

CHANGES FROM THE DEIS TO THE FEIS
The text of this EIS has been revised, where appropriate, to reflect concerns
expressed in public comments. These changes range from typographical
corrections to amendments of impact analysis. The major text revisions to
the DEIS are:
0

Additional discussion of Purpose and Need (Sections 1.2 and
1.3) is provided

*

Additional details on the description of the Proposed Acfon are
provided (Section 2.0)

0

Analysis of roads accessing the SMTS (traffic, biological
resources) is added (Sections 4.4.1 and 4.7.1)

*

The potential for impacts from the SNTP program and the Yucca
Mountain (Nevada) Waste Repository site characterization
process is discussed (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1. 1)

0

Clarification of radioactive waste classification is provided
(Section 3.5). Additional information on hazardous and
radioactive wastes is provided for both NTS and INEL (Sections
4.5.1 and 4.5.2)
Additional information on potential DOE actions regarding
environmental restoration of DOE facilities, revisions to DOE
waste management policies and procedures, and consolidation
(reconfiguration) of the U.S. nuclear weapons production
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facilities and the potential for cumulative Impacts for hazadous
waste management is provided (Sections 2.7, 4.5.1.4, and
4.5.2.4)

"* Additional discussion of potential Native American interests is
provided (Sections 3.8.1, 3.8.2. 4.8.1, and 4.8.2)

"* Text is revised to incorporate the results of a recent study that
no transuranic (TRU) waste would be generated (Sections 3.5
and 4.5)

"* Additional discussion on seismic and volcanic conditions at NTS
and INEL Is provided (Sections 3.9 and 4.9)

"* Quantities of cryogenics are shown for the total validation test
program rather than for a single test (Section 2.3)

"* The Health and Safety discussions (Sections 3.12, 4.12, and
Appendix E) are modified to enhance clarity, including minor
modifications to some analyses to make them more consistent.
Other lesser discussions are also incorporated in the text or included In the
responses to the comments in Chapter 9.

Chapter 9 discusses the comments received from the public review process
for the Draft EIS. A number of these comments requested additional details
of design, analysis, and specific results, particularly in context of radioactive
releases, accident scenarios, and public health and safety. Some of these

details were provided where appropriate, but many of these details are more
applicable to a DOE-required Safety Analysis Report (SAR) process, which
would be performed subsequent to this environmental analysis. The
environmental analysis was based on conservative assumptions (i.e.,
resulting in more severe impacts); the SAR studies would Include more

detailed studios, based on less conservative, more realistic assumptions. As
a result, the SAR process is expected to predict impacts less severe than
those presented in the EIS. If in fact the SAR process identifies greater
impacts, additional environmental analysis would be required.
1.7

ORGANIZATION OF THE EIS
Chapter 1 of this EIS presents a brief history of the program, the need for
and purpose of the action, information relating to the environmental impact
analysis process, and a list of federal permits, licenses, and entitlements

potentially required for SNTP technology development activities. Chapter 2
presents a description of the PBR propulsion system, the Proposed Action,
the two siting alternatives, the No-Action Alternative, and a brief discussion

of those alternatives evaluated early in the process but later eliminated from
consideration. Chapter 3 describes the affected environment at the two
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alternative sites, including discussions on the regional environments of NTS
and INEL. Chapter 4 assesses the potential environmental consequences of
the Proposed Action at each alternative site and discusses measures that
would be taken to minimize Impacts at affected installations. Agencies that
were consulted while preparing this EIS are identified in Chapter 5, and the
names of EIS authors and contributors, and complete reference citations are
In Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. Chapter 8 contains a topic index, and
Chapter 9 presents the public comments to the DEIS and responses to those
comments. Numerous appendices provide a variety of supporting data and
documents.
1.8

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS
A declassified EIS that was prepared for an advanced technology program
was used, in part, in the preparation of this EIS. Copies may be obtained
from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information

Service:
National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22161
(703) 4874600
Document No. AD/A 248408 (EIS)
Document No. AD/A 248409 (Addendum to the EIS)
1.9

RELEVANT FEDERAL PERMITS, LICENSES, AND ENTITLEMENTS
Federal permits, licenses, and entitlements that may be required are
presented in Table 1.9-1.
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2.0 ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
This chapter discusses the Proposed Action, two alternative sites for
implementing the Proposed Action, and the No-Action Alternative. A
conceptual Particle Bed Reactor IPBR) system is described, as are the
proposed test program, test facilities, and decontamination and
decommissioning activities at the end of the program. A comparison of
environmental impacts of the proposed action and alternatives is provided in
table form. Alternatives eliminated from further consideration are
addressed.
2.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Air Force proposes to develop the technology and demonstrate the
feasibility of a high-temperature POR propulsion system that could be
operated outside the atmosphere in space as an advanced upper stage
nuclear rocket engine or an orbital transfer vehicle. A conceptual propulsion
system is shown in Figure 2.1-1. The general concept of the nuclear
propulsion system involves use of the PBR to heat cryogenic hydrogen
propellant to very high temperature gaseous hydrogen. The hot hydrogen is
exhausted through a nozzle to produce thrust.
The Proposed Action for this propulsion technology development and
validation program consists principally of (1) development and validat'on of
the PeR propulsion technology, and (2) construction and operation of
necessary testing facilities.
Major technological goals of the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP)
program include the achievement and control of predicted nuclear power

levels; the development of materials that can withstand the extremely high
operating temperatures and hydrogen flow environments; and the reliable
control of cryogenic and high temperature hydrogen propellant.
2.2

DESCRIPFTION OF PROPOSED ACTION
Three decisions are to be made regarding the program: (1) whether to
continue the SNTP program through the development of nuclear thermal

propulsion technology; (2) whether to construct and operate a PUR
validation teat facility; and (3) where to locate the PDR validation test
facility if the program is to continue. Information related to each of these
decisions is described in this chapter and is organized in the following
manner:
*

Whether to continue with the technology. The principal PBR
subsystems are described and elements of the test program are
detailed
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"

Whether to construct and operate a PUS validation test facilty.
The components of the sub-scale and full-scale test facilities are
described in this section, and requirements typical for both
construction and renovation for the facilities are detailed

"* Where to locate the PWR validation test faclity. Sites at two
Department of Energy (DOE) installations ae described: the
Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) site at Nevada Test Site
(NTS), which would require new construction; and the
Contained Test Facility (CTF) site at Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL), which would require renovation of existing
facilities and new construction.
The principal technology issues and goals related to the propulsion
technology are (1) verification of the PBR concept; (2) design and fabrication
of high temperature fuel particles; 13) design and fabrication of the
concentric porous cylinders to contain the fuel particles (frits) that must
withstand high temperatures and resist adverse reactions with either the
fuel particles or the flowing coolant (hot frits) as well as distribute coolant
and match power to flow (cold frits); (4) design and fabrication of the
engine nozzle to withstand the high temperatures and to resist adverse
reactions with the I-/drogen gas; and (5) design of a reliable reactor control
system.
2.2.1

PBR Propulsion System Description

This section describes a conceptual design of a nuclear thermal propulsion
system, based on PBR technology. The final POR propulsion system design
would evolve as development occurs and can be expected to incorporate
features, parameters, and characteristics different from the concepts
presented here. The following paragraphs provide a conceptual overview of
the system and basic components for ilustrative purposes. The conceptual
system design also serves as a basis for analyzing and identifying potential
environmental consequences. While some variation is expected as the final
design is developed, the environmental consequences developed in this EIS
represent the bounding cases that will not be exceeded in the PBR validation

testing.
Use of fuel-particle technology (see Section 2.2.1.1) in reactor design is not
a new idea, and has been considered for commercial and breeder reactor
applications both in the United States and abroad. A significant advantage
in efficiency can be achieved by using a packed bed of fuel particles which,
due to high surface-area-to-volume ratio, supports operation at high power
densities while maintaining fuel temperatures at acceptable levels. This high
power density implies a high thrust-to-weight capability, which is preferable
for Air Force operations in space. As a result, the PBR concept has received
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significant attention In the technical community as a means of improving
perfomance in orbital transfer vehicles and deep-space propulsion systems.
The principal components of a conceptual POR propulsion system are the
particle bed reactor, the pressure vessel/nozzle assembly, and the propellant
management system (see Fiure 2.1-1 ). With the exception of the reactor,
most of the major components are typical of any rocket engine system and

are not unique to P1R designs. Further discussion of the principal
components is presented below.
2.2.1.1 Parled Bed Reactor. The P1R would use spherical fuel particles,
each approximately 0.5 millimeters in diameter. A typical fuel element could
contain many millions of these fuel particles. A typical particle
(Figure 2.2-1) contains a kernel of fully enriched uranium-235 IU-235)
surrounded by a porous graphite buffer layer. Next is a high-density
graphite layer which is surrounded by a final layer of zirconium carbide.
These coated multiple layers provide containment of fission products and
prevent the heated hydrogen from damaging kernel material. Prior to
implementation of the PBR test program, sufficient tests, which have
already been performed or are planned, will be completed to ensure proper
particle integrity and quality assurance. Other similar particle designs that
may have high performance characteristics (e.g., higher temperature
capability kernel or improved coating) are potential candidates for fuel
material development; however, the type and quantity of nuclear fuel
material used would remain the "mr.
Each hexagonal fuel element (see Figure 2.2-1) includes neutron moderator
material, a set of concentric frits and the fuel particles. The concentric fits
are devices that structurally support the fuel particles while allowing
hydrogen to flow through the material and cool the fuel particles. Flow
paths through an element are illustrated in Figure 2.2-1. The entire fuel
element assembly would be surrounded by a neutron reflector such as
graphite or beryllium to enhance reactor performance.
The POR configuration under consideration consists of a closely packed
array of hexagonal-shaped fuel elements, surrounded by neutron moderating
and reflector materials and reactor control devices (safety rods and control
drums) (Figure 2.2-2). Use of an array of hexagonal fuel elements allows
the option of a modular design, where the number of elements used
(e.g., 19, 37, or 61) could be tailored to produce the desired thrust.
Cryogenic hydrogen (35 to 50 Kelvin [K] or -2380 to -2230 Centigrade [CI)
coolant flows into the reactor. As it cools the fuel, the hydrogen heats up
and enters the nozzle assembly where it expands, producing thrust.
2.2.1.2 Pressure Vessel/Nozzle Assembly. The pressure vessel/nozzle
assembly (see Figure 2.1-1) would perform the following two tasks:
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*

Provide pressure containment and structural support for the POR

*

Collect hydrogen gas from each reactor fuel element and
accelerate the gas through the throat section of the nozzle to
generate thrust.

2.2.1.3 Propellant Management System. The purpose of the propellant
management system (see Figure 2.1-1) is to provide controlled flow and
pressure to the reactor and any ancillary subsystems. The system also
contains provisions for tank pressurization and chilldown/conditioning of
cryogenic fluid paths. During operation, cryogenic hydrogen exits the
propellant tank and enters the pump section of the turbopump assembly.
After exiting the pump, the propellant is delivered to mii reactor where It is
heated to the desired temperature. A small portion of the propellant is bled
off to power the turbopump assembly and the balance is subsequently
expanded through the nozzle.
2.2.2

Test Program

This section describes the validation testing of the PBR propulsion
technology. The proposed testing would demonstrate the technology
through a series of tests over a 5- to 1 0-year period leading to the validation
of the PBR concept. As shown in Figure 2.2-3, the tests are sequenced to
commence with fuel element testing and culminate in complete system
testing. Specifically, this test series includes the PBR Integral Performance
Element Tests (PIPETs) and the Engine Integration Tests (EITs) as well as
tests of Ground Test Articles (GTAs).
2.2.2.1 Planned Test Operation. Standard operating procedures would be
prepared for each test. Each test series would be carefully planned to
include written procedures and formal review and approval. Procedures
would also be developed for material receipt and storage, preliminary
assembly, post-irradiation component disassembly, inspection of major
components, and associated transportation requirements. Development of
operating procedures would be based upon preceding program results;
supporting experimentation; validated analysis; and safety, environmental,
and procedural requirements.
A remote inspection and maintenance system would permit timely
evaluation of the test reactors in a high-radiation environment. The
capability of conducting multiple operations using the same reactor core
assembly would depend on the ability of this system to verify the integrity
of the fuel elements prior to commencing each reactor operation.
Designs of the systems involved in test operations are only conceptual at
this time. The detailed design process would follow completion of this EIS,
if the decision is to proceed with the program. Each test sequence would
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undergo a comprehensive safety analysis as described in Chapter 4. The
forthcoming Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) would include performance
specifications and appropriate failure mode analysis associated with the
detailed designs. Analysis of safety would be conducted in accordance with
DOE procedures for the SAR process (current guidance provided in DOE
Order 5480.23).
2.2.2.2 Fuel Element Performance Tests in PIPET. The PIPET would be the
first self-sustained, power-producing PBR test (see Figure 2.2-2 for a cross
section of the PIPET reactor). This test would demonstrate the reactor fuel
element operation typical of reactor conditions (power densities, pressures,
temperatures, flow rates, and power durations) to support envisioned
missions. Data would be obtained on the fuel element, materials, and
thermal-hydraulic performance.
A maximum of 50 full-power-equivalent PIPETs (including five mini-GTAs
described in Section 2.2.2.4) would be performed over the 5-10 year
program schedule, and up to 10 PIPET cores would be used. The maximum
number of PIPETs per year would be 10 full-power-equivalent tests involving
two PIPET cores (five full-power-equivalent tests per core). Thus, while
more than 50 PIPET operations may be conducted at or less than full power,
the total impact would not exceed that of 50 full-power tests.
The PIPETs would demonstrate the performance, operability, and reliability
of fuel elements developed for the SNTP program. Although this testing
would make use of fuel element component verification data from tests in
existing facilities to help define the design envelope, such information would
not be based on exact simulation of engine system conditions. Due to the
unique conditions associated with SNTP reactor designs, the PIPETs would
be the first opportunity to validate the fuel elements. Since a large degree
of uncertainty would exist regarding the actual capabilities of the fuel
elements and the actual design envelope, design requirements of the PIPET
Effluent Treatment System (ETS) (see Section 2.2.3.1) include a provision
to handle loss of a complete core under bounding case conditions (Section
4.12.2.3) provided from accident analyses conducted by the program safety
team. An outline of the preliminary SAR for PIPET is provided in
Appendix D.
The PIPET fuel elements and major components could be shipped to an onsite receiving/assembly building for assembly. A second option would be to
ship the assembled devices as one unit. Department of Transportationcertified containers are available for either type of shipment. Following
receipt and component assembly, pre-operational inspections and testing
would be required. Upon completion, the reactor components would be
taken to a sub-scale test cell for installation for further pre-operational
testing and test operations.
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The initial PIPET assembly would consist of typical reactor elements.

Supplemental low-power assist elements may also be placed in the
moderator region If necessary to assure a sufficient reactivity margin. Each
of the cores could be subjected to five operating cycles at a maximum

power level of 550 megawatts (MW) for as long as 500 seconds per cycle,
with a minimum of 7 days separating each operating cycle at power. The
uranium fuel may be subjected to temperatures exceeding 3,300 K (about
3,0000 C), as would the hydrogen coolants which could be heated to
approximately 3.000 K (about 2,700 C). Hydrogen, noble gases,
halogens, volatiles, and particulates could be present in the exhaust stream.
The total inventory of fission and activation products in a PIPET reactor after
a 500-second run is shown in Table E-3 in Appendix E.
Cryogenic and ambient temperature hydrogen would be mixed externally to
obtan high-rWessure cryogenic hydrogen, which would then be supplied to
the test article. Hydrogen coolant would follow several paths through the
PIPET assembly. One path would cool the fuel elements with the hydrogen
exiting at high temperatures. A second path would cool auxiliary structures
(e.g., safety rods, reflector, support structures) with the hydrogen exiting at
significantly lower temperatures. Hydrogen would be used for immediate
post-teat cooling of the reactor core, followed by purging and decay heat
removal using helium at moderate flow rates and temperatures.
Engine component tests in the sub-scale facility would be developmental
tests to expose system components to the hot hydrogen and radiation
environment. A special nozzle may be installed to tap off hot hydrogen to
feed such propellant management system components as the mixer, the
speed control valve, and the turbine. The PIPET radiation environment
would be used to expose and evaluate critical flow or control system
components.
The remote inspection and maintenance system would be used as
appropriate for evaluation of the fuel elements and components between
individual tests in a series as well as upon completion of a series. After the
last test of a series, the PIPET canister assembly containing the fuel
elements would be removed for interim storage on site and possible
transport off site for further examination or disposal.
2.2.2.3 Non-Nucleer Engine Integration Tests. EITs would be designed to
demonstrate proper function of the propellant management system without
an operating reactor in the loop. A mock-up of the entire system would be
tested using a gas generator system to produce hot hydrogen to power the
turbopump for system checkout. The gas generator system would consist
of a liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen combustor, a steam/hydrogen heat
exchanger, a liquid oxygen tank, a liquid hydrogen run tank, and a tank
pressurizing system. Chill and purge procedures would be developed, and
leak checks and functional tests performed. The EIT series would establish
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confidence in the control and feed system necessary to proceed to the GTA
system tests. Under current plans, the EIT series would be performed at the
validation test station described in Section 2.2.3. The use of existing offsite facilities for portions of the EIT is also being evaluated.
During the EIT, liquid hydrogen at pressures of 310 to 345 klopacala (kPa)
(45 to 50 pounds per square Inch (psil) would be fed into the pump side of
the turbopump assembly; the gas generator would produce hydrogen gas of
approximately 2,700 K (2,400 C) which would be used to drive the turbine
side of the turbopump assembly. Performance of various components at
measured pressure, temperature, and flow conditions would be monitored.
Waste products consisting of hydrogen and oxygen gases and steam would
be vented to the atmosphere. Individual test runs would last from a few
seconds to several minutes.
A maximum of 15 EITs would be performed over the 5-10 year program
schedule. Up to five EITs would be performed prior to startup of GTA
testing, and additional EITs would be performed as needed (not to exceed a
total of 15) prior to individual GTA tests.
2.2.2.4 Ground Test Article Test. The GTAs would be a series of up to
ten reactors which gradually approach the desired performance conditions.
GTA design would evolve from technical information derived during PIPET
and other program testing. GTA tests would employ a single cutback nozzle
configuration and, through a progressively expanding test envelope, expose
the nozzle to the full performance profile values of temperature, pressure,
flow rate, and nuclear radiation fields.
A maximum of 10 full-power-equivalent GTA tests, and five mini-GTA tests
(the five mini-GTA tests are included in the 50 PIPETs) would be performed
over the 5-10 year program schedule, and up to 10 GTA cores would be
used. No more than two GTA full-power-equivalent tests would be
performed in any one year (two GTA cores, each tested once). Thus, while
more than 10 GTA test operations may be conducted at or less than full
power, the total impact would not exceed that of 10 full-power tests.
Mini-GTA
The mini-GTAs would be sub-scale versions of the GTA. Subsequent to
satisfactory operations associated with PIPETs, mini-GTAs would be
subjected to tests in the s"me sub-scale test cell used for PIPETs.
The mini-GTA reactors would be designed to more closely represent a fullsize GTA fuel element and would be operated in essentially the same way as
PIPET reactors in a sub-scale facility test cell. Approximately five tests
(included in the 50 PIPETs), each of 500-second duration at a maximum
power level of 550 MW, would be performed on each of the mini-GTAs.
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The teast matrix could potentially generate a fission product inventory in the
mini-GTA reactor similar to that generated in the PIPET cores. The total
Inventory for a 500-second run is shown in Table E-3 in Appendix E.
Full-Scale GTA
The full-scale GTA teat series would demonstrate a complete PeR operation
with feed and control hardware and a full complement of instrumentation.
Muftiple tests would be performed on each of the full-scale GTAs. The tests
would build up from critical (zero power), to low power, to operational
power and temperatures. These tests would demonstrate controllability and
stability at full power and rapid start-up and shutdown under computer
control over a simulated full mission profile.
The test series would progress from a cold flow test in which the hydrogen
gas is passed through the reactor while the core is held in a subcritical
condition, to tests in which the reactor is held critical at full power levels.
Each test would be only a few minutes in duration. The maximum time at
full reactor power for any individual core assembly of the GTA teat series
would be approximately 1,000 seconds. The test matrix associated with
each of these reactor cores could potentially generate a fission product
inventory (described in Chapter 4) resulting from a single 1,000-second
operation at a maximum power level of 2.0 gigawatta (2 million megajoules)
(see Table E-4 in Appendix E). The uranium fuel may be subjected to
extreme temperatures of approximately 3,300 K (about 3,000 C), as would
the hydrogen coolants, which could be heated to approximately 3,000 K
(about 2,7000 C).
The GTA conceptual design includes a turbopump assembly which supplies
cryogenic hydrogen to the reactor at the design operating pressures and
temperatures. Cryogenic hydrogen for the full-scale GTA teat series would
be supplied from a large liquid hydrogen tank end pressurized using a
turbopump assembly included as a part of the test article. An alternate
design would employ a facility pump to supply cryogenic hydrogen from

low-pressure storage tanks. The supply system selected would depend
upon design compromises.
2.2.2.5 Decontamination and Decmm Issoing. The testing facility would
be developed to support POR technology development activities. However,
the same facility may be used to support related research and development
of nuclear propulsion systems for other applications, following appropriate
safety and environmental analysis and documentation.
In the event that a period of inactivity should become necessary, the facility
would be preserved so that reactivation could be accomplished with a
minimum of expense and in a timely manner. All readily accessible areas
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would be decontaminated to a level allowing general access in accordance
with appropriate safety requirements (e.g. DOE Order 5400.5).
Upon completion of usable service, the facility would be decontaminated
and the ares restored to as nearly an original state as deemed practical by
the cognizant authorities at the time. DOE Order 6430.1 A (General Design
Criteria) would be applied to the design activities to enhance eventual
decommissioning activities.
A decontamination and decommissioning plan would be prepared for the
PBR validation test facility prior to the acceptance of any U-235. The plan
would be consistent with DOE Order 5820.2A Chapter V, Decommissioning
of Radioactively Contaminated Facilities. The decontamination and

decommissioning plan would be updated at the completion of testing at the
sub-scale level and at the completion of each major test program, but no

less frequently than every 5 years.
2.2.3 PER Validation Test Facilties
Demonstration of the PeR propulsion technology requires testing of reactor,
nozzle, and propellent management system assemblies, and system
integration tests. Because no facility exists that fully meets testing
rquireme,
construction of a new test facility or extensive modification of
an existing facility is required. Alternative locations for the test facility were
considered and a summary of findings of the Site Narrowing Report is
provided as Appendix F. One location at NTS and one location at INEL have
been identified as reasonable alternatives for the proposed test facility.
Construction/modification of facilities would be phased to provide a subscale facility to accommodate the initial testing. The sub-scale facility
would include a single test cell for the PIPET and mini-GTA test reactors as
well as the supporting infrastructure. PIPETs would include some tests to
characterize failure mechanisms and margins, in order to resolve safety,
performance, and environmental issues accurately.
If the sub-scale testing proves successful, the sub-scale facility would be
expanded to provide a full-scale facility necessary to complete the GTA
testing. The full-scale test facility would be designed to accommodate a
GTA test reactor with a capacity of 2,000 MW. It is estimated that up to
10 GTA test series would be run. Safeguards and physical security would
be provided In accordance with the DOE 5600 series of orders.
The environmental consequences of both the sub-scale and full-scale
facilities have been included in this document. Refer to Figure 2.2-4 for a
schematic diagram of the POR validation test facility.
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2.2.3.1 Sub-Scsle Facility. As shown in Figure 2.2-4. the sub-scale facility
woud
iclue aconrolcomplex including the instrumentation and control
nddiagnostic systems; a receiving and assembly area; a test cell; an
interim on-site storage area; a test article transport staging area; a
confinement system; and the process fluids systems, which consist of both
the coolant supply system (CSS) and the ETS. The major features of the
sub-scale facility are discussed in detail below.

Control Complex
The control complex would be a shielded reinforced concrete building from
which access to the test facility, activities involving the test cell, and a
system to provide video surveillance over the entire test facility would be
controlled. The complex would contain all control consoles associated with
the test facility during PIPET, EIT, and GTA operational testing.
Habitability systems would be provided to ensure a safe environment for
operations personnel to achieve safe reactor shutdown, decay heat removal,
and post-reactor shutdown monitoring during normal operations. Also,
should it be necessary after an accident, these systems would provide the
operations personnel with a safe environment in the control complex until
they could leave safely.
The fire protection system for the control complex would be designed in
accordance with DOE/EP-01 08, Standard for Fire Protection of DOE
Electronic Computer/Data Processing Systems; Group 2 Ordinary Hazard
Occupancy classification; and National Fire Protection Association
Standards. These codes and regulations specify all aspects of design which
affect fire safety at the test facility.
Instrmnentation/Control and Diagnostic Systems
Instrumentation and Control System. The instrumentation and control
system would provide the required safety and control functions for all
operations at the test facility. The system would consist of sensors,
electronics, actuators, and displays necessary for remote control of all
functions associated with the test systems. In addition, the instrumentation
and control system would provide visual indication of critical system
parameters and process status to assure safe operation during all phases of
the experimental programs.
Diagnostic System. The diagnostic system would include data acquisition
equipment normally associated with an experimental activity. This
instrumentation is intended to provide the operating staff with the ability to
analyze the performance of the experimental package and is separate from
that required to ensure safe operations.
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To prevent an accident from inflicting personal injury or equipment damage,
some of the design criteria are as follows:
"* Locate the control complex in an area so that In emergencies all
critical equipment can be operated safely

"* Provide for an automatic shutdown that would be initiated if a
critical out-of-range condition Is detected

"* Ensure that remotely controlled components/equipment would
move to their safest position (e.g., by spring action) if
operational power is lost.

RecwAeV

ad Assembly Area

An area would be provided to test the major components of the reactor at
the sub-scale level, to assemble, and to conduct non-nuclear testing of the
assembled components prior to their being transported to the test cell.
Sufficient space would be provided for the normal administrative
requirements associated with these activities.

Test CeN
The sub-scale facility would include a test cell to accommodate the initial
PBR validation tests. Radiation shielding would be provided by thick
reinforced concrete walls. The test cell would be designed to accommodate
the major components of the reactor and include sufficient penetrations to
provide fluids, power, and instrumentation necessary for reactor operations
as well as capability to handle and store irradiated material. The test cell
design would include appropriate fire suppression systems.
Interim On-Site Storage
Additional capability would be provided to accommodate interim storage of
irradiated fuel and reactor components pending further evaluation. This
capability would accommodate storage of multiple cores, including a pre-test
core, a core currently used in testing, and a post-test core. Such storage
would be sufficiently designed and sited to assure the stored articles could
not be affected by site operations or accidents.
Test Article Transport Staging Area
Equipment and space would be provided to allow for the operations required
to prepare and package for shipment the irradiated fuel and reactor
components for further post-irradiation examination activities.
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Confinement System
The confinement system would include the necessary equipment and
physical barriers to ensure that fission products released to the environment
ae not In excess of the design fission product release rate. The
confinement barrier for PIPETs would enclose the reactor and portions of the
ETS. Single failure criteria as defined in Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 50(A) may require additional structures which would
be designed to accommodate, with sufficient safe margin, calculated
pressure, temperature, and energy loading conditions resulting from normal

operations and credible accidents.
Process Fluid Systems
Each type of POR test would require differing amounts of cryogenic fluids
and compressed gases. For a PIPET, approximately 240,000 gallons of
liquid hydrogen (LHJ) would be necessary to provide coolant to the reactor
fuel and to cool the effluent prior to its entry into the ETS cryogenic
adsorbers; 270,000 gallons of liquid nitrogen LNJ)to support the ETS gasto-gas cooler; and 7,680,000 cubic feet of ambient pressure gaseous helium
(GHe) for system purging, vessel pressurization, and decay heat removal.
Materials required for GTA- and EIT-related activities are discussed in
Section 2.2.3.2.
The process fluid systems for the sub- and full-scale test facilities would
consist of two major subsystems: (1) the CSS and (2) the ETS.
Coolant Supply System (CSS). The CSS would be composed of the
hydrogen storage system, the helium storage system, and the pipes and
valves for coolant distribution. Siting of storage vessels would be in
accordance with Air Force Regulation (AFR) 127-100, Explosive Safety
Standards. These subsystems are described below.
Hydrogen Storage System. Three types of hydrogen storage vessels would
be required at the test facility: low-pressure LH, storage, high pressure
cryogenic hydrogen storage, and high-pressure ambient temperature
hydrogen storage. The low-pressure LH 2 storage would provide bulk
quantities of hydrogen for all test station activities. The liquid and ambient
temperature hydrogen would be mixed at high pressure to provide a variable
temperature hydrogen flow to the facility test cells during test operations.
Gaseous hydrogen (GH.) would also be used as a pressurant for the highpressure cryogenic hydrogen storage vessels.
Reactor safety concerns would require that high-pressure cryogenic
hydrogen be supplied to the test cell by two or more independent systems.
Thus the total storage volume requirement would be equally divided among
a number of storage vessels. During normal test operation, each
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independent system would supply one-half of the hydrogen flow required by
the fuel elements; however, the pipes and valves associated with each
independent supply system would be sized to accommodate the total flow
required by the reactor fuel. If a failure occurs In one system, the other
system would Increase flow to the reactor fuel and the test would be
terminated. Operational limits would be placed on the high-pressure
cryogenic hydrogen level and the ambient temperature gas storage pressure
to ensure that each of the independent systems retains sufficient hydrogen
to provide an orderly reactor shutdown, Including that portion of the decay
heat removal operation which uses hydrogen.
Each of these independent hydrogen supply systems would be protected
from projoctiles that may result from the rupture of pressure vessels, piping,
or the detonation/deflagration potentially associated with a failure in the
other systems. This protection would be provided by placing shrapnel
barriers in appropriate locations to isolate storage vessels associated with
one independent supply system from the vessels of the other. Additional
protection for the independent hydrogen supply systems would be provided
by placing shrapnel barriers in appropriate locations to isolate the highpressure hydrogen storage vessels from the other storage vessels
(e.g., oxygen) located at the test station.
Helium Storage System. Helium would be used at the test facility for
purging storage vessels, pipes, and test articles; for pressurizing certain fluid
storage vessels; and for removing decay heat from the test cell subsequent
to testing operations. Helium would be stored as a gas at high pressure and
ambient temperature. The helium storage vessels would be adequately
protected from projectiles by placing shrapnel barriers in appropriate
locations to isolate them from the hydrogen and other storage vessels. The
high pressure, ambient temperature helium storage for the sub-scale facility
requires a volume of 4,700 cubic feet at a storage pressure of 19
megapascals (MPa) (2,800 psi), and a temperature of 250-320 K (23470

C).

Coolant Distribution System. The fluids distribution system (pipes and
valves) would supply hydrogen and helium to various locations at the test
facility in appropriate quantities to support test and operational activities.
Auxiliary equipment required by the fluids distribution system would include
vaporizers to maintain pressure on the bulk LH2 storage vessels during
transfer operacions; facility pumps and vaporizers to enable filling the high
pressure ambient temperature hydrogen storage vessels; filters at the fill
stations and test cell to maintain fluid cleanliness; instrumentation to
monitor conditions in the storage vessels and distribution systems; and
mixers to deliver variable temperature hydrogen to the test cell. The pipes,
valves, and associated components of the fluids distribution system would
be designed to operate in the range of 690 kPa (100 psi) at 20 K (-253 C)
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for low-pressure LH, lines, to 41 MPa (6,000 psi) at 320 K 147 C) for GH.
lines.
Isolation valves would be located at the inlets and outlets of all pressure
vessels. Remotely actuated or pressure regulating valves would be used to
control the pressure in the storage vessels. Pressure relief devices would be
incorporated into the design of the isolation system to avoid over-pressuring
the storage vessels. Pressure relief devices would also be incorporated into
the design of any feed line that may be isolated when carrying cryogenic
hydrogen.
Large-quantity releases of hydrogen would be vented to a coolant flare
stack. Operations that are expected to release large quantities of hydrogen
are cooldown of the liquid hydrogen storage vessels, fill of hydrogen storage
vessels, and post-operational purge of hydrogen feed lines. The flare
system would be designed and sized as appropriate for the range of
expected flow conditions resulting from these operations.
Effluent Treatment System (ETS). There are three major reasons for
incorporating an ETS into the test facility. First, one of the goals of PIPET is
to validate design margins. The potential for releasing a larger quantity of
fission products increases as the operating parameters approach these
limits. The emissions of radionuclides into the ambient air from DOE
facilities are regulated by the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) (40 CFR 61 Sub-Part H), which specifies that the
emissions shall not exceed an amount that would cause any member of the
public to receive in any year an effective dose equivalent of 10
milliroentgen-equivalent-man (mreo) per year. While the NESHAP may allow
a member of the public to receive a dose of 10 mrem in a year, the SNTP
program would be committed to a design goal of 2 mrem per year, or
20 percent of the allowable regulatory limit. Second, because the SNTP
program is a developmental program, there would be some uncertainty in
the actual composition of the effluent. An ETS would ensure that the
emissions from planned activities would remain within the program goals
under all postulated routine operating scenarios. Third, it is a national policy
to reduce radioactive discharges to a level that is as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA). The ETS would be designed to reduce releases of
noble gases (primarily xenon and krypton), halogens (primarily iodine),
volatile elements, and other fission products in the form of particulates'.
The ETS would be designed to accomplish the following objectives:
(1) ensure that radioactive material entering the ETS remains in a subcritical
geometry; (2) cool the test article effluent to temperatures acceptable for
normal engineering materials used in gas treatment systems; (3) remove

Appendix E shows the total expected fission product inventory of the testing activities. Chapter 4. Section 4.12,
deesdbee the expected radiologicel effects as a result of release from the ETS.
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particulates and debris from the effluent stream; (4) remove halogens, noble
gases, and vapor phase contaminants from the effluent stream; and (5) flare
the resulting hydrogen gas to the atmosphere. The effluent would pass
through the ETS in 5-10 seconds, although the noble gases would be
removed and retained for several days to allow decay of the short-lived
isotopes.
The ETS would be designed in such a manner that during test operations
and under accident conditions (including consideration of any impacts
associated with the accumulation of radiological material in the ETS) the
releases are reduced to limits derived from exposure limits for workers and
the public given existing guides, regulations, and standards. Further, it is
the policy of the program that the releases be reduced below these
established limits to ALARA, considering technical, economic, and practical
constraints.
Preliminary contaminant retention goals have been established to allow
initiation of the ETS design effort. These are:
1. To remove 99.9 percent of the most penetrating size of
particulates and condensed phase contaminants (nominally 0.3
microns) from the effluent stream
2.

To remove 99.5 percent of the gas (iodine, xenon, and krypton)
and vapor phase contaminants from the effluent stream.

The stated removal efficiencies are not, at this time, intended to be
interpreted as the final performance requirements for the ETS. Analysis will
be performed to determine the release limits required to satisfy existing
guides, regulations, and standards. These limits, when considered in
conjunction with projected normal operating and accident scenarios,
potential contaminant source terms, and the ALARA principle of the
program, would be used to establish the final removal efficiencies of the

ETS.
The stated 99.9 percent solid and 99.5 percent gas and vapor phase
removal efficiencies are within the envelope of the current state of the art
for filter and adsorption media. Typical air filtration efficiencies for high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters exceed 99.95 percent of the most
penetrating particle size. Based upon data obtained during the Nuclear
Furnace-1 test program at Nevada Research and Development Area (NRDA)
(Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 1973), krypton retention efficiencies
were demonstrated to be in excess of 99.5 percent. It should be noted that
xenon and iodine are much more readily adsorbed than krypton. Thus the
performance level defined for krypton is conservative for xenon and iodine.
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The elements of a conceptual ETS which could meet these goals are
presented in Figure 2.2-5 and described in the following paragraphs.
Crvoaenic Hvdroaen Injection. Large quantities of cryogenic hydrogen
would be injected directly into the effluent stream and lower the
temperature through bulk mixing. The required coolant flow rate would be
established by the power generated by the test article. The pipes, valves,
and associated components of the injection system would be designed to
operate at an approximate pressure of 1,500 kPa (220 psi) and a
temperature of about 20 K (R2500 C).
D.
A debris retention device would be incorporated into the ETS
design to collect any debris that may be produced by failed fuel elements
and to divert the effluent flow. This device would be designed to ensure
that the material retained within it would be maintained in a subcritical
configuration. It is anticipated that the majority of debris resulting from a
fuel element failure would remain in the debris retention device. The debris
trap would be designed to be cooled so that it may be constructed using
conventional engineering materials.
HogtGasIggLe. A gas-to-gas heat exchanger would use low temperature
nitrogen to pre-cool the effluent prior to removing the noble gases. The
nitrogen would be supplied from bulk liquid storage vessels. Nitrogen
exiting the hot gas cooler would be monitored for contaminants and
exhausted to the atmosphere. Preliminary calculations indicate that
inclusion of this component could reduce the flow rate downstream of the
final mixer by half. The pipes, valves, and associated components of the
hot gas cooler would be designed to operate at an approximate pressure of
1,500 kPa (220 psi) and a temperature of about 75 K (-2000 C).
PrtniulaeIFir. The effluent would be passed through filter media
designed to remove 99.9 percent of the most penetrating size of the
remaining particulates (nominally 0.3 microns) from the stream. In addition
to the efficient removal of small particles entrained in the effluent stream,
the filters would also provide a certain amount of redundancy for larger
particles which escape the debris retention device. Granular, sintered metal
and HEPA filters, as well as other media, are being considered to perform
this function.
Cryooenic,_ixer. The effluent stream must be cooled to cryogenic
temperatures to remove the radioactive noble gases and halogens. This final
cooling would be performed by injecting cryogenic hydrogen into the
effluent stream.
Cryooenic Charcoal Adsorbers. The use of cryogenic adsorption beds and
cold traps are under consideration to remove 99.5 percent of the halogens
and noble gases from the effluent stream. The performance of the
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cryogenic adsorption beds is a function of the bed temperature, the total
bed volume, and the volumetric gas flow through the bed. The bed design
must consider these parameters to ensure retention of the radioactive
halogens and noble gases. The applicability of cold traps may be limited due
to the anticipated very low concentration of the contaminants.
Since cryogenic adsorption beds and cold traps provide only temporary
retention of radioactive gases, a final collection and/or disposal method must
be included in an effluent processing system. Retention of these gases for
several days allows for decay of the short half-life constituents and results
in a significant reduction of radioactive discharge to the environment. One
option would be to isolate the cryogenic beds and/or cold traps and vent the
gases to a cryopump. This concentrated waste would then be disposed of
appropriately. For purposes of analysis, isolation of the adsorption beds
and/or cold traps and decay of the radioactive gases followed by a
controlled release to the atmosphere was evaluated as the bounding
condition.
Flare S.ck. Finally, the remaining treated effluent would be vented and
combusted through a flare stack. Intentional burning of the remaining
hydrogen effluent would prevent the accumulation and potential
detonation/deflagration of the hydrogen in the vicinity of the test cell.
The flare stack would operate intermittently for short periods of time.
Flaring of hydrogen would occur during and immediately following each test,
for a period up to several hours. Flare ignition systems using natural gas or
electricity would be used. Relative amounts of air and hydrogen would be
mixed (approximately 35 to 45 parts air to 1 part hydrogen) to ensure
sufficient hydrogen burning to reduce explosion risk, but still operate
efficiently. Flaring is expected to involve temperatures of approximately
2,100 K (about 1,8000 C); as a result, the exhaust plume will contain high
heat levels. Exhaust from the flare stack would be primarily nitrogen, water
vapor, oxygen, and unburned hydrogen. The heated exhaust would rise as a
plume into the atmosphere. Hydrogen naturally bums with an invisible
flame; the flame would rise above the top of the flare stack (specific heights
of the stack and the flame are dependent on future design details).
An effluent monitoring system would measure the radioactive and
particulate content of the discharge stream on a real-time basis in the
various ETS stages and as released to the environment. This would alert
the operator to releases of radioactivity and/or particulates approaching
prescribed limits (i.e., Technical Safety Requirements and NESHAP). In
addition, the monitoring system would allow for initiating methods to
prevent or minimize potential releases (e.g., terminate test, isolate the filter
or adsorber having degraded performance, etc.), and would also provide
post-run quantitative estimates of total releases made to the environment
during each run.
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A number of the ETS components (potentially including but not limited to
the debris trap, filter media, and adsorber beds) may become sufficiently
radioactive to require special maintenance, testing, and inspection
procedures to minimize occupational exposure. Features to expedite all
required procedures would be incorporated into the design. The ETS design
would include appropriate shielding to prevent worker exposure to ionizing
radiation above acceptable levels. In addition, compatibility with special
equipment such as portable shielding and remote inspection and
maintenance equipment would be incorporated into the design as necessary.
Due to its function as a portion of the radionuclide confinement system, the
ETS would be designed and constructed with a level of redundancy and
reliability appropriate for safety. In addition, the system would be designed
to satisfy the single failure criteria as adopted by the program for the
confinement function and systems, and would meet the intent of all
appropriate requirements specified in 10 CFR 50 as directed by the DOE
Order 5480 series.
2.2.3.2 Full-Scale Facility. Several additions and modifications to the subscale facility would be required to create a full-scale facility (see
Figure 2.2-4). Modifications include providing additional control consoles
and data acquisition capabilities in the control complex and increasing the
storage capacity to accommodate the irradiated fueled components
associated with the larger GTAs. Additions include an expanded test
complex to accommodate the GTAs, a disassembly building to enable limited
on-site post-irradiation examination (PIE) activities, an EIT area to support
non-nuclear component and propellant management system development
activities, expansion of the existing CSS and ETS systems as necessary to
provide and process the increased fluid flow rates, and a test evaluation
center to enable evaluation of acquired test data.

Test Complex
The sub-scale testing capability would be modified as necessary to provide a
test complex to accommodate testing of several (up to 10) GTAs. The GTA
test location(s) would accommodate the larger test articles and provide the
necessary fluids, power, instrumentation, and effluent treatment. The test
cell design would include appropriate fire suppression systems.
At NTS, construction of additional test cells would be required
(Section 2.3.11. If the existing CTF at INEL is capable of accommodating
GTA testing, It would be used to support additional tests by moving the
GTA to a storage location after a test and installing a new GTA in the
facility. If the CTF proves to be inadequate, additional test cells would be
constructed to accommodate the proposed testing (Section 2.3.2).
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Dleassembly Buiding
A disassembly building with an integral hot cell would be required to
accommodate initial disassembly and post-irradiation activities for Irradiated
fuel elements or test reactor assemblies. The building would have a
shielded area for unloading each test article from the cask used to transport
the assemblies from the test cell.
EIT Area
Space would be provided within the full-scale test facility to accommodate
testing of liquid hydrogen flow components for integration into the engines.
Conceptual estimates indicate that an area of approximately 1,600 square
feet would be required to accommodate this testing. This testing ares
would provide appropriate blast protection in accordance with AFR 127-100
and the DOE Explosive Safety Manual (DOE, 1990a).
Storage of gases and cryogenics to support EIT would provide for 2,900
cubic feet of GHe, 150,000 gallons of LH2, 2,900 cubic feet of GH,, and
2,300 gallons of liquid oxygen (LOX) anticipated to be necessary to support
each test.
Expanded Process Fluids
During the full-scale facility expansion, additions will be made to the process
fluid systems for supplying coolant and treating effluent. A second ETS or
major expansion to the sub-scale ETS would be constructed for GTA
operations. The full-scale ETS would incorporate information gathered from
the sub-scale ETS operation.
Storage of gases and cryogenics at the Full-Scale Facility to support GTA
would provide for 61,280,000 cubic feet of GHe, 1,920,000 gallons of LH,
and 2,160,000 gallons of LN, anticipated to be necessary to support each
test.
Test Evaluation Center
The Test Evaluation Center will provide office and computer/laboratory work
space for the engineering team required to analyze the data generated
during system tests. It will be located near the test facility, but far enough
away that it can be occupied routinely when radioactive test articles are
located in the test cells. It would typically be evacuated during power test
operations.
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2.2.4

Employment and Population

Construction andlor modification of all facilities is expected to take
approximately 18 to 24 months each for both the sub-scale and full-scale
test facilities, with an average work force of about 35 and a peak work
force of about 100. The number of personnel on site during pre-operational

activities at the sub-scale fafcit would be limited to about 30 security,
technical, administrative, and maintenance personnel. The pre-operational
staff of the full-scale facility would be approximately 50 to 60. During

actual testing operations for both facilities, the number of personnel on site
would be reduced to a minimum operating staff of no more than 10
individuals, all located within the control complex.
2.3

DESCRIPTION OF SITING ALTERNATIVES
Two sites at DOE installations have been identified as suitable locations for
the PBR validation test facility: the SMTS site at NTS, and the CTF site at
INEL. The principal exclusionary criteria considered in the site narrowing

process were 11) similar nuclear activities conducted at the installation;
(2) 15 kilometers (9.3 miles) minimum distance to the nearest urban area;
and (3) federal ownership of the facility. Both of the DOE installations have
sufficient infrastructure support. The SMTS site would require new
construction for all facilities and the extension or improvement of roads and
utilities. The CTF site has existing facilities and infrastucture but would

require some modifications to existing facilities as well as some new
construction. Both sites would require maintenance, testing, waste
management, and ultimate disposition or decontamination of the test facility
(The Harms Group, 1991).
2.3.1

SMTS

The SMTS (Figure 2.3-1) is located in the center of NTS, south of Mine
Mountain Road and west of Saddle Mountain Road (Figure 2.3-2).
Distances to the NTS boundaries from the SMTS are as follows: north 22
miles, south 19 miles, east 14 miles, and west 14 miles. Access to the test
area is controlled by the NTS Safeguards and Security Branch of the Nevada

Field Office Safeguards and Security Division. There is no free public access
to either NTS or the Nellie AFB Range Complex.
2.3.1.1 Facility Description. Selection of the SMTS would require new
construction for sub-scale and full-scale test facilities, as described in
Section 2.2.3 and as shown in Figure 2.2-4. Other infrature required

for the site includes roads, power lines, phone lines, a deep water well, and
water storage tanks (Figure 2.3-3). Transportation improvements include
new site roads and grading of existing access roads.
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2.3.1.2 Infrstuctre Requiments
Roads
Road access to the SMTS would be via either the northern route (Mercury
Highway to Mine Mountain Road) or the southern route (Saddle Mountain
Road) (Figure 2.3-2). Both Mine Mountain Road and Saddle Mountain Road
are unimproved gravel roads. These roads could be used In their existing
condition with grading, woering, and compaction as required. Maintenance
of the roadway infrastructure on NTS, including these access roads, is the
responsibility of DOE.
Power and Telephone Lines
A 34.5 kilovolt (kV) overhead power distribution line approximately
2.4 miles long would be required to connect the facility to the existing
138 kV power transmission line along Mine Mountain Road. The installation
of a stepdown transformer would also be required. Additional short-term
electrical capacity which may be needed for the SMTS could be provided by
large transportable generators. A telephone line approximately 2 mils long
would be required to tap into the existing telephone lines.

Sanltary Sewag System
A sanitary sewage system would be required for the peak 50 to 80 person
on-site staff during test preparation. The most appropriate system for the
site would be an on-site septic system. It is anticipated that less than
2,400 gallons per day of sanitary waste would be produced.
Water Supply
Water would be provided from an existing 3,680-foot-dsep, large-diameter
exploratory drill hole located near the center of Mid Valley, about 2.1 miles
southeast of the SMTS. The well Is not used for water supply purposes for
any other activities at NTS. Pumping depth would be at about 2,000 feet
below the surface. For construction and the sub-scale tests, a sunlighttreated polyvinyl chloride water supply line to the SMTS would be laid on
the ground surface and a portable generator would be used to power the
pump for replenishing the water tank. For the full-scale systems tests,
consideration would be given to constructing a 1.5-mile-long buried water
line. Wellhead development would consist mainly of laying a concrete pad
and installing necessary pipes and valves. Access to the welhead is by an
existing unimproved road. Water would be stored in two 250,000-gallon
storage tanks which would be placed in an elevated area of the site.
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Excavation
Construction of the test facility would require eoth removal and fill for the
test site and water tank installation and grading of the roads. The cut and
fill required are approximately 26,000 cubic yards and 37,000 cubic yards,
respectively. The total area disturbed at the SMTS is anticipated to be less
than 100 acres.
2.3.2

CTF

The CTF (Figure 2.3-4) is located in the northern portion of INEL, northwest
of the intersection of Uncoln Boulevard and State Highway 33
(Figure 2.3-5).
Some existing facilities that could support P8R validation testing are already
located at the CTF site. Approximate distances to the INEL boundaries are
as follows: north 11 miles, south 28 miles, east 11 miles, and west 8
miles.
2.3.2.1 Faclity Description. Existing facilities at the CTF site consist of a
receiving/assembly/hot cell facility, an American Society of Mechanical
Engineers-certified pressure vessel (containment structure rated to 40 psi), a
control bunker, post-irradiation examination facilities, and administrative
space. An approximately 1.6-mile railroad track connects the containment
structure to the receiving/assembly/hot cell facility (Fgure 2.3-6). A
security fence with guard stations is also in place.
A number of modifications to the existing facilities would be required. It is
likely that the control building would have to be reconfigured to
accommodate the tests. The receiving/asssmbly/hot cell facility may require
modest modification to accommodate the hot test articles. The hydrogen
and helium storage ares would be located to the northeast of the CTF.
Construction and operation of the storage area and flare stack may require
the relocation of a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) meteorological tower; this tower would be moved within the site
ares. For the sub-scale tests, portions of the ETS would probably be
located within the CTF, with the hydrogen and nitrogen supplies located to
the east of the CTF. Engineering studies have been initiated to determine if
the CTF or new test cells would be required for the full-scale test. New test
cells, if required, would be located adjacent to the CTF.
Use of the existing CTF containment structure as the sub-scale test cell
would require construction of process fluids storage and piping, the ETS,
and the flare stack. The test article would be secured to one of the special
rail cars, moved to the CTF containment structure, and connected to coolant
fluids and the ETS. Following the test and after a cool-down period, the
test article could be moved directly to the hot-cell facility for disassembly
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and PIE. Engineering studies are underway to determine renovation
requirements for the CTF vessel to provide for coolant flow, debris
collection, exhaust of propellant, purging, inerting, and venting.
2.3.2.2 Infrastructure Requirements. Infrastructure required for the
activities is already in place at the site. This includes paved roads, power
lines, telephone lines, a sanitary system, and a water supply. Intermittent
PBR validation testing may require closure of State Highways 33, 28 or 22
for short durations of less than 1 hour. Traffic would be rerouted to the
two open highways.
Excavation
Modification and construction of the test facility would affect less than
50 acres of previously disturbed land adjacent to the containment structure.
Excavation requirements are approximately 11,000 cubic yards.
2.3.3

Transportation of Hazardous and Radioactive Materials

Various quantities of GHe, 11-1, IN, and LOX would be required for PIPET,
EIT, and GTA tests (Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2). Table 2.3-1 lists the
limited source locations of large quantities of GHe and LH,, the number of
trips to support all tests, and the transportation requirements to supply
these materials to both the SMTS and CTF. IN, and LOX may be procured
from local suppliers and could be expected to require approximately 3,500
and 15 total trips for LN, and LOX, respectively.

Table 2.3-1. LH,/GHe Transportation Options, Program Lifetime
Destination

Miles

Total No.
Trips

Total Miles

Kelly AFB (San Antonio, TX)

SMTS

1,375

5,600

7,700,000

GHe

Kelly AFB (San Antonio, TX)

CTF

1,600

5,600

8,960,000

LH,

Air Products (Sacramento, CA)

SMTS

500

3,400

1,700,000

LH,

Air Products (Sacramento, CA)

CTF

800

3,400

2,720,000

LH,

Air Products (Tonawanda, NY)

SMTS

2,375

3,400

8,075,000

LH

Air Products (Tonawanda, NY)

CTF

2,100

3,400

7,140,000

LH,

Unde Corp. (Ontario, CA)

SMTS

300

3,400

1,020,000

LH,

Unde Corp. (Ontario, CA)

CTF

925

3,400

3,145,000

Materials

Potential Source

GHe
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The distances in Table 2.3-1 and resulting analyses are based primarily on
the use of trucks to transport the gases and cryogenic liquids. Modes of
transport (e.g., trucks or rail) would be selected by the supplier based on
cost, efficiency, and scheduling. If rail were used, the material would need
to be transferred to truck at some point, because neither site alternative has
a rail spur accessing the site. The program would not build new rail spurs

for this activity.
The number of trips and transportation requirements for U-235 is discussed
In Appendix E. The impacts of potential accidents involving the transport of
U-235 are discussed in Section 4.12.2.4.
2.4

NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE
Under the No-Action Alternative, the Air Force would not proceed with the
SNTP program. Component assembly, fabrication, and validation testing
would not be carried forward, and the PBR-propelled rocket technology
would not be developed or validated.

2.5

ALTERNATIVES EUMINATED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION
Early in the SNTP program planning, several other alternatives were
considered but were eliminated as unacceptable. These alternatives are
briefly discussed below.
2.5.1

Alternative Propellant

One alternative considered but not carried forward would be to use helium
rather than hydrogen as the propellant. Helium is not a suitable coolant for
the fuel elements at high power. Since the specific heat of helium is lower
than that of hydrogen, a higher helium flow rate is required to remove a
given quantity of heat. The higher helium flow rate, in conjunction with its
higher molecular weight, results in a pressure drop across the fuel element,
for any given operating power, that is higher than that for hydrogen. At a
sufficiently high power level, the helium pressure drop may threaten the
integrity of the fuel element. In addition, the specific impulse (1,) of a
rocket engine is inversely proportional to the square root of the molecular
weight of the propellant. Thus, the use of helium as a propellant would
result in an 1, that is about 70 percent of that for hydrogen. Even if lower
I, was acceptable, liquid helium would require storage and handling at a
temperature of approximately 4 K (-2690 C), a substantial increase in
complexity over hydrogen storage requirements at 20 K (-2530 C).
2.5.2 Materials and Components Testing Alternatives
2.5.2.1 Simulation of Testing and Operating Conditions. Another
alternative considered but not carried forward would be the simulation of
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testing and operating conditions in place of physical testing. The
performance of materials, components, and assemblies could be simulated
by computer codes. Significant simulation is presently included in the
program and extending this effort would be possible. However, simulation
of testing and operating conditions does not allow validation of component
performance and, therefore, would not meet program goals.
2.5.2.2 Integrated Bench Scale Tests. Another alternative considered but
not carried forward would be to perform only bench or laboratory scale tests
that incorporate PBR technology and not conduct testing at the sub-scale
facility. The use of this alternative to develop the PBR technology would
not fully demonstrate the viability of the concept. Many of the key
technical issues relate to fuel or fuel element performance under typical
reactor operating conditions. For the PBR, these conditions can only be
simulated on a complete fuel element in the sub-scale facility. Bench or
laboratory scale tests are anticipated to be a key part of development work
leading up to the sub-scale facility but not to replace it.
2.5.2.3 Continued Research and Development of Components and
Assemblies. Another alternative considered but not carried forward is to
continue research and development of the rocket components and
assemblies until more data are available on the new technologies being
developed. This would extend the schedule without moving toward meeting
the objectives of the program.
2.5.3

Alternative Locations

2.5.3.1 Initial Site Screening. The initial screening began with a review of
continental United States locations that were federally owned sites and had
access control systems in place. The sites were screened further for
similarity of operations. Several Department of Defense sites were
considered (e.g., Tonopah Test Range, Nevada, and Edwards Air Force
Base, California) but none hosted similar nuclear research operations. The
remaining sites were all DOE sites.
Early in the site narrowing process, several candidate locations within the
Nevada Test Site were evaluated for use as a PBR validation test station.
With the exception of some existing facilities at the NRDA (formerly referred
to as the Nuclear Rocket Development Station), the remaining candidates
were dismissed due to unfavorable topography, inaccessibility, or
refurbishment efforts which were obviously significant and considered
uneconomical. Major components of the NRDA test facilities had been
removed and reapplication for PBR testing was not considered reasonable.
Only the engine maintenance and disassembly (E-MAD) facility was
considered to be a reasonable candidate to support validation test activities.
However, the costs to refurbish the E-MAD facility so that a relatively small
rrt of it would be available to support PBR validation were estimated to bie
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substantially higher than the cost of building a small facility capable of

stabilizing these apecimens prior to transport and shipping them to an
existing hot cell facility for the PIE. The program concluded that this latter
approach was a more cost-effective method of conducting PIE and would
reduce the overall construction impacts by eliminating an extensive
renovation effort. Finally, the entire NRDA is habitat for the desert tortoise
which is a federally protected threatened species, which the program sought
to avoid impacting.
The second step was the exclusion of sites located less than 15 kilometers
(9.3 miles) from urban areas. This resulted in the elimination of all but four
sites.
The remaining sites at Hanford (Richland, Washington), INEL, NTS, and
Savannah River Site (SRS) (Aiken, South Carolina), were then evaluated for
mission compatibility. The Hanford Site was excluded for incompatibility
with existing operations; no suitable 100-acre location was available that
was compatible with existing or planned operations. The entire installation
is currently undergoing environmental restoration in accordance with a
memorandum of agreement with the state of Washington. SRS also was
eliminated due to incompatibility with existing operations. SRS produces
plutonium, tritium, and other nuclear materials for United States defense
programs. SRS is currently the primary source for tritium production in the
United States. The need to maintain separation between the SNTP test
facilities and tritium production facilities would not allow appropriate siting
of the project at SRS. SRS is surrounded by wetlands in the south and east
and is bisected by public roads to the north. Alternate locations would have
required siting on special status lands and would have increased public
safety concerns. Two sites at INEL (Quest and CTF) and one site at NTS
(SMTS) were retained for further study.
2.5.3.2 Quest Site. Although the Quest site was considered a viable
alternative when this environmental analysis process began, it has since
been eliminated from consideration, and is not analyzed further in this EIS.
The rationale for this decision, which was made by the Air Force in
May 1992, is outlined in this section (more detailed background information
is contained in Appendix G).
The Quest site is in an undeveloped, remote area located in the east-central
portion of INEL. Because earlier surveys along the road leading to the Quest
site led to the discovery of many prehistoric archaeological sites, the Air
Force commissioned a survey of the Quest site area that could be affected
by construction of the PBR validation test facility. This survey, which was
performed in April 1992, revealed the presence of an unusually high number
of diverse cultural materials. Included among the finds was an extensive
scattering of lithic and ceramic materials with features that included hearths
and associated fire-cracked rock; pottery sherds; burned bone/tooth enamel
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fragments associated with lithic materials; an extensive packrat midden; and
chinked stone walls of undetermined purpose that are unique on INEL.
These discoveries are consistent with site types that include hunting
locations, field camps where game processing occurred, and tool
modification area. Additionally. the packrat midden Is similar to those that
have, in the past, revealed important paleontological remains.
Because of the amount, richness, and diversity of the cultural materials
found, the Quest site (virtually all of which has, to date, escaped
disturbance) has the very definite potential to contribute significantly to an
understanding of North American and Idaho prehistory. Many of the sites
are consequently likely to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places.
The potential importance of the Quest site from a cultural resources
standpoint has convinced the Air Force that it would be imprudent to
continue to carry the Quest site as an alternative location for the P9R test
facility. Although the Air Force could, consistent with current cultural
resources laws and regulations, perform data recovery at the Quest site and
thereafter proceed to construct the proposed test facility, this would result
in the loss of these prehistoric sites forever. Because other suitable
locations for the PBR validation test facility exist, the Air Force has
concluded that potential destruction of apparently significant prehistoric
sites is unwarranted. Consequently, in late May 1992, the Air Force
eliminated the Quest site from further consideration and analysis in this EIS.
2.6

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
The Air Force's preferred alternative is to facilitate development of nuclear
thermal propulsion technology by constructing and operating a POR
validation test facility. Based on environmental considerations alone, both
NTS and INEL appear to be acceptable candidate locations for the test
facility. Nonetheless, to meet requirements of the Council on Environmental
Quality regulations, and predicated principally on the fact that it has been
used for similar types of test activities in the past, the Air Force presently
prefers NTS as a location for the test facility. It must be emphasized,
however, that no decision concerning whether and where to construct and
operate a PBR validation test facility will be made until:
1. The Air Force and DOE have had an opportunity to consider fully
the environmental impacts identified in this EIS and weigh them
against other relevant factors, including economic and technical
considerations and the two agency's respective statutory
missions; and
2. The DOE Energy System Acquisition Advisory Board (ESAAB)
has completed its site selection process and made a final
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recommendation to the Secretary of Energy concerning which
candidate site is preferred if the Air Force decides to proceed
with the PBR validation test program.
The Air Force's final decision, as well as DOE's site selection, will be
documented in one or more formal Records of Decision that will be made
available to the public. Until these Records of Decision are issued, the Air
Force shall take no action concerning the SNTP program that would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the Air Force's ability to choose
among the reasonable alternatives, including the No-Action Alternative.
2.7

OTHER FUTURE ACTIONS IN THE REGION
Several ongoing or potential future actions were reviewed in context of
cumulative environmental impacts if performed in combination with SNTP
PBR validation testing.
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, which is being considered as a location for a highlevel radioactive waste repository on NTS, is undergoing a site
characterization program which is expected to continue for some time (DOE,
1988b, 1988d). The Yucca Mountain site characterization program was
considered in context of the NTS baseline conditions, and impacts with
SNTP were analyzed as such.
The DOE is also currently studying three general categories of potential
actions:
*

Development and implementation of environmental restoration
activities at all DOE facilities

*

Development and implementation of revised waste management
practices at all DOE facilities

*

Reconfiguration of the DOE nuclear weapons complex, to
consolidate existing activities.

Each of these actions, and the relative potential for cumulative impacts with
SNTP at NTS or INEL, are discussed below, and analyzed where applicable
in Section 4.5 (Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management).
Environmental Restoration
The environmental restoration program includes investigation of potentially
contaminated sites, implementation of remediation measures, and
development of long-term management procedures. Environmental
restoration studies can be used to develop detailed strategies on the most
effective methods for cleaning up contaminated sites or managing the sites
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to ensure that future impacts from the sites do not exceed regulatory
requirements and DOE environmental goals. A series of general alternatives
was developed in DOE, 1992f.
Proposals for restoration activities include the No-Action Alternative (in
which current management practices would continue), a series of
Institutional Control Alternatives (i.e., leaving the contamination in place,
and implementing measures to reduce or control risk of health and safety
impacts), a series of Removal and Treatment Alternatives, and alternatives
implementing various combinations of methods. Specific alternatives for
individual DOE facilities have not yet been developed.
The schedule of implementation of one or more of the alternatives is still
unknown; several additional studies are required prior to implementation of a
proposed program. The primary potential for cumulative effects is in the
area of hazardous waste management. There are insufficient details
available to quantitatively analyze these potential effects; however,
qualitative discussions are provided in Sections 4.5.1.4 and 4.5.2.4.
Remaining aspects of the program are currently too speculative to be able to
assess cumulative impacts for other resource areas (e.g., biological
resources, air quality, etc.).
Waste Management
The DOE is currently studying numerous alternative methods of revising
waste management procedures, reorganizing the waste management
system, and consolidating activities for all DOE facilities. A description of
waste management alternatives has recently been developed (DOE, 1992e).
Waste management alternatives will consider hazardous wastes, high-level
radioactive wastes, low-level radioactive wastes (LLW), low-level mixed
wastes, transuranic (TRU) wastes, greater-than-Class C wastes, and DOE
spent nuclea. ,1 (refer to the DOE Orders for descriptions of waste types).
Waste manav !ent alternatives for all waste types except spent nuclear
fuel include a series of Minimum Consolidation Alternatives, in which
portions of waste treatment, storage, and disposal activities would be
consolidated to fewer DOE facilities; a series of Maximum Consolidation
Alternatives, in which wastes from most facilities would be accumulated,
treated, stored, and disposed of in a very small number of DOE facilities;
and the No-Action Alternative, in which current practices and locations
would continue.
For spent nuclear fuel, the alternatives include the Decentralization
Alternative (limited consolidation of sites); Regionalization Alternative
(consolidation by fuel types); Centralization Alternative (maximum
consolidation); and the No-Action Alternative.
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Based on these alternatives, waste facilities at NTS and/or INEL could be
used to consolidate treatment, storage, and/or disposal of TRU waste, LLW,
low-level mixed waste, or hazardous waste from other DOE installations.

The schedule of Imgmtao of one or more of the alternatives is still
of a
unknown; several additional studies are required prior to Im enI
proposed program. The study is too premina, and program specifics are
too speculative to evaluate potential cumulative inpacts in combination with
the SNTP program for most environmental resource areas; however,
sufficient data are available to identify some relative levels of potential
cumulative impacts related to hazardous waste management (Sections
4.5.1.4 and 4.5.2.41.

Reconfiguration of Nuclear Weapons Complex
The DOE is also studying alternatives to consolidate the geographically
separated nuclear weapons development and production facilities to one or a
few DOE sites (DOE, 1991 b, 1992a). This study includes a series of
proposals to consolidate the Nonnuclear Element to one of several facilities,
some presently undefined alternatives to consolidate the Research,
Development, and Testing Element, and a range of proposals to relocate
some or all of the Nuclear Element facilities at one (or very few) DOE
facilities. INEL is being considered as one site alternative for consolidation
of the Nuclear Element.
The reconfiguration project is too preliminary and speculative to assess
cumulative impacts for most environmental resource areas. If INEL is
selected for both SNTP and Nuclear Weapons Complex reconfiguration,
potential cumulative impacts could include hazardous waste management.
Amounts of hazardous wastes generated by this program would be a small
percentage of those involved in the waste management action (DOE,
1992a). Specific amounts of waste expected have not yet been
determined. Therefore, potential cumulative effects of this program can
only be qualitatively addressed at this time.
2.8

COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Environmental impacts-are summarized in Table 2.8-1.
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3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
3.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes environmental conditions at the two alternative
locations for Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) program activities:
the Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) and the Contained Test Facility
(CTF), including the region of influence at each location. Information is
provided to serve as a baseline from which to identify and evaluate
environmental changes resulting from the Proposed Action or alternatives.
Although this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) focuses on the
biophysical environment, some non-biophysical elements such as land use,
public utility systems, and transportation networks in the region are
addressed. This chapter also describes the storage, use, and management
of hazardous materials. Finally, the pertinent natural resources of air
quality, biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, noise,
water resources, and health and safety are described.
Regions of influence will be defined for each affected resource and will
determine the geographical area to be addressed as the affected
environment. The region of influence assigns boundaries that reflect the
true geographical limit of the specific resource, defines areas that
encompass all potential impacts, provides context to allow regional
analyses, where appropriate, and uses comparable study units when utilizing
existing data bases. Although the direct project area constitutes the region
of influence limit for most resources, potential impacts associated with
certain issues (e.g. air quality, transportation, and water resources)
transcend these limits.
Baseline conditions assumed for the purpose of analysis are the conditions
as they currently exist. Impacts associated with potential program activities
may then be addressed by comparing projected conditions to existing
conditions.
3.1.1

Local Community

3.1.1.1 SMTS. The SMTS is located near the geographic center of the
Nevada Test Site (NTS), about 75 miles northwest of Las Vegas, and lies in
Mid Valley, a basin located east of Shoshone Mountain (see Figure 2.3-2).
The NTS is in southern Nye County, Nevada (see Figure 2.3-1). The NTS
contains 861,000 acres of federally owned land with restricted access, and
is bordered on three sides by the Nellis Air Force Range (2,636,800 acres),
another federally operated restricted area (Department of Energy [DOE),
1990d).
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The region of influence for population is defined as Nye County and Clark
County, Nevada, to include the main population center for Clark County,
which is the city of Las Vegas. Nye County contains mostly rural areas,
with small communities separated by great distances. The total population
according to 1990 census data for the two-county region of Influence is
759,240.
The region of influence for employment is defined as the NTS. Total
employment at the NTS is approximately 5,000, which includes government
and contractor personnel.
The NTS has been the primary location for the testing of nuclear devices in
the United States since 1951. Historic testing at NTS includes atmospheric
testing in the 1950s and early 1960s, earth-cratering experiments, and
open-air nuclear reactor engine testing. Since 1963, all nuclear weapons
tests have been carried out underground because of the limited test ban
treaty.
The NTS, in addition to its primary mission as the site for the nation's
nuclear weapons test program, was also the principal location for
ground-based testing of nuclear rocket engines in the 1960s and early
1970s. Other tests of reactors, such as the Super Kukia, have been
conducted at the NTS. From 1959 to 1973, the Nevada Research and
Development Area (NRDA) conducted full-scale tests on over twenty
reactors, including Kiwi, Peewee, Phoebus, Tory, NRX, and XE, which were
being tested as possible propulsion systems for manned exploration of deep
space. The NRDA was incorporated into the NTS in 1974.
In addition to the above tests, the Bare Reactor Experiment - Nevada was
also conducted on a 1,527-foot-tall tower located in Area 4. The tower is
now located in Area 25 of the NTS. The tower was originally constructed
for joint United States/Japanese Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission studies
to determine the approximate exposure experienced by the survivors of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings. The tower contained an unshielded
reactor on an outside elevator to determine dose by distance and shielding
measurements on target Japanese-type housing. Recently, the tower has
been used for weather and sonic boom research and for conducting tests
related to gravity.
Presently, NTS is the site of the Uquified Gaseous Fuels Spill Test Facility,
which was completed in 1986 and is located on Frenchman Flat. This
facility was constructed for the purpose of conducting tests directed at
understanding the physics of spill dispersion, minimizing spill effects, and
cleanup technology and procedures.
Area 5 is the location of the low-level Radioactive Waste Management Site
(RWMS) where defense waste from various sites across the nation are
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disposed. Area 25 is the main support area for the Yucca Mountain Project
Office at the NTS. This organization is responsible for the studies to
characterize Yucca Mountain for its suitability as a site for the storage of
civilian radioactive waste in a deep underground repository. This site
straddles 41 square miles of NTS, the Nellis Air Force Gunnery Range, and
land controlled by the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land
Management.
3.1.1.2 CTF. The CTF is located in the northern portion of the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) (see Figure 2.3-4) on the western
edge of the Birch Creek Plays. INEL comprises portions of Jefferson,
Bingham, and Butte counties, Idaho, and contains 580,000 acres of
federally owned land with restricted access.
The CTF is a scaled (1/5 normal size) version of a commercial pressurized
water reactor, originally conceived in 1962 as a single-accident test facility.
During construction, however, the CTF project underwent several design
changes, and construction was not completed until 1975. The first nuclear
loss-of-coolant accident simulation was conducted in the CTF in 1978. This
experiment simulated the worst possible type event that could happen in a
nuclear reactor and was the first time a pressurized water nuclear reactor
system had been subjected to such a major event. Although similar
full-scale facilities exist (e.g., in Japan), the CTF is the only nuclear reactor
test facility of its size in the world designed to simulate, as closely as
possible, all the important events that could occur during loss-of-coolant and
other accidents in commercial pressurized water reactor power plants (DOE,
n.d.). Over 40 nuclear reactor safety tests were performed at this facility
before it was deactivated in 1986; it is currently undergoing asbestos
abatement.
The region of influence for population is defined as the portions of
6 counties, Bannock, Bingham, Bonneville, Butte, Jefferson, and Madison,
that lie within a 50-mile radius of the CTF, to include the city of Idaho Falls,
which is the major population center of the area. Total 1992 estimated
population within the region of influence is 146,827.
The region of influence for employment is defined as INEL. Total
employment at INEL is 11,600, which includes government and contractor
personnel.
INEL was established by the federal government in 1949 to conduct
research and further the development of nuclear reactors and related
.equipment. The CTF is part of the Test Area North (TAN) complex located
in the northern portion of INEL (see Figure 2.3-5). TAN was originally
established in the 1950s to support the U.S. Air Force and Atomic Energy
Commission Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Program. Facilities at TAN include
an Initial Engine Test Facility, a Technical Support Facility, and a Water
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Reactor Research Facility, as well as the CTF. A four-rail railroad track
connects the Initial Engine Test Facility and CTF areas to the Technical
Support Facility.
More than 50 reactors have been built at INEL, of which 14 are still in
operable status. Major facilities at the INEL are operated by Argonne
National Laboratory-West (ANL-W), EG&G Idaho, Babcock and Wilcox INEL, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear
Company.
The major facilities that support INEL programs (Figure 2.3-4) include the
following (DOE, 1991 a):

"* Naval Reactors Facility INRF): Ship propulsion reactors and
training facilities

"* Test Reactor Area (TRA): Nuclear reactor fuel and materials
testing; nuclear electronics research and development programs.

"

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP): Fuel receiving and
.storage, fuel processing, and waste management.

"* Central Facilities Area (CFA): Support services including
transportation, large shops, health services, and radiation
monitoring.

"* Power Burst Facility (PBF): Reactor used for thermal fuels
behavior studies now in stand by mode; low-level radioactive
waste reduction.

"* Auxiliary Reactor

~ARA): Materials testing, environmental
monitoring, and hot cell operation, presently in the mothball
stage.

"* Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W): Breeder reactor
research and development.

"* Radioactive Waste Management Complex IRWMC): Waste
examination and certification, storage of retrievable transuranic
waste, permanent disposal of low-level beta-gamma waste.
3.2

INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure includes sources and supplies of electricity, solid waste
disposal, wastewater disposal, and water. The region of influence for each
component of infrastructure is the source that would supply the utility to
each alternative site, as well as the system used to connect the source to
the alternative site.
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3.2.1

SMTS

3.2.1.1 Energy. NTS uses commercial power provided by the Nevada
Power Company over a 55-megawatt (MW) line rated at 138 kilovolts (kV).
This line is 25 years old and in fair to good condition with minimal outages.
Transmission and distribution systems with sufficient capacity to handle
existing energy requirements are in place throughout the NTS Complex and
closely parallel the road network on NTS. There is no distribution line to the
SMTS. An existing distribution line located 2.4 miles to the north has a
capacity of 1.5 MW.
3.2.1.2 Solid Waste. Eight landfills are available for the disposal of
nonradioactive, nonhazardous solid wastes. The state of Nevada requires
that landfill Operation and Maintenance Plans be approved, but does not
require permits. All landfills currently operating at NTS have plans that were
approved by the state.
The NTS disposal sites include construction and sanitary landfills or trenches
in Areas 3, 6, 20, 23, and 25, and a subsidence crater used as a landfill in
Area 9. These landfills, with the exception of the subsidence crater and the
Area 6 landfill, contain municipal and construction waste only. The
subsidence crater is used for construction wastes including dirt, sewage
sludge, and asbestos. The Area 6 landfill is approved by the state of
Nevada for disposal of hydrocarbon-contaminated waste (debris and soils).
The landfills in Areas 3, 10, and 23 are anticipated to be operational for an
additional 10 years. The landfills in Areas 20 and 25 are anticipated to be
operational for an additional five years. The landfill in Area 6 has
approximately four years of site life still available. Landfills in Areas 3, 6,
20, and 25 are temporarily closed. Two other landfills, in Areas 3 and 20,
are used for drilling mud disposal. There are no active solid waste collection
points at the SMTS. Landfills near the SMTS are located in Areas 3, 6, and
25.
3.2.1.3 Wastewater. Wastewater at NTS is treated by various means
ranging from treatment plants with primary and secondary capabilities to onsite septic systems. No sanitary treatment facilities currently exist at the
SMTS. NTS is not required to have National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit
3.2.1.4 Water Supply. Groundwater is the only local source of water at
NTS. Drinking and industrial water for NTS are produced from supply wells
tapping four aquifers. Eleven NTS wells currently withdraw water from the
Ash Meadows subbasin and two withdraw from the Alkaline Flat-Furnace
Creek Ranch Subbasin. These wells provide water for construction, drilling,
fire protection, and consumption uses which total 695 million gallons per
year (Figure 3.2-1). Permitting of these wells is not required under state
water laws; however, the water system has several permits in place from
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the state of Nevada which require monthly bacteria sampling. Data
collected from wells located in Areas 2, 5, and 6 of NTS indicate that there
has been no detectable decline in static water level; therefore, consumption
does not exceed yield for the Ash Meadow subbasin. Total withdrawals
from two of these wells (C and C-1) in Area 6 average 0.07 million gallons
per day (MGD). Wells in Areas 5, 6, and 25 supply approximately 0.86
MGD of groundwater to NTS facilities. The nearest water source to the
SMTS is an existing 3,680-foot-deep, large-diameter exploratory drill hole
located near the axis of Mid Valley, approximately 2.1 miles southeast of
the SMTS (see Figure 3.2-1). This source is currently not used for water
supply purposes.
3.2.2

CTF

3.2.2.1 Energy. Power service to INEL is provided by an extensive
electrical transmission/distribution system composed of 56.5 miles of
138 kV transmission line, 122.6 MW transformer capacity, and seven major
substations. INEL currently uses approximately 40 MW for heating and
power. Power supplied to INEL is received from two sources: the Idaho
Power Company, and the on-site Experimental Breeder Reactor II, operated
by ANL-W. INEL has a 10-year contract with the Idaho Power Company for
electrical energy, which expires in October 1996. It allows for an increase
of power up to 55 MW with advance notice. Approximately 60 percent of
the power required for site operations is provided from the Idaho Power
Company, with the remaindergenerated on site by the Experimental Breeder
Reactor-Il. The CTF receives electricity from the Idaho Power Company.
The capacity of existing transformers at TAN, which also supply the CTF, is
120 MW. Existing demand for these sites is 30 MW.
3.2.2.2 Solid Waste. Municipal and construction solid wastes generated at
the CTF are separated and disposed. Municipal wastes are disposed of in
the Central Facilities Area landfill, permitted by the state of Idaho.
Construction or industrial solid wastes are disposed of in pits at INEL.
Disposal pits fU r construction waste at INEL do not require permits.
3.2.2.3 Wastewater. Nonradioactive, nonhazardous liquid effluent streams
are discharged into percolation ponds, evaporation ponds, or sewage
treatment facilities, depending on the nature of the wastewater. The
wastewater system used at the CTF includes a 4,000-gallon septic tank
connected to a 16-million-gallon lagoon. The facilities are permitted by the
state of Idaho. No NPDES permits are required.
3.2.2.4 Water Supply. Water wells at INEL tap the Snake River Aquifer,
which contains an estimated one billion acre-feet of water. INEL is
permitted to pump 52 MGD from 27 existing production wells and currently
pumps up to 6 MGD depending on facility needs (Figure 3.2-2).
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The existing CTF water systems provide a source of water for the CTF
integral test system, storage, pumping, distribution piping for fire protection
purposes, and a source of water for interfacing systems such as service
water and domestic water. The domestic water system at the CTF supplies
the demand for hot and cold water for showers, lavatories, sinks, and other
fixtures. The service water system supplies water for cooling heat
exchangers, softened and demineralized water systems, pump seals to
prevent outleakage of fluids, and various washing and flushing operations.
Water pumping and storage facilities, located approximately 1,200 feet east
of the main CTF area, consist of the following:
Two pumphouses (TAN-632 at Well Number 1 and TAN-639 at
Well Number 2), each with one pump with pumping capacity of
1,000 gallons per minute (1.44 MGD). The water table is
approximately 200 feet deep; the wells are 340 feet and
461 feet deep. Each has been tested to discharge flows up to
3,000 gallons per minute (4.32 MGD). The system can be
aligned for the well pumps to discharge into a 480,000-gallon
storage tank next to Well Number 1 or a 250,000-gallon storage
tank northeast of the CTF (described below).
A 250,000-gallon water storage tank and pumphouse were
installed approximately 350 feet northeast of the CTF reactor
area in 1980, to provide a redundant water supply for fire
protection and both domestic and service water demands. A
diesel-powered pump, rated at 1,500 gallons per minute (2.16
MGD), discharges directly into the fire hydrant piping system
that surrounds the CTF area.
3.3

LAND USE
The land use resource for this program considers whether the current and
projected land use at the alternative sites is compatible with implementation
of the Proposed Action. The region of influence for this resource is the
immediate vicinity of the alternative sites. To provide context, the general
land uses of the two installations are also described.
3.3.1

SMTS

Land within NTS is used exclusively for national defense and energy-related
purposes by DOE and is not open to public use for any purposes, such as
agricuiture, mining, homesteading, or recreation. The principal land use
areas of NTS are shown in Figure 3.3-1. The installation is separated into
land areas dedicated to nuclear research and development, testing and
development of nuclear weapons, studies to determine effects of
radioactivity, disposal of low-level waste, and logistics support for nuclear
research and development projects. Nuclear testing activities at NTS have
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included atmospheric and underground tests of nuclear explosives in Areas
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 19, and 20. At present, tests are conducted at
Yucca Flat, Rainier Mesa, and Pahute Mesa. Testing of nuclear reactors,
nuclear engines, and nuclear furnaces have been conducted at the Nevada
Research and Development Area located in Jackass Flats.
Area 5 contains the RWMS for the disposal of low-level waste generated by
several DOE facilities. A full range of site-support activities include the
central control point for nuclear test operations in Area 6, the northern camp
area in Area 12, and Mercury in Area 23 on the southern end of NTS.
Billeting is available at Mercury.
A small portion of Area 14 approximately 3 miles north of the SMTS was
previously used for solid propellant testing. The SMTS site is undeveloped
and is reached by unimproved dirt roads.
As discussed in Section 3.1.1.1, Area 25 includes the Yucca Mountain area,
which is undergoing site characterization for a high-level radioactive waste
repository. Site studies for this activity are governed by 10 CFR 960,
General Guidelines for the Recommendation of Areas for Nuclear Waste
Repositories.
3.3.2

CTF

INEL operates as a DOE multi-program installation. The primary function of
INEL is to conduct research on nuclear reactors and related equipment.
Unlike NTS, INEL does not categorize the land uses on the installation by
functional area. There are two distinct land uses on INEL: research and
development, and grazing area (Figure 3.3-2). Within the research and
development land use, 11 facilities/areas are dedicated to specific programs.
Each facility is separated by large open spaces that provide appropriate
buffer and safety zones between the facilities. The grazing area has been
established by DOE permit as a safety buffer between the test areas and
public lands. INEL maintains the authority to restrict grazing during
operational activities.
The facility site areas (see Figure 3.3-2) contain programs that support the
INEL function; examples of facilities/activities are ship propulsion reactors
and training facilities, materials testing, breeder reactor research and
development, and disposal of radioactive waste.
The CTF site was originally constructed as an operational test facility, and is
functionally pert of the TAN complex. The CTF site represents less than
0.01 percent of the total land area of INEL (see Figure 3.3-2). Facility
structures include the Containment and Service Building, the Control and
Equipment Building, and other support facilities. A specially designed
railroad flatcar is available to transport mobile reactor assemblies into and
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out of the containment vessel. Systems for operating and monitoring the
reactor are located inside structures immediately adjacent to the
containment vessel. The CTF is currently undergoing asbestos abatement.
3.4

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation includes those aspects of roadways that would be used by
program employees and to support operational requirements at the
alternative sites and includes airspace considerations at the alternative sites.
The region of influence for roads is the installation road network as well as
major roads connecting the installation with nearby communities; the
airspace regions of influence for the SMTS is NTS and adjoining Nellis
Range, and for the CTF is INEL.
3.4.1

SMTS

3.4.1.1 Transportation. Access to the SMTS is provided by unpaved,
gravel roads (see Figure 2.3-2). Mid Valley Road, connecting SMTS with
Pahute Mesa Road to the north and with Cane Springs Road to the south, is
a narrow gravel road. Mine Mountain Road to the east of the SMTS is a
two-lane gravel road providing access from Mercury Highway. Saddle
Mountain Road is a two-lane gravel road to the south of the SMTS,
providing access from Lathrop Wells Road and the Nevada Research and
Development Area. During underground testing, both Mine Mountain Road
and Saddle Mountain Road may be blocked for access.
Access to NTS is controlled at all times. The access for all construction
materials would be via U.S. 95 and Mercury Highway. Mercury Highway is
a paved, two-lane road that runs north-south on the east side of the site,
connecting to U.S. 95 at the southeastern end of NTS. Mercury Highway is
used by the majority of traffic traveling to existing test sites and support
sites, with the primary access gate to NTS located approximately one mile
north of the junction with U.S. 95. A second access point on Mercury
Highway, located in the northeastern comer of NTS, can be reached from
State Route 375, approximately 21 miles northeast of the NTS boundary.
Lathrop Wells Road on the southwest comer of NTS provides access from

U.S. 95.
U.S. 95 and Mercury Highway provide the only public access to NTS. From
Las Vegas to the junction with Mercury Highway, U.S. 95 is a four-lane,
divided highway, with an annual average daily traffic (AADT) volume of
3,400 vehicles. Peak hour (6:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.) traffic volume at the Mercury Highway Junction 13 is approximately
550 vehicles. West of the Mercury Highway Junction, U.S. 95 is reduced
to two lanes, and has an average traffic volume of 2,535 AADT.
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Approximately 5,000 commuting employees use their private automobiles,
travel In car pools, or rids in chartered buses to and from work.
Approximately 100 buses operate from Las Vegas to NTS on a daily basis.
3.4.1.2 Akrpace. The airspace overlying NTS and the adjoining Nellis
Range is referred to as the Nellis Range Complex. All the airspace within
the complex Is restricted. This restricted area is set aside by the Federal
Aviation Administration to accommodate activity that presents a hazard to

non-participat
aircraft, either military or civilian. These area within the
Nellis Complex are designated geographically and vertically to ensure safe
separation of aircraft. Also, the air traffic control of the ranges is provided
by Nellie Air Force Base in coordination with DOE at NTS.
3.4.2 CTF
3.4.2.1 Transportation. Ninety miles of paved U.S. and state highways
cross through INEL (see Figure 2.3-4). U.S. 20 and 26 pass through the
southern portion of INEL. Average traffic volume on U.S. 20 at the junction
with U.S. 26 is 2,290 AADT, with peak hour traffic of 400 to 450 vehicles.
Average traffic volume on U.S. 26 at this junction is 1,050 AADT. State
Highways 22, 28, and 33 pass through the northern portion of INEL. These
highways are open to the public. Access to the interior portions of the INEL
facilities is controlled at check points manned by security guards.
The CTF is located at the end of Snake Avenue In the northern portion of
INEL, approximately two miles from the intersection of Uncoln Boulevard
and State Route 33. State Route 33 connects with Interstate 15
approximately 25 miles north of Idaho Falls. Average traffic volume on
Highway 33 at the intersection of Highway 28 is 530 AADT. Uncoln
Boulevard, which is not open to the public, is the main road that connects
the CTF to the southern portion of INEL, and to U.S. 20. The distance from
the CTF to U.S. 20 is approximately 28 miles.
Commuting employees are transported from their communities to INEL by
approximately 130 passenger buses. These buses transport 4,000 to 5,000
employees daily and run on regular schedules from the surrounding
communities of Arco, Pocatello, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls, Rigby, Rexburg,
Shelley, and Mackay. The remainder of the employees commute using
private vehicles or work in Idaho Falls.
INEL occasionally requires the closure of public roads to transport high
activity or large size loads from site to site. A typical scenario during the
mid-1 970s to early 1980s was the transportation of a large Irradiated
materials shipment cask that required the closure of 17 miles of U.S. 20 in
order to safely move it from the Test Reactor Area to ANL-W. Closures of
public roads in such instances are negotiated with the state of Idaho and
closure plans implemented. For large cask shipments, approval of the State
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of Idaho Transportation Department was obtained in the transportation plan
document and in the oversize load permit.
3.4.2.2 Airspace. The airspace around INEL is designated by Federal
Aviation Regulation as a National Security Area. Flights below 6,400 feet
mean sea level (MSL) are prohibited. The elevation of the CTF is
approximately 4,800 feet MSL. Therefore, no aircraft will be closer to the
ground than approximately 1,600 feet.
3.5

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
Hazardous materials and hazardous waste management activities at both the
SMTS and the CTF are governed by specific environmental regulations. For
the purpose of the following analysis, the terms hazardous waste and
hazardous materials mean those substances defined as hazardous by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act,
42 U.S. Code (USC) 19601-9675, as amended, and the Solid Waste
Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), 42 USC 16901-6992, as amended. In general, this includes
substances that, because of their quantity, concentration, or physical,
chemical, or infectious characteristics, may present substantial danger to
public health or welfare or the environment when released.
Transportation of hazardous materials is regulated by Department of
Transportation regulations within Chapter 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR). In the states of Nevada and Idaho these regulations are
not supplemented by state statute or regulation.
All fuel fabrication and fuel assembly operations would be performed by a
commercial vendor. For a conservative estimate, Lynchburg, Virginia (the
most distant possible source of fuel) is used to determine shipping distance.
The vendor would package these PBR fuel elements into a criticality-safe
configuration and provide a shipping container suitable for over-the-road
shipments. DOE would assume accountability for the nuclear fuel material
at the point of fabrication and provide safe, secure transportation to the
proposed testing location.
All radioactive waste materials generated during PBR validation testing
activities are expected to meet the acceptance criteria for low-level wastes
(LLW). Related functions associated with both preparations for testing and
post-test activities could generate a small volume of mixed wastes. To
show how the SNTP waste management program relates to the general
waste manegement requirements applicable to all DOE facilities, the
following discussion includes consideration of waste classifications other
than those anticipated as a result of the proposed action. DOE Order
5820.2A (Radioactive Waste Management) defines six materials
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classifications of concern in managing radioactive wastes. Installation
specific information is provided in sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
NTS and INEL operate under Waste Minimization and Pollution Prevention
Awareness Plans (DOE, 1991., 1992b, 1992d). These plans identify waste
management techniques, implement minimization procedures, and develop
site-wide goals pursuant to DOE Orders 5400.1, 5400.3, 5820.2A, and
RCRA. To this end, NTS and INEL are committed to eliminate or reduce the
total amount of hazardous waste they generate.
In November 1989, the Secretary of Energy established the United States
Department of Energy Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management (EM) for the purpose of consolidating DOE environmental
restoration and waste management activities. Ongoing and future studies
related to the DOE-wide EM program discussed in Section 2.7 may modify
the waste management procedures and restoration activities; however,
capabilities are not expected to change significantly.
High-Level Waste (HLW): HLW is produced only during the reprocessing of
spent nuclear fuel. It has been determined that the fuel elements irradiated
during PBR validation testing activities would be of negligible economic
value considering the cost of recovery. Since the material would not be
reprocessed, HLW could not be generated.
Transuranic (TRU| Waste: TRU wastes contain concentrations greater than
100 nanocuries per gram of alpha-emitting radionuclides with atomic
numbers greater than 92 and radioactive half-lives longer than 20 years.
Under the projected PBR validation test conditions, the maximum
concentration of TRUs will not exceed 80 nanocuries per r
Consequently, there will be no TRU wastes generated in ass ,ation with
the proposed action; however, to provide a complete evaluation of the
existing environmental conditions, the capabilities for managing TRU waste
are discussed in site specific sections, and associated transportation
analyses are presented in Appendix E.
Spent Nuclear Fuel: Spent nuclear fuel is defined as any fuel material
permanently withdrawn from a reactor after irradiation which is essentially
complete or intact. This broad definition does include the fuel materials
irradiated during PBR validation testing activities; however, the hazards
resulting from the proposed action are very low when compared to that
associated with spent nuclear fuel resulting from the production of either
power or plutonium. The DOE Order provides that fissionable materials
irradiated only for research and development (i.e., not for production of
power or plutonium) and containing less than 100 nanocuries per gram of
TRUs may be treated as low-level waste.
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Because the spent nuclear fuel materials removed from the POR validation
test facility meet the criteria of the DOE Order, it is the intent of the SNTP
program to dispose of the material as LLW in disposal facilities currently
available at each of the candidate sites. Ultimate disposition of these
materials, as well as other LLW, is discussed in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 for
NTS and INEL, respectively. The relatively low hazards associated with
these materials do not warrant displacement of very limited volumes which
will become available in extremely expensive repositories designed for the
far more hazardous commercial spent nuclear fuels. In the event that such
disposal is not feasible, both facilities have the capability to store (not
dispose of) the material as "spent nuclear fuel* until such time as DOE
procedures and requirements for disposing spent nuclear fuel have been
defined. Due to the relatively low hazards associated with these materials
as compared to commercial spent nuclear fuels and the projected limited
volumes available for the commercial spent nuclear fuels, the irradiated fuels
resulting from the proposed action may not satisfy the acceptance criteria
for materials to be placed into depositories developed for spent commercial
fuels.
Byproduct Material: Byproduct material is any radioactive material (except
special nuclear material) yielded in, or made radioactive by, the production
or utilization of special nuclear material. As applied to the proposed action,
this would include activated or contaminated material such as structural
components of the test facility. The quantities of this material expected to
be generated during PBR validation testing activities would be treated as
low-level waste.
Low-Level Waste (LLW): LLW is defined as any radioactive waste not
classified as high-level waste, transuranic waste, spent nuclear fuel, or

by-product material.
Mixed Waste: Mixed waste is any of the above which also contain
nonradioactive hazardous waste components defined by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). While not expected, there is some
probability that small volumes of such mixed waste could be generated
during either preparation for testing or post-testing activities associated with
PBR validation activities. Mixed waste that could be expected to be
generated during the proposed action would result from maintenance and
clean-up operations, preparation of test samples for PIE, and activities
associated with installation and maintenance of instrumentation and
controls.
Treatment and disposal of nonhazardous waste, including wastewater, is
discussed as part of infrastructure support in Section 3.2.
No contaminated liquids are expected to be generated during the proposed
action; however, an approved methodology for treating radioactively
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contaminated process liquids currently exists at each alternative testing
location. These treatment processes involve separation of the radioactive
material from the liquid, solidification of the resulting sludge, and eventual
disposal as low-level waste.
The regions of influence for management of hazardous materials or
hazardous wastes from the SMTS and the CTF are NTS and INEL,
respectively, since site-wide programs are currently in place.
3.5.1

SMTS

3.5.1.1 Hazardous Materials Management. Hazardous materials at NTS are
controlled and managed from the point of purchase through disposal by
hazardous material accountability systems. No hazardous materials are
known to be present at the SMTS site due to the undeveloped nature of the
area.

3.5.1.2 Nonradioactive Hazardous Waste. Hazardous wastes generated at
the NTS are managed in accordance with the provisions of RCRA. The
Department of Energy, Nevada Field Office (DOE/NV) reports all RCRA
generator activities under its identification number NV 389 009001 (DOE,
1990d). Up to 55 gallons of these wastes are collected at local testing
facilities and are then transferred to the Area 5 Hazardous Waste
Accumulation Pad. Within 90 days of arrival at the Hazardous Waste
Accumulation Pad, the wastes are sent for ultimate disposal at an EPAapproved off-site Treatment, Storage or Oisposal Facility. Approximately
3,500 cubic feet of hazardous waste are generated from NTS activities each
year.
Because the area is undeveloped, no hazardous waste is being generated at
the SMTS site.
3.5.1.3 Radioactive Hazardous Waste. Existing waste handling facilities at
NTS are located at the Radioactive Waste Management Site (RWMS) in Area
5 and the Bulk Waste Management Facility (BWMF) in Area 3. The RWMS
is used for LLW disposal, mixed waste disposal, TRU waste storage,
hazardous waste accumulation, and disposal of classified material. Bulk
LLW is disposed of at the BWMF. The NTS Waste Minimization Plan (DOE,
1990e, 1991e) and Waste Acceptance Criteria (DOE, 1988f) establish
waste management techniques and minimization procedures for radioactive
wastes.
The NTS RWMS has implemented acceptance criteria, certification, and
transfer requirements for wastes to be stored and/or disposed of at NTS
(DOE, 1988f). This document establishes procedures to be followed by
waste generators for waste streams approval, waste classification,
packaging, etc.
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Low-Level Waste (LLW)

The estimated remaining capacity for solid LLW at NTS is approximately
17.7 million cubic feet (20 years) with an estimated annual input of
880,000 cubic feet (DOE, 1990f).
Mixed Waste
To provide disposal capacity for mixed waste, the DOE/NV has obtained
interim operating status for a Mixed Waste Management Unit (MWMU) at
the RWMS. DOE/NV has applied for an RCRA Part B permit from the state
of Nevada for disposal of mixed waste (DOE, 1990f). As of 1989,
approximately 200,000 cubic feet of mixed waste had been disposed of at
NTS. The MWMU is to be operable for five years from Part B permit
issuance or until 5.3 million cubic feet of mixed waste has been
accumulated, whichever comes first. Following permit issuance, the
expected annual input of mixed waste to the MWMU is approximately
700,000 cubic feet. Additional mixed TRU waste can be stored at the
RWMS if DOE applies for and obtains an RCRA permit.
Transuranic (TRU) Waste
TRU wastes are stored in a TRU storage pad at the RWMS in preparation for
eventual transfer to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico
(DOE, 1980). The current volume of TRU waste stored at the RWMS is
approximately 21,000 cubic feet; the estimated remaining capacity of the
TRU storage pad is approximately 35,000 cubic feet (DOE, 1990f).
3.5.1.4 Environmental Restoration. Environmental restoration activities
currently proceeding at NTS include closure activities for steam cleaning
effluent ponds and closure of the Decontamination Facility evaporation pond
(Area 6); closure, temporary closure, or removal of underground storage
tanks (Areas 12, 23, and 25); and disposal of wastes from NTS tunnels
(Areas 5 and 12). The SMTS is not known to contain any hazardous waste
sites due to its undeveloped nature.
3.5.2

CTF

3.5.2.1 Hazardous Materials Management. Hazardous materials at INEL are
controlled and managed from the point of purchase through disposal by
hazardous material accountability systems at each facility.
3.5.2.2 Nonradioactive Hazardous Waste. More than 30 areas at INEL
generate RCRA-regulated hazardous waste. Hazardous waste is temporarily
stored at the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility, which is permitted to have
a total storage capacity of 2,280 cubic feet, and maximum allowable annual
throughput of 16,980 cubic feet. The current annual average throughput is
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3,250 cubic feet. Hazardous waste is held at this site prior to regular offsite shipment for final disposal at licensed RCRA facilities.
The Waste Reductions Operations Complex (WROC) manages the Hazardous
Waste Storage Facility (HWSF), Mixed Waste Storage Facility (MWSF), and
the landfills. Although WROC can manage all hazardous waste on INEL,
several of the INEL contractors (e.g., Argonne National Laboratory,
Westinghouse Electric Company, and Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear
Company) have elected to manage their own hazardous waste. WROC
manages the remainder of the material generated by EG&G Idaho, Babcock
and Wilcox, and Protection Technology of Idaho.
The CTF is being maintained in standby status; therefore, hazardous waste
currently is not being generated. Some removal of asbestos, including
removal of asbestos gaskets, floor tile and mastic, ceiling tile, and pipe/duct
insulation, is being accomplished with disposal to a permitted hazardous
waste management facility for eventual permanent disposal.
3.5.2.3 Radioactive Hazardous Waste. The Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC) is a storage and disposal facility intended
primarily for radioactive materials from defense and nuclear energy research
programs. The RWMC is located in the southwest corner of INEL (see
Figure 3.3-2).
Low-Level Waste (LLW)
Solid LLW is disposed of in an active portion of the fenced Subsurface
Disposal Area located in the western part of the RWMC. The Subsurface
Disposal Area contains pits, trenches, and vaults excavated into the basalt.
The total volume of waste disposed of in the Subsurface Disposal Area is
about 3.7 million cubic feet; about 80,000 to 102,000 cubic feet of solid
LLW is disposed annually. An environmental monitoring program
continuously evaluates impacts of current operations and is used to predict
impact of proposed additions and/or modifications to the facility.
In accordance with applicable DOE orders, LLW may include a TRU
component of less than 100 nanocuries per gram. As a performance goal,
the RWMC at INEL currently disposes of LLW with a TRU component of 10
nanocuries per gram or less. LLW with TRU concentrations between 10 and
100 nanocuries per gram is held in storage at RWMC for other disposal

options.

Mixed Waste
Mixed wastes are handled at the MWSF at WROC. These wastes are stored
on an interim basis until shipped to an EPA-approved off-site Treatment,
Storage, or Disposal Facility.
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Transuranic (TRU) Waste
TRU waste is packaged at the individual facilities that generate this waste,
then kept in retrievable storage at the Transuranic (waste) Storage Area.
The Transuranic Storage Area consists of asphalt storage pads for contacthandled TRU waste; each pad can store 1.4 million cubic feet of waste.
Pads are constructed as required and sufficient room exists inside the
current Transuranic Storage Area boundaries for 16 waste storage pads
with a total storage capacity of 21 million cubic feet. As of 1988,
2.3 million cubic feet of TRU waste was in storage at this facility. The TRU
waste storage capacity is adequate to store INEL baseline projected waste
volumes until shipment to the WIPP or another designated facility.
3.5.2.4 Environmental Restoration. In November 1989, the Secretary of
Energy established the United States Department of Energy Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) for the purpose of
consolidating DOE environmental restoration and waste management
activities. The existing EM Program primarily resolves environmental
restoration and waste management activities on a site-by-site basis.
Section 2.7 discusses the study being conducted on environmental
restoration and waste management by the DOE.
The National Contingency Plan and Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 identify the procedures to be followed
when addressing any hazardous waste sites. Since SARA was passed,
most federal facilities have been placed on a federal docket and the EPA has
been evaluating the facilities' waste sites for possible inclusion on the
National Priorities Ust (NPL).
INEL was placed on the NPL in 1989 to facilitate cleanup and monitoring of
contaminated areas. An injection well located at TAN, in close proximity to
the CTF, is one of the NPL contaminated sites. Disposal of liquid effluent
generated by operations at TAN into a well between 1955 and 1972
resulted in small accumulations of two volatile organic compounds along
with small amounts of low level radioactive contamination in the sediments.
Concentrations of trichloroethylene at one point exceeded the EPA
maximum contaminant level in drinking water. Removal of a 60-foot column
of sediment in the former injection well was completed in 1990. An
aeration system was installed to remove trichloroethylene from the water
before it reaches the distribution system and the drinking water is monitored
monthly to ensure that concentrations remain at safe levels.
3.6

AIR QUALITY
Air quality in a given location is described as the concentration of various
pollutants in the atmosphere, generally expressed in parts per million or
micrograms per cubic meter. Air quality is determined by the type and
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amount of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere, the size and topography
of the air basin, and the prevailing meteorological conditions. The
significance of a pollutant concentration is determined by comparing it to
federal and/or state ambient air quality standards. These standards
represent the maximum allowable atmospheric concentrations that may
occur and still protect public health with a reasonable margin of safety.
Federal standards are established by the EPA and are called National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) (Table 3.6-1). The pollutants

considered In this analysis are ozone (O,), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
dioxide (NO.). sulfur dioxide (SO), lead (Pb), and particulate matter less than
10 microns in diameter (PM,J. No operations have been Identified which
would cause the emission of airborne lead (Pb); therefore, no further
consideration is given to this pollutant.
In general, the region of influence is the regional air quality basin within
which the proposed site locations occur.
The Clean Air Act ICAA) requires that project emission sources comply with
the air quality standards and regulations that have been established by
federal, state, and local regulatory agencies. Standards and regulations
focus on (1) the maximum allowable ambient pollutant concentrations
resulting from project emissions, both separately and combined with other
surrounding sources, and (2) the maximum allowable emissions from the
project. According to EPA requirements, an area with air quality better than
the NAAQS is designated as being in attainment; areas with worse air
quality are classified as nonattainment areas. A nonattainment designation
is given to a region if the primary NAAQS for any criteria pollutant is
exceeded at any point in the region; the state may also designate areas as
either in attainment or nonattainment.
The Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program (CAA
Subchapter 1 Part C Sections 160-169) requires an owner or operator to
obtain a permit before construction of a major new source or major
modification of certain existing sources located In an attainment or
unclassified area. A major stationary source, as defined by the PSD
regulations, is any source belonging to a list of 28 specified categories that
has the potential to emit 100 tons per year or more of any pollutant
regulated under the CAA. Potential to emit is based on the maximum design
capacity of a source and takes into account pollution control efficiency.
Sources not on.the list of 28 categories are considered major if they have
potential emissions of 250 tons per year or more of any pollutant regulated
under the CAA. Once an existing source is considered major, PSD review is
required if the modification to the source results in a net increase in
pollutants in significant amounts.
Under the PSD, increments and ceilings have been established for areas

(known as Class 1, II, or Ill areas) throughout the United States. Class I
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Table 3.6-1. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAOS)

Pollutant
PM1 .

SO'

CO

NO,

Primary (Health Related)
Standard Level
Averaging Time
Concentration"
Annual Arithmetic
50 pgrmn
Meanm
24-hour'
150 pg/rn
Annual Arithmetic
(0.03 ppm)
Mean
80 pNOW
24-hour"'
(0.14 ppm)
365 pg/ma
8-hour"
9 ppm
(10 mg/r')
1-hour"
35 ppm
Annual Arithmetic
Mean

Maximum Daily 1-hour
Average"
Maximum Quarterly
Average

0,

Pb
Notes:

Secondary (Welfare Related)
Standard Level
Averaging Time
Concentration
Same as Primary

3-hour"

Same as Primary
1,300 po/m'
(0.50 ppm)

No Secondary
Standard
No Secondary

(40 mg/m')

Standard

0.053 ppm
I100 pg/m3)
0.12 ppm
(235 pg/m')
1.5 pg/m'

Same as Primary
Same as Primary

Same as Primary

(a)
(b)

Parenthetidl value Is an approximately equivalent concentration.
TSP was the indicator pollutant for the original particulate matter (PM) standards. The standard has been
repWloed with the new PM, standard and it is no longer in effect. Now PM standards were promulgated In
1987, using PM,, (partioles lose then lOp in diameter) as the new Indicator pollutant. The annual standard
is attained when the expected annual aithmstlo mean concentration Is less than or equal to W0 #@Wn'. the
24-hour standard is attained when the expected number of days per colendar yeaw aove 10 pg/r' Is
equal to or lees than 1, as determined according to Appendix K of the PM NAAQS.
(o) Not to be exceeded more then once per year.
(d) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with mxdimum hourly
average concentratione above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined according to Appendix H
of the Ozone NAAIS.
Smrlligrams per cubic meter
pg/m, - micrograms per cubic mater
ppm
parts per million

areas have been identified primarily to monitor and protect air quality near
certain national parks, wildemress areas and monuments. Class II areas
encompass the rest of the nation. Class III areas allow a larger incremental
increase of pollutants than Class I or II. No Class III areas have been
designated at this time.
Airborne radioactive material releases are regulated under the National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and are
discussed in Section 3.12.
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3.6.1

SMTS

NTS Is located within Nevada Intrastate Air Quality Control Region 147 and,
In accordance with national and state of Nevada air quality standards, is in
attainment for all criteria pollutants. NTS is designated as a Class II aW
quality region. There are PSD monitoring requirements for NTS. The
nearest nonattainment area is Los Vegas, which does not meet the NAAQS

for CO and PM,.
NTS has a desert climate characterized by cool winters, hot summers, low
rainfall (approximately four inches per year), and generally predictable wind
patterns. Predominant winds are northwesterly in winter, southwesterly in
summer, and westerly in spring and fall; daily variations are typically
southwesterly in early afternoon and northerly from sundown to midday.
The topography of NTS is conducive to good air dispersion.
Air Pollution Emission Sources
Air pollution sources found within the NTS ares include aggregate
production, surface disturbances, fugitive dust from unpaved roads, fuel
burning equipment, open burning, and fuel storage facilities (DOE, 1990d).
NTS currently has 24 air quality operating permits and 16 permits to
construct from the state of Nevada. These combined activities produce all
NAAQS criteria pollutants in levels below NAAQS standards. No emission
sources are found in the immediate vicinity of the SMTS.
3.6.2

CTF

INEL is located within Eastern Idaho Intrastate Air Quality Control Region 61
and, in accordance with national and state of Idaho air quality standards, is
In attainment for all criteria pollutants. INEL is designated as a Class II air
quality region; however, a large portion of Craters of the Moon National
Monument, which is located 42 miles southwest of the CTF, is designated
as a Class I air quality region. The nearest non-attainment area is Pocatello,
Idaho, 75 miles south of the CTF. Pocatello exceeds the NAAQS for PM,,.
Ther are no PSD monitoring requirements for INEL.
INEL is situated in a semi-arid region with warm summers and cold winters;
average annual precipitation is 9 inches. The prevailing wind directions are
from the southwest to west-southwest and from the north-northeast to
northeast. The topography of INEL is conducive to good air dispersion.
Air Pollution Emission Sources
Air pollution sources found in the INEL area include the calcination of liquid
waste, the combustion of coal for steam generation at the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant, and the combustion of fuel oil for heating at various INEL
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facilities. Other emissions include fugitive particulate emissions from wasteburial activities and coal piles, other process emissions, vehicular emissions,
and temporary emissions from various construction activities. These
combined activities produce all NAAQS criteria pollutants, but do not exceed
the NAAQS. Air pollution emission permits for two major sources, following
PSO regulation requirements (40 CFR 52), have been approved. PSD
permits were obtained for a coal-fired, steam-generating plant next to the

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (DOE-24) and for the Fuel Processing
Restoration Facility, both of which are located within INEL (DOE, 1991a).
INEL has no PSD station.
3.7

SOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Biological resources include the native and introduced plants and animals in
the project area. For discussion purposes, biological resources are divided
into vegetation, wildlife, threatened or endangered species, and sensitive
habitats.
Sensitive habitats include wetlands, plant communities that are unusual or
of limited distribution, and important seasonal use areas for wildlife (e.g.,
migration routes, breeding areas, or crucial summer/winter habitat).
The regions of influence for biological resources are the project site areas
and assoclated areas potentially affected by construction for needed
infrastructure (i.e., utility and road extensions or improvements). For the
SMTS, the region of influence is approximately 100 acres; for the CTF site,
which contains existing developed areas and infrastructure, the region of
influence Is 100 acres, including less than 50 acres of vegetation disturbed
during previous activities at the site. To provide context, regional aspects
of vegetation, wildlife, and threatened and endangered species are also
discussed.
3.7.1

SMTS

3.7.1.1 Vegetation. The flora of the SMTS is typical of that of the Mid
Valley area. Mid Valley is described as Transitional Desert Association,
which extends in a broad east-west corridor between the Mojave and Great
Basin deserts at elevations of between 4,000 and 5,000 feet MSL (DOE,
1986). Vegetation within this association consists predominantly of widely
spaced clumps of low brush interspersed with sparse growths of grasses
and other low plants and scattered Joshua trees and Mojave yucca (Sandia
National Laboratories ISNL], 1990b). Vegetative coverage of the soil
surface is approximately 20 percent. Blackbrush is the predominant plant
species (Table 3.7-1). Brush fires have resulted in modification of the
vegetation of the area.
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Tba. 3.7-1. Common Species at NIS
Scientific Name

Common Name

Vegetation
Blackbrush
Joshua tree
Mohave yucca

Coleogyne ramossiWma
Yucca brevifolia
Yucca schidigara

Red bromegrass

Bromus rubens

Wildife
Le Conte's thrasher

Toxostoma lecontei

Black-throated sparrow

Amphiiza blinemt&

Side-blotched lizard
Western whiptail
Coachwhip
Speckled rattlesnake
Gopher snake
Western shovel-nosed snake
Desert cottontail rabbit
Mule deer
Kit fox

Uit stansburenia
Cnarnidophorustigris
Masticophis flagellum
Crotalusmitchell
Pituophi$melanoleucus
Chinactis occipitafis
Sy/vilagus audubonil
Odocoileus hemionus
Vulpes velox macrotd

Coyote

Canis Iatrans

3.7.1.2 Widlife. The southern Great Basin is occupied by a variety of
birds, reptiles, and mammals representing faunal elements from both the
Mojave and Great Basin Deserts. Wildlife habitat on the SMTS has been
modified to a considerable degree by brush fires. Because there is no sport
hunting and only a limited amount of pest control, faunal populations are
regulated only by the natural controls imposed by the environment and
normal predator/prey relationships. Rodents account for almost half of the
known species and are, in terms of distribution and relative abundance, the
most important group of mammals.
Several species of birds are recorded as either seasonal or permanent
residents in the vicinity of the SMTS. Resident species include Le Conte's
thrasher and black-throated sparrow. Other sparrows and finches migrate
through the southern Great Basin and utilize the area as a winter feeding
ground. Several species remain as winter residents due to an abundance of
tumbleweed seed in disturbed areas.
Reptiles observed in the region include eight species of lizards, the desert
tortoise, and four species of snakes. The side-blotched lizard and western
whiptail are the most frequently observed species. Coachwhips, speckled
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rattlesnakes, gopher snakes, and western shovel-nosed snakes have been
observed Infrequently (DOE, 1986).
Transient animals include desert cottontail rabbits, mule deer, kit fox, and
coyotes. Other larger mammals, such as bobcats and mountain lions, are
observed occasionally throughout this region of NTS.
3.7.1.3 Threatened and Endangered Species. No federally listed threatened
or endangered species are known to be present at the SMTS. The desert
tortoise (Gopherua egassiziii listed by the federal government as threatened,
is found south of SMTS (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1992b). Potential
impacts to the desert tortoise from normal operation of NTS are discussed in
a Biological Assessment of NTS (DOE, 1991f) and a resultant no-jeop&rdy
Biological Opinion (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1992a).
3.7.1.4 Sensitive Habitats. No wetlands are present at the SMTS, and no
other sensitive habitats are present on the site. Yucca Flats (Dry) Lake, an
ephemeral lake and potential wetland, is located 8 miles east of the SMTS.
3.7.2 CTF
3.7.2.1 Vegetation. The CTF is located within an area of previous
disturbance and development that Is vegetated by rabbitbrush and other
invader species (Table 3.7-2). Other plant species found in the vicinity of
CTF include saltbush and Indian ricegress (DOE, 1991s). Crested
wheatgrass has been planted along the roadways. No other species were
noted on the site. The area adjacent to the CTF site (where SNTP support
facilities would be built) has previously been disturbed, but has re-vegetated.
Existing vegetation includes invader species and native plants, such as
winterfat, lupine, and other grasses (DOE, 1992g).
3.7.2.2 Widlfe. The CTF site supports limited wildlife habitat because the
area has been disturbed by previous construction and operation activities.
Thirty-seven species of mammals are known to occur in the vicinity of the
CTF site. Of these, 22 are rodents, including 4 species of hares and rabbits,
6 are carnivores (coyotes, long-tailed weasel, and badger are most
common), and 9 belong to other groups. Resident populations of mule deer
and pronghorn may be found nearby. Pronghorn are found throughout the
INEL and are generally considered abundant. Most pronghorn in
southeastern Idaho are migratory. During winter, 4,500-6,000 pronghorn,
or about 30 percent of Idaho's total population, may be on INEL (DOE,
1988a). Occasional small herds of elk are also found throughout INEL.
A total of 1,84 bird species have been observed at various times of the year
on the INEL (DOE, 1991 a). The sage sparrow, horned lark, Brewer's
sparrow, black-billed magpie, robin, and sage thrasher are the most common
passerine breeding species. The sage grouse is the most common upland
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Table 3.7-2. Common Species at INEL
Scientific Name

Common Name

Vegetation
Saltbush

Atriplex confortifo/ie

Rabbitbrush
Indian ricagrass

Chrysothamnus viscidif/orus

Created whestgrass

Agropyron cristatum

Wldle
Sage sparrow

Amphispirz befli

Homed lark

Eremophile alpestris

Brewer's sparrow

Epizelle passerine

Black-billed magpie
American robin

PIca pica
Turdus migratorius

Sage thrasher

Oreoscoptes montanus

Sage grouse
American kestrel

Centrocercus urophasianus
Felco sparverius

Long-eared owl

Asio otus

American rough-legged hawk
Prairie falcon

Buteo lagopus
Falco mexicanus

Golden eagle

Aquila chrysaetos

Short-homed lizard

Phyrnosome douglassi

Sagebrush lizard
Gopher snake

Sceloporus greciosus
Pituophis melenoleucus

Western rattlesnake

Crotalus viridis

Oryzopsis hymenoides

game bird and breeds throughout the site. The most common raptor species
found on the INEL during the breeding season include the American kestrel
and the long-eared owl. The most abundant raptors observed during the
nonbreeding season include the American rough-leggd• hawk, American
kestrel, prairie falcon, and golden eagle.
Nine species of reptiles have been recorded on INEL. Of these, the shorthorned lizard, sagebrush lizard, gopher snake. and western rattlesnake are
observed most frequently.
3.7.2.3 Threatened and Endangered Species. No federally listed threatened
or endangered plants are found at or adjacent to the CTF. The bald eagle
(HAhieetus leucocephelus) is the only animal observed that is listed by the
federal government as endangered (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1992b).
The bald eagle usually winters on or near the northern portion of INEL, and a
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roosting site for several eagles is located at the Little Lost River,
approximately 12 miles southwest. The Swainson's hawk and the
ferruginous hawk are two additional raptors found at INEL which are
candidate species for listing as endangered or threatened.
Both Swainson's hawks (Buteo swainsoni)and ferruginous hawks (Buteo
reg&at
are uncommon migrants, uncommon summer breeders, and rare
winter visitors to the vicinity.
3.7.2.4 Sensitive Habitats. No sensitive habitats are present at or adjacent
to the CTF due to the developed nature of the facility and previous
disturbance of vegetation. Temporarily inundated areas appear periodically
on INEL during periods of high water flow in the Big Lost River and provide
habitat for migratory waterfowl, shore birds and other wildlife species.
Riparian wetland vegetation (primarily cottonwoods and willows) occurs
along the Big Lost River and along Birch Creek, approximately 1 mile from
the CTF. Some of the temporarily inundated areas and the riparian wetland
vegetation areas may classify as wetlands; but all are upstream from the
CTF, and none are adjacent to the CTF. Other sensitive habitats, such as
anadromous fisheries, are very distant from the CTF and would not be
affected.
3.8

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Cultural resources consist of prehistoric and historic districts, sites,
structures, artifacts, and any other physical evidence of human activity
considered Important to a culture or community for scientific, traditional,
religious, or other reasons. Cultural resources can be divided into three
major categories: archaeological resources (prehistoric or historic), historic
resources and structures, and Native American (traditional) resources. For
the purposes of this EIS, cultural resources are also defined to include a
fourth category, paleontological resources.
Numerous laws and regulations require federal agencies to consider the
effects of a proposed project on cultural resources. These laws and
regulations stipulate a process for compliance, define the responsibilities of
the federal agency proposing the action, and prescribe the relationship
among other involved agencies (e.g., the State Office of Historic
Preservation and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation). Compliance
with the requirements of these laws and regulations involves four basic
steps:
(1) Identification of significant cultural resources that could be
affected by a Proposed Action or its alternatives;
(2) Assessment of the impacts or effects of these actions;
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(3) Evaluation of significance of potential historic properties within
the area of potential effect (APE); and
(4) Development and implementation of measures to eliminate or
reduce adverse impacts.
In addition to NEPA, the primary laws that govern the treatment of cultural
resources during environmental analyses are the National Historic
Preservation Act (especially Sections 106 and 110), the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act, and
the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. Public Law
74-292 (the National Natural Landmarks Program) (implemented by 36 CFR
621 governs paleontological resources.
Only those cultural resources determined to be potentially significant under
the given legislation are subject to protection from adverse impacts resulting
from a Proposed Action. To be considered significant, cultural resources
(exclusive of paleontological resources which have other criteria) must meet
one or more of the criteria established for inclusion on the National Register
of Historic Places (National Register). According to these criteria (as defined
in 36 CFR 60.4), the quality of significance is present in districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects that demonstrate the following:
Are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of history

"* Are associated with the lives of persons significant in the past
"* Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction; represent the work of a master;
possess high artistic value; or represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction

"* Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history.
Resources must also possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
feeling, and association. Significant cultural resources, either prehistoric or
historic, are referred to as "historic properties.*
While paleontological resources do not have the degree of legal protection
afforded cultural resources, they are considered and protected under several
laws, including the Antiquities Act. Idaho State Code 67:4112-4119
protects *archaeological and vertebrate paleontological sites and resources
on public lands in the state" and NTS Standard Operating Procedure 5407
"assures the protection and preservation of any antiquities, historic sites, or
threatened and endangered plant species on the NTS" (DOE, 1990g). The
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criteria by which paleontological resources are considered for National
Natural Landmark designation are defined in 36 CFR 62.5(b).
Once it has been determined that a federal agency's Proposed Action will
constitute an undertaking (any project, activity, or program that can result in
changes in the character or use of historic properties), th Area of Potential
Effect (APE) must be defined and the historic properties within It identified.
The APE of cultural resources in this analysis (referred to as the region of
influence), is different for each location described below.
3.8.1

SMTS

The region of influence for the SMTS at NTS is the area south of Mine
Mountain Road and west of Saddle Mountain Road in a remote, isolated,
and undisturbed area known as Mid Valley (see Figure 2.3-2). Mid Valley is
bordered by Shoshone Mountain to the west and northwest, Mine Mountain
to the east, and Lookout Peak to the south. Human occupation of the area
dates from as early as 12,000 years before present, as evidenced by lithic
scatters, diagnostic projectile points, pottery shards, and other artifacts that
have been identified from numerous recorded and unrecorded sites and rock
shelters.
Archaeological Resources
In September 1988, the Desert Research Institute (DRI) intensively surveyed
a portion of the region of influence for SNTP program activities
(Figure 3.8-1). Three roads, the facility area, and the transmission route
were inspected by walking 30-meter (100-foot) transects and five sites
were recorded. All sites were small and were collected in accordance with
Bureau of Land Management policy; none of the sites were considered
eligible for nomination to the National Register. The five sites are identified
as follows:
Site 26Ny5776 Pink, non-welded tuff unifacial chopper
Site 26Ny5777 Obsidian core reduction flake
Site 26Ny5778 Brown chert Rosegate point and an obsidian core reduction
flake
Site 26Ny5779 Obsidian biface thinning flake
Site 26Ny5780 Six obsidian core reduction flakes, one with a utilized edge.
In May 1992, the remaining portions of the proposed PBR validation test
area (including the water supply line) were surveyed by DRI using the same
survey techniques used in the previous surveys. Two sites were recorded,
both of which were isolated surface finds and neither of which is considered
eligible for nomination to the National Register. The two sites were left
undisturbed and are described as follows:
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Site 26Ny8002 Isolated obsidian biface
Site 26Ny8003 Isolated obsidian core reduction flake.
Historic Resources and Structures
Although historic resources are known to exist In the Mid Valley area, no
such resources have been identified within the region of influence for SNTP
program activities. The closest identified historic site is a campsite
(26Ny3913) approximately one mile southwest of the SMTS.
Native American Resources
The Nevada Test Site American Indian Religious Freedom Act Compliance
Program has identified 17 tribal groups with historic or cultural ties to NTS,
among them the Owens Valley Paiutes, who consider NTS as part of their
homeland. Claims by the Western Shoshone that the Treaty of Ruby Valley
established Shoshone ownership of NTS land have been invalidated and
superseded by both Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit decisions.
Cultural resources investigations have not identified any Native American
sacred or ceremonial sites within or near the SMTS region of influence.
Paleontological Resources
No paleontological resources have been identified within the SMTS region of
influence.
3.8.2 CTF
The region of influence for the CTF is the immediate area around the
proposed project site (Figure 3.8-2). Existing facilities, paved roads, and
infrastructure already exist and the entire facility area has been previously
disturbed through grading and construction, including raising the surface of
the site by about 15 feet with fill pads. Archaeological, paleontological, and
historical record searches at EG&G Idaho, Inc.'s Cultural Resources
Management office in April 1992 verified known cultural resources present
at the CTF site, and an inspection of the facilities and grounds was made at
that time to locate the archaeological sites and appraise the integrity of
standing structures (EG&G Idaho, Inc., 1992).
Archaeological Resources
Several areas associated with the TAN facility, including the CTF, were
examined between 1982 and 1985 as a part of a program designed to
identify cultural resources in danger of being disturbed through increased
installation activities on the INEL (Idaho State University, 1986)
(Figure 3.8-2). An additional survey was performed in July 1992 as a pert
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of activities to identify cultural resources within the SIJTP region of
influence. The July 1985 survey of a 100-meter-wide zone (328 feet)
surrounding the CTF, identified one sparse lithic scatter (10-BT-1234) and
one isolated activity area (10-BT-1235). The July 1992 survey of the area
where gas and cryogenic liquids would be stored for SNTP activities
identified one additional area (EGG-92-34). All of these sites are located
within a disturbed surface context where sheet erosion occurs regularly and
none are likely to yield any additional information; none of the three are
considered eligible for nomination to the National Register (Appendix G).
Historic Resources and Structures
INEL has a long tradition of pioneering advances in science and contai:
largest concentration of nuclear reactors in the world; over the years
reactors, most of them first-of-a-kind facilities, have been built at INEL
(INEL, 1986). Experimental Breeder Reactor-I, the first reactor built at INEL
and the first to produce commercial electricity by nuclear fission, is a
National Historic Landmark.
Native American Resources
The Northern Shoshone and Bannock tribes of Idaho consider the area of
INEL a part of their homeland. Cultural resource investigations have not
identified any Native American sacred or ceremonial sites within the CTF
region of influence.
Paleontological Resources
While fossil camel remains have been identified in the vicinity of the TAN
facility, no paleontological resources have been recorded or identified within
the CTF region of influence. Other paleontological resources have been
found throughout INEL (Figure 3.8-3).
3.9

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
This section outlines the nature of physiography (isndforms, including
floodplains), geologic units and structures, seismic and volcanic activity, and
surficial soils of the sites and their surroundings. The region of influence for
soils is the immediate vicinity of the site alternatives; the region of Influence
for the other aspects is the regional setting as well as the Immediate
alternative sites.
3.9.1

SMTS

3.9.1.1 Regional Geologic Setting. Most of Nevada, including NTS, is in
the Great Basin region of the Basin and Range Physiographic Province.
Block faulting on numerous dip-slip and oblique-slip faults throughout the
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province has produced a topography that is dominated by elongated,
steep-sided, generally north- to northeast-trending mountain ranges and
Intervening valley basins. Throughout much of the province, valley
subsidence during faulting and crustal extensions is occurring faster than
mountain erosion and valley infilling, creating closed basins between the
mountains with internal drainage and intermittent plays lakes.
The mountain ranges In the Great Basin are composed primarily of complexly
faulted and folded sequences of Paleozoic (approximately 570 to 225 million
years ago) sedimentary rocks overlain by Tertiary (approximately 65 to 3
million years ago) rocks, including volcanic ash (tuffs and tuffaceous rocks)
and volcanic flows (rhyolite). These mountains were uplifted by roughly
parallel block faults, with intervening basins being filled with Quaternary
(approximately 3 million years ago to present) unconsolidated sediments
(alluvium) that were eroded from the mountains (Stewart, 1980).
Intermountain basins of the region contain alluvial and debris flow deposits
derived from mountain erosion. Bouldery deposits along mountain flanks
grade to sandy and silty alluvial plains and clayey plays deposits in the
valley bottoms geology of the site vicinity. No mineral ores or construction
materials (i.e., aggregate) have been identified at the SMTS.
The SMTS Is located on the eastern footalope of Shoshone Mountain, in Mid
Valley (Figure 3.9-1). The elevation of the SMTS is approximately
4,800 feet above mean sea level IMSIJ. Elevations at NTS range from
3,000 to 4,000 feet MSL in the basins to over 7,000 feet MSL in the
mountains.
The SMTS is located on an older, dissected, inactive alluvial fan (as defined
by Christenson and Purcell, 1985) in the western part of Mid Valley.
Erosion of these fan deposits by modem valley drainage has left the SMTS
area as a sloping interchannel plain as much as 60 to 80 feet above the
alluvium of the present-day washes. Slopes of the site range from about 5
percent on the interchannel plains to 25 percent in the washes and gullies.
Shoshone Mountain to the west of the SMTS consists of west-dipping
limestone and dolomite basement rocks with overlying, nearly horizontal
sheets of volcanic rocks (rhyolite, dacite, and welded and unwelded tuffs).
The range, like the others nearby, Is cut by a number of steeply dipping
north- and northeast-trending faults of largely unknown activity. Other
faults in bedrock are presumed to be buried beneath the young valley fill
deposits of Mid Valley (Frizzell and Shulters, 1990).
Typical of the geologic structure of much of the Great Basin, bedrock is cut
by several steeply dipping normal faults along the western boundary of Mid
Valley. These faults are concealed beneath alluvial deposits at the proposed
test facility site; their locations are approximated by extension from
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observed faults to the north and the south (Figure 3.9-2). Because the
overlying sediments in the SMTS ares do not show displacement from the
Inferred faults shown on Figure 3.9-2, these faults are considered to be
inactive. However, 32 other faults in the general area do show Ouatemary
movement; dates of the latest movement on these faults have ranged from
40,000 to 2 million years ago (DOE, 1986).
3.9.1.2 Seismic Activity. The seismic character of NTS and its surrounding
region has had much research because of its use as a nuclear explosion test
site and its potential for use as a disposal site for radioactive waste. The
Southern Nevada Seismograph Network was installed in 1978 to monitor
the NTS area. Together with older instrument data and historic information,
the Network gives an exceptionally detailed account of regional seismicity
(Vortman, 1991). When the effects of weapons tests, mine blasts, and
other induced shocks are edited from the catalogue, the NTS region appears
to be similar to the rest of the southern Basin and Range province, with
diffuse, low magnitude earthquake activity. The crust of the region is
believed to be now extending in a west-to-northwest direction at about 3
millimeters per year by the interplay of many small fault movements
(National Research Council, 1992).
Available data suggest that earthquakes with magnitudes of less than 4.5
on the Richter scale occur with a frequency of less than one per year within
24 miles of the proposed site. The nearest recorded larger earthquake
occurred on June 29, 1992, had a magnitude of 5.6, and was centered six
miles beneath Little Skull Mountain, approximately 16 miles southwest of
the proposed site. Subsequent investigations of the aftershocks have
identified a hidden fault that ruptured approximately 7.8 miles beneath the
earth's surface. The Yucca Mountain Project Field Office in Area 25,
approximately 12 miles from the epicenter, experienced some structural
damage, including about one-third of the windows being broken.
Data from two recent large underground tests show maximum ground
accelerations of 0.003 gravities and 0.1 gravities in the vicinity of the site
(SNL, 1991 a, 1991 b). Peak ground accelerations from tectonic earthquakes
in southern Nevada have not exceeded 0.5 gravities. No information is
available on the latest date of movement on the concealed faults that may
underlie the SMTS and no evidence of any ground-shock-induced
displacements has been reported in the Mid Valley area.
Underground nuclear tests (UGTs) at NTS have caused small displacements
along preexisting faults in the NTS region. The Yucca fault in Yucca Fat,
about 10 miles northeast of the SMTS, has explosion-induced displacement
of up to 1.5 feet by UGT along most of its 15-mile length. Preexisting faults
on Pahute Mesa characteristically exhibit displacement from UGT, resulting
in vertical offsets of about 1 foot or less for distances of as much as 3 miles
along the fault. It is not considered possible for UGTs to trigger earthquakes
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on pre-existing faults at distances greater than a few miles (Vortman,
1991). No shock-induced displacements have been reported for the Mid
Valley area.
Mid Valley lies in an area of relatively low historical seismicity and is
assigned to seismic risk zone 2 (moderate damage) of the Uniform Building
Code (USC). However, due to the activity induced by the underground
testing, all structures at the NTS conform to the requirements of UBC
Zone 4 (greatest seismic risk zone).
3.9.1.3 Volcanic Activity. The most recent explosive volcanic activity in
the region occurred more than 7 million years ago at Black Mountain, about
28 miles northwest of the SMTS. Regional extension of the southern Basin
and Range province during the past 6 million years has been locally
accompanied by eruption of cinder cones and flows of basalt. Cinder cones
of Crater Flat, about 21 miles southwest, are nearest to the site. Their most
recent volcanic activity is estimated to have been about 20,000 years ago

(Wells at al., 1990).
3.9.1.4 Soils. The U.S. Soil Conservation Service has not mapped NTS for
detailed soil units and properties; however, other agencies have studied
portions of NT! (e.g., Leavitt, 1970; Leavitt and Mason, 1971); detailed
mapping of the SMTS has not been performed.
The proposed SMTS site is underlain by older alluvial fan deposits of
Quaternary age (see Figure 3.9-2); these deposits consist of unconsolidated
and weakly consolidated mixtures of cobbles and pebbles of welded tuff and
limestone In a matrix of silt and sand. Occasional large boulders are found
at or near the surface. The percolation rate at the site averages 37 minutes
per inch. At various depths the materials are cemented by calcium
carbonate Into hard concrete-like layers of caliche. These older alluvial
materials are estimated to be less than 200 feet thick over bedrock at the
proposed site.
Alluvial soils are typically loams, or foams with high content of sand, gravel,
or cobbles. Older fans commonly have stabilized topsoil surfaces that
minimize erosion. Erosion by wind or occasional floods can be slight or
moderate; wind erosion of fine-grained particles is the most-likely event
during ground-disturbing activities. These types of soils are generally
satisfactory for construction of facilities.
3.9.2 CTF
3.9.2,1 Regional Geologic Setting. INEL is located on the Eastern Snake
River Plain, a physiographic depression extending from the Idaho-Oregon
border on the west to the Island Park-Yellowstone Volcanic Plateau on the
"east. Volcanic rocks of the Eastern Snake River plain include caldera
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rhyolites overlain by basaltic lava flows and pyroclastic rocks (rocks formed
from rock fragmants ejected from a volcano during an eruption). These
volcanics often occur interbedded with alluvial, lake bed (lacustrine), and
wind-blown Weolian) sediments. The basalt deposits and interbedded
sediments thicken from northeast to southwest along the axis of the Eastern
Snake River Plain. Figure 3.9-3 shows a geologic cross-section of the area
around the CTF. Basin and Range structural features occur adjacent to the
Snake River Plain.
The surface area of INEL is relatively flat, with predominant relief manifested
either as volcanic buttes jutting up out of the desert floor or as unevenly
surfaced basalt flows and/or flow vents and fissures. Elevations on INEL
range from 5,200 feet MSL in the northeast to 4,750 feet MSL in the
southwest, with the average being 5,000 feet MSL.

Floodplain,
Executive Order 11988 (3 CFR, 1979 Compilation; p. 412) requires that all
agencies must determine whether proposed facilities/projects are located in
floodplains (areas subjected to one percent or greater chance of flooding in a
given year; also known as the 1)00-year floodplain). If so, the agency must
consider alternative sites if feasible. If the project/facility must be located in
a floodplain, then this consideration must be included in water and land use
plans, the facilities need to be designed to include measures such as
elevating structures, and facilities must be constructed in accordance with
the intent of National Flood Insurance Program standards.
The CTF is located on a generally flat area, on the western margin of the
Birch Creek plays, a very smooth-surfaced ephemeral lake bed with an
elevation at its lowest point of about 4,775 feet MSL. Birch Creek (an
intermittent stream in the plays area), the Big Lost River (dry in the plays
area), and other smaller waterways from the Lemhi Range terminate in the
Birch Creek Playa. The original elevation of the CTF ares was approximately
4,778 feet MSL; the site elevation was raised during original construction to
about 4,790 feet using fill pads.
Definitive maps of 100-year floodplains for this area have not yet been
developed by Federal Emergency Management Agency or other agencies.
Based on the natural configuration of terrain, location of waterways, and
historic flooding of the plays, much of the area surrounding the CTF fill pads
is a likely floodplain. However, engineering controls/water management
practices In the area reduce the likely frequency of floods land therefore, the
delineation of the 100-year floodplain). These controls/practices include the
Mackay Dam (approximately 82 miles upstream of the CTF on the Big Lost
River), which stores runoff for irrigation; the INEL Diversion, a dam, channel,
and spreading areas (Figure 3.11-1) that divert runoff from the Big Lost
River at the southern end of INEL; and canals and other conveyances that
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divert water for agricultural uses. As a result of these features,
comparatively little of the water falling in the basin would reach Birch Creek
Plays under normal conditions.
The most specific data available for flooding potential is a modeling analysis
of several scenarios for failure of the Mackay Dam (EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
1986). The analysis concluded that, during a 100-year flooding event, with
a triangular-shaped breach in the dam (caused by underseepage of water at
the base of the dam), the CTF area would experience flooding with peak
water surface elevation of 4,782 feet MSL. For a peak flooding event (a
combination of large storms/snowmelt causing overtopping of the dam, and
resultant failure of the dam), the CTF area would experience peak water
surface elevation of 4,784 feet MSL. Statistical accuracy and precision
calculations on these model outputs were not made, but empirical data from
a similar situation using the same model indicate that the model calculated
elevations to within an average of 1.5 feet (EG&G Idaho, Inc., 1986).
These data alone do not identify the likely elevation of a 1 00-year floodplain
for Birch Creek Pays, because the study adds a large source of water from
behind the dam into the assumed conditions (thereby raising the flood level),
but it also does not consider waters from other tributaries (e.g., Birch Creek)
in the flood level calculations.
3.9.2.2 Seismic Activity. The potential for seismic activity (and large
earthquakes in particular) at INEL and in the Eastern Snake River Plain has
been studied in support of numerous programs; some of these studies were
not completed, or are still in progress.
The Intermountain Seismic Belt and the Idaho Seismic Zone are the two
major areas of seismic activity near the Eastern Snake River Main. Although
large-magnitude earthquakes have not historically originated beneath INEL,
large earthquakes have occurred in the adjacent seismic belts (DOE, 1984a;
1984c). The largest recorded earthquake was the magnitude 7.3 Borah
Peak earthquake of October 28, 1983, located approximately 55 miles
west-northwest of the CTF. Although the earthquake was felt throughout
the region, no structural or safety-related damage occurred at INEL. The
Borah Peak earthquake, and similar large earthquakes (magnitude greater
than 4.0), are associated with the Basin and Range normal faults lying
northwest and southwest of the Eastern Snake River Main (Figure 3.9-4).
The principal Basin and Range faults closest to the site include the Lost
River, Lehmi, and Beaverhead Range Front fault systems (Figure 3.9-5), all
located northwest of INEL. The Arco fault is the southern segment of the
Lost River Range Front fault system. The Arco fault extends southeasterly
toward the Eastern Snake River Main, where vertical displacements die out.
Near the southern end of the Arco fault, within the Eastern Snake River
Plain, the Arco rift zone contains small normal faults and fissure sets. These
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small displacements appear to be caused by basaltic dike injection (i.e., as
part of the igneous activities that created the Eastern Snake River Plain)
(Smith at aL, 1989; Hackett and Smith, 1992). The last earthquake to
rupture the ground surface along the Arco fault occurred between 100,000
and 15,000 years ago, whereas the central segment of the Lost River Range
Front fault ruptured during the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake (Crone at &l.,
1987). Lemhi and Beaverhead Range Front faults extend to the northwest
margin of the Eastern Snake River Plain, with displacements decreasing
southward to zero.
In contrast to the Basin and Range faulting and seismicity, the Eastern
Snake River Plain is characterized by relatively Infrequent, small (less than
magnitude 2 on the Richter scale) earthquakes (Figures 3.9-4 and 3.9-5).
The essentially aseismic nature of the plain is well documented (Smith and
Sbar, 1974; Smith, 1978; Smith and Arabasz, 1991; Parsons and
Thompson, 1991).
A total of 19 small-magnitude earthquakes (i.e., magnitude less than or
equal to 1.5 on the Richter scale, are not felt, and do not cause damage)
have been measured within or near the boundary of the Eastern Snake River
Plain (Jackson at al., in press). Because of the presence of extensive
seismic monitoring capability on INEL, most of the available measurements
(13 of the 19 earthquakes) are from events within or near INEL. The
remainder of the Eastern Snake River Plain is expected to have a similar rate
of small events as the INEL portion of the plain, but small earthquakes
outside INEL are not identified as often because there are fewer monitoring
stations.
The Eastern Snake River Plain is devoid of larger earthquakes (Figure 3.9-4)
with the exception of the 1905 earthquake located at Shoshone, Idaho.
This earthquake occurred before monitoring instruments were established In
eastern Idaho; the location of the epicenter of the 1905 earthquake has a
locational error of 0.5 degrees latitude and longitude (i.e., the actual location
of the earthquake could be up to 82 kilometers east or west of the Identified
site, and up to 107 kilometers north or south of the site). The actual
epicenter of the 1905 earthquake was likely outside of the Snake River
Plain, possibly near the Idaho-Utah border (Oaks, 1992).
High heat flow and the intrusion of basaltic dikes has been postulated to
explain the low seismicity of the plain (Parsons and Thompson, 1991), as
stress due to regional extension Is accommodated or balanced by the
pressures of the intrusion of dikes. The dikes have been intruded along
northwest-trending rift zones, oriented perpendicular to the elongation
direction of the plain. In some cases, the rifts are roughly parallel with the
trends of the Basin and Range fault systems lying to the northweut and
southeast. Differences in senses of displacement, style of faultin3, and the
presence or lack of associated basaltic dike intrusion suggest that the
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parallelism of the rifts and range front faults is coincidental, and not
representative of through-going tectonic features.
Based on the tectonic setting of the INEL site and surrounding areas, the
most significant seismic hazards are related to potential earthquakes along
the range front fault systems lying northwest of the site. The lack of fault
scarps and general absence of seismicity within the Eastern Snake River
Plain suggest a relatively small potential for generating significant
earthquakes at or adjacent to the CTF. The CTF is in seismic zone 28 of the
UBC, where seismic zones 3 and 4 have been assigned for nearby areas
characterized by Basin and Range style of normal faulting.
A sizable earthquake occurring in the vicinity of INEL in the foreseeable
future is unlikely because of several factors. The Snake River Plain and the
Basin and Range Province within about 25 miles of it have very low
occurrences of seismic activity. The Basin and Range structures do not
extend into the Eastern Snake River Plain, which shows little evidence of
Quaternary faulting except for rift zones associated with basaltic volcanism
(Figure 3.9-5). Thus, it appears that the Eastern Snake River Plain responds
very differently to the regional tectonism than does the adjacent Basin and
Range Province as demonstrated by the historical seismicity of the INEL
region (Figure 3.9-4). A boundary fault has been postulated along the
northwestern margin of the Eastern Snake River Plain but no evidence of
any movement over the past 6.5 million years has been observed.
A deterministic seismic hazard analysis was conducted for all facilities at
INEL to estimate peak ground accelerations (i.e., the strongest likely shaking
from an earthquake) using site-specific information about the closest
earthquake -source and subsurface stratigraphy at INEL (Woodward-Clyde
Consultants, 1990). Ground motion estimates have been modeled for a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake (representing the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake)
that has been assumed to occur along the southern portion of the Lehmi
Range Front fault, approximately 7 miles northwest of CTF near the town of
Howe. Estimates of peak horizontal ground accelerations (PHGA) for the
CTF, using the assumed earthquake, were calculated to be approximately
0.25 gravities (for a site with rock at the surface) and 0.40 gravities (for a
site with soil at the surface). All of these ground accelerations are low
enough that buildings can be designed to minimize structural effects.
3.9.2.3 Volcanic Activity. Two major stages of volcanic activity have
occurred in the Eastern Snake River Plain over the pest 15 million years.
Massive deposits of ash-flow tuffs at depth reflect an earlier stage of
explosive volcanism from several major eruptive centers within the plain.
Over geologic time, the centers of explosive volcanism have migrated
progressively to the northeast and are now located in the Yellowstone
Plateau nearly 125 miles away. This pattern is consistent with the geologic
theory of "hot spot* tracks. Volcanic activity is theorized to result when
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tectonic plates move across hot spots deep in the earth's mantle
(DOE, 1991a). Later stages of non-explosive volcanism, beginning about 4
million years ago and continuing to as recently as 2,000 years ago,
produced a thick series of many overlapping basaltic lava flows that issued
from many local vents and mrnall craters. These basalt flows dominate the
surface geology at INEL (DOE, 1991a). The basaltic volcanism is postulated
to have originated in several northwest-southeast-trending rift zones
(Figure 3.9-6).
A drill hole in the southern part of INEL was drilled in Spring 1984 to a
depth of 185.6 meters. Reliable ages were obtained for seven of the nine
lava flows encountered. The ages show that the eruptions took place
between 641,000 and 233,000 years ago with an average recurrence
interval of 51,000 years during that period of activity. The time interval
since the last activity (233,000 years) is about 4.6 times the average
recurrence interval and 3 times the largest recurrence interval. These data
suggest that the sources of basaltic lava at INEL are no longer active and,
therefore, are not expected to erupt again (DOE, 1991a). Additional studies
on the potential for volcanic hazards for this site on the southern end of
INEL identified preliminary probabilities of hazard from a basaltic lava flow to
be less than 0.00001 (1 x 101 per year; probabilities of hazard for other
volcanic events would be even less (Smith at al., 1990). Although volcanic
hazard at the CTF would be somewhat different than these studies (e.g.,
lava flow probability would be slightly higher, because of the proximity of
the Arco rift zone and because the CTF is in a topographic low, so that
basalt could flow down onto it), it is likely to be similar.
The CTF site is located between two volcanic rift zones and is underlain by
basaltic flows. There are two prominent inactive volcanic craters within
six miles of the CTF.
3.9.2.4 Soft. The area that includes the CTF is underlain mostly by
unconsolidated lacustrine deposits (see Figure 3.9-3). These deposits
consist mainly of sandy and clayey silts. Remnants of ancient bars, spits,
and beaches that form low ridges consist mainly of sand; the largest such
ridge forms a natural north-south-trending embankment through the
Technical Service Facility. Alluvial deposits flanking Birch Creek in the north
consist of gravel, sand, and silt that provide the best source of sand and
gravel for construction use In the area. Basaltic bedrock underlies the
facility starting at depths of about 30 feet. The unconsolidated lake-bed
deposits provide suitable natural foundations for light structures, but heavy
structures must be supported on bedrock. The finer-grained soils (silts and
clays) can be susceptible to wind erosion during and after ground-disturbing

activities.
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NOISE
Noise is defined as "unwelcome or unwanted" sound that is usually caused
by human activity and added to the natural acoustic setting of a locale. It is
further defined as sound that disrupts normal activities or that diminishes
the quality of the environment. There are two types of sound sources:

stationary and transient. Stationary sources are typically related to specific
land uses (e.g., Industrial plants); transient sources move through the
environment either along established paths or randomly (railroads, roads,
flight tracks, etc.). The total acoustical environment of a location is the
blend of the background, or ambient acoustics, with the unwanted noise.
Noise is described in terms of sound levels, the measurement of which is
usually performed using adjusted decibels (dBA). Typical levels are shown
in Figure 3.10-1.
3.10.1 SMTS
The major sources of noise at NTS are natural physical phenomena from
weather and wildlife activities; transient noise is generated by aircraft
overflight. Due to the remoteness of the area, and because nuclear testing
is conducted underground, noise levels at NTS are minimal.
Because the ares is remote, noise levels at the SMTS are primarily generated
by the natural environment (wind, rain, and the activities of wildlife); noise
generated from aircraft overflight is transient. The range for ambient noise
levels in this type of remote desert area is between 22 and 38 dBA. The
closest sensitive community receptors to the SMTS (e.g., hospitals, schools,
and residences) are located approximately 23 miles away at Lathrop Wells;
the closest NTS personnel that could be affected by noise levels are located
approximately 6 miles away.
3.10.2 CTF
Major noise sources within INEL include various facilities equipment and
machines (e.g., cooling towers, transformers, engines, pumps, steam vents,
construction and materials handling equipment, and vehicles).
Since the CTF currently performs no routine facility operations, noise levels
are similar to that of the SMTS. Some vehicular traffic noise is produced by
the smal staff performing the decontamination and decommissioning
activities; however, that noise, and that generated from aircraft overflight, is
transient. Typical ambient noise levels at the CTF site would be below
40 dB. The closest sensitive community receptors to the CTF (e.g.,
hospitals, schools, and residences) are located approximately 11 miles away
in Mud Lake. The closest INEL personnel are located in other portions of the
TAN (approximately 1.3 miles sway).
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Figure 3.10-1
Typical Noise Levels of Familiar Sources
dBA
145
Physically Painful

140

Extremely Loud

135

Sonic Boom

130

Discomforting

125

Jet Takeoff at 200'

120

Oxygen Torch

115

Discotheque

110
Very Loud

Loud

Quiet

...

Motorcycle at 15' (Unmuffled)

105

Power Mower at 3'

100

Newspaper Press

95

Freight Train at 50'

90

Food Blender

85

Electric Mixer, Alarm Clock

80

Heavy Truck at 50'

75

Busy Street Traffic at 50'

70
65

Average traffic at 100', Vacuum Cleaner at 10'
Electric Typewriter at 10'

60
55

Dishwasher at 10', Air Conditioning Unit at 10'
Normal Conversation at 5'

50

Typical Daytime Suburban Background

45
40

Refrigerator at 10'
Bird Calls

35

Library

30

Room in Quiet Dwelling at Midnight

25
20

..

Motion Picture Studio

15
10
5
Threshold of Hearing
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3.11

WATER rRSOURCES
Water resources include underground and surface sources of water for the
am,eand water quality. Generally, the region of influence for water
resources is the hydrologic system of the area. More specifically, the region
of influence is the source of the water (e.g., stream, river, lake, reservoir,

groundwater basin) supplied to each alternative site.
3.11.1 SMTS
The hydrology of NTS has been studied intensively since the mid- I950s,
and water quality in and around the site has been monitored since
underground nuclear testing began. The U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. EPA,
and the Desert Research Institute have conducted most of these studies.
Groundwater
The groundwater hydrologic systems of the southern Great Basin are
charactered by deep water tables and closed groundwater basins that may
not correspond to topographic basins. Recharge occurs predominantly by
slow percolation from upland areas through the unsaturated zone that
overlies the water table. Groundwater in the region occurs chiefly in
fracture zones in at least six major aquifers at various levels within
limestone, dolomite, and volcanic rock units. The aquifers are commonly
isolated from each other by squitards, relatively impermeable layers that act
as a barrier to groundwater movement. In addition, groundwater flow is

commonly blocked or diverted by faults and in places where the
groundwater reaches the surface as flowing springs. In the deeper aquifers,
the water is under artesian pressure. Principal recharge areas for the
bedrock aquifers are upland areas and mesas to the north.
Water use in Nevada is governed by the office of the State Engineer and the
Division of Water Resources. Chapter 534 of the Nevada Water Laws
outlines and delineates the allowable uses of groundwater. Total annual
groundwater withdrawals from any given basin may not exceed the
perennial yield. Data collected from wells in Areas 3, 5, and 6 of NTS
Indicate that there has been no detectable decline in the static water level
and, therefore, no exceadance of perennial yield for the aquifer(s) at these
locations (DOE, 19889) (see Figure 3.2-1). Total withdrawals from wels C
and C-1 located In Area 6 of NTS were 26 million gallons per year (0.07
million gallons per day [MGDJ) (DOE, 1988g).
In the Mid Valley area, groundwater occurs only in deep bedrock aquifers;
the alluvial deposits may contain water following rains but do not form
perennial aquifers. Groundwater in the proposed water-supply well occurs
in tuffaceous aquifers that are probably isolated from the deeper limestone
and dolomite aquifers. The static water level in this well is at a depth of
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1,663 feet below the surface; the well head is at an elevation of 4,346 feet
MSL.
Groundwater in the Mid Valley area is believed to be part of the Ash
Meadows subbasin (see Figure 3.2-1). There are 11 NTS wells that
currently withdraw water from the Ash Meadows subbasin and three that
withdraw water from the Alkaline Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch Subbasin.

Surface Water
Surface water in the southern Great Basin occurs principally in interior
drainage systems characterized by a dense network of intermittent streams
that flow into closed topographic basins known as play"s. Typically this
water stands on the play"s for several days to a few weeks before it is lost,
mainly by evaporation. There are 13 play"s within a radius of 50 miles of
the proposed SMTS site.
There are no perennial sources of surface water in the Mid Valley area. The
alluvial fan on which the proposed SMTS site is located is cut by many
shallow boglder-dry stream beds that contain water only during and shortly
after occasional heavy rains. During rare flash floods, streams may be
diverted by sediment and cut new channels into easily eroded alluvial
deposits. There Is, however, no evidence of such flash flooding in the
channels bordering the proposed site. Runoff from precipitation at the
proposed site drains into the normally dry Barren Wash, which is part of an
interior drainage network that terminates in Frenchman Flat, a playa in a
closed topographic basin about 16 miles to the east.

Waer ualky
Groundwater from the tuffaceous aquifers such as those in the proposed
water supply well is generally of excellent chemical quality. It is
characterized by relatively high concentrations of sodium and potassium
carbonates and low acidity. In general, water in the tuffaceous aquifers
meets U.S. EPA primary and most secondary standards for harmful
constituents (DOE, 1986) regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act.
The deep aquifers, slow groundwater movement, and exceedingly slow
downward movement of water in the overlying unsaturated zone serve as
barriers to transport of radioactivity from underground sources (e.g.,
underground testing) via groundwater, preventing movement of radioactivity
to off-site areas for thousands of years. The estimated average velocity of
groundwater flow through the lower carbonate aquifer in central Yucca Rat
is 6 to 600 feet per year (DOE, 1990d).
Groundwater is the only local source of drinking water in the NTS area.
Drinking and industrial water-supply wells for NTS are produced from the
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lower and upper carbonate aquifers, the volcanic aquifer, and the valley-fill
aquifer. Though a few springs emerge from perched groundwater lenses at
NTS, discharge rates are low, and spring water is not currently used for
DOE activities. South of NTS, private and public supply wells draw water
from the valley-fill aquifer.
Groundwater sampled from a borehole approximately 20 miles southwest of
the SMTS had a pH of 7.7, 216 milligrams per liter (mg/I) of dissolved
solids, and relatively high concentrations of silica (45 mgil), sodium
(57 mg/I), and bicarbonate (143 mg/I).
There are no known incidents of groundwater contamination (e.g., fuel
spills, solvents) in the vicinity of the SMTS location.
3.11.2 CTF
Groundwater
Large volumes of groundwater occur in the bedrock aquifer beneath the
Snake River Plain. The water occurs chiefly in fractures and voids in the
basaltic lava flows that underlie the plain. In INEL, the groundwater flows
to the south and southwest and discharges about 6.5 million acre-feet (1
acre-foot equals approximately 326,000 gallons) annually to springs that
feed the Snake River below Twin Falls, 100 miles from INEL. Groundwater
flow rates range from 5 to 20 feet per day. Depth to the water table ranges
from about 200 feet in the northeast to 1,000 feet in the southern part of
INEL. Recharge to the Snake River Plain aquifer is primarily by infiltration
from streams to the northwest, north, and northeast of INEL, especially the
Big Lost River.
The DOE Idaho Field Office has negotiated with the Idaho Department of
Natural Resources a claimed water right for 81 cubic feet per second, not to
exceed 1.5 billion cubic feet (approximately 11 billion gallons) per year
withdraw capacity under the Federal Reserve Doctrine. The state of Idaho
has signed a Settlement Agreement, public hearings have been held, and
based on these hearings, an Interlocutory Order will be generated. INEL will
abide by this Order as it affects water use until the adjudication process is
complete. Currently, INEL withdraws up to 6 MGD, with an average of 37
million gallons per year (DOE, 1991 a).
Surface Water
The surface water hydrology of the INEL is dominated by the Pioneer Basin,
a closed drainage basin that receives water from Big Lost River, Little Lost
River, and Birch Creek (Figure 3.11-1). These rivers are supplied by
mountain watersheds located to the north and northwest.
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The Big Lost River is the major river on INEL. This river flows intermittently
onto the INEL site across the southwest boundary, curves to the northeast,
and terminates at the Big Lost River play"s (sinks). Surfa.e flows last
occurred in 1986. The major storage and diversion structures on the Big
Lost River are the Mackay Dam and the INEL flood diversion dam.
Under normal conditions, most of the flow from the Uttle Lost River and
from Birch Creek is diverted for irrigation before reaching the INEL. In highflow years, however, Little Lost River and Birch Creek flow onto the site.
There, the remaining water evaporates or infiltrates into the ground through
the stream channel or plays bottom (DOE, 1984s, 1984b). Because of the
upstream diversions of water, flooding under normal conditions does not
occur within INEL. A maximum possible flood resulting from maximum
flows combined with upstream dam failure would inundate the entire Big
Lost River floodplain as well as the playas in which the river terminates.
The INEL flood diversion system consists of a small dam that functions to
divert the river flow away from INEL facilities into four spreading areas.
The CTF and the entire TAN are located within the margins of the Birch
Creek plays. The plays is the terminus of both Birch Creek and Big Lost
River, and has a minimum elevation of approximately 4,775 feet MSL. The
plays is normally dry and contains discontinuous shallow pools of water only
for short periods after heavy rains. Because of the upstream diversions for
irrigation, waters from Birch Creek and Big Lost River do not reach the plays
under normal conditions. Maximum flow conditions in these streams
combined with the failure of water control structures, however, would flood
the plays. Flood control facilities, consisting of low dikes and
interconnected drainage ditches, have been constructed in the CTF area to
prevent flooding of the CTF (EG&G Idaho, Inc., 1986). Section 3.9.2.1
contains additional discussion on floodplains.

Water Oulty
Groundwater quality from drinking water wells on INEL meets drinking water
standards (DOE, 1991a). The average total dissolved solid content at INEL
is low, ranging from 200-255 mg/I and consists mainly of calcium,
magnesium, sodium, and potassium. The composition of the groundwater
indicates reaction with minerals in rocks of the surrounding mountains and
alluvial valleys where the residence time of the groundwater is relatively
long. In addition, levels of radioactive constituents from several INEL wells
are well below EPA standards.
Waters from the Snake River Plain aquifer on INEL are relatively low in the
sum of dissolved constituents (about 200 mg/I). The low mineralization
reflects the moderate to abundant precipitation in the mountainous source
areas, the absence of extensive deposits containing highly soluble minerals
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and the low solubility of the basaltic rocks that form the principal aquifer
system. The water in the aquifer has a low dissolved solid content and,
with little or no treatment, is suitable for most uses. There are some areas
in the Snake River Plain aquifer where water quality exceeds regulatory
standards; the excess concentrations have been decreasing over the last 20
to 30 years. INEL was placed on the NPL during 1989 to facilitate
remediation and monitoring of contaminated areas including an injection well
located at TAN in close proximity to the CTF.
3.12

HEALTH AND SAFETY
3.12.1 Existing Safety, Security, and Radiological Monitoring Systems
This section presents background information concerning existing conditions
at both NTS and INEL. This includes security and fire protection, operational
safety and emergency response procedures, and the existing radiological
conditions and monitoring systems. The regions of influence for health and
safety are the areas surrounding the alternative test sites which could be
affected by test operations or credible accidents, and the area along
transportation routes used for shipment of project-related materials. The
areas within 150 km of each test site were analyzed for radiological effects.
3.12.1.1 NTS
Public Safety
NTS is a limited access, controlled facility with public access prohibited. It
is bordered on three sides by the Nellis Air Force Range. Road access to
NTS is restricted by guard stations and barricades. Mobile patrols are
employed to provide security throughout NTS. All personnel on NTS are
required to wear identification badges containing a thermoluminescent
radiation dosimeter, which is used to measure the amount of ionizing
radiation each individual might receive while on site.
All air traffic over NTS is restricted and the airspace is monitored by radar;
any unauthorized aircraft can be intercepted by Air Force aircraft and
escorted to the Desert Rock Airport, three miles south of Mercury, Nevada,
for purposes of identifying the pilot and his intentions. The airspace over
the Nellie Air Force Range is also restricted. Emergency procedures have
been set up so that an inadvertent large release of radioactive gas from an
underground nuclear event would not endanger air traffic. Communications
systems are in place so that, if needed, air route traffic controllers would be
notified of the location of the radioactive cloud and they, in turn, could reroute air traffic as required.
The Nye County Sheriff's office is the primary law enforcement entity on
the site and has authority to control ground traffic and make arrests. An
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office is maintained at Mercury, Nevada, and the sheriff's deputies are
authorized to enter most facilities on the site for law enforcement purposes.
The State Police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation are not represented
on the site; however, they respond to calls for assistance from either the
Nye County Sheriff or the NTS Security Organization.
NTS maintains a contractor security force to ensure necessary protection for
government property; transport, handling, and protection of special nuclear
material; and response to sabotage, espionage, terrorist activities, or other
hostile acts. Security personnel are trained in methods for the safeguarding
of special nuclear materials and are equipped with armament, weapons, and
specialized transportation to effectively deal with hostile threats. In
addition, the NTS security force is deputized by Nye County to assist in law
enforcement activities.
Temporary roadblocks are established when needed to control access to
designated testing areas in connection with the detonation of underground
nuclear devices. The designated forward areas usually include all areas
north of Control Point 1 (CP-1), the command and control center for nuclear
testing at NTS (see Figure 2.3-2). These areas are "swept" by guard patrols
to assure that all personnel have withdrawn to a designated safe location.
ý,Ilicopters and light aircraft are available to the security force and are
normally used to check perimeter barricades and other remote locations in
the forward test areas as a part of this sweeping action.
DOE/NV maintains a fully equipped fire department at NTS which is staffed
by professional fire fighters and augmented by fire protection engineering
personnel. There are two fire stations (Mercury and Area 6), with a
complement of nine fire apparatus ranging from structural to aircraft crash
rescue. In addition, rescue, mobile command post, and all-terrain vehicles
are available. Additional assistance can be requested from other fire
departments-as provided for in Memorandums of Understanding with the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLMI and the U.S. Forest Service.
DOE/NV maintains an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in Las Vegas,
Nevada, which provides oversight during emergencies at all installations
under their jurisdiction, including NTS. The EOC provides long-term
communications and coordination with emergency response resources. It is
staffed with trained and experienced personnel and is equipped with
facsimile machines, computer networks, radios, cellular phones, and other
state-of-the-art communications equipment (DOE, 1988e).
CP-1 coordinates all operational activities at NTS. In addition to exercising
control authority associated with underground testing, it maintains an
elaborate communications and data acquisition network to support eventbased testing.
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Under DOE auspices, EPA has established an off-site environmental
surveillance network, currently Including 19 Community Monitoring Stations.
Each station has a suite of samplers and recorders, including a pressurized
Ion chamber (PIC). AN of these monitoring stations awe equipped to
telemeter PlC information via satellite directly to a Control Point on NTS.
Each of th" stations is managed by a member of the community in which
the station is located, usually a acience teacher from the local achool
systemn.
The OLM has a large automated network of meteorological stations
telemetering data by satellite. These stations are sited on a roughly 75-mile
grid covering most of the westemn U.S. The EPA, in an agreement with
BIM, has Instrumented 10 of these stations with PICa to collect external
gamma exposure rate data. The system also provides a broad spectrum of
meteorological data from a significant number of stations for use by the
Weather Service Nuclear Support Office (WSN SO) in radioactive cloud
transport/dispersion assessments.
WSNSO provides all meteorological services required on NTS. It carries on
investigations and research into meteorological processes, prediction
methods, and fallout phenomenology. It also researches data acquisition,
processing, and display techniques for improving meteorological support to
assist the DOE in performing its mission. WSNSO is responsible for
conducting a broad meteorological program in support of both nuclear and
non-nuclear projects.
During a nuclear teat, additional resources are deployed in and around NTS
to provide increased radiological monitoring capability. These include:
*

A Bluebird Team consisting of monitoring personnel with
appropriate radiation detection instruments to provide
close-in radiological monitoring of any potential effluent
EPA Monitors at standby locations in or near the estimated
off-NTS downwind fallout locations, determined prior to the

UE

event. If a radioactive release occurs, these mobile
monitoring personnel are positioned to perform off-site
radioactive monitoring and sampling
t

C

Aircraft, including a helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft, with
radiological monitoring capability can be deployed for each

nuclear event.
A 24-hour-per-day Radiological Assistance Team with support from
numerous DOE, contractor, and user agency personnel is available. DOE/NV
is also DOE's Federal Radiological Management and Assessment Center
(FRMAh lead field office which coordinates all federal agency response to a
significant radiological emergency. DOE/NV also manages the Nuclear
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Emergency Search Team which maintains extensive aerial and ground
radiological monitoring capability.
Safety documentation is written, as necessary, to support operations
conducted at NTS. The sponsoring laboratory or agency provides an
operations plan that covers safeguards and security, and radiological,
environmental, and personnel safety. An Operations Permit is issued once
radiological, environmental, health, safeguards, and security concerns are
satisfied.
Environmental Radiation Monitoring
DOE is responsible for providing radiological safety services on the NTS and
maintaining an environmental surveillance program designed to control,
minimize, and document exposures to the NTS working population and the
off-site public population. The results are reported annually in environmental
reports (DOE, 1990d).
Documented standard operating procedures have been established for
radiological monitoring conducted at NTS (DOE, 1988c). The NV/YMP
Radiological Control Manual for NTS (DOE, 1992h) outlines standard
operating procedures for radioactive materials control, shipment of
radioactive material, radiological safety in specific test areas, and waste
management.
Under an Interagency Agreement with DOE, U.S. EPA conducts the off-site
radiological monitoring program around the NTS. The routine surveillance
program includes pathways monitoring that consists of air, water, and milk
surveillance networks surrounding NTS, and a limited animal and vegetable
sampling program. The EPA's extensive off-site environmental surveillance
system around NTS has measured no radiological exposures that can be
attributed to current NTS operations.
The Off-Site Radiological Safety Office (EPA/EMSL) is responsible to the
Test Controller and the NTS Manager for providing off-site radiological
safety services in accordance with NTS-SOP 5402 and the Interagency
Agreement (DE-AI08-86-NV10522). Emergency preparedness
responsibilities are established as outlined in DOE Orders 5500.2 and
5480.1A, along with NTS-SOP 5501 (SNL, 1989). All essential test-related
personnel receive basic radiological safety training and any additional
training required for their job assignments.
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3.12.1.2 INEL

Public Safet
INEL Is a limited access, controlled site that significantly limits the presence
of the general public anywhere within the interior portions of the site and
from access to the nuclear facilities. Access by visitors to and from
individual sites is controlled at all times and only those authorized are
allowed on site; everyone entering must have an appropriate security badge.
All personnel and visitors entering any nuclear facility receive a
thermoluminescent radiation dosimeter while in the area, which is used to
determine the amount of ionizing radiation that each individual might receive
while on site.
The airspace over INEL is designated by the FAA as a National Security
Area, and access is limited to above 6,400 feet MSL. Communication
systems are in place so that air route traffic controllers can advise the local
transient aircraft of abnormal conditions in the area.
INEL maintains a contractor security force to ensure necessary protection
for government property; transport, handling, and protection of special
nuclear material; and response to sabotage, espionage, terrorist activities, or
other hostile acts. Security personnel are trained in methods for the
safeguarding of special nuclear materials and are equipped with armament,
weapons, and specialized transportation to effectively deal with hostile
threats. The security forces are also equipped with two helicopters for INEL
patrol, including pre-test surveillance and clearing of restricted test areas. In
addition, the INEL security force is deputized by the adjacent counties to
assist in law enforcement activities. The state and federal roads that cross
INEL are patrolled and enforced by the Idaho State Patrol and the local
county sheriffs' offices.
Access to the grazing areas around INEL is monitored and patrolled by the
INEL security force to ensure the grazing boundaries are honored and
maintained. The central portion of the INEL is also frequently swept for
unauthorized access. The nuclear facilities, including TAN and the CTF, are
patrolled 24 hours a day.
INEL maintains a well-trained and fully equipped fire department. There are
3 fire stations (TAN, CFA, and ANL-W sites), equipped with a total of four
engines, one tanker, three brush fire fighting units, one rescue unit, and
several other vehicles for brush fire response. Additional assistance can be
requested from community fire departments, as provided for in
Memorandums of Understanding with the BLM and local communities.
The INEL EOC serves as the center for oversight of emergencies at the INEL,
providing for long-term communications with off-site agencies, and for
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coordinating INEL resources in response to requests by off-site authorities.
The EOC is staffed with trained and experienced personnel and is equipped

with facsimile machines, computer networks, radios, cellular phones, and
lend-Uine telephones.
INEL has an around-the-clock quick response field monitoring team to
provide timely measurement and reporting of release to the environment of
radiological materials. This initial quick response capability is backed up by
a second phase response of multiple field monitoring teams. The teams use
standardized and state-of-the-art equipment in their response. The INEL
field monitoring teams are integrated in their response with the INELimplemented Region Six Radiological Assistance Programs and other national
response teams such as the Nuclear Emergency Search Team and the
Accident Response Group. A Mobile Emergency Response Van equipped
with communications, radiological monitoring, and gamma spectroscopy
equipment is included in the radiological response capabilities at INEL.
Specialized alpha radiation monitoring equipment and personal protective
equipment are also available.
Individual Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) are written for each reactor
facility at INEL (see Section 4.12.11). The sponsoring laboratory or agency
provides radiological safety plans for each test series which cover all
operations. They include radioactive effluent documentation, surveys for
radiological safety, cleanup and pollution control procedures,
instrumentation types and deployment, and any other radiological safety
features pertinent to operations at INEL.
Environmental Radiation Monitoring
Environmental monitoring programs at INEL are conducted by DOE to
determine (1) the overall impact of operations on the environment,
(2) whether environmental levels of radioactivity comply with applicable
standards (40 CFR 61, DOE Order 5400.5), (3) whether containment and
control systems at facilities are functioning as planned, and (4) long-term
trends of concentrations of radioactivity in the environment and any
changes in those trends. Environmental Impacts are determined by
measuring radionuclides in the environment, where such measurements are
possible, or by modeling the transport of radionuclides through
environmental pathways in cases where environmental concentrations are
too low to measure. Measurements on INEL or at the INEL boundary are
frequently compared to similar measurements at background or control
locations. Where radionuclide concentrations are high enough to be
measured regularly, long-term trends are presented. Data are reported
yearly in an environmental monitoring report for the INEL (DOE, 1990b).
The environmental pathways by which radioactivity could affect the
population in the vicinity of INEL are through direct radiation exposure,
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through atmospheric transport, and through soils, water, foodstuffs, and/or
animals. The environmental monitoring program for the INEL site and
vicinity includes the collection and analysis of samples from these potential
exposure pathways.
Air end water are routinely monitored for radioatvity at a number of
on-site, boundary, and distant locations. Concentrations of radionuclides in
milk, wheat, and lettuce samples are measured at site boundary and distant
locations, Distant locations serve as background controls that are not
affected by radioactive releases associated with INEL operations. On-site
soils are sampled annually on a rotating basis, while off-site soils are
sampled only in even-numbered years. Environmental radiation exposure
rates are measured at the site boundary and at distant locations. Based on
available monitoring data, no significant concentrations of radionuclides
from INEL have been detected.
3.12.2 Environmentl Radiation
A large contributor to existing radiation exposure in the environment
(experienced normally due to both natural and man-made exposure) comes
from background sources, which Include cosmic radiation, naturally
occurring terrestrial radioactive materials, and natural internally deposited
radioactive materials (e.g., carbon-14 naturally found in biological systems).
These sources account for a large part of radiation exposure received by
every individual on an annual basis, and can vary from location to location
depending upon such factors as elevation of an area (increased cosmic
radiation) and the presence of varying amounts of mineral deposits
(increased terrestrial radiation). An individual can do little to Influence the
exposure received from background sources, since levels are essentially
constant throughout a given region, and are not affected by lifestyle

choices. At NTS, background sources contribute a total whole-body dose of

125 millirems per year (mrem/yr), while at INEL they contribute a total
whole-body dose of 144 mrem/yr. In addition to the background sources,
several other sources of radiation can influence the total individual wholebody dose. Exposure due to these sources can vary from individual to
individual, based upon lifestyle choices. Since annual exposure from such
sources needs to be included in determination of the existing radiation
exposure, the average exposure to a U.S. resident from each of these
sources has been determined, and includes medical and dental X-rays
(53 mrem/yr), global nuclear weapons test fallout (4.6 mrem/yr), various
consumer and industrial products (1 mrem/yr), and air travel
(1 mrero/1,000 miles) (Glasatone and Sesonske, 1981 1. Finally, radon gas
naturally present in the environment contributes an exposure of 200
mrem/yr to the average person in the United States (NCRP, 1987), but
again, this value can vary greatly from individual to individual based upon
such factors as housing type, climate and local soil mineral content.
Together the contribution of all these sources produce the environmental
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radiation exposure received by each individual. In the vicinity of NTS, a
person typically receives an environmental dose of approximately 383
mrem/yr, while at INEL a person typically receives an environmental dose of

402 mrem/yr.
Both NTS and INEL host ongoing activities which could result in the release

of smal quantities of radioactive material. At NTS, these include
underground testing of nuclear weapons, and wastes generated by NTS
activities. If instituted after completion of site characterization, verysm
levels of release may occur from the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste
Repository. The dosage received by any individual in the vicinity of NTS as
a result of airborne releases from these activities is reported annually based
upon computer modeling results (in accordance with NESHAP requirements)
and verified using environmental monitorng program data, and is much less
than 1 mrem (DOE, 1990d). At INEL, release of small quantities of
radioactive materials could result from operation of nuclear reactors, and
wastes generated by INEL activities. The dosage received by any individual
in the vicinity of INEL as a result of this activity is also reported annually (in
accordance with NESHAP requirements), and is also much less than I mrem
(DOE, 1990c). In both cases, from current activities, the reported maximum
individual dose is well below the permissible NESHAP limit of 10 mremn/yr.
and impacts associated with each site represent unmeasurable increases
above that to which the general public can reasonably expect to be
exposed.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
4.1

WITRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the potential environmental consequences associated
with implementation of the Proposed Action at the two alternative sites, as
well as the consequences of the No-Action Alternative. To provide the
context in which potential environmental Impacts may occur, discussions of
potential changes to land use, transportation, and community and public
utility services are included in this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
In addition, issues related to current and future management of hazardous
materials and wastes are discussed. Impacts to the physical and natural
environment are evaluated for air quality, biological resources, cultural

resources, geology and soils, noise, water quality and health and safety.
These impacts may occur as a direct or indirect result of program activities.
In addition, actions that could contribute to potential cumulative impacts to
the environment (Section 2.7) were considered.
Means of mitigating adverse environmental impacts that may result from
implementation of the Proposed Action at the two alternative sites are
discussed. Mitigation measures are suggested for those components likely
to experience substantial and adverse changes under these alternatives.
4.1.1

Local Community

This section discusses the potential effects on the two identified regions of
influence as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action. The effects
of implementing the particle bed reactor (PBR) validation testing include
those on population and employment.
4.1.1.1 Saddle Mountain Test Station (SUITS). It is estimated that a
maximum of 263 persons would move into the area as a result of this
project being implemented. This represents an increase of less than
0.04 percent in the region of influence population. For modeling purposes,
this estimation is based on a peak year increase of 100 employees (direct
jobs) and assumes for purposes of determining maximum impact that no
persons from the local job market would be employed. A dependent factor
of 2.63 is included with each direct job, to include families and other
dependents associated with these employees (1990 U.S. Census Data). No
secondary employment positions were modeled in this analysis.
Direct employment would result in a 2 percent increase in total peak year
employment at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), to a total of approximately
5,100.
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4.1.1.2 Contained Test Faculity (CTF). It is estimated that a maximum of
263 persona would move into the area as a result of this project being
Implemented. This represents an increase of 0.2 percent in the population
of the region of inkunce. For modlin purposes, this estimation is based
on a peak year Incrmase of 100 employees (direct jobs) and assumes for
purposes of detmining maximum Impact that no persons from the local job
market would be employed. A dependent factor of 2.63 is included with
each direct job, to Include families and other dependents associated with
these employees (1990 U.S. Census Data). No secondary employment

positions were modelled in this analysis.
Direct employment would result in an increase of less than 1 percent in total
peak year employment at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to a
total of approximately 11,700 jobs.
4.2

INFRASTRUCTURE
4.2.1

SMTS

4.2.1.1 Energy. The added distribution line connecting the SMTS to the
1.5 megawatt (MW) NTS electrical distribution line 2.4 miles to the north
would provide sufficient electrical power to meet the sub-scale facility (PBR
Integral Performance Element Tests IPIPET]) peak power requirements of
0.75 MW over a duration of a few hours. Supplemental power would be
provided with mobile generators to support high demand for short periods of
time during ground test article (GTA) operational testing.
4.2.1.2 Solid Waste. It is estimated that the amount of non-hazardous
solid waste generated from this project would equal an average 175 tons
per year over the life of the project. At NTS, this amounts to less that
2 percent of the total amount of solid waste deposited on an annual basis.
The increase in solid waste demand would result in a negligible decrease in
the anticipated 10-year lifespan of existing NTS solid waste disposal
capacity.
4.2.1.3 Wastewater. Typical freshwater consumption in an industrial
setting is approximately 40 gallons per employee per day (Clark at al.,
1971). This value has also been used to estimate wastewater production.
The total amount of wastewater produced would be approximately
2,400 gallons per day at the site. An on-site septic system would be
constructed to accommodate this wastewater. A state of Nevada permit to
construct and operate the system would be required.
4.2.1.4 Water Supply. The water supply for the construction (16 million
gallons) and operation (3 million gallons per year) of the test site would
increase withdrawal at NTS by approximately 0.01 million gallons per day
(0.5 percent). Because withdrawal from other wells on NTS is considerably
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larger than the POR validation test requirement, this represents a small
Increase in demand on the water supply system. As discussed in Chapter 2,
the exploratory well would need to be equipped with pumps, etc., to be
converted to a production well. Also, a water supply pipeline connecting

the well and the SMTS would be required. A state of Nevada permit to
construct and operate the water system would be required.
4.2.1.5 Mitigation Measures. Because impacts to infrastructure from the
SNTP program at the SMTS are not anticipated, no mitigation measures
would be required.
4.2.2 CTF
4.2.2.1 Energy. The INEL electrical distribution system is adequate to
handle most PIPET and GTA test requirements due to the existing developed
nature of the area. The SNTP requirement of 0.75 MW during tests would
represent a 2.5 percent increase in peak demand at the Test Area North
(TAN); average increase would be less than 1 percent. Mobile generators
may be required to provide supplemental power during peak demands of the
GTA testing operations.
4.2.2.2 Solid Waste. It is estimated that the amount of non-hazardous
solid waste generated from this project would average 175 tons per year
over the life of the project.
The amount of municipal wastes generated by the small operating staff at
the CTF would be a small percentage of total municipal waste. Impacts to
solid waste management from industrial or construction waste generated
from SNTP program implementation at the CTF is expected to be similar to
those described for NTS. These facilities are expected to have sufficient
capacity to support the SNTP program.
4.2.2.3 Wastewater. Typical freshwater consumption in an industrial
setting is approximately 40 gallons per employee per day (Clark at aL.,
1971). This value has also been used to estimate wastewater production.
The total amount of wastewater produced would be approximately
2,400 gallons per day at the site.
The existing sewage system for the CTF consists of a series of evaporation
ponds with a total holding capacity of approximately 16 million gallons.
Present production of wastewater is approximately 8,000 gallons par day.
The 2,400 gallons per day of wastewater generated by the SNTP program,
in addition to the 8,000 gallons per day of baseline use (an increase of
30 percent), would place the septic tank at 30 percent of its total capacity.
The total amount of SNTP and baseline wastewater (10,400 gallons per
day) is well below the capacity of the evaporation ponds.
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4.2.2.4 Water Supply. The 0.01 million
for the construction and operation of the
percent of the volume of water allocated
maximum of 12 percent of its allocation,
be met.

gallons per day of water required
test site would represent 0.1
to INEL. Because INEL uses a
this additional demand could easily

4.4.2.5 Mitigaton Measures. Because impacts to infrastructure from SNTP
activities at the CTF are not anticipated, no mitigation measures would be
required.
4.2.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no construction would occur with the No-Action Alternative, no
impacts to infrastructure would occur at either of the SNTP alternative sites.
4.3

LAND USE
4.3.1

SMTS

There would be no land use impacts at the SMTS. The change in land use
at the SMTS from an unoccupied area to 100 acres of facilities for the
proposed use as a nuclear propulsion test site is consistent with the NTS
mission. The SMTS is sufficiently removed from other testing areas to
preclude interference with underground testing and other NTS activities.
Construction of the PBR validation test facility would not result in any land
use conflicts to adjoining areas as a result of construction of the facility.
There is sufficient area for the establishment of safety buffer zones around
the site.
Potential land use conflicts between the SNTP program and site
characterization/potential site selection of the Yucca Mountain Waste
Repository were analyzed. Siting guidelines for the waste repository
(10 CFR 980) specify certain conditions for site selection. Potential issues
related to land use compatibility were considered in terms of the siting
guidelines. No SNTP activities are expected to impact the site
characterization and potential site selection process of the waste repository.
Because impacts to land use from SNTP activities at the SMTS are not
anticipated, no mitigation measures would be required.
4.3.2

CTF

The change in land use from CTF activities to SNTP activities would be
compatible with other similar research and development operations at INEL.
Depending on the final design of the propellant and coolant storage facilities,
explosive safety zones may make facilities adjacent to the CTF (not being
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used by the SNTP program) unfavorable for uses by other projects. In
addition, SNTP program requirements for periodic evacuation of nonprogram-essential personnel for POR testing may cause schedule conflicts
with programs using nearby facilities, thus possibly reducing the useability
of these other facilities while the PBR testing activities are in progress.
The land ares that would be affected at the CTF sita already has existing
facilities which would be modified; additional expansion of less than
50 acres would also be required for a total project site of approximately
100 acres. The only impact caused by the additional facilities and related
safety buffer zones in the expanded area would be the relocation of a
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) meteorological
tower. The tower could be moved within the disturbed area and would not
adversely affect NOAA's data collection. Due to PBR testing activities,
restrictions on grazing in the vicinity of the site may occur on an increasing
basis.
Because impacts to land use from SNTP activities at the CTF would be
minor, no mitigation measures would be required.
4.3.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no facility construction or renovationlmodification of existing
facilities would occur with the No-Action Alternative, no impacts to land use
would occur at either of the SNTP altrnative sites.
4.4

TRANSPORTATION
4.4.1

SMTS

4.4.1.1 Transportation. The transportation of construction and operations
persomnel to the SMTS would increase the one-way daily peak hour traffic
on U.S. 95 from Las Vegas by a maximum of 100 vehicles during
construction, and 60 vehicles during operations. Additionally, delivery of
liquid hydrogen and other materials (via truck) would increase traffic by an
average of 5 trucks per day (for a 10-year program). Because some
employees would use car pools or buses, the actual increase in vehicles
would probably be somewhat lower. The total traffic volume on U.S. 95
would increase by about 5.9 percent (3,600 average annual daily traffic
[AADT]) during the construction phase, and by about 3.8 percent over
baseline conditions, to 3,520 AADT during the operations phase. Because
this segment of U.S. 95 is a four-lane divided highway, no adverse affects
are expacted from the increased traffic volume. As discussed in Chapter 2,
Mine Mountain Road and Saddle Mountain road would be maintained to
assure safe truck and operations traffic to the SMTS. Because of the small
numbers of AADT generated by SNTP, and because of the availability of
alternative access to the SMTS, SNTP traffic is not expected to affect the
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Yucca Mountain site characterization process. Other existing NTS roads
would not be adversely affected by the increased traffic volume.
4.4.1.2 Airspace. The plume generated from hydrogen flaring may cause
sufficient heat and turbulence near the flare stack to affect aircraft flying
through it. Due to the airspace restrictions in place at NTS, no commercial
aircraft are likely to be in the vicinity of the PBR validation test facility
during Oper'ations. Procedures are in place to restrict overflights of the test
area by military aircraft during testing periods. These procedures would be
followed for any P8R validation testing activities.

Mitigatlon Meaaures
Because adverse impacts to traffic to and from the SMTS site are not
expected to result from SNTP activities, no mitigation measures would be
required.
No special mitigation measures would be required to restrict airspace during
testing operations beyond the existing controls and notific:ation procedures.
4.4.2 CTF
4.4.2.1 Transportation. During peak construction, a maximum of 100
Workers would be commuting to the CTF site at INEL. A maximum of 60
workers would be commuting during the operations phase. Additionally,
delivery of liquid hydrogen and other materials (via truck) would increase
traffic by an average of 5 trucks per day (for a 10-year program). The
majority of these workers would be commuting from Idaho Falls. with
smaller numbers commuting from other communities. The use of buse for
transporting personnel from population centers to the sites at INEL is
expected to continue, which would minimize increases in traffic volume
resulting from SNTP operations.
Assuming that approximately 80 percent of workers would travel to INEL by
bus on Idaho State Route 33, traffic during the construction phase would
increase by about 4 percent, to about 552 AADT. Operations traffic would
increase the traffic: volume on State Route 33 by approximately 4 percent.
No reduction in level of service on State Route 33 would be expected during
the operations phase. No SNTP traffic is expected to access the CTF using
either U.S. 20 or 26.
PBR validation test activities may require the closure of State Highways 33,
28, or 22 for durations of less than 1 hour. Traffic would be rerouted to the
two open highways. This would add approximately 11 to 22 miles to traffic
traversing INEL, depending on which highway was closed. Closure
agreements would be negotiated with the State of Idaho Transportation
Department. The arrangements for such closures at the INEL would be
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prepared by the INEL security force in conjunction with the test facility
operating contractor's security department.
Roads within INEL operate below capacity, and would be able to absorb
traffic generated by the SNTP program.
4.4.2.2 Airspace. During tesr operations, the flaring of hydrogen would
cause thermal heating to a height of several thousand feet. Currently,
flights below 1,600 feet above ground level are restricted. The plume
would stabilize at about 9,000 to 19,600 feet above ground level and could
cause some heat or turbulence concerns to aircraft flying in it.
Mitigation Measures
Added traffic and road closures would not result in increased environmental
impacts; therefore, mitigation measures would not be required.
In addition to the existing controls and notification procedures, special
mitigation measures would likely need to be developed to restrict airspace
during testing operations; avoidance of the plume (within approximately one
mile of the flare stack) should be sufficient.
4.4.3

No-Action Alternative

If the SNTP program were not implemented, traffic in the vicinity of NTS or
INEL would not increase as a result of program activities; neither would
there be any need for changes to existing airspace restrictions. Conditions
would be similar to the baseline conditions for transportation as described in
Chapter 3.
4.5

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
This section addresse the potential for environmental impacts caused by
hazardous materials/waste management practices associated with the use of
the SMTS and the CTF, and the potential impacts of existing contaminated
sites.
Because SNTP operations at the selected PBR validation test facility would
be the same at both alternative locations, the amounts and types of
radioactive and non-radioactive hazardous wastes generated are expected to
be the same at either location.
The proposed action involves transportation of fresh fuel material to one of
the proposed testing locations; use of the fuel material to support research
and development activities which result in irradiation of the fresh fuel
material; and storage of the irradiated materials to ensure their availability
for post-irradiation examination (PIE). The fuel components of these test
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articles will be examined following irradiation and, in consideration of the
negligible economic value of the Irradiated material, they will eventually be
disposed of as low level radioactive waste. Disposal would occur at either
the installation selected to host the validation testing activities, or at the
facility selected to perform PIE activities. When a test article is installed in
its respective operating configuration, it represents a fully operational
reactor system which does not require additional permanently installed fuel
elements to support reactor operations. Consequently, long-term buildup of

fission products normally associated with driver-type reactor fuel elements is

precluded.
4.5.1

SMTS

If implemented at NTS, the SNTP Program Office would coordinate with
NTS to minimize project wastes in compliance with the NTS Waste
Minimization and Pollution Prevention Awareness Plan (DOE, 1991 e).
4.5.1.1 Hazardous Materials. Transporting fresh non-irradiated nuclear fuel
over the nation's roadways occurs utilizing Safe, Secure Transports or other
approved packaging/vehicle systems that comply with Department of Energy
(DOE), Department of Transportation (DOT), and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) safety and safeguards requirements (NRC, 1977). The
transport vehicles are designed to provide sufficient safeguards to protect
uranium-235 (U-235) while en route between secure facilities. Shipments
are traced by an operations center located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and
escorted continuously whenever they are outside the boundaries of a secure
facility.
The largest quantity of fuel material to be transported in a single shipment
to support the PBR validation testing program is the inventory associated
with one complete reactor core (an average of about 110 pounds per core).
All proposed shipments, consisting entirely of fresh, non-irradiated uranium
fuel, would be packaged in such a way as to result in negligible radiation
exposures both at the surface of the transportation trailer and within the
driver's compartment. Radiation surveys at the point of origin would be
performed to demonstrate that spreadable contamination levels are
negligible. A criticality analysis would be performed to assure compliance
with DOT and NRC transport requirements. This ensures that no credible
scenario could cause the material to be repositioned into a critical mass
during normal transport or a hypothetical accident. All shipments would
comply with the requirements of DOT regulations.
Transportation of irradiated test specimens for PIE is routine between test
reactors and laboratories. Existing DOT-approved procedures would be
used. All shipments within NTS of radioactive materials including U-235
would be accomplished in accordance with the specific requirements at NTS
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and in compliance with DOE Orders. Arrangements would be made through
the NTS Management and Operations contractor.
4.5.1.2 Nonradloactive Hazardous Waste. The quantity of nonradioactive
hazardous waste anticipated to be generated during the PBR validation

testing is estimated to be approximately 500 cubic feet (70 55-gallon
drums) over the life of the program. A waste minimization program would
be implemented to limit the generation of hazardous waste. Procedures
would include product substitution when possible to reduce the quantity of
solvents used in support of test activities. Hazardous wastes generated as a
result of operations would be stored temporarily at the test facility. All
waste would be labeled and shipped to an Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA)-approved Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facility.
4.5.1.3 Radioactive Hazardous Waste. All radioactive waste materials
generated during PBR validation testing would be managed in accordance
with DOE Order 5820.2A (Radioactive Waste Management). Only low level
waste (LLW) is expected to be generated by PBR validation testing; although
mixed waste is not expected, analysis is provided in case small quantities
are generated. TRU waste is not expected, but information is provided (see
Section 3.5) to provide a complete evaluation of wastes.
Low-Level Waste (LLW)
It is anticipated that the LLW generated at the SMTS, including that
associated with disposition of the Irradiated fuel material, would be
approximately 1.6 million cubic feet over the life of the project (5 percent
generated during operations and 95 percent during decontamination and
decommissioning). This total volume, which does not reflect any benefits
from waste minimization efforts, includes an allowance of 50% for
packaging material and voided spaces within the disposal containers. LLW
requiring disposal would consist of solid wastes from handling, cleaning, and
disassembling the fuel assemblies, contaminants removed directly from the
effluent stream, components from the ETS, Irradiated fuel material, and
materials from decontaminating the facility at the end of the project. For
analysis purposes, it was conservatively assumed that no LLW would be
transported off the facility. These wastes would be appropriately packaged,
nondestructively assayed, and disposed of at one of the existing Radioactive
Waste Management Sites (RWMS) located on the Nevada Test Site.
NTS presently has a remaining capacity of 17.7 million cubic feet for solid
low-level radioactive waste with an anticipated annual input of
880,000 cubic feet. SNTP LLW would require 9 percent of current capacity
or 18 percent of projected available capacity at the end of the 10-year SNTP
program. NTS is continually updating its solid LLW storage end disposal
capacity requirements. Expansion of waste storage and disposal facilities is
an ongoing process to meet the waste management mission of disposing of
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all waste. The solid LLW generated as a result of the PBR validation testing
would cause no changes in this operational arrangement.
Because approximately 95 percent of the LLW would be as a result of
facility decontamination and decommissioning, only small quantities would
be received at the NTS disposal site during PBR test operations. Virtually all
would arrive following completion of PBR validation testing.
Mixed Waste
Mixed waste includes low-level radioactive materials contaminated by
solvents or solvent residues. Although no mixed waste is anticipated, for
purposes of conservative analysis up to 70 cubic feet of mixed waste
(which could be contained in 10 55-gallon drums) annually has been
considered.
Mixed wastes would be contained at their point of generation and
characterized for eventual compliance with Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR)
and the installation waste disposal requirements. Containers would be
transported to the mixed waste RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act) disposal area at the RWMS (DOE, 1990f). Mixed wastes must meet
LDR requirements prior to disposal.
NTS presently has a remaining capacity of 5 million cubic feet for mixed
waste (DOE, 1990f) with an anticipated annual input of 700,000 cubic feet
from approved DOE generators. The maximum anticipated annual input of
mixed wastes from the SNTP program (70 cubic feet) is only 0.01 percent
of the anticipated annual mixed waste input at NTS.
Transuranic (TRUI Waste
PBR validation testing activities would not generate TRU waste (see
Section 3.5); however, NTS does maintain the capability to manage these
materials.
4.5.1.4 Cumulative Effects. As discussed in Section 2.7, two of the three
potential actions currently being studied by the DOE (environmental
restoration and revised waste management procedures) could generate
cumulative effects If Implemented with the SNTP program at NTS. The
consolidation of nuclear weapons facilities is not being considered for NTS,
and therefore would not involve any cumulative effects with the SNTP
program. The analysis presented below considers environmental restoration
In combination with the SNTP program, then waste management in
combination with the SNTP program, and then all three programs together.
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As discussed in Section 2.7, some of the analyses are qualitative because

the other programs are in early development phases, and only limited
information is currently available.
Environmental Restoration. Details of hazardous materials/hazardous waste
management aspects of environmental restoration are not sufficiently
mature to perform quantitative analysis. NTS currently has identified a total
of 779 potentially contaminated sites, all of which have been evaluated for
type of waste/contamination, but none have been characterized for volumes
of materials (DOE, 1992f).
The range of possible actions that may be implemented include the
following:
*

remove all contamination and dispose of it elsewhere

*

remove contamination, treat the contamination to reduce
contaminant levels, and then dispose of the residue elsewhere

*

leave contamination in place, with technology controls to
minimize migration of the contaminants

0

combinations of removal, treatment, and control

*

leave the sitution as it is.

Of these options, only those actions involving removal of material and redisposal is expected to cause cumulative impacts with the SNTP program.
The re-disposal of these materials into existing disposal sites that would also
be used to support the SNTP program would reduce the life of the disposal
facility, and require accelerated development of additional disposal space.
However, the basic capability of NTS to handle SNTP program wastes
would still exist.
Waste Management. Revisions to DOE waste management policies and
procedures, depending on the ultimate proposal implemented by the DOE
(e.g., consolidation of Treatment, Storage or Disposal facilities at NTS for
several other DOE facilities versus consolidation of portions of these
activities at other facilities), could cause cumulative effects with SNTP at
NTS for hazardous waste, low-level waste, and mixed waste.
Hazardous WaseM. Because of the small quantities of hazardous waste
generated by the SNTP program, cumulative effects with any waste
management proposal are expected to be minimal.
Low-Level Waste ILLWI. The maximum potential disposal of LLW at NTS
would include 501,000 cubic feet per year from other DOE facilities,
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existing LLW disposal rates from NTS itself (880,000 cubic feet per year),
and LLW disposal from the SNTP program (1.6 million cubic feet over ten
years). During the ten years of the SNTP program, these wastes could be
accommodate by existing NTS LLW disposal capacity. However, these
programs would hasten the need for additional disposal capacity to be

developed to support other programs. DOE can develop additional LLW
disposal capacity on NTS If required.
Mixed. Wiae. Revised waste management policies and procedures may
include using NTS as a mixed waste disposal site. The SNTP program is not
expected to generate any mixed waste. For analytical purposes, it is
assumed that a maximum of 70 cubic feet per year will be generated. Some
of this waste is likely to be treated to remove hazardous components;
however, cumulative effects from any revised procedure are expected to be
minimal.

Multiple Programs and SNTP
Proposals in which SNTP and two of the three other actions are
implemented at NTS could also occur; these could change (either increase or
decrease) the levels of impacts described above, depending on the specific
combination of actions selected within environmental restoration and waste
management.

The most lielV area for addional impacts would be for LLW disposal. The
disposal levels described above under waste management could be
increased if environmental restoration options were selected that contained

large amounts of removal and re-disposal of LLW. These situations could
exhaust existing disposal capacity at a much higher rate, and require greatly
accelerated development of new capacity., As stated previously, DOE does

maintain the capability to develop additional capacity as required.
4.5.1.5 Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures to reduce the impacts

from PSA validation activities on th environment could include:
Implementaon of a minimization program to limit the generation
of non-radioactive hazardous waste (e.g., solvents). Standard
waste minimization measures in place at NTS for nonradiological wastes Include product substitution (a primary
method of source reduction of hazardous waste), recycling,

reclamation, reuse, inventory management, changes in operating
practices, implementation of corrective and preventive
maintenance, segregation of waste types, process equipment

modification (to eliminate the need for specific hazardous
materials that may generate wastes), and employee training,
awareness programs, and incentive programs (DOE, 1991s).
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Adherence to the in-place volume reduction program to reduce
the amount of solid LLW. A major source of potential waste
reduction for LLW i radiation monitoring programs, in which
Intensive surveying of materials (especlaly during
decontanination ad decommissioning) can be used to
segrete radioactive from non-radioactive waste. This waste
segregation memmure can anificntly reduce the anount of

materials classified as LLW, thus reducing the 1.6 milion cubic
feet of LLW analyzed above IDOE, 199 le).

*

Implement measures to reduce the amount of void space (e.g.,
bulk disposal, rather than packaged in 55-gallon drums) In waste

disposal practices.
*

Inctelasng the LLW storage and disposal capacity.

4.5.2 CTF
As with NTS, the SNTP program office would coordinate with INEL to
minimize project wastes in compliance with INEL waste minimization goals
(DOE, 1992b; 1992d).
4.5.2.1 Hazardous Materials. The impacts associated with transporting
U-235 for PBR validation testing at the CTF are identical to those described
for the SMTS, except that coordination would be through INEL, rather than
NTS (see Section 4.5.1.1).
4.5.2.2 Nonradioactive Hazardous Waste. The quantity of nonradioactive
waste generated at the CTF would be the same as for the SMTS. Similar

management procedures would be followed, including implementation of a
waste minimization program and final disposition to an EPA-approved
Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facility (see Section 4.5.1.2).
4.5.2.3 Radioactive Hazardous Waste. AN radioactive waste materials

generated during PBR validation testing activities will be managed in
accordance with DOE Order 5820.2A (Radioactive Waste Management).
Only LLW is expected to be generated by PeR validation testing; although
mixed waste is not expected, analysis is provided in case small quantities
are generated. TRU waste is not expected, but information is provided (see
Section 3.5) to provide a complete evaluation of wastes.
Low-Level Waste (LLW)
A performance goal at INEL for LLW disposal is to restrict disposal of aN
LLW with TRU content greater than 10 but less than 100 nanocuries per
gram; as a result, all LLW in this category is stored at an existing storage
area at the RWMC. The only SNTP LLW expected to fall in this range of
TRU content is the fuel in the used reactor cores. Of the 1.6 million cubic
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feet of LLW to be generated by the SNTP program, much less than one
percent would require storage Instead of disposal. The amount of IIW
requiring storage would be approximately 450 kilograms (990 pounds) if fuel
is removed from the cores or 1,000 kilograms (2,200 pounds) if the fuel and
cores are kept intact. If kept intact, each of the 10 PIPET cores and 10
GTA cores would have a volume of about 2.8 cubic feet. When packaged
for storage/dIsposal, the volume of this LLW could range from 10 to 560
cubic feet. depending on whether the fuel is removed from the cores, and
depending on specific packaging that would be used. INEL has sufficient
storage capacity for even the maximum volume of LLW at the RWMC. The
remainder of the SNTP-geneated LLW would have TRU content less than
10 nanocuries per gram, and would be disposed of at the RWMC (see

below).
Final disposition of LLW with higher TRU content is pending ongoing DOE
studies to revise waste management practices (Section 2.7). Once these
revised practices have been established, this LLW would be disposed of in
one of several manners. Some options for disposal include:

"* Transportation to another DOE facility that can dispose of this
LLW

"* Opening a new disposal site on INEL that can accept and
dispose of LLW with TRU concentration between 10 and 100
nanocurles per gram

"* Reving disposal procedures at the existing disposal site to
accept this LLW for disposal.

Under any of these options, sufficient disposal capacity for these small
quantities of LLW could be provided.
INEL presently has a remaining capacity of 3.5 million cubic feet for lowlevel radioactive solid waste with an annual input of 102,000 cubic feet.

Assuming the same 50% factor for voided spaces and packaging materials,
the 1.6 million cubic feet generated over the life of the SNTP program would
require 46 percent of INEL's current capacity, or 65 percent of projected
available capacity at the end of the 10-year SNTP program. DOE can
develop additional LLW disposal capacity on INEL if required.
Because approximately 95 percent of the LLW would be as a result of
facility decontamination and decommissioning, only small quantities would
be received at the INEL disposal site during PBR test operations. Virtually all
of the LLW would arrive following completion of PBR validation testing.
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Mixed Waste
Although no mixed waste Is anti-;ipated, for purposes of conservative
analysis up to 70 cubic feet of mixed waste (which could be contained in 10

55-gallon drums) annually has been considered.
INEL presently has a baseline capacity of 2,280 cubic feet for mixed

radioactive waste in interim storage. The anidcipated annual throughput of
mixed wastes from PSR validation testing (70 cubic feet) represents a 2.2
percent increase in the annual throughput of mixed waste at INEL. Mixed
wastes ae presently stored on site at INEL, pursuant to a mixed waste
compliance plan. In addition, this compliance plan contemplate storage of
mixed waste only until permanent testment or disposal is available at an
EPA-approved facility. One option INEL Is considering is developing on-site
disposal capacity, through incineration. If this is not available, the material
will be shipped to an EPA-approved Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facility.
Traneuranic (TRU) Waste
PUR validation testing activities would not generate TRU waste (see
Section 3.5); however, the INEL does maintain the capability to manage

these materials.
4.5.2.4 Cumulative Effects. As discussed In Section 2.7, all three potential
actions currently being studied by the DOE (environmental restoration,
revised waste management procedures, and reconfiguration of the nuclear

weapons production complex) could generate cumulative effects if
implemented with the SNTP program at INEL. The analysis presented below
considers environmental restoration in combination with the SNTP program,
then waste management in combination with the SNTP program, then
reconfguration in combination with the SNTP program, and then
combinations of all four programs together.
As is discussed in Section 2.7, some of the analyses are qualitative because
the other programs are in early development phases, and only limited
information is currently available.

Envionmentl Restoration. Details of hazardous materials/hazardous waste
management aspects of environmental restoration are not sufficiently
mature to perform quantitative analysis. INEL currently has identified a total
of 485 potentially contaminated sites, most of which have been evaluated
for type of waste/contaminastion, but only a few have been characterized for
volumes of materials (DOE, 1992f).
The range of possible actions that may be implemented include the

following:
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*

remove all contamination and dispose of it elsewhere

"

remove contamination, treat the contminaton to reduce
contaminant levels, and then dispose of the residue elsewhere

"

leave contaminan in place, with technolow
minimize nigration of the conmnants
Sc

*

o

controls to

of removal, trestment, and control

leave the situaton it Is.

Of these options, only thoe actions involving removal of material and redisposal ae expected to cause cumulative impacts with the SNTP program.

The re-disposal of these nmaerials into existing disposal afst that would also
be used to support the SNTP program would reduce the life of the disposal
facility, and require accmierated development of additional disposal space.
As is discussed in Section 4.5.2.3. the SNTP program would require up to
46 percent of the existing LLW disposal volume at INEL. However, the
basic capability of INEL to handle SNTP program wastes would still exist.
Waste Management. Revisions to DOE waste management policies and
procedures, depending on the ultimate proposal implemented by the DOE
(e.g., consolidation of Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facilities at INEL for
several other DOE facilities versus consolidation of portions of these
activities at other facilities), could cause cumulative effects with SNTP at
INEL for hazardous waste, LLW, and mixed waste.
Hazardous Waste. Because of the smial quantities of hazardous waste
generated by the SNTP program, cumulative effects with any waste
gement proposal are expected to be minimal.
Low-level Wasts (LLW). The only LLW consolidation action being
considered that would occur at INEL is the continued disposal of LLW
generated by INEL in its facilities. Because this proposal is the same as the
baseline conditions described in Section 4.5.2.3, any LLW action would not
cause additional Impacts above those already described.

Mixd WuM. Revised waste management policies and procedures may
include using INEL as a comprehensive treatment and disposal site. The
SNTP program is not expected to generate any mixed waste. For analytical
purposes, it is assumed that a maximum of 70 cubic feet per year will be
generated. Some of this waste is likely to be treated to remove hazardous
components; however, cumulative effects from any revised procedure are
expected to be minimal.
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Reconfiguration of Nuclear Weapons Complex. As discussed in Section 2.7,
the waste from a possible consolidation of nucliar weapons production
facilities to INEL could cause additional impacts (DOE, 1992f). Although the
wastes from a nuclear weapons production program at INEL have not yet
been defined, maximum limits can be estimated from wastes at other
facilities from which the program would move: the Savannah River Site
(South Carolina), Oak Ridge Y-12 (Tennessee), Rocky Flats Plant (Colorado),
and the Pantax Plant (Texas). Calculations in this analysis assumed that all

of the annual waste generated from these facilities would be transferred
with the reconfiguration, and 1991 waste generation rates would remain
stable. Because of possible future reductions in nuclear weapons
production, and because of expected waste reduction procedures, this
analysis calculates maximum possible cumulative impacts.
Hazardous Waste. Because of the small quantities of hazardous waste
expected from the SNTP program, cumulative effects with the
reconfiguration actions would be minimal.
Low-Level Waste (LLW). If all of the facilities were to move to INEL, INEL
could experience as much as an additional 1.1 million cubic feet of LLW per
year. As with SNTP LLW, some of the LLW could not be disposed of at
INEL, due to the disposal restrictions on TRU content in LLW. The same
storage/disposal issues discussed for the SNTP program would apply for the
reconflguration action.
Because of the large amount of LLW that could be transferred to INEL as
part of the reconfiguration, this program, in combination with SNTP, could
accelerate need for additional storage space much sooner than otherwise.
M
The SNTP program is not expected to generate any mixed
waste. For analytical purposes, it is assumed a maximum of 70 cubic feet
per year will be generated. Some of this waste Is likely to be treated to
remove hazardous components; however, cumulative effects from any
revised procedure are expected to be minimal.
Multiple Programs and SNTP
Proposals in which SNTP and ail three of the other actions are implemented
at INEL could also occur; these could change (either increase or decrease)
the levels of impacts described above, depending on the specific
combination of actions selected within environmental restoration and waste
management. Because of the large number of possible combinations of
proposals that could be implemented, only a conceptual discussion of the
types of changes to cumulative impacts is discussed.
The most likely area for additional impacts would be for LLW disposal. The
disposal levels described above under waste management could be
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Increased If environmental restoration options were selected that contained
large amounts of removal and re-disposal of LLW. These situations could
result In the exhaustion of existing disposal capacity at a much higher rate,
and require greatly accelerated development of new capacity. As stated
previously, DOE does maintain the capability to develop additional capacity
as required.
Some potential combinations of programs at INEL could hasten waste
disposal issues (e.g., increased LLW generation rates from environmental
restoration activities, reconfiguration activities, SNTP, and other ongoing
INEL programs). Other combinations of programs would have no additional
effect (e.g., because no waste management proposals for INEL would
increase LLW generation rates at INEL, waste management would not cause
other disposal issues). Still other proposals may reduce the amount of
cumulative impacts described above (e.g., implementation of the
reconfiguration program at INEL, and a waste management consolidation
alternative at another DOE facility, would reduce total LLW disposal at INEL
and reduce or eliminate the INEL issue of disposal of LLW with TRU content
greater than 10 nanocudes per gram).
SNTP activities would not impact the ongoing groundwater cleanup at TAN
or any other environmental restoration programs at INEL. Groundwater
pumping for SNTP needs would not substantially change thi water table
levels over the long term; short-term pumping would only change the water
table in the immediate vicinity of the well. Therefore, the SNTP water
requirements would not change groundwater flow of contaminated water
being cleaned at TAN.
4.5.2.5 Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures to reduce the impact
from SNTP hazardous materials/waste would be the same as for the SMTS,
as identified in Section 4.5.1.5. Waste minimization measures for INEL are
discussed in DOE, 1992b and 1992c.
4.5.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no new construction, facility modification, hazardous material use,
or hazardous waste generation activities would occur with the No-Action
Alternative, no impacts to the environment would occur at either of the
SNTP alternative sites.
4.6

AIR OUALITY
Construction and operation of the proposed field test facility, regardless of
the selected location, would produce small amounts of air pollution from the
combustion of fossil fuels from mobile sources and for power generation.
Fugitive dust emissions would be expected during construction and earthmoving activities.
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Airborne releases of radioactive materials are regulated by the National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). The impacts
of potential airborne releases associated with the proposed action are
discussed in Section 4.12.

4.6.1

SMTS

At the SMTS, it would be necessary to perform several activities during the
construction phase of the project that could potentially impact air quality.
Fugitive dust (particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter (PMD)

emissions would be generated from the 100 acres of land cleared for PBR
validation testing. In addition, 2 acres would be cleared for associated
inhastructure (water and power) support and from errant vehicles crossing
into previously undisturbed areas. PM, enmiqsions are a function of the
amount of land cleared, the time of exposure, soil type and moisture, and
windspeed. Elevated PM,, concentrations would tend to fall off rapidly from
the source with distance. Left uncontrolled, dust and the associated PM,,
emissions would continue to blow off of graded surfaces indefinitely.
Approximately 4 acres of land surrounding the facility fence (used for a fire
break) would be a long term source of PM,,. if not mitigated. Additional
emissions anticipated from construction inclde exhausts from vehicles and
equipment used during site development. Exhaust emissions associated
with construction amount to a very minor, short term component of the
regional air pollutant inventory. NTS has an active air quality permit
(OP1 585) that would allow emissions from SNTP program ground

disturbance/construction activities.
Emissions from the operational phase of the project would be related to
vehicle traffic (including commuter traffic) and minor site activities, including
the normittent use of diesel power generators and sources which
contribute to the volatile organic compound emission inventory. If portable
generators larger than 500 brake-horsepower are required for this activity,
air emission permits, Issued by the state of Nevada, would be required prior
to their use. Stationary generators (i.e., In place longer than 1 year) larger
than 250 brake-horsepower require Nevada air emission permits. Generally,
the combustion products from hydrogen flaring are not regulated chemicals.
There is some generation of NO, in the combustion process. Using very
conservative estimates, several models were run to identify NO, levels.
Based on these studies, the peak ground level air concentrations were 300
micrograms per cubic meter for stability class C (Section 4.12), and 23
micrograms per cubic meter for stability class D. Average concentrations
would be much lower than these peak values; use of less conservative
assumptions would lower these values further (Sherman, 1993; Carney,

1993).
The federal primary standard for NO 2 is 100 micrograms per cubic meter for
annual average concentration, and 1,130 micrograms per cubic meter for
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1-hour average concentration. Based on the model results listed above, and
because of the relative infrequency of the tests, the NO, concentrations
from PBR validation tests are expected to be much lower than the
standards. After flaring, the primary components (over 98 percent) are
nitrogen, water vapor, oxygen, and hydrogen. Because tests would be
Infrequent and of short duration, and because these flare stack emissions
are components of air that are not regulated by air quality laws or
regulations, POR testing emissions are not expected to affect the air quality

of the region.
Very small quantities of CO, NO 2, and PM1o may be generateCS if a natural
gas pilot system is used for the hydrogen flare. These emissions are not

expected to add substantially to the regional air pollution inventory;
however, applicable permits may be required. Other ignition systems (e.g.,
electric glow plugs) can eliminate these emissions.
Because the dispersion of atmospheric components at NTS is good, and the
amount of pollutant emissions associated with this alternative are minor, the
Impact on the regional and local air quality from this alternative would be
negligible.
4.6.1.1 Mitigation Measures. Although the impacts from construction
activities (land clearing and associated vehicle and equipment emissions)
would be slight, the following mitigation measures would further reduce the
potential for dust and exhaust emissions at the site:
0

Minimize the length of time fresh soil surfaces are left exposed

*

Periodically spray exposed surfaces with water or a soil binder

*

Minimize the extent of ground disturbance to that necessary to

accomplish the project
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*

Delay ground disturbance activities during periods of high winds

*

Perform revegetation and/or restabilization of disturbed areas
upon completion of construction activities. This may include
paving or graveling of exposed soils

*

Maintain exhaust systems on construction equipment and
vehicles at the proper operating levels

*

Use of unleaded and/or other emission-reducing fuels in project
vehicles

*

Use of glow plugs or other non-emitting ignition systems for
hydrogen flaring.
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Operational emissions could be reduced by encouraging the use of carpools
and buses to the site by commuting employees. While on the site proper,
employees could be encouraged to walk or use bicycles for transportation.
Additional mitigation would include the maintenance of equipment (i.e.,
generators, tanks) in order to minimize emissions from these sources.
4.6.2 CTF
At the CTF, it would be necessary to perform several activities during the
construction phase of the project that could potentially impact air quality.
Fugitive dust (PMIo) emissions would be generated from the 55 acres of
land cleared for PBR validation testing. PM1o emissions are a function of the
amount of land cleared, the time of exposure, soil type and moisture, and
windspeed. Elevated PM 10 concentrations would tend to fall off rapidly from
the source with distance. Left uncontrolled, dust and the associated PM10
emissions would continue to blow off of graded surfaces indefinitely.
Additional emissions anticipated from construction include exhausts from
vehicles and equipment used during site development. Exhaust emissions
associated with construction amount to a very minor, short-term component
of the regional air pollutant inventory.
Emissions from the operational phase of the project would be related to
vehicle traffic (including commuter traffic) and minor site activities (including
volatile organic compound emissions from various sources). If portable
generators are to be used for this activity, air emission permits may be
required from the state of Idaho, depending on the type and size of
generators. The flare stack associated with the operational phase is not
anticipated to produce any measurable emissions. After flaring, the primary
components (over 98 percent) are nitrogen, water vapor, oxygen, and
hydrogen, all of which are components of air that are not regulated by air
quality laws or regulations. Test operations would be infrequent and of
short duration, and are not expected to affect the air quality of the region.
As with operations at the SMTS, the ignition system for the hydrogen flare
could be a minor emission source, if natural gas is used. Applicable permits
may be required. Use of other types of ignition systems can reduce or
eliminate these emissions.
Because the dispersion of atmospheric components at INEL is good, and the
amount of pollutant emissions associated with this alternative is minor, the
impact on the regional and local air quality from this alternative would be
negligible.
4.6.2.1 Mitigation Measures. Although the impacts from construction
activities (land clearing and associated vehicle and equipment emissions) are
slight, the mitigation measures discussed in Section 4.6.1.1 would further
reduce the potential for dust and exhaust emissions at the site.
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Operational emissions may be reduced by encouraging the use of carpools
and buses to the site by commuting employees. While on the site proper,
employees could be encouraged to walk or use bicycles for transportation.
Additional mitigation includes the maintenance of equipment (i.e., storage
vessels) In order to minimize emissions from these sources.
4.6.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no construction or PBR validation test operations would occur with
the No-Action Alternative, no impacts to air quality would occur.
4.7

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Implementation of the Proposed Action at the two alternative sites could
potentially affect biological resources through alteration or loss of vegetation
and wildlife habitat. These impacts are described below for each
alternative.
4.7.1

SMTS

Construction of PBR validation test facilities at the SMTS would affect
biological resources primarily through the loss of vegetation and wildlife
habitat. Noise during operation of the facility would temporarily frighten off
some wildlife species, and thermal heating from the flaring of hydrogen gas
might kill birds flying nearby.
4.7.1.1 Vegetation. The construction of the validation test facility would
result in the loss of approximately 100 acres of land from the Transitional
Desert Association habitat. This vegetation community is common, and no
sensitive, threatened, or endangered species are found at the site. An are"
of 4 acres surrounding the test facility fence would have all vegetation
removed to act as a fire break. Brush fires are a major risk to programs at
NTS and have accounted for plant cover modification of sizeable areas.
Construction of the test facility, potential improvement of the access road,
and installation of the required electrical transmission line and water system
would impact up to 1,000 Joshua trees. Joshua trees are not listed as
threatened or endangered by either the state or federal governments and do
not require mitigation measures for their removal.
The heat generated by the flare stack (and possibly other operations) may
cause some fire hazard for weedy and fire-prone plant species near SNTP
facilities. Section 4.7.1.5 lists mitigation measures that could minimize this
potential.
4.7.1.2 Wildlife. Noise from the validation tests are expected to reach
approximately 125 adjusted decibels IdBA) (see Figure 3.10-1) and would
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affect the nearby animal populations, principally birds commonly found in
the area, such as the black-throated sparrow and Le Conte's thrasher. Birds
would be frightened off temporarily at the beginning of testing activities, but
are expected to return upon completion of each test. Other animals, such
as rodents and other small mammals and reptiles, may also be frightened off

by the teat noise.
The flaring of hydrogen from the effluent treatment system would cause
thermal heating of approximately 810 Kelvin (K) (5400 Centigrade [C]) to a
height of several hundred feet. In addition, the flame from hydrogen is not
visible during the daytime unless treated with a chemical to provide color.
The flare during those tests would kill any birds flying into it or parching on
the stack; however, noise from the flaring may serve to scare away birds
that might otherwise perch on or fly over the flare stack.
4.7.1.3 Threatened and Endangered Species. Based on existing data and
the survey of the SMTS and its new power line route, no federally listed
threatened or endangered species, or their habitat, are known to occur at
the SMTS.
Increased road traffic and maintenance activities on Saddle Mountain Road
could potentially impact the desert tortoise as this road partially traverses
desert tortoise habitat. Existing documentation and mitigations for these
types of activities would apply regardless of whether PBR validation testing
is implemented at NTS (EG&G, 1991; DOE, 1991c; U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1992a). However, these impacts would be minimized by
implementing the mitigation measures discussed in Section 4.7.1.5. If the
Northern Route (Mercury Highway to Mine Mountain Road) is used, there
would be no impacts to the desert tortoise because neither road traverses
desert tortoise habitat.
4.7.1.4 Sensitive Habitats. The only known sensitive habitat in the vicinity
of the SMTS is a potential wetland, Yucca Flats (Dry) Lake, located eight
miles east of the SMTS. Construction and operational activities at the
SMTS would be localized to the Saddle Mountain area and would not impact
this potential wetland.
4.7.1.5 Mitigation Measures. Because the desert tortoise is a federally
listed threatened species, mitigation measures are required to reduce or
eliminate negative impacts to the species. Road maintenance and traffic,
such as would occur from SNTP, is included in a Biological Assessment for
normal activities at NTS (DOE, 1991f). Mitigations listed in the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service's Biological Opinion on Nevada Test Site Activities, May
1992, are in place at NTS and would be implemented to minimize the
mortality or injury of desert tortoises due to road maintenance or vehicle
1992a traffic (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1992a). No mitigations would
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be necessary for vehicle traffic or road maintenance on the Northern Route
as the desert tortoise would not be impacted along these roadways.
Mitigation measures to reduce fire potential could include installing gravel
pads under new facilities and an active weed prevention program in these
areas. Lands temporarily disturbed during construction could be revegetated
with native plant species.

4.7.2 CTF
Construction of PBR validation test facilities at the CTF would result in only
minor impacts to biological resources because of the developed nature of
TAN.
4.7.2.1 Vegetation. Because of the existing developed nature of TAN in
general and the CTF site in particular, modifications to existing facilities and
construction of the test facility would affect less than 50 acres of previously
disturbed land adjacent to the containment structure. The highly disturbed
nature of the land in the vicinity has resulted in low quality habitat.
The heat generated by the flare stack (and possibly other operations) may
cause some fire hazard for weedy and fire-prone plant species near the
SNTP facilities. Section 4.7.2.5 lists mitigations to minimize this potential.
4.7.2.2 Wildlife. The same activities that impact wildlife during operations
at NTS would also occur at the CTF. Birds and other small animals would
be frightened away temporarily due to noise from the validation test facility.
Birds flying into the flare or parching on the stack would be killed; however,
this is expected to happen only rarely. Wildlife, principally birds, small
mammals, and rodents, could be affected by the noise levels described for
construction and testing activities; however, these noise levels would be
temporary and wildlife would be expected to return as they subside. The
roar of tA flare could provide a beneficial impact by scaring animals away
and preventing their exposure to the emissions and heat from the flare
stack. Due to previous disturbances to vegetation, the existing developed
nature and activities of the facility, the noise of the flare that would help
prevent direct impacts to wildlife from the flare, and the limited wildlife
habitat present, impacts associated with construction of the facility and
with test operations would be less than for newly constructed sits.
4.7.2.3 Threatened and Endangered Species. The bald eagle has been
observed in the past in the northern portions of INEL, with several
individuals roosting at Little Lost River approximately 12 miles west of the
CTF and foraging near the mountains north and west of INEL. If transient
bald eagles or other candidate raptors parch on the stack or fly over the
flare, they would be killed. However, the chance of an eagle being close
enough to the flare stack when flaring initiates is low, and eagle-mortality
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incidences during the rest of the test are not expected because the roar of
the flare would scare eagles away. Therefore, no Impacts that would

jeopardize the continued existence of these species are expected if POR
validation test facilities are located at the CTF.
4.7.2.4 Sensitive Habitats. Because there are no sensitive habitats In the
immediate vicinity of the CTF and any potential wetlands are upstream of
the CTF, the construction and operation of the facility would have no

impacts on sensitive habitats.
4.7.2.5 Mitigation Measures. Because no impacts to sensitive habitats or

to threatened or endangered species would occur, no mitigation measures
are required for their protection. However, sirens or other deterrents could

be used prior to flaring to frighten away any sensitive raptors that might be
perching on the stack or flying in the vicinity. Other mitigation measures to
reduce fire potential could include installing gravel pads under new facilities
and active weed prevention program in these gravel areas. Lands
temporarily disturbed during construction could be revegetated with native
species.
4.7.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no construction, facility modification, or test operations would
occur with the No-Action Alternative, no impacts to biological resources
would occur at either of the SNTP alternative sites.
4.8

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Potential impacts to cultural resources were assessed by (1) Identifying the
type and location of activity that could directly or indirectly affect cultural
resources, (2) determining the nature and potential significance of cultural
resources in potentially affected areas, and (3) classifying potential effects
as adverse or not adverse.
As outlined by the regulations implementing Section 108 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Part 800.9)
program activities can have an adverse effect on a historic property when
that effect may alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
National Register. Adverse effects include but are not limited to:

"

Physical destruction, damage, or alteration of all or part of the
property

"* Isolation of the property from or alteration of the character of
the property's setting when that character contributes to the
property's qualification for the National Register of Historic
Places (National Register)
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"* Introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric elements that are
out of character with the property or alter its setting

"* Neglect of a property resulting in its deterioration or destruction
"* Transfer, lease, or sale of the property.
Effects that would otherwise be found to be adverse may be considered as
being not adverse for the purpose of Section 106 when:

"* The historic property is of value only for its potential
contribution to archaeological, historical, or architectural
research, and when such value can be substantially preserved
through the conduct of appropriate research, and such research
Is conducted in accordance with applicable professional
standards and guidelines

4.8.1

"

The undertaking is limited to the rehabilitation of buildings and
structures and is conducted in a manner that preserves the
historical and architectural value of affected historic property
through conformance with the Secretary's "Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings'

"

The undertaking is limited to the transfer, lease, or "sleof a
historic property, and adequate restrictions or conditions are
included to ensure preservation of the property's significant
historic features.

SMTS

4.8.1.1 Archaeological Resources. During the cultural resources surveys at
the SMTS, seven prehistoric archaeological sites were identified within the
region of influence at the SMTS (see site descriptions in Section 3.8.1).
Five of the sites were collected and the remaining two sites are isolated
finds; none of the sites are considered significant under National Register
criteria and State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurrence has been
received (Appendix G). Because of these findings, no adverse impacts are
expected to occur to archaeological resources if the SMTS alternative is
chosen for SNTP activities.
4.8.1.2 Historic Resources and Structures. Because no historic resources
or structures have been identified within the region of influence for activities
at the SMTS, no impacts are expected to occur.
4.8.1.3 Native American Resources. Because no Native American
resources have been identified within the region of influence for the SMTS
site, no impacts are expected to occur.
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4.8.1.4 Paleontological Resources. Because no paleontological resources
have been identified within the region of Influence for the SMTS site, no
impacts are expected to occur.
4.8.1.5 Mitigation Measures. Although the known archaeological resources
located within the SMTS region of influence are not considered significant,
the presence of sites does indicate some potential for cultural resources to
be discovered during the course of project activities. In the event that
archaeological, historic, paleontological, or Native American resources are
discovered, ground disturbing activities would cease in the immediate area
and a qualified archaeologist would be notifie; all subsequent actions would
comply with 36 CFR 800.11 and the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act.
To ensure that traditional cultural properties, burials, and sacred sites or
objects are identified during excavations and given proper treatment, Native
Americans representing the 17 tribal groups of the Nevada Test Site
American Indian Religious Freedom Act Compliance Program often
participate in archaeological activities at NTS. As appropriate, Native
American groups would be contacted during SNTP activities.
4.8.2

CTF

4.8.2.1 Archaeological Resources. Three prehistoric archaeological sites
(one sparse lithic scatter and two isolated activity areas) have the potential
to be affected by SNTP activities at the CTF site. None of these sites is
considered significant under National Register criteria and all surveys of the
CTF and TAN area indicate a low probability for encountering additional
cultural resources (Idaho State University, 1986; EG&G Idaho, Inc., 1992).
Consultation with INEL's cultural resources contractor confirmed that no
further archaeological surveys would be required for SNTP activities at the
CTF site, and the Idaho SHPO has concurred (Appendix G). Because of
these findini. -o adverse impacts are expected to occur to archaeological
resources ,-he --TF alternative is chosen for SNTP activities.
4.8.2.2 Historic Resources and Structures. Historically, many INEL facilities
have been considered unique because of the nature of the activities
associated with them. As described in Section 3.8.2, the CTF is the only
nuclear reactor test facility of its size in the world designed to simulate all of
the important events that could occur in a commercial pressurized water
reactor power plant. The Idaho SHPO has concurred that although the
reactor has been removed and the building is currently undergoing asbestos
abatement, the CTF continues to retain qualities that make it eligible for
nomination to the National Register (Appendix G). Consultation is currently
in progress among the SHPO, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
and the DOE Idaho Field Office. A Memorandum of Agreement to outline
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various mitigation requirements for SNTP use of the CTF has been drafted
(Section 4.8.2.5).
4.8.2.3 Ndtiv Amnerican eMsources. Because no Native American
resources have been Identified within the region of influenc for the CTF

alternative, no adverse Impacts are expected to occur.
4.8.2.4
oale-ontoIogci Resources. Because no paleontological resources
have been Identifie within the region of Influence for the CTF alternative,

no adverse Impacts are expected to occur.
4.8.2.5 Mitlgtion Measures. Although the known arcaeoic resources
located within the CTF region of influence are not considered signifcant and
the probability for additional sites is low, the presence of sites does indicae
some potential for cultural resources to be discovered during the course of
project activities. In the event that chaeological. paleontological, or Native
American resources are discovered, ground-disturbing activities would cease
in the immediate area and a qualified archologit would be notified; all

subsequent actions would comply with 38 CFR 800.11 and the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act.

To ensure that traditional cultural properties, burials, and sacred sites or
objects are identified during excavations and given proper treatment. Native

American monitors representing the Shoshone-Bannock tribe have
activities at INEL; a Working Agreement
participated In a
relating to cultural resources monitoring exists between the tribe and the
Department of Energy (U.S. Department of Eneroy and the ShoshoneBannock Tribes, 1992). As apwopriate, a Native American monitor would
be contacted during SNTP activities.
The consultation process, identified in Section 4.8.2.2, has proposed
mitigative measures to minimize impacts to the CTF while accommodating
its use for SNTP activities; such measures will ensure that the historic
significance of the CTF is documented. A draft Memorandum of Agreement
has been developed which provides for the development of a historic report,
a Historic Preservation Plan, and Interim protection for the CTF facility

(Appendix G). Specific measures to support these activities could Include
compiling and archiving engineering drawings, photographic documentation.
and narrative documentation.
4.8.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no ground-disturbing activities or facility modifications would occur
with the No-Action Alternative, no impacts to cultural resources would
occur at either of the two SNTP alternative sites.
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4.9

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
4.9.1

SMTS

4.9.1.1 Ph

and Geology. Construction of the PSR validation test

facility would require no nmore than 100 acres of lanW; grading and site
preparation (cut and fl) roquirements are approximately 26,000 and
37,000 cubic yards, respectively. RII matei would be extracted from a
borrow am on the NTS and the excavated material from road construction
would be deposited on the downhill side or utilized for fill within the test

facility.
Alterations to the natural drainage could occur as a result of grading.
Culverts would be designed into the surface drainage system for ramps and
road crossings. Runoff from heavy precipitation may fill adjacent dry
washes, but would not flood the facility because of its location on a
interchannel topographic high, and other construction designs to prevent
flooding of operations areas. Because the SMTS would be built to be
compatible with existing topographic contours and facility size would be
minimized where possible, little change would be made to the natural
terrain.
4.9.1.2 Seismic and Volcanic Activity. The SMTS would have a potential
for moderate damage from seismic activity. The SMTS area is also exposed

to some ground motion and shock waves from underground testing of
nuclear explosions. As a safety precaution, and due to the ground motion
from underground testing, structures. in the forward area (including the
SMTS) at NTS are required to conform to UBC Seismic Zone 4 (greatest
seismic risk zone) construction criteria and these requirements would be
incorporated into facility and infrastructure designs for the SMTS.
Appropriate DOE design criteria for the reactor facilities would also be
implemented. Because of this design requirement, no impacts are expected.
In the event of a significant earthquake, the primary concern would be
strong ground motion during a P1R validation test activity, causing an
accident. Because of the relatively few number of PBR validation tests, the
infrequency of large earthquakes nearby, and the relatively short duration of
both, simultaneous occurrence of both events is unlikely. Credible accident
scenarios are analyzed in Section 4.12 and Appendix E. Reactor accidents
from underground testing could be minimized by scheduling events so that
PSR validation tests and underground tests are not simultaneous.
Studies have shown that the underground testing has not caused
widespread decreases in rock strength, which could have indirect effects on
facility construction. A given underground nuclear explosion only affects
rock strength to a distance of about three radii of the test cavity (Office of
Technology Assessment, 1989). Underground testing would not make the
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subsurface at the SMTS "unstable" and, therefore, no impacts are

projecte.

Because no volcanic eruptions have been reported during historic times, the
potential for impacts to SNTP activities over the 1 0-year life of the program
from volcanic activity would be remote. Current studies being conducted in
Crater Flat, approximately 21 miles southwest of the SMTS, on eruptions
from existing cinder cones indicate the last eruptions occurred
approximately 10,000 to 20,000 years ago.
4.9.1.3 Sofs. Constructiot, activities at the SMTS would involve leveling
"and/orresurfacing of soils on approximately 100 acres. Although dust and
soil would be transported by wind during these activities, effects are
expected to be local and temporary. Removal of vegetation from the
construction ares would not signiflcantly increase soil erosion becauie the
ares Is sparsely vegetated and the ground surface is predominantly gravel.
Therefore, wind effects and increases in soil erosion from rainfall are
expected to be minimal. Protection against erosion would include:

"* Orientation of the facility parallel to natural surface features to
minimize water-induced erosion

"* Orientation of the facility to minimize wind-induced erosion
"* Application of water to minimize wind-induced erosion
"* Revegetation of temporarily disturbed locations.
4.9.1.4 Mitigation Measures. Because measures to reduce the level of
impacts to geology and soils such as those listed above would be
incorporated into the design and program plans for the Proposed Action at
the SMTS, no mitigation measures would be required.
4.9.2

CTF

4.9.2.1 Physiography and Geology. The expansion of the CTF facility
would require the excavation of about 11,000 cubic yards. Some
alterations of the natural drainage could also occur as a result of grading.
Because little change would be made to the character of the area, the
modification of the CTF would have a negligible impact on topography. The
site does have some potential for flooding. Based on available data (Section
3.9.2.1), this study assumes that the existing facilities at the CTF (elevation
about 4,790 feet MSL) are located several feet above the floodplain level.
Although the areas adjacent to the CTF that would be used for new facilities
may be at or above the 100-year floodplain elevation, this study assumes
that they would be within the 100-year floodplain. In accordance with
Executive Order 11988, new facilities and infrastructure would be designed
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and constructed to ensure that they are elevated (or that the Wround level is
raised, if necessary) to about the same elevation as the existing facilities,
and that engineering controls would be used to minimize flooding at these
new facilities.
Because the proposed modification and operation of the test facility at the
CTF would cause no loss or irretrievable commitment of geological
resources, the project would have a negligible impact on geology.
4.9.2.2 Seismic and Volcanic Activity. Based on the potential for seismic
activity in the area, the possibility of an earthquake of magnitude 7.5 in the
vicinity of INEL has been suggested. Larger earthquakes have not been
recorded in this area, but could occur based on the geotectonic setting of
the area. The existing structures, and those that would be constructed at
the CTF in support of the Proposed Action, would conform to all applicable
seismic construction requirements. The primary concern from a significant
earthquake would be strong ground motion during a test activity, causing an
accident; however, simultaneous occurrence of both events is unlikely.
Credible accident scenarios arising from an earthquake are analyzed in
Section 4.12 and Appendix E.
Two major stages of volcanic activity (explosive and non-explosive) have
occurred in the Eastem Snake River Plain over the past 15 million years.
Non-explosive volcanism began about four million years ago and continued
to as recently as 2,000 years ago, producing a series of overlapping basaltic
flows from numerous local vents and small craters. Although there are two
inactive volcanic craters within 6 miles of the CTF site, and over time the
INEL area has been volcanically active, there have been no eruptions or
flows for over 2,000 years. Because probabilities of volcanic hazards are
low (Section 3.9.2.3), impacts related to volcanic activity are not expected.
4.9.2.3 Soils. Construction would cause some leveling or resurfacing of
the soils on less than 50 acres. Dust and soil would be transported by
winds during construction activities, but the effect would be local. Removal
of vegetation from the construction area would not significantly increase soil
erosion during rainfall since the vegetation is sparse. Protection against
erosion would include:

"* Orientation of any new facilities parallel to natural surface
features to minimize drainage and erosion impacts

"* Application of spray mist water to minimize wind-caused soil
erosion
"* Revegetation of temporarily disturbed areas.
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4.9.2.4 Mitigation Measures. Because measures to reduce the level of

Impacts to geology and soils have been incorporated into the design and
program plans for the Proposed Action at the CTF (e.g., plans to raise the
level of new facilities above Birch Creek Playa flood zone levels), no
additional mitigation measures would be required.
4.9.3

No-Action Alternative

Because no construction would occur with the No-Action Alternative, no
impacts to geology and soils would occur at either of the SNTP alternative
sites.
4.10

NOISE
Noise sources associated with SNTP activities primarily include those
associated with equipment required for construction of the POR validation
test facility. These types of heavy equipment routinely generate noise levels
of approximately 90 A-weighted decibels (dBA). While actual noise limits
vary depending on the total time of daily exposure, the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) limit for an 8-hour exposure is 90 dBA;
the OSHA limit for 15 minutes or less is 115 dBA (see Figure 3.10-1).
Testing activities are expected to generate noise levels of approximately
125 dBA for short infrequent periods but would be intermittent during the
scheduled operational testing sequence. Because a noise level of 125 dBA
is attenuated to 60 dBA at a distance of 2,400 feet, no non-project-related
personnel or sensitive community receptors would be close enough to be
adversely affected by PBA validation testing activities.
4.10.1 SMTS
Construction noise would be monitored by the Safety Office at NTS and
workers in the vicinity of the construction equipment would be required to
wear appropriate hearing protection. The closest sensitive community
receptors to the SMTS that could be affected by construction noise levels
are located approximately 23 miles away and would likewise not be
affected.
During test activities, all non-essential personnel would be restricted from
the SMTS site during testing and relocated three miles away; operating
personnel would remain in the control complex (which has been designed to
provide a barrier to sound penetration) during testing activities.
Supplemental hearing protection inside the bunker would also be available.
Mitigation measures at the SMTS would include the following:
*
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OSHA-required hearing protection during construction activities
when levels exceed 90 dBA
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SRestriction of non-essential personnel from the ground test sit.

SProtection of operational personnel i the control complex with
supplemental hearng protection during activities.
4.10.2 CTF
Although less construction activity Is anticipated at the CTF site, SNTP
program activities would generate comparable noise levels during
construction and testing activities as at the SMTS. The nearest non-projectrelated INEL personnel are located approximately 1.3 miles from the CTF
site, and the nearest sensitive community receptors are located 11 miles
;away.
Mitigation measures at the CTF would include the following:

"* OSHA-required hearing protection during construction activities
when levels exceed 90 dBA

"* Restriction of non-essential personnel from the ground test site
during testing activities

"* Protection of operational personnel in the control complex with
supplemental hearing protection during activities.
4.10.3 No-Action Altemative
Because no construction or facility modification would occur with the NoAction Alternative, no noise impacts would occur at either SNTP alternative
site.
4.11

WATER RESOURCES
4.11.1 SMTS
4.11.1.1 Groundwater. Groundwater in the area of the test site is
1,650 feet below ground surface in a tuffaceous aquifer. During PBR test
site construction, 16 million gallons of groundwater would be extracted.
During test operations, 3 million gallons per year would be withdrawn. This
demand, in addition to existing water withdrawal, is not expected to cause a
measurable drawdown of the existing water table.
4.11.1.2 Surface Water. There are no surface water resources in the
vicinity of the SMTS and, therefore, no impacts are projected.
4.11.1.3 Water Quality. Domestic wastewater products (sanitary sewage)
would be delivered to a septic system. Groundwater is of sufficient depth
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that the possibility of adversely affecting its quality from this system would

be negligible.
Accidental spills would be minimized by Pollution Prevention Plans and
cleaned immediately to prevent groundwater contamination.
4.11.1.4 Midgaton Measures. Because no impacts to water resources
would result from PSR validation test facility activities, no mitigation
measures would be required.
4.11.2 CTF
Five hundred billion gallons of water ere
withdrawn annually by all users
from the Snake River Plain Aquifer; most of this water is used for

agricuilture.
The DOE Idaho Operations Office has negotiated with the Idaho Department
of Water Resources regarding a claimed water right for no more than
11 billion gallons annual withdrawal capacity under the Federal Reserved
Water Rights Doctrine. The state of Idaho has signed a Settlement
Agreement and public hearings have been held. Based on these hearings,
an Interlocutory Order will be generated. INEL will abide by this order as it
affects water use until the adjudication process is complete (DOE, 1991a).
4.11.2.1 Groundwater. The volume of water to be used during
construction of the PBR validation test facility is approximately
2 million gallons and would be supplied from the in-place water supply
system. This use of 2 million gallons would be a negligible increase in total
use in the area (a very small fraction of the percent of total use).
Construction water use represents about 1 gallon for every 1 million gallons
of the annual discharge of the aquifer to the Snake River and about 1 gallon
for every 300,000 gallons of the volume withdrawn by all users of the
eastern Snake River Plain. Proposed construction (2 million gallons) and
annual SNTP program water use (3 million gallons per year) would represent
much less than 0. 1 percent of the volume negotiated in the water rights
agreement with the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
4.11.2.2 Surface Water. Surface water resources in the vicinity of the CTF
include intermittent flows in Birch Creak and Big Lost River; however, no
surface water withdrawal or discharges would occur during test facility
construction. Because the PBR validation test activities would cause no
measurable change in the projected baseline water resource system, the
Impacts of water use on water resources would be negligible. Flood
potential of the CTF area is discussed in Section 3.9.2.1.
4.11.2.3 Water Guality. Domestic waste would be handled by an existing
sewage system. Spills of hazardous substances could introduce pollutants
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to the groundwater table but the potential would be minimized by immediate
cleanup of accidental spills. Due to the lack of surface waters that would
be affected and the depth of the water table, the impacts of wastewater on
groundwater resources would be minor.
Because of the small amount of water being removed for SNTP, the
withdrawal of groundwater by SNTP should not affect remediation efforts at
TAN.
4.11.2.4 Mitigation Measures. Because no impacts to water resources
would result from PBR validation test facility activities, no mitigation
measures would be required.
4.11.3 No-Action Alternative
Because no construction or facility modification would occur with the NoAction Alternative, no impacts to water resources would occur at either of
the SNTP alternative sites.
4.12

HEALTH AND SAFETY
The analysis of safety concerns associated with the SNTP program includes
an evaluation of the potential radiation exposures that could result from
normal test operations, routine transportation of radioactive materials, and
the exposures that could result from test and transportation accidents.
Included in the analyses were those credible accidents with the greatest
potential adverse consequences (bounding accidents). The results of these
analyses indicate that applicable regulatory limits would never be exceeded
during normal operations or as a result of credible accidents. To provide
some design margin within regulatory requirements and in keeping with the
ALARA philosophy, the SNTP program has adopted the goal that all system
facilities, equipment, and test procedures will be designed so as not to
exceed 20 percent of the applicable regulatory limits.
Normal PBR validation tests would release very small amounts of radioactive
material. For this analysis, the maximum radiological exposure to a person
off site was calculated as the exposure of one hypothetical person who
remains, unshielded, at
, location of the highest concentration of
dispersed materials for 50 years. That hypothetical person is called the
maximally exposed individual (MEI). Because no person would ever be
exposed to the maximum radiation from all the tests by being at exactly the
right point for 50 years (although most of the exposure would occur soon
after a test, during passage of the radioactive-material cloud), the MEI dose
is defined as the dose occurring at the MEI location.
Section 4.12.1 presents the safety analysis and mitigation process which
will be applied to this program. Section 4.12.2 presents the regulatory
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requirements which apply to radioactive exposure and the potential impacts
associated with this test program. Computer modeling techniques are used
to develop and analyze the potential radiation exposures produced by normal
operations of the test reactor and transportation of radioactive materials.
Similar computer modeling studies are presented for bounding case reactor
and identifiable transporaton accidents. Results of these studies indicate
that applcable regulatory mlt are never exceeded either during normal
operations, or as a result of credible accidents, and the proposed validation
test program poses minimal adverse risk to individuals in the vicinity of NTS
and INEL, and along possible transportation routes. Appendix E provides
additional information concerning the analyses presented in this section.
For normal operations (i.e., no accidents), a regulatory standard applicable
to public exposures (National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP]) of 10 millirems (mrem) annual exposure to the highest
exposed individual is established by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The SNTP program goal is 20 percent of this standard, or 2 mrem
per year. Using a set of "model operating conditions" for weather, and the
number of operations expected in a maximum-case year, modeling of
bounding case normal operations yields the following MEI doses:

"* NTS: 0.6 mrem
"* INEL: 1.35 mrem
These values are well below both the regulatory standard and the SNTP
program goal. Even routine medical procedures such as a single chest X-ray
(2 mreom) result in larger individual exposures than are projected for this

program (Greaney, 1992).
Accidents that may occur during testing could release larger amounts of
radiation than normal operations. The accidents analyzed are those that
could result from credible failures of system components. The results of
those component failures were calculated assuming the credible conditions
that produce the greatest possible impacts.
For accidents, a design limit of 500 mrem for a single, accidental, 24-hour
exposure has been established based upon guidance in American National
Standards Institute/American Nuclear Society (ANSI/ANSI Report 15.7. The
bounding accident involves discharging a PBR Integral Performance Element
Test (PIPET) core into the Effluent Treatment System (ETS), followed by the
failure of the most critical ETS component (i.e., the component whose
failure could result in the greatest off-station impact). This scenario
assumes that, at the time of core failure, the core contained the maximum
available fission product inventory and that the events leading to the release
of radiological material to the environment occur after the weather
conditions required for testing can no longer be assured. The analysis used
significantly deteriorated weather conditions to evaluate this scenario and
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produced the following MEI results, which are well below the ANSI/ANS
guidance of 500 mreo:
0
*

NTS: 23.5 mrem
INEL: 30.0 mrem

Figure 4.12-1 provides a graphical summary of these results, along with
applicable regulatory criteria and exposure guidance. This figure also
portrays the environmental radiation doses at NTS and INEL for comparison.
Appendix H provides additional information concerning ionizing radiation, Its
biological effects, and exposure evaluation; and is provided to aid the reader
with the terms used in this analysis.
Section 4.12.3 presents non-radiological hazards associated with
construction of the test facility, and operation of the PBR validation test
program is discussed. Areas considered include transportation, storage and
handling of cryogenic (low-temperature) fluids, facility construction, and
management of hazardous materials. Evaluations are presented which
include hazards associated with planned operations, as well as possible
accident occurrences. In all cases, potential hazards are found to be
controllable, and do not present adverse impacts to individuals, the
community, or the test sites.
Section 3.12.1 provides a discussion of each site's emergency response
procedures and accident recovery plans. The procedures are currently In
place at each site, and are intended for use in the event of an accident.
4.12.1 Safety Analysis Review Process
The DOE, in accordance with its statutory responsibility under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 (as amended), would require Safety Analysis Reports
(SARs) to be submitted and approved prior to the construction and initial
nuclear operation of the PBR validation test facility. This established SAR
process, whict, is applied to all DOE reactors, would document the adequacy
of the safety analysis for the PBR validation test facility to ensure that this
facility can be constructed, operated, maintained, shut down, and
decommissioned safely and in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations. An overview is provided of the SAR process promulgated by
two DOE Orders: DOE Order 5480.6, which requires that a safety program
be established for each DOE nuclear reactor to ensure proper consideration
of safety issues in all phases of reactor design, construction, operation, and
decommissioning; and DOE Order 5480.23, which establishes uniform
requirements for the preparation and review of SARs which describe the
safety program and analyses. Major features of an SAR are described, as
are the several steps through which every SAR must proceed prior to
construction and operation of the facility.
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An SAR includes the documentation of a series of analyses performed to
indicate the impacts to the environment caused by the facility under normal
operating conditions and credible departures from those normal conditions.
These "off-normal= situations may be the result of internal events, such as
component failures or operator errors, or external events, such as
earthquakes or loss of off-site power supplies. The SAR would demonstrate
that all such eventualities have been considered and are at least bounded by
the analyses presented. The analyses would address both the probability of
these events occurring and the potential resulting consequences. If either
the probability or the severity of a given scenario is of sufficient concern,
the system may be required to include safety measures or features to
mitigate that specific risk. The SAR would then include detailed
assessments of those safety features. Moreover, if the SAR process reveals
credible circumstances more severe than those analyzed in this EIS, a
supplemental environmental analysis would be performed.
Another major component of an SAR would be the description of those
accidents which, based on their probabilities, potential consequences, or the
fact that they constitute a bounding case for other accident sequences,
have been selected for analysis. These accident analyses would identify
some of the design requirements which must be met by the proposed
system and are usually referred to as design basis accidents. Safety
analyses also often consider accidents, and system responses to those
accidents, more severe than design basis accidents; these analyses are
reported as supporting information to the approval process.
The SAR process would also include all identified safety concerns in the
design development process to ensure their proper consideration. The
process would also provide clear safety design requirements and
specifications, limits on operating conditions, and Technical Safety
Requirements (per DOE Order 5480.24).
An SAR must pass through several levels of approval, including at each level
some measure of independence between those reviewing, commenting
upon, and approving the work and those who prepared the material. The
following description is keyed toward the SAR process for the PBR
propulsion technology development and validation throughout the life of the
test program.
First, the system design team develops a design 6f the hardware and
operations systems which meets the SNTP program performance
requirements. Concurrent with this activity, the safety team analyzes the
in-progress design and identifies potential hazards associated with the
system, and all applicable laws, regulations, and codes, and determines the
additional design requirements necessary to ensure that safety has been
considered adequately and is reflected in the design.
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Second, the design is reviewed internally within the SNTP program
organization. Safety is given top priority in aN program activities.
Third, the SAR would be reviewed by the DOE reactor operating contractor

organization. Typically, this is a two-level review. The first level is primarily
a technical review, and is comprised of individuals not directly involved in
the development of the system under review but having the technical

expertise to judge the adequacy of the design to meet its reqwremonts,
easpecielly those addressing the safety of the system and its operation. The
second level is at a management level, again, representing appropriate
technical expertise and expressly including management representatives
from safety and health physics organizato.

This oversight would continue

throughout the life of the test project.
Fourth, the SAR is submitted to DOE. Review at DOE begins at the Field
Office level and independent safety review experts are typically assembled
into a review team. The SAR would then be reviewed and approved by DOE
Headquarters. DOE Headquarters' review is documented in a Safety
Evaluation Report (SER), which would allow either construction if approving
the Preliminary SAR, or operation if approving the Final SAR. After Initiation
of construction or operation the DOE reactor operating contractor would be
held responsible by DOE for adhering to the assumptions and commitments
set forth in the SAR.
After the SAR is approved, DOE Orders require that it be updated and
reapproved periodically. Additionally, modifications to the test program
which are promulgated between reapprovals of the SAR would be evaluated
for impact on safety.
Throughout the facility design and approval process, end-of-le requirements
are considered to ensure that (1) appropriate decouaination and

decommissioning are feasible and (2) design features to enhance the
effectiveness of decontamination and decommissioning procedures are
included. Finally, as the program approaches completion, detailed
decontamination and decommissioning plans are developed and subjected to
a review process similar to that described above.
4.12.2 Radiological Hazards
Radiological exposure hazards associated with the SNTP program have three
potential sources:

"* P1R validation test activity operational releases
"* PBR validation test activity accidental releases
"* Transportation and handling of radioactive material.
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At NTS a fourth potential exposure source, which has been eliminated from
consideration, is resuspension of surface uranium/plutonium contamination.
SNTP activities would not occur in areas where such contamination is
known to be present, nor will any activities or possible accidents have the
potential to affect these areas and cause resuspension of contamination.
4.12.2.1 Radiological Release Assessment Methodology. The radiation
exposures reported as results of normal operations and plausible accident
scenarios are maximum potential exposures. To present a conservative
analysis (i.e., one that gives high estimates of impacts), factors that would
affect the results, such as amount of material released and weather
conditions, were selected to produce a bounding estimate of the impact.
Assessments were performed using computer models and information
describing normal operations and plausible accident scenarios.
Included in accident scenario development was consideration of multiple
concurrent hydrogen explosions, which were found to induce no added
impacts for any of the identified analysis scenarios. Because the hydrogen
would have to be mixed with the oxygen in atmospheric air, because the
volumes inside the reactor vessel which might be filled with a hydrogen/air
mixture are so small, and because the over-pressures generated In an open
hydrogen/air explosion are not sufficient to challenge the Integrity of the
reactor vessel, there is no expectation that hydrogen accidents will increase
either the probability of occurrence or magnitudes of radiological hazards.
A complete discussion of the development of the methodology Is provided in
Appendix E, Section 1.0.
Model Selection
Several computer models were considered for the analysis of radiological
impacts from reactor operations and accidents. Among these are Airdos-PC,
CAP-88, RSAC-4, and MACCS. MACCS was selected for use with this
safety analysis because of its ability to handle a large number of isotopes

and to evaluate short-term releases such as those associated with PUR
validation tests. Of the models considered for this application, MACCS
yields the most conservative results. All radiological impact analysis results
in this EIS were obtained from MACCS modeling.
As required by 40 CFR 61, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP), Subpart H, either Airdos-PC or CAP-88 will be used to
demonstrate compliance with air emission standards.
Radiation exposures from transportation of radioactive materials and the risk
of exposures from transportation accidents were evaluated using
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RADTRAN 4. That model was developed by Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) to specifically analyze the impacts of radioactive material transport.

Selection of MeteorologIcal Coniditions
PER propulsion technology test reactor operations will occur over short
periods of time less than 1,000 seconds), and total test operations will last
several hours from start to finish. This allows pre-test evaluation of
prevailing meteorological conditions to ensure that potential impacts will be
within acceptable program criteri. Prior to test operations, forecasting of
mtoooI
conditions will be performed, which will encompass a period
of approximately ton to twelve hours with a high degree of certainty. Realtime evaluation of radiological impacts that could result from an accident
under these meteorological conditions would be used to determine whether
or not to proceed with the test.
Since the acceptability of weather conditions is based upon real-time
assessments of potential impacts in the event of an accident, individual
weather parameters may vary over considerable ranges. However, to allow
quantitative estimates of the potential impacts for this EIS, a set of "Model
Weather Conditions* has been selected which meets acceptance criteria and
occurs with high relative frequency at each test site. These are presented in
Table 4.12-1 and are used for analysis of all normal operations and test-time
accidents. Since the forecast reliability for duration of test weather
conditions may be as short as 10 hours, it is conceivable that beyond that
time weather conditions could change considerably. Such a change could
create conditkis which would not have been acceptable at the start of a
test due to potential severity of accident impacts, but which could influence
accident events occurring several hours after test completion. Table 4.12-2
presents such weather criteria, which, while not meeting test-start
acceptance criteria, were selected as capable of producing maximal impacts.
These conditions are used in the analysis of accidents occurring more than
10 hours after test-start.
At both NTS and INEL, meteorological conditions for each set of parameters
were selected based upon data provided by the nearest NOAA-operated
monitoring station to the proposed test sites ISMTS and CTF).

Radioloical Releases
The =source term' represents the amount of radioactive nateia released to
the environment. It Is the product of the total core radiological inventory
multiplied by applicable release fractions, and is the basis for impact
deteminations developed with MACCS. The source term can vary in
magnitude based upon both the type and condition of the reactor involved
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Table 4.12-1. Model Weather Conditions
NTS
Neutral
5.5
NNEN
2,000

Air Stability Category
Wind Speed (meters per second)
Plume Directionhi
Inversion Base Height (meters)
Notes:

INEL
Neutral
5.5
NNEU
1,500

(a) Direoton to which the wind is blowing.
(bWGenerdly In the northedy direction.

Table 4.12-2. Bounding Accident-Case Weather Conditions
Air Stability Category
Plume Speed (meters per second)
Wind Direction

Inversion Base Height (meters)

NTS

INEL

Moderately
Stable
1.0
Towards the
Hig#eet
Population
300

Moderately
Stable
1.0
Towards the
Highest
Population
300

(which affects the total amount of radioactive material available for release,
referred to as the total core inventory) and the fractional amounts of each
nuclide which escape to the environment.
Fission products, which are created during the fissioning of uranium fuel in
the reactor core, account for more than 99 percent of the total core
inventory, with the remainder consisting of activation products (materials
made radioactive due to exposure to neutrons). Activation of hydrogen
coolant was also considered (tritium production) (Sanchez, 1992), but the
amount of tritium produced is negligible. This core fission product inventory
is determined based upon both the length of time at which a core has been
operated and the power level of the operations. In this impact evaluation,
determination of the core fission product inventory is based upon the
following maximum-case test operations:
PIPET:
A series of five tests, with each test consisting of an
operational power level of 550 megawatts operating for a
period of 500 seconds. During each individual test run the
value of the total core inventory increases due to production
of additional fission products
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GTA:
One operation of 2,000 megawatts for 1,000 seconds.
Reactor test operations will not result in core Inventories greater than those
described by these maximum-case tests; however, other test schemes may
occur (e.g., multiple lower power or shorter run-time GTA testsl which will
produce this inventory.
Once core inventories have boen calculated, it is necessary to determine the
amount of each isotope which would be released from the core. In the
event of accidents, or for tests that evaluate design limits, it is
conservatively assumed that the entire core inventory is released to the

ETS.
For other types of operations, calculations have been performed to estimate
the quantities of isotopes released. Of the total number of isotopes present
in the core, the release fractions of 55 radionuclides (representing more than
75 percent of the radiological impact potential) have been calculated
specifically, and are presented in Table E-5 of Appendix E. Conservative
assumptions have been made concerning the release frction of the
remaining inventory isotopes through classification of nuclides into four
chemical groups; for each of these groups, unique percentage release values
have been developed. These values are presented in Table E-6 of Appendix
E. Fmsion products released from the core will enter the ETS, which has
design goal retention efficiencies of 99.5 percent for volatiles, halogns, AnM
nobles, and 99.9 percent for particulates. The final source term for each
analysis is calculated by applying these ETS retention efficiencies to the
fraction of the core inventory which is released, and determining the
resulting quantities of radioactive material which are released to the
environment.

Population Data
Population data for input to the MACCS model were obtained from the 1990
census reports for each site. For this assessment, the potential radiological
impacts of PBR validation testing at distances up to 150 kilometers
(93 miles) have been included in estimating total population exposures. This
allows inclusion of major population centers near each proposed test
location. Beyond this distance, the total population exposure will drop off

rapidly, contributing little additional dose. (Although the contribution to
total population dose from these outlying areas is very small, the
calculations sometimes show the location of the MEI to be beyond 150
kilometers. Therefore, peak MEI doses at greater distances are included in
the results reported here.)
For Input Into MACCS, population data are arranged into a circular (polar)
grid divided into 16 directional sectors and 26 radial distances measured
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from the release point outward to 150 kilometers (Figure 4.12-2). The size
of each radial segment increases with distance from the release point. The
areas considered around NTS and INEL are illustrated in Figures 4.12-3 and
4.12-4, respectively.
Potential Impacts
The results of the MACCS analyses provide two measures of potential
impact:
1) The location and magnitude of the maximum cumulative dose
which could be received by any individual, referred to as the
"Maximally Exposed Individual" (MEl). The MEI dose is
expressed in mreom, and represents the combined totals due to
external and internal exposures.
2)

The estimated total dose received in the exposed population as
accumulated during a 50-year period following each release.
The population dose is expressed in person-mrem, and includes
the combined contributions due to external and internal
exposures.

The summation of impacts from all operations in a Maximum Year yields an
MEI dose which can be evaluated against both the NESHAP standard of 10
mrem and the SNTP program goal of less than 2 mrem total dose to any
individual (see Section 4.12.2.2 below). The total population dose can be
used to estimate the numbers of latent cancer fatalities and genetic defects
that might occur in the exposed population. This population-dose analysis
uses the no-threshold, linear response hypothesis for determination of health
effects from low doses of radiation. That hypothesis is that there is no
harmless dose of radiation, and the probability of developing cancer or
suffering a genetic defect is directly proportional to the radiation dose
received.
The total population-dose estimate is determined by applying average cancer
and genetic disorder exposure risk criteria from the 1990 report issued by
the Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (referred to as
BEIR V) (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation [BEIRI, 1990), which are
0.00000079 (7.9 x 10") latent cancer fatalities per person-mrem and
0.00000021 (2.1 x 10-7) genetic effects per person-mrem. This analysis
provides estimated numbers of induced latent cancer fatalities and genetic
disorders expected based upon the projected radiological impacts. These
estimates can be compared to the naturally expected rates of occurrence of
these effects.
In the United States, the average expectation is that each year one person
in 220 will develop cancer, and that each year one person in 4,545 will
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develop a genetic disorder (Mavemick, 1992). Among the 1,072,718
people in the vicinity of NTS, approximately 243,000 cancer fatalities and
11,800 genetic disorders would normally be expected over a 50-year period.
Near INEL, the 278,635 people would normally expect to experience 63,300
cancer fatalities and 3,065 genetic disorders in 50 years.
4.12.2.2 Public Exposure During Normal Operations. 40 CFR 61, Subpart
H (NESHAP) specifies an annual exposure limit of no more than 10 mrem
per year to any individual. However, the SNTP Program has a design goal of
20 percent of this standard (2 mrem).
Normal, planned operations would entail the release of small quantities of
radioactive materials (primarily noble gases, halogens, volatile elements, and
some particulates) to the atmosphere. These represent materials released
from core fuel particles which escape the ETS, as well as post-test release
of noble gases and other volatile isotopes (held in the ETS for 1 day).
Together the releases constitute the source term used in the MACCS
analysis.
Categories of Operations
Operational tests have been divided into three categories based on the
required performance of the reactor core; they are designated Normal I,
Normal II, and Normal Ill. Varying numbers of tests in each category would
be performed on the PIPET and GTA cores. Some combination of these
tests would be conducted each year in the life of the program. The
expected maximum number of tests in a year is presented in Table 4.12-3.
Table 4.12-3. Maximum Year Test Operations
Operation Type

Number

PIPET Normal II
PIPET Normal III
GTA Normal II
Total

9
1
2
12

Normal I. Normal I experiments include initial startup, zero-power, and lowpower, physics tests. These tests would not release any radioactive material
to the environment, so they are not discussed or analyzed further or
included in Table 4.12-3.
Normal II. Normal II experiments are standard tests that would operate
within the fuel design envelope, up to the core's rated full power (550 MW
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for PIPET and 2,000 MW for GTA). These experiments would release small
amounts of the core inventory during each test. The amount of fission
products released as a result of a Normal II operation would be the same as
those discussed under Radiological Releases (see Section 4.12.2.1). PBR
propulsion technology Normal II experiments would be performed using both
GTA and PIPET cores.
Normal Ill. Normal III experiments, which would be performed using PIPET
cores only, involve operations to determine fuel design margins, with the
intent of quantifying actual design limits. These experiments would include
over-power, reduced coolant flow, and extended duration testing, which
may cause full or partial fuel element failure, and rele" of a fraction of the
fuel in one or more fuel elements Into the ETS. Current assessments of
these experiments envision reduced run times (minimizing the inventory)
with only partial failure of some of the fuel elements (minimizing the
release). However, for purposes of performing conservative impact
analyses, it is assumed that 100 percent of the core fission product
inventory is released from the core following a maximum case test. It is
Important to realize that th intent of these tests is to define the design
margin, not to purposely fail the core.
Program Impacts from Normal Operations
The health and safety impacts of PBR validation normal operations are
presented as the cumulative impacts of the 10-year test program. The
program would comprise an average of five PIPETs and one GTA test per
year for a total of 60 test operations involving nuclear materials. During the
10-year program, all GTA tests would be Normal II and all but four PIPETs
would be Normal II. The remaining four PIPETs would be Normal Ill tests.
The maximum-case year of normal operations (a total of 12 tests, or 20
percent of all program operations) is shown in Table 4.12-3. Each test is
assumed to be a full-power, maximum-duration test. The impacts from
individual tests are presented in Appendix E, Section 2.0.
Impact Assessment
The reported radiological doses are the sum of the external doses and the
organ-weighted internal doses, integrated over 50 years. The internal dose
includes that received from inhalation during cloud passage, later inhalation
of resuspended radioactive particles, and ingestion uf contaminated food
and water. Although the dose is integrated over 50 years, most of it would
be received during radioactive material cloud passage; almost all of the dose
would be received in the first year after the release. Tables 4.12-4 and
4.12-5 show the MEI and population doses, respectively, for the total of all
releases in the maximum-teat year (12 tests). Tables 4.12-6 and 4.12-7
present the total impacts for the 10-year program life (60 tests). These
results represent a very conservative estimate of the potential radiological
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impacts, representing the maximum potential upper bound for exposures. It
can be expected that actual impacts would be considerably smaller.
Maximum Annual Operations. Tables 4.12-4 and 4.12-5 show the MEI and
population doses, respectively, for the maximum yearly total release. The
highest total dose at the NTS boundary following the maximum yearly
release from the SMTS would be approximately 0.16 mreom. The location of
the MEl would occur at approximately 195 kilometers 1121 miles) at a dose
of 0.60 mrem. The highest total dose at the INEL boundary following the
maximum yearly release at the CTF would be approximately 0.09 mreom.
The location of the MEI at INEL would occur at approximately 125
kilometers (78 miles) at a dose of 1.35 mreo. These values are well below
both the NESHAP standard of 10 mrem and the SNTP program goal of 2
mrem.
Table 4.12-4. Maximum Yeady Release

50-Yew Cnter4Jne Dose to "e MEI
1 -year Natural
Site Boundary
Site
NTS
INEL

Dose
(mreo)
0.16
0.09

Peak Dose

Radiation

Distance
4km)

Dose
(mrem)

Distance
4km)

Dose
(mrem)

39
15

0.60
1.35

195
125

383
402

Population doses for the maximum yearly release result in the projection of
approximately 0.02 additional cancer fatalities and 0.01 additional genetic
disorders at NTS, and the projection of approximately 0.11 additional cancer
fatalities and 0.03 additional genetic disorders at INEL.
PUR Propulsion Technology Development and Validation Impacts. Tables
4.12-6 and 4.12-7 show the MEI and population doses, respectively, for the
entire proposed PBR propulsion technology assessment. The highest total
dose at the NTS boundary due to these PBR activities would be
approximately 0.64 mreo. The location of the MEI would occur at
approximately 190 kilometers (118 miles) at a dose of 2.5 mremo. The
highest total dose at the INEL boundary due to these PBR activities would
be approximately 0.50 mreo. The location of the MEl at INEL would occur
at approximately 125 kilometers (78 miles) at a dose of 5.6 mreom.
Population doses for the entire proposed PSR propulsion technology
assessment result in the projection of approximately 0.09 additional cancer
fatalities and 0.024 additional genetic disorders at NTS, and the projection
of approximately 0.44 additional cancer fatalities and 0. 12 additional
genetic disorders at INEL. These projected impacts are very small in
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Table 4.12-6. Total SNTP Program Cumulative Center-Une Dose to the MEI
10-YeW

Site Boundary
Site

Do"
(mrem)

NTS
INEL

0.64
0.50

Distance
1km)
39
15

Peak Dose
Dose
(mrem)
2.5
5.6

Natural
Radiation

Distance
(km)

Do"
(mrem)

190
125

3,830
4,020

comparison to the expected number cancers and genetic disorders in these
populations.
4.12.2.3 Public Exposure as a Result of Potential Accidents. For the
ground test facility, the ANSI/ANS Report 15.7 has been Identified as
providing the most conservative siting guidance. This standard Is jointly
established by the ANSI and the ANS for application to test reactors, and
represents a conservative limit which should be allowed for public exposure
as a result of an accident. The maximum allowable doses to an off-site
individual from a reactor accident specified in ANSI/ANS Report 15.7 are
500 mrem whole body and 1,500 mrem to any organ, accumulated from a
2-hour exposure for rural populations or a 24-hour exposure for urban
populations.
ANSI/ANS Report 15.7 defines radiological dose limits in terms of zones
around the test facility. The innermost zone, the operations ares, is that
area in the immediate vicinity of the test facility set off by a physical barrier
such as a fence over which the test facility administrator has access and

activity control. The operations area is surrounded by a aste, in which there
may be people only generally aware of test facility activities and emergency
responses. Outside the aste is a rural zone, generally an area that may
include members of the general public, but limited to populations which
could reasonably be evacuated or protected within 2 hours. The urban zone
(i.e., the area outside the rural zone) includes populations too large (greater
than 25,000) to assume such evacuation or protection; instead an exposure
time of 24 hours is assumed.

Categories of Accidents
An accident involving a GTA or PIPET core could result in a radioactive
material release to the environment that would have a greater health and
safety impact than the releases resulting from normal program operations.
There could be a release of a considerably higher fraction of the core
inventory and/or a premature release from the ETS. Several accident
scenarios have been evaluated to determine which credible accident would
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have the greatest radiological impacts. The accident scenarios that were
evaluated were designated Consequence I, Consequence II (Eady),
Consequence II (Late), and Consequence IlI.
Consequence I. A Consequence I accident is not a credible scenario; it is
the hypothetical, maximum-release accident. It assumes the release from
the core of all radioactive material In a maximum-inventory GTA core
immediately following operation. To accomplish this, the core inventory Is
assumed to be completely aerosolized, and to remain aerosolized during
dispersal. The released Inventory is assumed to bypass the ETS and
secondary confinement and be released directly to the environment. All of

these assumptions are overly conservative; none could be realized
physically. The impact of a concurrent hydrogen explosion was also
considered but did not increase radiological consequences.
Consequence U. A Consequence It accident is considered the maximum
credible postulated accident scenario. A Consequence II accident could be
the result if both the cryogenic adsorber beds and the ETS confinement
systems were to fail simultaneously subsequent to a Normal Ill experiment
which resulted in fuel element failure. Such a double, simultaneous failure
of independent systems is very unlikely but considered credible for this
analysis.
For conservatism, 100 percent of the PIPET core is assumed to be released
into the ETS. All the noble gas inventory Is assumed to be released into the
atmosphere. The other radioactive materials, e.g., solid particles and
halogen gases, would be trapped in the ETS particulate and charcoal filter
media and thus not released.
Since the design margins for PBR fuel elements will have already been
characterized in PIPETs, GTA cores will not be subjected to Normal III
operations. Therefore, in addition to the simultaneous failure of the
adsorber beds and the confinement systems, any release from a GTA core
would require en additional failure to precipitate disruption of the core. The
simultaneous occurrence of three Independent failures is not credible.
Therefore, a Consequence II accident involving a GTA is considered to be
unrealistic and is not included in these analyses.
Two different failure times are considered. The first occurs immediately
following the end of a PIPET Normal III operation. Model weather conditions
are assumed, since this release would occur within the 10-hour forecast
window. This accident is termed the Consequence II "Early" scenario.
Should the adsorbor beds fail more than 10 hours after the test, model
weather conditions can no longer be assumed. Instead, credible weather
conditions which produce the maximal impact are assumed to prevail
(moderately stable air, 1.0 meter per second wind speed, and a 300-meter
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Inversion layer base). Additionally, the wind is assumed to be blowing
directly toward the nearest maximum population center (Las Vegas at NTS
or Idaho Falls at INEL). This accident is termed the Consequence II "Late"
sc•naro.
Hydrogen coolant from PIPET and GTA tests would pass through the ETS
and be bumred in a flare as it exited. If hydrogen wOre to mix with air at any
point other than in the flare, there could be a fire/explosion hazard. To
prevent hydroogn/oxygen mixtures in the ETS, the system would be purged
of air with pressurized helium and operated under positive pressure to
prevent reinfiltration of oxygent. To guard against hydrogen escaping from
the ETS without being burned in the flare, the ETS would be thoroughly
inspected for leaks and monitored during tests, and the flare would have
redundant pilot lights. No hydrogen-detonation scenario was found to have
radiation-exposure consequences as great as the Consequence li (Late)
scenario. The non-nuclear hazards of hydrogen are discussed in Section
4.12.3.2.
. During initial installation of a GTA or PIPET core, some
n
C
e
zero or low-power testing (Normal I operations) would be conducted.
Although highly unlikely, on accidental reactor control rod withdrawal could
occur before the reactor containment and confinement system are in place.
In this event, the reactor would experience a brief, but intense, power
excursion which could result in fuel vaporization and subsequent release

directly into the atmosphere. The resulting inventory would contain fission
products equivalent to operating a GTA at approximately 110 MW for 0.5
"sconds (Sherman, 1992), and would be released at ground level. The
effect of a concurrent hydrogen explosion was also considered and did not
incremse the radiological consequences. Although the Intent would be to

perform the zero-power testing in model weather conditions, weather
conditions producing the maximal impact are assumed for conservatism
(moderate stability, 1.0 meter per second wind speed, and a 300-meter
Inversion height). Additionally, the wind is assumed to be blowing directly
toward the nearest maximum population center (Las Vegas at NTS or Idaho
Fals at INEL).

Bounding Case Accdent Impacts
Analysis of these accident scenarios has shown that the Consequence II
(Late) accident would have the greatest radiological impacts. The potential
for occurrence of this type of accident Is remote, since it would require the
simultaneous failure of two independent reactor systems. The probability of
failure of either system is low; the simultaneous failure of both is almost
inconceivable.
Tablet 4.12-8 and 4.12-9 list the MEI and population dose, respectively, for
the Consequence II "Late" accident. The site boundaries for this accident
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Table 4.12-8. PIPET. Consequence N Late" Accident Plume
Center-Line Dose to the MEI
1-Year Natural

Site Boundary

Peak Dose

Radiation

Dose

Distance

Dose

Distance

Dose

Site

(Imem)

(km)

(mmm)

1km)

(mranm

NTS
INEL

23.5
24.0

23.5
30.0

23
10

383
402

23
3

are reported closer to the release point (23 kilometers (14.26 miles] at NTS,
and 3 kilometers [1.86 miles) at INEL) than was used in the Normal-case
operations analyses as a result of the wind direction changes. At INEL,
determination of site boundary is set by a public highway which travels
within 3 kilometers of the CTF, since non-site personnel may have access to
this location after test operations.
The maximum dose at the NTS boundary for this accident occurring at
SMTS is approximately 23.5 mrem, which is also the MEI location and dose.
At the INEL site boundary of 3 kilometers, the maximum dose from
occurrence of this accident is approximately 24 mrem, while the INEL MEI
dose of 30 mrem occurs at a distance of 10 kilometers (6.2 miles).
Although these values do not take into account the effects of evacuating,
they are well below the ANSI/ANS Report 15.7 guideline of 500 mrem

(0.5 rem).
Population doses as a result of a Consequence II "Late accident are
evaluated in the southeast (SE) wind sector for NTS (i.e., Las Vegas), and
the SE sector at CTF (i.e., Idaho Falls). The projected latent effects which
may be caused by the Consequence I1'Late* accident are appoximately
0.37 additional cancer fatalities and 0.10 additional genetic disorders at
NTS, and approximately 1.4 additional cancer fatalities and 0.36 additional
genetic disorders at INEL. These values represent the maximum accidentcase impacts for PBR propulsion technology assessments.
4.12.2.4 Worker Exposure

Regulry end Design Criteria
On-station workers may potentially be exposed to radiation due to operation
of the PIPET and GTA reactors, as well as the subsequent decay radiation
from core inventories. DOE Orders specify a limit of 5,000 mrem per year
for radiation workers. The recently released DOE Radiological Control
Manual (DOE, 19921) suggests a design goal for limiting annual worker
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Operational exposures to 500 mreni. In order to provide an adequate margin
for dose limits such that special operations (which may entail planned
additional exposures) can be performed, the yearly averaged facility
occupational dose rate must be maintained at a level significantly below that
which would result in the general faclity worker receiving a maximum
annual dose allowance. To provide this margin, the design objective is to
limit normal operational exposures to 20 percent of 500 mreo, i.e., 100
mrem. Assuming that a worker is on site for 8 hours per day for 236 days
per year, this is equivalent to 0.053 mitrn per hour.

Normal Operations
Some maintenance activities would require workers to be in the vicinity of
reactor cores, which would present a considerable dose potential. The
reactor cores would have to be shielded to keep the exposure levels at or
below 0.053 mrem per hour. Dose-rate calculations based on assumptions
about the radiation levels external to the reactor cores provide a basis for
establishing shielding requirements. These calculations were made using the
computer codes Microshield (for lateral shielding) and Microskyshine (for
overhead shielding).
Depending on final design and procedures for the tests, approximately 1.4
to 2.0 meters (4.2 to 6.6 feet) of concrete laterally and 0.7 to 1.0 meters
(2.1 to 3.3 feet) overhead would be required to permit a worker to be within
ten meters (33 feet) of the source on a regular basis. (The calculations of
overhead shielding requirements assume that work would not be performed

directly above the source on a regular basis.)
The population dose for all on-site radiation workers cannot be calculated
until facility designs have been fully developed. Operational procedures will
be designed to keep exposures as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA);
personnel who are not required for the execution of a test will be evacuated
from the facility during actual tests. However, the total population dose can
be conservatively estimated using the assumption that all workers will
receive the design-goal limit of 500 mrem per year.
The test facility population during operations is expected to include a
maximum of 150 persons. A conservative estimate of the total population
exposure for the 10-year life of the program would be:
150 persons x 500 mrem/yr x 10 years = 750,000 person-mreom.
Based on that conservative estimate about exposures and the BEIR V
cancer-incidence rate, the excess latent cancer fatality risk is 0.6. The
SNTP Program goal for exposures to non-program-related personnel (i.e.,
workers involved in other activities at NTS and INEL) is 20 mrem per year.
The workday populations at NTS and INEL are approximately 4,500 each. A
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conservative estimate of the total population exposure over the le
program would be:
4,500 persons x 20 mrem/yr x 10 years

-

of the

900,000 person-mrem

Based on those conservative estimates about exposures and the BEIR V
cancer-incidence rate, the additional latent cancer fatalities for each site is
0.71.
Test Accidents
On-station personnel at the PSR test facility would be at risk in the event of
test facility accidents, both industrial and radiological. The risks would be
minimized by adherence to ail applicable safety standards and special
guidelines for the construction, operation, and decommissioning of such
facilities; in all its phases, the POR technology development program is
committed to reducing all risks to ALARA levels. During test operations,
when potential risks or accidental radiological exposures aw greatest, all
unnecessary personnel would be evacuated from the facility. Those who
must remain on-station would be housed in a conservatively designed
control bunker until the test is completed and the ha•ard is reduced to an
acceptable level.
Doses to on-site (NTS or INEL) workers not assigned to the PBR facility
following an accident can be estimated using the bounding Consequence II
"Late" accident calculation. This accident scenario produces the bounding
exposure rates for distances greater than 3 miles from the release point, and
at both candidate locations, the largest worker populations are more than 3
miles from the test facility. Except for distances less than approximately 3
miles from the release point, this accident bounds all others (the
Consequence III accident is somewhat larger closer in).
The short-term, total-population dose to NTS workers was estimated
assuming that all 4,500 of them are in Mercury, Nevada, unsheltered at the
time a Consequence II (Late) accident radioactive cloud passes by. The
total-population dose, under the conservative, assumed conditions, was
determined to be 458,000 person-mreo. The average short-term dose to
exposed workers would be approximately 102 mrom, the maximum dose to
an Individual worker should not exceed 200 mremr.
The short-term, total-population dose at INEL would be the greatest with a
west-southwest plume direction. The total exposure would be 316,000
person-mrern to 3,222 persons. The exposed worker population would be
between 10 and 30 kilometers (6 to 18 miles) from the release point and
under the conservative, assumed conditions would receive doses of no more
than 200 mrem. The average dose would be approximately 98 mrem.
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4.12.2.5 On-Sie Area Contraminadon. No ground contamination is
expected as a result of normal operations. The maximum credible accident
that resulted in the greatest consequence to the public and on-sie workers
is primarily an airborne gaseous release that would not result in significant
ground contamination. Ground contamination from other accidents are
anticipated to be localized within the facility boundary (dispersing over
100 acres or less). Estimates of bounding case evaluations of on-site
ground contamination are presented in Appendix E. No significant off-site
ground contamination is expected and material deposited off site would be
far too diffuse to require cleanup. The impact of any radioactive material
deposited off site is included in the consequence evaluations that estimate
individual and population doses.
4.12.2.6 Transportation-Related Radiological Risk. Shipment of fissile
radioactive materials is regulated by the requirements of 49 CFR 173,
Subpart I. Transportation requirements for shipment of non-fissile
radioactive materiel (also in 49 CFR 173, Subpart 1) limit external radiation
dose rates, radioactive material contamination levels, temperature, pressure
and containment. The SNTP program would involve routine transportation
of radioactive materials (uranium-bearing fuel and low-level waste) to and
from the site, which would result in small radiological impacts to persons
along the transportation routes. The direct radiation exposure resulting from
normal transportation (i.e., no accidents), called the incident-free
transportation risk, and the risk from accidents were analyzed separately. It
was assumed that materials shipments would Include the following:
shipment of fuel material from Oak Ridge. Tennessee, to Lynchburg,
Virginia; shipment of non-irradisted fuel specimens from Lynchburg to
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and shipments of non-irradiated fuel elements
and assemblies (up to a full GTA) from Lynchburg to NTS or INEL. The
irradiated fuel elements selected for PIE are assumed to be shipped back to
Lynchburg, Virginia, for analysis. Details of the transportation analysis are
presented in Appendix E, Section 3.0.
The impacts of routine transportation of these materials and potential
accidents were calculated using the RADTRAN 4 computer code (Neuhauser
and Kanipe, 1991). Inputs to the code include the material properties
characteristic of shipping containers, numbers of shipments, distances
traveled, and population distributions fdr actual routes to and from the
facilities involved. As stated in the discussion of the potential
consequences of system operations and accidents, the system design is not
sufficiently mature to support quantitative risk assessments. However, for
this transportation analysis, appropriate data is available and estimates of
risk (i.e., the quantification of the effects of both probability and
consequence) are included in the discussion of transportation hazards.
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Incident-Free Radiological Risk
The incident-free transportation risk would result from direct radiation
exposure to persons sharing the roads with the vehicles transporting the
materials, and those living near the roads or rest stops. Those dosages
would be primarily minute external doses to a large number of motorists
exposed for very short times. The analysis of the incident-free risk uses
route-specific data, including total distance, adjacent population, and
fraction of travel in each population-density zone (urban, suburban, or rural).
The population doses from incident-free transportation of SNTP program
radioactive materials to NTS and INEL are calculated to be 112,000 personmrem and 131,000 person-mrem, respectively. The potential increase in
the incidence of radiation-induced health effects due to these total

population doses would be approximately 0.09 additional latent cancer
fatalities and 0.024 additional genetic effects from transportation to NTS
and 0.1 additional latent cancer fatalities and 0.028 additional genetic
effects from transportation to INEL.
Weather-related road closures in the region are not expected to affect the
risk estimates. Effects due to weather would be kept to a minimum by
considering actual and forecast road conditions and by not dispatching
trucks either in bad weather or under poor forecast conditions. Restricting
truck transport to good weather conditions would reduce the overall truck
accident rate by only about 10 percent (NRC, 1977). Since accidents
associated with travel in poor weather conditions are Included in the DOT
accident-rate data that were used in the risk analysis, the risk estimate is
slightly conservative with respect to this parameter. The stop time is based
on actual operational requirements for Safe Secure Transport (SST)
shipments. A decreased stop time does result in a decrease in incident-free
risk but has no effect on accident risk calculations.
Transportation Accident Impacts
The consequence of a severe accident involving the transport of enriched
uranium are discussed in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's final EIS on
radioactive material transport (NRC, 1977). After evaluating the risks and
consequences of radioactive material transport, including severe accidents,
the NRC concluded that "the risks attendant to accidents involving
radioactive material shipments are sufficiently small to allow continued
shipments by all modes (e.g., truck, rail, air, barge)."
Minimal variation in accident rates for different regions supports the use of
the national-average, combination-truck, accident rate for interstate
highways, which Is 0.00000031 (3.1 x 10-7) accidents per kilometer (1.8
accidents per ten million miles). The RADTRAN 4 estimates of radiological
risks from transportation accidents associated with SNTP program
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shipments are 0.84 person-mrsm for shipments to NTS and 0.93 personmrem for shipments to INEL. These exposures may result in the projection
of approximately 0.00000067 (6.7 x 10") additional cancer fatalities and
approximately 0.00000018 11.8 x 10-') additional genetic disorders from
NTS transportation, and up to 0.00000074 (7.4 x 10") additional cancer
fatalities and up to 0.00000020 (2.0 x 10-') additional genetic disorders
from INEL transportation. For non-radiological transportation risks (e.g.,
traffic accidents), RADTRAN 4 analysis projects up to 0.20 fatalities due to
shipments to NTS and 0.23 fatalities due to shipments to INEL.
4.12.3 Nonradlotogical Hazards
4.12.3.1 Construction. The design of the test facility has no known
features that would increase worker hazards during construction. Site
characterization would be conducted at both the SMTS and the CTF prior to
construction, and any chemical and/or radiological contaminants present
would be identified. Any remediation required to make the site safe for
personnel and operations would be performed before PBR test facility
construction activities could begin (see Section 4.5). Because construction
activities would be performed in compliance with applicable worker safety
codes (e.g., OSHA, National Electric Code, National Fire Protection Code,
DOE), and because no occupational hazards, beyond those currently
experienced during other construction activities at NTS or INEL (e.g., heavy
equipment hazards, overhead and lifting hazards, trenching and shoring
hazards and other construction hazards) have been identified, no significant
non-radiological impacts, such as exposure to site contaminants, are
expected to occur.
4.12.3.2 Normal Operations. The particle bed reactors and ETS use
common gase (some as extremely low temperature (cryogenic] liquids) that
can be hazardous in some situations. Because of their extremely low
temperatures, liquid hydrogen (LH2), liquid oxygen (LOX), and liquid nitrogen
(LN2) will damage or destroy animal and plant tissue on contact. Gaseous
hydrogen, nitrogen, and helium in high enough concentrations can displace
oxygen, causing asphyxiation. A high concentration of oxygen in the
presence of flammable materials is a severe fire hazard; minimal to high
concentrations of hydrogen in the presence of oxygen are extremely
flammable and can be explosive. Despite these potential hazards, these
materials have been used safely in commercial and research applications for
decades without unreasonable danger.

Hydrogen Safety
Hydrogen is odorless and colorless as a gas or a liquid. It is not toxic, but is
a simple asphyxiant in that it can reduce the oxygen concentration below
that necessary to sustain life. The principal hazard associated with
hydrogen arises from its extreme flammability range - from 4.0 to 72.4
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percent in air. It ignites easily, bums rapidly with a nearly invisible flame,
and can explode. Although it forms a combustible mixture very quickly, it is
also very buoyant and disperses quickly.
Both liquid and gaseous hydrogen would be used in PBR validation testing
and there would be several hydrogen storage vessels at the PBR test facility.
The hydrogen system would be designed, maintained, and operated in
compliance with the applicable National Fire Protection Association (NFPA),
Compressed Gas Association (CGA), and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) standards to ensure its safety. Additional safety

measures would include a shrapnel barrier to reduce the possibility that
shrapnel generated by a nearby explosion would impact the hydrogen
storage vessels, and the systems would be grounded to prevent static
discharges. Generally, when a system ruptures, the proportion of
combustible fuel in the spill is less than 10 percent of the total quantity
spilled; so if a rupture should occur, only a portion of the theoretical
maximum explosive potential would be available because high-energy
explosions require a well-mixed oxygen-hydrogen environment. Also,
although gaseous hydrogen forms a combustible mixture very quickly, it is
also very buoyant and the hazard will therefore exist for a relatively shorter
time than, for example, with a methane or gasoline -i ' (McCarty at al.,
1981). Although the deflagration (flame speed below the speed of sound)
and/or detonation (flame speed above than the speed of sound) of hydrogen
would cause a potential threat to the health and safety of on-site personnel,
proper system design, storage, and handling would signIficantly reduce that

danger.
If the storage systems are not properly purged following a handling
operation, heat expansion of cold gases may cause system ruptures. This is
compounded in the case of liquid hydrogen, where oxygen crystals can be
formed in the fluid as a result of unpurged air in the system, resulting in a
detonable mass. Because of these hazards, there must be provisions for
venting i any potential fixed volume where cryogenic fluids might collect.
Large quanltites of gaseous hydrogen have been used at industrial and
rocket fscalities for a number of years and a review of hydrogen safety
literature regarding bulk storage and operations (Edeskuty, 1991) does not
identify any extraordinary safety requirements for use and handling in an
industrial environment.

Oxygen Safet
LOX Is pale blue, gaseous oxygen is colorless, and both are odorless.
Breathing an extremely high concentration of oxygen (60 percent or greater)
can produce central nervous system effects. There are no workplace or
emergency limits for oxygen (Air Products and Chemicals, 1989), although
atmospheric concentrations greater than 25 percent are considered severe
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fire hazards. Although oxygen itself Is nonflammable, it vigorously supports
and accelerates combustion of flammable materials. Normal oxygen content
of the atmosphere at sea level is 20.8 percent by volume. Some materials

that ae considered to be noncombustible in air readily bum in the presence
of pure oxygen. Guidelines set by the National Institute of Occupational
Health and Safety recommend the oxygen content In air be maintained
between 19.5 and 25 percent by volume. Environments with an

atmospheric oxygen content of less than 19.5 percent are considered
oxygen deficient and cannot support the requirements of human respiration.
Three potential dangers must be considered in relation to oxygen storage.
Uke LHj, the extremely low temperatures of LOX will cause burns and ties
damage in the event of skin contact. Second, LOX readily supports
combustion of oxidizable material, and Is quickly absorbed by combustible
materials (including clothing). In the presence of high concentrations of
oxygen, many materials may quickly and violently ignite (Kirk-Othmer,
1966). Third, when LOX vaporizes at standard atmospheric conditions, the
gas would take up 860 times as much space as the liquld. Should ths
happen in an unvented enclosed space, a high pressure explosion could
occur (Kirk-Othmer, 1966). Leaks of oxygen from a storage system are
especially dangerous in the presence of a highly combustible material such
as hydrogen, which would also be stored at the ground test facility (National
Fire Protection Association, 1986; Sex, 1984).
Similar to the hydrogen system, oxygen systems would be designed,
maintained, and operated in compliance with applicable standards to ensure
safety. The LOX storage area would be separated from the hydrogen
storage area and, as with hydrogen, would be protected by a barrier
designed to prevent impact to stomre vessels from shrapnel. The pipes
carrying the oxygen would also be insulated to prevent contact burns.
Although the storage of oxygen would cause a potential threat to the health
and safety of on-site personnel, locating the oxygen storage vessels away
from the hydrogen storage area, along with proper storage and handling
techniques, would minimize that danger.
Nitrogen and Helium Safety
Nitrogen and helium are odorless, coloess, nonflammable, and nontoxic.
They are simple asphyxiants in that they can reduce the oxygen content to
levels insufficient to support life. Helium is inert; it will not burn nor support
combustion. Nitrogen is nearly inert; it neither burns nor supports
combustion except in very high temperature/pressure conditions.
Storage vessels for helium and nitrogen would be built and protected in
accordance with accepted industrial practices and would also have shrapnel
barriers protecting them.
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ETS Operations
Under normal operating conditions hydrogen exiting the ETS will be burned
to prevent the accumulation of explosive concentrations of hydrogen in the
ambient air. The plume which results from the flarestack will consist
primarily of heated air and water vapor (produced when the hydrogen
bums). Due to its heat content this plume will rise as it cools until it finally
stabilizes at some distance downwind of the test station. An analysis of the

plume was performed to determine the stabilization height and potential
hazards to downwind air traffic.
Although for purposes of the radiological impact analysis plume rise was
restricted to the height of the inversion layer to maximize the potential
radiological imats, in practice the buoyant rise of the heated plume Ithe
same lift effect observed with hot-air balloons) would be sufficient to
penetrate such low-level inversions. The primary meteorological parameters
which affect plume rise and stabilization are:
1) Vertical Potential Temperature Gradient 1VTG) is the rate at
which air temperature drops with increasing altitude. VTG

affects the speed with which a plume rises.
2)

Horizontal and vertical plume dispersion, which determines the
rate at which the plume expands in size due to air turbulence

and mixing. Plume dispersion acts to cool the plume's
temperature until it finally reaches ambient conditions.
In analyzing the ETS plume, dispersion values were selected to correspond
to dispersion associated with model weather conditions (see Table 4.12-1).
Plume stabilization was calculated for two VTG cases. The first case uses a
VTG value which corresponds to that likely to be encountered during model
weather conditions. For this case a plume stabilization height of
approximately 2,780 meters (9,100 feet) was identified, beginning at about
15 kilometers (9.3 miles) downwind of the stack. In the second case the
reasonable VTG value which maximizes plume rise was used. For this case
a plume stabilization height of approximatply 6,000 meters (19,700 feet)
was identified, beginning at about 32 kilometers (20 miles) downwind of the

stock.
For both cases the upper edge of the plume would extend above the
stabiization height, and the plume would continue to expand as it traveled
further downwind, until it eventually Is dissipated by atmospheric
turbulence. In both cases however, minimal hazards are presented to
downwind air traffic since beyond a downwind distance of 1-2 kilometers
(0.6 to 1.2 miles) the plume is sufficiently cooled that aircraft can easily
pass through without incident.
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At NTS, flight restrictions will preclude aircraft entering the plume in this
region. At INEL, only flights below 1,600 feet are restricted, which may
allow limited access to areas where there could be additional turbulence due
to the plume (see Section 4.4). No other hazards have been identified in
association with downwind plume rise.
4.12.3.3 Potential Accidents
Explosion i the Cryogenics Storage Facilities. The most serious potential
accident In the cryogenic materials storage area would be a detonation
following a release of all the LH, from a large storage vessel. The ranges of
some of the effects of such an explosion, assuming flat terrain and no
shielding from the blast, are shown in Table 4.12-10. Such a detonation is
very unlikely; it could occur only as the result of a series of unlikely system
failures. The blast wave, heat, and flying debris would undoubtedly cause
extensive damage to other facilities in the area, possibly including storage
vessels for LOX, LN2 or helium. Hydrogen, oxygen and helium do not, by
themselves, create highly toxic combustion products, but the addition of LN,
to a fire or explosion could produce toxic nitrogen oxides. Combustion of
other materials in the vicinity could produce some toxic byproducts.
Table 4.12-10. Damage Distances from a Single Storage Vessel Accident

Threshold

Distance (kilometers)

1% Window Breakage
Safe Inhabited Building Distance
Safe Public Road Distance
1% Ear Drum Rupture
1% Death

19.5
1.5
0.825
0.525
0.2

Effluent Treatment System. There are three potential safety hazards
associated with the ETS used to treat the exhaust from PIPET and GTA
testing. First, air may enter the system, mix with hydrogen, and cause
deflagration and/or detonation; hydrogen deflagration and/or detonation
within, or adjacent to, the ETS may cause serious damage and/or loss of
le. Second, leaks may develop, allowing hydrogen to escape into the
atmosphere where ignition and subsequent deflagration and/or detonation
could also occur. Third, the flare may extinguish, causing a safety hazard
as the unburned hydrogen accumulates and creates an explosive
atmosphere external to the system.
To prevent Infiltration of air into the system, a complete purge using
gaseous helium would be accomplished prior to the start of a test operation.
This purge would ensure that a helium atmosphere displaces any oxygen in
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the system. The system would also be operated at positive pressure to
pWrvent reifiltration of oxygen.
Monitoring would be accomplish during tes operations to detect any
hydrogen leaks. Prior to test oporations, the system would be thoroughly

Inspected to detect any possible points where leakage may occur, with
special attention given to volves, pipe joints and other pe-fit locations.
Hydrogen Flare Stack. For normal operation of the flare stack, air must be
excluded. If air is allowed in, a fire or explosion of the hydrogen/oxygen
mixture is very likely. However, the relatively small amount of such a
mixture that could accumulate in the stack would produce an explosion
much smaller than a storage vessel explosion. It could damage the stack,
but during normal operations no workers would be within the potential

human injury distance of such an explosion.
Beryllium Release. The reactors may contain some beryllium metal. In the
event of a catastrophic failure of the reactor core, some of it could be
released as beryllium oxide, which is toxic if inhaled. Although no credible
accident has been Identified that would release a substantial amount of the
beryllium in a form that could be Inhaled, the analysis performed assumed
that all bervyllum was released as beryum oxide. This analysis includes
coniderion of hydrogen fire and explosion, which was found to be
sc
enorgetic to mobilize significant quantities of beryllium. The
details of the analysis am described in Section 8.0 of Appendix E. The
results of the analysis indicate that even in the ovent of total release, the
exposure to any individual would not exceed 0.0003 milligram (mg), which
is less than two percent of the OSHA daily exposure limit of

0.0173 milligram.
4.12.3.4 Transportation of Cryogenic Materidas
Cryogenic liquids would be obtained from commercial sources and
transported to NTS or INEL by railcar or tanker truck. Transportation of
cryogenic materials is a routine commercial operation Normal (i.e., no
accidents) transportaion of cryogenic materials involves no hazard to the

public.
However, LH., LN,, and LOX would present moderate to severe hazard
potentials in the event of a vehicle accident during their tira
t
between the mnIufacturng plant and NTS or INEL. AN three we cryogenic
liquids that could kill or damage any living tissue on contact. Upon
evaporating, U. 2 and LN, would displace air in the imnmediate vicinity of a
spill, causing an asphyxiation hazard. LOX would increase the risk and
severity of fires. LH2 presents the greatest potential hazard because any
hydrogen that escaped from the tank would mix with air, creating a

fire/explson hazard.
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An analysis of the I., fire/explosion hazard is presented as the maximum-

consqun

transportation accident. The analysis was performed using the

Automated Resource for Chemical Hazard Incident Evaluation (ARCHIE)
model. The ARCHIE model Is used by communities with emergency

planning r

b

to evaluate accident consequences; it Is used here

to compare the consequences of slow and fast (total) releases for rail and

truck transport. For this analysis, slow release is considered to be 100
gallons per minute. At this rate, it will take more than 30 minutes for the
entire tank contents to be released. A fast relem is one In which the entire
contents are released in the first five minutes after the accident.
Three accident scenarios were analyzed:

"* Pool fire: a released pool of LHIs Ignited and bums across the
pool surface
"* Uncontained vapor cloud explosion: the hydrogen vapor cloud
above a pool of I.H bums with a flame propagation speed
greater than the speed of sound

"* Fireball: The hydrogen vapor cloud above a pool of LH, bums
with a flame propagation speed less than the speed of sound
A summary of the results of the analysis Is presented in Table 4.12-11. The
numbers reported are zones of effect, expressed as the distance from the
center of the fire or detonation. The zones of effect are generally larger for
releases from railcars because a railcar would carry more I.H than a tanker
truck. However, rail is considered the safer way to transport LH, because

the probability of a railcar spill Is much smaller.
4.12.3.5 Site-Specific Hazards

SMTS
No additional health and safety hazards have been identified that are unique
to the SMTS.

CTF
In addition to the hazards shared with the SMTS, the CTF presents an

additional hazard related to the use of the existing containment structure.
The use of this structure for testing purposes may allow the build-up of
hydrogen inside the facility during test operations. Following test

completion, venting of the structure would be required before personnel
could enter. This would prevent the potential for explosion due to ignition
of explosive concentrations of hydrogen, or asphyxiation due to low oxygen
levels. Because the use of the containment structure could threaten the
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Talde 4.12-11. Comperstive Doat on te Conewuence of Four Accident Scenario.
Tanker Truck
Spill (Slow
Release)
(feet)
Po" Fre
31
"* Fatality Zone
" Injury Zone
45
Unconfined Vao Cloud Explosionw
"* Fatality Zone
26
Zone
142
"* Injury
"* Property
381

Tanker Truck
Spill (Total
Release)
(feet)

Railcar Spill
(Slow Release)
(feet)

Railcar Spill (Total
Release)
(feet)

88
126

44
63

315
451

77
410
1,097

31
162
433

140
742
1,990

218
466

218
468

218
468

Damage Zonew
Frebell
"* Fatality Zone
" injury Zone
Note.:

218
468

to) AN ditanoe we rad iexcept for the vaporloud explosion. The distance vaues for the vapor doud
explosion we Indistance from the explosion, which can occur anywhere within the ground ware pased over

4b)

by the ~oud or plume.
Property damae defined as saom damage to homerceiings; 10 percent window brediage.

physical well-being of workers. its use may have a moderate impact on

safety.

4.12.4 Mitigation Measures
During normal operations and radioactive material transport, no mitigation
"measures would be required (except hydrogen plume avoidance at INEL; see
Section 4.4.2.2) since impacts would be below regulatory thresholds, and
would be very small relative to the existing natural radiation environment. In
the event of an accident during reactor operation, several measures could be
taken to reduce impacts, including:

"

Isolate affected areas downwind of the SMTS or the CTF to limit
exposure to personnel and the public. This can be accomplished
through road closure andlor evacuation of populations in

accordance with pre-establiaed accidnt response plans.
"e Restrict use of land contaminated as a result of an accidental
release. Restrictions could include limitations on allowable
activities (e.g., no grazing or agriculture). Restrictions would
reduce the long-term dose resulting from resuspension
Inhalation. grounrdWsin, an Ingestion of contamian
ted food
products. They would also act to prevent migration of
containtion to non-restricted and unaffected reas.
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*

Decontaminate to reduce the need for long-term land use
restriction.

Mitigation of effects due to tansportao accidents would be similar to
those citld above. However, because affected area would be much

smaller, immediate evacuatlon followed by decontamination efforts would
be favored. This would reduce Impacts resulting from accidents to below
evaluated levels.
4.12.5 No-Action Alternative
Since no activities or uses of radiological, hazardous, or cryogenic materials
would occur with the No-Action Alternative, no health and safety-related
Impacts would occur at either of the SNTP alternative sits or along any

-asi•allroutes.
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5.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
Federal and state agencies that were contacted during the course of preparing this
environmental Impact statement are listed below.

FEDERAL AGENCIES
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

of Energy
of Energy, Idaho Field Office
of Energy, Nevada Field Office
of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
of the Interior, National Park Service

STATE AGENCIES
Nevada Bureau of Air Quality
Nevada Fish and Game Department
Nevada Wildlife Department
State Office of Historic Preservation (Nevada)
State Office of Historic Preservation (Idaho)
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Kandish Arulmoli, P.E., G.E., Managing Senior Engineer, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1977, Civil Engineering, University of Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka
M.S., 1980, Civil Engineering, University of California, Davis
Ph.D., 1992, Geotechnical Engineering, University of California, Davis
Years of Experience: 12
George Allen, Manager, Nuclear Technology Department, Sandia National Laboratories
B.S., 1971, Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
M.S., 1971, Nuclear Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Ph.D., 1976, Nuclear Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
M.S., 1983, Business Administration, University of New Mexico
Years of Experience: 21
Raul Alonzo, Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
A.A, 1980, Graphic Arts, Santa Ana Community College, Santa Ana, California
Years of Experience: 13
Gary P. Baumgartel, P.E., Ueutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force, Chief, AFCEE-ESE
B.S., 1972, Civil Engineering, Lowell Technological Institute, Lowell, Massachusetts
M.S., 1979, Facilities Management, Air Force Institute of Technology, School of Systems
and Logistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Years of Experience: 20
David F. Beck, Department Manager, Sandia National Laboratories
B.S., 1978, Mechanical Engineering, University of Arizona
M.S., 1985, Mechanical Engineering, Southern Methodist University
Years of Experience: 14
Dennis B. Burke, R.G., Senior Staff Geologist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A., 1964, Geology, Cornell University, New York
M.S., 1967, Geology, Stanford University, California
Ph.D., 1973, Geology, Stanford University, California
Years of Experience: 22
Sandra Lee Cuttino, P.E., Environmental Manager, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1979, Civil Engineering, University of California, Davis
Years of Experience: 12
Gregory T. Duecker, Senior Project Geologist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A., 1982, Geology, Rutgers University, New Jersey
M.S., 1985, Geology, University of California, Riverside
Years of Experience: 7
Jackie Eldridge, Senior Technical Editor, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1971, Biology, Fairleigh Dickinson University, New Jersey
M.S., 1979, Marine and Environmental Science, Long Island University, New York
M.B.A., 1983, Business Administration, National University, California
Years of Experience: 16
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David Gots. Senior Staff Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A., 1988, Environmental Studies, California State University, San Bernardino
Years of Experience: 3
Paul D. Guptill, R.G., C.E.G., Associate Geologist, The Earth Technology Corporation
S.A. 1971, Geology, University of California, Santa Barbara
Years of Experience: 22
Cad E. Gyuler, Senior Engineer, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1980, Microbiology, Montana State University
M.S., 1982, Environmental Engineering, Montana State University
Years of Experience: 8
Christopher J. Hall, Senior Staff Geographer, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A., 1983, Geography, California State University, Long Beach
Years of Experience: 6
Charles D. Harmon, SNTP ES&H Manager, Phillips Laboratory
U.S. Army Nuclear Power Program Graduate
NRC Licensed Senior Reactor Operator
DOE Certified Research Reactor Supervisor
Years of Experience: 24
Scott A. Hartford, P.E., Captain, U.S. Air Force, AFCEE/ESEP
B.S.C.E., 1986, Civil Engineering, University of New Hampshire
M.B.A., 1990, Management, Golden Gate University
M.S., 1991, Environmental Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder
Years of Experience: 6
Thomas HIll, P.E., Principal Program Specialist, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
B.S., 1967, Mechanical Engineering, Washington State University
Years of Experience: 25
James R. Hipp, Senior Member of Technical Staff, Sandia National Laboratories
B.S., 1982, Nuclear Engineering, Kansas State University
B.S., 1982, Physics and Mathematics, Kansas State University
M.S., 1987, Nuclear Engineering, University of New Mexico
Years of Experience: 10
Jaoes W. Hoyt, Project Environmental Professional, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1983, Forestry, Humboldt State University, Arcata, California
Yeam of Experience: 11
Orville J. Kenaok, Managing Senior Engineer, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1959, Mechanical Engineering, North Dakota State University
M.S., 1965, Materials Engineering, Air Force Institute of Technology
Years of Experience: 27
David H. Krlstensen, Ueutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force, PL/VT-X
B.S.M.E., 1976, Mechanical Engineering, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs
M.S., 1986, Nuclear Engineering, Air Force Institute of Technology
Years of Experience: 16
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B.S., 1967, General Engineering, University of Portland, Oregon
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George F. Maier, Managing Senior'Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., Chemistry, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia
Post-graduate Studies, Environmental Chemistry, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia
Years of Experience: 20
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B.A., 1965, Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle
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Years of Experience: 7
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American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
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American Nuclear Society (ANS) 4-36, 4-37,
4-53, 4-57
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) 4-64
aquifer 3-7, 3-53, 3-54, 3-55, 3-57, 3-58,
4-33, 4-34
aquifers 3-5, 3-53, 3-54, 3-55
archaeological resources 3-29, 3-30, 3-31,
3-33, 4-26, 4-27, 4-28
"asbestos 3-3, 3-5, 3-13, 3-20, 4-27
B
bald eagle 3-28, 4-24
beryllium 2-4, 4-68
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birds 3-26, 3-29, 4-22, 4-23, 4-24
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C
Clean Air Act (CAA) 3-22
community 2-4, 3-1, 3-29, 3-51, 3-60, 3-62,
4-1, 4-22, 4-32, 4-33, 4-37
confinement 2-15, 2-17, 2-24, 4-55, 4-56
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containment 2-4, 2-7, 2-31, 2-35, 3-11, 3-13,
3-63, 4-24, 4-56, 4-61, 4-70
contamination 2-41, 3-21, 3-55, 4-8, 4-11,
4-15, 4-16, 4-34, 4-41, 4-61, 4-71
Council of Environmental Quality (CEO) 1-1,
1-5
Craters of the Moon National Monument 3-24
cultural resources 2-38, 2-39, 3-1, 3-29,
3-30, 3-31, 3-32, 3-33, 3-34, 3-35, 4-1,
4-25, 4-26, 4-27, 4-28
cumulative impacts 1-8, 2-40, 2-41, 2-42,
4-1, 4-11, 4-16, 4-17, 4-18, 4-50
D
decibels 3-51, 4-22, 4-32
decommissioning 2-1, 2-12, 2-13, 3-51, 4-9,
4-10, 4-13, 4-14, 4-37, 4-40, 4-60
decontamination 2-1. 2-12, 2-13, 2-26, 3-19,
3-51, 4-9, 4-10, 4-13, 4-14, 4-40, 4-71
Desert Research Institute (DRI) 3-31
E
earthquakes 3-40, 3-44, 3-47, 3-48, 4-29,
4-31, 4-39
effluent treatment system JETS) 2-9, 2-17,
2-19, 2-20, 2-21, 2-22, 2-23, 2-24, 2-25,
3-7, 3-19, 3-21, 3-60, 3-63, 4-9, 4-23,
4-36, 4-67
employment 2-26, 3-2, 3-3, 4-1, 4-2
endangered species 3-25, 3-27, 3-28, 4-22,
4-23, 4-24, 4-25
environmental radiation 3-61, 3-63, 3-64,
4-37
F
faults 3-35, 3-37, 3-40, 3-41, 3-44, 3-47,
3-48, 3-53
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fuel elements 2-4, 2-7. 2-9, 2-10, 2-18. 2-21,
2-25, 2-36, 3-15, 3-16, 4-8, 4-50, 4-55,
4-61
fuel particles 1-1, 2-3, 2-4, 4-49
ful-scale facility 2-13, 2-24, 2-25, 2-26
0
geology 3-1, 3-35, 3-37, 3-49, 4-1. 4-29,
4-30, 4-31, 4-32
groundshine 4-71
groundwater 3-5, 3-7, 3-53, 3-54, 3-55, 3-57,
4-18, 4-33, 4-34, 4-35
H
habitat 2-38, 3-25, 3-26, 3-27, 3-29, 4-22,
4-23, 4-24
hazardous materials 2-40, 3-1, 3-15, 3-18,
3-19, 4-1, 4-7, 4-8, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13,
4-15, 4-18, 4-37
hazardous waste 1-8, 2-40, 2-41, 2-42, 3-15,
3-16, 3-17, 3-18, 3-19, 3-20, 3-21, 4-7,
4-9, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, 4-15, 4-16, 4-17,
4-18
helium safety 4-65
highways 2-35, 3-14, 4-6, 4-62
historic resources 2-39, 3-2, 3-29, 3-30,
3-31, 3-33, 3-35, 3-40, 3-42, 4-25, 4-26,
4-27, 4-28, 4-30
hydrogen safety 2-17, 2-18, 2-19, 2-25, 4-41,
4-56, 4-63, 4-64, 4-65
1
irradiated fuel 2-16, 2-25, 4-9, 4-61
J
Joshua trees 3-25, 4-22
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L
land use 3-1, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11. 3-12, 3-42,
4-1, 4-4, 4-5, 4-71
landfill 3-5, 3-7, 3-20
low-level waste (LLW) 2-41, 2-42, 3-15, 3-17,
3-18, 3-19, 3-20, 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12,
4-13, 4-14, 4-16, 4-17, 4-18
M
mammals 3-26, 3-27, 4-22, 4-24
Maximally Exposed Individual (MEI) 4-35,
4-36, 4-37, 4-44, 4-45, 4-50, 4-51, 4-52,
4-56, 4-57
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System
(MACCS) 4-41, 4-42, 4-44, 4-45, 4-46,
4-49
mixed waste 2-42, 3-17, 3-18, 3-19, 3-20,
4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, 4-14, 4-15,
4-16, 4-17
mixed wastes 2-41, 3-15, 3-20, 4-10, 4-15
N
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) 3-22, 3-23, 3-24, 3-25
National Council on Radiation Protection
(NCRP) 3-64
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) 2-19, 2-23, 3-23,
3-65, 4-19, 4-41, 4-45, 4-49, 4-51
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 1-1,
1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 3-30
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
4-64
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) 2-31, 4-5, 4-42
National Priorities Ust (NPL) 3-21, 3-58
National Register 2-39, 3-30, 3-31, 3-35,
4-25, 4-26, 4-27
National Response Center (NRC) 4-8, 4-62
Native American 1-8, 3-29, 3-30, 3-33, 3-35,
4-26, 4-27, 4-28
noise 3-1, 3-51, 3-52, 4-1, 4-22, 4-23, 4-24,
4-32, 4-33
nonattainment area 3-22, 3-24
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Notice of Intent 1-5
nuclide 4-43, 4-44
0
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) 4-32, 4-33, 4-63, 4-68
Oxygen Safety 4-64

solid waste 3-4, 3-5, 3-7, 3-15, 4-2, 4-3,
4-14
State Historic Preservation Office ISHPO)
4-26, 4-27
sub-scale facility 2-10, 2-11, 2-13, 2-15,
2-16, 2-18, 2-24, 2-26, 2-37, 4-2
surface water 3-54, 3-55, 3-56, 4-33, 4-34
T

P
paleontological resources 3-29, 3-30, 3-31,
3-33, 3-35, 4-26, 4-28
population dose 4-44, 4-45. 4-52, 4-56, 4-58,
4-59. 4-60
post-irradiation examination (PIE) 2-24, 2-35,
2-38. 3-17, 4-7, 4-8, 4-61
Q
Quest site 2-38, 2-39
R
radiation shielding 2-16
radiological monitoring 3-58, 3-60, 3-61, 3-63
radiological release 4-41
radionuclides 2-19, 3-16, 3-63, 3-64, 4-44
reactor safety 2-17, 3-3
region of influence 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-9,
3-13, 3-22, 3-25, 3-31, 3-33, 3-35, 3-53,
4-1, 4-2, 4-26, 4-27, 4-28
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) 3-15, 3-16, 3-17, 3-18, 3-19,
3-20, 4-10
S
security 2-13, 2-26, 2-31, 3-14, 3-15, 3-58,
3-59, 3-61, 3-62, 4-7
seismic risk zone 3-41, 4-29
seaismicity 3-40, 3-41, 3-45, 3-47, 3-48
sensitive habitats 3-25, 3-27, 3-29, 4-23,
4-25
shrapnel barriers 2-18, 4-64, 4-65, 4-66
soils 3-1, 3-5, 3-35, 3-41, 3-49, 3-64, 4-1,
4-20, 4-29, 4-30, 4-31, 4-32

test cell 2-9, 2-11, 2-13, 2-16. 2-16. 2-17,
2-18, 2-23, 2-24, 2-25, 2-31
threatened and endangered species 3-25,
3-27, 3-28, 4-23, 4-24
threatened species 2-38, 4-23
thrust-to-weight ratio 1-2, 1-3
traffic 1-7, 2-35, 3-13, 3-14, 3-51, 3-58,
3-62, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-19, 4-21, 4-23,
4-63, 4-66, 4-67
traffic volume 3-13, 3-14, 4-5, 4-6
transportation 2-7, 2-9, 2-26, 2-35, 2-36, 3-1.
3-4. 3-13, 3-14, 3-15, 3-16, 3-58, 3-59,
3-62, 4-1, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-14, 4-21,
4-22, 4-35, 4-36, 4-37, 4-40, 4-41, 4-61,
4-62, 4-63, 4-68, 4-69, 4-71
transuranic (TRU) waste 1-8, 2-41, 2-42,
3-16, 3-18, 3-19, 3-20, 3-21, 4-9, 4-10,
4-13, 4-14, 4-15, 4-17, 4-18
U
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
1-5, 1-6, 3-18, 3-20, 3-21, 3-22, 3-53,
3-54, 3-57, 3-60, 3-61, 4-9, 4-13, 4-15,
4-36
underground testing 3-13, 3-41, 3-54, 3-59,
3-65, 4-4, 4-29
uranium 2-4, 2-10, 2-12, 4-8, 4-41, 4-43,
4-61, 4-62
uranium-235 (U-235) 2-4, 2-13, 2-36, 4-8,
4-13
utilities 2-26
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V
vegetation 3-25. 3-26. 3-27, 3-28, 3-29,
4-22, 4-24, 4-30, 4-31
volcanic activity 1-8, 3-35. 3-37, 3-41, 3-42,
3-48, 3-49, 3-50, 3-53, 3-55. 4-29. 4-30,
4-31
W
wastewater 3-4, 3-5, 3-7, 3-17, 4-2, 4-3,
4-33, 4-35
water supply 2-30, 2-35, 3-5, 3-7, 3-9, 3-31,
3-54, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-34
wetlands 2-38, 3-25. 3-27, 3-29, 4-25
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9.0 PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

INTRODUCTION
The Air Force has complied with the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) mandate of public participation in the environmental impact analysis
process primarily in two ways. The subject Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) was made available for public review and comment in
August-October 1992. In addition, four public hearings were held at which
the Air Force presented the findings of the DEIS for the Space Nuclear
Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) Program and invited public comment. The
meetings were held at the following locations:

"*
"*
"*
"*

Las Vegas, Nevada on 8 September 1992
St. George, Utah on 10 September 1992
Salt Lake City, Utah on 15 September 1992
Idaho Falls, Idaho on 17 September 1992

Public comments received both verbally at the public meeting and in writing
during the response period have been reviewed and are addressed by the Air
Force in this section.
ORGANIZATION
This Public Comment and Response section is organized into several
subsections, as follows:

"* This introduction, which describes the process, organization, and
"*
"*
"*
"*

approach taken in addressing public comments
A consolidated comment-response document
An index of commentora
Transcript of the public hearings
Photocopies of all written comments received.

These sections are described below.
Comments received that are similar in nature or address similar concerns
have been consolidated to focus on the issue of concern, and a response is
provided that addresses all of the similar comments. Some comments
simply state a fact or opinion, for example, "Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) has over 40 years of experience with nuclear reactors."
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Such comments, although appreciated, do not require a specific response
and are not called out herein. Al comments will be passed on to the
decision-maker. The comments and responses that are discussed are

grouped by area of concern, as follows:
1.0

Policy

2.0

Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action

3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0

Alternatives Including the Proposed Action
Local Community
Land Use
Hazardous Materials And Hazardous Waste Management
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology and Solls
Water Resources
Health and Safety
General

Within each area, each consolidated comment-response is numbered
sequentially. For example, under 9.0 Cultural Resources, Individual
comments-responses are numbered 9.1, 9.2, etc. At the end of each
numbered comment is a set of numbers that refer to the specific comment
in the documents received that were combined Into that consolidated
comment. The numbers of the Individual comments are indicated in
parentheses, e.g. 11 -14, 7-2, 40-6, 108-5). Comment 1-14, for example,
refers to document 1, comment number 14. A reader who wishes to read
the specific comment(s) received may turn to the photocopies of the
documents included in this section. Below each comment number is the
number of the consolidated comment in which the specific comment has
been encompassed, e.g. 6.1. Thus, the reader may reference back and
forth between the consolidated comments-responses and the specific
comment documents as they were received. It should be noted that
comments of a general nature (i.e., those addressed in Section 13) have
been designated by letters (e.g. 3-B) for editing purposes.
It should be further noted that some comments in the documents received
are not included in the consolidated comment-response document. These
are comments to which no response is required, as explained above.
Finally, it should be emphasized that not only have responses to EIS
comments been addressed in this comment-response section, as explained,
but the text of the EIS itself has also been revised, as appropriate, to reflect
the concerns expressed in the public comments.
The index of commentors (Page 9-63) Includes the name of the commentor,
the identifying document number that has been assigned to it, and the page
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number in this chapter on which the photocopy of the document is

presented.
1.0

POUCY

1.1

Commmnt Programmatic ElSs are being done for Nevada Test Site
(NTS) and INEL on the remediation and reconfiguration of the sites.
The SNTP EIS should be postponed until after completion of the
programmatic EISs. The SNTP wastes should be discussed in
context of theao programmatic ElSs. Installation-wide activities for
these EISs should be considered as cumulative impacts. (1-17, 7-2,
107-13, 107-20, 118-4, 171-2, 171-16)
Repose The programmatic ElSs (PEIS) referred to (Integrated
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WMJ
Program, and Reconfiguration of the Nuclear Weapons Complex) are
documents with broad scope covering numerous Department of
Energy (DOE) installations. The ER & WM PEIS will describe
numerous alternatives for remedistion activities, waste treatment,
storage, and disposal locations and procedures, and related activities
at DOE installations. The Reconfiguration PEIS will analyze
numerous alternatives, including one alternative to move several
facilities to INEL. Brief descriptions of the actions being studied and
potential hazardous waste cumulative impacts have been added to
Sections 2.7 and 4.5, respectively. These actions may cause
modifications to waste management practices; however, the
capability to handle wastes generated by the SNTP program would
still exist. In accordance with CEQ Regulations (40 CFR 1506.1 (c)),
the SNTP program has been analyzed separately in this EIS, and
would not prejudice the decisions to be made on those programs.
Therefore, the NEPA process for the SNTP program may proceed on
its own schedule.

1.2

rommnt The nuclear rocket portion of the program should be
analyzed in this EIS. The greater scope of the EIS should include the
probability and resultant impacts of an accident during launch.
Comment includes a discussion of the Consequence I-type accident
(analyzed in the DEIS), and how these types of accidents would be
similar to a rocket launch accident. (2-9, 3-24, 3-25, 171-3, 11830, 118-57, 199-3)

finsL

The Air Force proposal involves developing and validating
the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) technology. If the PBR technology
itself is proven, the Air Force may then propose specific potential
follow-on activities. It would be premature to attempt to evaluate
environmental impacts of activities as yet unplanned, or of a system
yet to be characterized. As stated in Section 1.4, should the
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technology be refined to such a point, appropriate environmental
impact analyses would be carried out to support those types of
decisions.
1.3

Commet Scope of the EIS should be expanded to include analysis
of component testing, prior to testing of multiple assemblies (which
are covered in the EIS). The project should also include component
fabrication phases and post-operational (i.e., post-PBR validation)
research. (4-1, 17-5, 54-1)
Response Component fabrication and testing would be required to
be carried out at contractor facilities and national laboratories, not at
the PBR validation test site. These activities fall within the existing
operational characteristics of these facilities, the environmental
impacts of which have been analyzed In existing environmental
documentation.

1.4

Comment. The EIS should evaluate an alternative to perform needed
rocket launches using alternative propellants, such as solid rocket
motors used for the Trident 11missiles, and/or replacing nuclear
warheads with satellites and thereby using existing, un-needed
rockets. (3-13)
Rsnses The proposal in this EIS is a technology development
program, not selection of a particular space launch system.
Therefore, study of alternative propellants and missile use is not
appropriate.

1.5

Comment Testing at Sandia National Laboratories needs to be
Included in the environmental analysis. (118-12)
Response: New activities performed at Sandia National Laboratories
would be within the bounds of existing environmental
documentation.

1.6

Comments Expand the scope of the study to include evaluating the
suitability of the site for all DOE and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) space propulsion programs, as well as future
international cooperation in such efforts. (36-20 103-2)
Response: The proposal in this EIS is a technology development
program, not selection of space propulsion programs. Therefore,
study of other propulsion programs, and the suitability of the PBR
validation test site(s) for supporting these programs, is not
appropriate.
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1.7

GgMmegt: The DEIS does not contain an appendix with the Scoping
comments. The DEIS cannot be property reviewed without these
comments. (1-11)
Roammon.
There is no obligation to formally present or respond to
comments received during the scoping period. Scoping is a part of
the public process with the goal of gathering information on
environmental issues and to guide the development of the EIS.
Scoping was accomplished from March 13, 1992 through May 15,
1992, with four public meetings conducted in Nevada, Utah, and
Idaho. In addition to these meetings, scoping was developed by
means of communication with governmental/regulatory agencies,
literature searches, and conversations with various individuals.
Environmental issues identified during scoping included nuclear

"safety, transoration safety, hazardous materials handling, and
hazardous and radioactive waste disposal. These issues have been
addressed in detail in the DEIS, which can be reviewed as a standalone document.
1.8

Comment The public comment period for the DEIS should be
extended; the accelerated schedule for this document does not allow
for proper review. Copies of the DEIS were not made available.
Notice of the DEIS and public hearings was insufficient. I1-10, 2-11,
3-22, 24-1, 199-1)
Raesonse: The public comment period, 21 August to 5 October,
1992, was not formally extended. This 45-day period, which is
specified by Council of Environmental Quality (CEO) regulations
(Section 1506.10), is believed to be adequate to allow for review by
interested parties. However, the schedule for the FEIS was revised,

thereby allowing additional time for comments received to be
incorporated into the document. All comments, including those
received after 5 October, have been incorporated. During the
comment period, four public hearings were conducted in Las Vegas,
Nevada; St. George and Salt Lake City, Utah; and Idaho Falls, Idaho,
with approximately 140 statements given. The DEIS was mailed to
approximately 400 interested individuals, elected officials, federal,
state, and local agencies, and libraries in the affected areas.
Notice of availability of the DEIS was provided to local newspapers,
radio and television stations, and was published in the Federal
Register. Everyone who requested a copy of the DEIS was provided
a copy. Procedures for requesting copies were discussed at both
scoping meetings and public hearings. Those who did not request a
copy could review the DEIS at local libraries.
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Notice of public hearings was also provided to local newspapers,
radio and television stations, in addition to being Nated in the DEIS
itself.
1.9

C•mment6 Additional public hearings of the DEIS were requested for
Twin Falls, Boise, and Moscow, Idaho. (118-1)

Repnse* Public hearings were conducted in population centers
within the region affected or potentially affected by the proposed
action, which were Identified as Los Vegs, Nevada, and Idaho Falls,
Idaho. In addition, during scoping, it was determined there were
large enough numbers of people in Salt Lake City and St. George,
Utah who were interested and would attend, to justify holding

additioa hearings at those locations. The public hearing in Idaho
was held In the nearest city to INEL (Idaho Falls, approximately 40
radial miles from the CTF). The location identified by the request
are much further (Twin Falls-1 10 radial miles, Bolae-160 radial miles,
Moscow-270 radial miles); these locations are even farther when
considering road miles. In addition, comments were received from
locations other than Idaho Falls (e.g., the Idaho Governor's Office in

Boise); therefore, additional hearings do not appear to be necessary.
1.10

Comment* Does the SNTP program include examination of previous,
similar tests? Is the information from previous programs useful in
identifying impacts? (2-34)
Bflaan:oa

The SNTP program, as a fundamental research and

development activity, has reviewed all previous related efforts and
incorporated these results where *appopriate.
1.11

Indemnification in case of en accident is not discussed.
C
Government liability limits need to be discussed. (118-5)
Rllnnse: Neither financial protection nor an indemnity agreement
is required by the Price-Anderson Act for this project. In the event
of an accident, however, one who has suffered property damage or
personal injury may be able to bring a claim against the United
States under Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC Sect. 1346(b]).

1.12

8-8

Comment: The DEIS identified 93 percent U-235 as the fuel, but
leaves the door open to "other similar particle designs that may have
. If other fuels ae possible, they
high performnan chractr
need to be identified and analyzed. Definitive and exclusionary
language on fuel type to which the Departments can be held must
be in the final document. (118-8)
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The proposed fuel design is bsed on the use of uranium

fuel enriched to 93 percent U-235. Although the fission product

inventory would very somewhat with different fuels, the potential
radiological relesese would be very similar. Therefore, the analysis
based on U-235 adequately represents the environmental Impacts
that could arise form the use of other, similar fuels.
1.13

Comment. Vague text (cryogenc aborption beds and cold traps

ae under conalderal n) shows a lack of commitment and
uncertaint. Be more specific. A description of the system used to
scrub out radlonuclides from effluent was requested (i.e., Including

scubr, beg house, electrostatic precipitators, etc.). Additional
questions on the design of the effluent treatment system (ETS), its
ability to perform to standards, validation, etc., were also provided
(2-32, 17-9, 118-56)
Rauoans. Conceptual designs of ETS that provide for the optimum
removal of contaminants from the exhaust stream continue to be
evaluated. The validity of the analysis in the EIS depends on the

design efficiencies of the ETS and resulting release quantities, not
the exact design of the system. If the final design would have
different release quantities than those identified in the EIS, additional
analysis and environmental documentation would be required.
1.14

Commnent

Uncertainty of analysis I not addreed in the DEIS.

(118-29)
Rensonse: Rather than report expected values and .potential
uncertainties, the EIS presents the most conservative, credible
estimates of impacts.
1.15

C
There Is no discussion of the history of nuclear testing at
the NTS (3-171
Repue A brief description of nuclear activities at NTS is
provided in Section 3.1.1.1.

1.16

Comment: The EIS presents a good summary of previous nuclear
reactot testing activities at NTS, but does not provide equal detail of
INEL activities. (4-8)
Resoons." A brief description of nuclear activities at INEL is
provided in Section 3.1.1.2; the text has been expanded to provide
similar level of detail as presented for NTS.

1.17

Commnt: The DEIS does not present a fair or complete comparison
between the two alternative sites. F'r example, the list of agencies
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consulted shows four Nevada state agencies were consulted, and
only one Idaho agency was consulted. Also, there were more
authors/contributors from Nevada than from Idaho. (4-7)
Rhmmeo
The two alternative sites were evaluated at an equal
level of detail, as required by NEPA. To respond specifically to the
consultation concern, the State Office of Historic Preservation was
contacted In both stem in support of compliance with the National
Historic Preservation Act. Potential concerns with threatened and
endangered species were discussed with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service for both sites. The Nevada state agencies were contacted
to collect certain data for the analysis process; similar data for the
INEL site were collected from the INEL itself. Therefore, additional

data collection from thoe aencies In Idaho was not pursued. The
number of authors/contributorsfrom both sites was approximately
the same.
1.18

Comment The document contains confusing terms and phrases; for
example, using "bounding energetic accident" to describe a
hydrogen explosion. Another example is 'bounding case conditions
provided for accident analysis conducted by Program Safety. The
EIS obscures the facts about the potential danger to the public from
SNTP. The section on selection of bounding case scenarios Is
difficult to understand. Rewrite the document to be more cler..

(1-16, 2-7, 2-19, 17-13, 198-3)
BRsons." A concerted effort has been made in the writing of this
document to write in plain English, to be understood by the general
public. However, some of the subjects dealing with chemical and
nuclear safety are, by their nature, very technically intensive. Where
such subjects warrant a more detailed, scientific presentation, they
are given in appendices. Portions of the Health and Safety analysis
discussions (Section 4.12) have been revised and edited to enhance

clarity.
1.19

Comment It is not clear who is the main proponent of this program
(the Air Force, NASA, Phillips Laboratory, etc.). (3-23)
Rsnses As stated in the EIS, the proponent of this program is the
U.S. Air Force. The project is being studied and considered for
implementation by the Phillips Laboratory, which is a unit within the
Air Force. Because the two alternative test locations are on DOE
facilities, the DOE is a cooperating agency on the environmental
impact analysis process.
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1.20

Comment Why is the Air Force the proponent of this action rather

than NASA? What is the involvement of NASA? (2-40, 3-2, 107-2,
167-4, 170-3)

Bupaui

The Air Force is the proponent of the SNTP program
because the program is a Department of Defense (DOD) program.
The DOD has decided to pursue this program. NASA is maintaining
an awareness of the SNTP program.
1.21

Commentsj Federal law states that the proponent must consult and
coordinate with other governmental entities; local governments were
not consulted in this EIS process. (2-44, 22-1)
flgpggjL A good faith effort was made through the scoping and

DEIS review process to solicit environmental concerns and issues.
Availability of the DEIS was widely publicized; approximately 175
copies were provided to federal, state, and local elected officials as
well as federal, state, and local agencies. As a result, numerous
comments on issues have been received from the public and all
levels of government.
1.22

Comment. The DEIS does not discuss essential factors needed for
making an informed siting decision (40 CFR 1502.29[bJ). (170-18)
Rnn..nse The listed citation 140 CFR 1502.29[b)) does not exist in
the CEO regulations. Both sites are considered to be part of the
proposed action; descriptive detail and potential impacts from
proceeding with the proposed action at either site are provided in the
EIS so that they can be compared to each other and against the noaction alternative (40 CFR 1502.14 (b) and 40 CFR 1502.16).

1.23

Comment: What happens to the EIS if the project status parameters
that have been described which made the EIS acceptable now are
found to be different? (2-48)
ResoonaL In accordance with the NEPA requirements, new impact
analysis would be performed for these aspects of the program that
changed, total program impacts would be reviewed, and new NEPA
documentation (such as a Supplemental EIS) would be developed.
Based on this analysis, a new or revised decision would be made on
whether, where, and/or how to proceed with the program.

1.24

Comet Suggest designing facilities so that they can be used by
both military and civilian nuclear propulsion efforts. Specifically, the
ETS is not feasible for relatively long, full power tests anticipated in
civilian test programs. Water cooling should be explored at sites
where water is available. (198-2)
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RBuneonsc As indicated in the current environmental documentation,
the proposed facilities will include as much flexibility as possible to
enhance their adaptability to future non-military efforts. Water
cooling is a future option which could be supported at either of the
alternative testing locations but may require additional environmental
evaluations.
2.0

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

2.1

Cgmmengo Expand/improve the discussion of the purpose of the
program. The Purpose and Need discussions are insufficient. The
purpose and need of the subsequent nuclear rocket is not clear, and
because of this, the need for the SNTP program is not clear. What
are the consequences of not performing the tests? Is national
defense a consideration for need? If so, explain. There is no national
policy for space nuclear propulsion; therefore this project cannot
proceed. (1-2, 1-7. 1-9, 1-23, 2-2, 2-3, 2-6, 2-12, 2-13, 2-21, 224, 2-30, 2-35, 2-37, 2-41, 2-43, 3-1, 3-15, 3-20, 107-1, 107-18,
108-1, 108-3, 118-2, 119-1, 167-1, 170-1, 171-1, 198-4, 198-5,
198-6, 199-2)
RasMon.: The purpose and need discussion sections discuss the
Air Force's purpose in context of its basic mission, and the need for
performing PBR validation testing In context of fulfilling that
purpose. Additional text has been added to Sections 1.2 and 1.3 to
clarify. Also refer to comment 2.2.
The issue of whether there is a national policy supporting space
nuclear propulsion and whether the project could proceed in the
absence of such a policy are not issues that are appropriate for
discussion in an EIS.

2.2

Comment: Clarify the discussion of the SNTP program in context of
how SNTP fits into a nuclear rocket program; clarify that the rocket
testing is not included in this EIS. Include specific uses of nuclear
rockets (e.g., low earth orbit versus high earth orbit, missions to
Mars, etc.) that would result from SNTP. What types and how
many tests (e.g., number and duration of flight rating tests) would
be required for the rocket program? Include non-military applications
that could occur. What are the possibilities for spin-off industries?
Will the ground test data be used to extrapolate to flight conditions?
(1-3, 1-4, 2-14, 2-15, 2-24, 2-28, 3-3, 16-2, 17-1, 17-4, 17-7,
17-14, 64-1, 109-7, 170-2, 198-7)

asoonse:

The proposal In this EIS is a technology development
program, not selection of nuclear rocket launch programs. The need
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and purpose sections (Sections 1.2 and 1.3) have been edited for
clarity.
2.3

Comment* A statement In the DEIS seems to imply that a classified
EIS on this program exists. Clarify. (17-8)
Reamnse: There is no classified EIS for the SNTP program. Some
of the data for the SNTP EIS were taken from a declassified EIS that
was developed for a previous, similar program.

2.4

Commet The FEIS should include background information on why
SNTP would be considered preferable to other rocket propulsion
technologies. The DEIS does not explain the rationale for pursuing
this technology in comparison to the No-Action Alternative. The
FEIS should provide additional background on the historical
development of nuclear powered rockets and should explain the
rationale for considering nuclear thermal propulsion technology as an
altemative to other propulsion technologies. A summary of other
propulsion technologies which can be reasonably assumed for future
use should be Included in the No-Action Alternative. (201-1. 201-4)

Bunse:

The proposed action associated with the SNTP program
is the development and validation of particle bed reactor technology
which is potentially applicable to advanced nuclear thermal
propulsion systems. In the event that this technology should
eventually be proposed for a specific application, ali competing
technologies for that application would be analyzed and appropriate
environmental documentation would be prepared.
2.5

Comment: Among the overall purposes of the action, the DEIS cites
reducing costs of military operations and development of "less
expensive and more operationally effective access to space". No
documentation of potential cost effectiveness of the proposed
technology is provided. The FEIS should provide information on
projected costs of proposal and explain how cost of nuclear thermal
propulsion compares with other propulsion options. (201-5)
Repnse: The projected cost of this proposed action has no direct
relationship to the future cost of a nuclear thermal propulsion
engine. It is the costs associated with the final nuclear thermal
engine that would provide an appropriate comparison to the cost of
any alternative propulsion systems. While one of the objectives of
the proposed action is to develop more economical access to space,
development of this particular technology is requisite to
accomplishing this stated goal.
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3.0

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

3.1

Comment, How many other locations not analyzed in the DEIS
would be suitable for the SNTP program? Why are those sites not
considered in the DEIS? Other potentially suitable sites were
suggested. (1-18, 17-12, 198-1)
Ropona: Based on the Site Narrowing Report (summarized in
Appendix F of the EIS), three potentially suitable sites were
identified (SMTS at NTS, and CTF and Quest at INEL). The Quest
site was eliminated due to the presence of cultural resources.
Therefore, the two sites analyzed in the EIS are considered to be the

only reasonable alternatives.
3.2

Comment: Ouestions/suggestionson whether testing the PBR on
uninhabited islands, other areas of the world with less population, or
in inactive nuclear facilities in the former Soviet Union were
considered as alternatives. (2-4, 2-8, 2-22, 2-29, 2-39)

Bsoonaa Comment 3.1 asked if other sites are reasonable for the
SNTP program; this comment suggests other sites off of the
continental United States. Performing this test program in foreign
territory is not practical or reasonable due to additional coordination
requirements (State Department coordination and potential
compliance with foreign laws and regulations) as well as security
issues that would arise from performing this program on foreign soil.
Uninhabited islands, etc. were not considered because two
exclusionary criteria (summarized in Appendix F) were the use of
existing federally owned land and the presence of similar operations.
Acquisition of land or use of non-federal land is not practical. The
presence of similar operations is important for numerous reasons,
including availability of trained work force, technical interaction with
similar programs (useful in problem solving and idea-generating
activities), and availability of existing permits/facilities for
radioactive/hazardous materials and waste transportation, storage,
and/or disposal. Also,. other environmental impacts would be
introduced if the test site were located on an island (e.g., exposures
to marine mammals).
3.3

Commart: Why is neither of the alternative sites chosen as the
preferred alternative? The DEIS fails to provide the type of
Information needed to support an Informed siting decision. (107-3,
107-4, 170-4)
Response: Section 2.6, Preferred Alternative, has been added to the
FEIS to discuss this subject.
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3.4

Comme
The exact schedule of the SNTP test program was
requested. The start year and year of completion were specifically
requested. (2-27)
Respnse: As stated in the EIS, the SNTP program is projected to
span up to ten years. However, the exact start and end dates
cannot be predicted with certainty due to numerous issues, including
funding, completion of facility and test article designs, and
completion of the SAR. Ukewise, the exact dates on which tests
would be performed cannot be predicted with certainty because the
execution of a particular test would depend, in part, on
meteorological conditions and the results of previous tests.

3.5

Cmmen The number of construction and operations employees
used in environmental analysis seems very low. Should the numbers
of employees (and related analyses) be revised to indicate more
employees for construction and operations? (1-8, 1-20, 5-2)
Response; The required construction force was estimated by a
construction contractor with experience in this type of activity. The
estimated operations force is consistent with reactor-related
research and development activities.

3.6

Commet: Request information on how rail transportation would be
used Oif at all) in the transport of liquid hydrogen, etc. If used, what
routes would be used? What impact, if any, do towns/cities along
truck/rail routes have in permittingfimpeding materials in transit to
their locations? (115-1)

aaanse:

Mode of transport and routes used for liquid hydrogen
and other similar materials would be selected by the supplier, based
on cost, efficiency, scheduling, etc. If rail were used, the material
would need to be piggybacked or transferred from rail car to truck at
some point, because neither alternative site has a rail spur accessing
the site. The program would not build new rail spurs for this
activity.

The comparative safety of transporting hazardous materials (e.g.,
liquid hydrogen) on rail versus roads is discussed in Section
4.12.3.4. Routes would be established by the supplier and
contracted transportation company (e.g., railroad company) based
on cost and Department of Transportation regulations. Hazardous
materials such as cryogenic liquids are routinely transported
throughout the United States on a daily basis using both rail and
road, and accidents, although they do occasionally occur, are not
common.
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Interstate transportation of hazardous materials is governed by
Department of Transportation regulations; municipalities do not have
jurisdiction over interstate travel. The supplier of liquid hydrogen,
etc., would be required to comply with all applicable state and local
regulations when on state or local roads.
3.7

CoMgfiL. Will the tests be conducted when the winds are blowing
toward southern Utah? Can the tests be performed with wind
blowing in other directions? (3-18, 20-1, 27-1)
Responue Nothing In the program design specifically precludes
conducting tests when the winds are blowing toward southern Utah
(or any other direction) from either site alternative. The EIS (Table
4.12-1) Indicates an acceptable combination of weather conditions
for a teat to take place at NTS or at INEL. These conditions were
used, in modeling radiological impacts to the public for normal testing
operations. For the NTS, a wind direction blowing toward the northnortheast was assumed and the resulting radiation dose to the
maximally exposed individual was shown to be well below the
regulatory limits. Model results would be overlain on a regional map
to define allowable meteorological conditions for testing. However,
under no circumstances would tests be permitted to occur during
conditions where the potential exists for impacts to exceed those
presented in the EIS.

3.8

Cmment: Will radioactive materials be transported outside the
testing facility? What routes will be used? How often will it be
transported? In what amounts will it be transported? How does the
transportation compare between NTS and INEL? A concern is
accidents on the highway. (3-19, 20-2, 39-1)
Response These issues are addressed in the EIS. Section 4.12.2.2
discusses transportation of radiological materials under normal
conditions; Section 4.12.4 discusses transportation accident
scenarios. A description of the modeling performed to support
transportation impact analysis Is presented in Section 3.0 of
Appendix E. Tables E-20 and E-21 show the number and types of
trips as well as representative routes. Specific details (such as
routes to be used, etc.) have not been defined; they would,
however, comply with all applicable packaging, transporting, and
routing regulations.

3.9

9-14

Cgament: With the large amount of liquid hydrogen to be delivered
to the PBR facility, it seems that transporting these materials on a
dirt road up the side of a mountain to the Saddle Mountain Test
Station (SMTS) at NTS would have safety, risk, and cost impacts.
Is a paved road required? (35-1)
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Repnse: Additional text has been added to the EIS in response to
the comment. See Section 2.3.1.2, 3.4.1.1, and 4.4.1.1.
3.10

Commen A commitment to quality assurance of the fuel particles
must be included in the project description. Quality control for fuel
manufacturing must be made available for inspection. (118-10.
171-5)
Remaonse: Comment noted. The SNTP Program fuel development
activities are being performed in strict compliance with a quality
program that meets the requirement of "Quality Assurance Program
Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants" NQA-I-1 989 and DOE
Order 5700.6C "Quality Assurancea. The quality records on the fuel
fabrication process are a part of the contractual documentation

provided by the fuel vendor and are maintained accordingly. The
environmental impact analysis has shown that the impact to the
public is not significant. Although these record are available to
those with a need to know, they are not needed to evaluate either
the safety of the proposed test program or the environmental
impacts from fuel failure.
3.11

Comment:. Anticipated temperatures for the reactor cores must be
included in the project description. (118-11)
Resons: Appropriate changes to Section 2.2.2.2 have been made
to clarify anticipated reactor temperatures.

3.12

Comemnt Include the number of engine systems to be tested.
How many combinations of hardware will be tested, number of runs
per year, run duration, thrust level? (2-25)
Repne Most of these data were included in Sections 2.2.2.2,
2.2.2.3 and 2.2.2.4; these sections have been revised to clarify this
issue.

3.13

Commernt: What happens to the hydrogen after the radioactive
material is removed? (2-47)
flsini
As discussed in Section 2.2.3.1, the contamination
would be removed from the hydrogen in the ETS, then the hydrogen
would flow to the flare stack, where the hydrogen would be burned.

4.0

LOCAL COMMUNITY

4.1

Comment: The study assumes that all employees would be inmigrants. Has consideration been given to the transfsr of NTS
workers who may lose their jobs due to the recently approved
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Nuclear Test Moratorium? Will crossover training be considered, and

if so, is it necessary? (109-6)
Resoune The analysis assumes that all employees would be inmigrants so that analysis would maximize impacts to population
growth, potential requirements for additional housing, public
services, etc. that could create indirect environmental impacts. This
approach is the most conservative method of identifying potential
Impacts. It is understood that some or all of the necessary jobs (both
construction and operations) would be filled by local people; any
environmental impacts would be reduced by using local population
for these jobs. Some level of training may be required to accomplish
the SNTP program; it is currently unknown if or how much training
would be required.
4.2

Comment: The DEIS does not discuss the indirect employment
effects of the SNTP program. (4-12)
Resonse The EIS addresses only those socioeconomic issues with
a reasonable causal relationship to an impact on the natural or
physical environment, as provided by 40 CFR 1508.14. Population
and direct employment effects from the SNTP program were
analyzed to determine if the program would cause effects on
housing, public services, etc. that might have an indirect
environmental impact. Based on the slight population and
employment changes identified from the SNTP program, no need for
additional analysis was identified. Indirect employment effects
(additional jobs in the region of influence not directly tied to the
SNTP program, but occurring due to increased population and/or
increased income in the area) would be slight and are not quantified.

4.3

Comment* The No-Action Alternative should be analyzed in terms of
economic/community impact. What socioeconomic effects would be
caused by the SNTP program not going to either site? Look at the
proposed action in terms of whether not selecting INEL over NTS
would negatively impact the eastern Idaho area. (200-1)
Response: In accordance with NEPA, the No-Action Alternative was
analyzed for potential indirect environmental effects. Socioeconomic
effects need only be reviewed in context of indirect environmental
impacts caused from additional jobs, and population increases.
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5.0

LAND USE

5.1

Comment: The EIS does not address the fact that NTS alternative
land utilization will be evaluated during the present Environmental
Restoration activities, and that (underground nuclear) testing

SNTP FEIS

activities are anticipated to permanently coese in the very near
future. Consideration of the alternative land usage at the conclusion
of the project should be addressed. The DEIS does not adequately
address potential land use conflicts with changing mission
requirements at NTS from ceasing of underground nuclear tests, a
DOE proposal to site low-level and mixed waste at NTS, etc. The
land use patterns at NTS are changing. (106-5, 107-6, 170-6,
170-8)
Rsnse: There are currently no known specific land proposals for
changes to land use at NTS, aside from DOE (and other age.icy)
nuclear test, storage, disposal, and related activities. As stated in
Section 4.3.1, the use of the SMTS for SNTP is consistent with the
NTS mission and land uses. Development of impact analysis based
on a suite of possible future changes would be speculative at best.
The radioactive release levels projected from the SNTP Program are
acceptable by current standards, and therefore no known impacts to
other potential future land uses can be identified.
5.2

Comment: The DEIS does not adequately address potential land use
conflicts with the proposed Yucca Mountain waste repository site on
NTS. Repository siting guidelines (10 CFR 960) stipulate that
various military activities may not significantly affect repository
siting activities. The guidelines further require that the quality of the
environment be adequately protected during repository siting.
Potential long-term institutional conflicts may occur. (107-5, 170-5)

Bhanse:

The Yucca Mountain Waste repository site is currently
undergoing site characterization to determine if it is an acceptable
site as a nuclear waste repository. 10 CFR 960 (e.g., 10 CFR 960.
5-2-4) states guidelines that must be used to identify and select a
suitable site, rather than stating other programs must comply with
repository site characterization. If the characterization process
indicates that it would be a suitable site, then the Yucca Mountain
program would be required to develop its own NEPA documentation.
Based on program scheduling, the Yucca Mountain NEPA
documentation would then include the SNTP program (if the SMTS
is selected as the SNTP site location) as a potential cumulative
impact for land use and other resources. Based on the analysis of
the SNTP program, impact to the Waste Repository site
characterization process are believed to be minimal or none.
6.0

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

6.1

Comment: There is insufficient detail on the handling of nuclear
waste. There is no discussion of high-level waste generation, the
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dit1
waste reactor cores will be handled. High-level waste disposal
facilities are not available; by definition the reactor cores are high
level waste. Note that storage of high-level waste is not allowed in
Nevada. (1-14, 1-19, 1-21, 5-1. 106-2, 107-15, 107-19, 117-3
118-3, 118-58, 170-15, 170-21, 199-5)
Repnse: Description on how radioactive waste is categorized has
been added into Section 3.5. Based on these descriptions, details
on how the SNTP-generated wastes (including the cores) would be
categorized and managed has been added in Sections 3.5 and 4.5.
In summary, the SNTP program would not generate high-level waste
or transuranic waste, and generation of mixed waste is not
expected.
6.2

Comment: The FEIS needs more detail on the amounts and impacts
of wastes generated from operations, effluent cleanup, and facility
decommissioning and decontamination. Volumes of some wastes
are not described in sufficient detail 14-1 A, 54-1 A).
Response Additional clarification of waste volumes has been added
to the text; sm Section 4.5.1.3. Wastes generated from operations
and effluent cleanup would be virtually synonymous.
Approximately 95 percent of the waste would be generated from
decontamination and decommissioning; the remainder would be from
operations.

6.3

Commnt The FEIS should address waste management techniques
(e.g., segregation, waste minimization and waste reduction,
alternative facility uses following completion of the SNTP program)
and other mitigation measures. (4-2, 4-18, 36-1, 54-2 103-1, 1092, 171-171
Resoriti The program has committed to the implementation of a
waste minimization plan (Sections 4.5.1.2 and 4.5.2.2). Additional
text on waste management techniques was added to the EIS. Both
NTS and INEL have waste management/waste minimization plans
which include installation-specific issues, goals, requirements, etc.
The SNTP program would comply with the plans for the selected
Installation, including any appropriate waste minimization measures.
Specific measures are discussed as potential mitigating measures.

6.4

Comment" The low-level waste (LLW) analysis at INEL is
Insufficient, because the Radioactive Waste Management Complex
(RWMC) only accepts waste up to 10 nanocuries per gram, not 100
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nanocuries per gram, as stated in the DEIS. SNTP wastes above 10
nanocuries per gram do not have an identified disposal facility. (4-3,
54-3)

BMmu

The text has been revised to address this issue (Section

4.5.2.3).

6.5

Comment. There ae currently no disposal site for mixed low-level
wastes. Describe the interim managment techniques at INEL. (544, 171-10)
Resgons" liNEL currently is permitted under RCRA Part A for
225,000 cubic maters of strage for regulated waste. Currently,
approximately 62,000 cubic meters of regulated waste is being

stored, leaving sufficient capacity for additional waste.
6.6

C
The FEIS should not assume the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) site or some other facility will be available. Also, INEL
can only send 20 percent of its TRU waste to WIPP (If it opens);
SNTP waste may not be able to be sent to WIPP. DOE must provide
for alternate disposal of SNTP waste should WIPP not open. (4-4,
118-43)

Bmnseu

TRU waste will not be generated by P8R validation

tasting. Sea Section 3.5.
6.7

Commemnt Clarification was requested on the calculations used to
identify storage capacity impacts from LLW. (38-1)
Respons: Annual NTS disposal of LLW (without SNTP) is 880,000
cubic feet. After losing 8.8 million cubic feet of space from the
current remaining space (10 years of non-SNTP disposal into current
availability of 17.7 million cubic feet), the disposal ares would have
8.9 million cubic feet available capacity. The 1.6 million cubic feet
generated by SNTP would then be 18 percent of the availble (i.e.,
8.9 million cubic feet) capacity at NTS. The 1.6 million cubic feet is
9 percent of current capacity (17.7 million cubic feet). The same
calculation process was used for INEL (3.5 million cubic feet
remaining, 102,000 cubic feet per year for non-SNTP programs, and
1.6 million cubic feet for SNTP). Also, see response to comment
6.24.

6.8

Comment: The practice of dumping low-level waste in unlined
trenches at the RWMC at INEL is an illegal practice; SNTP low level
waste would exacerbate the situation. INEL's RWMC subsurface
disposal area does not meet nor is it permitted by Resource
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Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle C or D. SNTP
cannot use this site for waste disposal. 1118-35, 118-45)

BoM

The Subsurface Disposal Area at RWMC is operated

legally through DOE's authority under the Atomic Energy Act and is

in compliance with all applicable DOE Orders and requirements.
There is no current Federal or State regulation for having lined
trenches for LLW disposal activities. The bounding volume of LW
estimated to be generated from the SNTP program and annual LLW
generation from other operations has bean determined to fit within

the existing disposal pit volumes.
The RWMC Subsurface Disposal Area does not receive solid waste

or hazardous substances as defined by RCRA. Subtitle D

ImenI
apply to municipal landfills. Subtitle C requirements
apply to hazardous waste. Because the Subsurface Disposal Area
does not receive either of these wastes, no conditions exist for
considering a permit under RCRA.
6.9

Comment: The DEIS only gives a brief description of INEL waste
management capabilities. Detailed assessment of new SNTP
activities, and the facilities that would be used by SNTP must be
considered. (118-41)
Fuaaone: As discussed under previous comments (e.g., 6.1, 6.3,
6.4. 6.5, 6.6), the hazardous waste considerations have been
analyzed. Section 4.5.2.3 discusses INEL waste management
practice, and additional detail has been added to the text.

6.10

Comment: No mention is made of the Superfund status of INEL
(including RWMC and Contained Test Facility [CTFI as Waste Area
Groups). (118-46)

Bumm

The status of INEL as being on the National Priorities Ust
(Superfund), and summaries of sites near CTF with specific
concerns, are provided in Section 3.5.2.4. Section 4.5.2.4 identifies
that no impacts associated with these sites are expected; additional
text has been provided to clarify the analysis.
6.11

Comment: Contamination of soil from accidents, and the
subsequent decontamination or disposal must be analyzed. (118-48)

Bsoonse'. There are no specific regulatory requirements defining
measures taken to decontaminate or dispose of soil contaminated by
an accident. Appropriate measures would be taken based on size
and amount of contamination, location and other factors.
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6.12

Comnent: The anticipated anomunts of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
and other RCRA-listed hazardous materials must be stated. (118-55)

Pumoni." The program design Is not sufficiently mature to allow
preparation of a detailed hat of hazardous materials that would be
required to support the program. The SNTP program would comply
with RCRA and other requirements for the use of hazardous
materials and disposal of hazardous waste. The use of substantial

amounts of CFCs Is not Ukely, due to the implementation of
production bans in 1995.
6.13

Comment: Shipment of waste from this program should not
circumvent local government's authority to restrict shipments (e.g.,
time of day, routes, pre-notification) from NTS. Mechanisms should
be established between Federal and local government agencies.
(109-1)
Respone Comment noted. The transportation of materials to
support the SNTP program would comply with all applicable

regulation.
6.14

Comment. The document does not provide a description of how the
hazardous materials would be transported to the site, the timing of
the shipments, and a discussion on the risks involved with the

volume Increases. (109-4)

8uinse:

Various aspects of hazardous materials/waste
transportation is provided in Sections 4.5.1.1, 4.5.1.2, 4.5.2.1,
4.5.2.2, 4.12.2.2, 4.12.2.3, 4.12.3.2, 4.12.3.4, and Appendix E,
Section 3.0. This level of detail Is sufficient to identify the expected

environmental impacts and risks.
6.15

Commet. The discussion of the shipment of fresh fuel to NTS
lacks specificity, attention to emergency response issues, and fails
to address the additive risks related to these shipments on Nevada's
highways. The transportation of fuel (to either site) from Lynchburg,
Virginia, as well as any on-site transportation, required analysis
including RADTRAN analysis of risk and safety. (109-5, 171-6)
Reponse: As presented in Appendix E, Section 3.0, analysis of
radiological impacts of the transportation of fresh fuel and other
radioactive materials (primarily wastes and irradiated reactor cores)
is provided, which accounts for the expected impact of the entire
proposed test program. This is based upon available data
concerning accident risk and consequences during transportation
accidents. The impacts presented in Table E-22 through E-27 thus
account for all impact due to proposed radiological transportation
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operations, including transportation within Nevada and NTS borders.
Factors considered in this analysis Include the distances and road
types across which transportation occurs, the quantities of fresh fuel

or other radiological material contained in a shipment, the security of
the shipping containers, and the expected probability of accident
occurrence.
6.16

Comment. A statement on Page 3-15 states that the NTS currently
has a permit for generation of polychlorinated biphenyl. This
statement is incorrect. I108-6)
Rehpnse: The statement (Section 3.5.1.1) has been deleted.

6.17

Commente The EIS does not discuss decontamination and

decommissioning of the facility at the completion of the project.
How much and what types of wastes would be generated? What
disposal facilities would be required? (106-8, 118-47)

flomnuf

The decontamination and decommissioning process is
discussed in Section 2.2.2.5. Waste generation from this process is
included in the waste analysis for LLW (Sections 4.5.1.3 and
4.5.2.3).

8.18

Gommentb
The DEIS calculates that the disposal of LLW at the NTS
RWMS would be 18 percent of the annual amount disposed at the
RWMS. The DEIS does not state the basis of this calculation. It is
unclear whether the amount was based on existing generation and
disposal, or future shipments from off-site DOE facilities. (107-11,
170-12)
Response: Comment 6.7 describes the calculation process in further
detail. Assumptions used for baseline waste generation included
existing levels of generation and disposal, and that these levels
would be static over the SNTP program life. Considerations of future
shipments from other DOE facilities is discussed in Sections 4.5.1.4
and 4.5.2.4 for NTS and INEL, respectively.

6.19

9-22

Comment* The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(ER&WM) Implementation Plan states that the NTS will be
considered as a regional disposal site for LLW. DOEIHO has
proposed NTS as a regional treatment, storage, and disposal site for
TRU, low-level, and mixed waste. It is unclear if there is sufficient
space for SNTP waste and from regional disposal. Cumulative
forecasts should include scenarios for regional disposal. (107-12,
170-7, 170-13, 170-19)
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Ruasone." Forecasts of amounts of disposal from regional sources
ae unknown, and therefore, cannot be considered in detail.
Additional text on the Potential for cumulative effects from this
program is provided In Sections 4.5.1.4 and 4.5.2.4. NEPA
documentation to support the ER&WM program could include the

SNTP program as a potential cumulative impact for additional
analysis.
6.20

Comment: The DEIS falls to identify If the ETS would generate

liquid waste. Because the RWMS cannot accept liquid waste, a
means of treating such waste would be needed. (107-14, 170-14)
Rsnonse: No liquid (radioactive) wastes are projected from POR
validation testing. The text has been revised to discuss liquid
wastes in Section 3.5.
6.21

Comment: During the scoping period, information provided to the
public suggested that SNTP program would only generate a "few
grams" of radioactive waste; now the DEIS states that there would
be 1.6 million cubic feet of LLW as well as other types of waste.
How did the numbers change so drastically? (5-3)
ResngaCO

The "few grams" stated earlier referred only to fission

products generated in the reactor core during the testing process,
rather than waste from the entire program.
6.22

C
The program would create an enormous amount of
radioactive waste. Where will the waste be stored and for how
long? (167-2)
Response: Section 4.5.1.3 discusses disposal and storage of
radioactive waste if SMTS is selected; Section 4.5.2.3 discusses
these factors if CTF is selected.

6.23

Comment The 590 cubic feet annual amount of wastes (INEL)
cannot be verified. The Hazardous Waste Storage Facility discusses
cubic feet; DOE reports to Idaho in pounds. The DOE must ensure
consistency. Existing capacity stated in the DEIS (6,500 cubic feet)
exceeds design capability listed in RCRA Part B permit (3,200 cubic
feet). (171-7)
Repnse: Section 3.5.2.2 has been revised. The Hazardous Waste
Storage Facility at INEL is permitted to have a total storage capacity
of 17,040 gallons (2,278 cubic feet). Its allowable maximum annual
throughput is 127,000 gallons (16,980 cubic feet). The current
average annual throughput for this facility is 24,310 gallons (3,250
cubic feet).
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6.24

COrnmnM: Conflicting amounts of annual LLW are shown for INEL.
Eleven million cubic feet is listed in Chapter 3, 102,000 cubic feet is
listed in Chapter 4. The DOE submitted an FY 1993 estimate of 80100 cubic feet. Clarify. (171-8)
Rusoons." The RWMC estimate of future annual disposal rate in the
Subsurface Disposal Area is 80,000 to 100,000 cubic feet of LLW.
The use of 102,000 cubic feet in the EIS analysis provides for
conservative results. The 11 million cubic feet reference has been
removed from the EIS. No value or estimate has been submitted to
the State of Idaho.

6.25

Comment. Personnel resources and physical capacity would be
affected by decommissionin efforts at other INEL facilities and

ongoing environmental restoration. Have these issues been included
In capacity analyses? (171-9)
Rsnse, The physical capacity of the INEL Subsurface Disposal
Area Is presented in terms of remaining LLW capacity. SNTP
requirements and identified requirements for other INEL activities are
then projected against this capacity in Section 4.5.2 to determine if
sufficient waste disposal capacity is available for these potential
uses. Since decommissioning activities of other INEL facilities may
involve unknown quantities of LLW, and be generated in an
unspecified time frame, it is not possible to include such waste in
this analysis. However, after accounting for SNTP and other known
INEL needs, approximately 26 percent of the facility's current
available capacity would still be available at the conclusion of SNTP

activities.
6.26

Comment: The FEIS must identify the volume of land disposal
restricted (LDR) wastes expected to be generated (mixed or
hazardous), and the available treatment technologies. (171-11)
BMMag The SNTP program has committed itself to minimizing
the amount of waste materials produced during testing activities in
accordance with DOE orders 5400.1, 5400.3 and 5820.2A.
Section 4.5.1.2 presents the expected volumes of nonradioactive
hazardous waste which would expected to be produced during
test•ng. However, Identification of specific waste types, and
subsequent development of treatment/disposal procedures would be
addressed during the final system design process. All procedures
would comply with applicable treatment and disposal requirements,
including LDR for specified waste types.
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6.27

Comment: The amount of TRU waste must be specified. 1118-42)
Repnseu
TRU waste will not be generated by PBR validation
testing. See Section 3.5.

6.28

Coment. The INEL TRU storage area is inadequate. The waste is
stored in tents which have experienced failure from snow loads and
RCRA violations. (118-44)
Rsnse: TRU waste will not be generated by PBR validation
testing. See Section 3.5.

6.29

Comment: The subsurface geology at INEL can readily transmit
contaminants to the aquifer and offsite. INEL should be disqualified
as a candidate site for SNTP and radioactive waste dumping. The
DEIS does not address the environmental impact of spent fuel and
waste storage and disposal. (108-2, 118-49)
Reasons: The storage and/or disposal of SNTP radioactive
materials and waste would occur at the RWMC, which complies
with all applicable laws, regulations, permits, and DOE orders for the
storage/disposal area. Adequacy of the site as a disposal area is not
within the scope of this analysis, because it is not permitted,
regulated, or monitored by the SNTP program.

6.30

C
The contention that there is no TRU waste in excess of
100 nanocuries is unfounded. The assertion that the only high-level
waste will be spent fuel is unfounded. (118-34)
Res.n
Initial calculations of fuel burn-up indicate that, due to the
short times to which individual cores would be subjected,
insufficient concentrations of transuranic material would be formed
to classify the waste core materials as TRU waste. No waste from
the program would be classified as TRU or as high level waste.

6.31

Comment: The DEIS does not address the question of long-term
handling of the high-level radioactive fuels used in the reactors for
the sub-scale and full-scale test facilities. This is a related effect;
the FEIS should provide information on handling and disposal of this
material after use at the facility. (201-3, 201-6)
Ruspone As is discussed in Section 3.5, the irradiated fuel
elements from the reactor cores would be considered LLW and be
disposed of in facilities at either NTS or INEL. Some of the used
materials may be removed from the site for further
testing/evaluation; ultimate disposal of these materials would be in
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accordance with applicable regulations and DOE Orders. No
high-level waste will be generated.
7.0

AIR QUALITY

7.1

Comment: What effect will the PBR validation tests have on heating
the atmosphere around the site7 Will the tests speed up greenhouse
effects? (16-1)
Repnse* The tests would generate heat; the heat would be local
and would not contribute measurably to global warming. The
hydrogen flare itself would not generate typical greenhouse gases'
(e.g., carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, etc). Flaring operations would
be intermittent (on the order of a few hours per test), rather than
continuously. The pdmary combustion products from the flaring of
hydrogen are nitrogen (N, from the atmosphere), water vapor (H2O),
oxygen (0 from the atmosphere), and unburned hydrogen (H).
Small quantities of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NOJ),
and particulate matter (PM,.), which are regulated by the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards, may be generated if a natural gas
pilot system is used to ignite the hydrogen. Other ignition systems
that generate little or none of these emissions (e.g., electric glow
plugs) could be used in place of a natural gas pilot system to reduce
these small quantity emissions.

7.2

CoMment: The amount of radiation from an accidental release
would not meet the annual EPA exposure standard set forth under
the Clean Air Act, Title 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H. The DEIS failed
to clarify this issue. (170-22)
Resmone. The regulation listed in the comment is the National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) exposure
standard used in the EIS analysis (Section 4.12). The NESHAP
standard of not more than 10 mrem annual cumulative dose to any
member of the public due to airborne emissions applies only to
normal operations. Accident dose limits are based on ANSI/ANS
Report 15.7.

8.0

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

8.1

Cm n The desert ecology at NTS is fragile, and disturbance to
one hundred acres would be detrimental to the desert environment
and such an impact would be difficult to mitigate. (3-8)
Resgonsj As stated in the DEIS (Section 4.7.1), impacts to
biological resources at NTS would include the loss of approximately
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100 acres of Transitional Desert Association habitat if the SMTS
were selected as the site for the SNTP program. In addition, up to
1,000 Joshua trees could be impacted. However, no impacts to
threatened or endangered species or sensitive habitats have been
identified at the SMTS; therefore, no mitigation measures are
required. Mitigation measures for desert tortoise from road
improvements, etc., are already in place, and would apply regardless
of whether PBR testing was conducted at NTS.
9.0

CULTURAL RESOURCES

9.1

Comment: The DEIS does not discuss the treaty of Ruby Valley, the
claims made by the Shoshone Nation to the Nevada Test Site lands,
and the potential impacts to the Nation if the SNTP program
proceeds at NTS. Identify social impact to the Shoshone Nation.
(1-6, 1-15, 2-38, 3-4, 3-5, 3-21, 4-16, 20-3)
Rsos
The Western Shoshone claims to the NTS land cannot be
supported because the Supreme Court, in a unanimous decision,
ruled that the deposit of monies into a trust fund for the Western
Shoshone in compensation for the United States "taking" of lands,
including the current NTS, constituted payment under the Indian
Claims Commission Act of 1946, 25 U.S.C. Section 70 at seq.
(United States v. Dann, 470 U.S. 39, 105 S.Ct. 1058 84 L.Ed.2d
28 (1985)); such payment under the Act operates to bar any further
claim. This case, along with a subsequent Ninth Circuit decision,
United States v. Dann, 873 F.2d 1189 (1989), provides unequivocal
authority for the conclusion that the aboriginal title of the Western
Shoshone to lands encompassing NTS has been extinguished.
Because of the court rulings, the Ruby Valley Treaty does not
provide any further basis to sustain the Western Shoshone claim to
NTS land.
The Shoshone Nation has not identified any specific social impacts.
Because the SMTS is not a known sacred site, and because SNTP
would not change existing land access restrictions, no social impacts
from SNTP to the Shoshone Nation are known.

9.2

Comment: The EIS does not address the Indian Claims Commission
findings that Saddle Mountain is a sacred place to the Shoshone
Nation, and therefore this program at SMTS could have additional
cultural impacts. (3-6)
Resool3se: Saddle Mountain does not exist as a geographic/geologic
feature. The actual site is located on a small ridge extending from
the east side of Shoshone Mountain and was named *Saddle
Mountain Test Station" in the early stages of this program. This
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name was borne from the name of the road that runs through the
center of Mid Valley (i.e., in the saddle between Shoshone
Mountain, Mine Mountain. and Lookout Peak), which provides
access to the site. In the development of the EIS, a good faith effort
was made to solicit concerns from Native American groups through
the scoping process, and the DEIS was mailed to 27 Native
American organizations for review. To date, no Native American
groups have indicated that the SMTS site is culturally sensitive.
9.3

Comment: Concern was raised that Native American interests were
not addressed in the DEIS; that the Western Shoshone National
Council was not consulted; a request was made by one Native
American to meet with the program officials to discuss these issues.
(3-7, 174-1)
R

The commentor was contacted and potential methods to

address Native American concerns (in general) were discussed. The
Nevada Test Site American Indian Religious Freedom Act Compliance
Program has identified 17 tribal groups with historic or cultural ties
to the NTS. These tribal groups represent the Owens Valley Psiutes,
the Western Shoshones, and the Southern Paiutes. One Native
American monitor representing each group currently participates in
archaeological excavations on the NTS, and their purpose is to
ensure that traditional cultural properties, burials, and sacred sites
and objects are identified during excavation and given proper
treatment. Each monitor has been sanctioned by their respective
groups. Similarly, although no sites of religious significance have
been identified on INEL, the installation has a Memorandum of
Agreement with the Shoshone-Bannock tribe which provides for the
utilization of site monitors, should it be necessary. As a result,
sections 4.8.1.5 and 4.8.2.5 have been modified to discuss
potential mitigations.
9.4

Comment: A comment was made that, if the CTF is a historical site,
then the SNTP program would only follow in its historic tradition,
and there should be no concern of impacts to historical resources.
(4-15, 4-17, 37-1)

aigns.

As discussed in the EIS, the CTF has been determined
eligible to the National Register by the Idaho State Historic
Preservation Officer. The potential for impacts arises from the
structural modifications that would be required for use of the CTF
for SNTP program activities; however, mitigation measures have
been developed that will allow the SNTP program to modify and use
the CTF.
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9.5

Comment. Based on the potential for the CTF to be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places, the Idaho State Historical
Society has been consulting with the DOE and EG&G Idaho on
possible mitigation measures. The mitigation in this consultation
process is consistent with the measures described in Section
4.8.2.2. (158-1)
Resnse: Comment noted. The text of these measures has been
moved to Section 4.8.2.5.

10.0

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

10.1

Comment: A "pretty good quake" occurred in 1983 in the INEL
area. Seismic activity at INEL is underestimated, and may cause
accidents/releases. (18-2, 118-50, 118-51, 118-52, 171-13)
Response: As discussed in Section 3.9.2 of the EIS, the INEL can
be subjected to large earthquakes from nearby areas; the largest
recorded earthquake measured 7.3 on the Richter scale (1983),
centered approximately 55 miles from the CTF. No structural
damage at the INEL was experienced from this earthquake. The
seismic risk of the INEL has been studied. Detailed design of the
facilities would include consideration of seismic potential and
incorporate applicable seismic code design requirements. Regardless
of the actual seismicity, the primary concern from an earthquake
would be strong ground motion during a test activity, causing an
accident. Because of the infrequency and short duration of the tests,
a concurrent strong earthquake is an unlikely event. Credible
accident scenarios are analyzed in Section 4.12 and Appendix E;
these bounding case accidents would also apply in the event of an
earthquake causing an accident. Section 4.9.2.2 of the EIS has
been modified to discuss this potential situation.

10.2

Comment: The potential for seismic activity at NTS in the Basin and
Range Province is underestimated. Note the recent earthquake at
Little Skull Mountain. The underground weapons testing at NTS
provides additional ground shock to the geology above those caused
by natural events. Nuclear facilities should not be built that close to
these types of shocks. (3-11, 7-1, 19-2)
Response Based on ground accelerations from the underground
tests (Section 3.9.1), the facilities could be designed to withstand
these types of shocks. Standard practice at NTS is to design
facilities in the forward areas (which includes the SMTS site) to
meet the criteria of seismic zone 4 of the Uniform Building Code
('BC). All facility designs would meet DOE design criteria. Reactor
iccidents from ground motion from underground tests would be
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prevented by scheduling/coordinating events, so that both PBR
validation tests and underground tests would not occur at the same
time. In addition, Vulnerability Analyses are conducted prior to
every underground weapons test to evaluate potential imnpacts on
facilities and equipment from the test and to enable protective
measures to be taken.
10.3

C
A comment provided additional Information on
geological/seismic conditions at INEL and requested consideration be
given to recent studies indicating the seismic nature of the Eastern
Snake River Plain. (184-1)

annuniai

As discussed under comment 10. 1, recent studies
indicate that the INEL area (i.e, the Eastern Snake River Plain) may
have relatively low seismicity. This consideration has been added to
the text in Sections 4.9.2.2 and 3.9.2.
10.4

Comment: Flooding of the CTF may be possible; therefore this site
should be excluded from consideration. Also, the RWMC, which
would be used as a disposal site by the SNTP program, is also
subject to flooding. (118-40)
Respnse Additional data on flooding potential of the CTF and
immediate vicinity have been added to Sections 3.9.2.1 and
4.9.2.1. Analysis of flooding potential of the RWMC was not
performed as part of this study because the SNTP program would be
providing wastes to the RWMC for storage/disposal within existing
allowable amounts; this issue is more relevant to any RWMC
environmental documentation.
In addition, engineering controls (e.g., diversion dams) have been
installea near the CTF and the RWMC to minimize the likelihood of
flooding.

10.5

Comment: The potential for volcanic activity (and impacts to the
SNTP program, with possible accidents/releases as a result) at INEL
is not adequately addressed. (118-53)
Repnse As evidenced at the Craters of the Moon National
Monument, approximately 50 miles from the CTF, the youngest
volcanic activity in the area is basaltic lava flows (approximately
2,000 years ago). These flows.are slow enough that danger could
be predicted, and the facility could be safeguarded (i.e., nuclear
materials removed) prior to the onset of danger. If a more explosive
event (e.g., an eruption comparable to Mount St. Helena or Mount
Pinatubo in the Philippines) occurred, the facility could be damaged.
Based on the known volcanic history of the area, this type of event
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is much less likely than a basalt flow event. Damage from an
explosive event could lead to an accidental release; as with seismic
events, the results of such an accident are covered by the bounding
case scenarios discussed in Section 4.12 and Appendix E.
10.6

Comnt* DOE initiated probabilistic and deterministic seismic risk
assessments for the INEL as part of New Production Reactor (NPR)
site suitability review process. SNTP should complete these
analyses. These assessments should be applied to the SNTP and
completed with full disclosure of data, assumptions, and models
used. (171-12, 171-18)
Rspnse Known geologic/seismic data of the INEL area, coupled
with conservative bounding case accident scenarios analyzed in
Section 4.12, are sufficient to analyze the potential environmental
impact for this analysis. Seismic risk studies could provide
additional information on the "realistic" levels of Impact, but these

impacts would be less than those included in this analysis.
11.0

WATER RESOURCES

11.1

Comment: Will the drought have any effect on the water use
requirements of the SNTP program? (18-1)
Respnse The water for SNTP would be a small increase over
current use at NTS of 695 million gallons per year, or a moderate
increase over the 37 million gallons per year used by INEL (but
would be a very small portion of the 500 billion gallons used
throughout the Snake River Plain). The impact of additional water
use during drought years is greater than during non-drought years.
There are more demands on water for agriculture, domestic lawn
care, etc. during periods of low rain fall. However, drought
conditions would not increase the water requirements of the SNTP
program itself.

11.2

Comment: Chapter 3 of the DEIS suggests groundwater movement
under the NTS is very slow, and therefore transportation of
contaminants off-site need not be considered. However, the
average rate of flow is estimated to within two orders of magnitude;
this shows the uncertainty of the statement. Evidence that this lack
of knowledge is recognized by the DOE is the recently initiated
multimillion-dollar Groundwater Characterization Plan which has an
ultimate goal of characterizing the flow regime beneath the NTS.
Discuss this uncertainty. (106-7)
Res onse. The uncertainty in groundwater flow rates discussed in
the comment are not important considerations for the SNTP
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program. The SNTP program would not introduce anything into the
soil or groundwater during any of its normal operations, aside from
sanitary wastewater (a new septic tank leach field would be mstaled
at SMTS). Spills would be prevented to the greatest extent possible,
and the program would follow all requirements to ensure spills were
cleaned immediately following the incident, thus preventing
groundwater contamination. Wastes would be disposed in legally
permitted facilities, environmental considerations of which were
factored into their permitting processes.
11.3

Cm•n,)• In addition to the cited sources of recharge of the Snake
River Aquifer, contributions from percolation ponds should be
considered. Water quality discussions must include chemistry of
wastewaters, management techniques, and all regulatory
requirements. (171-14)

finanse:

Recharge to the Snake River Plain aquifer from
percolation ponds is very important and considerable effort has been
made to utilize this recharge to minimize the overall effects of
pumping from the aquifer at INEL. Water that is discharged to the
percolation ponds is actually derived from pumping water from the
aquifer nearby. The INEL has made efforts in the pest to reduce the
quantity of water pumped from the Snake River Plain aquifer. The
only potential input from SNTP in terms of percolation ponds and
wastewater would be from the use of existing evaporation ponds for
sanitary wastewater near the CTF. These ponds are permitted, and
are not expected to affect water quality, because the use would be
limited to sanitary wastewater.
11.4

Coment: The DEIS states that groundwater quality meets drinking
water standards and ignores individual areas above regulatory
standards (INEL). (171-15)
R o
The plumes of water above regulatory standards in the
Snake River Plain aquifer are generally decreasing and most waste
concentrations have been decreasing in the past 20 to 30 years.
This is a result of decreased quantities of waste being discharged,
improved disposal methods, increased removal of waste products
from waste streams, recycling of some waste streams, and other
factors. The areas where water quality exceeds the regulatory
standards are also becoming smaller. Predictive models and other
data analysis indicate that no drinking water wells on the INEL will
be above the regulatory standards in the future.
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C
Potential effects of SNTP groundwater withdrawal on
Test Area North (TAN) groundwster remediation must be considered
and disclosed in the FEIS. (17
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Resnons: The SNTP program is expected to use about 3 million
gallons of water per year. The water would be pumped from wells
located about 1,500 feet east of the CTF. Three million gallons per
year is a rate of 5.7 gpm, or about 1/3 of the discharge of a garden
hose. The two CTF web were used to pump 111 million gallons of
water in the first 6 months of 1991 or an average rate of 222
million gallons per year. This pumping rate had no influence on the
waste plume at TAN.
The influence of pumping 5.7 gpm from the CTF wells for one yew
would have a drawdown of only 0.05 feet in the pumped well and
only 0.01 feet at a distance of 5,000 feet. The CTF production
"wells wre located about 3,800 feet northwest of the westernmost
edge of the TAN waste plume. Therefore pumping at the rate of 5.7
gpm would not have any appreciable effect on the groundwater
systems at the TAN area, nor would it cause any change in the
waste plume direction or velocity. Because there was no effect on
the plume from pumping 111 million gallons in 6 months, pumping
at higher rates (over shorter time periods) for SNTP should not affect

the plume.
11.6

Comment: The Snake River Aquifer does not meet 1976
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Drinking Water Standards
for gross alpha and beta concentrations. New standards (scheduled
for prorogation in 1993) are substantially higher than 1976 limits.

(118-28)
Response Comment noted. The data provided by the commentor
appear to be from a percolation pond containing process water (i.e.,
wastewater). This water would not be used as drinking water, and,
therefore, 1. tking water standards do not apply. Measures of
radioactiv
ronxtituents from several INEL wells indicate that the
levels of c
Pmninants in the drinking water are below established
EPA limits.
12.0

HEALTH AND SAFETY

12.1

Comment: The program has been described as being as safe as
reasonably achievable. Why is this used rather than the minimal
allowable standard? Which method provides more safety? What
happened to a minimal allowable standard for safety that is no go?
(1-1)
Resoona: Minimal allowable standards for safety will be met. "As
low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) is a self-imposed restraint
that is more stringent than regulatory requirements. ALARA requires
that levels of human exposure to radioactivity not just comply with
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the applicable regulatory standards, but that exposure be reduced as
far below those standards as reasonably posaible.
12.2

Cormmento Are there any safety implications due to the heat
generated during reactor operations? (1-5)
Rusponse There ae worker-safety concerns; the safety hazards
associated with high-temperature reactor operations have been
identified in the preliminary design phase of the POR test Wogrem.
Test and maintenance procedures would be tailored to reduce or
eliminate identified hazards.

12.3

Comment The safety analysis is insufficient. The possibility of an
accident Is such that an out-of-control accident would occur over a
greater time than indicated in the DEIS; and therefore, release more
radiation. The DEIS calculates the worst case exposure on the basis
of 1,000 seconds of reaction time, with maximum exposure of 200
mreo. The DEIS does not explain why an out-of-control reaction
that leads to meltdown or explosion would stop at 1,000 seconds.
The resulting estimates of radionuclides present and the dose
delivered are thus inaccurate. 11-12, 107-16, 118-6)
Rsnse: Physical limitations on the reactor system design would
make it physically impossible for the reactor to operate at its
expected power level for periods significantly longer than the
planned run time (1,000 seconds), even if there is a complete loss of
control functions. Unless the coolant is available at the rate needed
to cool the reactor, the reactor would very quickly overheat, the fuel
elements would either melt or vaporize, and fuel would be expelled
from the core, rendering the core subcritical and incapable of
supporting further reactions. Thus, the potential for generating
radioactive fission products during the operation of the reactor
would be inherently (i.e., regardless of the availability of control
systems) limited to the quantities considered in the DEIS. The
consequences of such an event are considered as the Consequence
Il-late scenario analyzed as the maximum credible event.

12.4

Comment: There is insufficient detail in the DEIS on containment
and control of the nuclear reactor. Include specific design systems
for control, including the ability to SCRAM (automatic shutdown of
reactor). (1-13, 6-1, 108-4, 116-1, 118-26)

aunnsa

The EIS is intended to provide sufficient information to
enable an evaluation and comparison of the potential environmental
consequences of the proposed action and alternatives. The level of
information presented in this analysis is sufficient to fulfill this
purpose with regard to performance of PBR containment and control
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systems. Additional details developed during design and SAR
process would conform to issues and impacts included in this EIS.
12.5

C
The EIS does not state that the design and construction
of t:e ETS must, as a minimum, meet the standards set forth in
10 CFR 50. (1-22, 5-4)

Respmonse ETS design and construction would meet the intent of all
appropriate requirements specified in 10 CFR 50. The text has been

revised to clarify this point.
12.6

C
Question the accuracy of comparing the radiation dosage
of chest X-rays to the SNTP program. Question equating internal
deposition of particles (from ingestion) and their health effects with
the external dose of X-rays. (114-1)
Response: The inclusion of a comparison between ionizing radiation
dose which could be received during the SNTP ground testing and
that received during a medical diagnostic test such as a chest X-ray
was provided as an illustration of the relative magnitude of the SNTP
potential exposure, to allow the lay person a reference from which
comparison can be made. The comparison is not intended to provide
a definitive comparison of potential effects, which are more
specifically analyzed and presented for identified SNTP release
scenarios. The analyses reported in the EIS include the health
effects of both external and internal exposures.

12.7

Comment: Concern was raised on the effects of fallout on native
plants, animals, and humans from past programs at NTS, and the
additional accumulation of radioactive material from numerous
programs with small releases (such as SNTP). (2-1, 2-20, 168-1)
ReagDri Consideration of radiation effects in this EIS includes
analysis of accumulation of radioactive materials within the
biosphere. Background levels used as a baseline in the EIS for
additive effects includes a value for radiation caused by previous
nuclear programs at each of the alternative sites. However, due to
the conservative nature of the analysis and the small increases
identified above existing radiation levels at either NTS or INEL,
consideration of effects on specific plant and animal species was not
considered to be necessary.

12.8

Comment: Question the total PIPET failure as the bounding case
accident scenario. The complete failure of the two gigawatt engine
(GTA) should be analyzed. What would happen if the turbopump
disintegrates and damages the control system? (2-16, 17-2, 17-6,
118-13)
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DhainaM The potential for an accident involving a GTA core which
exceeded the impact of a Consequence II "Late" PIPET accident was
investigated and is discussed in Section 4.12.2.3 and Appendix E,
Section 2.4. Accidents such as the turbopump scenarios are
included within the bounding conditions of the analysis.
12.9

CsMmont

What would prevent the critical mass detonation and
how will techniques be validated? (2-17, 17-3)

Bauuaasu

A critical mss detonation would be physically impossible
for a PER core; there would be no means for the stability of the core
to be maintained while an ur,,ontrolled chain reaction became highly
supercridcal. Physical integrity of the core would be lost and it
would cease to sustain a chain reaction even under the most drastic

of conceivable situations.
12.10 Gwment: A suggested accident scenario is the explosion of the
hydrogen gas, destroying the reactor and creating contaminated dust
and an airborne radioactive cloud. (19-1, 106-1)
Respnse: Implications of hydrogen accidents to reactor operations
are presented in Section 4.12.2.1 and in greater detail in Appendix
E.
12.11 Comment Questions were raised on whether the use of uranium
particles, their coatings, high temperatures, and the introduction of
liquid hydrogen have been tested, and whether this testing would be
safe. Would high temperatures, high pressures, high vibration and
high noise levels affect the fuel particles? 12-18, 2-31, 2-45, 3-9,
17-10, 21-1, 30-1, 118-9)
RluggnM: The fuel particles, including the coatings, would be
subjected to extensive testing to ensure that they are able to survive
the stresses posed by the expected applications. Many of these
tests, involving high temperatures, hydrogen, high radiation fields,
etc., would be performed in existing test facilities before the tests
described in this EIS are initiated. This EIS describes the testing in
which all the operational environments occur simultaneously. One
purpose of these tests is to demonstrate that a reactor based on
PBR technology could be designed with an adequate margin of
safety between the operational requirements and the fuel
capabilities.
12.12 C•,9mwm)
What is the likelihood of explosion in which the particles
would become airborne and carried down wind? (2-45)
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Respons: There is no credible means for fuel particles to become
airborne for any appreciable length of time. As indicated in Section
4.12.2.1, the potential for explosive release of the core contents is
not considered to be feasible, hence there can be no direct release

and lotting of fuel particles due to hydrogen explosion. Individual
fuel particles which may be carried from the PBR core in the
hydrogen stream would be captured in the ETS and would be unable
to be released to the environment.
Failure of fuel particles during operations may allow the release of
some uranium fuel from the core; however, the ETS design
efficiency of 99.9 percent for particulate materials would prevent
release of almost all fuel materials. The analysis of the PIPET
Normal III operation includes consideraton of the release of a small
fraction of available material by escaping both the core and ETS, and
being released to the environment as part of the operation's source
term.
12.13 Comment* A comparison of the calculated SNTP radiation releases
to the amount of exposure that has been measured at various
stations in southern Utah stations was requested. (2-26)

Bhmnsfu

It is not practical to provide a direct comparison of the
monitoring information currently obtainable from sites located around
NTS (including southern Utah), and the results provided in this EIS
from MACCS analysis. The bulk of the data available from
monitoring sites surrounding NTS are presented in units of
microcurie of a given type of radiological material (plutonium, tritium,
beta-emitting nuclides, etc.) per milliliter of air (i.e. airborne
concentrations); the averaging period for these samples is generally
1 day. Such results are not compatible with the 50-year committed
doses calculated for the proposed test program. Where measured
dose results are available (for personal and area gamma exposure
monitoring using dosimeters and Pressurized Ion Chambers), the
results, given in milliroentgen or mrom on an annual basis, are all
within the expected range for natural background radiation, hence
contributions due to NTS operations are indistinguishable within
these ambient levels. By contrast, the MACCS-calculated values for
the 50-year committed doses represents discrete exposures above
any background levels (in practice, the low values calculated would
be indistinguishable from the ambient levels).
The overall conclusion based upon the monitoring activities
conducted around the NTS during 1991 is that while small releases
of radioactive material were known to have occurred, none was
detected by the offaite monitoring networks. This represents a
similar situation to what is known about proposed SNTP operation.
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Calculations have shown that some release of radioactive materials
may occur, the effects of which can be postulated using
sophisticated computer modeling techniques. However, even using
very conservative assumptions concerning potential releases, the
calculated effects have been shown to be quite small, and would
likely be undetectable by the monitoring networks.
12.14 C
The EIS should include a discussion of the techniques
used to make calculations of radioactive concentrations to which the
public might be exposed. Also, additional discussion on the
techniques used for establishing and analyzing the bounding case
conditions should be included. (2-33, 118-32)
81MM": The MELCOR Accident Assessment Code System
(MACCS) was used to provide analysis of the potential reactor
operations' consequences. Appendix E, Section 1.0 provides a
thorough discussion of the methodology and assumptions used in
the analysis of the normal and accident case consequence analyses
for POR reactor test operations.
12.15 Qgjentg Questions were raised on the safety of the liquid
hydrogen storage tanks, and what could happen during an explosion
or during accidental non-explosive release (venting). (2-46)
Response A complete analysis of consequences of an accident
associated with liquid hydrogen transportation, storage, and handling
is presented in Section 4.12.3.4 and Appendix E, Section 5.0.
12.16 Commeal: The ETS discussion states "...design to accomplish...
radioactive materials remain in subcritical geometry.* How is this
accomplished? How can the ETS be designed to control emissions,
when there is uncertainty in the composition of the effluent? How
would the contamination goals be reached? Is attainment of these
goals possible? (17-11, 118-18, 118-19, 118-20)
Rsnse:
The EIS presents the SNTP program's stated design
constraints concerning ETS performance. Specific design details
have not yet been finalized. Numerous designs (e.g., physical
separation or dilution) are being considered for ETS components;
they would be selected and designed to perform to standards listed
in the EIS. As stated in the EIS, these goals are within the envelope
of the current state-of-the-art for filter and adsorption media. While
more specific details would be incorporated into the SAR, this EIS
contains sufficient information to enable an effective evaluation of
the potential environmental consequences of the Proposed Action.
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12.17 Comment% Tables E-3 and E-4 need to be translated into what they
mean to a downwinder assuming 99.5% ETS efficiency and full ETS
failure. (17-15)
Resons: Tables E-3 and E-4, respectively, present the inventories
of radioactive fission products present in a PIPET and a GTA core
following a test operation at evaluated conditions (see Section
4.12.2.1). This information serves at the starting point for
development of the MACCS analyses presented in this EIS, shown in
Tables 4.12-4 through 4.12-9, and Tables E-7 through E-14, E-17
and E-1 8, which present the impacts to the exposed populations.
12.18 Comments Ensure that the effluent stream is monitored for isotope
releases, with feedback to shut down the reactor if releases are
detected above criterion level. Also monitor air quality at the
perimeter of the site. (3-10, 3-12, 30-2)
Rspnse, Such monitoring and reactor control features would be
considered during the detailed design and Safety Analysis Review
processes.
12.19 Comment: Inadequate data are presented to conduct a complete
technical review of the radiological analyses. Data such as chi/l at
the receptor locations, descriptions of radionuclide transfer through
exposure pathways, inhalation rates, etc. are not provided. Revise
Appendix E to include enough data so that an independent reviewer
can duplicate the calculations. (40-1)
Repn.
Appendix E provides a level of technical detail which is
sufficient to allow a conservative evaluation of upper bound
potential impacts due to proposed SNTP activities. This includes
presentation of the assumptions and inputs into MACCS, detailed
information concerning core inventories, release fractions and ETS
capture efficiencies, and impacts determinations as obtained from
MACCS.
12.20 Comment: Information on the quality assurance status of MACCS is
not included in the DEIS. Describe configuration management,
verification, and validation of the MACCS model. (40-2, 118-33)
Response The MACCS computer code is currently undergoing two
rigorous quality assurance and verificiation processes: a line-by-line
review of the computer code by the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory to check internal consistency, and a detailed chronic
exposure pathway comparison to other recent consequence models
by the Institute of Energy Technology (KIjeller, Norway). In addition,
preliminary assessment of normal GTA operations by Sandia National
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Laboratory WHipp, 1992) using AIRDOS-PC Ian EPA-approved model)
indicated the extremely conservative nature of the MACCS modeling
used for this EIS.
The EIS should discuss, at least on a qualitative basis,
12.21 C
the potential impacts to critical populations around the INEL such as
children. 140-3)
The analysis was based upon general population
Rps
averages, and does not discriminate between certain sectors of the
population. Because the analysis used averages, it qualitatively
considered both portions of the population more sensitive and less
sensitive than the average, which allows for a determination of the
overall program impacts as presented.
12.22 Comment: In Appendix H and Section 4.12.2, the EIS uses a value
of 7.9 x 10.1 latent cancer fatalities/person-mreo to convert
effective dose equivalent to cancer fatalities. For the doses cited in
the EIS, a dose rate factor between 2 and 10 Isee BEIR V) should be
incorporated into the cancer rate estimator. A rate factor of two
would be consistent with ICRP-60 and other environmental analyses
at INEL. (40-4)
Resoognse ICRP-60 presents a latent cancer fatality rate for
exposure to ionizing radiation of 5.0 x 1 0&. BEIR V presents several
values for this risk, which are based upon observation of the effects
incurred during acute exposure to various doses of radiation, ranging
from 2 rem to 10 rem (referred to as dose rate factors), with a value
of 7.9 x 10.?. During development of this EIS, it was decided to
utilize this BEIR V value for cancer risk, because it offers the most
conservative estimate of the potential impacts associated with the
proposed action. The use of this conservative value thus accounts
for uncertainty in the low dose-rate assessment, and envelops the
variances in risk estimate caused by various differences in age, sex
and lifestyle within the exposed population.
12.23 Comment: The EIS includes 92.5 mrem/year medical radiation in the
dose from environmental radiation. Medical radiation should not be
included in this number; suggest changing the title or omit. NCRP93 indicates that 53 mreo/year is more correct than 92.5
mrem/year. The value of 441 mrem for natural background radiation
at INEL should be 400 mrem/year, including medical doses. (40-5)
Rmnuse: Comment noted. The contribution of medical X-rays to
the annual environmental dose received at NTS and INEL has been
replaced with a more recent estimate of 53 mrem. The resulting
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values for annual environmental exposure at NTS is 383 mrem and
at INEL it is 402 mreom. See response to Comment 12.46.
The term *natural environmental radiation" has been changed in the
EIS to "environmental radiation."
12.24 Comment: The INEL has site-specific curves for atmospheric
diffusion parameters. These curves should be used for plume
meander to more realistically assess radiological doses. The
selection of model weather conditions favors Nevada, but they are
too restrictive and could lead to identifying increased exposures in
Idaho. The plume from burning hydrogen can penetrate into the
inversion layer, providing larger radioactive dispersion and decay,
thus reducing off-site exposures. (4-9, 40-6)
Resoonse: Based on the conservative assumptions used in the
analysis, plume meander was not considered in the analysis.
Because increasing plume averaging times to account for plume
meander would reduce the dose at long distance, this analysis would
not be conservative or bounding. Also, use of such site-specific
data is more applicable to long-term analysis of continuous releases
than to the analyses performed here.
It is understood that the plume could penetrate the inversion layers;
a basic assumption that the plume would not penetrate the layer
provid6s a conservative, bounding condition as used in this analysis.
Consideration of plume penetration may reduce the impacts; this
situation would be covered by the bounds of the current
conservative analysis.
12.25 Comment: The EIS used 1.0 m/s wind speed; a correct value for
INEL is 2.0 m/s (95 percent meteorological conditions). (40-7)
Response Wind speeds of 1.0 m/s resulted in a somewhat higher
consequence than the 2.0 m/s for distance out to approximately 60
kilometers (37.5 mile-'. The 1.0 m/s wind speed was not selected
as representative, bu. is the speed that resulted in a conservative
estimate of consequences. Analysis using this wind speed gives
essentially the same total population dose, but may yield a higher
maximally exposed individual (MEI) dose.
12.26 Commenj: The EIS states that the dose to MEI excludes ingestion.
NESHAP includes ingestion. Suggest revising the dose assessment
to include the ingestion pathway so that a valid comparison to the
NESHAP standard can be performed. (40-8)
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BsgQGI The explanation of the MEI dose found in Section
4.12.2.1 of the DEIS has been corrected to discuss ingestion. In
determining the highest dose to any individual, MACCS does include
an ingestion contribution by assigning a dose which reflects the
average ingestion exposure received by members of the exposed
population. While such a value does not represent the highest
potential ingestion dose which an individual could receive, when
combined with the conservative determinations of maximum
potential dose to an individual due to other exposure paths it yields a
very conservative estimate of the overall dose received by the
maximally exposed individual, which can then be compared with the
NESHAP standard. The description of the MEI determination found
in Section 4.12.2.2 has been corrected to reflect this ingestion
methodology assessment.
12.27 Comment: Test start acceptance criteria need to be described in the
EIS, including an evaluation of the number of hours that NTS and
INEL meet these criteria. (40-9)
go j This EIS presents the dose-impact criteria which will be
used to determine the acceptability of test start conditions (see
Section 4.12.2.1 1. Under no circumstances will a test be permitted
which has the potential to exceed the normal-case operating
exposures presented in the EIS.
12.28 Comment: Suggest using stability class B or C, rather than D; these
classes would give a higher dose nearer the site boundary. Suggest
doing a complete meteorological evaluation of both sites and
incorporating into the dose assessments to provide a more credible
analysis. (40-10)
R
The selection of stability class D was made in order to
maximize the projected potential impact to the exposed populations
presented in this EIS. Fumigation conditions, which may result in
cases where stability classes B or C are present, has the potential to
produce somewhat higher doses at the site boundaries; however,
the impacts to the total exposed population dose would be reduced,
which would be contrary to the goal of demonstrating maximum
credible impacts in this EIS. The SNTP program is committed to
ensuring that neither the MEI or the total population dose impacts
will exceed those presented in this analysis.
12.29 Comment: An inconsistency was identified, where 2.6 x 10"
genetic defects/person mrem is used, citing BEIR V. BEIR V uses

2.1 x 10', not 2.6 x 10g. ICRP-60 uses a value of 1.3 x 10".

Because ICRP-60 is based on low doses and low dose rates,
recommend using this value for calculations. (40-11)
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Response

The document has been revised to reflect the value of

2.1 x 10.7 genetic defecta/person-mrem (BEIR V). This higher value
was used because it is in keeping with the more conservative
approach used in impact analysis.
12.30 Comments Which dose was multiplied by the genetic risk estimator
to arrive at genetic risk? (40-12)
Response: The total population doses were used to estimate genetic
risks. This provides a more conservative estimate of genetic risk
than is the case with using gonadal dose only, which is in keeping
with the conservative philosophy used in assumption development.
The use of this value results in conservative estimate of genetic
effects by a factor in the approximate range of 2 to 5.
12.31

Commnt: Suggest that the FEIS include a comparison of test
methods employed and potential radiation releases from the SNTP
program compared to those of production reactors, nuclear
submarine and aircraft carrier reactors, medical equipment, and
releases from other tests at the two alternative sites. (22-2, 173-1)
Repnse: The radioactive releases associated with other types of
reactors (such as naval nuclear systems or commercial power
reactors) are not readily comparable to the releases to be associated
with the PBR system. Most nuclear power systems operate with a
closed-loop coolant system, in which materials which enter the
reactor core are not permitted to be released to the environment
during system operation. Exposures associated with such a system
occur through releases due to escaping liquids, periodic release of
some radioactive gases, and handling/transport of considerable
quantities of wrste materials generated during the operating cycle.
By contrast, the PBR systems utilizes an open-loop coolant system,
in which the primary exposures are due to the small releases
associated with air release of the coolant plume. The types of
radioactive materials released, principal exposure pathways and
exposure timeframes which are associated with such different
systems are widely contrasting, and do not allow for a meaningful
comparison between the two systems.

12.32 Comment: Suggest comparison of pollutants emitted from
conventional liquid or solid rocket propellants to the SNTP emissions.
(173-2)
Response Consideration of PBR as an alternative rocket motor to
conventional solid propellants is outside the scope of this EIS, which
is limited to the demonstration of PBR technology only.
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12.33 C
A comment was provided that consideration should be
given to *how reports can give the false sense of public health
safety." (179-1)
Rlsognse: Whether a report gives a false sense of security depends
on the accuracy and candor of the report. The proponent believes
that this report is accurate and candid.

12.34 Comment: It is not clear from the DEIS if more than one reactor
core would be on site at a given time. If this is the case, incident
scenarios should include the consequences of the fission products of
multiple reactor cores being scattered by a major accident event.
(117-1)
egjs There could be multiple reactor cores at the selected
site, based on status of the test program, at any given time. For
example, the site could have a reactor core being prepared for
testing, a core actually being tested, and a core that has already
been tested. At either site, conditions exist (or would be
incorporated into the detailed site design) so that they would be
stored in a manner that precludes involvement of stored cores in any
on-site accidents (including explosion of a hydrogen storage vessel).
12.35 Comment: Since the operational scenarios include experiments
which test the limits of the core, and may include partial or full fuel
element failure, some calculation of the probability of unintentional
releases should be presented. These estimates should include the
probability of, and health consequences due to, multiple unintended
releases during the test period. (117-2)
Response: The consequences of multiple, unintended releases
during the test period are reported in the health and safety analysis
(Section 4.12). Normal III PIPETs, which are the operations most
likely to result in potentially significant fuel failure/core release
events, are analyzed assuming 100% of the core is released to the
ETS. The release to the environment in that event would be the
maximum credible unintended release and would be within the selfimposed limit of 20% of the allowable annual dose consequence.
The program Is committed to ensuring that the actual dose impacts
will not exceed the maximum each year and program total impacts
as presented in the EIS. That commitment will be implemented, in
part, by not initiating any test if the maximum credible release from
that event would cause an exceedance of the program's maximum
year annual release impact as described in the EIS.
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12.36 Comment- Will SNTP have a milk monitoring program (for radiation
content), and how soon after each test would the monitoring be
done? (2-5)

aanse: Monitoring of milk, water, agricultural and animal
products and other environmental monitoring programs by the
Environmental Protection Agency is an on-going effort, and is not
conducted in response to specific test events, or tied to specific
programs. Such environmental monitoring provides information
concerning long-term exposure trends in areas affected by the test
sites due to the infiltration of radioactive materials into the food
web. Where such programs are conducted (as at both NTS and
INEL), the objective is to identify trends in the concentrations of
radioactive materials due to facility operations, and cannot be used
to evaluate the effects of individual non-accident test operations. A
discussion of the existing monitoring programs is presented in
Section 3.12.1 for both NTS and INEL.
12.37 C
When you say low level radiation is minimal or you don't
have concern for low level radiation - it's the one that's most
deadly. It's the one that's going to creep up 10, 15, 20, or 25
years later in our children and our grandchildren and the generations
to coma. (2-36)
Response The radioactive materials that would be released under
normal operations and those that could be released in the event of
an accident would almost all be relatively short-lived isotopes. Only
small amounts would be released under any scenario and very little
of that would remain after the first year following a release. In
contrast, the environmental background radiation across the United
States is relatively constant. A discussion of ionizing radiation and
its health effects is presented in Appendix H, Section 3.0.
12.38 Comment: No discussion of the change in fission products (as a
result of multiple GTA tests with the same core) is provided as is
discussed in the declassified EIS, the potential for greater amounts
of fission product inventory, nor the potential implications to normal
and accidental releases. The bounding accident scenario does not
consider the inability to SCRAM (shut down) the reactor due to
pt •.sical changes in the fuel arrangement resulting from cores that
have been run in multiple tests. (118-7, 171-4)
Resnona: The increases in fission product inventory as a result of
multiple tests with a single GTA core are considered in the analysis
for this EIS. This is discussed briefly in the description of the
Consequence II accident in Section 4.12.2.3 and in greater detail in
Appendix E, Sections 1.3 and 2.4. The reactor control systems will
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be designed such that multiple tests with a single core will not affect
the ability to control or shut down reactor operations. ISee the
response to 12.3)
The additional operations discussed in the declassified EIS wre not
part of the scope of this document.
12.39 fCgmjpjpj Hydrogen emritlement of materials needs to be
considered. (118-14)
Responses Consideration of hydrogen embrittlemtent is standard
engineering practice in the design of all systems involving hydrogen.
In this analysis, the specific effects of hydrogen ebittlement ae
not addressed. However, the potential consequences of
emabrittlement effects are Included within the secation and analysis
of bounding-case accident assessments which were peformed.
12.40 Comment A full assessment of transportation of fully assembled
reactors with fuel needs to be included. (118-15)
The SNTP program is not considering the transportation
Rsg1
of fully assembled reactors, and therefore it is not analyzed in the
EIS. Fully assembled cores (i.e., without the reflectors and control
systems required to enable criticality) may be transported; analysis
of this activity is included in Appendix E, Section 3.0. In accordance
with Department of Transportation regulations, all cores would be
transported in configurations which absolutely prevent criticality,
and thus would be incapable of sustaining a chain reaction.
12.41 Comment: The exact number of teats run to failure must be
Identified. The source terms for dose to the public must reflect

those tests. (108-5, 118-16)
Respon§2:~ Anticipated operations in which fuel failure has the
potential to occur have been classified as Normal IlI operations, and
would be limited to PIPET cores only. As discussed in Section
4.12.2.2, there would be a total of 4 PIPET Normal Ill operations
during the proposed action, which have been included in the

evaluation of the total SNTP program dose consequences (Tables
4.12-6 and 4.12-7).
12.42 Common: How long would test personnel have to remain in the
control bunker after an accident? How much of INEL would be
evacuated for each test? What evacuation plans have been made
and tested for the surrounding area? ( 18-17)
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Respnse Development of specific plans for worker protection and
revisions to existing emergency response procedures (including

evacuations in the event of an accident) would be part of the Safety
Analysis Report (SAR) process. The discussion in the EIS (in Section

4.12.2.4) shows that worker exposures can be kept well below
regulatory limits; public exposures have been reported
conservatively, without consideration of shielding and evacuation
that would reduce those impacts.
12.43 Comment: Transportation of the reactor from the test cell to
another location to allow for decay of fission products is hazardous
and needs to be analyzed. (118-22)
Response Transportation of radioactive test articles at both NTS
and INEL will be accomplished in accordance with established
procedures which have been used for past operations. In all cases,
the risks inherent in the movement operations are well known, and
specific procedures have been developed to minimize the potential
for accident. Potential hazards will be limited to external radiation
exposure in the areas where the movement occurs, due to potential
gamma radiation exposure. During movements of unshielded cores,
all personnel will be evacuated from the work area unless
appropriate protection (shielded enclosures) are in use.
The consequences of any potential accidents occurring during
movement activities at either site would be bounded by the analyses
discussed in Sections 4.12 and Appendix E.
12.44 C
Questions on hydrogen safety, facility design issues
associated with storage and use of hydrogen, the size of a potential
explosion, and the effects of an inversion layer at INEL. Specifically,
concern was raised that the analysis assumed an inversion layer at
INEL that would restrict timing of tests, or that the plume from
hydrogen buminglexplosion would penetrate the inversion layer, thus
changing the analysis results. (118-24)
Respnse Section 4.12.3, and Appendix E, Section 5.0 provide a
thorough analysis of hydrogen storage, potential hazards, and
credible consequences. Potential accidents (e.g., hydrogen fires and
explosions), and the resulting consequences, are included in these
sections.
A basic assumption of the impact analysis at INEL was that the
plume would not penetrate the inversion layer; this assumption was
made to provide conservative results. Preliminary modeling for the
SNTP program indicates that plume rise would penetrate the
inversion layer before reaching plume stabilization height. This
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condition would not restrict test scheduling; in fact, penetration of
the inversion layer would reduce the levels of impacts below those
presented in this EIS, by allowing additional dispersion of the plume
constituents. An analysis of plume rise is provided in Section
4.12.3.2).
12.45 Comment: The beryllium release analysis needs to consider the
presence of inversion layers at INEL. (118-31)
Biggse: An inversion layer was considered in the analysis to
ensure a conservative result.
12.46 Comment: The natural dose used in the DEIS is too high.
Background radiation at INEL is 144 mrem, not 441 mrem. Suggest
remainder of existing dose is from previous activities at INEL.
(118-37)

anmose In the INEL area, natural background radiation accounts
for an exposure of 144 mrem/year for a typical person. However,
this 144 mrem/year figure represents only part of an INEL-ares
resident's total exposure. As defined in Section 3.12.2.
environmental radiation includes not only background radiation
(exposure contributions from cosmic rays, naturally-occurring
terrestrial radioactive materials, and naturally-occurring internal
radiation), but also the U.S. average individual radon exposure (200
mrem/year) and various man-induced exposures to which the typical
INEL-ares resident is currently subjected (medical X-rays,
consumerfindustrial products, airline flights, etc.), totaling 58
mreo/year. The contribution of INEL site activities to this total is
much less than 1 mrero/year. Together, these components of the
radiation environment produce an annual exposure of 402 mrem for
the typical person in the vicinity of INEL.
The 58 mrem/year represents a revised figure from that presented in
the DEIS due to the incorporation of the updated value for average
annual medical x-ray exposure from 92.5 mrem to 53 mrem
(Comment 12.23). This revision is reflected in the FEIS for the
annual environmental radiation exposures presented for both INEL
and NTS). The term "Natural Environmental Radiation" has been
revised to "Environmental Radiation."
12.47 Comment." Why is the Consequences I accident using a GTA core
yield with a dose of WMEI of 560 mrem at a distance of 120
kilometers" not shown? These doses are considered understated.
(118-38)
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Response: As discussed in Appendix E, Section 2.4.2. the potential
for catastrophic failure of the reactor core, accompanied by
complete failure of the reactor containment system, was identified
as a Consequence I accident. However, analysis of the proposed
P9R systems has demonstrated that there is no credible means by
which such an accident could reasonably occur. Instead, the
Consequence II accident was found to be the maximum-release
event which could be considered realistically capable of occurring,
and was chosen for use in bounding-case accident assessments.
12.48 Coma
The fission inventory product (Appendix E, Table E-4)
should be totaled. This practice has precedence in DOE's INEL
Historical Dose Evaluation. Without the totals, clear or candid
presentation cannot be claimed. (118-39)
Response The analyses utilize the quantities of individual nuclides
in determining the biological consequences of the potential
exposures. The total of the inventory expressed in curies would be
a substantially inferior description of the radiological hazard, because
meaningful hazard evaluations are based upon summation of the
effects attributable to each individual radionuclide (determined by
the activity of that radionuclide which is released), not to the gross
total activity.
12.49 Comment: The study does not compare the use of hydrogen and
other non-radiological chemicals for the SNTP program with current
NTS operations for transportation, emergency management, and
toxic waste management. The study does not adequately discuss
mitigation measures for new uses of hydrogen and other nonradiological chemicals. For example, the report states that rail car
transport is a safer transportation alternative, yet it does not state
that there is no rail route to NTS. (109-3)
Response The transportation analysis for hydrogen and other nonradiological materials is extensive and sufficient to identify potential
environmental impacts. Both NTS and INEL have emergency
management plans; these would be updated as appropriate to reflect
plans required for use of liquid hydrogen, etc. Non-radioactive
hazardous waste, including mitigation measures, is discussed in
section 4.5.
12.50 Comment* A request was made to share information with the public
following the tests; requested information includes safety reports,
levels of radioactivity in the effluent, and if there is damage to the
reactors during individual tests. (3-14)
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Respses Comment noted. As required by law, levels of

radioactivity in the effluent would be provided to the state (either
Nevada or Idaho, as applicable).
12.51 •)monDt• The consensus of the scientific community Is that there
is no threshold level of radiation exposure below which Is safe.
Therefore, comparisons of SNTP exposures should note that even
natural exposure has some health hazard; SNTP would add to that
hazard. Discuss in terms of added risk. (3-16)
Response* The scientific community has not reached a consensus
relative to the quantified risk estimate associated with exposure to
environmental levels of radiation. The normally expected rates of
latent-cancer fatalities and genetic disorders presented in Section
4.12.2.1 represent average incidence rates In the U.S. for
populations not subject to increased environmental risks such as
above-background level radiation exposure (non-burdened
populations). These rates include any contributions which may be
due to existing environmental radiation exposure, as well as other
environmental causes and non-exposure (random) disorder
development. A discussion of the increased risk (i.e. increased
incidence of latent cancer fatalities and genetic disorders) in the
maximum exposed population due to SNTP-related radiation
exposure is presented for the maximum-case year, total proposed
test program, and the bounding-case accident in Tables 4.12-5,
4.12-7 and 4.12-9, respectively. These are based upon the
application of a "no-threshold linear dose response" model of
radiation effects, which is a conservative means of assessing dose
consequences.
12.52 Comment: In the EIS, percentage values of expected average dose
are given. The Idaho site seems to present a higher credible accident
dose; however, the small doses at the two locations have a slight
difference, which is insignificant. Include this statement in the EIS in
comparing the two sites. (4-5)

esponse The text (Section 4.12) has been modified to relatively
compare the doses from the two site alternatives.
12.53 Comment: The risks from the program need to be compared
(quantitatively) to the benefits realized from the program. (4-6)

flaangm:

Sufficient analysis has been performed to understand the
environmental impacts from the proposed action; additional analyses
of this nature are not required to evaluate these impacts.
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12.54 Coummatm: The benefits of using a containment facility (i.e., at the
CTF) have not been included in the analysis of impacts. (4-11, 4-13,

4-14)
Repnse: Comment noted. However, the bounding case events
analyzed in this EIS would not be affected by the existence of a
secondary containment facility because the primary reactor
containment would be sufficient to withstand any credible accident
(e.g., hydrogen explosion), so all analyses are based upon expected
ETS function and/or failure in determination of the source term. It
has not been determined whether the ETS would be located within
the containment vessels. The conservative approach used in this
analysis assumes that the ETS would not be located in the CTF
vessel.
12.55 Comment Section 2.2.3.1, under the ETS discussion, is not clear if
the affected public was limited to persons off site or if appropriate
consideration was given to NTS workers on site whose activities
have no relationship to the proposed project. Such individuals
should be classified as the public for the assessment of impacts.
(106-3)
Respone Sections 4.12.2.2 and 4.12.2.3 present the impacts to
the public; Section 4.12.2.4 presents the impacts to workers at NTS
and INEL, both those involved with PBR activities and those assigned
to other projects.
The DEIS mentions a new power line and associated
12.56 C
step-down transformer for SMTS. No analysis of the negative
effects on human health from high voltage power lines and
transformers (i.e., electromagnetic fields) is presented. (106-4)
Resone The health effects of high voltage electric power lines
and transformers on human health is the subject of much debate
within the scientific community. There are studies that indicate that
prolonged exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF) may have
negative effects on human health. However, these studies have
linked these negative effects to field strength and prolonged
exposure. To our knowledge, all of the studies have focused on the
negative effects of transmission lines in the voltage range above 230
kV. The field strength generated by a 34.5 kV line has not been
linked with these negative effects.
12.57 Comment: The DEIS does not consider past nuclear research and
testing at NTS in the use of background radiation. (107-8, 170-10)
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Bansw The overall annual dose to a typical member of the public
due to the NTS is included in the total environmental radiation
exposure as presented for NTS in Section 3.12.2. This exposure is
much less than 1 torem.
12.58 Comment. The DEIS fails to conslder other available data from
ongoing radiation monitoring programs at NTS. (107-9, 170-11)
Response: The value presented for NTS-attributable radiation
exposure (much less than 1 mrem) in Section 3.12.2 is based upon
historical monitoring data gathered at NTS.
12.59 Comnts The possibility of SNTP activities causing resuspension
of radioactive uranium and plutonium particles from areas on known
on-site contamination should be considered in determining
background radiation and program impacts. (107-7, 107-10, 170-9,
170-20)
While several areas at NTS are known to contain surface
Resps
contamination (plutonium and uranium), no SNTP activities would
take place in these areas, thus construction activities would not
result in any resuspension of contamination. During normal
operations, SNTP activities would not involve disturbance which
could result in significant resuspension of particulate materials
anywhere on NTS. In the event of an accident, effects would be
limited to the PBR test facility, and would not affect contaminated
areas elsewhere on-site.
12.60 Comment: The approach of using the DOE SAR procc
unacceptable. The analysis must be included in the DEiS. (107-17)
Rsons
The potential environmental impacts, including health
and safety risk analysis, are reported in the EIS. The description of
the SAR is included to provide information on the process that will
be used to ensure that the impacts would be at or below those
reported.
12.61 Comment: What are the long-term effects (10 to 30 years) of the
SNTP program? (2-10, 2-23, 2-42)
Repose No additional SNTP operations would occur after the
10-year program lifetime, hence no additional radiological releases
would occur. The exposed population may continue to receive some
small additional exposure due to released radioactive materials which
have been retained in the environment, however the contribution in
this time-frame to the total 50-year doses presented in this EIS
would be slight because most of the total dose attributable to SNTP
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activities will be received in the first year following a release. The
effects presented to the exposed population by the SNTP Program
are based upon the cumulative dose received during the 50-year
period following each individual release.
12.62 Comment. The SNTP ceiling of 20 percent of the NESHAP standard
for radionuclides, even though it would not exceed the 10 mrem
standard, would represent a significant increase in the amount of
release from the site. (171-20)
Response The value of 2 mrem per year to the highest exposed
individual (20 percent of the NESHAP allowable standard) has been
adopted by the SNTP program as an upper bound on this radiological
impact as an initial planning limit which the Program considers to be
acceptable, in accordance with the precepts of ALARA (see
Comment 12.1). However, the results of the radiological impact
analysis in this EIS, although quite conservative, show that
maximum dose to any individual in the maximum case year would
not exceed 1.35 mrem at INEL or 0.6 mrem at NTS, and in reality
would likely be well below these values (due to the conservativeness
of the upper-bounds EIS analysis). The SNTP program is committing
itself to operate within the limits of these upper bounds established
in this EIS, and would not operate in such a manner as to exceed
these limits during PBR test activities.
12.63 Comment: The GTA Consequence I analysis numbers are not
included in any tables explaining dose calculations nor is
Consequence I distinguished by type of accident or exposed
individuals. (171-21)
Rsnse:
As indicated in Section 4.12.2.3 and Appendix E,
Section 2.4, the Consequence I accident is not considered to be
possible because no credible means can be identified by which such
an accident could occur. The impacts which would be produced by
such an accident are provided in Appendix E, Section 2.4.3 as a
baseline against which the magnitude of other accident scenarios
can be compared, however, the Consequence II "Late" accident
involving a PIPET core' has been determined to be the bounding-case
credible accident scenario based upon consideration of the
actions/failures necessary for each accident type to be realized.
12.64 Comment: The DEIS states that dose decreases with distance; this
statement is not supported. Time and distance data are necessary
and should be included in the EIS. Reinstate and expand the graphs
from the declassified version of the EIS. (171-22)
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Response The EIS presents upper-bound impact data as necessary
for the evaluation of the environmental impacts associated with the
proposed action based upon consideration of human health and
regulatory limit criteria, and is performed using very conservative
assumptions concerning source terms, meteorological conditions and
dispersion patterns, population distribution, and existing
evacuation/control measures. Such an analysis would be of limited
usefulness in providing relevant time and distance data concerning
dispersion of radiological contaminants. The SAR process would
consider the information necessary for a more useful evaluation of
such information in consideration of necessary emergency response
procedures based upon system design information rather than more
conservative upper-bound considerations used in this EIS, and would
be completed prior to the start of any test activities.
12.65 Comment: The DEIS establishes a 170 mrem go/no go decision
point in uncontrolled areas. Define uncontrolled areas, and explain
the rationale for 170 mreom. (171-23)
R
500 mrem is the total whole-body emergency public
exposure guideline (established in ANSI/ANS Report 15.7); 170
mrem was developed by DOE as a conservative estimate based on
being (approximately) one-third of the 500 mrem accidental dose.
The DOE and EPA have defined "controllable area as "those areas
where trained rad-safe monitors are available, where
communications are effective (where the exposure of each individual
can be documented), where people can be expected to comply with
recommended remedial action, and where remedial actions against
uptake of radionuclides in the food chain are practicable."
Uncontrolled areas are any areas outside these controllable areas.
12.66 Comment: The DEIS selects low ceilings for accident scenarios,
which represents a conservative estimate for determining potential
impacts. However, a hydrogen explosion is treated as an individual
phenomenon in later sections. Instead of remaining within the
bounding areas, a hydrogen scenario would produce a fuel product
at 3.2 kilometers high. This scenario should be considered in the
radiation impacts for dispersion. (171-24)

BspoaM The analysis of the area which would be contaminated in
the event of a hydrogen explosion is analyzed in the most
conservative manner possible in Apoendix E, Section 4.1. Unlike the
analysis of direct radiological exposure, which is maximized by
considering the existing inversion layer to completely restrict plume
rise, the extent of an area contaminated by large particulate
emissions is maximized by ignoring any inversion ceiling. This is due
to the greater area over which particulates would settle as total rise
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height is increased. Imposition of an inversion ceiling would only
serve to reduce the amount of area which could potentially be
contaminated as presented in this analysis, and would not be in
accordance with the goal of providing conservative, bounding-case
analyses in this EIS.
12.67 Comment: The DEIS presents radiological releases from operations
based upon 5 test operations. In fact, a correct estimate is 120
operations over the project's lifetime. Present the complete picture
for assessment. (171-251
Baspnan The total number of full-power-equivalent operations
evaluated in consideration of the PBR test program lifetime impact is
presented in 4.12.2.2, and would consist of 46 PIPET Normal II
operations, 10 GTA Normal II operations and 4 PIPET Normal III
operations, for a total of 60 PBR test operations in a ten-year period.
Up to 15 EITs, which do not involve nuclear materials, would also be
performed.
Section 4.12 has been revised to improve readability.
12.68 Comment: Table E-5 contains selected radionuclides with short halflives. No explanation is given for excluding a majority of the
inventory of Tables E-3 and E-4. This exclusion causes an incorrect
evaluation of dose models in the DEIS. (171-26)
Resoonse Table E-5 presents specific core escape fractions for 55
Isotopes which have been determined to be responsible for
approximately 75 percent of the total committed dose due to test
releases. However, as presented in Section 4.12.2.1 and Appendix
E, Section 1.3, release of the remaining core inventories of
radioisotopes presented in Tables E-3 and E-4 has also been
considered in the development of the source term releases and
resulting impacts. However, because computer evaluation of
specific release fractions for these isotopes was not available,
estimation of releases was performed using the methodology
outlined in Table E-6, and the resulting information included in the
MACCS impact assessment.
12.69 Comment: The MACCS polar grid does not represent population
patterns; site specific data should be used. 1990 Census data are
now available; the 1980 data should be updated; these changes
would change the person-rem dose calculations. Figure E-1 includes
shaded areas not defined and is not explained. (171-271

Dscnsfu

The analysis of radiological impacts at INEL has been
revised in the FEIS to incorporated complete 1990 Census data,
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which has become available since the DEIS. Also, Figure E-1 has
been revised to clarify the MACCS analysis methodology.
12.70 Comment. Data in Table E-1 3 should be compared to MESODIF to
assure that underlying assumptions are accurate. (171-28)
Rsnse:
MACCS was determined to be an adequate model for the
bounding weather conditions, the plume altitudes, and dispersion
distances of concern in the EIS. Other models (including MESODIF)
would be considered for use In the SAR process.
12.71

Comuent A previous program resulted in uncontrolled releases of
radioactivity into the environment. What safeguards do the public
have to ensure that the multiple uncontrolled releases of
radioactivity into the environment will not happen again. (167-3)
flsoonse There were accidental and intentional uncontrolled
releases in the past that would not be permitted and could be
avoided now. Regulatory limits on releases to the environment and
required preventative measures developed and instituted through the
SAR process effectively preclude the possibility of multiple,
uncontrolled releases. Potential accidental releases were analyzed
for the EIS and the maximum credible releases of radioactivity were
found to be well ,lithin regulatory limits.

12.72 Comment: The design for radiation exposure is no more than 20
percent of the EPA standard (10 mrem per year to an individual).
Consequence II would expose the population of southern Nevada to
23.5 mrem, or twice the EPA standard. Is this consistent? (170-161
Response The NESHAP standard of not more than 10 mrem annual
cumulative dose to any member of the public due to airborne
emissions of radionuclides is intended to apply to normal operational
releases only. This limit does not apply to releases such as
Consequence I scenarios, which can only occur in the event of an
accident. Under such circumstances the limit of 500 mrem total
whole-body dose based on ANSIUANS Report 15.7 is appropriate.
12.73 Comments A worst-case accident scenario would subject workers at
Yucca Mountain (Area 25) and at Mercury (Area 23) to an estimated
peak dose of up to 200 mrem. Is this consistent with EPA
standards? (170-17)
Response: As discussed In the responses to Comments 12.55 and
12.82, prior to test operations, determinations will be made
concerning areas at the highest risk In the event of an accident.
Personnel In these Identified areas, which could include Area 25
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and/or Area 23, can be evacuated prior to testing as a precautionary
measure. Throughout the rest of the NTS, access will be limited to
authorized personnel in order to allow rapid evacuation of other
areas should an unforeseen event occur.
12.74 Comment. The DEIS does not address the need for a public review
and state oversight programs as part of DOE's SAR process. (170-

23,
Reponse: NEPA procedures are intended to ensure only that the
decision-makers are fully informed of the environmental
consequences of Proposed Actions and reasonable alternatives
before they decide to proceed. Whether the public should be
afforded an opportunity to participate in the SAR process presents
no such impacts and is therefore beyond the scope of the EIS.
12.75 Comment: The DEIS does not identify how radioactive gases would
be retained in the ETS. No specific design exists in the document.
(118-21)
Repose As discussed in Section 2.2.3.1, the gases would be
removed from effluent cryogenic charcoal absorbers and/or cold
traps, retained for several days to allow for decay of short half-life
constituents, and released to the atmosphere. Design options are
dlscusaed in Comment/Response 12.18.
12.76 Comment* Hazards associated with hydrogen explosion inside the
CTF are not discussed. (118-23)
Rehpnse: Potential impacts of hydrogen buildup within the CTF,
and measures to prevent these impacts, are discussed in Section
4.12.3.3.
12.77 Comment Comments on the amount of plume power and plume
rise from hydrogen flaring were provided. Based on data in the EIS,
a very large amount of power would be produced in burning the
large quantities of hydrogen, and the heat plume would rise to very
high altitudes. The burning hydrogen would penetrate the inversion
layer. (4-10, 118-25)
Rupnses, Analysis of the hydrogen plume has been provided in
Section 4.12.3.2. Additional text has been provided to discuss
plme size and potential Impacts from flaring.
12.78 Coment. The declassified EIS of the earlier PBR program (1991)
indicates low inversion layers at INEL, and that, because of these
layers, PeR tests would be in violation of NESHAP except in the
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afternoon on summer months. Is there a commitment to restrict
tests to summer afternoons? (118-27)
RMnnAAQ The modeling In the SNTP EIS assumed no penetration of
the inversion layer as a conservative assumption. Even in this case,
NESHAP standards would not be exceeded during normal operations.
Penetration of the inversion layer, which could occur, would further
reduce potential exposures. Therefore, there is no need to restrict
these activities solely on inversion characteristics. The program
would consider various meteorological factors, and would schedule
tests accordingly.
12.79 Cmment The total maximum committed effective dose equivalent
(CEDE) and collective CEDE must be recalculated to reflect real site
characteristics, and without a one-day holdup, because the ETS
design cannot guarantee holdup. There is no guarantee that the
wind will be blowing in the right direction, the wind will not shift, or
that tests will run on summer afternoons. (118-36)

Baansee

The meteorological conditions used In this analysis
represent conservative bounds on anticipated facility conditions
which will be encountered at NTS and INEL. It Is anticipated that
actual test conditions would be much less conservative than
conditions assumed in this EIS, resulting in less significant impact
than projected in the EIS. The program is committed to ensuring
that test impacts would not exceed the Impacts shown here. The
ability to hold up release of volatile radiological components to allow
for decay of short-lived isotopes is considered a dose-limiting
operational parameter of the ETS, a capability which would be
incorporated Into the system design. The Inability to contain volatile
isotopes would be considered a system malfunction or accident, and
would be bounded by the maximum-case accident presented in
Section 4.12.2.3.
12.80 Comment: "The operational doses are based on percent
understanding of releas fractions that will be further defined by the
[blank] test program and are likely to be modified.' [FEIS 4.8-21
This statement suggests that considerable Increases in doses could
be anticipated as the project progresses, and public reliance on the
stated doses being conservative is not warranted. (118-54)

BMnsee

The quoted sentence Is from the formerly classified FEIS
and refers to a different propulsion program. It is not applicable to
the proposed action in this EIS. The comment also Implies an
incorrect interpretation of the statement as it appeared In the FEIS.
It says only that the release fractions were not well known and the
estimates would be refined as empirical evidence became available.
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Even substantial changes to the release fractions of given isotopes
would not necessarily increase the resulting MEl or population doses.
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were discovered later that the estimates were inaccurate to a
significant degree, supplementary analyses would be performed.
12.81

Comment There appears to be a potential conflict between the
security intensive activities for the SNTP and the public, civilian
activities performed by the DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management at Yucca Mountain. It is likely, given the number of
public and special tours being conducted around Yucca Mountain,
that tour buses might wel# wind up sharing either Jackass Flat Road
or Lathrop Wells Road with shipments of "irradiated specimens= or
engine components. This potential safety Issue should be addressed
in the DEIS. (199-4)

Baggoaa

There should be no particular site-specific safety issue
associated with sharing of NTS roadways by tour buses and other
"civilian" traffic, and SNTP-dedicated radiological shipments. Such
road- sharing presents similar hazards to the road-sharing which
occurs during radiological shipping operations using public roads and
highways. Thus, any road-sharing hazards associated with the NTS
roadways are more globally addressed in the transportation hazard
analysis provided in Appendix E, Section 3.0.

12.82 Comments The division of populations at risk during severe
accidents (Appendix E, Section 2.4) needs to be reviewed. The
assumption that the at-risk public exposure area begins at the NTS
fence cannot be made. An additional analysis should be done for
each scenario using wind direction to the southwest, assuming the
public is either at the Yucca Mountain field office, or on top of
Yucca Mountain, whichever is more conservative. (199-6)
Resnse Prior to every test, a plan would be developed to ensure
all actions are identified to provide for health and safety of
personnel, both on and off-site. The Yucca Mountain Project would
have to be involved in this pre-test planning, which would include
provisions concerning personnel remaining on station during test
operations, and control of personnel authorized site entry. At that
time, decisions could be made concerning the potential test impacts
to the Yucca Mountain Project and the potential concerns regarding
test effects would be used to determine the need to minimize staff
and halt public access to the Yucca Mountain field office during the
test activity.
12.83 Cogment: The SNTP facility must comply with NESHAP standards;
a permit to construct must be obtained from the EPA unless forecast
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emission levels fall below the permit threshold. Compliance will
require more detailed technical design information and emissions
evaluation as part of the Application to Construct (40 CFR Part 61,
Subpart H). At a meeting with the EPA in September, 1991, the
DOE indicated that it intends to apply for a permit even if emission
levels are not anticipated to exceed this threshold; the EPA supports
this position. (201-2, 201-8)
Rehaonu." As detailed in Section 1.1 of Appendix E, modeling and
other requirements of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H would be followed
in determination of regulatory compliance. The comment on EPA
support for NESHAP permit application is noted.
12.84 Comment; Modeling of safety issues (radioactive releases) were
performed for reactor operations and transportation of radioactive
materials; however, it is not clear that the DEIS takes into account
potential effects of failures in the effluent treatment system and
emergency venting. For example, what is the potential for, and the
risks of, a hydrogen explosion which could damage the ETS? The
FEIS should provide an analysis of risks associated with failure of
components of the ETS and should discuss appropriate mitigation.
(201-71
Response There are two reasons failure of the ETS was not
analyzed. First, no credible means for complete rupture, including
hydrogen explosion, has been identified for the ETS. As a result, a
complete release of the ETS radiological inventory is not considered
to be credible. Second, even if the scenario was credible, it would
have less effects than the bounding case scenario (Consequence II
"Latea) that is analyzed in the EIS. These reduced effects are
caused by the relatively smaller inventory of radioactive material
which would be in the ETS (and therefore, available for accidental
release) during a normal operation. Section 4.12.3.2 has been
edited to enhance readability.
.12.85

Commntm: Impacts to Nevada State Highways from the two items
of contention (additional traffic volumes and risk potential from
accidents) were found to be nominal. (202-1)

an
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QOIL Comment noted.

13.0

General

13.1

Comment: I favor the SNTP program and would like it to be tested
at INEL. (3-B, 3-E, 3-F, 3-H, 4-A, 4-B, 4-C, 4-D, 4-E, 4-F, 4-H, 4-1,
4-J, 4-K, 4-L, 4-M, 4-N, 4-0, 4-P, 4-0, 4-S, 4-T, 4-U. 4-V, 4-W,
32-A, 35-A, 41-A, 42-A, 43-A, 44-A, 45-A, 46-A, 47-A 50-A, 51-A,
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52-A, 54-A, 55-A, 56-A, 57-A, 58-A,
65-A, 67-A. 68-A, 69-A, 70-A, 71-A.
77-A. 78-A, 79-A. 81-A. 82-A, 83-A.
88-A, 89-A, 90-A. 91-A, 93-A, 94-A,
102-A. 104-A, 105-A. 112-A, 113-A.
127-A, 128-A, 129-A, 130-A, 131-A,
139-A, 140-A, 142-A, 143-A, 145-A,
158-A, 159-A, 160-A, 161-A, 162-A,
169-A, 181-A, 182-A, 183-A, 184-A,
190-A, 191-A, 192-A, 193-A, 194-A,

59-A, 60-A, 61-A, 62-A,
73-A, 74-A. 75-A. 76-A.
84-A, 85-A, 86-A, 87-A,
97-A. 98-A, 99-A, I 00-A,
121-A, 123-A, 124-A, 126-A,
133-A, 134-A. 135-A, 136-A,
146-A, 151-A. 152-A, 153-A,
163-A, 164-A, 165-A, 166-A,
185-A, 186-A, 187-A, 189-A,
195-A, 196-A, 197-A)

Resoonea: Comment noted and will be provided to the decisionmaker for consideration.
13.2

Comments I favor the SNTP program and would like it to be tested
at NTS. (1-A, 1-B, 1-D, I-E, 1-F, 1-G., 1-H, 1-1, 1-L, I-M, 1-0, 1-0,
1-U, 9-A, 13-A, 115-A, 132-A, 141-A, 147-A, 148-A, 149-A,
150-A, 154-A)
Respons: Comment noted and will be provided to the decisionmaker for consideration.

13.3

Commet I am in favor of the SNTP program. (1-K, 4-G, 4-R,
10-A, 14-A, 80-A, 92-A, 95-A, 137-A, 138-A, 172-A)
Resnone." Comment noted and will be provided to the decisionmaker for consideration.

13.4

C
I am opposed to the SNTP program. Choose the
No-Action Alternative. (1-C, 1-J, 1-N, 1 -P, l-S, 1-T, 2-A, 2-D, 2-F,
2-G, 2-1, 2-J, 2-N, 3-A, 3-C, 3-D, 3-G, 5-A, 12-A, 19-A, 20-A, 23-A,
24-A, 25-A, 27-A, 29-A, 107-A, 119-A, 144-A, 155-A, 157-A,
167-A, 168-A, 175-A, 176-A, 177-A, 178-A)
Raesons: Comment noted and will be provided to the decisionmaker for consideration.

13.5

Commnt Risk perception should be distinguished from risk and
considered in context. (1-R)
Rhpnse: Comment noted and will be provided to the decisionmaker for consideration.

13.6

Commenmg The money could be better used elsewhere. (2-B, 2-H,
2-K, 2-L, 33-A, 34-A, 110-A, 111 -A, 180-A)
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Ruesonse

Comment noted and will be provided to the decision-

maker for consideration.
13.7

Comment. Any risk Is unacceptable. (2-C)
RmaaD.
Comment noted and will be provided to the decisionmaker for consideration.

13.8

Cgg•ente What is the program cost? (2-E)
Reumnse: The estimated costs for the Proposed Action are $800
million. Costs estimates for follow-on activities, If any, cannot be
made untJl plans for such activities are formulated.

13.9

Comment* Are the proceedings (i.e., the public hearings) going to
be taken into account by the decision makers? (2-M)

Bam

Yes.

13.10 Comment: SNTP should consider including future DOE and NASA
space propulsion programs as well as future International
cooperation to avoid unnecessary duplication of facilities. (4-X)

Rmeasnse: Comment noted.
13.11 C
Finish the test program In We than the planned 10
years. (30-A, 32-B)
Respon
Comment noted. The schedule will be affected by
funding and technical considerations.
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32 are lookingat --
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ther,
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I
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AI
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3
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24

25 for.
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.

. . .
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p.m.)
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I Propulsion tochnoiogtes have been and continue to be

final Invirommesatl impact Statement uuill

as viable research, options.
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Mosey.,.

toe Air

Include ceonslts received during th,*public revive period

2

slid our responses to thae. cemlents.

3

Force considerm the particle bed reactor propulsion

4

tochcol0gY

Following completion of the FI.13the Air force

4

5 cati

Impacts. me well as

to beeo sufficient developmental potential to

ontinued Investigation.

5

and DOE will cuasider koviroeaentai

6

other factors, suck as economic and technical Considerations

a

before we go any further. I'd like to ..plini

I

and Program goals.,before deciding whether to proceed with

I

how the SNTP program wsa formed.- Approloiateiv Iwo "aest

4

the SNTP prograss. The decision will be documented in a

8
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ago cork was begun o an

* record of decision.

it0 and particle beilreactor technology was one of the
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IiL from the Philtlip Laboratory, who will describe the Air

1i sttal-of-the-art

12 Force's Proposed Plan for the Space NluclearThereal

12 program.
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Propulsion Program.
LT. COL. SLEEKES:
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i5 gentlIemen. I'm Gary Sleeker.
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9S upport certain decisions concerning a classified program.

technologies beinigdeveloped under
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However. bocause the program woo classified, the

Good evening. ladies and

14 Environmental
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becaus, of changing
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is Me. Holvei.
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The Air Force, however, recognizing the

19 potential of the particle bed reactor concept, took over the
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M1 Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Program mendour proposel to

2i0 responsibility for developing the particle bed rescior.

the particle bed reactor propulsion
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technology.

24 validate nuolear reactor technologiee with potential
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a am a result of our Investigations. it w&ameliminated fromt

ipublic participation.

3 further consideration due to the presence of significant
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14 propellant. hydrogen, a wuclear propulsion system can be

12 damaging the kernel material,

fission products and prevent the heated hvdrogen free
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moldewor@ then twlce an efficient as a Conventional Gt.13
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14 moderator material as the outside. a set of conctentric

While that IC a very 6lgsltxcaat result. Itin
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13 effects are evem sore dramatic becaume*propulsive

15 frits. or filters. sad the fuel particles themtoelvee.The

is efficiencies cork in a very special soy. The theoretical

It concentric frite are devices that structurally support the

17 effect of doubling the propulsive efficiency iC that the

17 fuel particles chile allowing hydbogem to flow through the
IC
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speak up'

8

as w0ll &a nonle"diological impacts.

It determined that adverse enyiroaMental

I4

7

increase in the region of influence for CTF.

This elide shoes the Utility requairemnts for

I?

to leselof dicetai. The baseline conditions assumed for the

9t. the SNIfyl
program at the too alternative sites.

conditions at each
#b purpose of aaalysis are the existisgl

I9

2l) location.
l atImpact

betweenathe test mite alternatives, exceludingl
the
34n-act11on alternative.

343

Uader energy. there is sufficient power at both

213 SHITSand CTF for sub-scale testing. Supplemental power

The followtng slides .ill shta"the comparative

;91 would be provided by mobile generators at the SlITSduring,
oblat
Ie generator
22 gtroundtest article operational testing.

projected
this slide shows the maximuom

peak
23 nat be required to provide supplemental power duraing

at peselaitiom call employment *(ffactsfrom the implementation of

44 demands of ground test article Operational teoting at the

ZS5 the SKftVprogram.

AS

A peak year incerase of 100 employees.
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Under Solid waste. an aver*$* of 05S tons pee

I at that site. either

9 ear of nonhazardous waste inspotgted from the SNTP

9

I4 prowessa At the hIS this is iosa than k percenit
of the
4

Thisdlie shows the traffic impact.or

J1 increased waploices travelling to either hiS or INLt

tota~l
*#mountOf .01.41nwastegenerated. Analwould result in a

4

mai050W of 5.0 percent

lirohillble
increase in the anticipated

5

is. 9,5to fSTSfor construction and a saaniua of 3

6

inres

life of the disposal

"aO
i sIict).
*At

the INkI..a new landf.i wait he operationsIi

percent

Assuming that most employees at INtL.would use

at commuter buses to get to work, the 551? program would caose

wcapacitt to *spected here.
III

A

is expected along

dul~nJ operations

I

111lOBS. Iberefore. a negligible impact on the landfall

increase is traffic

kinderwastewater. at SNTS. the total esttsist*
of

III

percen t increase during operationsaon State Rotoe 33. None

1.1 a.4011 gallons per day of wastewater would ha handled by a

it of thiemetraffic Increases is expected to cause adverse

I- hno septic system planned for the, into the SNIP facility

19

An additional 2.400 gallons per day of wastewater

iji 4esign.

iaspact

to the levelof sgrvice of these roads..
Tb. sent two glide& cover the transportation and

.I

14 at CTF would be well within the capacity of the exiating

I4 use of radioactive And nonradi oactiv* hazardous materials .

Is esaporation pond system.

15 and the storage and disposal of hazardous wastes.

10

IS and safety aspects of hazardous matarials and wastes waill be

Under water suppi). the 0.0i million gallons per

I7 Aav of hater depand for SNIP represents a small increase an

17 discussed shortly.

III

IS

demand on the w"ter supply aysteassat either the lOTS or at

IS I kI...

Wealth

Under ligzardous
ma terials, the largestquantity

19 of fuel maternal to ha transported in a single Shipment

duThe

construction of facilities on 100 acres at

dli would be lb. reactor cores. The Departmenit
of

ai SlITSis consistent with currant missons and activities at
*4 N'IS.sandno land use impacts would occur.

il fransportation. the Department of Energy. and Nuclear

The modification

94

Regulatory Coaimission
regullatons and reouirtarits would be

ZJ .f exiatin# facilities and construiction
of additional

*4

followed to ensure that no adverse Impact from these and

;4facilities at ..F is consistent with.current mIssion. also.
95 and activities at INEL.anidno land use impact.would occur

44 other transportation activities. These precautilons
would ha
4o required for either tbe SHTS or the CIF sites
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ndternonradioartive hazardous waste.
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2

I dust. which as regulated Under the National Ambient Air

approximately 6111cubic feet. or Seventy 55-galIon draums.
of

;9 Quality Standards as particulate matter, and there would ha

1 iaonradiloective
hazardous waste. consisting principally Of

3

4 solvents. would be generated from either sate over the life

4

5 of the prograa.

5

include emisionslo
from additional traffic and from minor

6

site actiavities.
such as the use of diesel generators and

7

the flaring of hydrogen during particle bed reactor teats.

All waste would ha labelled and shipped to

41 an kl'A-peratltld!
tratmlent. slorage, end disposal facsily.
Under low levelwanste low, level radioactive

11

PN waste requiring disposal would consist of solid weastesfrom

a

r handling, cleaning and disassembly of canister asosmblies

9

III,and contesminants removed from the eflfuent5streas.
ItOver

emissions from construction vehicles.
Emissions froe the operationsal
phase would

The impact on regional and local air quality
from either the,SKIS or the MI alternative would ha

1I) negligible and as not expected to affect the attainmenht

the life of the project. at is anticipated

it statue of the region.

ad

that 1.6 million cubic feet of low level waste would ha

I itbTis

Ii

generated.

13 resource. from the pro~ect at the two alternat ive sites,

IA

the available disposal capacity at NTS. or 46 percent of the

This low levelwaste would consume I0 percent of

slide summarizes the Isparta to biological

At SillS,there would be a lose of IOU acres of

t4

15 available disposal capacity at INtEL.

a5 transitional Desert Association Habitat. which as a commos

ad

It community.

Under mined w&aste,alixedweatste
such aso low

Construction of the facilities and amprovreent.

17 leccl radioactive materials contaminmated
by solvents or

i? to access roads may impactup to 1.0110Joshua trees

In

solcelitresidues manyha generated.

ao

IA

no sore than 70 cukicefeet of sized waOte material would ha

It is anticipated that

9, dascomal .

From project operations, noose

211 into the flamee. gowever. the noinsefroo the flaring would
21 very likely scare the birds away that eight fly Over the

NTS has sufficient capecity for storage and
INtL has sufficient capacity for storage. anidIS

22 flare Stack ares, ho Impactsto the threatened or

di awaiting permitting of a disposal facility.

23 endangetred
species are expected.

4d

44

the disturbance of ground and construction of

;95 facilities at AllISor at CTP "ouldgenerate

an% affert

19 wildlife, and the flare stack would ball any birds flying

2U generated annually,
itThe

I

V a 4 percent increase in trafficduring construction and a

At the LTF. there would be a loan of I -

than

25 50 acres of previousl% disturbed land that i8 low quality

"som fugitive
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gain. noage and Me
I bhitt Pej~t peratioms. t1181 is
flae
tak peatsn. whouldRane sasAlr impactsas at the
h!IIS

4

the act) threatened and endangered apecies. the

4

12 miles from
5 aldIvasl.. has been aobartsd approulimatel)

Inoiefre
h
taing

phlin
a

p.sorti~on Office. the Attisory Council on. Historic

4

thleIssueof %99-un1
and AREA.io addlressing
I'rtserva'ttn.

5

Register *liigiilit)

14 within the region of influ~enne."mesnof these sits*

tt,

for several IOLL propert ies

the
ai T

fothktoilkestr

A

twllb

yi such. .odifirali "a proposed by SWTP could bave an adi-erse
Ad effect.
measures may be required if this site
Istitiatiom

I4

At SPATS.seven prehistorin mites tere found

i3

js

lt

for the two alternative sites.
cullturral
resotirnehanatirsmi

ii

pressurizes water reactor power.plant.
thIdaho state5str~
c.onsultatlon
ort.ce n*

nd t:4,1 inemtln

This slide summarizstthe result* of the

1t

I

j2

is choome. If it is determined that the CTF i
14 altornstkive

me

16 considered significant under the National begimter criteria,

13 net eligible for the national Register. then no nuitural

if rherefors.no adverse impact*are expected to occur to

is impactsare expected.

is

If "aleontoiggirml resources have been tdentified at SIITS.:

i

At the*(TF. the only knows cultural resource

tIV

would require disturbance of 100 acres of lIand
acili:ties
for th SlTS, had lesm than 50 acres for the,CTF.

The SlITS

40 could require 24.000 cubic yards of material for cut andt

du. tfiatsay b0 affected is &theesisting facility at thlecr1

21 37.11120
cubic yordo for fill. while the CIF could require

41 -hink retains qualittes that "ouldmasksit potentially
Register Of Historic Ptaces
2.( eligible for the nationial

Under geology and soils. the construction of new

it

he historic. native hAeritan or

17 archeoiogical resources,

3.tUW)Ord$ foe cut and 4.000 yards for fill.

Athi

measures could be takes at eithee site to

24j

ist because the CTF is the only nuclear reactor tost
all Of the
.4 or Its sige is the sortd designed to @simulate

l rt* free seiosic or
dust and stoiletroson. HeImpo
;94 suoppress

;A5 importantevents that could o"CUr in a commercial

25 slcanir activity are expected.
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A radiation doeswe receive naturally.

igh noise levelsat SlITSare not expected to

2 a:us*impacts to nosprojent pors*P551.

summry.

aIn

The pro~ected

iSS-denitiel
mnoie levelfromaoperations could be attenuated

the 310"1program exposures to the

3

maximally etposed public are such smaller than the Aannal

4

regulatory limit for routine exposures.

b

exposures are alsoe constdered smaller than the annual

AS approximately six mi les away, and the nearest community is

0

expoasure through naturally Occurring radiation

7 approximately 23 miles away.

I

j

personnelI*iand
sNSItir
4 before reaching noliproject
S receptor@.

boisel levels at fthe (ti are asoe not expected to

5

9

0000u"9tY

Th5 nvearest nonfproJ*ct OseroAml -Ouid be

a

aI is

isA community is approximately is miles away.
There moul

For the IIIEL area,. the

IInly
0.3 percent of the naturally occurring raditation.
Those dosesirepresent the upper bounds on the

12
3

hi
e a short tore noise otffmtt:

potential exposures and have been calculated using entreselI

4 conservative methodology.

i4 ildlfeinthesmetae
vcintyof hs es failiy
iS during test operations.

mould be 0.0 naitres. which is 0.14epercent of the

iU saxisum 8ing0 year exposure "ostd be 1.35 ailllreas.
chich

trhenearest nonproject personnel are

Ii approximately 1.3 mtiles free the CT! aridthe nearest

IJ

For the 1415area, the maxismumsingle year
exosr

9 naturally occurring exzposure.

impact nonproject personnel and sslisitveO
OOýlittY

tu receptors.

These calculated

This say have a beoneficial
side

i5 radtological

In summary.

no adverse

Impacts are expected as a result of the

As effect of sCario# the bird. Atay from the flare stack whileispoacaton
17

17 operations are occurring.
Is

lV required for the project are Hot expected to cause draw dots
211

in the aquifer* at ethter SlITS or the CTF.

IV maximumecase credible accident is &&owned to consist of a

No seterquality

Z0 atsultanivous
failure of too critical IETScosponents.

41 Imeacta are expected from nlormaloperations.
94

This slide shoms thieresults feromradioloelcalt

18 modeling of the maximum case credible accident scenario. The

Tho 3.7 million gallos Par yeairof c&atr

MI resutting in a release to the environiment.

Turning to health &An samfety.this slid* is a

22

In dovotoping the eaximumacase effects shown

Z22 chart alhomAn#results from maximum case radilolgical

23

gl modeling of normal testing operations meacoprerd to the

W4 consideration mas 9ir"a to mulItible
concurrent internaland

25 watiosal Emission standards. the program goal. and the

as external explosions of hydrogen.
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litcomparison. the
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$
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niormal operations exposuires.
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actual
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6

pcrruon-imilllress received

7

program.

I

iIt

a0

IJ

ran#e.
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usrprno-ailires
it tll~jJO
program and "et this goal.
the goal ato the Artyp program

as a

IClaltd

SNIP program

the

cheicals

is Support of

iap*:I asph"aaI.t

lead to fires or explosions.
tileale itaelt, supports
Nitrogen and heltue. again. are

Nusesroustacility designs and handling

11

procedur:s would ho established to ensures that those hazards

I

aeinlod when using those chemicals. Theme designs and
are
prcdr
s wi ho 'apleSentad to ensure the hastard.

NTPI:

is to

lnislod.q

II
.1
4

li maintain exposures to on-site itonpralram
related Personnel
a Such lower levelofft

saftet

Oxygen. although not
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theretore. ho exposed to as euch as

tbo

gae9

IS "Wepe aePhyziaats Sad nonreactive.

the 130Sworkers at the

Shrll'taiility could.

ears at the s?,rt

tatthe ltel

14 and acesleratas combustion.

is Iknergysuggests a design goalIof a sasimum SCO etllireets
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gdge

which can
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tit annual dome for radiation workers.

not sorc

itri'tn

the natural eisposurt loel~s of 31 5 million

ed ra ',liudeanda

the prurc

-cr-s

or adi a 4 5

and Its greatest hazard is from its *airtee flasmability

at sorker exposures. the Department ot

based

5

INtL. ould

In the ar.a ot chemical

accident..

14Looking

at

soarer

thtan 1 7 million Par.oi-eall-res

:
woul
I

doe

remedist ions -hich would be undertaken In the event Of OR1

8.5U0

4

user
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of the SkIPp rogram

The
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wh-ch ... ldit
.lroisalrs

110...

the mati~ssem

u

tit

lit to

ten-year period

41-houir

It not includemitigation measuree such as evacuations and

451.Also
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tie natural dSe.m

or More than I5
cxpll:iosreles-1 i, SUMallre
a0
tier. the maxlaus accident exposure at either Site

1

I
2

5.0 percent at the natural

4

uolt 1. elJ

2

2Document

Desument

% Znlmiillirees per ceer.

li

ark
this goal. the 4.300

Thert arm no site specitic lesseewith the SINTS
site

in termso at

Chemtcal utety.

workersat MISh
44 could receive up to 90U.l000person Mtlliresa.or only 4.7

44
Use of the C~T tor tepstin purpgosemay al low
Z4 the build-up ot hydrogen tnetde,
the facility durtingts

;IS percent increase user the natural exposure levels ot 19
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I

would ho required betore personnel could enter. to
I diirutture
I

reduce the potenttal at explosion or aephystaion. Sl2

4

potential

t

anatlyses
were pertoreed that COnsdered

41Aeveral

3

ot radioactive
gsports trom the transportatI~fn

tsr the nobaccideat cgam at transportation of
materials to the NTS. the calculated total
,radioacrivse

5

populatiun doeb received tar the erOgreSIduration would be

kt its.005persnon-aillirees.
tn

ito

saoevar. no erodible atcidest

amounts atbrytIlItum.
ftsed on a amahlgeuealse release, the total

4

.i materials.
a

rue a catastrophic fatlure.

is conceivable that could produce comnidirabte
scenasrio

5

exposure to any Individual would be so greater than three

t
1

a milligram. This exposu r would be more
ton-thouesndltheato
than S0 times teas than the Occupational Satety and health

8

Administration permissible enposure limitot 173

5

ton-thousandths at a milligram in a 24-hour peeled.

10) therefore. beryllium release, is hot ep~ected to he at

are
addition, only 0.94 persoun-millireeas

as a result ot Anticipated transportation
11 lirolertied

at signitcant impactunder any circumstances.

IS
2

aridents.

II

iS

dosestar
materials to INEL. the calculated total populationi

transportation ot radtoactive
For monocarvdent

is

anýadditional I person-eilliies projected as a result at

i$ this proposal.
tg

In snticipated tranoportat iOn Accidents.

19

4000
the populatisdoes

in alt cases,

17
distributed

I

.

it of the public receiving doses in ezceas ot I 41itlPRe. :and
do. thbemejorily ot exposed indilividus.
receiving a toa

To do this. we

are Soliciting your comemnts

tonight on the Draft EMS
At this time. I'd like to turn the meeting hack

17

ld he

among a large total population. with no *Gsehec

Our

the Ai Force dc isio-akers with

consequences of
14 accurate Information on the envsroflmestai

14 the program duration would he 132.000 person-etllires. with
IS

Draft E13.
This completes sy review a:ftbth
goal ts to provid

over to Cal. luepel.

ISCOL.

htlEPEL: Ladies and gentllemen.let'stake a

4i which is iemeaurablv Ion.

0i-minute
5s
break. before we do I just reoted you. it you
out a speaker ward and you'd lIk to speak
2I haven't tilled

Ill

22

24

44

sigrviliu
particle bed reactor.
toadtto

to

under consideration tor use5 in the
may

Inhalation at beryllium particles

and It is a Suspected
bronchitis and pneumnonia.

JS carcinogen,

flheonly likely release of beryllium would hoe
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IFUJIILL If You would like to Speak or have

1COL.

the baiter the chance that you'll haw* to be able to coke

A

a your statemelnt.

someyclarifying questions You'd Ilik*to ask. just go ahead

3

So I'll

So through, I'll try to keep op

3 Slidraise your hend and sell1 got a card to you or the cards

3

4 are out a& ike registration table. end them he'll $at

4 aMMSMgcin the Seastspeaker as we're calling the actual

Ili. --

a

picked up so they can bring it up to me.
encourage you. if

?I

eandaddfressyesr remarks to ao. or address your quastions to

Den't be abesor

We do have a court reporter with us tonight she

IS

as taking down word for word everything that is said during

lAd,. os weve sold before,

It

Third.

13
14 Es MOaIead m

smpactStatement and tbe decision

if you prefer to oced

input AS later on, thata* flnea,too.

12 -aittent

13 the bearing. and then this record will besame a port af the

I'd ask you. wehn You satrt speaking to

. If You 're shart
speak into the slaropheone

lb like Iam. YOM mAY have to Pull It dosef.Or if You're

is package.

11 the veolum right.

I? the following rules.

20 .&other you aea en elected *fflcial or WhitakerYo,.,ae

the first speaker is Coming to the podium, or at the

a group, a public interest group. or Whether
21 1`011111`98a11101

if you'd acmESover here to this

there's a chair here.

If

23 You era speaking as a concerned citizen.

you'd go ahead and come

23

on up hetre, that sill moke it quicker in termsi of being able

23

94

to got People Up end down.

because right moo I've got about

24

Fourth. I sill recognize each porson for five
And sa've got to haye that tiso period no that

minutes.

253 everyone sill have an equalAopportunity to be heard this

JS 3h Speakers endt the quicker we can got people upnand down.
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;Il podium, the noat speaker,

If you could also
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I will announucsthe naimeof the first speaker.

to

uip.so that us can try to get

IE teller.go ahead and pull it

I would eppreclate it if you soold help me with

id

i'd far mail,

go ahead mad place it to the

ill basket am the podi us, if you Would.

IL

al0 "ile

for the record,

submit tonight

6

i10 speak tonight will havesa fair Ghana* to be heard.

14 finAul enrironeentl

ifItYO ohvea&critten sLtateAt that You'd Ilk* to

me

I want to ensure tbet everyone who desires to

heaitaat.

9

todu.

*Peak only after I recognize you.
Seo0nd. Pleasti

0

you baw* a stateamentthat

am d Ilk* to make, to go ahead and do it.

a

al Speaker to the p

raise your beladswith the cards so we can $at then

4
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I Swaeged.

4 SdOrence Ulta na

3 eecmy beadi up. if you'd go ahead SandConclude your remarks.

5

if

I do that.

Dr.

7

M. WILLIAMlS: Thank you.

5 so that you san glet Your most Important points is first.

a

ta0 hers representing myself.

b And. of couree. rememberthat You camsubmit as mucoharitten

5

COL..NURPEL: Sir, if YOUrould just go ahlead

priortlieyour ceemanta.,
?to present in fiveMinutes.plemees

iu

SAnd
with the number of Speaker* that We're sot.

I4 i'illai,5.

am hour end a half from no.
And if

IA
13 here. I'll
Id

is

I3

I salt somebody's sees &an they're mat

still not hare.

tbe* I -oma't Call the Maso agasl.

Sadothe last thing. I justask the "tire
dounations
are being

23

start the random selection.

is

em th effects
Publication. a Very mimerpohilcatiom*a

ii

of faliout en the Octline bleats in the area, actually. the
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hAd the final Povironnanital Impact Sstatemet is

19
19

Stctmet distributiON list, as well as theemwho request a
copy betwee man sod the mailing dote, mhefinal impact

19

S. 1992.

19

scheduled to he comleted In Dlecember.

Onesthis is Comlete.

f20

Impsct Statement sod sail it

20

the 218 will he used by the Air force to help decide whether

31

or not to proceed with the toot Program to validate the

31

ststenent will 109204de
omests received during the publicI
period sandour weaponas"to thee. oonests. Following

22

concept bheind the Nuclear Propulsion Prograa.

32

fOMlatION Of the 115, the Air Force snd DOswill consider

23

SCcOlIAh a record Of decision is fenwmary1992.

2

anircmntsl impacts. so Well mesOther factors such as

Ws =pact to

3dA

copyof the Draft gig wee 110ied to 521 groups and
25 Individuals Whorequested one. Io addition, these libraries

lODt

*"-130

240"ecnoic and technical COseideratio
25

MnAWS
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1toI

I

deClaims Will be docmet"d in a record of decision.

2

like to presentLieutenant Colonel Gary block*rto my left

2

portLeiOatics.

3

from ftillipe Lab who will deacrihe the Air Force's proposeed

3

Pogram. cod aseied

4

plan for the 95!?V.

4

LT *. COLOMM5
-LI5UR.

Ii

I

Goo"evening. ladies

I*& Gary gleeker.

Gentlemen.

-CM

statement "ae classified and pre~pared without publict
because of chanelng msision regairements. tI,.
iaberwind.

"as terminated.

The Air Force*. rC" 0i.Ine

MhePotentialOf the

Sm particle bed reactor concept. tock over respoes
Lbiliryfor

the program sectoer for the

6

developine the particle bed reactor.

7

formed in 1991 to Iead and manage the developmnetal effort.

Phillipa Laboratory. girkland Air Force Mae in "an Umeico.

0

In scowis@ this respoonaibility. the Air Force. determined that

Tosight 1-d like to teil you about the

S

rather than to rely os that classified all. about chich the

7

Opera goriest Themal

6
9

Propulaion Proeram at the Air Fore*awe Unclear Thermal

The program of fice "a.

10

Propulsion Program and cur proposal to develop and to validate

10

public knewu"thing.

11

the particle bed reactor propulsion technology.

11

Impact Staetment for the programwith full public

12

Participation.

12

The progreesa smissonis to dewelop sad validate

13

nuclear reactor techeologlee to be used as advanced space

14

propulsion sysetms.

13

Several propusaion technologies have bae14

we would Prepare a saw anvircummeetal

In short.the Air Force wantato fully develotp and
validate the technlogy that ore started aader the tiaberoind

15

and continue to he considered as viable research options.

is

prVOerme. The Air Force goal Is to dmeons0trAta the feasibility

14

Morrever.

16

of a particle bad reactor propulsion system that could be

17

propulsion technology to have eufficieat develosmental

17

operated outside the atmoaphere is space as am advanced opper

1s

potential to warrant continoed ineestigation.

15

etage or Amorbital transfer vehicle.

the Air Force consider* the particle bed reactor

Dafror

1s

us go amWfurther. I'd like to explain

20

the AM! program was formed.

21
22
23

bad reactor tocheology ws amon of the stats-of-the-art

24

techeologies being developed under this prosrods.

2S

boecaus the program wse classifiled, the environmental

It
10n

Approxmiately tuo years Ago

Astated is the notice of intent. the decisions to

20

he 00". beeed in part *s.this Saviconeental Impact statement

work was beguncop an Zoviecnanetal Impact Sttetment to support

21

oare

certain decisions concerning a classifiled Program.

22

A particle

33

A.

24

ftver.
lopect

Whether to cmontionue the SWI program

through to

development of muclear therail propulsion technology.
0.

Ubothor to Construct and operate a validetios teat

fCiiY
me

.i00t cMRDuaS
_- CAVITU.
hzPOgeymS
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1

C.

13

Where to'locate the validation toot facility.

2

1

Two aito$are being considered for locating the

combetims proeeea is comlete.
A nuclearPropulsion Ssyetm contains a reactor whirch

a

"vreiscee the combstion process is a ccasoatiosl system.

3

validation test facility. aad both "ere etudied is the

4

gssiromeental Impact Statement.

9

site and the other is at the Idaho motional flogineeriag

S

4

Laboratory.-

4

temgerature.

7

third site ralled

7

becomesvery hot, Is expandedthrough a nozzle end Produced

I

msgineerine Laboratory was also uader r~asederation.

4

throat is the eme eaoner as a Conventiasal rocket.

O

Am a result of nor investigations. it sea elieinated frem

9

10

further consideration doe to the preaenC* of signifitrant

to

at temperatures arongd 5.000 degrees fahrenheit.

11

cultural resources.

1t

difference between the two is that with C nucleer propulsion

12

One Is at the Nevada test

4

Whenthis Znvirenst*2 analysis wse begun, a
rest. - also at the Idaho National
kooever.

bef ore we get into the details ad the program sand

bue, the reactor essentially beom
it

a very powerful heater.

heats a single fluid, the propellant. to a very high
The rproellant flows throwgb the reactor.

both chemical sandnuclear propulsions ystems operate
bot the key

12

system. or cam choase the propellant.

12

spacifics of our proposed sort=m.I'd like to provide the

12

ligbtest propellant, hydrogen, a nuclear propulsion system can

14

daescription of conventional chemical end nuclear Propulsion

14

be me"d mere theantwice asoefficient as a conventional

11

syset

1:

The theoretical effect of doubling this efficiency is that the

14

profosued.

14

load-carrying capacities cam be increased scmmherearound

17

system is to produce very hot gee for Propulsion.

17

eight to ten times.

1:

see real coats and weight reductions by the factor of two to

end shy the pracmiceof nuclear propulsion io soin
First, the ultimate ob! ctiv*of any prpulion

~

By choosing the

op..

Now er. as a practical Matter. us cam

10

Is a covninlchemical propulmice my.t..

14

as the left, two fluids. a fuel and am oxidizer, are sised sand

I1

five.

20

they are burned.

20

high Parformance nuclear propulsion system could be developed.

21

volumes
of hot gas is generated.

22

a nonale to produce throat.

23
24
2S

he-

Whenproper comustion occurs, a large
This hot gas expand throug

This seans a tremendous moetary "wvines

21

there are only a few

with a safe

The particle bed reactor, or P53. is viewed by the

22

Air Force and others a. having distinct perforean~ce

acceptable foal and oxidizer cominatiOSS. sAdefficiency and

23

advantages.

Parformance of chemical systans are limited by both

2d

particles.

temperature end the molecular weight of the gse after the

21

millions of the"e feel particles, each approximately the sixe

mNoever.

JOY1001AnDSs
-- ChI

The particle bad reactor would use apherical fuel
The typical fuel elmeent would contain many
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14

15i

I

of a grain ot "~ad. The typical particle contains a center of

2

fully enriched uranium 22S surrounded by a p~crc.. graphite

3

buffer layer.

4

Surrounded by a final layer of zirconium carbide.

5

iI

tempratures in the hydrogen .rctrmseart.

a reliable cor~trol

2

of the high and the low temeprature of the hydrogen

I

propellant.

Multiple Coatings provide containeant of fission products and

S

principal ::mpmeots of a conceptual propulsion oyster -r the

0

prevent the hoated hydrogen tram damaging this material.

The

4

propellant managemntn Ssytem in the one bar,

?

sint-elded fuel elemnat includeoe aewrom, moderator material an

7

I

the outside. Concentric filters or frits And fuel particles.

0

5

The Concentric filters are devices that support the fuel

9

beat io a high-density graphite layer which is
The"sI

10

pertialee while Allowing hydrogen to flow through that

11

material

and cool thout fuel particles.

addition to the partiCl* bed reaCtor Itself. the

The flow path through
An Array

osaeel moral.

"o the pressure

assemly.

The propellant sanagaeruti system provides controlled
flow. and pressure to the reactor a" other subsystems .

During

10

the operation,

low temperature hydrogen aoits the propellant

11

tank. vnters the Curbo tanlk assaemly.

12

the propellant ia delivered to the reactor where it's heated

After e.iting the pump,

12

Amelement Are Illustrated In this figure by arrows.

13

of heneom-eheped feel element.

13

to the doetrad temprature.

14

aeutron reflector each as grophito or beryllium to enhance

14

bled off0 to power that turbop.es assembly.

1s

reactor performance.

Andit also contains reactor Control

is

16

devices.

The memberof *%meant@used could be tailored to

14

provide pressure ceetaiowt and ronetrucraral support.

17

produnce desi red thrusts.

17

nozzle collects the hydrogen gas f row eaCh fuel element and

couldbe surrounded by a

The general concept of a propulsions *yetsm in the

A Smallportion of propellant is

The pressure renael and mor01. assemblywould

mas

IC

accelerates the gas through the throat section to generate

1s

lowest uae of particle bed reactor to heat low toospraturs,

19

thrust.

20

liquid hydrogen propellant to very-high-to~eraturegasaeous

20

ThIL lead. to the description of the propoaed

21

hydrogen, the hydrogen is not burned but is simplyexhausted

21

v~alidetos teeting of the particle bed reactor propulisio

22

through a Domain to produce threat.

22

technology.

23

of texta over a five to tee-year period leading to the

10

"22
2
25

chiev

mh
ajor technical goalsn of the program include
t sA" Control of againsr power levels.

developmet

24d validation of the concept.

of materials that caa withstand thee. high operating

MoYECANflg -

The proposed testing sequence Involves a saerie

25

As ohms 10 this slide, the teost

are Ceqseouced to begin with fuel elemnst testing Nod rulminate
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17

Thsee integratad system teats would be a "eriso of

I

10 teetingo at
SoIntegrated syetem.

a

approach, this teat soring include. the particle bed reactor

2

tee reactore which gradually approached the desired

3

parfooence sleeet test, end eegiee integration teat.

3

perf ormance Conditions.

4

Culminating with teats of grmead teat article. or ongines.

4

technical InftORAticO derived during earlier testing.

5

All theme teats would involve reactor. within a test cell and

5

version would be teeted. they're referred to as min1 or

4

within properlly contained facilitiese.

6

eab-scal* and full-scale.

C

include writtee procedures end foreal review and approval.

9

tech test sewu*c

10

would undergo a comprehensive Safety

analysis before approval to proceed would he treanted.
The multiple fuel element teat would be the first

11

ice desiga wouild evolveo from
Two

Subsequent to Satisfactory Operations with t he

7

tech test serises would he carefully planned to

7

$

element testisse eany System tests would be tested in the esae

9

test cell teed for those earlier teats.

The full-scale

test

10

eeries would take place in an exapnded facility amd would

11

demonstrate comlete operation with feed sad control hardware
This fl-ci

13

Anda full cGUIleeawrt of instriaesotatiton.

reactor ahout the site of a SS-pollee drumn. and would he Use

13

engine would be approxiaately the sine of a small *sutoooiie.

12

sustain"d power producing test.

12

These teats would Involve &

14

to demonstrate the performance relisbility, operability of

14

mucltiple tafst

15

fuel elements.

teck of thee" Core. involved In the test could

lS

low Power, to Operational power and tempratures.

14

he subjected to five operating Cycles at a noxious power level

14

pacer
would demonstrate controllability, sod stability at full1

17

And the rapid start-up and shutdown under compter control for

IS

a full elsonie profile.

17

of 550 megawatts for As leg

to

minutes.

19

for dO minutes.

30

a sinele year.

31

=61"e

22
22

reactorin the loop.

or About 4

as 500 "eCan

?hiS is the energy equivalent of a Cosaig 747 flying
Op to tee of thoee tests my he cemduct ed in
The nos-nuclear tsrbopup

teat or what we call

would be PorforeI beginning at zero pacer, to
Each toot

tech teat would be in order of a few minutes in

it
20

duration.

21

individual Car. would be Approximately 1,000 seconds or 20

proper function of the propellant &seten withot en operating

22

minute..

24

This series would establish Confidence,
in the central and the fted system neceesary to allow

23
24

equivalent to a toeing 747 flying for approximately four
and-a-half hosurs.

25

precedifs to eagIn

integratic. tests, would be designed to demonatrate

sysmtem teats.

-MA"_
O
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paenit

The essiesas ties of a full powered reactor for ant
The energy produced from such a test would he
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1

Lactates c001ant supply

2

construction at a saw facility Or
tenting requirementst.

2

treatment system.

3

extensive modification of An existise facilityIs requirsd.

3

1Bcause Sofacility "iota.that fullymexts thease

4
5

shown15 this slid*, the eain featuresof the
4As
2 facility inlude a control camlem which has an
fell, a cmust ement system, a Coolant supply systes. and thean

I

system.
so effluenttreatement
*

-Qta.-9

tt:f...t

The iCCO0.lsOCoolant supply eystemwould be rowspoar

numb. of -- three selo. resor* for

Thee asre
I7

iscop
n.

lsls
so
e effa
f

t treatmeet system in the test

First. wse Of the $*aIsof the testingis to

5

9
fcility.

9

valdate design margiss. Secoodly.the emissionsof

ompclex. at the tsp. wouldbe a

The coet

and the

of a hydrogen storaee system, hello. storage system,and of
Pipes and valves for coolant distribution.

inlstrumentation A"d control systm insld, of 4 bunker, a teat
7

Oyetes

buildisg freoe which access, to the
10 sheledaOf'orsedt"c"sCrato
.1

10

rodionuclides in the ambientair 9roe Department of tostay

11

facility, soy activities isvolvifts the test fell, sad a syset

It

Protection
facilities are regulated by the gavlronsental

12

to provida video surveillance oers the entire test facility

13

AgseCy is sotordsoce with the natioswsl sexisslo

13

woul~d he controlled.

12
14

heserdoas sir polluanets. sod shell sot exceed so Amount tha t
son
would tCause soy sombarof the public to receive is soy Yostr

1:

effectiv,o

1

saiosal emasio o
.4

17

to receive a dose of tea silIIrsen

The control syset

14

would provide the requilred safety

1S

sod Control functions for all ogeretiofss at thAe stire teaxt

14

facility.

17

functionsassociaetd w~it, reactor testing.

And the system woald provide Conoet carteolof a11
The sub-scale facility woald also inclued

1s
19

cell to accomdate the majorcomponenst

20

initialvaidation tests.

31

dowsesqaivesot of ton sillirees.

standards for

While these

steadarde mas all~owyaseto
e

the public

as the fNTP Prour.

a

16I committed to a design 60a1 of two eillirems par year, or 2t

a tast

of the reactor for

The Confinement system limits the release of fission

almt.

Because the

19

Percent of the allowable regualtory

20

proeree Is a developmental program. there wouldbe some

21

uetlaity

22

products. would include a barrier enclosingthe reactor sad

32

effluent treatment system amild Mauaro that the Milssion* from

23

portions of the effluast treatment $yet=.

23

pleasedM activities amild remain wall within theme program

24

goal&.

The folud systems for the sob snd full-scale test

24
25

facilities
would consist of two major su*es~to,

._0_

_

_

CAITL_
_

In the actual Compostion of the effluent.

As

Third. it is national policy to reduce radioective

discherges to a leval thet is as low as reasosably arhieveble

Th2e

AARS_
_

__S_
_

_

_

]AIC.U

__Sja
_
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21

20
1

I

sod the TS" ashes this possible.

3

It Would ensure

3

accomliah the followiog objeCtivess

4

radioactive material entering the treatment systom remain

S

subcritical.

4

sbahusts to weab loser temperatares to effectively treat that

7

exheaust.

A

it nmoud trap noble games sodl contaminants f rom the stress.

9

And fourthly. it

SeCcoNdly.

fiarae the resultift clean hydrogen

11

the bydroges

4

sita would he reduced to a minimum operating staff of so sore
than tea individuals.

9

is the vicinity Of the test cell.

As eff luent monitoring System would mEssaexethe

12

content Of the stream ON a

Daring actual testing

operations for both facilities, the numberof personnel son
all located within the control tmoepas .

sitee of Deperteet Of Energy installations have

5Two

Santo

the atmosphere sod preveata the accumuation sod detonation of

b03
e epproximttly 30 to $0.

S

I7

Thirdly. It amild remove particulates. debris, sod

tacbeical administrative or maintenasce peroe.

euity,

Theptre-operetiosal staff of the larger fall-scale facility
wol

it amuldcool the test particle

10

the Smaller sob-scale facility would he limited to shat1

2

The effluent treatment system would he desigeadto

2

been identified

5

Aitble locetionsa for the validation

facility.

11

at the Nevada teat site and the contained test facility at the

12

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

13

exclusionary criteria Consaidered is the site narrowing process

Tb. principal

13

radioactive and particulaet

14

real-tise balis and display this information for reactor

14

wars.

15

operator.

1S

isetallation.

14

appropriate shieldise to prevent w.orher eaposare to ioniziss

14

bearest urbanates.

17

radiation shove Acceptable levels.

17

test site is located is the
facility. The Saddle Mounttain

The effluent treatment system design would isclud*

test

The f"dds 50000510 test site at the test station

10

One. similarnacl vor activities conducted at the
Tao. a 12 hiloeeter minimum dietasre to the
And three. federal Ownership ofthe
South of Nine Mcastaitý good

16

center of the Nevada test sits.

19

treatment systen.,.hile costly, is Well within the operating

19

sal West of Saddle Mountain Roead. The distance to the erarest

30

rang"e of state-of-the-art system.

20

boundary ie 14 miles. and &cc*@& to the Nevada test sit. is

31

modification of all fa4cilities is epected to taks

21

controlled.

22

spproximately 14 to 24 mothe for both the sub-scale

23

full scale facilities,

24

w.ork forces o

IS

of personnel on the Otte during pre-operetiossi activIties at

is

tJODY

The design sod fsbrication of so effective effluent

As ".erse

Construction and

22

wOch force Of 32 amd a Peak

shout 100 is the construction ohase.

ZaOWAR --

and the

The member

The Saddle Mountain tost stationwouldrequi~re neo

22

construction for both the sub-scale and fall-scal,

24

facilities.

25

includepower lines,phone lines,rood., a line to an exioting

J0DY AWARDSO --

CPIta. RIOTN
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23

I

deep-uatei well, and water atorage tanks.

a

Improvements i"clud

3

access roado.

23

Traseportation

new site roed" and a grading of exicstin

I

would be located adjacent to Che cOstalned toot tetci ;tY.

2

of the costainmeet structure as the tost tell -- IliIeq- r

3

construction of fluvid storage end piping and eff.ventt

4

The contained tost facility is located in the

4

treatment system and a flare *tack.

S

northernPortion of the IdabaHetionel Invlnaering Lab.

5

underway to determine renoation requirements for the

640srthosat of the intersection of Lincoln boulsoard a"d State

6

contained test facility vsessel.

7

7

Highway33.
bsetg
facilities to Support validation

Sm
a.rad

tet:
...
10

8

located ct the Contained toot facility

As requirsd by the Mstional Ecrlrommeotel
Act,

the Do-acticn Alternative was 4lso evaluated.

P01,cy
The

10

Proceeding with the development of the validation t~sclr~g

Relating facilities at th, site Consist Of a

11

program.

and hot cell facility,

13

receiving. assembly,

0 c~otainaot

12

13

structure. a acotrol husker, poat-itradietito examination

13

Proposal to develop oad validate the FORpropulaior.

14

facilities. ned administrative space.

Approximately ton

What I hae. presented bate is a summaryof our

3d

technology.

and-a-half all* railroad track consectsthe tootaianest

15

cascadoed in the Draft environmeental Impact Statement.

1s

structure to the receiving. assemly. and hot cell facility.

34

Lieutenant colonel Seapeartel willl east presetnt the

17

A security fence with guard stations is also in place.

11

environmental impect aaalyeis for this program.

15

A number Of modificatione to thet misiting facility

1o

ore

so"-action alternative would result to the Air forteDot

aite.

11

Ienineering sudiost

Us#

it

would he required.

20

have to he recomfiguord to acomumodate the tosts,

23

recelivig. assemby, end hot tall facility mayrequire eodest

32

LT. CODO

is

It to likely the control building would

Manymore details of the proposed action are

S3UM5UkILs

The Draft gawironeental

19

impact statement "ae Prepare

30

e..iroinnta

21

04ality regulations.

modification to accommodate the hot test particlee.

22

bulk and write in plain leagagea and focus Only on those

23

Eheineering studies have been initiated to determine if the

23

isseus that or* Clearly related to the environment
and to

24

Contained teat facility or newm
test Cells would be required

34

Intesrate the BIB with other documntsa required as part of the

2S

for a full-sacle

20

deiiDeha

teat facility.

and the

NEW tost Cells. If required.

to cculy with the Rastional

Policy, Act and the counsel anthe Itnwironmenttl
If forts sere ead* to reduce needl.e&

rocesis.

JODYSOWARDS
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analysis focuses on impactsto the natural

1Thisa

415
II

ere the existing conditions at each location.

The following

3

environment that my occur as a direct result of particle bed

2

slides will Shon OGmparative Iowea@ hetween the test sit.

3

reactor development aMdValidation testing, or indirectly

3

al ternativee. excluding the es-action elternative.

4

through Change"io the community.

4

3

quality, biological reasources. cultural resources,

9

geology, noise and water gboth surf ace andgroundwater).

7
a
P

Moseorces ewaluated are air
soil. and

gelore I do this. I'd like to take a fer emomet#to

5

siiriae

S

the PrVOpS41I
that Colonel bleaker was talking shout is to

Indirect changes to the commnity that provide measures

7

Proceed with the Particle bed reactor toots, which would

against which envirtonental Impacts could he eayand facts"

I

Luiacue" a Construction of a facility aad run a total of about

Chaneseto local employmentpopulation, land use and

10 50 teats Over the test tea-year period.

10

andthetice. tranaportation. end utility services.

11

Amd

In

end Clarify what we've presented so for.

Basical ly

And to locate the

10

facility either at IM5 is AevadAOr 1921,
In Zdaho.

addition. Issaues
related to the current and future eanaggemot

11

site. sast the program seeds at this point.

12

of harardous materials and wastesaare diacuesed in the

12

weIre looking at# shold we do it or not. regardless Of

12

document.

13

location. or if we decide to proesson. then wher* are we going

14

in testing Of nuclear materials. a considerable amount of

14

to do the teats?

13

health end Safety analysis wee dometo &ddirmse
radiological &a

15

the aliernatives.

1s

Well as toaradlolovical impacts.

ascmsuethe prcgoeed action involves transportation

And both

So the decisions

Be that's the decisions in the documnets sand

Is

I koow it's complex as he goes throuch the por-ogre

30

an a reamit of our analysis. It was draterised
that savoers" sircmenta effects soy occur -- Ipeact Say,

17
10

Itself a"d I thought we put the slide is here just
oto claity
amcopleof points, And there may be sem confusion btua.

It

occur through Ipplammntation of the proposed action Sand

10

there's different types of nuclear systems Andnurlear

20

teating eltocuatiwe.

20
31

testing.
Program.

17

21
22

If.

then Potential mitigation measureswere
Identifiled and Analysed in the document also,
if a few sisutes I Will Preaent the reaults of our

The Point Is this is sot a nuclear rckat es
It's to develop a particle bed reactor t stse

22

08 the groumdto see If the technology works.

12

analysis that are stated in the Draft as5. both Validatcow

23

be thet embody at soe time decided to tesat whether a

24

teet Site iocatlome wore analysed in the same level ed detail.

24

treanietoar would Work. but they hadn't decided on whet the

20

The baseline conditions assumed
f or the purpoee of Analysis

25

saboeof the tranaister radio wan going to he at that time.
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1

so se-.

27

in a techeology of a propuleson system.

2

The Second Point is

this doesn't involve nuclear

1

morked Up to about

2

5May

3

fdng behind it.

4

tchsology at this time and that would be the ease kind of

5

thine in

it

ten banu

pa range.

absold have been a I...

ther. it

didn't WOKA. So

_er company Po,

_ng Eno

3

det•natio•a.

4

baa costailmmet or

5

building,

6

The exhaust. which is

7

to eliminate amy release of any radioactIve saterials to the

I

*In•. let's

I

environment .

i

sfe

9

clean exhaust.

9

the implementation of the

.10

Inrease of 200 employees,

11

determining mahimum Impact.

13

Market wsuld be employed,

13

of a percent population increase in

14

for the R$TS, or teo-eethe of a percent increase

1

realio

16

percent increase

17

the Nevada site, or a ome percent increase at the Idaho &It*.

10

This is

it's

not a bo

hich

place,

hydrogen,

it's

sot going may place.

will be captured.

filtered and

foture uses.

13

potential application•

13

this point in

this is

the PON technology,

a space program,
in

so our eyes are

space. but it's

time whether the engine.

14

impulse or any of its

15

programs when we my need it.

16

SO it

17

chat site rocket.

1

Or anything.

em

too early to tell at

whether it's

specific

technical characteristics will Meet aMy
So there'S no definite program.

j be speculative at this point in
ohat payload,

go it's

aeme of the

share we

too early,

it's

time to detemine

oeld fire this off

too early in

the system.

1 think Maybe another example would be if

t1

know.

s0 we're testing

the

So keeping the PrOposed attiopnad altndnat,0e5
revise

the environmental

Impact*.

I•fTPprogram.

The peak year

amssumig for purpoaca of
that so persons from the local lot

results in

of influence for the CT? in

a .04 or four-hundredtoa
the region of influence

Idaho.

in

the

The Maximsu

of two

In total peak year employment would Occur at

This slide shoes the utility

requirements

for the

3MT? program at the twO alternative sites.

20

came in with an idea that they're goigleto develop a se

20

21

enging. gasoline

31

a0d CT? for

22

and it

33

provided by mobile generators at 10e1Sduring ground test

23

Sponseor them to do the research and developemmt on that

23

particle operations.

24

aegina.

24

provide suplemental

2S

they finished the testing, maybe it

2S

teat particle operation testing at the CTF

engine that eotld get 100 Milea

would be pollution free.

And maybe it

wc

to the gallon

And maybe someone swould

a car copny that did that.

JODY EDWARDS --

did wock.

bet it

Whan

only

Under energy,

there Is

sub-scele teetine.
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Mile

sufficient poer at both RUTS
supplemntal power 00014 be

gea

retore may be required to

power during the peak demands of ground
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So this slide

the 50.1mis Projected Population employment effects froe

16

someome

We doo't

that ssmPle.

6

The effluent system then would give you that

11

19

reactor

it's

the ilside oS C reinforced concrete

bolted down in

The applicatlona of

voe

e.

les.
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25
1

29

Under Solid waste, an average of 175 tons a year of

2

non-hazardous waste is

3

MTS. and is

4

waste generated.

$

the apticipated life of disposable Capacity at the site.

I

the

7

1

expected from the SIWP program at the

emoloyeee

traveling either to or fron the

MT5or the Ig1L.

2

The MiIMM Of 5.0 Percent increase

3

along U.S.

4

of three and-s-half percent increase during the operations.

0

Aaeumlog

that moet employees

5

c5.tec

beses to set to eerk.

therefore, a negligible impact on landfill capacity is

7

four. parcemt imcreaae

6

expected also at this site.

8

three percent increase during the operatloca on State goute

9

33.

1

2.400 gallons per day Of wastewater would be handled by a new

10

adversne iLmpc

1

septic system planned into the SNTP facility.

11

roads.

less than two percent of the total Aonunt of solid
and would result in

a negligible increase in

MEML.a new landfill will be operational

Under eastemater.

at 3STS.

At

by 1990,

the total estimate of

An additional

in traffic

is

enperted

Socte 95 to the HfS for construction and a maxisum

in

at 1M3L in Idaho tow'.d use
the SMyP program would cause a

traffic during crnetruction

None of these traffic lncreas

*ad a

le espected to cause

to the levels of service for either of these

12

2.400 gallons per day of wastewater at the Idaho sate would be

12

13

well within the capacity of existing evaporation

13

of radioactive and nsa-radionctive hazardous materials. arc

14

the storage and disposal of hasardons Wastes.

15

and --

materlals and waste$

14

Under water supply.

the .01

pond system.

million gallons per day

15

of water demand for SMTP represents a Small increase

16

on the water supply systems either at the Idaho site Or the

16

17

Nevada site.

17

1s

health a"
ill

The health

Safety aspects cf hazardous

be discussed throughout.

Under hazardouns materials,

the largest quantity of

f:el material to be transported it a single shipment

consistent with the current Mission& and activities

19

the reactor cores.

20

of

21

requirementa would be follow"

22

impact* from these and Other transportation activities would

23

occur.

24

MRS or the 111L CTF site.

20

at

21

existing facilities and construction of additional

22

at Cl'

23

INff.

24

either.

20

--

16

Nevada is

No

is

excuse m

and UiS.

The construction of facilities on 100 acres in

19

IrTS.

in dmnd

The next two slides cover the transportatior

land-use im~pact* would occur.

The modificrsron of
facilities

consistent with their missions and activities at the

and again. no land-use impacts would occur at this site

This slide shows the traffic impacts of increased

JOOTYEDARDS --

25
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nergy.

would be

Departaent

and Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations and

These precautIons

to ensure that no adverse

sould he reqtrad for either the

Under non-radioactive hazardous wastes.

JODY

SNTP FEIS

Department of Transportatior.
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30

2

I aproxmastely Sa0 cubic feet (or seventy 05-gallon druasil Of
moe-radigactive hagardous Wects. consisting pCinCIPaily of

Standards as particulate,
netter. and -r oU1d be "' atot
.
o....
Vehicles. Sm"as1onn from tho Osera ia Ph..e t.uld -nr'd.O

3

emission* froma dditiomala
trafficfroc minor -~to artlo ;ax..

Would be generated from either site over the life of

I
2

3

solvenst.

4

the program.

5

ian-permitted treatment storageand disposal facility.

All .et*

would be labeled, shipped to an

4

Soch&S the use Of diesel geea.sand flaringo
of hyctogai,

5

during the particle bed reactor tsres.

6

thudes low Level waste. low level radioactive Wastes

6

T~e impactom ragonal

and l0ca1 air quality from either the SHTS o, Cyret er-ro

7

requiring disposal Would consistof solid waste from the

7

Wuoldbe negligibla. and in not expected to Affect LMs

I

handlimg.

0

attainment status of the region'sair quality.

s

and contaeinants remved fram the effluent Stream.

cleaning and disamesaubing of canister aasofblee
over the

slidesumarilss

9This

'- ncpeoll.to bi-.g~oci

10

life of the project, it is anticipatedthat 1.6 million Cubic

10

resources from the project at the two alvrnarive sites. Ar

1t

feetato10l.

13

level wantsWould be generated. This lo- level
Waste would comeones 16 percent ot the available diaposal

1i
12

gifts. there Would he A lose of 200 actsa of ?ranetconal
Desert Association Habitat, which is rcommn oamuncty .

13

capacity at ME and Aptroamiaoeiy 46 percent of available

13

Conetr`uctiona Of the facility-a improvemeants to the acress

14

capaity at IMl.

14

road WAY impact UPc to 1,000 4oahus Trans. from project

11

Under mixed waste. mined waste such as low-level

10

operations. nois* may affect -- noina may affect the wildlife

10

radioactive materials that are contaminated by solvents or

16

and the flat*stark would kill any b~rd. flying into the

17

solvent residnee may he generated.

17

0l4ae.

Is

more than 70 cubic feet of mixed waste material would be

10

bicrds away that sight fly over the flare stachduring

109 generated annually.

it Is anticipated that no

SITShas sufficient capacity for storage

19

However.

Meopriatio.

Doi"n from the flaring would likely arar*the
imetpacts to threatened or endangered

Theref ore,.

and disposal. and IMUS has sufficient napacity for storege,

20

21

"An is aw.aiting permitting of a disposalfacility at [him

21

22

time.

22

acres of previously disturbed land, that is low quality

30

23

The disturbance of grovnd and construction Of

24

facilities at SMT

35

which is regulated under the National Amient kir Quality

and CT? have generated aome fugitive dust.

species are expectad.
And at the CT?. therm would a lane Of loet then s0

23

habitat.

24

stack) Would have similar impact as the gOAS. The only

25

throAtened Mndendangered species,

Projct aozeatione (that is.

~SMlDg
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1

observed saprnimately 12 eill"

2

narA the mountains match end wet of the OIMLS
site.

from the CT?. and foraging
t

3

possible impact again Would he fromi the flare s ack,

and this

again Is considered unlikely because of the distance

"n noi"

5

from the flaring operation.

7

1

requirement* is currently being prepared.

2

consultation process determines the eligibility of the CT? and

The only

4

6

33

j3

national register, it will be considered a potentially
4

significant historic resource.

0

proposed by the SHfF could have an adverse effect.

5

measures Mey he required If this site alternative is chosen.

7

If It Is determined that the CI? is not eligible for the

0

nationalregiater.

This slide Summrizes the results of cultural
resource analysis for the two altayrnetive sit"n.
*At

SMITH.
Sevenprebistorir rite$ were found Within

9 the region of influences none of theseaites is Considered
10

significant under the national register criteria.

11

ano adverse impact is expected to Occurring to Archeological

12

rgeourcee.

13

resources have been identified at the ONT.

14

Therefore,

No historic. native American. or paleontological
At the CT? the only known cultural resources that

Until the

An such. modifications
Mitigatlon

then no cultural impacts ars expected.

9

In the geologies sod Soils, the conistrurtion of new

10

facilities Would require the disturbance of AbouL.100 sores of

11

lend for the BUTS.less then 50 acres for the CT?.

12

wcouldrequire 36.000 cubin feat of material for rut and about

13

37.000 cubic yards for fill, while the CT?wold require about

14

3.000 cubic yards of rut and about 4,000 yards for fill.

The GOATS

15

soy be affected is the mnisting facility at the CM'? Which

10

MeasmuresWould be taken at either cite to suppress the dust

1f

retains quelities thatwould make it potentially eligible for

1f

and soil erosicon.

17

the nationalregister of historic places.

17

activity is expecoted
at either sits.

IS

CT? is the only nuclear reactor test facility of its sine in

16

19

the world designed to simulate all of the Important "evets

19

Impactsfor non-project Personnel.

20

that could occur in a comercial pressurized Water reactor

20

noise level from Operstions would be attenuated before

21

power plant.

21

reaching non-project personnel in sensitive roonaunity

22

Preservationg Office and the Advisory Counsel on Historic

23

receptors.

23

PraeerVation end 0035 is addressing the Issue of national

23

appcroximately sin ail** away. end the nearestrovmunity is

24

register eligibility for several of the I1RL properties.

3

appronimately 21 sues away.

25

msoangoaamof agreement to outline varioua mitigatioe

This Is because the

Consultation between the Idaho State Historic

A

20
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And anoimpact from Sesmicni and volcanic

High noise levels at OPTS are not expected to cause
The projected 125-decibel

The nearest non-project personinvl wouldbe

Poise levels

at CT? are also not -V-.ece to impact
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1

non-project
poraoner.
. &adagain. *
and the nearest

1

non-project persoenal *Is

2

receptors.

2

approoximately 1.3 miles from the CIT and the nearest

4

is approximately 11 miles awy

community

Ther, would be again shorn-terenois*e*ffects

5

'.
would Only b. 1.35 m~irm.which

1

eItIivO community

only .31

percenrt

4l 0..

These 4o0-6 reyreaenlt

Occurring exposure.

2

"oetually

3

bounds of the potential exposure.. and have been C6l1-l9td

4

using extremelyconservtnive methodology.

0n

adverse radiological

proposed action.

In summary. no

.ra ..p- ted no result from the

impacts

6

wildlife in the vicinity af the test facility during test

6

7

operations.

7

a

benefinial aide effect of snaring birds a way froe the flare

a

modeling of the salotn case credible accident scenario.'

9

stack during operations.

9

Nealia came crredible accident is asaured to consist of the

The 3.7 milliongallons per year of water required

10
11
12
13

And as meonioned before, this my have a

for the projectare not expected to cause drawdown
in the
aquifers at either EITS or the CIM No0water quality impat*
are
Ventetd
from the norma] operations at eaCh sits.
Turning to health and safety.

14

This slide is a chart

This slide shows the result. from radiological

10

simultaneous failure of two critical rrs cormponents.

11
13
13

in a release to the environment.
In developing the nanmeus
case affect shown here,.1
al
eoather cosoitin awer looked at
and consideration given to multiple concurrent internal and

1d

external

The wa..usl

would
credible accident *spoanre an MITS

showing results from masinnse came radiological modeling of

1s

16

nOtmal nestingOperations. Ca competed to the national

16

ha 33.5 millirems. or Only 5.6 percent of the natural

emission standards.

the program goal. end the radiation dotes

17

occurring dose.

In summary. the SHOPprogramc enposures

18

would be 30 sillixeme

15

wvs ,

ietn naturally.

resulting

explosions of hydrogen.

15
17

imansue
credible annid.nt an INEL.

And the

or againOnly 6.8 percent Of the

19

to nsnrsally exposed public are merh smaller then the Annual

18

n"tural dome.

30

r0,911atOry limit for routine exposures.

30

accident exposure level is SOO millirems. or ears than 15

31

exposures are also considerably smaller then the Annual

21

timesa the smatisue accident exposure at either site.

22

exposure duo no naturally occurring radiation.

22

33

area,

34
2S

Theme calculated
For the NTS

In comparison.

the recommnded saanisur 34-hour

with the noreal operation ampaeures.

the seateu

the masisensingle-year exposure wold ha only .6

23

accident exposures represent the upper bounds, using oatrecly

LIlireme. which is only .14 percent of naturally occurring

24

cosservative esthodology.

20

mitigation measures such as avacrusiaton

exposure.

For the IMS! area, the easier.m mingle-year esposure

JODY MWARSD
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the Analysis dons not nclu de
and rmsilationo which
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I

he

Would he undertaken in the event of An actual accident.

2

Looking at worker exposures. the Doeprto

I

the site. O~yQGe,althougheat flammableitself.would

of1

2

support or accelerate comustion.

S00 sillirm

3

sisgrle
saPhyxiants, non-reactive,

The 100 workers at the

3 Enrgy suggests a design goal of 5000. cerlew

Nitrogen and helium are
though. as chemlials.

4

annual dose for radiation workers.

4

NUrmeru

5

STP facility could therefore he exposed to as mcuh as 7S0.000

S

established to enSure that theme hazards are sinla red when

6

pesrog-milllrseso Over the ten yeses of the SNIP program. and

6

vein

7

still West this goal.

7

will he Implemented to sneur* thet the hesards are kept to a

8

minieum.

6
P
10

Also, a goal of the SNTP program is to maintain

1:

lower level of only 20 millireme per year.

10The

Namedon this goal,

the 4.500Oworkers at UPS could

these chemicals on site.

These designs end procedure.

There are no sites specific isseus with the ONTO

site in terms of chemical safety.

enposures, to on-site. non-program related peramonol to a muob

11

facility designs and handling procedures wou1d be

use of the CT? for testing purposes nay allow

11

the build-up of hydrogen masids the facility during operation.

13

Following test completions,

13

required before Personnel could enter no reduce the potentiael

12

receive up to 900,086 peronal-millirems.

13

percent lucreaos

14

he 1t million percon-eillrems that would he rocved during

14

for saploelon.

1S
16

the ten-year period of the program.
The 8,500 workers at INN!.,would receive non more

10
16

Several analyses were perform"d that.considere
potential impacts from the transportation of radinsct io

17

than 1.7 cillion person-millirems.

17

materials.

1S

Over the natural enposurs levels of the 37 and-a-half P~illi"on

19

persco-sillireas received in the ten, years of the SUT

18:

radioactive materials to the USerf the Calculated total

20

program.

30

population of those reneived for the programduraniorenoo~d
be

31

113,000 prc-iigm.In

only

In the area of rhemical safety,

21

or onl.~y
a 4.7

over the natural exposure 1s

hich Would

a 4.5 percent increm

Pa1tFo
the

the UUYFprogram

venting of the strortur* would be

mo-.rcidost caase of transportation

addition, Only .54 or

of

es.

32

would use several liquid and gaseous chemicale ntosupport the

33

program.

23

anticipated traffic accidents,

24

greatest hezard is from exrermely flammale -- extreme

34

traneportation of radioactive materials to the Idaho sine.

25

flinsability range, which can lead to fire* or amplocimnat

253 calculated total population
doss for the program donati on of

232 than one person-millirema; is projected 05as rsulet of

Hydrogeni is classified an a simple oophysint, Its&

JODYMWASDE
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39

1

ton years would be 132.000 per$00-millreme with an addition

I

is written as simplyas w~eCan, oi~tthemeare troorno.:

2

of.

2

subjects.

3

the

3

the impact& I'e just mentioned.

again. about on* parson-eilliram project as a result of
anticipoated transportation accidents.

4

1.1
al CSins.

the population dome would be

Rut I just wanted to point out in sonry

one of

We've looked at &.1 the

4

differentcategories for both sit.*. We expect minor or yr

5

distributed amonga lango total population.
with no .membr of

5

environmental

6

the public receiving a domesin excess of one sill Ieee, and the

6

including the health and safety which we spent an awfý..

7

majority of exposed individuals Would receinsa total dome

7

time doing the calculations.

S

which is imeasurably los.

8

normal Operations at the non-accident operations i. very, very

9

smali.

9Beryllium

is under consideration for use in the

10

particle bed reactor.

11

Inhalation of beryllium partinle* may

impacts in all of the cesourcive areas.
The radiological

o

impactofor the

You're talking Shout .6 millirema per year for MT1 and

10

1.35 .111 frame per year.

lead to bronchitis.poeumonia.as it is a suspected

11

cheat s-ray. that's 2 millirema.

12

carcinosmo.

12

brobehlypickedup two millireis. mself and

13

from a catastrophic failure.

13

mona going back to Texas, sod I do this all the time, so --

14

scenario is conceivable that could produce considerable

1d

and your natural radiation background is about 430, 00 this

lb

amounts of this chemical.

1:

chart. milliressper year sod that varies throughout tom

16

the total emposune to soy individual would be onegreat1en than

16

country.

17

3 ten-thousandths of a milliram.

17

mona than somahody that's say In New Orleansor on th

18

than S0 times lesa than the occupational Safety and HmasIth

l@

So it vars
r

19

Administration permissible expesure limit of 173

1
it

out you Would get a aons io the range of 400. 400. 47S

30

two-thoummndtha of a silliree in a 24 hour period.

21

"n don't sa"

22
23

significnst impact undec soy circumstances.
1 just went througha numberof numbers. A lot of

22
23

in so accidenteasee. in this Cas. eus on assumin that
sawthing Went Wrong With mant syetamm, In fact, all systems .

24

information.it's like tryingto take a drink out of a fice

24

And the reactorhad rum,we had radioactive
materials and we

25

hydrant. I suppose.

25

melted domn.blos up the enatire
mite,blow up all the hydrogen

The Only likely release of berylliumwould.
be
However. on, crodible accident

Raged on the maximum case relss
The exposure mould be more

Therefore.

j

0

beryllium release as expected to be soy

It's Complicated information.

J0DY EDARDS --

The draft

and depnd

Ill pick or twoo

re at.

on geology and a nbar oftthins.

per year.
In the accident oasan,
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We f1ow in here tonight. 1

mere you rs at a higher elevation, you probably have

elirma

Z:1

Put that in comarison If you haoes

--

that was normal operation.
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41

1

so on got as such radioactive materiel as .n could Into the

1

YOU to Speak If YOUbaee coments.

2

atmosphere.

2

the waeting.

We picked the worst weather conditions. which wae

Just don't smoke during

We're going take a 15 minute break. aod f on s0m

2

an inversion, a very low inversion. and "e picked the highest

3

Of you who cam in later, if you Would like to make

4

winds possible with the low ceiling directed at the closest

4

five-mioute coments tonight or anything up to five minutes.

5

population center.

S

you're, more than onlomes to do that, on if you mould like to

6

When on did that, the highest 40.55 on would be at HS is 22. S

7

millireom

8

for so accident, again is the wocker exposure Is 500

9

millireme.againcompred to the normalbackground exposureof

so thoee are the standards we used.

san 1551. mould be 30 millirems.

And

ak som clarifying questions Over the matter that's been

And the standard3

7
5

pesented, you're welcome do that.

we sob you to fill out a

peaker Card Which Is avaleable mcthe registration table that
n ou passed by as you can in. So on'll teke a 15 minute break

10

430 millinama,
par year. go thesemere our summary of the

10

11

radiologicimpact. For normal operationson aspect.and an

11

(A brief recmsm.)

12

accidentscenario on do not expectbecause it's awful hard to

13

COLUIE 550UM,

13

get to that aituation.

13

to go ahead and start in.

14

analysed biophysical impacts of proposed action, the

14

epeakers. to I Want to make sure us ace able to give everybody

15

reasonable alternatives to both *Ltss thait
are requiredby

1:

the opportunity to Speak. AN on to Into this publiccoment

16

VIPA, but the 318 domernot address political. economic or

16

PortIon of the hearing. I sob you not to ba shy or heeitant

17

fiscal considerations.

17

about making a statemnt.

18

envircormntal
informationthat on provide during the decision

18

that everyone that wishes to make a statement or to ask a

19

clarifying
questionham the opportumity,
to be heard.

20

have a court reporter here with ue tonight.

119 process.
20
21

In summary, the SIB thoroughly

for these mill be jude

With the

At this pointnow I'll turnethe meetingback to

ColonelSiegel. ?hank you.

CftsMiU.

s Rep.,8f
orm on take a breek, Juat two

at this point.

Ladim

sad gentleman.

we're going

We've got approximately twenty

Am I indicated. I Want to make sure
We do

$he is taking

down word for word everythingthat'ssaid during the hearing.

I21

22

thins*. do., it'sbeen PointedOut when I started I twisted

23

And then this entics hearing record will become a part of the

23

my toegueand cometed that we don'lthave any ashtrays so X

3

122finl

34

askedyou not to smooke,end edody haMs. I think I said speak

34

8o Your acutS.

2S

instead, so soe

25

mill be in the finalrecord.

of you may have Bought that.

~SONA
-- 0513005
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am onll am your questions, the answers, all
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42
1 ask you to help we follow these ground rul".

43
I

when weave sottee to five minutes.

a

Now. I'll first ANNswARcs,
the Mamaof the first Speaker sand

2

ahead sandfiisho

3

thee the meoof the eust Speaker.

3

heyond that.

4

at the podium epooking.I ask the Meet speaker to cam up to

4

Braeast in five smiutes.. prioritis. these Commnts So thet you,

5

the frost raw.

I

tea cover your met Important poinst first.

4

that says *rsserwsd speaker.* ea" If you'd go aeaedseE he's.

7

Seast there. thet way you're wt hoer an cmn get to the podiue

7

In the toas. 1-1l held the card until the Meet hreak an ohma

I

sore quickly aed It helpe apee" up the Prnces. so that. s"als.

5

1 call. 1-1l cell the seas seals asd if the Speaker IS still

t

everyone hee the apbortmolty to he heard.

P

oat present. thee I wm-'t call as thean to speak after that.

10

lahilethe first speakeris

There io a little yellow abot as the seat

Th secon

11

recognize, You, sAd s0ree

12
13
14

the podium. if youw-e sot already put than is a basket.

your remark* to me.

if you heve sore comments then you'll he akle to

h6And
fifth,

Point Is I a"h you to speek Oely after: 1

of eme sO~fhe's
sot

if I call the

Finally. I just ask the actire audience to he

10

Now, if You do

sand ash YOUto just so

up what you'Ire sayine,hut dm'-t to too each

11

tourteous and sot to talk while the recognized speaker is

haew a"p written Siatements you wish to eubmit. it yow-& jest

13

speaking.

go

13

representing all Sepctrumswith regard to this project.

14

would just ash you not to applaud.

heed sand put than. I helieve there Should he a hesket as
The third this

1s

mould he vleese speakhclearly sad

I feel relatively certain we haes people

is

applaudse, thee the Other side wsteat to sWe"la

10

slowly,

And

10

speaker *eakse.

17

state your Soon sad whet city you'rs from ead the capacity Is

17

I'm most Important --

10

which yours Spesking. Is other words, if yourse as elected

1S

rather theax having the eapplause.

1t

Public off icial Or if yas~re a repersenasttive, of a growp or fIti

20

you're Spoaking as a concerned citsaws.

we all teaS to start Seaeking fairly quickly,

33

with that. we haes Ca

poroas that will he speakIss

on hehalf of as elect"d public official.

haew aSo

22

that. I's going to Select the cerd of the Seat 008skerat

23

equal opportunity to he heard this swasiag.

23

random.

24

request I soy asks for you to stop *peekingor to stop asking

24

saam.

2s

questions.

25

Please honor sany

whet I'll do is I'll held up wp heed like this

had while I'm dolng

AndJust a secad ead I'll he with you.
oUMINTIV3UD505AM,

hinOing

Jew? SOWN" _
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I meated to ask ifter
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I

an osportuaity to sionly Oak questione either for additional

I

3

Information or for Clarification,?

2

3

cola=3

mums3. you MAYdo that.

And when I spoke lest Springhere is Malt Lake City
at the ecoping hearings for this Draftaenirintal Impact

hgaln. we just

3

Statement.

e sk Few to fill out a card. or if you've already dons that.,

4

of my concerns, that of the environmntal impactof nuclear

S

rocket testing. has ame haem addressed in am* detail in your

-

draft g35.

,

that tasting within the parmusterm desribed Is your draft SIB

5

could he relatively Safe.

5

decision Is reached to proceed with this program. there are

If0

adequste measures hemng Considered to assure 5Sao operation.

12

Rut the rationale for the Program requested by as In your

12
14

earlier hearing is Still sot sidreoned in this documn.
There is nothing hut a general description of the sea to
which a nuclear rocket would he put sam, is short, on

10

justification for this program.

3 that's gibe.

out fill nout a card sand I'll call you in the

0

process In a randas order.

7

clarifying questions, if you haew those questions.

O

don't haes a card. if you'd 1

9

head sad sew

got somebodyhack at the backdoor that will get

10

em@for you.

Andcoca you've filled it out. hring it

11
13

Tour Comments are whet's

21

hAndus seed to imposethat

JUD mains -- caFIT

importantly wseting to get your c0et5

iestas.

32

almt so that everyone sill

when their

thet-S Just taking mars time sod

beat important far es. 50 that's whet we're really "eksiag.
20

Fourth. I'll recognizesuch person for fiv
Iw

And, aseas.

I

freshly. if manssid"

hAndyci'ra welcome to ash
hod if you

. a card. Jest hold up your
to so.

m~ay, the first sleeker tonight sill he Mr. Paul
wiall

14

whe Isurepraiesentin Monr.dolerolownghi
am
13 illbe aurtteVilom.Mr.Muler.13
M. PAULMama5. Thank you. my saea is Paul

I oupreseed two fundamental costerns..

Imoprts with wI

Nowws.

da

I hews spoken hes Cocmlwded
It would appear that if.

In fact, a

15

Mutant.

If

here to read a prepared statement.

17

for fo~lUlasi

1t

Year to sore fully inwolve the psuple, of Utah In 'this

is

19

Important Public Policy matter,

18

to autherize expenditures

"2

importance that Wrfellow Utabou seelgeed to this ISO"e in

20

Something of a Wyatery since the Air Force hase Simply haem

21

Yem ar

31

cequseted to describe why it has to speed

23

geassemd citleeam came to share their wiewe with you and

22

tUse wiews were eaft altogether positive.

24

wall the sugers sad heartbreak essociated with nuclear testing24

A" l's a representetiwe of Conressmen Owe".

I's

I command the Air Force

through as Its pledge to as at the first of this

1

we sew ewidence of the

tle@reearlier this Month In 51. Geoage where 300
Utah"

The Air Force. ia fact, has Ignored a directive f rom

16

2122

hknswall toO

23

u

os

rsSrie

omte

for this program.

of dollDars sad

Understandably,

2S

.IUT SWAMe -- CAPITC0,IRNMIPAO

f or the eM1P. This situation is
dredsof mil1ions
Fer

instance, if each a rocket has applications for Loterplanotary
t

niolarnuicadspe

adinistration the lead agency to the effort?

jame
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tbs Committee is refusins

im t meuld use a unclear rocket.

saefihwyA-

in 04w"
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46
I

lbs *maet* has only Allocated to

million for

ther.

I1

is adequate explanationea

ho a ousiept rocket woulit be

2

research OR Nuclear rocket technology. but fot the Sam

2

us"d and by whom,there should be so funding for tests.

3

reasons as the"e.xpressed Sir the fleas.

2

tins for the air force to cometimen

4

1s austhorized.

parther raising doubts about the program. the

4

draft 135 indicates a smallris for nuclear rocket testine.

5

&It text. iasel

he. not included the SPIP in its long-term

5

but en, "on smaller benefit for mankind.

6

budget plammingdocument.

6

&ad .11i mot. support this proeram as it

7

toonfdae

7

presented.

1

5122 million hes be" eannerhad for the AMP by friends of the

6

Department didn't feel it

I

program MAethe NOWe.Appropriations

10

no develnaenAt emoey

This does not give NOmuc

gooey:, in en all too familiar Pattern. some
This is an

Comittee.

i

1 an currently waging a figeht
to hill funding for the

12

edvaseedsoid rocket eotor program.

13

f rom not heimg needed, is aver budget end behind schedule.

14

have auccessfuoily killed it

15

heoveyr, have fries"

14

the hat.. einte conferees onetime in a fee we"k* plan to put

17

K program. that is aside

In the MOUa.. bet it

In high plaest.

doe.,

Seborts have it

back into the mou"seaedthe Boot*t

1

Thnists a throwback to the days when the Defenee

thet cannot and will not be tolerated, withot en eqato
roeec.

13

with mutloar testing.

it's too muchto ash Utah"a to take even small risk&

be Sri&& Metcham.

MR. B5alm 2. MMACIUMs
Meacham.that's fine.
COLO

17

19

igepite the billions at dollars heimg vented. jobe in their

10

20

state should be considered first.

20

teet alto included the

a.
l

the U1.5. government.

234 hit foro, to
25

=ne.

if seem MNA indictese

j22

~
~

I asked the

that the design

23

Heathen. okay.

me. Cilime.

Environmental Top- t covering the acceptebility of the Nevwda

Of

eeorvetiont that the site is own"aby
?he movada tost aite occupies a porties

the Mest*=n 5hoahoni Nation.

Land guaranteed by the treaty

of RubyValley. signed in 1553 by Pr'esident Ulyseas

S. Grant.

'That the U.S. government took the lend for the toat si te 60ea

5

net make it

-- caM,.. aspygg

governmet Ownedlend ainte this wee 4one without

3
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IMIPIL,

MS. LEDSUR
A W. WILSON&The statemant in this Draft

4

Viet ferth by the Air Famce is unuitable. r balloe, that until

JGD
ONANan

Murs.

16
4 It

this AFdear rocket technology would enable a broad range of

"hank YOU. After Me. Nil.* will

Meatham or Reathen. Ie-aot

decided to take It

Miaiansothat other racketscould net undertake.

Thank you.

CGMfU. 5W5I.s

Ihie plen to b ot implfemented by those who feel thet

23

This

12

net.

The amneties emerwy at this Draft aim states that

favored.

12

15

32

had to explain to the public eay but

nuclear rotket program in effect in a elsaine lisk to the Pont

to

3 21

I certainly cannot,

1f

14
that

it -

stends. this

15 currently

the mest rudimentary sepact of programs it

all too familiar satmenic.

11

As it

in"ZOAefl -- CAPITOLRavaging;
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4 sow

gil

the Approval of the mgetern,
2

2 be Richard &anew. ME.

ohonoi moation.

?hank you.

LCMin MMS,

After Mr. M@Gcham
will

eou.

I

military weaponscapabilities that such tachanioiy would
Provide.

3

an. BUM5 a. MEWMAKmy Amamis
torian Meathen.

4

j2

Curreotly the government Is Continuing to waste our

moey on strategic d.fense. Initiative.

If this particular

project proceeds. we hae" no doubt that It will eventeally he

x

S

en hero as a spoespgerscn for a group celled Utah Poace,Test.

5

used to deploy weapons in orbit &round the earth.

4

1 have a statemesat to read.

6

that sech attics would be in violation of inerntio

Utah Peace teat is a group of

ws held

in nonviolent direct attion to sod
7 citizese actively eangaged

7

treatise prohibiting demilitarization of space

*

the davoeimt and dahiopust of nuclear weabons. we are

a

United statss

9

enionely chereterleed by our ability to me"@decisions

9

recmnd that this project not proceed until the military is

10

through consensus by our commitment to nonviolence and by cotr

hihtheý

government is legally bound to uphold.

He

10

prohibited from using this technology to deployweapons in

11
12

spae.

Projent, we strongly recomenod that the
h3 me Prepuleime1100
00-eatIon alternative be taken by the Air torte f or the

12

Do-action a4.toermtive is that this draft no5 Indicatee that

14

the Departmsnt of BMerg will be involved In the manaement of

is

followngn

15

the project and will oversan, safety procedures mandreprts.

16

national deb0tis Currently four trillion thirty-five billifon

1s

Gentlaemen it may not hae" occurred to you, hut the DepartiNzt

17

dollars en" Climbing at a rate of $13.000 a second.

The

17

of energy has the worst safety raeor

10

avereg

Shaeroof each pacrosonin the coguntry is currently

15

A government accounting office report loan"

1t

$15.270.

11 printiples of opoonm end honesty.
A 112 ,
Uponreviewing the d&egt noB for the Space Nuclear
14 1
14

rommnestrLaot night can no"s reported that the

Ihie deficit Is lrowly ame to military spe'Ing

20

oear the last twelve years.

21

federal government precticing deficit spending.

22

this proectg should not centinue.

23

Sam,its bills mabudget assay im advance for theme types of

24

reason& projects.

25

we taxpayers aex' tired of the

of eny federel sgoamy.
a fev rearm aso

indicated that there were serioue environmental oomtua~mition,
20

problems et all of the plants that ax. a pert of the nuclear

ma feel that

21

weaponscmples.

"the the government should

22

particular facility, that at Bmoky Plteto.i

g22

Can Seeme abention to this project to the obvious

iCGa

9-140

I19

Otr final reason why the Air fortes should choose the

muesas-- cax,.. 0SlmeyaS

Alse, the F.B.I. raid"d the offices at we

confiecate agency records.

an attempt to

AMddocuments indicated groom

24

negligence and ths cover-up Of Romagar "

23

r"lose"d Into the evironet io violation of SPA regeintione.

ad radioactive weet*
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1.3
a

I

decades.

""ah

4 American People about radioactive vooting of underground
5

teats.

In ons such case Peole living insaSmell trailer park

v e"s dusted with radioactive fallout.

Neo

n0ot trust. nor

7

balieve that the 00S is capable of honetlyp

a

smaitoriss the safety aspecte Of this project.

4

of Utah peac. Teet have CAMPe"s4

5

dffrent timee for note thea feat Fease.
raits thare.

nd correctly

heve lived as the deesrt at

as know hom cold it sets.

we kne

it harely

se knegs that there

7

are seey $pecies of plants that are fragile to eaistoe.

0

helieve that esy impact cm the scale of a beat"ed Acres would

I

NO

be detrimental to the desert environent med wick Impact would

lanfluence the hit Farme. we fled that the Saddle

moutain toat

sita is Noevda, is unacceptable for these. reasons,

Firet and

It

forecast. we hnowead hereby testify that the Meveda nuclear

12

test eite is the land of the wes0tern Shoehoni Indian Notion.
US Find thet the Do Is. end the Air Force rwold ha. illegally

13
14

Keeney speaking en a Concerned individual.

15

Occupying eacred Indian lend unlese and until they receive

15

Salt Lake City, I "ae reisad hers, attended the Unieirsity Of

14
17

pecakeebo Free the Western Sh~Oehoi National council. Ms
utterly disagree with, the 915 finding that there would ha no

1
I"

Utah. hAd recently have moved to Idee Fialls. And I wieh to
"press my eupport for the estali5shet of this project io

adverse impact in resmoore

Ifl the -- at the IML. I do this basically for threme reasons.

5 11
13
.113
14

* 6Is
it

at this site.

all things cm thise arth ore sacred.

10

To the shoehoni.

Saddlo Mountain itself

ha difficult to mitigate end rumdiate.
mOLOoSI,Mp3L
he Mary Steveas.

Theak you.

roma

you vern ouch.

&gtew Mr. tassay .ill

Mr. ISeamy.

M. R ICS-

I'-a Dick

A. fMOSTY Good evening.

1 o0 a native of

it

a"onis Just beogming fesiller with the people that are the"S

31

?hese facte "ar well.
Ie a scred special tribal plaea.
suspected by the findings of the Indian Claime Cinmigaio

20
a

end the taenet. the training aed the ekill@ sad the asperisoes
of the people that are available to work on tha Project. They

22

hasries

22

:re hacked up hy olnot a dozen unirereitise that cover the

23

I-lU corridor End provide ekilled and relented products on an

24
20

samnuel basis that wou1d continue to eupport this hind of a
project.

U 25

71
9A

OqWsecond ranges Is that we knew from expectance,
that the assort ecology at the test *its is fragile. Nmbers

V6.

lwee.V it ony piece of the troth foils to
10

3

2
Departaent of "Orgey also bea lied to the

~i5

which coemined empert testimony ahout the hietorical,*

c:
ulturail end tribal wee of Shosbci Indiana.

The USI is in

e4rrer since there is so doculzitatiom that the Uset*rn
Shoehesi Hational Comecil was coesulted or of any of the

MTU MASS _- CAPITORUSPMMtS
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03

I

econly,

3

I feel like It would really =nham* en

2

i~tafzy. the esOesace-tlpe

3

bar- in this area fOr sontte

4

ghiohol.

I

Impact analysis process for the chief of the staff of the Air

2

Force.

3

throughout the Air Force.

4

Phillip& Lab.

5

we do do that.

4

My staff is folly -- it's all envirommntslists.

7

contractors from sround the country with us to

industry that bae beans growing
with the work of Merclee mand

the Space Initiative at the Utah State University.

Ssond the meverel projects that hae" haw occoletd at SW..
5ThSirly,

the imfraeIUtrucer

Necoad Of smccess

that's there end the

that they've had In safesty end in

Vs Look at difforent proposals from different programs

I

miestainias the ecology end brinsing projects in on,time and

I

staff.

IP

inhe-of

P

-to

Is

For theme reasons. I firsly ewgeort the

in this came it-@ coning cut of

US have no connection with the Phillips loh.
Our jo is jost locking at the environmental.

Andwe do a fair job at doing that.

developed Specifically for that,

had we ose
uampatour

And thetas why o

AndIt's One,of the key

10

goale in the Air Force today that we or, light years ahead of

11

establishment of this prcores at 210. end suggest that we noct

11

other federal activities is the environmental area,

12

speed es n fl

13

that's an that basis sad our prongrme. so. yes.

13

mnessae Wowould have the delay of any aldrancemet In

13

independent snelysie.

14

scimene.

14

supportable,

1s

lot of time thinking of the hats Mad fear

and I sep this.
COLOMI

PU.s

15

Tim, she's right there.

17

matter ftear.

1s

Thank you.
fthnk you.
Miry.

Is Mary Stevens here?

Aftetr ft.

16

I merely have a guestion for

The facts, they * cc there, they

*re,

there's all the backup inormution for than.

COLOSIMrUUWU.After Mr. Wagner will ha Richard
Lawrence.

117

Tea01,401m.

110. MMA
EMMw.

10

Stoagme will ha

And

it is en

Mr.

sagnor.

11M. MALTIS
MAG

1s

I'm from Noolu)IwI. seait.
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Policy Act and Air Force

Phillips Laboratory at Eirtland Air Fnrce BASS, Albuquerque,

17

implementing

I'm sure many of you were probably

New Mexico.

Baur•gartel will describe the snvironmental

18

here at Idaho Falls for the scoping, the

19

impact analysis process and the results of the environmental

19

that were conducted

20

analysis.

21

and the slternatives

13

tonight's panel.

14
15
16

Texas.

17
18

Lt.

To his left

22

Col.

Col.

Now,

Col.

is Lt.

Gary Sauagartel

Col.

in

in

the center is

Sen Antonio,

Gary Sleeker, who is

from the

Sleeker will brief you on the proposed action

also with us to Col.

21
Baungartel's right is

23

Mr. Jim Warner from the Department of Energy's Field Office

24

here in

25

agency in

Idaho.
this

20

for the program.

The Department of Energy is a cooperating
program and participated In the preparation of

3

we call it

a draft RIB --

regulations.

Now,

evening.

on the Space Nuclear

That was done in

accordance with

•nformml

hearings,

last spring.

the purpose of this

formeal hearing tonight

is

to summarize for you the results of the draft SIB and to

22

receive your comments on the draft EI1.

23

will be

24

and Col.

25

the environmental

in

two parts.

Tonight's heating

During the first part Col.

Sleeker will present

Sauogartel

information to you concerning

impact analysis process performed for the

1
-41
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I

space nuclear Thermal Propulsion Program.

2

The second part of the hearing

in the public

I

a abort break.

2

minute opportunity to speak --

Following that break you'll have a five
to speak either

Making a

3

participation portion where you'll

have the opportunity to

3

cemment

4

comeant on the draft Environmental

Impact Statement or

4

elected officials

S

clarifying questions.

S

category because we have a number of people here tonight and

6

a nuber of elected officials,

7

the public as well as elected officials

8

to speak.

9

have the opportunity to be speaking first

N•ow this

6

hearing Is

to abk

intended to provide a public

7

forum for two-way

communications about the draft EIS with a

0

view towards improving the decision Making process.

9

inputs eneure that the decision smaker

may benefit

Your
from your

or asking clarifying questions or both.
--

Elected officials,

have an opportunity

knowledge of the local area and any adverse environmental

10

public at large.

effecta that you think may result from the proposed action or

11

call on members using this card that

12

the alternatives to the action.

12

do it

13

everyone has a fair

14

fair

Let ma say whet this
it

hearing

not.

It

debate, nor is

15

actions that have been analyzed in

1

program is approved where it

17

the hearing

It

the proposals being studied by the Air Force.

19

nononvironmantal Issues should not be raised at this

20

Moreover,

21

Force decieson makers on this

is

a referendum.

is

14

It

is

is

not a

not a vote on the

the draft EIS or

should be housed.

if

the

24

the bottom if

25

presentations by Col.

tonight,

Baungartel and Col.

opportunity to speak,

you brought a prepared statement with you

19

I'll

Indicate later

19

us.

I'm sure if

20

to have you turn that in

21

actually be a formal pert of the record.

22

to make an oral statemant here tonight or to ask clarifying

23

questions but you would like to provide your input,

After the

24

do that in

Sleeker we'll take

25

can either use one of these sheets,

So comments on
hearing.

you were provided
at

you may read

it

out loud,

on we do have a court

at the
Indeed

reporter here with

writing.

for her

use if

love

you don't want it
If

to

you do not want

you May

And we have written comment sheets.

You

or you can use your own

6

Document 4
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I

correspondence

sending your written correspondence

In to the

I

2

address listed

at the bottom of this sheet or to the address

2

3

listed

on the second page of tonight'a agenda.

4

Any comments that are made whether given orally or
provided in

writing tonight or submitted later i,

6

will be given equal consideration

7

process.

0

of these sheets or you use your own correspondence,

9

become an actual pert of the final record.

in

writing

the decision making

Any comment* that you turn in,

whether you use one

go in

it

will

that regard

10

I would --

11

people that ha"e indicated that they would like to speak,

since I know that we have had a large number of

Division at the Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence

8

at Brooks Air Force BaSe,

9

independently conducting

Good evening,

I'm Lt.

Col.

Gary

I'm the chief of the Environmental Planning

Texas.

Our organization

is

the environmental impact analysis

10

process for the Space Nuclear Thermal

II

Tonight I will present the schedule for completing this

12

environmental impact analysis process and show how the

13

present public comment period fits

14

also discuss the scope of the study.

out one of

15

Sleeker to my left

so that people that might have

16

action and test

the results of our analysis.

I

15

consider whether

16

these sheets and turn that in

17

more that they wont to say than just

that small pert would

17

18

have the opportunity to do that.

If

you wish to speak,

18

It

that's

one of these shaste will

20

make sure that your comments are formally recorded in

21

record.

Idaho.

your

you might want to

would be just as easy to fill

But turn turning in

If

favor of the program or I

then

the

summeary I would just like to streea that this

23

is

24

information you may have regarding environmental factora

your opportunity to provide the Air Force with any

te* unknown to as and to have input into the decisions

that

that

Can

baungartel.

think it

17

Reupel.'

7

14

In

Thank you, Col.

6

commente basically would be I'm in

22

COL. SAUNGARTELi
everyone hear me?

would like to suggest an alternative for you.

fine.

Gary Saomgartel will describe the

5

12

it

Now Col.

environmental process.

4

13

ought to be here in

the Air Force sust Make with regard to the proposed action.

3

5
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or you can leave it

you have a prepared statement she would

5

25

and everybody has a

as well as perhaps last.

box by the microphone to become pert of the record.

You were asked to indicate on it

you wish to speak tonight.

out, and I'11

17

project.

Now, when you came in
with an attendance card.

large portion I'll

you filled

just shuffle them up here so

opportunity to speak first
If

will
by the

tonight,

on the environmental impacts associated with

23

I'll

followed

16

none of the Air Force panel members are the Air

22

During the public at

a random fashion.

15

The focus of

that

major elected officials,

11

1)

in

and I went to Make sure that

10

in

Major

and I kind of have to put it

Propulsion Program.

into this

schedule.

I'll

And then Lt. Col.

Gary

will present a briefing on the proposed
location alternaties.

On March 1:. 1992,

Finally I will present

the notice of intent to prepare

19

an Environmental Impact Statement for the Sprace NvMlear

20

Thermal Propulsion Program was

21

Register.

22

to receive comments from the public concerning the scope of

23

issues --

published in

can everyone hear?

Is

this

THE NEARIwG OFFICER:

Very low.

25

iT.

I

SNTP FEIS

COL. BAUNGARTEL.

April of

1992

mike on?

24

1

the Federal

Four scoping meetings were held in

asked if

you could hear

-

-

Dounn 4
1

Document 4

me. sad you acknowlefted.

2
3

UUIDBTI5FIID,
transmiseion over here.

4
S

You're getting some kind of radio

UNIDEHTIFI£Dt

1

Statement Is scheduled to be completed in December.

2

complete the CIS will be used by the Air Force to help decide

3

whether or not to proceed with the test program to velidate

You're ;etting a radio

transmission.

Once

4

the concept behind the nuclear propulsion program.

5

to accoolieh the record of decision in January, 1993.

we except

ILT. COL. BAUNGAXT'LsIs that better?

6

7

OUItDSTIFIZO.

7

and individuals who requested one.

4

LT. COL. BAUHGAaTCELThis one work?

I

libraries in the state have a copy available for review.

9

UNIDENTIFIED.

9

Also a copy may be requested tonight or by writing to this

No.

Yes.

LT. COL. IAUNGARTEL, weore supposed to be in a

10
11

high tech business, but we can't run a mike.

12

better?

11

UNIDEISTIFICb.

14

iT.

Okay.

is that

Yes.

COL. BAUNGARTEL:

As I was saying, we

10

A copy of the draft Big was mailed to all groups
In addition these

address shown on the slide.

11

In addition to tonight's hearing written comments

12

on the draft Environmental Impact Statement will continue to

13

be accepted at this address until October 5, 1992.

14

comment period is over we'11 evaluate all the comments both

After the

15

published a notice of intent in the Federal Reqister back in

15

written and oral and perform additional analysis or change

1

Narch of this year.

16

the Environmental Impact Statement where necessary.

17

msetings to receive comnts from the public concerning the

17

in the scoping process equal consideration will be given to

15

issues to be addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement

1

al commonts whether they are received here tonight or

19

or NIS.

L.

received prior to October 5th.

20

not be considered in the final Environmental Impact Statement

21

because of schedule constraints.

And then we held the four $coping

After ecoping we collected the necessary data and

20

Again as

Commvnts after that date ray

21

Conducted the analysis.

22

Statement wetre hare to discuss tonight was filed with the

22

23

U.S. Invirosmmtal Protection Agency on August 14 of this

23

24

year.

24

all those on the original draft EIS distribution list as well

25

5th of this year. and tbh final Environmental Impact

25

as those who request a copy between now and the mailing date.

The draft Environmental Impact

The public comment period will extend until October

Once the review process is complete we will
produce a final Environmental Impact Statement and mail it to

10

DoI

5td
•Docuennt

4

1

The final Environmental Impact Statement will incle

1

options.

2

comments received during the public review period and our

2

reactor propulsion technology to have sufficient

3

responses to those comments.

3

developmental potential to warrant continued investigation.

4

Following completion of the £13 the Air Force and

4

However, the Air Force considers the particle bed

Before we go any further I would like to explain

5

DOE will consider environmental Impacts as well as other

5

how the SHTP program was formed.

6

factors such as economic and technical Considerations and

6

work was begun on an Environmental Impact Statement to

7

program goals before deciding whether or not to proceed with

7

support certain decisions concerning a classified program.

a

the 515F program.

8

The particle bed reactor technology was one of the stats of

9

record of decision, which will be published in the Federal

9

the art technologies being developed under this program.

10

A decision will be documented sodll
a formel

Register.

11

Now I would like to present Lt. Col. Gary Bleeker

Approximately two years ago

10

However, because the program was classified the CIS was

11

likewise classified and was prepared without public

12

from Phillips Laboratory who will describe the Air Forcle'

12

participation.

13

proposed plan for the

13

program, code named Timber Wind, was terminated.

14

LT.

M.

COL. BLEEKRt:

I's Gary Bleeker.

Good evening,

ladies and

15

gentlemen.

I'm the program manager for

16
17
18

Mexico.

19

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion program and our proposal to

20
21

Because of changing mission requirements, the

The Air Force,

14

recognizing the potential of the

15

particle bed reactor concept, took over res:onsibility for

the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Program at the Air

14

developing the particle bed reactor.

Force's Phillips Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Ease, nw

17

was formed in 1991 to lead and

18

effort.

19

determined that rather than rely on a classified CIS about

develop and validete.the particle bed reactor propulsion

20

which the public knew nothing we would prepare a new CIS for

technology.

21

the program with full public participation.

22

Air Force wants to fully develop the technology that was
started under the Timber wind program.

Tonight I would like to tell you about the Space

The pcogram's mission Is to develop and to

22
23

validate nuclear reactor technologies for use as advanced

23

24

space propulsion systeme.

24

25

have been and continue to be considered se viable reserach

Several propulsion technologies

25

11

SSNTP

The SHTP program office

anage the developmental

Assuming this responsibility, the Air Force

In short, the

The Air Force goal is to demonstrate the
feasibility of a particle bed reactor propulsion system that

12

FEIS
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1

could be operated outside the atmosphere in space as an

1

system is to produce very hot gas for propulsion.

a

advanced upper stage or an orbital

2

conventional chemical propulsion system, shown here on the

I

left

4

mixed and are burned.

5

large volume of hot gas Is generated.

6

sapended through a nozzle to produce thrust.

7

are only a few accuptable fuel and oxidizsr combinations.

I

The efficiency and performance of chemical

9

are limited by the temperature and the molecular weight of

I

As stated in

transfer vehicle.

the notice of

intent,

the dtcisions

4

to be made based in

S

continue the SVTP program through the developmentsl

d

development of nuclear thermal propulsion technology;

7

whether to construct and to operate the validation

I

facility;

9

facility

and.
if

10

part on this CIS are,

A,

whether to

.,

test

C. where to locate the validation test

the program is

to continue.

Two sites are to be considered for

locating the

11

validation test

12

Environmental Impact Statement.

13

Site,

14

Laboratory.

15

third sits called Quest. also at the Idaho national

16

Sngineering Laboratory,

17

However,

18

from further

19

cultural resources.

facility,

and the other is
When this

and both were studied in

at

10

the

the Idaho National Engineering
a

was also under consideration.
investigations it was eliminated

consideration due to the presence of significant

are

combustion occurs,

a

The hot gas is
However,

there

propulsion systems

The nuclear propulsion system,

shown on the right,

12

contains

13

conventional

14

very powerful heater heating a single fluid,

15

to very high temperature.

The propellant

16

reactor,

becomes very hot,

Is exp•nded through a nozzle,

17

produces

thrust

a reactor which replaces
system.

the combustion Process in

in the same manner

the propellant,

flows through the

as a conventional

and nuclear prop'ilsion systems

19

operate at temperatures of about five thousand degrees

20

Fahrenheit.

specifics of our proposed action,

to provide a

21

with a nuclear propulsion system vs can choose the

22

description of conventional chemical and nuclear propulsion

22

propellant.

23

systeoms sad why the promise of nuclear propulsion is

23

nuclear propulsion system can be nade more than twice as

24

profound.

24

efficient

25

doubling this

25

so

First, the ultimate objective of any propulsion

But

the key difference between

the two is that

By choosing the lightest propellant,

as a conventional one.

The theoretical effect of

14

Docuumet 4

Docur one 4

could be increased by eight to ton times.

2

AS a practical matter we can sea

3

weight reductions

4

tremendous monetary savings if

5

nuclear propulsion system can be developed.

6

of a factor of two to five.
a mafe,

The particle bed reactor is

I

reactor control devices.

coat and

2

could be tailored to produce the desired thrust.

This means a

3

The general concept of a particle

4

system involves the use of the particle bed reactor,

low

S

temperature liquid hydrogen to very high temperature

gaseous

6

hydrogen.

7

exhausted through a nozzle to produce thrust.

rseal

high performance

viewed by the Air

7

Force and others as having distinct

I

The particle bed reactor would use spherical fuel particles.

9

A typical fuel

performance

advantages.

The hot hydrogen is

8

element would contain many millions of theme

9

The number of *lements you aes

not burned

bed propulsion

but simply

The major technical goals of the program include
the achievement and control of predicted nuclear power

10

fuel

11

sand.

12

of fully enriched Oranium-235

13

layer,

14

layer of zirconium carbide.

15

containment of fission products and preaent the heated

15

principal components of a conceptual propulsion system are

16

hydrogen from damaging the material.

16

the propellant management syatem and the pressure

17

element Includes neutron moderator material on the outside,

17

vessel/nozzle assembly.

1i

concentric

16

19

frits

20

hydrogen to flow through the material and cool the fuel

21

particles.

22

this figure as arrows.

23

a

hydrogen,

efficiency is that the load carrying capacities

13

1

and

rocket.

21

I would lik

&

Thus the reactor essentially becomes a

Both chemical

16

Before we get into the details of the program and

a fuel end an oxidizer.

When proper

the gas after the combustion process.

11

One is at the Nevada Test

environmental analysis was begun,

as result of our

20

--

In the slide, two fluids,

In a

particles,

each approximately

the size of a grain of

10

levels,

contains a center

11

operating temperatures and the hydrogen environment,

surrounded by a porous graphite

12

reliable

13

propellant.

A typical particle shown on the left

high density graphite layer,

frits

finally

surrounded by a

These multiple coatings provide

The concentric

are devices that support the fuel while allowing

Flow paths through an element are

Illustrated

in

The array of hexagonal fuel elements would be

In

The propellant management

subsystems.

the propellant tank and enters the turbopump assembly.

22

exiting

During operation low temperatur,

the pump the propellant

where it
portion

25

beryllium to enhance reactor performance

25

assembly.

is

Is

hydrogen exits
After

delivered to the reactor

is heated to the desired temperature.
of the propellant

A small

bled off to power that turbopunp

14

FEI

system provides

21

24

SNT

the

20

23

0-15

addition to the particle bed reactor itself

controlled flow and pressure to the reactor and any other

surrounded by a neutron reflector such as graphite or

15

and

hydrogen

19

24

and also contains

of materials that can withstand high

control of low and high temperature

14

The six-sided fuel

and the fuel particles.

the devslop•ent

Nitt 4
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structural support.

reactor about the six*

2

he used to demonstrate the performance,

and

3

reliability

2

pressure containment end

3

collects hydrogen gas from each reactor fuel element

4

acceleratea

5

thrust.

the gas through the throat section to generate

the proposed

This leads to the description of

6
7

validation testing of the particle bed reactor propulsion

S

technology.

9

of tests

The proposed testing sequence

over a five- to ten-year

involves a series

period leading to the
As shown in

bed reactor concept.

10

validation of the particle

11

the slide, the tests

12

testing on the left

13

systems.

14

includes a particle bed element test,

15

and an engine

14

ground test

17

involve reactors fixed within a test

in

involved

5

cycles at s

6

megewatts for as long as five hundred seconds or about eight

7

minutes per cycle.

8

747 flying for forty minutes.

9

may be conducted

maxmlus power level of five hundred fifty

This is

in

the oncrgy

equivalent of a Soging

And up to ten of these tests

a year.
or what we call

ornnuclear or turbopuap tests

10

shown in

a box on the

right on the

tap, would be designed to demonstrate proper

13

propellant management system without an operating reactor

14

the loop.

of

15

control and feed system necessary to allow proceeding to the

wou~d

16

engine system tests.

series

which we call PIPET,

All of these tests

or engines.

these tests could be subjected to five operating

4

12

integration test culminating with tests

articles

in

snd

operability,

each of the nuclear core&

fuel elements,

engine integration tests,

testing of integrated

a building block approach the test

In

of

11

element

are sequenced to begin with fuel
and culminate

gallon drum and would

of a fifty-five

I

The nozzle

vessel/nozzle asasly would provide

The pressure

I

nt 4

in

This series would establish confidence

Jp to ten reactors which gradually approach the desired
This design would evolve from
performance conditions.

1
18

contained facilities.
Each test

to

18
18

20

include written procedures and formal review and approval.

20

technical

21

Each test

21

versions of engine system tests

22

analysis before approval to proceed could be granted.

22

referred to as mini and full scale ground system tests.

series would be carefully planned

sequence would

undergo a comprehensive safety

self-sustained

24

PIPET would be the first

2S

particle bed reactor test.

power producing

24

associated with PIPET,

involve a

25

in

would

These tests

information derived during earlier

They are

would be tested

the mini system test
call used

the same sub-scale test

for PIPET.

18

17

Does wnt 4

Dmsnt4
1

series would take place in an

scale test

The full

and would demonstrate complete operation

2

expanded facility

3

with feed and control hardware and a full complement of
The full

scale engine test would be

4

instrumentation.

S

approximately the mise of a small automobile.

6

would be performed beginning at zero power to low power to

7

operational power and temperatures.

0

demonstrate controllability and stability

Multiple tests

These tests

would

at full

power and

simulated full mission profile.
Each test

11
*

in

would be on the order of a few minutes

The maximum time at full

duration.

1

reinforced concrete building from which access to the test

reactor power for any

cell, and a system to

involving the test

activities

2

facility,

3

provide video surveillance over the entire test

4

would be controlled.

facility

The control system would provide the

5

required

functions for all operations at the test

6

safety and control

7

facility.

8

functions a sociated with the reactor testing.

The system would provide

remote control

which would accommodate the major components

10

cell

11

reactor

for initial

of all

would also include a test

The sub-scale facility

9

rapid start-up and shutdown under computer control over a

9
10

12

Two

tests.

would be conducted.

Subsequent to the satisfectory operations

23

or whet we call

The multiple fuel element tests

2)

particle bed validation

of the

tests.

The confinement system limits the release of

12

include a barrier enclosing the

13

individual core assembly would be approximetely a thousand

13

fission products and would

14

seconds or about twenty minutes.

from

14

reactor and portions of the effluent treatment system.

would be equivalent to a Boeing 747 flying for

15

15

such a test

16

approximately

The energy produced

16

four and a half hours.

Because no facility

17

fully maets

exists that

construction of a new test

1I

testing requirements,

19

extensive modification of an existing facility

20

As shown in

:1
22

1 facility

the slide,

facility
is

or

required.

the main features of a sub-scale

would include a control complex,

instrumentation end control

which

includes an

system inside a bunker; a test

a confinement system; coolant supply systems; an

23

cell;

24

effluent treatment system.

25

in

the

would be a series of

The integrated system tests

17

call within properly

function of the

The control complex would be a shielded,

The fluid systems for the sub- and full
would consist of two major subsystems --

facilities

17

incoming coolant

18

treatment

supply system and the ou-.going effluent

20

composed of the hydrogen

21

system,

Supply system would be

storage system,

the helium storage

and the pipes and valves for coolant distribution.
There are three major reasons

22

test

the

system.
The incoming coolant

19

scale

23

effluent treatment system into the test

24

of the goals of the PIPET testing Is

25

margins.

for Incorporating an
facility.

First,

one

to validate design

Secondly, the emissions Of radionuclides

into the

20

19

SNTP FEIS
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ace rrgulated by the EPA in

1

adbitat sit from DOE facilities

a

egoosdaaom with the national emission standards for hazardous

3

Sir pollutantS

and shall net exceed an amount that would

usmemb of the public to receive

4

cause say

S

receive an effective doe* of ten millirems.

7

member Of the public to receive a dose of ten willirems a

I

year, the 51fF program is

9

millire"

committed to a design goal of two

per year or twenty percent the allowable regulatory

program is

Because the StP

11

of the hydrogen

real time basis and display this information for

7

operator to take action.

I

design would

9

exposure to ionizing radiation above acceptable

would ensure that the emisiones from planned activities

15

remain Within the program goals.

16

policy to reduce radioactive discharges to a level that is as

17

low

Third,

is

it

would

national

An effluent treatment system

Is

14

is expected to take approximately eighteen to twenty-four

15

months for both the sub-scale and the full

16

facilities

17

and a peak work force of about one hundred.
The number of personnel

conic the test

would be limited to about thirty
administrative,

22

pre-OpeatIonal

it

the

23

be approximately fifty

traps noble gases

24

operations for both facilities

25

site

effluent or

article

22

remain; eabcriticeol

23

sahemst to Smch lower tmperacStres to effectively treat

24

exhaust, it

removes particulates,

debris,

phase contaminaSte from the effluent stream.

1

staff

located within the control complex.

than ten individuals, all

Two mites at DOS installations have been
Identified ae esutable locations for the particle bed reactor

4

validation test

5

site

to sixty.

Nevada Test Site and the Contained Test Facility

at the

site at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

7

exclusionary criteria

8

process were,

9

the installation;

The principal

on

the number of personnel

staff of no "ore

Lincoln

2

feciliti*e

3

already located at the Contained Test Facility sits.

to support Particle bed validation testing are

Existing facilities at the site consist of a
receiving,

assembly,

6

structure;

a control bunker, post-irradiation examination

two, fifteen kilometer minimum distance to

9

structure to the receiving,

federal ownership of the

10

facility.

conducted at

13

center of the Nevada Test Site mouth of Nine Mountain soad

14

end west of Saddle mountain Need.

the

The distance to the

15

nearest boundary is fourteen miles,

16

Test Site Is controlled.

snd access to the Nevada

saddle Mountain Test Site would require new

Scale test

18

construction of sub-scele and full

19

Other infrastructure required for the site

20

lines, phone

21

well and weter storage tanks.

22

Include noe

23

roads.

lines,

roads,

facilities.
includes power

a line to an existing deep weter
Trans1Ortion

improvements

roads and grading of the exieting access

The Contained Test Facility is
northern portion of INT

located in

the

northeast of the Intersection Of

assembly,

and hot cell

A security fence with guard stations is

facility.

place.

also in

A number of modifications to the existing facility

11
The Saddle Mountain Test Station is located in

site

An approximately one

and Administrative space.

facilities;

and a half mile railroad track connects the containment

11

17

a containment

and hot cell facility;

s

8

10

12

Some existing

Boulevard and State Sighway 33.

I

7

the mite narrowing

considered in

one, similar nuclear activities

the nesreat urban area, and, three,

It

is

likely that the control building

12

would be required.

13

would have to be reconfigured to accommodate the tests,

14

the receiving,

15

modest modification to accommodate the hot test

14

Engineering studies have been initiated

17

Contained Test Facility or new teat

cells would be required

18

for the larger full scale testing.

New test

19

required

20

Facility.

assembly, and hot cell

articles.

to determine

calls

if

the

if

Use of the Contained Test Facility containment

as the test

cell would

22

structure

23

fluid storage and piping,

24

flare stack.

25

renovation

Engineering

require construction of

an effluent testing

system, and

studies are underway to determine

requirements for the containment test

24

SNTP FEIS
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nay require

facility

would be located adjacent to the Contained Test

21

23
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would

facility

During actual testing

would be reduced to a minisum operating

4

the Saddle mountain Test Station

facility,

6

25

The

of the larger full-scale

Dom unt 4,

3

24

technical,

22

84

2

security,

and maintenance personnel.

21

'_O _-q

during

on site

at the smaller sub-scale facility

21

radioactive material entering the effluent trsatment system

scale test

with an average work force of about thirty-five

20

one, to ensure that

eccomplish the following objectives,

21

and any vapor

Construction and/or modification of all facilities

pro-operational activities

20

systems.

of the art

13

19

The effluent treatment system would be designed to

levels.

system while costly im well within the

ranges of state

1i

makes this possible.

The effluent treatment system

The design and fabrication of an effective

operating

14

the reactor

irclude appropriate shielding to prevent worker

effluent treetment

An effluent treatment system

on a

particulate content of the discharge stream

radioactive

4

12

composition of the effluent.

cell.

the vicinity of the test

S

11

13

as reasonably achievable.

in

An effluent monitoring system would measure the

the actual

in

13

29

3

a developmental

programs there Would be some Lncertainty

16

atmospheze to prevent accumulation and potential detonation

10

limit.

IN

Fourthly.

4

to

the national emission standards may allow a

1flil,

6

any year --

in

flares the resulting clean hydrogen gas to the

it

1
2

facility.
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As required by the National Environmental Policy

1

process.

2

hat, the no-action alternative was also evaluated.

The

2

3

so-action alternative would result in the Air Force not

3

environment that way occur as a direct

4

proceeding with development and validation

4

bad reactor program and validation testing

of our

S

through changes

to develop and validate the particle bed reactor

6

air quality,

biological

7

and geology,

noise,

S

water --

8

measures against which environmental impacts could be

Whet I have presented here is

S

testing program.

a summary

6

proposal

I

propulsion technology.

Many more details of the proposed

I

action are contained in

the draft

9

Statement.

10

Lt.

environment

11

Col.

nevironmental

Impact

Bawugartel will next present the

Iepact analysis for this program.
LT.

see some folks way out

12

1 got started, I

13

gallery.

14

some slides

15

you're three hundred yards down.

16

they have reserved on them,

17

you feel

1

in

There's plenty of seats

and indirect changes

13

and future manegement of hsazrdous

14

discussed in

the front here.

I

see some

This draft Environsental Impact Statement

was

20

prepared to oomply with the National Environmental

21

and the Council on Inviromental Quality regulations.

22

Efforts were made to reduce needless bulk,

23

language, to focus only on those issues that aro

24

related to the eavironment

25

other doomments required as port of the decision making

$oils

land use end aesthetics,

services.

issues

In addition,

employment and

transportation,

materials and waste are

the proposed action involves

and testing of nuclear materials,

16

transportation

17

considerable amount of health and safety analysis was done to

1

address

radiological

as well as nonradiological

as a result of our analysis it

If

impacts.

that adverse environmental impacts may occur through

20

implementation of the proposed action and testing

22

alternatives,

clearly

23

and analysed in

and to integrate the EI1 with

24

plain

a

was determined

21

to write in

and

related to the current

the document.

Because

i5

19

Policy Act

are

cultural roe urcea,

Included are changes to the local

be showing

Even if

or indirectly

Resources evaluated

to the community that provide

be hard to Sae if

I'll

result of the particle

both surface and ground

utility

between.

I

and water --

12

Plenty of seats.

Some are up in

resources,

population,

free to come up anytime that

feel

the community.

analyzed.

Wefore

the peanut

will

It

in

11

up front.

that have some charts.

like it.

in

sanlysis focuses on impacts to the natural

10

IS this one vorking?

COL. SAUNGAIRELs

ThiS

I

25

stated in

potential mitigation measures were identified
the document.

now present the results of our analysis that are

the draft Cis.

both validation test site

25

locations

26
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1

were

2

conditions assumed for the purpose of analysis are the

3

existing conditions at each location.

4

slides we show the comparative Impacts between the test

5

alternatives,

analysed to the same level

The baseline

of detail.

In

the following
size

excluding the no-action alternative.

7

and employment effects

6

progarm

9

results in

from the implementation

will

2

disposal capacity.

3

operational by 199:S

4

landfill capacity is expected.

of the

81N'P

10

influence for the SNTS or a two-tentha

11

in

12

percent increeae in

13

RTS and a one percent increase st

of a percent

the region of influence for the CTF.
total

the region of

A

acorase

amaimum of two

peak year employment would occur st
the INSl.

This slide shows

.he utility

requirements for the

15

SlVP progorm at the two alternative test

16

there is sufficient power at both BNTS and CT? for sub-scale

17

testing.

18

generators at SITS during ground

19

testing.

sites.

Under energy

Supplemental power would be provided by mobile
test

article

operational

Mobile generators may also he required to provide

20

supplemental power during peak demands of ground test

21

operational

article

testing at CTr.

22

Under solid waste en average

23

seventy-five tons per year of nonhasardous waste is

74

from the SUTS program.

25

percent of the total.

At the

18 this

of a hundred

Is 1les

expected

than two

The amount of solid waste generated

anticipated life

At the INIL a new landfill

of

be

a negligible impact on

therefore,

Under waStevater,

will

at SHI'S the total estimate of

twenty-four hundred gallons

7

handled by a new septic system planned with the SNTP facility

8
9

design.

per day of wastewater would be

The same volume of wastewater at CTF wouild be well

within the capacity of the existing evaporation pond system.

10

Under water supply,

the ten thousand gallons per

11

day of water demand for SNIP represents a small increase in

12

demand on the water supply at either MtS or INEL.

13

14

a negligible decrease in

6

The peak year increase of one hundred employees
a .04 percent population increasee in

result in

S

This slide shows the maximum projected population

6

1

The construction of facilities
at SHTS is

15

NIS. and no land use impacts would occur.

16

of existing facilities

17

facilities

18

and activities

19

occur at this

20

consistent with current

consistent with thoir current missions

at the INEL,

and no

land use

impacts would

either.

This slide shows the traffic impacts of increased

21

employees

22

percent increase in

23

for construction and a mxinmum of only 3.5 percent increase

24

during operations.

25

would use commuter buses to get to the work,

27

at

The modification

and construction of additional

at CTF is

site

on a hundred acres

mlesions and activities

14

traveling to either HitS or INEL.
traffic

is

-

A maximum of S.9

expected along U.s.

Assuming that most employees

95 to NI'S

at INEL

the SNTI program

28
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1

Would

I

requiring disposal would consist of solid wastes from the

3

coaatruotiom and a three percent increase during the proacar

2

handling,

3

oeestlon

3

assemblies and contaminants removed from the effluent stream.

cause

a fOur

percent increase in traffic during

s"g state souts 33.

Non* of these traffic

cleaning,

and disassembling of the canister

4

inctreses is espected to cause adverse impacts to the 'evels

4

Over the life of the project it

I

of service provided by these roads.

S

million cubic feet of low level waste would be generated.

4

The nest two slides discuss the transportation and

7

Use of rediosctivo and nonradioactive hazardous materials and
Sthe

storage and disposal of hazardous wastes.

"S safety

The health and

aspects of hsaardous Wastes will be discussed shortly.

10

Under hazardous materials,

I

is anticipated that 1.6

This low level veste would Mengums eighteen percent of
7

available disposal capacity at

8

available disposal capacity at 1INR.

9

Under mixed waste,

Mf1or forty-six percent of

mixed waest

such *a low level

the largest quantity of

10

11

fuel material to be transported in a single shipment would be

11

residues may be generated --

12

the reactor cores.

Department

12

project.

13

of Energy, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations and

13

of sized waste materials would be generated annually.

14

requirements would be followed to ensure no adverse impacts

14

has sufficient capacity for storage and disposal.

15

from these or other transportation activities.

15

sufficient capacity for storage and is awaiting permitting of

1i

precautions Would be required for either the SlOTS or CeF

16

a disposal facility.

17

sites.

17

15

Depa rtment of Transportation,

These

Under nonradioictive hazardous weste, there are

radioactive Materials contaminated by solvents or solvent
may be generated with this

It Is anticipated no more than seventy Cubic feet

Disturbance of ground

HTS

INEL has

and construction of

10

facilities at SlNTS or at the CT? would generate some fugitive

It

approximately five hundred cubic feet or seven fifty-five

It

dust, which Is regulated by the National Ambient Air Quality

20

gallon drume of ncnradioactive hazardous waste consisting

20

Standards as particulate matter.

21

principally of solvents would be generated from either site

21

from construction vehicles.

22

over the life of the program.

22

phase would include those from additional traffic and from

23

shipped to an EPA permitted treatment, storage, and disposal

23

site activities such as the use of diesel generators and

24

facility.

24

flaring hydrogen during particle bad reactor tests.

25

impect on regional and local sir quality from either the SaTS

All waste would be labeled and

Under low level waete. low level radioactive waste

as

There would be emissions

Emissions from the operational

29

The
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1

or the CT? alternative would be negligible and is not

I - resource analysis for the two alternative sites.

2

expected to affect the attainment status of the region.

2

seven prehistoric sites were found within the region of

3

influence.

4

under the national Register criteria.

S

impacts are expected to occur to archeological resources.

3
4

This slide suamarizes the Impacts to biological
resources from the project at the two alternative sites.

S

At SKYS there would be a loss of a hundred acres

1ons of these sites is considered significant

6

of transitional desert association habitat, which is a common

4

historic, Native American.

7

community.

7

been identified at the SNyS.

8

to the access road may impact up to one thousand Joshua trees

a

9

also.

9

Construction of the facilities and improvements

From project operations noise may affect wildlife, end

At B•TS

Therefore, no adverse

or peleontological

No

resources have

At CTF the only known cultural resource that say
be affected is the existing facility at the CT. which

10

the flare stack would kill any birds flying into the flame.

10

retains qualities that would make it potentially eligible for

11

Hovever. noise from the flaring would very likely scare birds

11

the National Register of Historic Places.

12

away that sight fly over the flaro stack during operations.

12

CT? is the only nuclear reactor test facility of its size in

13

Also at the site there's no Impact to threatened or

13

the world designed to simulate all of the important events

14

endangered species.

14

that could occur in a coemercial prossured water reactor

IS

power plant.

1s

At CTP there would be a loss of less than fifty

This is beause

the

Consultation between the Idabo State Historic

16

acres of previously disturbed land that Is very low quality

If

Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historic

17

habitat.

17

Preservation and INEL is addressino the issue of national

15

--

19

threatened endangered species,

20

observed approximately twelve miles from the CT? and foraging

20

requirements is currently being prepared.

21

near the mountains north and west of the ISXL.

21

consultation process determines the eligibility of the err

22

possible impact would be from the flar* stack, and this is

22

for the National megister it will be considered a potentially

23

considered unlikely because of the distance, the noise from

23

significant historic resource.

24

the flaring operating,

24

proposed by the SifP could have an adverse effect.

25

Mitigation measures say b? required If this site alternative

25

Project operations --

again noise and flare stack

would have similar impacts as at SHTI.

The only

the bald eagle,

hes beon

The only

and its intermittent nature.

This slide summarizes the results of cultural

15

regieter eligibility for several IME. properties.

19

wmerandum of agreement to outline various mitigative

31
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chosen.

1

is

2

for the National Rtegiter,

3

expected at thiA

If

it

is determined

that the CTI

is not eligible

There would be a short

1

then no cultural impacts are

site.

term noise effect on

2

wildlife in

the iMediate vicinity of the test

3

during test

operations.

again this

facility

may have & beneficial

as mentioned previously,

4

side effect of acaring birds away from the flare

S

the construction of new facilities would require disturbance

5

operation.

6

of a hundred acres of

4

7

acrs of land for the CIr.

8

of twenty-mix thousand cubic yards of material and the

9

placing of thirty-seven thousand cubic yards of fill,

4

Under geology and soils,

land for the siTS and less than fifty
The SMIS would require excavation

10

the CTF would only require excavation of

11

and placing of four

12

be taken at either site

13

No impacts --

14

activity is

while

three thousand

thousand yards for fill.

Measures would

to suppress dust and soil erosion.

also no impacts

from seismic or volcanic

expected.
High noise levels at SNTS are not expected

is

to

The projected hundred

16

cause impacts to nonproject personnel.

17

twenty-five decibel noise level

18

attenuated before reaching nonproject personnel

It

smnaitive comunity receptors.

20

personnel would be approximately six miles away,

21

nearest community is

from operations would be

The 3.7 million gallons per year of water required
to cause drewdown in

7

for the project are not expected

8

aquifers at either the s5TS or the err.

9

impacts are expected from normal operations et either site.
Turning to health and safety,

10

this

slide is

a

11

chart showing results from maximum case radiological modeling

12

of normal testing operations as compared to the national

13

emission standards.

14

that would be received naturally.

In summary, the SNTP

15

program exposures to the mexialy

exposed

14

smaller then the annual

limit for

17

exposures.

Theam

The program goal is

regulatory

the rajiation

calculated exposures are

dose

public are much
routie

also considerably

18

smaller than the annual
occurring radiation.

20

year exposure would be only .6 millireac,

which is

21

percent of naturally occurring

Por the rfttL area

not expected to

22

the maximum single year expoeure would be 1.35 sillirem,

The nearest nonproject personnel

23

which again is
exposure.

and the

approximately twenty-three miles away.

23

impact similar receptor,.

24

are *pproximately one point three miles from the CT., and the

24

25

nearest community is

25

approximately eleven miles sway.

exposure rates due to naturally

For the UIS area the maximum single

only .31

These doses

exposure.

percent

.14

of the naturally occurring

represent upper bounds of the

33
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1

potential

2

conservative methodology.

3

radiological

4

propooted action at either site.

5

exposures and have been calculated using extLe•ely

impacts are

In summary,

1

no adverse

undertaken in

expected as a result of the

3

the event of an actual accident.

Looking at worker exposure,

2

This slide shows the results from radiological

Enerj

the Department of

suggests a design goal of a maximum of five hundred

4

millirems annual dose for radiation workers.

S

workers

A hundred

modeling for maximum case credible accident scenarios.

s

much as seventy-five thousand person-millireme

7

Maximum case credible accident assumptions consist of

7

year$ of the SNTP program and meet this goal.

8

simultaneous failure of two critical

8

9

in

release to the environment.

ETS components
In

10

case effects

11

at,

12

internal and external exposure to hydrogen.

9

shown here all weather conditi.ns were looked

and consideration

13

resulting

developing the maximum

10

was given to multiple concurrent

over the ten

Also a goal of the $NTP program is to maintain
exposures of on-site nonprogras

related personnel to a much

of only twenty millires per year.

lower level

11

The maximum credible accident exposure at MTS

Based on this

12

at 13TS could

goal,

the forty-five hundred workers

receive up to nine hundred thousand
increase over natural

13

person-millitems or only a 4.7 percent

14

would be only 23.5 rillirems or 5.4 percent of the natural

14

exposure levels of nineteen million person-millireme

IS

dose.

15

would be

16

&gain only be thirty

16

program.

17

dose.

18

accident exposure level is

19

then fifteen times the maximum accident exposure st

20

site.

The maximum credible accident exposure at INCL would

In

21

millirems or 6.6

comparison the recommended

percent of natural
maximum twenty-four hour

five hundred millirems or more

As with normal operations exposures --

either

17

The eighty-five

hundred workers at

receive not more than 1.7 million psrson-millirems

19

only 4.5 percent

increase over

20

37.5 million person-milliress

21

the SUTP program.

exposures

22

normal operations

23

represent the upper bounds using extremely conservative

23

would use several

24

methodology.

24

the program.

25

meesures

25

Its

such as evacuations and remediation which would be

N163. would

18

as with

Also the analyses do not include mitigation

35

which

received during the ten year period of the 5iTP

22

exposures the maximum accident

fifty

could therefore be exposed to as

at the SITP facility

6

a

the

No water quality

19

and other

The nearest nonproject

Noise levels at the CTF arealso

22

yards

stack during

In

received in

the area of chemical

safety,

the ten years of

the SNIP progras

liquid and gaseous chemicals in

Hydrogen is

greatest hazard is

or only --

the natural exposure levels of

support of

classified as a simple asphyxiant.

from its

extreme flammability range,

36
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I

do0o for the program duration would be a hundred thirty-tuo

2

fa•lolf ittelf. supports and accelerates combustion.

2

tbOus~od pereon-millirema

3

Nltrogem Od belle again are simple asphyxiants and

3

P6eon-MillireM projectsd as a result of anticipated

4

nomreactive.

4

tranaportaion accidents.

1

hiechcan lead to fires or explosions.

Oxygen,

although not

MumerOusfacility designs and handling procedures

S

with the addition of one

In all cases the population dose would be

5

0

would be established to ensure that these hazards are

6

distributed among a large total population with no member of

7

ainimimed when Using these chemicals.

7

the public receiving a dose

0

procedures will be implemented to ensure hazards ae5

8

the majority of exposed Individuals receiving a total dose

I

minimised.

9

which is Immeasurably low.

There are no site-Specific issues with the SHTS

10
11

These designs and

Use of the CTt for testing purposes may allow the

12

Beryllium is under consideration for use in the

10

site in tems of chemical safety.

in exceas of one millirem, and

Inhalation of beryllium particles say

11

particle bed reactor.

12

lead to bronchitis and pneumonis, and it

13

carcinogen.

is a suspected

The only li•ely release of beryllium would be

13

buildup of hydrogen inside the facility during test

14

operations.

14

from a catastrophic failure.

15

structure would be required before personnel could enter to

15

scenario Is Conceivable that could produce considerable

16

reduce the potential of explosion or asphyxiation.

16

amounts of beryllium.

Followinq test completions, venting of the

17

Several Analyses were performed that considered

17

However, no credible accident

Sased on a saximum case release,

the total

18

potential impacts from the transportation of radioactive

18

exposure to any individual would be no greater than three

19

mterials.

For the noneccident case of transportatin Of

19

ten-thousandths of a milligram.

20

radioactive materials to PtW the calculated total population

20

then fifty times less than the Occupational Safety and Health

21

dose received for the progrsm duration would be a hundred

21

Administration permissible exposure level of one point --

22

thirteen thoumand pecson-millirem.

22

a hundred seventy-three ton-thousandths of s milligram in a

23

twenty-four hour period.

24

expected to be a significant impact under any circumstances.

23

In addition, less than

m.e person-millirem is projected as a result of anticipated
For nonaccident transportation of

24

transportation accidents.

25

radioactive materials to 133, the calculated total population

This exposure would be more

Therefore, beryllium release :s not

This completes my review of the iraft VIS.

25

of

Our

38
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I

goal is to provide Air Force decision makers with sclurate

1I

2

information on the ewvironmental consequences of this

2

room.

3

proposal.

3

that have applied throughout -- Las Vegas, St. George, Salt

4

draft document this evening and prior to the Sth of October.

4

Lake City, and people of all persuasions end viewpoints as

5

I'll

5

far as whether the program should be funded --

6

or not or whether it

To do this we Ste soliciting your commnts on the

now turn the meting back over to Col. Seupel.
For those Of you who came in

with regard to signs -- signs are fine in the back of the
These are rules

In the front of the room they're not.

should exist

should be funded have all courteously

6

THE HEARING OFFICER,

7

late, if you wish to speak, ask you to fill

out a card and

7

compiled.

8

chock at the block that you want to speak.

If your comments

8

sign down In front I'd ask you to move it

9

are only to be on the record indicating your support or your

9

We'll take a ten minute break.

So I ask your cooperation.

And whoever put the
towards the back.

10

opposition to the program or specific location such as Idaho,

10

11

since we're in Idaho, that you would like to see the program

11

THE HEARINGOFFICER,

12

at,

we urge you to put that on one of the written comment

12

the public comment portion of this hearing.

13

sheets and just turn that in tonight or mail it

13

that everyone who desires to speak tonight will have a fair

14

address listed at the bottom so that people that do have

14

chance to be hoard.

15

other things to say will have a greater opportunity to speak

15

court reporter who is taking down word for word everything

1a

tonight.

16

that's said tonight, and the entire record will then become a

17

part of the final Environmental Impact Statement and the

in to the

Those of you that were in the back of the room and

17

(Brief recess)
We are now going to start
I want to ensure

As I Indicated earlier, we do have a

16

were shy about moving up when Col. Saumgartel mentioned that

19

decision pactage.

19

earlier, I urge you to go ahead end move on up to the siddle

19

that you submit in writing -- whether you submit them tonight

20

or the front of the room after the break.

We promise unless

20

or if you mail thee in by October 5th, those will &lso become

21

you've turned in a card we won't call on you, or there won't

2-

a part of the final Environmental Impact Statement and the

22

be any questions on this afterwards, at least any test

22

decision package.

23

questions.

23

rules.

The other thing I need to say something about

24
25

because it's

--

as pert of a formal hearing it

is important

24
25

39
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Now, I'll

Just as well as that record any comments

r ask you to help me follow these ground

announce the name of the firat speaker

and t"e name of the seconi speaker.

40
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I ask you to get to either the closest OD@e

1

up here.

2

one tbat's not
3

4

to

the

0

occupied and for the heot speaker to .aD reedy

start in just about as soon as the first Speaker has

3

have baskets on the tables by the microphones for those to be

Indicate your name, what city you're from, and what rapacity

we can get as many of them in as possible tonight.

6

you'[r

forty-five plus cards up her*, depends upon how

7

official, whether you're speaking as a representative of so

5

elected public official,

9

for a designated group or

speak --

7

we've got

8

long people

9

cover everyone or not.

That's

else part of the reason I

my comments earlier.

11

indicate you're in

12

location or against another location,

13

record,

we urge to fill

14

because

our particular interests

you vent to be on

out a comment sheet,

just to dn that,

are with regard to the
will

Your comments put on this

effects.

15

environmental

16

given equal

17

that have additional things that they want to say.

1i

consideration,

6*i

us get to people

but that lets

speaking, whether you're Speaking as an elected public

whether

a speaker

-a

as a concerned

citizen.

10

Now,

11

I'll

represent to you --

I will

excuse me.

recognize each speaker

13

time limit is pLrticularly important with the number of

14

speakers that we harve here.

15

opportunity to be heard.

14

going to raise my hand and ask you to --

I try to give everyone an equal

when the five minutes are up,

Finish wht

comments.

my hand, go ahead and conclude your
is

out a

19

you've got sore things to say than five minutes will

20

ask you to just prioritize

21

points first.

comment sheet,

21

sheet, aod we'll move on.

22

basically agree with what somebody previously said,

23

just want to

24

Speaker COma up,

I'm going to do a comment

just holler out

is if you

I suppose the other

And

some up and indicate that,

you

if

and then let

the next

that's super too.
I recognize you and

Please speak only after

t

allow,

T

and rover the msat important

not in

I call the name of someone who is

If

i

if

thought.

you're a ying, but don't move on to another

22

IV

as soon as you see

10

call on you and you've decided that you went to fill

That

for a maximum of five minutes.

12

17

20

the

I'll hold that card until just before the next break

23

room,

24

when I'll

25

present,

csll

If

the name again.

still

is

the speaker

not

I will not call their name to speak again.

42
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1

And lastly I'd just Oak the entire sudiorre to Le
courteoua asd not to talk while the recognised speaker is
speaking.

4

That just makes it

5

their

cements in,

makes it

a little

Public cmment period,

I

being called.

9

is repreenting Senator Stephen
representing
i3.

11

SIM

5

test facility.

?

officials
who

And then will ha Jeff

"S.

Mr. Richardeon.

Seupel, thank you very Much

12

And Senator BYmma s"ads his regrets that he could not be here

13

tonight because of the pressing duties in

14

did send a four-pegs statement, which

Congress,

but he

I'm sure with the

this action.

tImacts Include noise,

grasing activities, risks posed by the

tranaportation,

9

handling of radioactive and hazardous materials and treating

10

the effluents and handling waste that

11

the project.

12

Let

impacts.

14

Laboratory Is the ideal
program.

So I'm going to just take asd highlight Statements,

16

reflect this fact.

17

hbut sir,

16

the record and wOuld appreciate,

It

carefully oberveod by the Air Force.
7111 SNARlIG OrPICl~t

20

01.

21

5ItkCIItOg

Thank you.

The SW

will provide the Air

Foree with the capability to move large satellites into
sobite and my provide capability to move satellites

24

o
to saeeed

25

bem141a81

fuliet

more quickly.

epebillty.

This will he very

An oue nation ceduce@ conventionsl

17

is

ready

It goes on,

Engineering

location for siting the SNTP

Tour final Environmental

13

read.

they could be

be generated by

In fact, I believe also Idah. National

13

number of people speaking tonight he would not cent me to

if

ill

ne assure the Air Force that Idaho

and abis to meet all of the challenges Imposed by thrsm

15

Of course,

related to

the disruption of

I

16

I do have a complete text which I would put into

is deployment of the ground

There aremiamy environmental impacts

6

The next

Could help achieve those goals.

bit gore difficult.
portion of the

high

emns of gathering intelligence

metaral step far this progran

Senator Larry Craig.

5IWAAg•iDONU Col.

we Will increasingly need prompt,

high qmatity

LAsfemetien.

to

speaker will he Pel Richardson,

The first

qgesity,

4

major public

Slected -

7

Military assets,

3

longer for somebody to be able

with that we'll go into the first

4

1
2

get

Again to conserve time I ask you not to applaud.

2

i bher

you're part of

if you're speaking

If you've already eubmitted a card and we don't

19

25

for one

opposition or you're

support or in

made

*f you Just want to

renew then.

I

whether we can

as to hoc long --

take as to --

10

23

I ask you to Speak Slowly.

when you start in,

placed In.

many of the speakers

22

we do

5

6

Shresd

have written

Statements or documents you wish to Submit tonight,

4

5

10

you do

address your remarks to me.

2

that have Indicated that they want to

And I ask you to do that so that we can get as

finished.

2

And if

1

impact Statement should

addresses the environmental

like to read from:

risks,

uto

I can tell you that

10

one comment I would

19

TlOM, management has dons an outstanding

20

and working with the agencies and private entities concerned

21

about transportation and grazing issues in the peso.

22

on and gives several reasons.

23

As you can

job of communicating

SOe, IMEL hat a very good record of

24

working with Idahoans concerned about transportation,

25

Issues relating to the Site.

43

ooes

it

On the ground and in

the

qtaz-u,

_

irr

44
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1

TRILLis a go

I1

certainly concurwith theme. it is important.
but I have

I

track recordof handlingradioactiveand k ertdna material.

2

*notherreason.

3

me talks furtherabout that. So soays In latestYeats 1551..

3

4

has takena national leadershiprole in vasat*

4

serketploce
and increasead
World Competition.

3

environmentalrestoration
technology and development.

5

preeminence I feel "e muat load in apace exploration an" the

ould juat go to the conclusion at this point,

4

devselopmenc
ot technology
and the toolsnecessary ameting the

7

but I do point out the fact that ha haa givenseveralvary

7

frontie*V

I

good reasaons
and analyzingwhy this -- and the environmantal

a

cannot afford to be in second place.

9

filet platefacility,

6

9 cncrns

neighbor.

but he says,

Lou also was an extraordinary

asagamantand

the conclusions arm obvious.

The

Back day our countrymovestoward a world
To maintainour

of the future including the enviromweant.
America
Thatas why We need a

thetaG why tba Air Farcle
need$the

10

SNTIPprogram and the ground tastingfacilitytot the Fly

10

1lost. I- is the logicalplace. All phase$ of the program

11

reactorshouldbe sitedat the TRILLto sinimise the mo5t

11

ran be dons at the 1St!. and doanesafely. which, of courase.

12

significantenvironmental
risk.

12

has great en 'ronmantal
iapact.

11

ay incorporating
the roneant*I eada tonight

14

regardingthe gnvironaantai
ImpactStatement for

13
14
17
1t

13

The 1St!.has a successful
historyof nuclear

14

developmnt and tastingand while maintainingthe safetyof

confidentthat Idahowill he the preferredchoice in the

is

the cokr.the populace, the aquifer.and the land. Ne

final recordof dacision.

16

have*
faith in thairdependability.Sock on a spae reactor

of my comments. I hope our visitorefro* United State*Air

17

has been going on at tha 1St!..

Force#
will enjoytheirvisit hars In beautiful"SaternIdaho.

1S

spae.

1tilt
I 55

Thank you for your consideration

sir. you-va granted ae for just one momentfor

is

So haa cork in robotics In

STWIL
offersexperience, expertise.
necesaary

19

facilitiesfo, everyphase of the Project,landand room for

20

personaltestimony,And I will sAnythat I an state

20

expansionIt necessary, and shovesall the nation-sfinest

2i

Representative
MelvinS. Richardsonrepresenting
District30.

21

staff for this type of project.

22

Also I will ho representing the Stateat the StateSeante,

22

151!..Tha IS!!. is perfect for the Sat? program.

23

not having an oponent in November.

23

24

take a briar moment.

25

at the 151!. because of the local economic reasons.

But I would like to just

many people are supporting this program
1

--

21

hare tonight.

[eedsa

I speak for thenwhen I any Idaho and Asseric

Document 4

IF"P and we want SETIF.Youyouvery such.
TE ItsASING OFFICISR Thank you.

1

is 140e.

Aftear Sr. Shred*

SToAnyea vary Smalh
for comling.
M muII

WFIC121

Shank you.

after Ise. Silas

3

will ho L.ind" Silan representing Cengressan Stallings and --

2

will be David Nompray representing Governor Andrus.

4

my apologies, Mc. Shr.de.

4

Silmar.

5

you just come up, have a seat near one of the microphones.

3

6

It will probably oak* it a little bit easmiler.

4

letter from Comgresma Stallings.

7

eproeolato the Opportunity to expressmy strong supportfor

I

the apace msclaar thermal propulsion pcogramand to andora.

I

the sitingof the Air fotes ground teat facility at the Idaho

7

No. 82RAom,
al

Rather than having you stand if

It Will maks it

sealier.

My hands are

sw1
eatry right now.
TP
M BASZM OPPICti, Sr. fhrads.

10

MR. SRinkS. My name Is Jeff Shreds. Is a

W. SILA~S Shank you.

10

Motional Ingineering Laboratory.

So.

I will read a fairly brief
Deor colonel,

1

I wish I could Join you end

11

regional assiatant to United States Senator Larry Craig. I

It

thes many 1551 supporters tonight for this important public

12

have letters of aupport hore trom Senate~r Craig, U.S. Senate

13

hearing on the draft sneironmsantal Impact Statement.

13

candidate Dick Ramptharnae.

We have a copy of Senator S3y5m-s

13

regret that legislative busins*"

14

statemnat which has justbeen Shared with you, have a copy of

14

from attending.

15

--

copy of a letter of support from Salted St-tea senator Jim

I

in Washington prevent&anm

BOWevar. I With to sAke It Cloea that I

15. delievo the Idaho laboratoryis the ideallocation for this

if

Mc~lure, who Is now retired.

17

of suport from the Sosmeville County Republican Central

17

1t

Committee, which I happen to he the chairman of.

20

Of Our state are Proud Of It and of the jobs it brings to

19

So also have hare a statement

ie

Let me just say briefly I will Submit these

Important test facility.
The TILL! is a worldolmass facility, and the people

1
is

Idaho.

20

subit this testimsay for the remcord
rather then reading it

20

forty year record of achievament and responsible management

21

bRez a" md ing thaee people soffer.

But let me lust say

21

Is recoglnixed throughout the U.S. and the world.

22

that politteal Will is bets. we want you to cowa to Idaho

22

leading international center for noclear resaearch and

23

Pall.s,

23

development. its talentedwork force excellentfacilities.

3d

PaRESS.we bliee yes ea" do It in a safe menner.

24

uniquecapabilities,
and fine safety record offer the right

2S

goingto Bspe"tbe taspaemeo

25

environment to condoctthis critical program.

gusmt yea to sella to Idaho.

So support the Air
If yourst

dollar, we want you to spend It

47
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I talked to then baefr* this meating -- who could not be
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2

1 know I speak for mtanyof the state legilsltora

24

145

1

This project is perfect for

It has a long and distinguished history, and its

48
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I believe the INL cen play a national leadership

I
2

role us a major space eaploration and research and

3

development center for nuclear propulsion

4

In fact,

S

I

in the

oastcout effective manner.

Since the Idaho

laboratory already has the technical teom end facilities

end electric poerf.

3

needed to meke the program successful, testing could be

the IN L has been assigned the leud laboratory role

4

etarted sooner end cost leuu than at any other proposed

by the Department of Energy In planning the nuclear

5

location.

6

propulsion program for the national

5

7

initiative.

a

quickly assume the technical

9

nule..

Organizations

space exploration

7

supporting this research could

5

role& associated with the space

thermal propulsion program.

In closing

I support the continued developmeet of

the space nuclear thermal propulsion program and the
construction nf a ground teut facility at the ten.

10

Let me highlight Several major reasons ehy I

10

operate this facility in

11

believe the Idaho laboratory is the best choice for the

11

acceptable Manner.

12

ground teat facility.

12

13

IEL has more than forty years experience In nuclear resctbr

14

design,

15

staff with worldvide recognized expertise.

1

THE HEIARINGOFFICEI;

16

skills are necessary for our country to have a successful

16

NS. MILAN,

17

nuclear thermal program.

17

statesent.

18

a member of the Idaho Falls City Council.

place thet would support testing and includinq

19

the basket.

hot cells for esamining materials and

20

subhitted by the rayor

21

We're all in

First, as I mentioned earlier, the

It also maintains a quality

testing, and safety.

Second, the I11

1i

These technical

already has many of the

19

facilities in

20

the assembly building,

21

handling large equipment and the transportation system.

22

Third,

this difficult period --

Once again I appreciate the opportunity to share

13

my comments.

14

Congress.

Sincerely.

It's

22

during this

a Safe and envlronlmentally

Richard H. Stallings.

Thank you.

I'm alsa here this evening as

fairly short.

1 nii1 put this in

Also you have written Comas,ts that have been
-d the president of the Council.

support of the program.

THE HEARING OFFICER,

Thank you.

Thank you, ma'am.

difficult period of national budget constraints the IN11+

23

Humphrey will be state auditor 3. D. Williams.

24

offers an existing infrastructure --

24

Pa. HUMPHREY; Thank you very ouch.

25

roads,

equipment,

building,

to support the full range of activities

25

Humphrey,

Document 4

I

and Welfare.

2

for the stats of Idaho 1511 Oversight Prograr.

3

I'm also serving as the governor's coordinator

course.

4

Environmental Impact Statement the actual involvement of 1313

5

personal or additional jobs is somewhat limited.

4

is

of any

7

project. component fabrication phase and the poet-operational

result

5

research phase, be planned Or me encourage their operation at

9

the I1If..

Governor Andrus this evening concerning the draft
Environmental Impect Statement regarding the location

of

of

sight

lor more than forty

11

nation's

yearo the INtL bas been the

premier nuclear reactor research and development

12

testing facility.

13

on a variety of civilian and defense nuclear reactors

14

validates selection of INEL for this particular proeect.
in

Its history of successful deeonstrations
IA

February of 1902 Governor Andrus had s briefing

16

on this project on the goals and objectives of it.

17

reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Statement.

16

have Identified som" areas that I would like to cover

16

this evening wheta mace Information or clarification is

20

desired by the state of Idaho.

21

1.3

from this operation.

10

15

the

The state of Idaho supports this

project provided thaer are adequate investigations

22

jobs and economic impactas secondly, the vnlusa

23

va can expect to be generated from this project;

24

types of waste that wili

20

disposal options for that vwste.

be generated;

and,

lot,

6.2

and we
briefly

first,

of waste that
thirdly, the

6.3

the

Suggested

Idaho,

novever,

it

by the governor that two major phase& of the

This would give Our --

of course, our state and

11

project and .one that we certainly think we're capable of

12

handling.

13

of

the

out facility here in

Secondly,

Idaho a greeter overall role in

this

the final Environmental Impact Statement

moust provide mate detail on the amounts and impacts of vaste

15

generated and attributed to the three main phases of

16

nperation,

17

decontamination.

13

2

Ot closer esamination ws find that in

10

14

we have

Me*re looking at four major categories:

a:evepresented

3

5

Sadverse environmental or health impacts that

First, the Air Force and DOE-Idaho

this project as one that will create new jobs in

I'm pleased to be here to testify on behalf

project at the INtL.

1
2

4

9

Suapsurey.

I'm David

so

Document 4

7

After Mr.

m.

deputy director of the Idaho Department of Iealth

49

aSrn

Msieberof

I am not going to go through sy

23

and people --

I have

confidence that the Air Force will be able to construct end

effluant cleanup, and facility decomeissioning and

The volumes of some wastes are not descrited

in

16

sufficient detail according to reviews by my staff to allow

20

predictions on how much the project sill

21

handling capabilities at the site.

22

indicate this project vill generate one point six villion

affect waste

As an e*ample,

estimates

23

cubic feet of low level waste over its

24

Annually the DOE-Idaho produces a hundred and two thousand

25

cubic feet of low level

waste.

ten year life span.

So taken at face value this

S12
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applosimately a hundred and fifty-seven percent

represented

*tate,

4

2 Icreseofow
n te gnertio
eve wate.con'd2

6
C

3

volume to coming from the dmemntling decommissioning of

sensitive issue,
0.

] 4

not

.uat for the INtL.

issue that must be addressed.

bearing of the actual facility part$ and the effluent

S

and DOE on that now.

treatment systems as cell.

6

kinds of discussions.

7

at west. menagement techniques suc as segregation,
alternative uses of facilities
rather than dismentlement.

I
10

So I would encourage you to look

A third tOpic involves hey log level watst

og

is

clarification of OUr" questions,

10

statement I submitted here.

11

course,

of
the full scope of the activities proposed
in this
project be conducted here in Idaho.
ce think We have the
resources to do it,
and we certainly Would welcome that

nanocurfee pat gram matter.

14
lS

disposal sltoe for log level waste.
And in the report it
indicates that that would be up to one hundred nanocuries per

14
Is

opportunity. Thank you.
THE HEARING OFFICfO,

I1

crem level.

16

Williams sill

17

nanocutleo per gram.

needs to be sorted out on the disposal of low level waste.

17
is

it

1

the ten to one hundred

12

Ia selected aa a

13

The RUNC is not authorized to accept over ten
So we have a level of definition that

Also the handling of mixed caste --

s11

although I

THE HEARAIG OFFICESO

understand

61

would be fairly I.6

22

vast* preduced by this program must be disposed of.

23

sure that you can count on tPS or any other ideas for

23

24

repositories down the road to handle that waste.

24

v. Wiiamies.

235

certainly I think there needs to be gone

u5

the State Land Board,

is

& significant Issue,

because mixed
I's not

So

dialogue between the

20

name like Nuael I d

21

representing Mike Crapo,

22

Idaho State Senate.

it

Crapt.

who is

she's

the president pro teo of the

Or. Williams.
WILLIAMS: Thank you, Colonel.

R.

With a

I'm sorry.

to others at times.

my ham is J.

I'm the state auditor of Idaho and a member of
In• from Melad here in

eastern Idaho

Document 4

1

curretly

2

eqpport of aitikg of the space nuclear thermal propulsion

2

3

projeot at the Idaho National tfgineeging Leboratory.

3

integrity of Idaho east be maintained for all

4

such a project Would represent what I perceive to be a

4

citizens.

5

mecessary evolution in

S

great last best regions of America in terso of & preservation

g

nsw priorities dictated by a changing geopolitical landscape,

6

of a very superior quality of life.

7

matter hbo important to our economy or any mission can be

residing in

7

Its

Bois,.

I'm hare tonight to speak in

this having been said, it

1

I feel

the mission of the 1NCE. in light of

already been documented the achievements in

is

important to

commnisate within this form that the environmental

As Ifdahoen

of our

we are fortunate to livt in

one of the

No new enterprise no

8

enucearrector research and development over forty years at

g

i.sued a blank check that would drew against the health and

O

this instellation.

9

safety of our citizens.

Its contribution to our nation's defense

10

goale

11

the gcatitude of ell Americans.

12

temper of the times has changed.

13

free to change

14

in a tise of great uncertainty and fear has earned it

10

sNt now thankfully the

however,

I believe this project as envisioned in

11

the draft Environmental Impact Statement will not detract

12

from those qualities of life and in fact will have

13

considerable political support for both phases of this

nag direction that 1lN1 should take to harness the creative

14

project.

I don't sea instances where roadblocks will be

13

energies of the maen sed women of the site who have served our

15

placed In

its

16

motion so well and still

1i

the future mission of the INM,. Thank you.

also.

The mission of the INtL is

S"d this project is

one example of the

have so much to give.

This project we discuss tonight represents one

17

17

way because it

potential step in

10

tonight has lndicated, the state of 164da

20

decision by the federal governmeant to locate this project at

20

not the first

21

the I1PL.

I ooccur In this endorsemet, and I would work

21

won't be the last.

22

together with other state officials and our congressional

22

23

delegation to

23

eaetern Idaho residents,

24

this is

24

cannot get here in

as

people at the right time and at the lowest cost.

25

personally,

that evolution.

As the testimony given

18

could welcome a

the tight place for this research with the right

US. CRAPO:

After Ms.

My name is Susan Crape.

time it-& pronounced wrong,

Craps

Col.

Heupel,

And that's

and I'm sure

I'm representing my husband,

it

$ike Craps.

members of the Air Porte, fellow
friends and neighborst

because I

line tonight to present this testimony

thank you for giving my wife Susan the.

5

SNTP FEIS

Thank you.

will be State senator Lee Staker.

10

eonvince ell agencies of the government that

will be a very important part of

MEANING OFPICES:

TR

18

33S
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As I pronouncing

5
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1&1

After

Crapo.

UNIDENTIFIE

20

--

--

rilqht?

19

from your presentation this evening those volume

Thank you.

be Susan Crap. representing

53

A

and I hate a coeplete

11

The I-C

those

And we would encourage,

characterised.

the issue of

a national

We Would like to invoeve you in

12

This is

but it's

And we are Working With CPA

in conclusion I would like to say that we
reiterate out state support for this project given

which might provide lees production of low level waste than
ia anticipated in the gnviron~mntel Imlpact Stetament.

311

6.4

thati3

6

I

the sUed

wastewill be handled.becauseI think that.sa very

3owaver,
upon examination ninety percent of
4

EPA, the air Porce, and DOE regarding hi.
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1

opportunity to Share my thoughts with you regarding the space

2

nuclear thermal propulsion program.

3

central role that 191L can play In Americas future.

4

has the potential through

5

the development of national energy policy and practices.

6

personal vision of the 1NSL*S mission is

yes

educated in

3

my family in

4

and in

5

this saca quality of life available to cy children.

that IN91 should

6

of

7

play s meaningful and expanded role in the development of

7

environmentally irresponsible behavior at lM9L.

I

solutions to the nuclear industry-* waste and reproceasing

a

at INEL must comply with environmental protection

9

problems,

9

must be sufficiently funded to assure that they will be

Idaho

N131 to become a central factor in
My

and applications, development of

medical research

1t

commercial electrical power,

11

emerging nuclear technologies.

America's aerospace prograc,

and

Consistent with this mission I support the

Not one

us In this room wants nor coo possibly benefit from any

laws and

again I urge its

14

iS

offers great promise in advancing our capacity to explore

-6

space.

17
10
19

competition.

cleanly and safely.

Any project

12

the Idaho National Engineering

I expect

location at ItEL.

THE HEARINGOFFICES:

that this spte.

thank you.

Thank you.

After State

Senator Staker will be State Representative John Alexander.

is

to our

And I want

nuclear thermal propulsion program meet* this criteria, and

14

benefits will inevitably accrue

this desert

operattng

13

Furthermore,

I grew up playing in

the rivers fishing, swimming, and rafting.

11

location of the space nuclear thersml propulsion program at
This program

Idaho Falls.

I now work and am raising

10

13

Laboratory.

Idaho Polls school%.

I

2

12

1.1

in Idaho Falls.

I -es b*,n and raised

1

Me ell recognise the

My nase is Lee Staker.

MR. STARER:
senator

national security, to our technology base, to our economy and

17

reelection,

job growth and to maintain our edge In

18

in nonneville County.

It

actively --

20

as a Bonneville County comaissioner to this prograe and to

This program would fit

20

international

the expertise, the physical

21

facilities, and the record of safety at 1N1L.

22

handle this project here.

23

guality of life around here is due to our ability to provide

24

jobs for people and families.

25

help in

we want the chance.

In fact we can
Part of our

for Bonneville and Teton Counttes.

I'm state

16

this regard.

but I am going to be a county comissuioner here
As a state senator

i've been very

and have supported the INEL.

21

INL's future.

22

here,

I will

23

This project would certain~y

I'm .ot seeking

If the Air Force deems

I pledge

it

support

nry

to come

possible

Thank you.

be your ally.

THE HtARING OFFICER:

Thank you.

After Mr.

24

Alexander will be Dick Kenny representing State Senator

2S

Manson.

Mr. Aleoander.

57
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I

MR. ALEXANDIIUs Thank you.

My name is John

2

Alexander.

3

Power Counties.

4

C

wrueite.,

4

lay person such as myself

7

be a asperb aite for location of this fine project.

1

I'm a state legislator representing Bannock end

MR. 1lNVT:

Senator Mansen regrets that he was not

2

able to be here but asked that I read this.

3

appreciate the opportunity to appear and present brief

would encourage you to evaluvte all the sites on their true

4

teetimony at this hearing.

You've demnstrated many things tonight which to a

D I

I also reside in

the city of Pocatello.

1

would indicate that the INll. "ould

parent,
ILI

Idaho has end does support nuclear research

Idaho tralls.

cnd

I reside in

It

I

and sa a native of

I appear here as state aenator.

and grandparent.

says:

attorney.

I strongly urge the space

nuclear

7

propulsion proposal of the United Stat*$ Air Force to be

8

authorized and sited at 1N1L, this nationas premier nuclear

which our country needs

9

research

10

to move ahead In nuclear rather than chemical propulsion we

10

11

need to look at cost effectivenesa

11

makes &*noe physicelly and environmentally and fiscally.

12

the pt ductivity of Idaho workers, and the reasonable cost of

12

1NEL ia

13

land, utilities.

13

Construction and operational activities

14

choice for this project.

14

operations or activities.

15

the proposed facility in the remoteness of the sagetrush at

16

InEL.

a
S

work at the l1i1f. During a time in

of the potential sites,

end labor which make Idaho an excellent

I would alseo indicate that Idaho has a long

11
14

sepport for nuclear research and development.

17

you will bring this Air Force project to the IM9L.

If

people of Idaho, stand in

I

york taking place at 1101 arnd will

20
21
22
23

We hope that
He, the

facility.
Location of the space nuclear pro.ranl at the INTEL

It

nill

not

vypact

other

simply cakes sense to locate

11491,haa a pool of highly skilled and trained

17

support of nuclear research and the

The

ieolated and has a law population density.

18

personnel and the experience and infastructure

19

operational

would like to have the opportunity to welcome the Air Force

20

facility at all stages of construction and operat-on and

to the 1111Mme that we eight be able to expond projects in

21

ensure protection of our environment and the health and

the future.

22

safety of our citizens.

These technical

skills are evsenvra:

23

to the successful space nuclear prograr.

The quality of :.ie

continue to do ao.

And we

Thank you.
T531 13nAtG OfIyOrm

Thank you.

After Mr. Hansen

test bed that nill

24

will be Mr. Cno Mehoney representicg speaker Tom Boyd and

24

In eastern Idaho, progressive coemunitres,

23

then himelif.

25

first

Mr. Naense.

OH

to prov..c an

ensure the safety of the

quality schoo:r.

close transportration facilities, and ready a5ceeLr t

40
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I

several of the most beautiful outdoor recreation srees in

2

nation Will serve

$

personnel required for the program.

4

m

The INTL has the esisting facilities

S

the proqram,

4

ovaerini"tnmaterials,

7

trensportation system.

*

will take place

9

North.

the

en
• attraction to any additional

icluding &esesblybuildings,

to Support
hot cells for

and handling large equipment and a
The reactor

I

from the d.oersified development of

2

the national .. ntor f•r escellefce in

3

its

4

stalted in the nation since 1945.

5

operating a graduate program in

0

and site restoretion that

new Ph.D.

nuclear engineering preoram is the first
He have developcd and are

hazardous waste mnagemnt

unique In the nation.

7

We take great pride in

at the Contained Test Facility at Test Area

O

its many accomplishment$ over four decades.

9

the first

and

the environment from any potential relmeae Of radioactive

10

design,

11

material

11

operating throughout the World,

in case of an accident.
The CT? will be equipped uith scrubber& to remove

13

tdioactive contaminants frOm exhaust relenees

14

Atmosphere during tests.

15

eumplary.

16

constructed, operated,

17

other facility

18

reactors

19
20
21

handling of nuclear materials.

development,

13

reactor safety; developments

14

fuel end alloys contributed

is

environmental.

16

other notable achievements.

the world.

mere than any

INTL has built prototypes for

located throughout the world.

INTL has pioneered

the

the development of the

navy, the pioneering and advancement of nuclear

nuclear

to the

and tested at the INTL.

The"e include

testing Of prototypes of reactors noa

The safety record of INTL is

Since 1151 fifty-two reactors have been designed.

in

12

the development of INTL and

nuclear power generation of electricity,

10

17

in

the royroceseing of nuclear
contributions to medical,

--

Industrial, aRd agricultural research and many

Idehoans are keenly saere of the challenges and

18

opportunities which will be presented by the new space

and achieve an international reputation for capability and

19

nuctear

escvllence in nuclear

20

continuing pertnership with INTL end the United States Air

21

Force to ensure the success of this important project.

22

believe our national security interests and the cause of

reactor

safety and design and the

much can be said about the outstanding

22

propulsion program.

Ue are solidly committed to a

He

23

contributions or quality colleges

23

world peace are best served by United States leadership in

24

in serving the needs of INTL and the significant benefits

24

space

25

which hlve in

25

and universities have made

turn accrued to our educational institutions

exploration.
Idaho has long been a leader in

61

the development of

42
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1

peaceful usnes for the atom. end our cititens are eager to

I

2

play a key role In the development of yet another peaceful

2

Imnorpocated, With manlfuCturiag

3

use of nuclear energy.

3

and Pocatello.

4

thirty something years, twenty-five years of which I have

S

been a privets sector contractor and maenufacturer and can

4

Thank you for the opportunity.

TOM S1•AIHG €FF1C55s

Thank you, Mr. Kfnny.

After

S

Mr. Mahoney speaking for State Speaker of the House Tom Boyd

6

mad then himself

7

Sarrmclough.

rill

be State Representative Jack

:

And Speaking am C0 of Atlas Mechanical,

aemueo you that we have oe

Thank you,

Col.

Weupel.

On behalf

brought i

.of Speaker Tom Boyd I wish to welcome the Air Force to
n

faeilities

in

Idaho Falls

I have a long history of activity at I•oL

dedicated work forces in

mR. NAIOeY.

S

for

of the east highly trained and
the nation and have Consistently

projects em time end within budget.
The INTL0has forty years excellent experience

in

10

emateen Idaho.

11

9oyd end olse myeolf.

12

of Representatives and a businessmean here in eastern Idaho.

12

design,

13

1 will reed Speaker Boyds-a letter for the record.

13

neceseary for the U.S. to have the spece nuclear propulsion

14

Will put it

14

program.

And I's speaking to you on behalf of speaker

I16
17
i1

I am also a mebr of the Idaho House

Then 1

In the beeket, sir.
a

C

I give my full endoement to the

spe** nuclear thersal propulsion technology development

10

nuclear testing, safety testing.

11

with worldwide recognIsed expertise In nuclear reactor

is

The TOOL Maintains a staff

These teohoicai skills are

testing, and Safety.

Additionally, the INTL has many of the facilities

14

In place that would support the SHEP, including stesls

program established et the ldisbo national engineering

17

assembly building,

Laboratory is

10

materials, exoellent lifting facilities

Idmho rolls.

The performanco end staff support

hot calls for the esamination of
for handling large

1t

at 11101, have a lnmg history of succesa.

Tout program will

1s

equipment, and a topneotch trsnsportation system.

20

benefit frem efficient professional ettitudes that ere top

20

majority of our citizens in

21

priority with out people.

21

to be supportive of the INTL, as are a Majority of oy

32

infratrocture

22

colleagues in the soUse of Pepresentatives.

23

nomboltion for the Air Force, the project, and the people Of

24

thsle ntion.

25

the favorable resource that ISIL presents to the Air Force.

Couple this with the

that is in plac,

and you have a winning

Colonel, I eneourage the Air Force to consider

23
24
25

63
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nuclear technology.

testing for the progran

This facility will protect workers, the public,

12

Idaho beo become

lRL.

Again We would urge you to favorably look on INTL
as the site for this probject.

Thank you.

TO SHARING Officert
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Thank you.

As I close on
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1

1

thingthat'schanged-- becauseof it's naturaladvantage*-

2

sincethat timbeIs we've developed a lot of successful

3

reactor people and numeroussupport facilities, and we'..

4

solwlywinningoeer the supportof the Statebecause we're

5

defusing the environment issues, that when they coopete IN9L.

Col.
pal ,,R,,BARRACWOtG5 I Pf ach Sarraclough,
HsOupi Idho Fli8 hydrologistfor thry-fit.Yost$ with

4
7

with the rest of the county they find that our coateminonts
are msotiyat or belowtoday'sdinkhing waets.tandard*. and

the U.S. Geological Survey and currently eight year& with

9

within a year they'll be below drinking water standards.

9 EG&G-Idahoend a newly unopposed reprementative-elact of the

9

Sarratlouet?
SarraClough.
PA. BAPR5ACL.O4JG1

2

After Mr.

stARINGOFFICERI, I'm sorry.

ITill

Barraclough
will be EdithStanger,Bonneville County

4

yes, air.
5 Commssis~oner.

I

IdahoMouse.ofRepresentatives.

10

met of my life
I've studiedthe 1911.envirnmuent

11

So hopefually now new project$ will he judged a

10

their merit, not on waste disposalpractice*thirtyor forty

1i

yearsago.

12

fro. day one with a ten Year ties Off to go to Floridaand

12

1911.has one unique Nethod of discharging -- an

13

work, and especiallythe effectsof 1.191,on the Subsurface.

13

to the atmosphere.
alternativeto dis~harginq radionuclidec

14

1 worked on a numberof projectswith the Air forcewhirh

14

In 1964 to 1969 we "adeextensivetestsof the underground

1S

deeonstratebeth from Floridato California-- which

15

inlertiunof gas and associated tracers. Tb!~

14

desonstrate that the EGLG lNlL foxily can worh successfully

14

was taben place -- took place juet about a

17

with the Air Force in bringing in projectsin waste

17

the propoued facility,

I8

management and cleanup.

10

ar traced with ORe thousand rune~s of rano>

10

'?anwith a half-life of 5.3 days and watched the effects in a

For the past five years I've Served on a panel

19

v

woel
"a
touth of
feet of

we in)scted One i-

.active

20

evval ting radionuclide migration at the NevadaTeat Site.

20

north and pot thin into a permeable gone a hsndredtwenty

21

So this gives me comeespenience in the environment that is

21

feet below the surfaceand eighty foot show*the waet, table.

22

atle to conpere beth nides.

22

And SnoSt all the gas rzasnend in place.

24

Staten were evaluated to find the beat place to develop and

24

25

teat nuclearreactors. 1101Lwas selected. And the only

25

And so this --

if this were desired in the future,

wells
the test setup is alreadytherewith Instrumentation

Document 4
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1

hs

ol

gas
hn
e utilized for somethinglihe underground
2

I

for Nevada Test Site, and 151.f,
and they're beth in none
Tw-S.Andtonyears ego we were Successf ul becauese
of our

inecton.2

Concern has been given about the flooding of the

3
4

project because It'$ locetedin the Birch Creeh plays.

5

playa is beth the terminus

6

Creeh.

7

Strassmsince1994. And Since then the Big Loot River IS

3

extensive studio@at 1531.in lowering the Seisimic fisk sone

The

4

of the big Lost Riverand B~rch

5

marthgmehe riet is somewhat lower at 1331Lbecausee of other

both
Hlowever, the plays has not received water frort

6

studies that have shownthis.

0 inimisethe flooding potential.

t 1519..An

And Birch Croot is a very

although they're beth in the "oann
esn

I

project,the atomicairplane, and was also
nuclearpropulsion

9

utilize.] for the eystems for nuclearasxiliarypowertneting
The area is well equippedfor the returnof

10

unique atream. It has the moat uniform stream flow of any

10

WAn development.

11

streamin Idaho. It hem no tributaries, arid a11 the snow

i1

the spacenuclear development.

12

melt seeps into the giantalluvialfan. and camesout as

F112

nCrhCet
spigfoWntesrn
14And
usuallythere's only a hundredcubic feet per

the

Toot Ares North was developedfor the aircraft

7

8 Controlled by storage and diversionfacilitieswhichgreatly

13

Just a Small

23 Iarount cane out into the atmosphere.

In 1948 a hundred twelve sites in the United

23

prjc

tAnd I sironglysupportthe locationof this

13
14

tIVtL. The projectin my judgmentwill not cause
prjc
environmental
concernfor easternIdaho.
any significant

15

Thankyou very much.

15

seconddifference in the high flowsfrom o

16

divertd
BirchCrest 0-.
how uniformIt is. In aidddition,

16THE

17

away from the playsfor Irrigationand hydropowergenerat~on.

17: COMISsOLn*r

IS

kV did have come floodingin 1949 at Teat Area Northbecause

IS

representing
Rich Kospthocne.

19

of a high meow pach,frozenground,and a rapidinraei19N.TAGR

20

the facilityat the Test Are
temperature.out becausae

20

of Ronneville
you wearingtwo hats. I'm a commissioner

21

Countyand speakingnot only for that officehot for the

lw

oso

is lmoated sbout ten feet above the plays floorthe fa&cility

22

was not -- the ContainedTest Facilitydid not floodat this

23

tire.

24

this very Severe flood.

2S

In fact, there wea about Six feet of free beard in
Ina loohed at the eafthgsuak

Thtyo.

Nrth

21

NEARINGOFPICERi Thanh you, sir.

After

tangstwill be Boise mayorDon Rohison
hsevigIcmeo

be2
theelectedOfficialeof our counity.we stronglysupport

.312:

:the proposed spae nuclear propulsionprogram. I have a nuch

24

more familiar one beth to me and meat of the People that know

25

me here in the coos, end it'.

rnst Of both -- both

a cowboy hat.

Sinc& the early

co

47
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'500 my family, my husband,

2

IIL.

and I have been neig..bor•

During this time we have raised wheat.

cattiL,

of the

I

information gathering 18 forwscd-looking and laudable.

&id

2

a program would be a perfect

3

begeen on opproeimately three sections located on Croft* Road

3

Engineering Laboratory for a number of

4

Just east of the site.

4

any neW mlision at the INL must *epbhease public safety end
health and protect the environeent.

During that tims we've had no reaeon

5

to believe that the INsL yeas ever anything but a very good

5

6

neighbor.

6

7We

strongly support the 1IN31. conlinuing presence

With over forty years experience 151, can meet the
challenges pot forth by the SITP prgcgaw.

in our community and recognise the need for new efforts such

5

leading nuclear

0

as the space nuclear propulsion program.

9

percent of INCL's budget is

Ic'ould like to Add

I believe

reasons.

7

0

research facility

lULLis the

in the U.S..

Over eighty

devoted to vitally important

10

that I appreciate very such being allowed to take part in

10

defense projects.

11

this democratic process.

11

complete all phases of the program end could also offer an

12

possibly are all in

12

outstanding

13

these long hearings, especially you gentlemen,

13

the project.

14

say of the effects of the Site.

14

analysis and environmental quality

I do believe that us

However,

more danger from

a little

1i

THE HEARINIGOPFlCBRs

15

"A. R0BISON,

sitting through
than we are

Thank you.
Thank you.

Mr. Robison.

to

pool of corld-renowned professional talent for
5I1L offers tremendous experience in safety
assurance.

1 strongly support this public process.

15

I'm proud to represent Dick

1N5L could provide the facilities

16

concerns will crime,

but IN••

Some

has an excellent record of

17

rempthocne, mayor of $Olee and Republican candidete for the

17

successfully working with private individuals and agencies to

15

United States Senate.

10

address potential problems.

19

not able to make it

19

Federal Aviation Administration,

20

needs his regards.

20

Transportation.

21

residents is

21
21

ksyor toepthorne was

Unfortunately,

tonight due to prior commitments.

Dear Col.

But he

I encourage you to select Idaho

Neupels

Ingineecing
fational Laboratory as the location site for the

22

22

IteL's post cooperation vith the

a matter of record.

Again I strongly urge you to select TXL. as bogs

23

space nuclear thermal propulsion ground testing facility.

23

for the SNIP project.

24

The goel of the 555

to allow large Satellites to be moved to

24

it

20

higher orbits and help meet the future needs for Intelligence

25

INIL's

success.

Thank you.

THE HEARING OFTIC9Rt

Thank you.
That covers the

Document 4

I

elected officials.

we hkve some other people that put their

1

2

moves In with the general public or to submit their comments

2

3

Informally.

4

any of those I ask to do that when I talk to thee about major

3

public officials,

9

have time for the general public as cell.

7

cards.

I

can shutfle --

9

about 9r00.

And they've --

I certainly don't mean to demean

3
J1 4

but I did cant to sake sure that us Would

we'll go to 9030.

I have a number of

8

research capabilities and the ability to complete tasks given

9

them is cell doc6mntedr a safety record that is the envy of

first

13

regard

There's not a

If you need to get up

10

ail the facilities

11

amenitIes,

his own

12

entertainment.

13

large population centers.

14

physical

15

Perhaps the strongest argument this community and other

16

communities in this region as well as leadership of this

17

state support and welcome you here.

--

No.

CI. LASACLOGWS

17

"I

Okay.

Once is

sEARING OFFICERS

--

You've already --

.Omagh.
got that done.

Okay.

1I

Well,

It

apologise on nmes but BehniIn to be followed by Shawn

20

Cunningham.

you locked out.

21

ir.

Get back to the bottom.

Oral --

I

1s
1

Sebhoia.
iEUOCII$

20
I'•

involved in

schools,

facilities

nuclear resesrchl community
art* and

recreational f.cilities;

Location of this project is

Therse's room to grow.

THE HEARING OFFICER,
Cunningham Will be Dr.

MR. CCUlIIGRANR

Well,

I an Shewn Cunninghas.

I'm the president of the greater Idaho Falls

22

graduate Student at Idaho State University,

rommeree. On behalf of the Chamber I'm hers to

23

corking as a contract employee at the

Idaho tella.

23

Chamber of

24

testify is

IS

program locating at the XCIBM.

spo•ort of the

spees nuclear thermal propulsion

24
35

T

FE72

SNTfP FEIS

After Hr.

Chuck Olsen.

I reside at 465 tast Packard in

12

Current

Thank you.

Thank you.

21

Oral

not near any

that can be utilized for this project,

I live here in

0.

hereini.

Very quickly those

dedicated, experienced cork force chose

Our

just go right ahead.

speaker cill be Jack Sarraclough speaking in

Tog HRAING OFFICER$

has many positive attributes.

Then we'll take a break at

12

1I

We urge

are a strong,

for facilities

1s

pay many long-term benefits.

you to consider the XCII.as the best location of this
project,

problem as people have already done.

MR5. SAMAL]UGA,•C

research and development necessary for their sueogssful
:ccomplishments will

7

11

14

leadership role in

5

besides seeing hoc well

That's about twenty more minutes.

or anything else,

XLJS

We command the Air Force In its

nuclear esploration projects of this nature. and required

1

And chet I intend to do is

10

871

science and safety record make

a key resource for the projects

70
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Idaho fepartment of

U. S. Department of Transportation, and local

1Es

1I

Such

at the Idaho National

fit

Pocotello,

Idaho.

and I'm currently

XIIL.

Being associated With the cork going on at the
ImIL bath as an employee and a student,

and

I'm a

I em &vers of the

DoewnI

6

Document 4
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1

gr0at tehnological leaps currently being made in radiation

I

2

detection. Unforttunetely.
Sometimes in studies each as this

2

3

the technologyavailableto detectthe radiationfat exceed

3-M.

4
5

the atual Impact to tf5* pulc
In the currentdraftof the 515 percentage
values

4
5

IdahoPolls. I've been emplayedat IMZL for the last
twenty-f ive yearsa.I work for ZG6SG-Idaho.
In my experience

Alt*, Dr. Olsen

be Richard Kenny.
Sy flne is Dr. ChuckOlean. I live in

OLE~

6 of expectedaver"*edozes are given. Though the Idaho @Ite

6

at lolL I've been involvedin prime
rily nucleartestingfor

7

eseesto presenta higher credibleaccident doesethan the

7

the last twtnty-five
years. in lookingat the SWTP

a
9

Nea"edsite. approximately a twenty-two percent increase, in
r252
aol life the small values presentedhave little or no reol

a

technology,

9

civiliannuclearapec*exnploration lassues
as one of the

I think it -- the technology crisscross*& the

10

impacton the environeent and the general public. And the

10

concepts being considered,
and althoughthe requirements are

11

slightdifferencebetweenthe two sites Is insaignificant.
Do

11

somewahtdifferent

12

not let the recentbceahthroughs
in detectionabilityaffect

12

civilianappliration,
the thrust,the weight,the power

13

the comparisonof the@esites.

13

densitiesare not as stringentas for the military

14

application,
hut on the Otherbend the lifetimeis maybe More

quantify the likelihood of suspected
onviconeental
impectfor

is

stringent.But this facilityI thinkafford&an opportunity

the programagainstthe benefits Societywill dorive. Is
Otherwords,not only moat we determine an estimate for how

16
17

for -- to be used for both civilian and military
applications.And I nay also add to that I guets&
my

18

likelyimpactmay be, we east also considerhow likely the

18

involoement with testier'.Mont of the testingI've done.

19

individualconsequences of that supposedImpactare and how

19

been involvedwith. has been very one of a bind testing

20

societyas a whole will benefit from the parentprogram.

202 involving fuel failuore and so forth. I think then that wass

14

In any analysis of risk tor a program we easnt

15
If
2.3 17

21

When the public is ashed to participate in studies

21

in termathat "aYbethe -- for the

done It was done effectivelyand safely.

22

each as this.euch as this onea,many timesspecialInterest

22

23

groups Impose highly Improbable scenarios in an Atteept to

23

rngineering Laboratory it useed to be called the Nuclear

24

forestall a pragogram

I applaud the fact that

24

Reactor Testing Station.

25

you have not included improbable acenaries in your analysis.

25

testing.

completion.

So it has a longhistoryof reactor

Thank you for the opportunity to speak and thank
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1

And prior to the name of Idaho National

1741

173

yoa very such.
2

E

4MR.

And, fourth,there is an amiable record of spare

I
9t333110lIlE3,

3 wilbe
1
Dill Doves.

K

THE HEARINGOFFICER;~ Thank you.
.ill

amms

Thank you.

After Mr. nanny

RMr.9enny.

2

maclearenvironmental
projectsthat have been successfully

2

completedin this area.

These Successes include those

private indeatries~w
sa:

:e:lrraulesand Thikol. higher

thwanssfor this opportunity to make a4

S personal statement on behalf of the I
6
Idah Falls, a parent, and a buainoe*ees.

edacation initietve

. I am a resdent of

s uch

ht'as

Utah state lniversit7-,

I strongly support

4

Idaho State University, and the collaborations between the

7t

his program and its location at IP9.. I support the program

7

University of Idaho and 1511.

6

and its sitiog at JULl for the followingreamons -- would be

a

9

some of the reassavm.

Fifst of all, I-m convinced of the need

9

10

fog continued reeearch in -- new frontiersare needed to

18

11

maintain the viability of thismontion.

11

12

mere or greater promime than that Of Space.

13
14

Secomdly.

And no frontier holds

12

the siting here at 1311 just by --

There have also been a numberof very enviable
sacceases is the DOE sectorwith a namberof things that have
bees done here at IanL.

Thank you very much.

Tat EANIGae OrPIClRe Thantyou. After Mr. Dowts
will he TommyWalrath. Sr. Downs.

13

MR.

.OM~
I'm sill Downs.

P. a stnoo r*.rtor

hecasae of Its tract record, and that track record asauree me

14

experiment engineerat the Advanced Test PeaCtor' uho'S

1S

-ad the nation that the A and D and tasting will not only be

18

recently -- after several tiger teams have been throogh thre

16

done Safely snd with high regard for the environmentbut on

1f

009 facilities we came out on top. nut acre importantthan

17

time and within budget.

17

that Is that 11e a neighborto the 1511.

I live South of :t.

is

Three, INSL is supported by a consortiom Of

10

1 live close enough that with very little effort I can see

1t

universities that have worldclass staffs and graduetes.

1t

whether the plant is operating, whether it's a good day or a

20

Along the 12-3 outrider ortCO"e to It there are man greet

20

bad day to go to worn.

21

universities. an the South startiog with ariogham, Young

21

22

Umiversity sad up on the north ending with Washington State

22

we have a tery large herd of antelope in our area.

23

sad Umasta Idaho University -

23

were to come tnd visit am, I would have to take yoo and Otor,

24

Washingten Unciversity.

24

it to you.

2S

techeial collages.

23

And I attribute this because IPIELis a great refoon for

UmastacIdaho -- Eastern

There are &als a numnber of quality

Nut what th, IVRL.
has provided me and ci-far,],-If you

I've had a four point door in vy very fron~t yard.

76

75
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11wildlife.
I

A neighbor f sine says he-@ carrentlyfamdiia
aevOety-five
hoad Of @1k and due to the I04L. to I Can --

I
2

Out agea hosted a recent topical meetingregarding
trachea:
Propulieon. Idaho Stat* University looks forward to

3

what I'm trying to pointout is that ernvironmentally
the lost.

3

the opportunities and Possibilities that SETS project.il1

4

to --

4

provide. Antenlvironmental program $n engineeringat Idaho

S

StateUniversityhas just recentlybeen implemented.This

I don't See It as a big Impact. It's helpedUSaa let.
There's Severalgeologic.what, Sightsto be seen.

5
4

With a littlehelp froe 0OS securityI've been able to take

S

program greatly benefited SWTP.

7

my familyto See a Very large rave tightthare betweenthe

7

towardsobtaininga ton megawatttrigger reactor for

4

twin buttes.

I

industrial
am cell as educationalbenefits.

9

provided for thin area of the satte.

There's a lot environmentally that the tINL has
And I don't see what

9

Wearm currently orckIng

We currentlyhave a 1ev poear researchreactor.

10

you can do to hert it It sucha remaotares. The wildlife

it

end theme reactorscouldbe made availablefor material

11

so"e to like the area.

11

testing&a well as otherpertinentexperiments.

12

effortsinto providingsurpluswater to -- off site for the

12

and facultyof our Universityare here to learnand

13

antelope,deer,and elk to partakeof.

13

participatein whatever mannerneeded. Thankyou.

It

Twin falls. if they'rereallyworried aboutthe cater. I have

14

15

to dr.uk it before they get it, and the depertmenttell.me

11

14

I've got al! the hair that I need. So I thank you very much.

16

17

THE MEANING OrFICZS, Thankyou very much. to Mr.

17

1a

Walrathhere?

Okay.

The teat reactor area has even put
And theae People In

Apparently not. Than SteveFogartyto

L

20

HR. MOARV a

Ves,

THE1WAR~INGOFFICER: ThanA yoa. After Mr. mora"
will be Nida Gyorfy.
9S. NOSS~s John i. Raores.
Idahofalls. T's
appearingas a free~lance
radiationprotectionconsultant.
hpe yU Ilaave here tonightwith a

1ConeI

mandateto go ahead wth th apace

15mran.19
b felevedby
Jhn
My name is Steve Fogarty, and

20

The students

ulaert thermalpropulsion

projectand to build It in Idaho.

21

1 reside at 746 fast Center,Pocatello.Idaho, I'm a student

22

at Idaho State University.

23

facilities In the area surrounding the project are the best

23

not presenta fair or Completecomparisonbetceenthe tue

24

our nation has to offer. Oar technical societyhas alcays

24

sites. Firstof all, if you look at the list of the people

25

been in supportof programs of this nature.

25

--

71
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presentation.

7122

The draft environmental Impact statemeent doeem

the thirty-four peoplepreparingor Contributing
to the
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Go 2

I'd like to focus en one major paint in sy

21

And ce believethat support

report, the IML1 has only two people Involved. One of thee
is Jim Warner, who is sitting at the table there who

6
mused

1

I

yeace later.

Over a period of sit years this project had
thiree tall-swale reactors operatiag during thirty-one teat

3

represented Idaho Operations Office, sad then one person --

3

series,

4

oen contractor parson from 5050, chile the Nevada test Site

4

hondred theamand caries of radioactivity care released to the

5

had one from the NevadeOperations Office and eight people

3

atmosphere, all of this withoutsignificant
environmental

4

from Its contractor Handie.

7

r~ising people have been former Nvevda Test site employees.

9
9

Tear contractor,
the EarthTechnology Corporation,
me Same
co
epartment, BuyadaWildlife Depuartment,
and the

11

Nevada office Of slitoric Preservation.In Idahothey

12

contactad only the Idaho office of Htistoric Prescrvation.

12

realise, gentlemen, you arm hard preseed to complete this

14

draft is a very abort period of time.

1S

take the time to meke a point by paintequalComarison.

14

I'd like to give you a few examples of Inequities which I

17

have foun.

Neither is there any mention of the destructive

I

teeting of two apace reactors, the SltAPT'UAN
(phonetic) tan A
sanda. in the 19608.

1
S

I trust you will nov

twenty remcotr tests performed at Nevada feet site in support

20

of %amluer propulsion systems, all of theee before 1974.

projectsis tt t I was the ABC directorof health and safety

11

responsible
for environmental
controlever the 1531.
during

12

this teat period.

3

12.4 0

A very good $Conty ie presented en the over

Let me alSo add that your selection of model
ceather conditions for testing favor Nevada, bat they are tee
reatrictive and could lead to Increasedexposures In Idaho.

14

No credit hembeen takenfor cloud meandering nor the fact

17

that the mom Individual cill not receive every cmii exposure

Is

fromee~ch test.

10 it

on

The reanon I'm so familiar cith these

10

14

And

is

1.1% 21

Impact.
7

assaulted with the aevada Bursesu of Air Quality,Nevada Fish

is

is

1AA 6

We don't knee hoc manyof the

?hey had on. criticality accident, And over seven

ou have chosen to Ignorethe fart that the plnse

20

from the burning hydrogen can in many casespenetrate into

the other hand, the aircraft nuclear Propulsion prk~gramat

IZ7

21

the Inversion layer.

22

the TV&S is discussed vith the torg" cemenct the As, program

1.7

22

decay sanddispersion, thus reducing expoaures off site. This

23

wam termimeted befere an aircraft could be built. Tet the

22

Safety Approach has bees used at the TUBE.
on several

24

aircraft nuacer propulsion program carmremarkably similar in

24

occasions since lOSS.

25~~~~~~~~~~~~~
htpaepano

many od
hai

oamcthry~finally,

70
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veossl in the event of an accident, although I
cantainmment

OsnrIII I

reasons for that have been presented here

L d iii say that sa

translates into cost savings in time and feel on space
Our understanding is that half as much feel ceuld

tonight.

if the playing field veoe

3

missions.

4

level, the INCL could be the overvhelming choice because at

4

be required on extended missions.

5

technical support, cost effectiveness, public support. and

5

safe for the environment as any enhaust produced during

6

environmental safaty.

6

testing would be put through eutensive filtering ead coolintg

7

for the siting process.

7

systems.

0

liquids could migrate into the aquifer.

9

superior safety record, and we cant to go on record as being

10

in support of the SNTP and its location near Idaho Falls sn

11

the IMEL site.

In conclusion. Colonel,

These are the four basic criteria

"ued

Thank you Very Such.

OFrlFCR:
TeE WIARIWO

C

Thank you.

HoWdo you

pronounce your name, e'aa7?

10

MS. GCOOrY1 Kide Gyorfy.

11

OFPICEt:
TagEHEARING

Okay.

After NO. Gyorfy

12

we'll take our broak. and before we break I'll

13

followingtwo speakers.

Go ahead. sa&..
I live at

10

10648 North 25th Cast. And that's in IdahoFallsproper but

16

north to the county line.

17

the community.

15

wlth a vested interest In the welfare of this area.

MI 19
20

I 21

I'm a very involved residentof

Therefore, no
The 1I55Lhas a

Thank you.

TIfE HEAuINGOFFICES. Thank you.
me ask.

14

-- Mark Schell?

1S

Ir. Schell sill be first and then Nr. Ochi.

16

minute break.

Okay.

You'il be the first two speakers.
We'll take a ten

(Brief recess)
IkE IEtA:INGOFFICER; Pork Schell.

north of idahorFlls, and I cant to expreasmy falily-s

1X

50. SCHLL:

support of the SfTP program being located on the INCL site

20

oppertunityto address this audience on behalf of myself as

near Idaho Falls.

21

an individual.

22

Avenue, Idaho FaPls, Idaho.

I live

We support thes program because the Site has forty

Thank you. Sir.

My name Is Mark Schell.

I live at 903 Namaen

I have been an emlIoyee of JOE1L
And I've had my whole caroer here

years experience in nuclear safetytesting and already has

23

for the last twenty years.

24

many of the facilities in place chichcould support SWTP

24

at the INEL. So I have axperience cith both

25

teasting.

25

ro.munity.

Ne, wy family,believe that space nuclear

3I=1and the

82
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Or. Schell?

I appreciate the

23

3

Let

lT

22

2

All right.

Is -- I believeit could be Mark Schell and Jon Ochl

13

17

I an also a wife, mother, and grandmother

We feel the BMW? wiii b

and no cater usage is planned.

22

announce the

MS. GYORfY: My name is Nide Oyorfy.

14

j

propulsion could provide longer rocket thrust which

2

3

6

•

1

1

In your C1S statement and the presentations that
you've made you've gone through and madeseveral analyses
obeut the credible accidents.

aoe 90i04 on.
Capability is here for me to take on theae tape of

2

affectively.

The 15l1.
hae a loag-rning track

And I appreciate the depth and

3

pcote

Hopefully you sill review that. you

4

record of successful reactor testi ., which ha

been poicted

4

degree that you cant to.

$

know, free the draft to the final and include as many of the

5

out before.

6

isemms that are brought up here so ce Oake everything a

6

facilities for a n"ahr of years.

7

reasonable approach.

7

there.

8

that If you bring your prograe here we sill esaage it in a

9

manner that sill get you the beat value for your Money.

One thing I s,.uld like to point out to you is that

8

having the CIS statement laid out --

it points out the

10

Wemayalso be able to take

I have corked at several of the reactor
Our safety records are

Our concern for the environmant Is thre.

can alie state to you that freo

And t fool
I

a management ateadpoInt I1lU

10

credible occident scenarios.

11

credibility for the fact that the capability of the personnel

II

is leading in the arena of building a strong core project

12

existing safety systema programs demonstrated arfety record

12

management group

13

of the INTL should maybebe considered In the overall

13

the aspects in addition to the environmental aspect.

14

evaluation because one shows the risk end one shows the

14

IS

sodificotion of that risk due to the capabilities of the

15

organisation and a training program to develop that type of

1

poersonnel here at the IsgL.

14

talent.

Weare currently building a project management
So that can be brought to your progras.
We have ectensive computer medel capability.

We

11

have a very strong geoscionca organization to address all the

1

environmental iasems

20

extensive eaparience in both fusion and fission safety.

being a good neighbor, and I think several people have

21

allows us again the ability to study these safety issues

demmetreted that aspect.

22

effectively.

23

creative solutions that maynot have haag addressed at this
point in time.

A sell managed program can also considerably

10

Isseo as well.

19

have en impact on whatever environmental issues need to be"

20

addresed.

21
22
23

17

The management of the program I feel Is a critical

17

chick sill take into consideration all of

I think the INCl. has taken a forward stance In

&at the sell plased project@ and call laid out

28

projects ace crucial, And that planning includes all the

24

25

environmental aspects as sell as all the other aspects that

25

that have been brought up.

We also have
That

And we have the ability to come up with ne" and

The INsL has a long track record of advancing the

84

83
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science and technology in

2

to take fell advantage of that capability.

those araes.

X

Meave also got a

1

program at the Idaho National Engine iing

2

purpose of this hearing is

running track record and l've been associated with it

and

3

A. a member of the environmental

4

proud to say so with successful completion of several

Air

4

of the Friends of Fall

S

ForP e type projects.

6

was completed here at the INCL.

One of thoe& woa the TAC project that

7

Tactical Air Command system using out electronic capability

8

and the people that we have here at the organization at the

9

ItaL to build that system and develop

We took and developed a now

it

in a very short

:.abortory.

cmunity and as a founder

liver I am sensitive to impacts to our

5

environment.

6

the Fall River hydroelectric proeect,

7

help from eaperts at the Idaho National Engineering

8

Laboratory.

When our group was evaluating the worthiness of

Besides having expertise

9

I frequently Baked for

in nuclear

10

period of ties.

We shortened the cycle of development from a

10

INEL employs mechanical,

11

normal cycle far the Air Porte of fourteen years down to what

11

engineers.

12

1 believe was Around three or four years

12

concerned with the environamnt profesalsnally,

13

cycle.

13

and morally.

14

quality of our enviLonment.

in development

We know and understand the Air Porae,

15

pereonally enjoyed working with the Air Forcers

16

forward to doing

17

so in

the future.

TV$ REAlIIWGOPPICES:

and 1
and we laok

Thank you.

Do you pronounce

Ochi or

i1

at. OCHUI That's correct.

19
20

After Mr. Ochi will be

TOR slARING OFFICICR
Michael Weeks.

21
22

It. OCHXI

Col. Heupel,

ladles and gentleman.

I waes bern and reared in

24
25

a candidate for state representative and as an independent
businesean
saupport aitieg the space nuclea propulisio

17

facilities, economic benefit& of utilizing existing

18

facilities, expertise and environmental monitoring,

19

expe•ience

20

facilities combined,

Existing containment and handling

2

and public support.

1 wholeheartedly aupport siting of the facility
can be safely consatructed anywhere in

here for
world,

24
25

THE HEARING OFFICZR: Thank you.
will be Douglas Rolls.
Cr. Week$.

if

it

it

would and should be here.

WIEES,

My name is Michael D. Weeks.

l'M an

You may need to move it

Togt EtAtinG OPrICBIt

4

up.

Thank you.

Deaevilland-Sr

2

comprise about fifteen flights per day with epproximately

3

eleven

Thank you.

I'm an'airport operationa

1

I've been aaked to represent Hr.

7

I

director of aviation for Fanning Field.

I

brief statement.
Idaho Falls Municipal Airport

ge's prepared a

is prepared to and

11

capable of supporting Air Force demands for the space nuclear

12

thermal propulsion project.

13

operating virtually all

14

aircraft,

In ammary. the Idaho Palls Municipal Airport can

Thermal Propulsion Project.

6

TIM HEARIII

8

will be Rabert Skinner.

9

bit mere.

ROLLS,

in support of the Space Nuclear
Thank you.

Officer,

Thank you.

After Mr. Rolls

Tow probably need to pull it

Just torn it
Mt.

10
11

Current schedules

hundred ests available.

handle demands placed upon it

specialist at Idaho Falls Mtnicipal Airport at Panning Field.
Jame. B. Thorson, the

and Netroliner aircraft.

5.

6

1S

After Mr. Wemko

1

4
WEltSz

SMR.

the

Thank you.

Doument 4

airport operations specialist.

3

aura

in nuclear reactors than all other national

as

4
INCM.

the

The nonenvironent reasons for siting the project

as

D

esthetically,

here are numerous.

23

As

and civil

These scientists care about maintaining

22

my

Idahc Falls.

name is Jn Oc•i.

enqgneering

chemical,

16

21

23

electrical,

I can assure you that these scientists are

1

Thank you for your time.

The

to discuss envirorental impacts.

3

14

l.1J

I would encourage you

1

at the bottom.
Colonel,

up

Thanks.

I an honored that you are

here this evening, and I do not believe that there is

much

capable of

0 12

aises of commercial and military

13

the fact that I am from California, been here about a year,

14

and I am in

15

can handle it

o"perated instrument leading system, has radar service and FAA

16

it

17

Staffed coatrol tower,

1

isacapable of fifty-five instcrment operations per hour.

1L

in osee"s of our demand.

0
21
21

incloding the Lockheed CS transport.
The air field Is equipped with an FAA owned and

is
4

The air field is

flight service station.

Air Linem, Delta Airline@,

that I can add that other parties have added except for

full favor of this project.

I believe that INEL

end I am a citizen hare and r an --

17

everything that has been said here I hope that you will weigh

1a

out all

The air port in served by American

18

Thank you.

u•rnson Air, aem Sky West

20
21

ecaese capacity In the terminal

22

the possibilities.

I hope you choose Idaho Falls.

THE HEARlINGOrFFCSR
Skinner will be Loxi French.
MR. WIN21ti

Thank you.

After Mr.

Mr. Skinner.

My name is Robert Skinner.

23

facilities, &ad the carriers can qoickly add capacity via

23

at 290 Troy hers in

24

smee sebedullng a"d larger aircraft.

24

to congratulate you on wrilting a document that is

25

srvice is with
•acing

25

Hot meny of them anymore

727 208,

Current air carrier

737 300, and the H0 ESN 120,

S7

9-172

I support

all out, and I hope that taking into consideration

far

The air field

ASilimem.
ftere Is

else

SNTP FEIS

Idaho Falls.

First of all,

see. to he,

and it's

I reside

I would

like

readable.

readable and

Document 4

4

Doewnin

understandable to the average Person-

1

I w~ouldcertainlly

2 agree with all the previousspeakers on the technical

I

write this -- go on forever,but it

2

studentsin science and thol-uogcy.and today studentsthink

would spark interest in

3

capacity and know-'how
we how* at the INtL.

I

that peoplethat are interestedin acionee and technologyrun

4

Air force would and have made great teemt.

4

a~Oroun
with thick glasses. lots of pencils. and white lab

S costs Ilooking for ways to destroy the world.

6

would like to ask -- and there have not been any
nay-sayersor skeptics hot*, bat I'm sure you've beard thee

The INSL and the

SI

7 In th. past.
I

I would Ilke to ask that you weigh their

testimoinies and their requeset$ carefully aod look closely at
9 their technical Merit of their questions. t call someof

6

true.

7

students.

a

ecol

9

Wte 3ust not

This Project would help get that inforration to

rjc

have space experts working on this

that we ran hopefully lore into our school* to talk

10

these poop'.*
whet I rail the banana people.

They haew a

10

to the students. 0001d enable educational demonstrations, and

11

theory that says build absolutely nothinganywherenear

11

the list wusold go on and on sod on.

12

anybody.

12

studeots and teachers and education from this project and

13

somebody
that has as argument against something that

12

improving our environment would be sonl....

14

have technical merit becausewe -- those people would have us

14

13

living in tents sod communicating with cans hooked together

15

our children, our gutur* environment,

U6

with strings.

16

spacenuclearthermal propulsionprojectcome to Idaho.

17

Thank you.

17

And so we have to be -- MakeSore, that if there is
L doe

Technology has extended man-s opan snd quality of

Sot the benefits to

For the rotore of hocr nvirosuesot
and I believe
I w0u14 like to see the

1U

life on earth, We need to explore new technologies,
and the

is

1t

SWTPto a perfect exampleof a new technology.

19

20

You asekfor environmontel Input. Our peoplg are
as integral part and probably the meet Important pert of our

20UNIDEhNTfIFIED

21
22

environment.

22

She's not7

23

part as far as V's concerned of that environment, and the

23

Jansen. This is Mr. Bradyconing up if

24

SUTIP
project would Improve their environment greatly by doing

24

1 men a gentleman with sorb fine skits hair I could not

25

--

25

forget.

and I'.

students end teachers are the moat important

lust going to mention a few that I -- I could

THEtHEARINGOFFICER: Thankyou. Is Mr. French
here?

21

Sm. French.

ThE HEARINGOFFICEm: Okay. Me5.French, I'm sorry.
Okay.

Cliff Bradyto be followed by Srce

to

Ig

Doowmnen 4

I
2
3
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P.

DRAUT, That-s right.

TOMhhARIN OFICKSr

samecolor.

I recallcorrectly.

Mine Is getting about the

Hr. Brody.

1

that wee the most destordly statement I've ever heard.

2

sent you to know that eveGrybody
In this room .-.proud of the

1

3

fact that you, the Onited $totemAir Force, then the Army Air

As a resident of Idaho Fallsand a
DR
SADYs
4B
business owner, pest president of the Idaho Palls Chamber of

4
5

Corp@, ham the guts, the ability, the determination tc do
that job to liberate the Japanese peorle frem tyranny end

4

comemrce.voter"n of the gaited Stotes Air Force. proudly so.

6

prevent the death of thousands and thousands of our military

7

and a citisen that takes a greeddeal of pride in the people

7

people.

S

whocho"rima the work forces at the IMIL,

8

proud of whet you did with the atomic bombat Hriroshima.

9

peoplecmn provido you with the beet technical and

9

had so many people had to be killed, but the job Saved Many

I know that thus*

I want you to knew that we here in Idaho Pells are

10

operational expertise in design,construction. teeting, end

10

thousanda of American lives.

11

operation for your "spae reactor.

11

that statement.

They will do It with the utmostconcernfor the

12
13

Safety and protection of the people of Idaho.

In fart, the

I wish to express my complete support for your

13

programOf ground testing of Spacereactors at the IMEL.

14

vast majority of people in Idaho believe that our laboretory

14

is the best run and cleanest of all laboratories in the

13

1s

sation.

Is

17

I wee really sorry she made

12

15

our community knows that Lhe INEZ,has been a17

THlt HEARING orFFiCB~

Thank you.

After Mr. Jansen

MR. 32953,

Tms Srce Jensen.

r reside at 1281

I'm a Student at Idaho

If

concerned guardian of the environment of this beautifol area

1s

19

here of Idaho without fear and hoping that you will not give

1231

20

equalweight to that vocal minority whose pitch is doom and

20

employment of approximately one hundred persons.

21

gleam whose real *Is Is to hold back the future.

21

like to remind you the real issue at hand is not hoo "nay

223

55 other night in Salt Lake City one lady got up

4.2 22

ead keskified and 0ede the following statement.

24

the military of having committed genocide on the Japanese

24

23

people by draping the atomic bombon Hiroshima.

23

She scene"d

22

I thought

91

J

will be SRickTreftley.
South University in Blackfoot, Idaho.

23

Too

state University.
The draft environmental impact study has nrsntioned

parsons will be directly employed by the program.

I wuooY
The true

ItseaIs howmany people will he Indirectly affected.
For example, Idaho State University and ito
nuclear program will benefit substantially fron the research

92
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aweie

I

presented bry perforaiftg the SNP a the I99L.
effcted by
the idirect peroon:e :,Iperceive*d

421
3

AfterMr..

Tremblaywill be StephenMaette.Mr. Troublay.

5

MS. I'VEMSLAY, Coio.emo.3.,sleeker. end

6

I'm here* on behalf of myself And mtanyOf my friends

Ideho.

downwindof th. IMLtLSite or downwindof the Nevede site.
offers total
is the 1511 not onlyf
iecolbd

S

employees,
but the lIll.
for CTr at TAN,.
contaifnment

6

the world'sloadingexperts in nuclear reactor operations,.

stanyof

testing.and safety,having bouit as you wall know and

I opportunity.Mlyname is Nick Tremblay. I live in solo0,
0

tal of

4

Seungerteland Mr. warner, I thank yes tog giving me this

7

tesitgtion of heel b concerns

by'most pe'op'leliving d1,n1*4. woethar it's
3

OfFIC2iS Thank you.
HEZARING

4Tll

sota.vi

12.55

eePbaeis
14lIet
tewT.Thank yeu.

10

in Boisethat snhere the sameopinionthet I do.

We're ali

11

proudof The 1511. it is not only the nation's only national

4

operatingfifty-tworeactorso"er the pest foor decades.

9

They amr the best in the businesshoarein Idaho.
And, third.es we are all painfullyaware. public

10
11

true fact.
of fact ran eil too oftenOverride,
perception

12

Rngineering
engineeringlaboratory,It's the Idahollatir'ml

12

This projecthae receivedmined reviewsin Nevada end Utah

i3

Laboratory.All of asein Idahoare proud of that fact.

13

noatlybecause of downslndernin St. GeorgeAnd Las Vegas..

14

that the 1511.
were%Proud also of the techniralcontributions

14

And they have roncernsabout thin operationbeingoutdoors.

1s

the nation,and this Planet. We're alno
made to the starte,

15

They don'twant an outsideoperation.

14
17

proudof tea culturalqualityof life contributions
the KNoti
has made,to thin communityend the state,end we'revery

it

the INtL has Made to this
thankfulof the cash contributions

13

concerns
wouldvirtuallyeliminatemany of the environmental

it

state. And they are plentiful.

19

of the vast MajorityOf people In Mevada. Utah. and Idaho.

0 120

so

20

As an said*, I proudly served the U.S. Air Force Strateeic

i

son

the spae nuclearthermalpropulsionprogram
choicetforI

21

Air Cnmmandfrom 1964 to 1970,and I for one would welcome a

122 is the nitinglocationproposedfor the lIll..I say thim for

22
23

permanentpresenceof the U.S. Air force here in Idaho,the
stateof IdahomandIdahoFalls. 2hashyou.

24
25

TNZ ntAOISGoFFicIs, ThemAyou. After Mr.Mat
will be ArnoldAyers.

21

m

141:
IC
17
12.54

opinionthat the only environmentally

reasons.cal. neupel. First. totalcontainmentof this
1323 three*

12.54

124 projectis absolutelynecessaryfor noise abetenent,
avoidanceof billingteam&and wildlife.and of @gsal

25
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15M.

WATTS, Thanh you, Colonel,

My na.e is

I

M. AYERS.

Thank you.

My name,is Arnold Ayers.

2

Stephien Watts. and I reside in Idaho Falls, long-tine

2

1 live at 1340 Nuebburn. Idaho Fells, Idaho.

3

resident of Idaho Falls.

3

egingeer by profession.

in''Stigator end a current candidate for sheriff ofj

4

mnd Seaking my amn comeuts at this point is tine.

lonneville County.
B

5

lived in Idabasince 1552 --

6

education and all of W1 training bun been performed within

4

I'm a retired state criminal

I would %tbo to share -- its not goingto

road my whole statement becaumeeverybody has maid things 1

6

7 would like to.

I would like to inherewith yes -- pert o

-S1 actually.

the Idaho Falls end Idaho school systemt.

y7

I an as

I as representing, however, myself
I have

All of my
I classify myself

I

with the United,
career has baee as a contractinvestigator

I

as a Near nitive and have lived here alnmot all MYlife in

9

Staten government doing background Mad Special investigations

I:

the shadow of the Idtah natiaonl Engineering Laboratory and

If

on the 1551 site, here.

10

have had so raeaso to have,any deubts or any concerns about

11

wanderegdabout freely -- 0-clearance -- the lIll.Bite at

11

any aspects of operation here.

12

every, facility out there talking with hundreds end hunldreds

12

13

of people ead obtaining information. .13

14

As such an Investigator I have

1 would Ilkh*
to address a couple of additional
iesses over and above that.

And my porpose in testifying today Or tonightis

first Of f, the project that we

14

&re doing -- boase on a cursory revieow of the information

15

that on the remtot

Is

that winepresented. I can envision several methods that can

ie

e*Mwsup and vented to talk about the danger of the Site, and

16

be Used for envirbommental costainmest of the effluents coning

17

1 Vwated to counter that.

17

off of that.

1s

to do that.

15
1t

bnewledgsable, person. Since 1572 I've been corningin
radioactive
waste treatmentsyStems,which include:hazardous

20

materials such as explosive sixtures of hydrogen-oxygen. high

21

t~empatuto systems such en would be found on the outsides of

33

--

23

fremnnoneem
level of knowledge and suspect that there's

24

probebly no reason at all for soy concerna why Anybody would

25

have any concerns for environeentol effluents coning off of

chance that Somecreat,
ban*n" may hsve
Unfortunately. no one has stood up

1t

I can give testimony that it is seft on the 1511.
mite for everyone. I ao robbedof the opportunity to refute

20

000006

21

this is my refutation,

22
23
.24

0lee. but in case *somon were to standup later.
and I appreciate the opportunity.

M33ESAIU
0FFIl0Sr

Thank you.

After Crt. Ayers

will he Ira loplow?
roplow.
UU01010111111811
M5 RE
SARING 001105.t

9-174

And again total tainnentoftCT? at.TAil,
becaus
it wuold be an innid -- no idears operationtr dle to gra*

Roplew.

Mr. Ayers.

SNTP FEIS

I speak of that from a background as a

of Incinerators Mnd these types of Bystems.

So I Speak
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It.

I

I wish to address

The other Isue
3

prelect and these types of pro*ecn

especially the airborne versions there.

2

It

eore deer to my heart.

is

okay?

5

historic perspective.

6

want out and made a mll

7

From that we have developed

2

they ate *esantiai for

3

Thank you.

called the gee-whiz section,

I would like to take a look at this project

4

3

One that

in a

such expertise as to be able to
the 5371 a numbar of --

build such aircraft *s a 747,

decade or two ego, other aircraft and other --

Afttr Mr. Seplow

covered in previous testimony.

0

to comment down in

9

opportunity to give you additional

about a

7

the space

10

In

10

shuttle is one of the examples that has come out of that.

11

the 1950a and '60s we did testing on rockets such as --

12

as the X0 and X2 fre the '40a and developed into the dinosaur

12

13

project, one of the Air Force projects, a spinoff from the

13

14

FIS project.

15
16
17

such

Most of my counts

UPLOW:

61M.

aircraft and flow at Nittyhawk.

5

Thank you.

THE HEARINGOFICSIR
Iil .. Philip McDonald.

A number of decades ago a few people

9

are not only desirable;

the long-trem aurnival oh hmanity.

have already been

I appreciate the opportunity

Salt Lake City, and I appreciate the
comments here in

Idaho

Thank you.

Fails.

And after Mr.

Thank you.

THE HEARING OFFICEC:

11

McDonald will he Rocky Deschamps.
I would like to join my neighbors

MR. McDOnALD:

Ia

My naee

in welcoming you to Idaho Falls.

14

and friends

developed at that tose would go into the comeercial industry

11

Phillip McDonald.

ar.) cre appropriately into the spacecraft that came back to
us as the Spec* shuttle.

16
17

I'm an engineer.
I'm an employee of the INtL.
falls, Idaho.
I'm speaking for myself.
I wculd like to first
juat briefly

I6

covoent as others have this evening that

19
20

the U.S. -- Unted States needs space nuclear propulsion for
Srp pronide s significantly
both defense sodesploration.

21

greater

thrust with lower weight cost.

22

point.

Thermal fuels limit the range of our activities in
They subjert

Who would have guessed that the technology

We need prolects like

We need projects like this.

is
19

this to naintain and develop our future. not only as a

20

nation, not only as a state. but as a human race.

21

resources are limited.

22

available.

23

development of a process that mankind has gone on as it

24

developed its technological capehilities, and we need to

I225

continue that process.

earth

as

Space resources are far more

This becomes a small step in

Therefore,

the continuing
has

I cnclude that this

I reside at 2453 South Boulevard,

Idaho

I strongly believe

You*ve talked to that

our sstronauts to significantly greater

23

space.

24

cosnic radiation,

25

increase the speed of our

periods

of weightl.san.es. .

tlrY

will

It will -horten our

space travel.

97
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1

flights and will reduce the costs.

2

we have to carry.
In

3

It will reduce the weight

addition, as has been talked about tonight,

5

and technology invention,

6

education in

8
9

the United States.

10

the cost to the U.S.

11

will be leas if you tse the existing facilities

12

rather than build entirely

13

Nevada.

taxpayer and the environmental inpact

of that tonight.

14

rugged, two Inch thick steel

17

the way,

at IN•L

roem scratch in the desert down in

What existing facilities --

1S

S

0.4

science and technology

where you do the work.
AS you eight expect, I strongly
support doing the work at the INEL because I firmly brlieve

14
IS

innovation,

science

1 would Secondly like to address the issue of

7

out or control.

2

Space travel will stimulate science and technology,

S

1

we talked about some

We have the Contained Test Facility, a

I don't believe is

containment building,
an historical artifact.

which, by
I

vlght

commeent that the reactor that used to be inside that building

4

Soviet Union,

5

will take large trucks.

6

cars.

7

course, am you know, attached to the hot shop are numerous

8

hot cells

9

irradiated materalas.

It

will take double rail

We've torn down whole reactors in

filled with all kinds of equipment for examining
We have

tho double wide railroad and

cars which mSke ideal --

inside the contained facility and then moving it

13

testing of the hot shop for disassembly.

14

assembly building.

15

We have a bunker control room.

14

roads.

We have power.

17

staff.

We have public support.

18

business, and we look forward to working with you.

19

you.

20
21

We would love to have your

THE HEAR0ING OrFICtR:

sod disposed of.

22

Ki. DRSCHAMPS:

simulation of anything and wee not the subject of any of the

23

TOE HEARING OFICUt:

24

tetoa that were run there.

24

2S

because our tests were controlled tests, and they never got

25

We have paved

we have engineering

Thank you.

Thank

An I close in

the way I pronounce your ne?

23

It was never challenged

We have offices.

we have water.

we have sewer,

after the

We have tho

We have machine shops.

22

In fact,

which is an ideal way of

12

light water reactors.

It

that, and, of

running your test, putting Your test rig on the rail car

artifact Since that is what wee used to simulate accidents in

the

railroad

11

21

The containment building itaelf was not a

the West.

the flet

20

that reactor has been removed

but I know its the largest in

10

and its

However,

That's the largest

I'm not mure What's in

operating hot cell in the weat.

19

aseociated equipment right have been an historical

We have the TAN hot shop.

3

C.

iste,
i.

You'te excellent,

escellent.

After Or. Deschamps will be

Jr.
MR. DESCHAMPS0 I appreciate the opportunity to

100
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s M.

lik
ofwhih
toaddsee
agin
ma

lplo

Ia

2

A couple of things that I would
address you this evening.
of which -- again as Mlr. Its Kepler hat
•t
marss
Ilk* to

3

Said, h*

I &FPteC*Ctl

Atlreadybeen &diglls•.

4

as far as our banners that a. had.

0

display thee.

Cowever,

I would

Your comment

five hundred banners that we tried to pass to every peteon.

g

knO.. there were sis that would not take the bannera

11

So we think that's

12

represents whalt a happei~ng in

14

North Eleven Hundred
actually Goshan.

16

supplies out to INCL.

17

there.

7

processes.

I live at 690

Rocky Deschamps.

12

sequence.

13

watts.

21

They*re familiar with that.

White

Sr.

out Or

So Darrol Gardner

Cr.

the time that all they --

20

all we bhar are negatives.

will be nest.

r ight.

55. SOITe:

Chits of Idaho falls, late

C. t.

I's

1 reseeher.

I'm sore they sere not downuinrd

55. wHITE:

us.

18

Thank you,

19 the good old days of wrtching I guess a donen or mr20

from

Drybackground goes hack to 1054 is nudlest pro~ects.

ros behind

21 osmerc~il

blinkers.
reactors

in the sir, and shat have you.
through other prelects with the naval

11 reactors here at the Site.
PZoJect down in

We bear all
14

shen have these hearings,

all --

of the

we have protesters in all

also -1.6 the NMEVA (phonetic)

So when I talk about the environmnt

Nevada-

and facIlities. 1 feel that I know pretty each what I'm
21 talking about.
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I

1

And I believe that the EIS really adequately
shows

the program end that it

as"@e"a

3

plece for this tbinq.

4
S

It does not have any Archelogical
government-owned land, and
We don't have any Indian tribes
ite as far as " know.

0

clalming -he laind, which they rightly do in

7

thetao pert of the treaty whether anybody likes it
We --

I

We beve the specs.

mnythinq that*S done in

not in any csy as I can see it
cover your

It

3

ic

or the water quality.

And if there Is

aces.
g

to

1O

11

ground,

12

wildlife, it could certainly be negligible,

13

herds
of the other gentleman Painted Out, we have beautiful

14

of antelope and everythisg

else oat there.

It's

just great.

and its technology to our

Gardner sill

bore and take

have to offer. Thank you, Colonel.
of ma1e
Afttr Cir.
5IAA•I3 O1PIfC1t Trhankyou.

advanstag
¶3

Kr. Gardner.

be John Kieter.
am. GANOI•Irt

Colonel. sy

Inam is Darrol Gardnler.

13

I'm a canoidte for the state legislature
I live in lOeM.
raslber of Commerce and the
of the Idaho Falls
and a meer

14

INI.

e12

a

We have Community support for the

in the country.

Alin a cord X would just say put It

11

an impact on

because,

an*here

I u1

the

UpB could In any way contaminate the air,

any

--

Plus we believe the technical

project. and we would Welcome it

this project would

going through cover

frou

S
U
U

or not.

best Safety record of any

11" has th

of the national laboratocies.

4 people here -- cs have just abOUt the best thet you ran find

I me-n

Nevada.

for the naval reactors.

2

the INEL to be a good

2

Comittee.

I's also the vice-president of Sundown
and we own a nli'e hundred misty acre

10

Ranch, Incorporated,

14

site the prime spot is

that we have virtually a total

t4

fare approximetely ten miles from the east boundary of the

17

coetelmont facility.

am has been pointed out also, to

17

I12L.

18

the aquifer that, of course,

1s

etking potatoem from this form for thirty-five years, and I

20

haven*t started to glow in

21

1811.hes always been a very good neighbor.

On

15

of the besic things which we believe sake our

This will costribute

1I

seetrietelyenapulte thls test.

19

mgmificemkly to may 4envioneenkalI ispact.

29

fromI hag•eming begaOse everything is

21

soebd

insede.

sad the term cradle to graey.
I cetor to --

It

will heep iI
I thish

This is true.

I

I'm referring to a facility that

22

reter -

23

others have tao where the WOV? progrsa tocA place at TAN.

24

The RWI. bee bees the hums of just about every

2S

devele~lt ilueldieg the,

major reector

This farm is watered from a six hundred foot well in
runs under the INEL.

the dark yet.

when yos he

I consider that
We haven't had
stock like we have

any boundary Problems or

23

had over &any years bech In the days when we had several

24

sections out there wandering,

--

its

always been a good

And the navy folks that have been here in town

ld4

SNTP FEIS

I've been

22

2S I neighbor.

ewer• genertion Ones end the unes

1O3
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In

of thee

They know of those requlrements.

has to do with these Same hearisgs.

that --

24

Yourst

17

The other thing that I could like to mention is

23

10

After

do
Stephen aatts al
HR. WATTS
TOE HIEASING OrrI•leK I coat have gotten it

or Salt Lake City alsO.
T•l HtARING OrpIcyR:

Is
16

I represent
buelsness that supplies
We do a lot to the businesses out

I's sure that
requirements., which is on* of the requirements
here.
would be int with the facility that would be built

9

Thauh you.

Thank you.

be Stephen Watts.

14

which is

Idaho,

is one of the areas that is very equipped
They know the
as far as contractors with NCAY requirements.

it

ill

And

everywhere you hear on thesa

We oupport this uhulehearteldy.

Ii

This area

22

negative --

T~t HEtARISG OFFICES:
s

from us.

20

19

ve hear

B

this area.

East in Shelley,

We --

1i

18

again

And we're

Wave not shown any negative.

a pretty indicative stateamnt that

Again my name is

13

supportive of it.

6

Of the five hundred we gave out approximitely three hundred
a pretty rough guess. hA fat as we
-- its
ninety -- thate

10

we have shown you that we support this pro3ect.

Svery

As se handed thin oat thi.sevening., Se had

these banners.

It would a very

flawed process it this facility was not located hire, h•aruse

44

1

What you've heard here

hlve be.. very Positive.

11 Idaho rills

Tj 2

Sel heve tried not te

that ue have these thirrgs
in.

areas

13.1I 3

i~ke to eahe on. coasest or,

I

I

i

ha

I
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have always been real good neighbors.

2

welcome the .it Force here in this community also.

3

vary much.

Thank you.

Til~t
HZARINDOFFItZEC
S

will

W

Thank you

After Mr.

Seater

be Keith Jensent.

3

program.

4

and I believe the extra lobs from the SUTP are just a plus

5

for our local area.

Lane in

Idaho Falls.

7

I live et 3375 Cobblestone

lational budgets

with tight

I'm here as a private citizen,

9

and the need for performing quality work at a competitive

10

spece s1
price I feel the INEL is the best location for the
The liNii has
nuclear theomal propulsion or SUTf program.

12

over forty years of experience in

S11

nuclear Safety testing and

Maintains a staff with worldwide recognised

14
15

nuclear rocket design, testing, and safety of those tests.
Theme "me skills are the tecnology necessary and available

16

for the 0.0. to

operate the SUIT?program.

The SlIT? 15 needed for testing new and advanced
Nuclear

space nuclear propulsion concepts and technologies.
proissiontiomides
subeendiscussedt
byoethers.,
mission times have been discussed by othesc.

21

on that.

22

taxpeysrs in

23

Impact.

But it

Another reason the tosting should be conducted

my from population lea* and the public and
I
environment, any hypotheasied release of radioactive
materials.

11
12

materials.

25

The fact that the facilities are here,
the positive environmental

are here,

Overall the existing

4

the coeds

impact on the area.

TL unfastructure represents the

15

facilities for the SNTP.

16

itself, post-test analysis and disassembly,

17

processing of radioactive materials for future reuse or

10

disposal.

$i: :

The test preparations,

the testing

and the

the program can be done here

all phases of

It would minimize transporation --

transporting

radioactive materials on publiv highways and having the
21

buildings,

22

already assembled to support the full range of activities

the roads,

and the equipment and the people

my mind are also pert of the environmental

the DOE's lead lab for neclear

23
24

For deep spice probes and manned

25

The lelL is

24

and

place that have
beinq located

g
10

I an'dwell20
I won't dwell

also a coat saving to the taspayers,

is

that the

of the jobs that could be provided --

Regardless

10 p at INtL,
20
20

in

assuae the role associated with the O5ITP

here is the nusber of facilities already in
8 been discussed, the Contaived Test Facility

13

expertise In

13

18

errenisatione could

6

8

17

missions it

I

sy name 15

•sees a natural fit

NhtL

1

ISA, KZSlTfti Thank you for your tise,
? John SEster.

V

And we would sure

1

propulsion systems.

Ilso is

a minimization to any environmental

impact.

All of these recent points are also taxpayer
savings in

initial costs and in time to do the test phase

106

105
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1

comred to other potential sites where work would

2

start from scratch.

3

certainly a win-win situation for the area.

,ave to

1

In Idabo Falls for six of too peast eight yearn and currently

2

am the

offers broad

3

tonight ere my own observations and opinions and do not

4

economic benefits to the region including jobs for all Aevel

4

represent these of either EG&Gor the Department of Energy.

5

of I1El employees,

5

S

as spinoffs in

Locating the program at the IMtL is
It

but also for the community and the state

communities support jobs.

The program meajs a broad increase in

7

property

O

valuse,

O

probability of influx of other space-related industries with

increaaed tax revenues,

an expended DOS mission for the INEL.

11

best location to conduct the ground testing program and I

12

believe --

13

welcome yeu here.

15

Apperently sot.

1f

SupperO.

17
1s
tUS
20

the county's

Jamm

orrFila.

ne had to leave.

NI.

ONuOm

,

Colonel,

Okay.

I believe --

that in mind so that statistic doesn't get too skewel.

11

reduced it

I believe --

I believe the Air Force must -onsider

this environment --

Keith Jensen?

14

only the environrmental 9 but also the economic E.

And then Anthony

15

period of increased demands on federal funds which currently

16

exceed all revenue sources,

17

Ve muet be inextricably

Be submitted s

Thank you.

my mama Is Jim Okeson.

My

it

is

infrastructure,

21

won't go into great detail here about the capabilities of the

which has been discussed already here,

Idaheo. and have been a registered Idaho

22

Contained Test Facility.

23

very weil, and others have also.

nuclear sbarine

officer for twenty-seven

years has often

Gcad so to have to vote by absentee ballot.

I have lived

thus period of

20

voter for all of My adult life, although my Service as a

25

to me that the two

with respect to the economic F in

raised in Solee,

34

Not
this

tight national budgets the 1I1tLhag the existing

33

I wes born and

in

I$

2*

Idaho Falls.

cloee

in this EIS.

linked together.

reeideme is

in

0So

by sixteen percent.

21

263 Brookside

I clearly

but I think you need to beep

10

1i

555IiG OfftCI

I was one of the six that did not take it.

support the 10316.

at least.two BE's in

written statement.
TIM

rulis,

six people who

Recognizing the ground

13
Thank you.

Okeson or ODason?

UpiDSBfWrTIF ,

rejected taking one of the banners.

12

Thank you.

The comment was made thtre ware

7

9

the comments I make

1 need to meke another corment about one of the
statistics.

9

I would offer my support for your program.

T5w 3UtI53

14

99.L is

However,

W&G-Idaho.

6

and I think a high

10

-n•sger of

24
25

107

I think it's
have all the facilities

Phil

and

I

McDonald has outlined those

important to note though that we d1o
to test preparation.

post-test

18O

SNTP FEIS
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I

analysis. dlsassembly,

2

for future cause or oýspoeal.

3

pl•oraw can !?

4

radioactive neteieals on public hlghweys would be mlnimiszed.

5
4

processing of radioective matecials
And since &I1 phase* of the

eon* her* at tho ISML, transportation of

Crcause we have the technical teas and facilities
needed to make the progrea

succesaful,

testing can start

soomer and cost less at the 116L.
a

With raspect to the environmental 1. we Idahoane
are concerned about our water supplies,

10

preserving our natural resources.

11

has closely evaluated the potential

our Cia8n &ir,

and

It appears the Air Force
ispect of this project in

12

the RIS.

13

the quality or quantity of this areas-s water supply.

14

rate of water usage for the progras

15

feet per year, which is

14

out here.

I understand that the SeTP program will not affect

I

is

The

less than twelve acre

Also the rocket being tested uses hydrogen and
other gases as coolant; so no water use is planned in

19

current testing progress,

20

questions we frse in

21

other projects.

22

the

which eliminate$ sme of the

the Snake River Aquifer and possible

of the test facility

the operation

the waste that has been produced in the statistics

a

said here

I

thousand Cubic feet of low level

4

noted, rh. site*s low level west. disposal area has adequate

5

capacity to handle this waste.

6

Important to point out to you that the IMEL has a very

I

aggressive waste minimization and pollution prevention

I

program which can potentially significantly reduce the

9

generation of this waste.

that the program ry produce

W

which you

up to a hundred sixty

radloactive waste.

about cradle to grave.

however, I think it's

1i

froe birth control to grave,

12

to prevent it

13

to beat.

We here go

You've heard that phrase.

to start.

AS yOu

As a matter of fact, people talk

10

meaning we do everything we can

I think we can bring some good ideas

As a taxpayer and as a citisen of Idaho I have

14

the way we irriqstors talk about it

IS

1

15

suggested the Air Force carefully consider two 9's --

16

economic as wall as the envlronmental.

i7

also recognize the Considerable skills of the IREL work force

18

and the engineering experience that they can bring to this

19

project.

20

efficiency r vent to the most proficient ship.

21

to you that the IStL presents not one but five E's for the

the

I would invite you to

Falling hack to sy navy experience, the battle
I would say

Will not effect

22

Air Force to consider:

23

the quality of our air, as has been discusead earlier in this

23

experience, the en mnearing, and, as you've heard tonight,

24

pcesentation.

24

the enthusiasm.

I will not go further into that.

I would like to say --

2S

sake One

cimment hetr ebout

the environment,

Thank you very such.

THE HEARING OFFICER:

25

109
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have Lesi French or faith Jensen returned?

Or Steve Fogarty?

UUIDM.IUIPITIM Steve Fogarty spoke.

2

Be's already spoken.

tU MEANING OFF'CBR%

3
4

Let me ask:

Thank you.

110
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I

the econetics,

hill

Downs?

S

Me. POWN:

6

"T

I spoke too.

ClRING OFFICER,

Okay.

Nc. Tanner is

7

left.

I

sbitted

a Card that I haven't Called?

9

Tasnar Is

the lest speaker.

John

10

•emser.

Mt.

?ANNCSR All right.

I live In

I've got one card

here.
it

I'll

Department of

4

the fact that the ZAPS just ilat

S

national Seeting on nuclear techaologies

S

exploratioO.

onrgy*s

Several large hot Cells,

reptesenting the Idaho

section Of the Americes Nuclear Society.
this apportunity to express our viems.

14

orgeaisatisa of nuclear scientists and engineers in

15

Utah with sesbersbip exceeding fifteen hundred,

IS

auppaot this project.

11

We are glad to have
The ZAPS is an
Idaho and

we strongly

dissembly

Contained teat Facility, and the
particularly the one at TAN, for

end analyalss hae also been mentioned.

incidentally, we feel that the continued

And,

see of an historic

13

facility for Its original psrpoee does not violate Its

13

history value.

14

once they becyme

4

1

We don't shut don other public facilities
Old enough to become historic.

aeorg. that the Space Suclec Thermal Propulsion

X 15

is essential for future space

for space

The advantagem of using the facilities already

N
17 14

and

Sooth boated a well attended

This wee In Jlackson.

hert, the LOFT with Its

be the Cow's tail

Also mentioned

nuclear space propulsion prograe,

I

13

nuclear power

3

7

12

17

already to that the INEZ.is the lead laboratory for the

appears Mr.

here.

1*

foc the aircraft nuclear propulsion program.

2

Now, has anybody

11

OdahoFalls.

I

program consider including future 1O2 and MASA spece

17

propulsion programs as well as possible future international

1I

minsloee.

The seount of chemical feel that would be required

It

coeoration In such program.

L1

foc large power Sources or for propulsion over long distances

19

duplication of facilities

a*

hapead the mes

20

international pactnerz are necessary in this time of fiscal

21

trael

21

rnctrfant.

32

would Impose a prohibitive cost,

and the long

time meold require unacceptable eposoures to

trdiation, space radiation.

23

the I00.

24

testing has already

is

atrna

i

1 122

pimerCing history in

nuclear reactor

been noted as wall as the maNy tests on

tmperataore

rector
s

orea that wore conducted here

6.

as already pointed out.

if

this could

23
2

become a permanent reactor, space engine test facility, the

24

ameont of low level waste projected for decolmissioning,

23

which ts ninety percent of the total, would not happen for a

ill

9-178

Furthermore,

Avoiding unnecessary

and eventual coast sharing vith

112
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1

PCE'CRTFAE

long. long time.I

3

Finally, as the region's largest technical
resource for nuclear-related issues,the Idaho Section of th

4

ANS would like to take this opportunityto offer out service$

S

for answcering any future technical questions the community

6

may have regardingtiat Program. ?'%ankyou.

2

7

THE NEARING OFFICER, Thank you.

a

2
3

STTEOFIDH
Bneils

onyo

Z, Roac

6
Well, it appears

Myers. certifiedshorthand renorter cad
notary public,herebycertifythat the foregoingtranscript
ceneisting of pages numberedtree one to I13 inclukive I

that conclude*the public portionof tonight'shearing.

S

treand correcttranscriptand recordof the proceedings

9
10

Remember. yoo can submit any additional comments that you9
voald like to subeit as long as they are r"'teived by October

10

held at the public hearing on the draft Environmetal Impact
SaeetotteSaeNcerTemlPouso
rga

11

Sth of this year. I hnot,that the panelover there has been

11

held on September17. 19g2.

12
questions. I'll

14
15

Just leave it very neutral. But I'M sore
that they are quitehappy. We appreciateyour enthusiasm.

14
17

em FPpreciste Your comments and Your involvementin tonight's
hearing. Thank you very sach and good night.

1h

care concludedat 10:30
(Whereuponthe proceedings

It

I
17
(Signed)
Rebecca Myers~
NotaryPublic
Expires-.3/24/93

Ia
19
20Commission
2

P.M.,September17, 1992.)

20
21

21

22

22

23

23

24

24

25

25
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The particle bad roactor Was advaloped at groohhAve nautional
LabCWatory. a. T. A SubeoGSla reactor wae built by Babcock 6 51100..
oo
one test wom conducted In the aid 1)0606 However the
ade.W est
dow Sitar Only 24 seconttds ue to blocks". of f lo
obammla A lockaes of flow In a full-sales
reactor could IS"d t
emit 6owa oar emploaLoa.

~ ~ ~O~tIZ.
~ ~ ~ ~O

Z
P~Z ]P43 M J
lD
H
TX
mm
ALT IUI
XCI
RA35resterShot
tisbervlnd is the classified swumm
given to a revitalized
nclear powere rocket program. The program is now, c"lied
aRlsrteulPouei.Pors
t emis
ro
nuclear rockettprogran. calied ""IA, that was tested at the
Me"ad Teat 31ta ed -as cancelled in the early 705.
originally a es-00l1ed ftisok modgest project, Tlmberuimd Was
sposad to publicligqht through the Freedom of Intonuation, Act
ex
is April. 1991R. noe Federation of American scientists revelkied
the project. which had base budgeted at $i. edition e year f or
sevoerl yewsh. Thea original projest was 06519.50 to lift
ouper-fteavy chemical Ineedr intO orbit as part Of the Star
*wre (401) 1XVopmra.cssveatiomai rocks"R do not haye enoug
'thxmt-to-usigt, ratio, for the payloads plaemad by the star
Waamo
Nrriors.
am
7bTeorigia Timbereind proposal had testing compensateaon the
grn
, .
Sand In sub-orbital flights serm"d Antarctica. The
g~round-bassO tost facility Is Aain& for either the Nevada Tast
liato
Sit
Idaho National mylnearing Lab, the Mvirmmaent A
'~ Ipactstatant(2IA) process currently being pOXrsueddeasis
=
51ith1th
lcton
f the qround-besead facility.
ockt
atthenucear
i
a artclegodand
VM mterlec
Reactor 1PI). This reactor design is **MOOS" of smali grains
Of orainius plsacd in t rite asothat hydrogen canmfis
low
oug
reactor mobh like water through sand, 7he boated hydrogen
is ftord through a WloIAl to provide thrust for the rocket.
Thea wranit
particles are covered with a sealant to prevent
a obmical reaction With the hydrogen.
NeorAfM

WL

In addition to potential problems with the reactor,* the hAdroge
f'Jai is highly volatile.' A hIdsogexaplosion cowld epee"i
radioctive debis seres" a wide arme..
vm wusu EMPAT iemc To WS smon
TO Sm

~

Teee
agtdfrtefclt
s
a h
adaNut
Isno
the
t5.0 "ast moutain
Tast ortatiete
Area
for 14facisith
"ae only "coase to the5 S5005 mounstain Test Staticn (anUT) is by
gravel read.
Desert Tortoisa habitat Is found South or the SM..
Iseismic activity cam be expected frabotherhmksadm
S
Ifultot, nuclear taoste. The fraft SIX el=esu= he =tguk
U;1baheist. daspite the recent earthquake at Littia Skuil mountain,
swat yucam moutain.
goode
.CVIVMT
Ta
" currant document is a Draft Environmental impact statement.
It is availabie at thea Las Vegas Library. the IMLVmai library.
the Boulder city Library. Written cOMnto will be accepted
92
mtIOtbr5
- A Final Rowiron~setl Impact Statement will be prepared and
r felese In 6 month* to a year.
- After Its release thare will be a 30 day commnt period followed
by a Msooedof Declisio.

205gog MV1M

-

mo the hydrogen will became irradiated in pasesage through thepec"
reactor. ASa result the Air force proposes to build an
effluent treatment system. Sves with the eff luent treatment
System. am radietion can he expected to be released, The
Deraf.2
rpeat
epteIee
fepsr
o2ae
Year.both

2-

.

Rucisor "Ste -,11 be generated through the affluent treatment
spates (li-. debris traps, filter Media. end adeorbor bed").
The dacOntasiswtlon and decommissioning of the teat facility
.ill alaso produce large quantities of nuclear vSats. The Draft
'12 proposes to dispose of the low-Isvei waste at the Are 5

Document 8

7

Tee Accord

of Decision my bs appealed

through

a

judicial

Programmatic bavironsantai Impacts statementa (PZIS) are being
prepared I or both the Cleanup end the modernization of the Doe
w
Cson
mplex. hAsa producer of nuclear waste. and a new program
at the MIS the nuclear rocket test facility Should be covered by
PSIl. This 131 Should be delayed until the PSIS process is
cmltd
For care Information call: CItiXSA Alert St 645-0942
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Ca Inleammation iC presented
For example.
presented inICtESt.
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tat idlatioa dealsCat a&Warto hene
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vrifcatonand
hea
liorasld at a codaselectiop crte1rion, insaw
tee
basg an

Important ladlcatats af the reliability of the calclat

1atporfatwed by
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the Issesa
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cofafiICtion MCagýt, vitriflcatiolt. aeadvalidatione.
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ta Appendix
II 41d Section 4.12.2 (pap 4-37). the (IS uses a value of
I.M*7 latest chanCer/petton-CA

to convert effc~tive dose equivalent

to called". Although thlis valve maybe calcetated fro the data
presented in KIN V, theta data an for A single brelf exposure of
t0 rul Candane Cat applicable to the laid datersCadl~ai date rates
ptaidtodC the EIt. for the dosesCcitd iC the EItS.a daosrate
_________________________________________________________________
1.22
ftOtIwat
factor of between 2 and 1t jmCKM V)tsIhould he
12.22
phratsd iath the cancerrisb moiatorte to yield a cancer risk
daose and law data rates. tf a date rate
laid
C~I taotr appropriate
effactavamee
factat atfor9 It
used. theo a caocste risk estimator of
SE' CWecOra/patCG-CC
got hecalculated. whilchis consistent with the
datsied ladtee
date rate casocr rctI~ktlmataete derived hy the
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IACCEAC
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1

radiationCul
the value for natural bacligrowed
Iii Section 3.12.2. pageJOSS
At the IKtL aewers to be Inco'rrect. TheEIS cites a value*
441,m'.puyr far nataral background at the lNEl. Nýser. the IMELSite
1223 nviremenotal hepert for the years MIgiIgo cites a salue.ofwlailtoecrdbeaayi
in the vicinity Of the 10(1. If
12.2 30Wn~Yr fornatural hsckgrl"uod
medil
CAI esORPoSIs
are incladed (seCo.menot5) usinga saW4o11W2
of
S3 mrsmjyrfrom95CC-fl. then the totel borigrene doseis 400 Mrwif~yr,
eet441ws~r
siniftea fiere).reference
(cin te
0s
.i.,.,..
a.lu
07 As discussed i.Clishalmroc.
21
11,10M.It g'fc1M
atoospbarit di ffusion parters, I, Ie e,. Thesesite-speocific
2.4 Carves
accountfar phenomena
"acas Planme
mwaderwhich sheould
be
I Morperated to yield a wore realistic Assessment of radiolngical doses
at the Imtl.

5 I.
cotd

12.25

1.8
12ill

12.29

12

7. Table 1-2states that solend Speeof 1.0 M/S "an acedfor Accident
dispersion calcalations at the INEL. Is other environmemntal
radilogialmeotions
fredn ia CAosonsmetsat the INEt.a wlndspeedof 2.0 m/ isaced
foAccidoent cullcOiais. WhichCorresponds
to 95%saiteerelagcal123
comedIt
Ioo Thecalcelations sheuldhe revsied to heconsistent with123
ether AnosIrmosta Ianalyses at the loll..
437. the EIS states that the doneto the NEI estwadeS
9.g On p0g94
legentieAn.Noweeer,MtISHAPS
doseassessments
perfarmedat the IotI
iecmndo Ingestion doses.Therefore,the comarison of the
dlosesexclading the Ingestion pathesyttoithe NESIIAs
ACCS-calcelated
122
2.6 staedardis isnappropriate, becauseINELdoneaenensoontsincl do the
Ingestion patheway.I suggest
revsing, the doseassessment
to inclados
the iftostie. pathwaySothat jASWal val id comparisneto the OEISOA
standard can be performed.

ee
sdehaesaiysis insteadaf0,hnh9ledreayh
probably
locte mchloser to the%ite boandaryAndhighr dos.. weside
i.
aad
ortn
raloItthdse
"O.
A lisetsýlthe
In T
sl
nit'an iluls
peee &ant,ee
yiteld inor
a eecrdbe
hn speetyCRA
Es
I
ppei
Iasl.o
.0-7
"ftsgenetic defects/persee-'mri
useedto consert a dose.to geketic Mfect, citing Kit1 0 asa
forthis value.be6evr. basnd
on the data pre~sented
i. Table
2-1. page70 of KStI V. a value of 2.11-7 genetic dofects/persamorenet 2.4U-7. I saggest prosiding the derivatiaan of
canbe relcelated
tisM- geneticrisks otmtr
10dd
t his, &I"-C
is sbaseld
.fI
I3-,ntcdfcspro-e.Sneti
ae shsdm e
that It he asedInstead of the .sIdoses&
aedlee doserates. I Suggest
of 2.6t-7.
alont clear Wh~ich
donewas meltipliled by the entic risk
It
ISO
ment
otrto arrive at gemeticrisk,.o olam). IC0-60 Specifically
as if the EIS as"d effectis, doe.
posed doses, bet it apeears
eqeival mt instead. If effectise doseequivalemt
nas asad. themthe
maayof the orgaes that are
calcalatime maybe Incorrect. because
t do wtl
Incorporated inte the calculation of effective dose40.psiss
factor into genetic risk (theire are mego0ads cetained In the laong,
lioer. small Intestine. etc.).

91IC. Altheugh
test-start Acceptance
criteria are mentioneed
in Section
4.12.2,
t he crItorl. aremetlisted in the tIS sodtheir technical basis is met
di "c43
ed.- In ddltime an evaluation of the sumkerOf hears per year
12.27
that Oll or the Ilof meetthese.criteria are met Iisciuodd in the fls.
This evaluation has a direct bearing methe -time wnindow ithin ehich
experiments can be conductedat eachsite andshouldbe Incladed to
provido a comarisonsbetweesthe sites.
10011. ThelISstates Iin
Appendix t.pgopE-4thatClens0 ntability results
in
mere Conservative mstisat* Of Impactsthan Class8 arC. Whill.
this
naybe true for a Greoud-lonel
relaise#
It is metnecessarily true for
As elevated reIean. as is asnuied in this analynis. Is manycanes. so
atmosphieric
reease canyield higher gronoed-lenel
alonated
aocntratlees
stAci
ngsntable
conditions (ClassesA-C) than by using
122
-oetra (ClIM 0) Or stable conditimes (ClancesEF).,becauseonf
nCreanesd
miloin provided bythe unstable stability classes. Thedngree
to whi-h (4- if) this eccarnIn dlepedent metthe distance that the
scn*alorisIc-wthe release point.
this 060o .cld explain why the NEIat the helL is Tecatedat 12Sk.
free tba L.P.w. entiscnable distance. If stability classes IoarC
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Addressing cnvironnental Staes,
facility and the mount of
the 00(00eCloeed by tbe tenet"n
requtred for Siting pane Challenges for m~tmto fcisltttiee at
the TI L and for teanchers who grase Cattle on the nite. I an
confident tht TWIT.Can manage these. challenged.
As a United
tell yea that MU m.anangemnat
eocn
frea Idaho,
gtat
Seao
s an cuatetnding
bas done
job ot
communtcating
and werking with the
agencie end private entities Concerned abeat. tranaupertiation nod
pracing soioese
in the past. Vere are a fen resnume I say this,

Sadhd AC...A
IOSANTO

At m

wau~a~~oncleia-~a2land

Statement by sensiato Steve symam
the Draft Xnviroisesntnl Impact Itateaent
tog the Regarding
U1.0. Air Fore*.* Space WiecleartThatreal Propulsion Prograus
(9117p)

TWIT has a cooeprative
segmeeentwith the Federal
Aviation Adminintrations regarding air apace
reltictilong ever the site. Tbis will ar eai
securty anid hoe a midia
benefit of providingl an
"agreenat-in-place
that can 0e adjusted relatively
easily to address the needs of SOIT.
Torn doesa good job of norhing with the Idaho
Department of Transhportation and the U.S. cielporcaent of
etrnn
Ircopraisi
oprte
fott
th
sbaandsof textL workers to and fares the sitel each
day. This Is a challenging problem that requires
xs
non
tetobtsang"rltcsis
the concerns
and agreeBsentanCl be reached to hnonage
about ground traneipartation .
Tell.L coeauniconsa well with ranchers, Docaing the
recentiand constant attache an thas Depairtuaent of Smtalgy
by notional nucea dotisarmment and environneentsil
eethiog the air Fores %411mot been
Orgguniations -s sea raencea and cooiperaitive
imnO tog-- OLrem
agreement wihrnchern hove been handled rao~rbably
well. The people in Tdah*Whoseprcivatei sector
livelihood would most imdistely be effected by the
ennironoental Impactsof TOIL operations have the
to grace caettle,
righton the Cite.

Septanber 17. 1992
Shilo Ion~
. Idaho
Idaho fallis
The SVIP will provide the AissVorces with the capability to
and any provide a
nova large sateli~ten to hihrorbits
ial
11I
t oeStlighestaresOcofitne
hao
An our notion
This woald be a very benefic il cIapatbility.
reducen conventional militsiry assaen we will increasingly neod
and high quantity aeo~ns of gathering
hIgh quality,.
"preot
intellig9ence
information. SU?, could help achieve thoe*goals.
The next natural stop for this Programito the dSp"toeat Or
the ground teat facility. nthee erm Saucy environmenltal Impacts
raelated to this action. imapcts ein ads noia and the
disruption Of tranopoartation and gracing nctivitiem. rists Posed
behadigof radioactive and Retardant notatriale. and
the wastee thantwill be
sadhndling
bytheatnthe of
ta
dh
Arr
et
' hadling
bthe
effluents end
"tretatingl
acr
teAraoc thatIdah
t.polc.
Ltn
gaestdb
isreyan betona
llo
h colneepsdbyteeconfidence
A

In faet. I believe the Td4111National Engineer41ingi
LaborntOry
13.11 fi
1311(WI.)i teideal locationtfor siting the USM progreem. your
finol environmental tepact 8atotsent shodreflect this fact.
strong suit is the quality of Worn that. sbe will produce
OINIMs
for the Air Foce
farole explaiin this assertiong, however. I
fis wAnt to dir um hos,TInt. con meet the challengeis posed by
the envireeeeetol impacets
of the program.

he youean
eeno. Mtl. has a very good record of woriting wits
dd oansitconcerned aboat transportation and grasing isseaee
2a
e sit. On the ground and in th, air. texL is a
rnlatd atobs
good neighbor.
T!.as
o netoriaytahrcr
fhnln
rdocieadhcrosntrss
o oeta
ot
er
-inioctienitn
beinig
2da~smthe aiona gaclearReactr
yeastn
4itetion
-- ITIRLs strengthhns been is handlinga variety of
rsdi'lct,
ve so he ado.. materiels safelyand professionally.
Also, th daf,
Isslonsiontal
impactstatementprovides a
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Document 41

Dooumsent 41
ratinalpoesectvaon
cnce andheath it%$at he to ste$Dog's
ttatostssu
ratiosal~~~~~~~
n
elhnt
,aezI~
that no imipaCts that exceed applicable limitshave
b
heartidentifiedat either candidlate
location..
Cleacc
0natinalLeaershp
VIR
teas los*,
inhastakn
leadrhiporoge
sawi tieatae restnationl
reecsmnaeent
years
in
development. euler achieVanant* and milestone& have been mot by
RiL osreelethere io development of vaporvacuum entraction.In
Moa nitriflasksoa. tfmateent of sledges, soparceitical eoter
oxidation, end retrievabe seatststorage syatema. I am certain
thatI'veleft saw things off of this liatend I would encourage
the air Force to loot 0arefully at the outtaor4diArY *nperiants
1111 ca" bring to mas the onti rnmental cantoration and weat*
eangeeatis
ae raised by the ISIP ptogfaa.

e

now Production ReactorProgram "as done at Irtl. NottQn
paa.tVhlpo
ncne
f pesne aetbenefit the development of
eaohrnyt
I
Ut Otilining thano talentns ol
minlimie the environmental risk posed by the possibility of an
Want with the now reactor. This factor should also be
Addzess4dby the finalenvironmental impact statement.

~~~~~

Conclusions

9 beyond statistical.
Assessing envtrosmeetal rieashol goQ
models and population density chafta. Past pectorence.o
management mexperience
end quality of work that rasult in a
Gsininimig of environaental impactsfrom Other facilitiesandinbatflesrnIho
prograns ahould count for something, too. Under this standard,in
2101Lbecomesa clearly awyatior choice.

The conclusions at. obvuious.The SEYTPprogram and the
ground testingfacility for the OflreactorShould by Sitedat
1531 to sini~mise the most nignificant en-ironeenial trisk. sy
Incorporating the comments I've madetonight regerdins the
environmental Impact Statement for MY?, I an confident that
Idaho will be the proefcred chotce in the final recordof
decision.
Thank yufrcniea~no
yoaersadIhp
u
visitors fo the United States Air Force enjoy their visit hare
eotulatrn

dho

soeiLRtoental 04alto eassurancehdan,4tames

Iffl..

of Defense and the Department of energy are
lotTheDepartment
earnin
Ansthe 191016 is that the ovwntoal ehut down costs for
ate sotch more comples and expeneive than was
facilitiesUnder
:bmir
eVe *Xpated.
theae Circumetansea, it maksa Crystal clear
that you ought to Site programs Whets effective Site
to at are.
cane
oanoesa
There are Sany environmental coat andlmanagement
advantages to elting ISM7 at 199L. The final environmental
impact statement houoldrecognine this reality.
halso this factor Should of feet any advantage esee by
placing this progrsm adjacent to an sir base. in the final
imacetstatement. proximity to high quality
anvironeental
envitrlOnsntal
protection talent Should outweigh proximity to
anothef &ir Pardo Installation.
another advantage at 1)011 is the elte@ oxensience in safety
analysis. The site is known for internationally-recognised
Saraty analysis for cot only aol. bot also for the 5ucelmat
Regulatory Commiasion and foreign government*. They have been
lender, in safety analysis technology development in &geam from
remtot welding to sopercoepoter safety software and hardware.
I couldn't help but notice another advantage for 1)131-- the
deasig of the Particleslaced Reactor (Pull) eome to be very
eimilar to modular high temperotof
a gas-cooled reactors I 5BR).
i5tuhof the KETU design and terhnology confirmation work fot
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dOfe 0'17/'5.

of our time at Our ham in Idaho and I would very mach like to be
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Idaho's turn.
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I doflt a"
Spport in Idaho tor both phases at the project.
ilbeped10ts
the INCL.
onf0
of the utuotr aseoPeybeleet
part
rmtagt
oad~5ti
tnt
disceastonigt
chartncty to &Gontin this
the
appbfrwerdate
an
ocniuiti
h hnc
owadt

he leced tet aeito
5~ assead.. 0.willee,
bere tonightto speak in support of Siting the
tteIdaontoa
space
I feel such a Project Would represent -batrrrs*teo
LaMOortory.
*glgneerlg
be a necessary evolution in the mission of the SILL,
I perceive to
priortiels dictated by a changing geopolititalcadIlo
in cLght GOfthe new,
landscape.
In nuclearreactorresearchead
Jani'srecordof Achievemenlt
its
developsent ever the peast40 year. is weli documented.
contribution to our nation's defense goals in 4 tied of greer
anctelnty end fear., when the planet'S too superpowers stered at
one another Over the nuciear abyss. hae searned It the gratitude of
all Americanse.

of Idaho.

I
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y Important
ol1 bc a04venIPoIlnPrjc
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ifaenewhrradlkS
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Mat nlo.,thankfully., the tomer of the times has changed. The
silesion of jIlL Is free, to Chanoe as wall. And the Specs MaceIfar
thersei PropsIieon project is one eseopI4 ofI the neWdirc tion that
the men
enrimo
the IMIL should take to harness the creatw
and wMenhof the Site whoahave served oar nation so wa11. end who
hae" so Meah sore to Give.
The meccessel, of seerica's Spae program during the pest four
decades so"*e notice on the world ot whet we can Accomplish shen us
set our goals and devote the reources, to achieve thee. oet for
allI *'have accoeplished Is spece, It Is not Outside the reels of
to a
r'elity to lnook at our achievements to date ase a prelode
fantastic future. we have learned a greant deal In the Mercunry,
ability of hewhano
the
about
erae
Shuttle
Space
end
Apollo
teoini.
tosfeiy enter the deck void of space. but it is cleer that if we
are to eveo forward to ths next etep In Our exploraetion of the
.,Ivetoo. then our technology Cast evoive to 6 higher plane.
The project we discuss tonightrepreoents one potential etop
Indicate,
A In thatevolution. hAs the testlesny given tnghtbysill
the federal
verustaee of Idaho would melcoese a decIs*7oln
th Space MacLear Thesal Propulsion Project
th1
oermntoJe
endorsement, end I would work together
I cancertintthls
officials end congressiofnal delegation to convince
oar Sttet
tith'Nl9L.
federal
noergy end other Appropriate
the Departgant of
luris:dIctions that EML In thetright piece for thie remarech with
the rightpeople at the right tim.
been geld. It is Important to Ccwswnicet*within
that the environmental Integrity of Idaho -at b
formshaving
this, This
maint Ineod far all of Its citizens. An Idahoane, we are fOct.":t:
to l ive and sorkl in ane of the lest. bost regions of hAMrICAIn
Ma new
term of the preservation of a superior' goelity of life.
enterprise, no sattsr how Important to the statees economy or
elson, can be issued a blank Check to be drawn
I3ML-s utoterwi
against urst ates, priceiesa remourcep, nor ageinst the public
I believe the Space Macleer
health and safety of oar citizens.
thergel Propulsion Project as envisionedWill not detract from
Political
theme qualities of lifet and wlillhave considerable

I
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'Atatsm highlight Several major lessons why I hellevn the Idehew
is the best Chains for the grounld teat facility.
First.As I sentiened earlier. the 1532. he mwegthen 40 yeers
It elmo
.1n nuclear reector dailgn. teetinig. Mad safty.
with world-Wide ceamegiSl eepeartl" in
StaggI
sitains a quality
Program.
thermal
nuclear
lAve succemllti
the =n lsreedy has many be the facllitleein pless
too eaeeblin building,hot
the: 00010 supporttesting,4"cla9i4M
el
a"i~mlt
call. for gexainingeaterialsead handling In
The contain"dTestr lT:t~y Irgewetltthen
syste.
transportation
Ltss- f-ij~iateator 10"facirelity. at That hee North), is e
0.aelSo t facility inwhich reacter teeting would taeh plesd.
in this digairiolt period of nationalNoget eseetyeinte.
Wgip.t. Wildowg.
the IN~t offers Or mis14i:e infreetguetere -

5~5labora4tory

£ .13
De

DC lill-l~SSecond.

Lt. Col3anl Gery Seaugartel
LisThird.
ntipning
SArcretgr ofunid~
?23
30idi1155
.
sMCU/At; .1
Dear CIosinl,
support f or
thI epproetoit the opportunity to eprece sy strong
to en~orse thg
the Spe!e Nucler Thereat Propulsion programat and
the Idaho national
stng of the Air Tence godurd test r..ility
Lsgireering Laboratory.
wial I could Join you hand the deny hilL, sopPOrters tonight
t~i
for thi Vnpertant public hearing on the orart Snvlrwemsntal :spect
businesein Nambington ProI cestret that legsleltive,
SStmantee .
clea that Zdae""ense
attending. Nowever. I sant to saeit.
1 vent.. no (tea
laboratory is the Ideal Location for :i
13.1 beijeve the :d"eh
1importan teat facility.
11
WILeIs a sorld-clawal facility and the people @. Our statsees
are Proud of it nnd the 1055Ilt brings to Idaho. It hoe a long and
isory adr its eo..Yer record of &thlaevese:aed
d~sing~ee
responsible management irecoqnitad throughout the U.S. end the
he a leading international center f or nuclearresevich end
escelleInt facilities. zniuog
,love opent. Its talented 555ktorO.
capabilities. and aondasfetyrecod offer t3e right environment to
believe, the hV9L can p'ay a
.
prr,
crtia
thi
&CO~t.t
natilnal leedere6hip role AN a SaJOr Space ONSlor~tiol resmecc:end
de..e'.cpse,'t Cneter for noclear prOPUlaiC" a" electric power.
"j *a'^,to. T~L has been assigned the lead laboratory role by
tIC I-",pemnt at Snergy In Piemhnn.g the nuclear propulelsic program
Organi..It4.
lec*O!ploration Initiative.
t;raiI tr
the technizai roles
.u..J: rlit.a reaearsil Could quictly ass.m
.. ocirat*iOa? the Spa"e naclear -Thermal Propulsion pingrin.

'I
is he sea.t esetefleetlee
pregres
ule
hre
$Passislee
pc
lraykr has the tacmucal teoo
eortr
senser
Since the
teetimg could
Armdtai~itao neeaded to saoe the progre e atefut4.
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be etart"f oemer end eeet lees at sInhe then
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opm.*
affordable eWA efficenet
need" endewelpn
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t~hhe United
nuge thermal
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program.
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Support
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cot
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In Closing.
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ntinetatthe AIr Force
Ihv
far'-llY at the :KZL.
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. ab.0 to Construct end Operate this facility In &aref and
senner.
evirnsntally acceptable
eet
eseeo
petnt
h
gi.Iepgit
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lci.Sookm
forwardto sorting with the "lt Faore we thie Important
ratiosel initiacic
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4) On page 3-7 the eUtatMeat Ie Sede taet 'Lead Withl.a PSi
ueed exclusively for national defenee & ai eROy-related purposes
by DOS end Is not open to public mea for any pagpesee. iselediaq
or recreetion.- IbTis te
agriculture. Mining, eetaig
refere Only to current Iend ee at the NUSimplyLag a bighor level
thfoot
It dame eat addgoMEe R
Siof conteiitteftii MaY he tOlerAble.
that alternate land utilization will be evaluated durig tbe
octivitee, eand that teetieg
5.1 present gnvirormental Restoration
activtites are anticipated to Permanently ceanne in the wvey near
future. Consideration of the other alternative land meage at the
conclusion of the project ehould he addresae".

cwCaemusWZ COmmOys
SRI 11Vn53300027
T1T1B*

Draft SIR for wSpace, pclooar Thermal Propulsieon
programa

The Subject document has been reviewed and the fol lowing
points are considered to be Inadequately adliraesed.

5) on page 3-15 the statement is mae" that 011heUPS currently
for generation of polychlormnaetd bibaeoylo. . .. o. Iis
is an incorrect Statement as no such permit aelate at the MP.

Si ha

1) The concept of the rocket engine is to heat and burn
wing the heat generated by a -uclar reactor having
us
hydogn
The
materiel o0sf igered In an Innovative Vay.
1 henoler
oeegwmeof a poeeihle encentrolied explosion of hydrogen gas
wai the consequent poesibly wide dispersai of highly radioactive
matertia free the reactor acore,were not considered in the dOCUaO~t.
I
3) There "ar nueerouse regulatory iaeueS addreaeed in the
decuesot. Ineefficiant detail wea presented in order to adequately
evaluate the Protects ability to seat regiblatory requirements for
the following Immune.

jgIbeapermit

5) On page 3-4S the statement Is eade that -Tb dee" egeifere.
slow groundwater eovement. and exceedingly Slow downward evmn
of water in the Overlying unsaturated memeere" as herriers to
transport of radioactivity Crew undergreound addroess (e.g.
underground testing) via groundwater, preventing soeea at
The
radioactivity to off-site areas for thoueamude of yoeaS.
estimated average velocity of grooundwsatr flowv threel the lewe
carbonate aquifer is central Townc fiat In S to 400 feet per year
a.
The possible transport of unanticipated relees
(DOg.lE,
Ifree the proposed facility to the groundwater aid thenes offeito
toe not Deen considered.

e-S where the stataemet in mae" Nonradioactive and
*
A).
radiaetivso hecardewa wastes would he dieposed of In *mistinug
diepoeel facilitled. all much facilities hyavesfficient capacity
61 to epetthe
iNTl pregran. If high level "eat" are generated
dioeel aciitesde not Osiat; by definition reactor cores are
high level waste.
b p. 3-IC ~ ar nenf flueant treateent ytoo ia discussed. it
ibes
lotwlaif the affected public wee ini,= to parsons Offsite
oUS werkers on Isit
ie
sieainwa
orif aprpit
eaeo activities tote, ea relationship to this propoesd project.
go* individuals eboeld be classifiled aso the public f or the
assalso~ft
ram
is rojct.7)Ofimpcts
3) an page 2.2S the statement is made that -A 34.5 kilovolt
happroximately 3.4 Milan long would
ovehea powr dietributiolne
ceenect the facility to the existing 138 Its power
be raerdto
trneIVio lisa along nine Mowatain Soed. The installation of a617
The documented
d tpostransformer would also be rageirad.*
Neagtive effects of high-vultage electric power lines and
on humns health toe" not baes Accounted f or In the
IDraft* 635. This is particularly serprising in view Of the fact
that the a"S bee recently been designated the lead Federal agency
for inveetigating the health effects Of *lectrOesgeatic fields and
ha s arrAdy eponanred two conferencese devoted to this topic.
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The implication of the above Statomeant is that this paint need
to within
not he considered. However. en average, value mIhasfon
twe orders of magnitude. shows an extreee lack of -towledg" of
Stidenee that this
existing conditions Subsurface at the Oitte.
lack, of knowledge is recognized by the 001 is the recently
initiated multimilllion dollar Groundwater Chiaractarleation Plan
which toe as its eltimate goal the characterization of the
groundwater flow regime beneath the NYC.
On page 4-20 a Statement Is made to the effect that the
Thie implies
be ten years.
g, life of the program till
decommissioning of the facility till be then required. Cowever.
h
ciiisadrltdevroneonal
o dra
p h
5de
Imipacts Inherent In a decommissioning operation and the types of
-$atoo that would result aid what type of dispoeal facilities will
be required. Thuee. not all of the actual environmental Impacts
have bean addressed in the Draft haS.
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Scu
tn# DEIS tails to adequately discuss or justify the
dvelopment and testing of tnhe nular
rocket program. The
Iu.ue=nt is Vagu.: why I.
has tirchnlogy being developed? Who
.h
would itbenefit?
Despite broad state
nt
sugsin
adane
upper stg rukat
t
VhoIgcoud Os awli nd to utr:
engine. at d orbital transfer Vehicles. end Air Force a1ssio
the need for the proposed
oJStify
al
ut
ion.
The OtIdoes suggest the techniologyCould O
sdb
h
A'irForc toices
lobal mltary poe,reduce the.ot of
uPe'ratiuns. ana decrea..e the
lois
,
ica asI t of
ingilitary forces. Hoseer
ntedocument
toter
rer
rjsiid
alie
,mrCpan
any of the ambiguous mission reguiresat
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rcsthi
h cpn
Drn
erdtth
paesrf
hearings. na.. releases and technica
2pin~volvemsent of NASA as the primary user ofthe nucleartroket
teehnology. The Innoleseet of NASA is not developed
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The OtIS does not specify a preferred alternative for
lIocating the groundutesrtfacility. The document simply compares
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the earlier classified final CIS for the SNIP program.
site in Ne1ed sajselecte athe cpreferred alIternative
the SPITS
locatIngqthe gr. oan et f.cility The clAes.ifled IS has

DirctorIn

is-for
wsi

SDI) and not for a
to used for militarypurposes(presosably

lIita

beet declassified, One of th
-esn
provided in the earlier
~~~~~document
for selecting Nevda .s thepo
ere
oato
the
site's ability to providea better security profile along with
he noton tat eventI related tests are common at the NIS and do
~not
dra pblic a
tteton. This ignores the large number and
r.el.tire
sizeof the enti-testing demonstrations. at the MTS. This

- n,

STAFF
salt
- ftses

also fails.to account for the delayof several tests during
of protesters within the
recent Years due to the presmac
of ground zero At the s cheduled ties of a test.

assa-oz
,ia~vicinity
asa4
a
- -operation
3

The currentDEIS eske:,thefind ing that no significant
envilronsental impacts tan bexpected fromconstruction
or
of a round test facility at either of the proposed
the type of information needed
Th. Ofi fails to provide
szites.
to support an informed siting decision.
Alhough the OtIS provides a general discussion of lan us.
5iand infrastructure Within aý
S-mile radius of the SKIS sIteJIn
*Vhedad, the document fal tO fully assess tne potential
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S
ietItltiationl
conflicts arisin doutof future lend ose activities
con'd In the eree.Principally,
the discusmion ef the high-leveIl Wst
repository program being conducted by DOh'mOf fice of Civilian6
Radioect
Im Vast. Management (OCUMM
I at Yucca mounta in. Nevadais
both .hortighted med inconclusIve. ocmMounstain is the onilyJ
eite in thenation being studiedfor the disposal of civilian
remcotr fuel and high-level defense caste, Yucca Mo0anteinis
leceted Only 15 miles frem the proposed
Ifts
Ct. N.tpository
siting guide ine
Ltpuista that military instalLationeo and
operation, includIg tic
nsg dees acivte lec-5
tise nuclear rocket program) Mey sot significantly affect
5.2 repository siting activities. The guideline. further require that
the quality of th
environment be aedauistely protected during
repository siting.

~

the SillS mite passe* directly throughAre 25.
Ar cas tMOSS
Ar.t25 contains thin project support facilities and Is the
field studies at YuccaMountain.
mite inveatigation
locantionlof
Ptient long-term
institutioassl conflicts between the two
programs Includmsecurity and schesdaling problem a
ndh
IR
Poential for Increasedrisk of redlOlqln-l expo-ur to
personnelmed contractors.

SlIPS
ground tfast
facilityand wam the,mute of the original
nuclear rocket program. Arms 25 contains several contamination
zone.
i determinIng
background
radiation
past In
Inuclear rasesrobh med the
teeting activities
ware for
not Nf"'
considered
ýthe DEIS. Background calculations presented in the document care
12.57 sterictly limited to the usual eaposure mediumei. such am cosmic
radiition. teretra

125

at the WI'S.

storage,enid
wsste treatment,
The discussion of radioactive
disposalis incomplete end vial edi ng. Th document states that
approximately 1.6 million cubic feetqOf losr-lovel radioactivoe

ct.
thesitearewaste
f sol

cith plutonium anuduranium. Re-suspension of these
way l.oom
significant radiological hazards.

castewouid be generatedover the life of the SNIP project.This
radioactivefcaste would be treated from hatndling
offths,
eguIpnto fro the EffluentTreatmentSytm enrdfrom
decommissioning
tefclity.
ýO *The OtIS state,that all los-level caste would10 disposed
fa the MTS Area 5 hadioactive
NasteManagement
Site IRNISS).
6.18 The volu . of l os-level castegeneratedby the SKI'S facilityis
calculated at I a per cent of the annual meountdisposedet the
CIS MMMI. The OtI S does not state the basis for this calculation.
12 I The thaWM PtI1.S.Implemenhtation Plan state.that the MTS sill be
It is
cosdred asaregioa dIisposal site for los-level caste.
6.9 .n
DEIS accounts for the additional caste end i
if
hr SI
ISufficient spce aists fr
a11 cete proposedfor the RUNS.
313cumulativeforecastsfWOr s at.wthi.MS owe" should minlude
scenarios included in the PhIl. To presentan accurst
,Yanlye
?A
of the vo~luesof los-levelwareet and the diepoma optio the
SMIP Cl S proceee should be put on hold until the PhIl is
completed.
The fffluant Treatment system will also produce caste. The
OtS fa is toodisclose if this sill
DU
be liguid West*. Since fthe
sI'S RMMMcan not accept liguid Wsaits. a meensof treating much
could be needed. The OEIS doss not adequately deal with the
question of liguid radlioactiva casts.
1,
The OtIS also fails to account for highi-level waste that
6.11Jwunld be produced. The irradiated fu.l elamete still constitute.

As mentioned above. Area 25, Isaedjacent to the proposed
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air travel,

21 mad1LO&GUIReNat."

~ mele~hes05065S

;.'o

.srays,

Aiart ashed for such calculations in our *coping comments

Over 700 nucleartmestshae" been conducted at tha Nevada
Teat site (MI'), 100 of which care shove ground atmospheris
too",te.
Malso testing hem left Varying ssout
of long-lived
fissions
Products In the soila,rock.sandgroundwater. In a11. DOE
ht" identifiled
760 omeparte contamination siteis on the MIS.
Contamination Include. surfacom mnd subsurface radionuclides.
boried mixedwaste. organic compoundsand heavy metals.Port ions.1
of the wsmte have been disposed of in radioective caste
masndgeeng't~
ce-ladls.
Der1
0
Crhfilsoi ond
inethed
sinte ar.201
159 ctsitm
materiasl

eei

Historical testingactivities,includingthe potentialfor
of plutonium., nd tritium loft from thinweapons
reasupension
e0ffects and rocket testing programsm could significantly increasee
the site' background redietioin above what could he caumed by
12.59~ natuaralt backgrou nd causes,. It is alec worth noting thamt Cit izen

between the
conflicts
Of potential.
the
discussion
6 Proposed
Likewise,.
ground
testing
feelilities
at the MTS
and DOE's
Xnvirdhmentel Restoration
mad Masta Management(IMN)care also
not fullyaseaseedin the dcmnt. plannedCEMU activitiesat
MIS include,
the preparationof a slt*-cidaCIS.This CIS cill
"smese
thle long-termimpactof aeneirosmmntal restoration, caste
.1 mnagen&1t. aniddecontaxinetion and decomeissloning activities
addsition,
D0S has proposedMIS
for
ll r~grM a the mite,
site for low-levalend losand disposal
storageThese
laslvlmixed
aegionelcaste..
plans,alongcith th, current tes:ting
mormtorium end posusibility
of a test ben, have already altered
hitonic lendlose activities at the mite. Yet the NIS faills to
ether eknocedg Or ed~drm1hoc the SNIP Program would Conflict
cith teechanging
anieon reguiremenlts.
as

rsistv

global" nuclearweapons fallout. and xspomuro to radon gai -9 basedon an average nationalrate. The OEIS faIls to consider
a25other available data from ongoing radiation monlitoring programe
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The Dols calculates the worst cas" eipesurs oUns
thea Coft a
1,00 oeeseo of reaction tiASH, with a ewsain
saposr of a00
arms. Dasher do you esh. ths caesfPer t*V a resactio &N003
s
in
VI3out Of centbrals=dleads to a esltdown or amplosis wauld stop at
I,00
oo
5005o . hsresultine estistes of the Iinvestory of
rsdiimwlides Prosest sand the doess delivered to a mximies y
asesedmmIndividual are thus Iniunooursts.
151
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ZLANINIZANLIME
praopons using the ON'~s Safety Analysis SsportinQ
proesse. The mis Proposes a pregressive syetes or reporting
aimlos with .50k test "rsrea. ?mis prccsss will cnters to 00m
orders,.s
TIsA seProsch ts unsaetsle. TMe 0815 should constain act
easipeis of Safesty Procedures sand structures. The docusment
suffes two micer flesh at this point - orns. the prosies of later
saf ety Analysis resorts is not suff iciest for the public
160understanding of whist. saetty step.; will actually ho taken sand
that no stepswill ha lesapras
d foI ownyo
ties conceres
In, the futres sad t,
the O0C5 .toiu
rc
record with
puhlic husIth and safety of Its adworkers is He guarantee of
saefty. aollowing 009 ordars Is not sufficient "e a safety
Analysis proces.
11111 065

_

_

-

Al aines there is no clearly dsfinod need or purpose for this
Iprogram. rnrw YXM only the h 0i
5taOIwis
acceptable.

etl apurpos, anldneed for the
13.i
rocss
Tie houd h supeoad
FO sa4
am
nuclear rocket engine ramdefined .

If the Air Force sd 006 insiet that the program conltinue, this
0815 wht Do drastically re-writtan. 1n fact it should be sholvued
until the PM1 Process me both MoM sand Saconfigurstion are
compileted. milk MI~ hove Leapl priority over the SINP US8 and
the coolulone of th palf5 proces will aiter the final ci on0*
the 9m".
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Dear Capdtalfn
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to hlpsth
Air
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. issued
sucsear Thermal Prpulsion (amI), program/sj~
th
tO the Air Force (federal load) with the
by the DemetsOur review is
Departmnent of Energy as cooperating a=x.
pursuant to the National Enviromantal Poll0 Act
OVnA)*Council on Environmental Quality regulations
Ioeening
(40sCli Parts 1500-1944), end Section309 of the Cleen Air
Act. oft appreciate that the Air Force granted ZPA anl
Leeftl
pest the coseing of the public Commentperiod, Octoberes. 1393,
to subeit comments. spa Region 1IS' review Meebeen coordinated
with legion X, since one of the sit"e evaluated for SNI is at
the Idaho National Ingineering Laboratory; the second site being
considered is in "VgIon X, at the Saddle Mountaint Teat station
within the Nevade Test Site.
In the proposed program, tha Air Force, would dvlop
technolog for and teat a Particle bed reactor ("aS) propulsion
which could Poer en advanced upper staeg rocket engine.
theory this engine Could provide greater thrust-to-wsiglit a"d
efficiency In using the propellent (hydrogen) then conventional
propulsion systems. However. specific applications for suchi an
engine are not "secribed in the MS3. The PRO design said related
technologies for the testing facility.
lb:e the treatment
sysetm for radioactive effluent, aredecrbe
on
sp~aly. he
chiaracterised In the DEIS, the proposed sactionsetal thre
decisions%whstbar to continue the WP program using nuclear
thermal propulsion; whether to construct end operate a MA
validation test facility; and whereito site the test facility.
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Because the DI1I provides little information on the
considerations regarting continuation of the HOWPprogram, and
evaluating the performance and cDeta of nuclear thermal
poullnrlotis to altsrnatives,
our review focomeseon the
en oe
land health and "elfey logo"assaeociated With
I I proeact design end Siting. However. we do recomend that the
m4 F11 include background information on why WN would be
Iconsidered preferable to other rocket propusionM technologies,
Iandanticipated consatao tpe SMI program, am prop.sed.
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4 1. Although the proposed action includes the decision Whether
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2.5

Amongthe overall purposes of the action. the DEIS cites
reducing cost.of military operations (p.i1-3) and developmsent of
(p. 1-4). No documentation of ptnilcost
effectiveness of
h proposed technology isprovided. however. The rZIS should
provide information
on proj*Ctedcostsof proposaland explain
how cost of nuclearthermalpropulsioncompareswith other
options.
propulieon

6 2. The nuclear reactors in the PIPET (sub-scal*l facility and
ground test articles (GTE) Will involve high-level radioactive
materials. Although the 0EIS addresseas
assembly. handling and
transportation of this material, there is virtually no discuasion
of the fat* of fuel elements after testinghas been completed.
for example, the DEIS observesthat w(a~fter the lest teat of a
series, the PIPETcanisterassemblyContainingfuel elements
Would be removed for interim etorage on sits and possible
or disposal" (p. 26.31 transport off sits for furtherPp.examination
4-45-49 and APP41ndiX3) the DEI0
sections (see
Inlter
10):.
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"that irradiated
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oCrrent programs end plane,. after
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Aerselbe. Release of solid or liquid materials to a gs stream as small suspended particles. The
particles ae created *,rough the addition of considerable energy (heat, mechanical, etc.) to the
material being aerosolized. The particulates which are created can generaly be tapped using
appropriate filter media to "clean" the gas stream.
methodolOgy for estimating environmental concentrations and dose
AIDOS--PC. A c
to man from airbome releases of radionuclides. This model is approved by EPA for use in

demonstrating compliance with ar quality standards.
Amblent Air Guality beidards. Standards established on a federal or state level which define the
limits for airborne concentrations of designated criteria pollutants (nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide,
carbon monoxide, lead, ozone, and particulate matter [PMoJ).
As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). An approach to radiation protection to control or
manage exposures (both Individual and collective to the work force and general public) as low as
reasonable social, technical, economic, practical, and public policy considerations permit. ALARA
is not a dose limit but a process, which has the objective of dose levels as far below applicable

limits as reasonably possible.
Atmospheric Dispersion. The process of air pollutants being dispersed In the atmosphere by the
wind that clares the pollutants away from their source and by turbulent air motion that results
from solar heating of the earth's surface and air movement over rough terrain and surfaces.
Attainment Area. An area that has been designated by the U.S. EPA and the appropriate state air
quality agency as having ambient air quality (levels below the ceiling levels defined under the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAOS)J.
Ba•kground Radiadoin. Ionizing radiation present in the environment from cosmic rays and natural

sources in the earth; background radiation varies considerably with location.
beellne. The existing hacterization of an area under no-project conditions.
Bunlnat

Cases. Those credible scenarios, events, and accidents which have been identified as
producing maximum environmental impacts and which, therefore, provide the basis for quantified
estimates of the maximum credible consequences associated with this proposed action.
CAP-4S. A computational methodology for estimating environmental concentrations and dose to
man from arborne releases of radionuclides. This model is approved by EPA for use in

demons•uating complience with Air Quality Standards.
Corllable (or Controlled) Area. Those areas where trained red-safe monitors are available, where
are effective (where the exposure of each Individual can be documented), where
comnco
people can be expected to comply with recommended remedial action, and where remedial actions
against uptake of radlonuclides In the food chain are practicable.
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Contrd Fadty. The control facility is an earth-covered reinforced-concrete building in which the

PUR validation "s activities would be controled and mnitored. Other projected activities
performed from the control facility include access control to the test station.

Coolant. A substance, either gas or liquid, circulated through a nuclear reactor or processing plant
to remove hea.
Core Riease Fraction. That fraction of the Fission Product Inventory released from the reactor

core during either normal operation or during accidental relese.
Core Releae. The quanity of radionuclides released from the reactor core. The result of the

Fission Product Inventory and the Core Release Fraction.

Cosmic Ray. Electrons and the nuclei of atoms, largely hydrogen, that impinge upon the earth from
al directions of space with nearly the speed of light. Also known as cosmic radiation; primary
cosmic rays.
Council on Environmental uhality (CEO). Established by the National Policy Act (NEPA), the CEO
consists of three members appointed by the President. CEO regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508,
as of July 1. 1986) described the process for implementing NEPA, including preparabon of
enviromental assessments and environmental impact statements, and the timing and extent of

public participation.
Critical Assembly. An assembly of sufficient fissionable and moderator material to sustain fission
chain reaction at a low power level.
Criticality. An expression of the ability of a fission reaction to sustain itself, based upon the

change in numbe of neutrors engaging in the fission reaction, with each such neutron being
responsible for a fission event. Since not all neutrons result in a fission event (some escape or are

absorbed without resulting in a fission event), a self-sustained reaction requires that enough
neutrons am produced in the fission events to sustain the reaction rate after accounting for losses.
Such a balanced, equilibrium situation is referred to as critical reaction, which is self-sustaining
(doesn't need an outside neutron source) and stable (the fission rate is neither Increasing nor

dropping off). A reaction which is subgtial is producing insufficient neutrons to offset neutron
losses; hence the reaction rate will drop off if an outside source of neutrons is not present (this is
the case during reactor shutdown and power reductions). A reaction which is Suglica1
produces more neutrons than are lost. This allows an increase in the reaction rate (such is the case

during reactor start-up or power increases). Magnitudes of "subs and "super" criticality are often
expressed using nmxdiers such as "highly supercritical" (the reaction rate is increaing at a Ier
rapid rate (eg.., an atomic bombi) or "slightly subcritical" (the reaction rate is decreasing very

slowly).
Cryogenic Fluids. Those fluids that are below a temperature of 150 K. In the context of this EIS,

cryogenic fluids incklde lu hydroge and liquid oxygen.

Cryogenic Hydrogn. Hydrogen at temperatures below 150 K, which has been transformed from a
gas to a liquid. Cryogenic hydrogen may be used as both a coolant and propellant.

Cuturad Rsources. Any building, site, distict, structure, object, data, or other material significant
in history, wch mcture, archaeology, or culture.
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Cumual&ve Effects. The aggregation of project included effects within the project's Region of
Influence. The term cumulative has also been used to denote aggregated effects over several years
as against net effects In a given year.

Daest.

A fine-grained extrusive igneous rock consisting of Plagioclase and quartz minerals,

together with either hornblende, biotite (mica), or pyroxene.
Decmmissioning. The permanent removal from service of the surface facilities and components of
the validation test facility.
Decontamination. The removal of unwanted material (especially radioactive material) from the
surface of or from within other material.
Deflagratlon. Combustion in which the flame speed is below the speed of sound.
Detonation. Combustion in which the flame speed is above the speed of sound.
Dewar. A double-walled glass or metal flask container that is well insulated with a vacuum in the
annulus. It is used for storing liquified gases and hot or cold fluids. Large vessels are used for
truck and rail movement of liquified gases.
Disturbed Area. Specific land area which has had its surface altered by grading, digging, or other
activities related to construction.
Dose Commitment. Dose commitment is that total radiation dose equivalent, internal or external In
origin, to the whole body or specified part of the body, that will be received during the 50-year
period following the release of radioactive material to the specific environment. Dose quantities
that apply to the "Wole Body" shall also apply to the head and trunk, active blood-forming organs,
gonads, and lens of the eyes. Dose quantities that apply to "Q.OtherOlga shall apply to those
organs not specified above.
Dose Equivalent (H). The product of absorbed dose (d) in reds in tissue. a quality factor (Q), and
other modifying factors (N). Dose equivalent (H) is expressed in units of rem.
EffMlnt. Waste material discharged into the environment. In the case of this EIS, the major
effluent of concern is that produced by the testing of the ground test articles.
Effluent Treatment System (ETS). A system designed to remove fission contaminants generated as
a result of ground testing activities. The ETS would be designed to treat radioactive particulate,
iodine, and noble gas releases.
Emission Factor. The rate at which a pollutant is emitted from a point, line, or area source.
Endangered Species. A species that is threatened with extinction throughout all or a significant
portion of its range. Defined by the Endangered Species Act, as amended (16 USC 703 at seq.).
Engine Nozzle. The orifice through which hot propellant is ejected to initiate thrust.
Engine ntegration Test (EIT). A test designed to demonstrate the propellant management system
without an operating reactor in the loop. Heat would be generated by combusting hydrogen In an
oxygen-rich environment.
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EnvironmentMa Radletion. The summation of all naturally occurring and man-induced
exposures an individual residing in a region receives. This includes the contributions
radiation (cosmic rays, terreatrial radionuclidea and internal radioisotope deposition),
and dental x-rays, global nuclear weapons fallout, consumer and industrial products,

radiation
of background
radon, medical
and air travel.

Ephemeral. Lasting for a day or less.
Eplcenter. The point on the earth's surface directly above the focus of an earthquake.
ETS Release Fractions. The fraction of radionuclides sent to the ETS that is released from the ETS

without being treated or trapped.
Exposure rate (XW.The exposure per unit time.
Fisson Product Inventory. Those radionuclides created within the reactor core during operation as
a direct result of the fission process.
Frt. A concentric metal cylinder that acts as a supporting structural member while being
sufficiently porous to allow gas to flow through. In the PBR fuel element design, a *cold" frit is
maintained at low temperatures and is used to control flow and pressure drop. A "hot" frit
operates at high temperatures and forms a companion cylinder to the cold frit, confining and

supporting the fuel -

.

Fuel Element. The smallest structurally discrete part of a reactor or fuel assembly that has nuclear
fuel as its principal constituent. The term fuel element is a general term and a more precise term
such as fuel pellet, plate, rod, pin, cluster, bundle, subassembly, or assembly should be used.
Fuel Kernel. The center of a fuel particle which contains the enriched uranium.
Fuel Particle. A tiny microsphere that contains fissile material. It consists of either a kernel of
highly enriched uranium carbide, concentric carbon layers of varying densities, and one or more
Ful-d4ale Facility. The sub-scale facility expanded to accommodate the EIT, mini-OTA, and GTA
testing activities. Additional upgrade from the sub-scale facility includes additional testing cells,
coolant storage and control instrumentation.
Gigawat

A unit of power equal to 1 billion watts.

Ground Test Articles (GTAs). A series of up to ten reactors which, as they are tested, gradually
approach the desired prototypic conditions. The mini-GTAs are sub-scale test articles while the
GTAs are full-scale test articles.
Halogems. Any of the elements that form part of group VII A of the periodic table and exist in the
free state normally as diatomic molecules; these include fluorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine, and
astane.
Hot Hydrogen GOe Generator. A unit that produces hot hydrogen gas (approx 2,700 K; 2,430 C)
by combusting hydrogen in an oxygen-rich environment. The hot hydrogen gas generator is used
as part of the Engine Integration Test.
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Inversion. A reversal of a normal atmospheric temperature gradient, causing increasing

tempetures with height.
Ionfg Radiation. Radiation that can displace electrons from atoms or molecules, thereby

producing Ions.
Irreversible and Iretrievable Commitment of Resources. Involves land areas committed during
operation, funding for construction and materials, chemicals, and water that would be consumed
during construction and operation and would be unable to replace.
Isotope. Atoms of an element that contain the same number of positive nuclear charges and have
the same extra-nuclear electronic structure, but differ in the number of neutrons.
Joule. A unit of energy of work equivalent to 1 watt per second, 0.737 foot-pound, or
4.18 calories.
Kelvin (K). A temperature scale that designates absolute zero as 0 K(-2730C).
Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR). Hazardous wastes which are subject to restrictions for land
disposal as identified and defined in 40 CFR Part 268.
Latent Cancer Fatality (LCF). A death from cancer which is attributed to exposure to ionizing
radiation.
Low-Level Waste (LLW). All radioactive waste not classified as high-level waste, spent nuclear
fuel, transuranic waste, uranium mill tailings or Mixed Waste. LLW can contain transuranic
nuclides in concentrations not greater than 100 nanocuries per gram.
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS). A gaussian-diffusion computational
methodology for estimating environmental concentrations and dose consequences to man from
airborne releases of radionuclides. This model was developed by Sandia National Laboratories.
Maximally Exposed Individual (MEl). The hypothetical individual receiving the highest potential
dose (the MEI dose) as a result of a radiological release, or series of releases. The MEI dose is
calculated from the sum of all release-related external and internal exposures received during a
fifty-year period following the release, based upon the presence of the hypothetically exposed
individual at the location where the highest exposure occurs for the etire fifty-year exposure
duration. The MEI dose is used for comparison with regulatory (NESHAP) requirements for airborne
releases of radioactive material.
Meguoule. A unit of energy equal to one million joules. Work performed when power is expended
at the rate of 1 megawatt for 1 second.
Megawatt. A unit of power equal to 1 million watts.
Mesozoic. A period of geologic time extending from about 245 million to 66 million years ago.
Mihirem. A fractional unit of a rem. 1 millirem

=

1/1,000 rem.

Mini-GTA. The sub-scale test article tested prior to the Ground Test Article (GTA).
Mitigation.

Methods to reduce or eliminate adverse project impacts.
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Mixed Wasts. Waste containing both radioactive and hazardous components as defined by the
Atomic Energy Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, respectively.
Nationa Environmnental Policy Act INEPA). Public Law 91-190, passed by Congress in 1969. The
Act established a national policy designed to encourage consideration of the influences of human
activities (e.g., population growth, high-density urbanization, industrial development) on the natural
environment. NEPA also established the Council on Environmental Quality. NEPA procedures
require that environmental Information be made available to the public before decisions are made.
Information contained in NEPA documents must focus on the relevant issues in order to facilitate

the docision-making process.
National Piorities List (NPL). A list of sites (federal and state) that contain hazardous materials that
may cause an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of individuals property, or the
environment.
Nnattalm ent Area. An area that has been designated by the U.S. EPA and appropriate state air
quality agency as exceeding one or more National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
Normal Operation. The range of full-power operation conditions that can be achieved when
seasonal variations in ambient conditions are taken into account.
Nuclear Element Tests (NET). A series of tests designed to demonstrate the integrity and
performance of fuel element designs under conditions of high temperature and moderate hydrogen
flow.
Operational Boundary. The operational boundary is the reactor building (or the nearest physical
personnel barrier in cases where the reactor building is not a principal physical personnel barrier)
where the reactor chief administrator has direct authority over all activities. The ares within this
boundary shall have prearranged evacuation procedures known to personnel frequenting the area.
Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTW). An OTV can be thought of as a reusable, space-based tugboat.
Once deployed in low earth orbit (LEO), an OTV would be sent to retrieve/return a satellite in a
higher orbit not accessible by the space shuttle or space station. Such a capability would allow
LEO repair and servicing of expensive military satellites which are currently disposed of due to
failure and/or depletion of on-board, station-keeping propellant. This leads to reduced launch costs,
less space debris, and an improved amortization of military space-based assets. After use, the OTV
would be reserviced by astronauts for a future retrieval mission. Because OTVs require a nearly
permanent human presence in LEO, they have not been used. OTVs only become attractive with a
robust space transportation system, including routine human access to space. OTVs would operate
at thrust levels comparable to a launch vehicle third stage (10-50 thousand pounds).
ORIGEN. An acronym for ORNL Isotope Generation. ORIGEN-2 is the second generation of the
code.
Particle Bed Reactor Integral Performance Eement Test (PIPET). A series of tests designed to
demonstrate the reactor fuel elements operation at prototypic power densities, temperatures,
pressures, flow rates, and power durations.
Particle Bed Reactor (PBR). A nuclear reactor fueled by elements comprised of small microspheres
placed in an annulus formed by a cold and hot frit. The reactor is cooled by cryogenic liquid

hydrogen.
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Posqui Stablity Class. Stability classes ranging from A (extremely unstable) through
F (Moderately Stable) indicate the turbulent nature of the atmosphere. Extremely unstable
conditions enhance diffusion (generally reducing pollutant concentrations) while moderately stable
conditions Inhibit diffusion and pollutant dispersion.
Plume. The elong&ted pattern of contaminated air or water originating at a point-source mission,
such as a smokestack, or a waste source, such as a hazardous waste disposal site.
Population Center Distance. The distance from a power or testing reactor to the nearest boundary
of densely populated center containing more than 25,000 residents (see 10 CFR 73.2).
Production Reactor. A reactor whose primary purpose is to produce fissile or other materials or to
perform irradiations on an industrial scale. Unless otherwise specified, the term usually refers to a
plutonium-proc.jction reactor. Reactors in this class include fissile material production reactor,
isotope-production reactor, and irradiation reactor.
Protected Area. An area encompassed by physical barriers to which access is controlled (see
10 CFR 73.2).
Ouatemary. A geologic period of the Cenozoic era extending from about 1.6 million years ago to
the present.
Radioactive Waste. Materials from nuclear operations that are radioactive or are contaminated with
radioactive materials, and for which use, reuse, or recovery are impractical.
Radioactivity. The spontaneous decay or disintegration of unstable atomic nuclei, accompanied by
the emission of radiation.
Radioisotope. Nuclides of the same element (same number of protons in their nuclei) that differ In
the number of neutrons and that spontaneously emit particles or electromagnetic radiation.
Reactor Control. Safety rods, control drums, or other mechanisms used to control the fission
process within a reactor.
Region of Influence. The geographical region which would be expected to be affected in some way
by the proposed action. Generally, a region of influence is defined for each resource area
associated with a proposed action.
Rem. Unit of exposure to biological material calculated by multiplying the dose (in rads) by a
quality factor which accounts for the biological effectiveness of the type of radiation producing the
exposure.
Remote Inspection and Maintenance System. Inspection and maintenance of radioactive or
contaminated equipment by means of a manipulator or robot.
Rhyolte. An extrusive igneous rock similar in composition to granite, but with much smaller crystal
sizes (finer-grained), and often showing characteristics of flow.
RSAC-4. A gaussian-diffusion computational methodology for estimating environmental
concentrations and dose consequences to man from airborne releases of radionuclides. This model
was developed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratories.
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Hurd Zone. A rural zone Is a sparsely populated but not directly controlled area or neighborhood
where evacuation of all personnel can be achieved in loss than 2 hours using available resources.
Sintering. Process for heating alloys to a temperature less than the melting point.
Site Boundary. The site boundary is that boundary, not necessarily having restrictive barriers
surrounding the operations boundary, wherein the reactor administrator may directly initiate
emergency activities. The area within the site boundary may be frequented by people
unacquainted with reactor operation.
Characteristic of a geographically defined location that may vary considerably from
Site-Specific.
characteristics of adjacent locations or the characteristics of a larger area within which the
location
in questions is contained.
Sold Wastes. Waste material that is an essentially in a dry, solid form. Waste may include welldrained containers or liquids which have been entrapped or otherwise solidified so that they will
retain their solid form without the presence of free liquids during handling, transportation, storage,
or disposal. Viscous waste material is determined to be a solid by testing in accordance with
American Society for Testing Materials Standards D4359, "Standard Test Method for Determining
Whether a Material Is a Uquid or a Solid."
Source Term (System Release). The quantity of radionuclides released from the test system to the
environment during either operational or accidental conditions. The Source Term is the product of
the Fission Product Inventory, the Core Release Fractions, and the ETS Release Fractions.
Special Nuclear Material. Plutonium, uranium-233, uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the
isotope 235, and any other material which the NRC, pursuant to the provisions of Section 51 of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, determines to be special nuclear material.
Specific Implse U.). Specific impulse is a measure of the effectiveness of a rocket engine and is
exprssed in units of time (seconds); it represents the capability of generating a unit of force
(pounds) for a given period of time (seconds) for a unit of propellant weight (pounds).

Subciticl. See Criticality.
Sub cale Facility. The first phase of the ground test activity that is intended to accommodate the
PIPET testing. The sub-scale facility would include a control bunker, data acquisition and
Instrumentation/control systems, a receiving and assembly facility, a test cell, a coolant supply
system, an effluent treatment system, a remote inspection and maintenance system, roads and
services, and safeguards and physical security.
Superiticl. See Criticality.

SFecal uisds Process. One of three processes used to create fuel kernels. This process
involves the deposition of zirconium into a porous uranium-carbon kernel. Supercritical fluids are
non-wetting dense gases and are obtained by controlling temperature and pressure in a controlled
reaction chamber. They are used to carry the zirconium carbide precursors into the fine porosity of

the kernel.
Dhermolminesnt Radiation Dosimeters. These instruments measure ionizing radiation exposures
from natural radioactivity in the sir and soil, cosmic radiation from outer space, fallout from nuclear
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wepn tests, radioactivity from fossil fuel burning, and radioactive emissions from site operation
and other industrial processing.
Threatened Species. A species that has the potential to become endangered.
Endangered Species Act, as amended 116 USC 703 et ssq.).

Defined by the

Thust-to-Woight Ratio. A measure of the performance of a rocket engine; it is tho thrust produced
by the engine divided by the woight of the engine and propellant.
Transuranic Waste (TRUW. Radioactivo waste containing alpha-emitting radionuclides having an
atomic number greater than 92 and half-lives greater than 20 years in concentrations greater than

1o0 ncl/o.
Tuff. A general term for solidified pyroclastic (volcanic) rocks. Often refers to lithified volcanic ash
or sand particles. A welded tuff is a glass-rich pyroclestic rock that has been hardened by the
welding of the glass particles from its own heat.
U-235. A fissionable isotope of uranium.
Uncontrolled Area. See Controllable Area.
Upper Stage. The second or third stage of a space launch vehicle. Depending on the mission, it
will ignite either in the upper reaches of the atmosphere or in LEO. On a two-stage launch vehicle,
the upper stage delivers the payload to LEO while a three-stage vehicle uses the upper stage to
deliver the payload to geosynchronous orbit (GEO) or an earth escape trajectory. Typically, upper
stages operate between 10 and 100 thousand pounds of thrust, depending on launch vehicle and
stage. Current chemical propellant upper stages are expended after use.
Urban Boundary. The nearest boundary of a densely populated area or neighborhood containing
population of such number or in such a location that a complete rapid evacuation is difficult or
cannot be accomplished within 2 hours using available resources.

Vaporize. Release of solid or liquid materials to a gas stream as gaseous material. Such a release
requires the addition of considerable energy (usually extreme heat), especially to any solid materials
being vaporized. Filter media are ineffective at trapping and separating the vaporized (gaseous)
material from the rest of the gas stream.

Wetlands. Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency
and duration suffrcient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence
of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

SN'TP FE/S
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AADT
AFR
ALARA
ANL-W
ANS
ANSI
APE
ARA
ARCHIE
ASME
B&W
BLM
BP
BWMF
C
CAA
CEQ
CERCLA

average annual daily traffic
Air Force regulation
as low as reasonably achievable
Argonne National Laboratory West
American Nuclear Society
American National Standards Institute
area of potential effect
Auxiliary Reactor
Automated Resource for Chemical Hazard Incident Evaluation
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Babcock and Wilcox
Bureau of Land Management
before present
Bulk Waste Management Facility
centigrade
Clean Air Act
Council on Environmental Quality
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and

Liability Act
CFA
CFR
CONUS
CP-1
CSS
CTF

Central Facilities Area
Code of Federal Regulations
continental United States
Control Point 1
coolant supply system
Contained Test Facility

dBA

adjbsted decibel

DEIS

draft environmental impact statement

DOD

Department of Defense

DOE
DOE/NV
DOT
DRI
DSB
E-MAD
EIS
EIT
EM
EOC
EPA
ESAAB
ETS
FEIS
FRMAC
GH.
GH2
GTA
HEPA
I&C
ICPP

Department of Energy
Department of Energy Nevada Field Office
Department of Transportation
Desert Research Institute
Defense Science Board
engine maintenance and disassembly
environmental impact statement
engine integration test
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
Environmental Operations Center
Environmental Protection Agency
DOE Energy Systems Acquisition Advisory Board
effluent treatment system
final environmental impact statement
Federal Radiological Measurement and Assessment Center
gaseous helium
gaseous hydrogen
ground test article
high efficiency particulate air
instrumentation and control system
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
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INEL

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

0

specific mpuls

K

Kelvin

kPa

kilopascal

kV
LCF
LDR
LH 2
LLW
LN2
LOX
MACCS
MEI
mgjI
MGD

kilovolt
latent cancer fatality
land disposal restriction
liquid hydrogen
low level waste
Ilquid nitrogen
liquid oxygen
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System
Maximally Exposed Individual
milligrams per liter
million gallons per day

MPg

megapascals

mrem
mrem/yr
MSL
MVA
MW
MWMU
NAAQS
NCRP
NEPA
NESHAP
NFPA
NOAA
NOI
NPL
NRC
NRDA
NRF
NTS
ORNL
OSHA
PBF

milliroentgen equivalent man (millirem)
millirems per year
mean sea level
megavolt amperes
megawatts
mixed waste management unit
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
National Council on Radiation Protection
National Environmental Policy Act
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
National Fire Protection Association
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Notice of Intent
National Priorities List
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nevada Research and Development Area
Naval Reactor Facility
Nevada Test Site
Oak Ridge National Laboratories
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Power Burst Facility

PBR

particle bed reactor

PEIS
PIE
PIPET
PM10
PSD
Psi
RCRA
ROD
RWMC
RWMS

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
premurized ion chamber
post-irradiation examination
particle bed reactor integral performance element test
particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter
prevention of significant deterioration
pounds per square inch
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Record of Decision
Radioactive Waste Management Complex
Radioactive Waste Management Site

SAR

safety analysis report

SER
SARA

safety evaluation report
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

PIC

SNTP FEIS
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SHPO

State Historic Preservation Officer

SMTS
SNL

Saddle Mountain Test Station
Sandia National Laboratories

SNTP

Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion

SRS

Savannah River Site

SST

safe, secure transport

TAN
TRA
TRU

Test Area North
Test Reactor Area
transuranic

UBC

Uniform Buldfi

UGT

underground test

USC

United States Code

WIPP
WROC
WSNSO

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Waste Reductions Operations Complex
Weather Service Nuclear Support Office
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SYMBOLS OF ELEMWNS/CHEMICALS
AC

Be
Be
Or
C
Cd
Ce
Cf
Co,
CO
Ca
Cu
Dy
Er
Eu
Go
Gd
Go
H
Ho
I
In
Kr
La
Ma
Mo
Na
Nb
Nd
NO.
NO,
Np
0X

Actinium
Silver
Aluminum
Americium
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Bromine
Carbon
Cadmium
Carlum
Californiumn
Cobalt
Carbon monoxide
Cesium
Copper
Dysprosium
Erbium
Europiumn
Gallium
Gadoinium
Germanium
Hydrogen
Holmium
Iodine
Indiumn
Krypton
Lanthanumn
Magnesium
Molybdenum
Sodium
Niobium
Neodymiumn
Nitrogen oxides
Nitrogen dioxide
Neptuniumn
Oxygen

03

Ozone

Pa
Pb

Protactiniumn
LOad
Palladium
Poeium
Polonium
Praseodymiumn
Plutonium
Rubidiumn
Rhodiumn
Ruthenium
Antimony

Aq
Al
Am

As

Pd
Pmn
Po
Pr
Pu
Rb
Rh
Ru
Sb

SNTP FEIS
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so
Sw
Smn
Sn
503
Sr
Tb
TC
TCE
To
Th
U

Xe

Solenkum
Silicon
Samarium
Tin
Sulffw doxide
Strontium
Terbium
Technetlum
Trchworo~thybne
Telluimn
Thorium
Uranium
Xenon

Y

Yttrium

Zn
Zr

Zinc
Zirconium
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NOTICE OF INTENT
TO PREPARE AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
SPACE NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION PROGRAM

The Department of the Air Force is conducting the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP)

Program to develop the technology for a nuclear thermal propulaion avatemn. The SNTP Program
Office at Phillip Laboratory, Kirtland AFB, NM Is managing pogram activities and intends to study

the environmentel issues associated with the SNTP program. To this end, the Air Force Center of
Environmental Excellence (AFCEE) will prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for uaa in

the decalnmk

ing procqm.

Successful developrnent of nuclear thermal propulsion system technology would allow future
conaderatom of the acquisition of a cost-effective rocket to support national defense and civil
space missions.
SNTP Program decisions to be made include: a) whether or not to continue the SNTP program

through the developnt of nuclea thermal propulsion technology; b) whether or not to construct
and operate a ground test facility; and c) where to locm the ground test facility If the program Is
to continue. Decisions on whether to build a rocket for flight testing and the acquisition of
operational rockets ae not included In the proposed action; these decisions are not part of the
SNTP technology development program.
The SNTP ground test facility is proposed to be located at either the Nevada Test Site or the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory.

Scoping will be conducted to identify environmental concerns and issues that need to be addressed
in the EIS. The EIS will assess the issues pertaining to the decisions to be made. Two pubic
acoping meetings will be held as pert of the process (one each In Los Vega, NV and Idaho Fal.
ID) to detemine the environmental issumes nd concerns that should be addressed. The scoping
meetings are tentatively scheduled for April 1992. Notice of the exact time and place of the

meeting will be published in the news media.
Public inpu and comments ae solicited concerning the environmental aspects of the proposed
program. To assure the program office will have sufficient time to fully consider public inputs on
issues, written comments should be mailed to ensure receipt no later than May 15, 1992.
Comments concerning the proposed project or the EIS should be addressed to:
Lt Col Gary Baumgartel
Director of Environmental Planning
AFCEE/ESE
Building 1155
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5000
(512) 536-3907

SNTP FEIS
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT MAILING LIST
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT MAILING LIST

Federal Agencies - National

HO AFMC (I)/CEVC
Attn: Lynn Engelman
Building 266
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Attn: Don Kilma, Director
Office of Project Review
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, #809
Washington, DC 20004

HO USAF/CEVP
Attn: Mr. Jack C. Bush
The Pentagon, Room 5D381
Washington, DC 20330-5130

AEDC/SDEV
Attn: Bill Dunne
100 Kindel Dr., Suite B-314
Arnold AFB, TN 37389-2314

Innovative Technology Applications
Department 6515
Attn: William H. McCulloch
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM 87185

AFCEE/ES-S
Regional Compliance Office
Attn: Phil Lammi
630 Sansome Street, Room 1316
San Francisco, CA 94111

J-DO, MS-F670
Attn: Dr. Mike Hynes
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Attn: Mr. Walter Kato
Building 197c
29 Cornell Drive
Upton, NY 11973

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Attn: Susan Voss
SM30 Bikini Rd.
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Capt Lonnie Manning
SAALC/EMP
Kelly AFB, TX 78241

Mr. Paul Klock
30 SPW/XPR
Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437-5000

Center for Environmental Health and
Injury Control (P29)
Special Programs Group
Centers for Disease Control
Atlanta. GA 30333

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Attn: John S. Clark
Lewis Research Center
Mail Stop AAC-2
2100 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135

Dot 1, AFSA/SE
Attn: Col. Matson
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117
Headquarters
Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Federal Activities (Mail Stop A-104)
Attn: Bead Young
401 "M" Street, SW, Room M-2119
Washington, DC 20460

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Attn: Bonnie Kaltenstein
Lewis Research Center
Mail Stop AAC-2
2100 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
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National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22151

U.S. Department of Energy/NE-50
Attn: Mr. E. Wahlquist
19901 Germantown Rd.
Germantown, MD 20874

Phillips Laboratory
Attn: Charles D. Harmon
3750 Lowry Ave SE, Bldg 423 PL/VT-X
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-5777

U.S. Department of Energy/EH-252
Ann: Mr. Robert Strickler
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

Sandia National Laboratories
Organization 6513, Building 962, Room 2402
Attn: Mr. George Allen
Albuquerque, NM 87185

U.S. Department of Energy/NS-20
Attn: Mr. Andrew Marchese
19901 Germantown Road
Germantown, MD 20874

Space Systems Division/CEV
Attn: John Edwards
2400 El Segundo Blvd.
Bldg. 130 Rm 1190
Los Angeles AFB, CA 90245

U.S. Department of Energy/DP-9
Attn: Mr. Tim Pflaum
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

USAFWTC/JAV
Attn: Jay McCain
17 England Ave.
Nellis AFB, NV 89191

U.S. Department of Energy/NE-52
Attn: J. Warren
19901 Germantown Rd.
Germantown, MD 20874

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Environmental Coordination Office
Attn: Robert Cunningham
Forest Service - USDA
P.O. Box 96090, Room 4204
Washington, DC 20090

U.S. Department of Energy/GC-11/GA11 3/FORS
Attn: Steve Ferguson
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Commerce
Attn: Ms. Allison Kaufman
Director, Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
Room 5415, Commerce Building
Washington, DC 20230
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
Attn: Louise Maillet, Director
Office of Environment and Energy
800 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20591
U.S. Department of Energy
Director, Environmental Compliance Division
Attn: Gus Vazquez
EH-232, Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, SW,
Room 3G-092
Washington, DC 20585-0001
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U.S. Department of Energy/SC-1/GA155/FORS
Attn: Roger Pressentin
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
U.S. Department of Energy
Attn: Major Jim Felty
DP/241 GTN
Germantown, MD 20874
U.S. Department of the Interior
Director, Office of Environmental Affairs
Main Interior Building, MS 2340
1849 "C' Street, NW
Washington, DC 20240
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Federda Agency Regional Offices

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Boise Field Station

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Attn: Charles Lobdell

Director, Western Office of Project Review
730 Simms Street, Room 401
Golden, CO 80401

4696 Overland Road, Room 576
Boise, ID 83705

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Western Nevada Agency
5533 Mark Twain Ave
Carson City, NV 98701
Bureau of Land Management
Attn: David Brunner
3948 Development Avenue
Boise, ID 83709

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Regional Office
500 NE Multnomah Street
Portland, OR 97232
Water Resources Division
Department of Interior
833 Nevada Highway
Boulder City, NV 89005
Federal Elected Officials - Idaho

Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX
Attn: David Tomosovic (E-3)
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Environmental Protection Agency, Region X
Attn: Jerry Opatz
Chief, Environmental Review Section
1200 6th Avenue, MS/WD126
Seattle, WA 98101
INEL Public Affairs
Attn: Lori McNamara
1 Energy Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-1215
J. Mark Fair
Weather Service Nuclear Support Office
Department of Commerce
2753 South Highland
Las Vegas, NV 89109
Jim Warner
DOE Idaho Field Office
785 DOE Place, Mail Stop 1146
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1562
John Leppert
DOE Building
2753 South Highland Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89109

Honorable Larry Craig
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-0001
Honorable Dick Kempthorne
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-0001
Honorable Mike Crapo
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-0001
Honorable Larry LaRocco
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-0001
Federal Elected Officials - Nevada
Honorable Richard Bryan
United States Senate
302 Hart Building
Washington, OC 20510-0001
Honorable Harry Reid
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-0001
Honorable James H. Bilbray
House of Representatives
1431 Longworth HOB
Washington, DC 20515-0001

Commander, TFWC
Nellis Air Force Base
Las Vegas, NV 89191-5000
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Honorable Barbara Vucanovich
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-0001

Honorable Karen Shepherd
House of Representatives
1728 Longworth Building
Washington, DC 20515-0001

Federal Elected Officials - Now Mexico
State Agencies - Idaho
Sen. Pets V. Domenici
Dirkaen Senate Office Building
Room 427
Washington, DC 20510
Sen. Jeff Bingaman
Hart Senate Office Building
Room 110
Washington, DC 20510
Congressman Steven Schiff
Longworth House Office Building
Rncxm 1009
Washiiigton. DC 20515
Congressnan Joe Skeen
Raybum House Office Building
Room 2367
Washington, DC 20515
Congressman Bill Richardson
Rayburn House Office Building
Room 2349
Washington, DC 20515
Federal Elected Officials - Utah
Honorable Bob Bennett
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-0001
Honorable Orrin Hatch
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-0001
Honorable James V. Hansen
House of Representatives
2421 Raybum
Washington, DC 20515-0001
Honorable Bill Orton
House of Representatives
1723 Longworth Building
Washington, DC 20515-0001
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idaho Department of Agriculture
Attn: Dr. Bob Hillman
Box 7249
Boise, ID 83707
Idaho Department of Co)mmerce
Attn: Jim Hawkins
State Capitol
Boise, ID 83702
Idaho Department of Employment
Attn: Connie Ryals
317 Main
Boise, ID 83735
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
Atn: James S. Johnston
IFFO Manager
INEL Oversight Program
1920 E. 17th St., Suite 202
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-8036
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
Atn: Steve Hill
INEL Oversight Program
1410 N. Hilton
Boise, ID 83706
Idaho Department of Lands
Attn: Stan Hamilton, Director
1215 W. State Street
Boise, ID 83720
Idaho Department of Resources
Atn: Frank Sherman
State House Mail
Boise, ID 83720
Idaho Department of Water Resources
Atn: Dave Tuthillj Manager
Western Region Office
2735 Airport Way
Boise, ID 83705
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Idaho Fish and Game Department
Attn: Cal Groan
Box 25
Boise, ID 83702

Idaho State Historical Society
Attn: David Crowder
State Historic Preservation Officer
210 Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
Idaho Transportation Department
Attn: Ted Gwin
8150 Chinden Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714

Nevada Department of Administration
State Clearinghouse
Attn: Ron Sparks
209 E. Muaser Ave., #204
Carson City, NV 89710
Nevada Department of Agriculture
4009 W. Sterfire Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89107
Nevada Department of Commerce
1850 E. Sahara Avenue
Les Vegas, NV 89158

State Board of Education
Attn: Bill Hargrove
650 State Street
Boise, ID 83720

Nevada Department of Commerce
Attn: Larry D. Struve, Director
Nye Building Room 321
1665 Hot Springs Rd
Carson City, NV 89710
Nevada Department of
Conservation

State Department of Education
Attn: Bob Dutton
Len B. Jordan Bldg.
Boise, ID 83720

Natural Resources
Division of Forestry
Attn: Robert E. Poling, II
4747 W. Vegas Dr
Las Vegas, NV 89158

Affairs
State Public
Attn: Georgia Smith
700 W. State Street, 2nd Floor
Boise, ID 83720
State Agencies - Nevada
Nevada Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources
Division of Water Resources
Attn: G.W. Quinn, Chief Engineer
1515 E. Tropicana Ave, Suite 375
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Division of Emergency Management
Attn: Susan C. Moore
2525 S. Carson Street
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710
Las Vegas Environmental Monitoring.&
Systems Lab
Attn: Robert Snelling
944 East Harmon Avenue
P.O. Box 93478
Las Vegas, NV 89193

and

Nevada Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources
Division of Historic Preservation and
Archaeology
128 West Nye Lane, Room 208
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710
Nevada Division of Planning
Blasdel Building Room 20
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710
Nevada State Division of
Environmental Protection
Attn: L.H. Dodgion, Administrator
210 S. Fall Street
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710
Nevada State Geologist
Nevada Bureau of Mines & Geology
University of Nevada, Reno
Reno, NV 89557-0088
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Nevada Wildlife Federation
Atn: Ken Struthers
6062 B0g Bend
Las Vegas. NV 89115

Honorable Stan Hawkins
Idaho Senate
Box 367
Ucon, ID 83454

Radiological Health Section
Bureau of Regulatory Health Services
Attn: Stan Marshall
505 E. King Street, Room 101
Carson City, NV 89710

Honorable Allan F. Larsen
Idaho Senate
848 West Taber Rd.
Blackfoot, ID 83221

Doenn G. Sturm, Coordinator
State Clearinghouse/SPOC
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710
Water RIeources Division
Department of the Interior
400 Railroad
Boulder City, NV 89005
Weather Service Nuclear Support Office
Department of Commerce
2753 South Highland
Ls Vegas, NV 89109
State Agencies - Utah
Utah State Clearinghouse
Attn: Ms. Carolyn Wright
Office of Planning and Budget
Room 116, State Capitol
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Honorable Mary Ellen Lloyd
Idaho Senate
162 Hawthorne Ave.
Pocatello, ID 83204
Honorable Mark G. Ricks
Idaho Senate
3348 S., 1400 W.
Rexburg, ID 83440
Honorable Jerry T. Twiggs
Idaho Senate
955 West 100 South
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Honorable Evan Frasure
Representative, District 29
1946 Beth
Pocatello, ID 83201
Honorable Albert M. Johnson
Member, House of Representatives
12350 North Philbin Road
Pocatello, ID 83202

Stte Elected Officials - Idaho
Honorable Cecil Andrus
Governor of Idaho
State Capitol
2nd Floor, West Wing
Boise, ID 83720
Honorable Rex L. Furness
Idaho Senate
3470 E., 300 N.
Rlgby, ID 83442
Honorable John D. Hanson
Idaho Senate
2840 Weatmoreland Circle
Idaho Fells, ID 83402
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Honorable Golden C. Unford
Member, House of Representatives
2120 West 4200 South
Rexburg, ID 83440
Honorable S. Lynn LoosU
Member, House of Representatives
3140 East 1100 North
Ashton, ID 83420
Honorable Con Mahoney
Member, House of Representatives
4871 South 15 West
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
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Honorable Michael Sinmson
Member, House of Representatives
786 Hoff Drive
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Honorable Ralph J. Steele
Member, House of Representatives
531 South, 52 East
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
State Elected Officials - Nevada
Honorable Bob Miller
Governor of Nevada
Capitol Building
Carson City, NV 89710
Frankie Sue Del Papa, Attorney General
State of Nevada
Heroes' Memorial Building
Carson City, NV 89710
Honorable Ray Rawson
Nevada Senate
6433 Meacham Avenue
LIa Vegas, NV 89107
Callister
Honorable Matthew
Nevada Senate
823 Las Vegas Boulevard, South
Las Vegas, NV 89101
State Elected Officials - Utah
Honorable Norman H. Bangerter
Governor of Utah
210 State Capitol
Saltlake City, UT 84114
Local Government

-

Idaho

Ammon City Council
3270 Molen Street
Ammon, ID 83406

FuWth City Council
P.O. Box 37
FWth, ID 83236
Idaho Falls City Council
P.O. Box 50020
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Inkom City Council
P.O. Box 386
Inkom, ID 83245
Iona City Council
P.O. Box 400
Iona, ID 83427
Mackay City Council
P.O. Box 509
Mackay, ID 83251
Rigby City Council
P.O. Box 386
Rigby, ID 83442
Ririe City Council
P.O. Box 68
Ririe, ID 83443
Saint Anthony City Council
110 West Main Street
Saint Anthony, ID 83445
Shelley City Council
101 South Emerson Avenue
Shelley, ID 83274
Shoshone City Council
P.O. Box 208
Shoshone, ID 83352
Warm River City Council
P.O. Box 593
Ashton, ID 83420

Arco City Council

Local Government - Nevada

P.O. Box 196

Beatty Town Board

Arco, ID 83213
Council
Chubbuck City
P.O. Box 5604
Chubbuck, ID 83202

P.O. Box 336
Beatty, NV 89003
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Clark County Board of Commissioners
225 8ddger Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89101
Eureka County Board of Commissioners
P.O. Box 877
Eureka, NV 89316
Nye County Board of Commissioners
P.O. Box 1031
Tonopah, NV 89049
Nye County Board of Commissioners
Attn: Mr. Steve Bradhurst
P.O. Box 1510
RenO, NV 89505
Local Government

-

Utah

Beaver County Commission
Atn: Chad W. Johnson
140 West 100 North
Beaver, UT 84713

Beaver County Commission

Iron County Commission
Attn: Robert L. Gardner
477 Ridge Road
Cedar City, UT 84720
Iron County Commission
Attn: James C. Robinson
P.O. Box 686
Parowan, UT 84761
Iron County Commission
Attn: Roy P. Ure
395 Dewey Avenue
Cedar City, UT 84720
Kane County Commission
Attn: Raymond R. Loperman
250 North 100 West
Kanab, UT 84741
Kane County Commission
Attn: C. Glen Martin
110 East Red Shadow Lane
Kanab, UT 84741

Attn: Ross Marshall
P.O. Box 247
Minersville, UT 84752

Kane County Commission
Atn: Jack Maxwell
Glendale, UT 84729

Beaver County Commission
Attn: Gary E. Sullivan
372 South 400 West
Milford, LIT 84751

Washington County Commission
Attn: Gayle M. Aldred
197 East Tabernacle
St. George, UT 84770

Garfield County Commission
Attn: Thomas V. Hatch
70 North 400 East
Panguitch, UT 84759

Washington County Commission
Attn: Scott Hitachi
197 East Tabernacle
St. George, UT 84770

Garfield County Commission
Attn: Louise Liston
P.O. Box 213
Escalam, UT 84726

Washington County Commission
Attn: Jerry B. Lewis
197 East Tabernacle
St. George, UT 84770

Garfield County Commission
Attn: Sherrell Ott

Local Elected Offcials - Idaho

P.O. Box 31
Tropic, UT 84776

Honorable John Alexander
3537 Conlin Road
Pocatello, ID 83205
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Honorable Pter Angstadt

Honorable James Seastrand

P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83205

Mayor, City of North Las Vegas
P.O. Box 4086
North Las Vegas, NV 89036

Honor"le Thor"m V. Campbell
Mayor, City of Idaho Fails
P.O. Box 50220
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Honorable R.L. Davis
P.O. Box 1238
Rexburg. ID 83440

Local Elected Officials - Utah
Honorable Karl Brooks
Mayor, City of St. George
175 East, 200 North
St. George, UT 84770

Libraries
Honorable Wayne Egan
239 Idaho Street
Amercan Falls, ID 83211
Honorable Millie L. Flandro
109 Mountain Drive
Pocatello, ID 83201
Honorable Reed Hanson
4329 North, 26 West
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Honorable Dean Hill

Boulder City Public Ubrary
813 Arizona St.
Boulder City, NV 89005
Clark County Ubrary
Reference Department
1401 East Flamingo Road
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Idaho Falls Public Ubrary
457 Broadway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Mayor, City of Blackfoot
214 South University
Blaclfoot, ID 83221
Honorable Elaine Hofman
216 South 16th Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83201
Mr. Scott McDonald, Executive Director

INEL Technical Library
1776 Science Center Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83415
James Dickenson Library, UNLV
Ken Schott, Government Documents
4505 S. Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89119

SE Idaho Council of Governments
1651 Alvin Ricken Drive
Pocatello, ID 83201
Honorable B. Joyce McRoberts
342 Monroe Place
Twin Falls, ID 83301

Lo

Elected Officls - Novade

Honorable Jan Laverty Jones
Mayor, City of Las Vogas
400 E. Stowart Avenue
Ias Vegas, NV 89101

Las Vegas Library
833 Las Vegas Boulevard North
Las Vegas, NV 89101
Nevada State Library
Lawrence G. Calkins, Ubrarian
Document Section

Capitol Complex

Carson City, NV 89710
Pocatello Public Ubrary
812 E. Clark
Pocatello, ID 83201
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Salt Lake City Library
200 East 5th Street South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Sat Lake Cow"t Ubrary
2197 Eant 7000 South
Sandy, UT 84093
Tonopah Public Library
Jeantte Cary, Librarian
Document Section
P.O Box 449
Tonopah, NV 89049
Twin Fells Public Ubrary
434 2nd Street East
Twin Falls. 10 83301
Washington County Library
50 South Main
St. George, UT 84770

Native American Groups
Alfreda Mitre, Chairvorson
Las Vegas Indian Colony
Number 1 Pulute Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89106
Catherine Collins, Chairperson
Las Vegas Indian Center
2300 West Bonanza Road
Las Vega, NV 89106
Chief Frank Temoke
Western Shoshone Elders Council
2480 Indian View Heights
Elko, NV 89801
Chief Raymond Vowel
Western Shoshone National Council

Waysack

Lee, NV 89829
Christine Walkter, Chairperson
Chwemeiuevi Indian Tribe
P.O. Box 1976
Chemehuevl Valley, CA 92363
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Daniel Miller, Sr., Chairman
Fort Independence, Indian Tribe
P.O. Box 67
Independtences, CA 93526
Daniel Eddy. Chairman
Colorado River Indian Tribe
Route 1, Box 238
Pariker, AZ 85344
Evelyn James
c/o San Juan Pak"t
P.O. Box 2856
Tuba City, AZ 86045
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APPENDIX D
SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT OUTUNE
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY
1.1

INTRODUCTION
1.1.1
Program Overview

1.1.2

1.2

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Special Design Considerations

1.1.3
Purpose of Report
1.1.4
Document Requirements and Guidelines
1.1.5
Compliance
1.1.6
Preparation and Format
GENERAL FACILITY DESCRIPTION
1.2.1
SMTS Site
1.2.1.1
Location
1.2.1.2
Site Preparation
1.2.2
Facility Physical Plant
.1.2.2.1
Facility Overview
1.2.2.2
Systems Overview
1.2.2.2.1
Reactor
1.2.2.2.2
Reactor Coolant System
1.2.2.2.3
Decay Heat Removal
1.2.2.2.4
Instrumentation and Control
1.2.2.2.5
Effluent Treatment System
1.2.2.2.6
Emergency Systems/Safety Provisions
1.2.2.3
Auxiliary Systems
1.2.2.3.1
Fuel Handling and Storage
1.2.2.3.2
Waste Management
1.2.2.4
Support System
1.2.2.4.1
Electrical Power
1.2.2.4.2
Communications
1.2.2.4.3
Water and Sawer Systems
1.2.2.4.4
Security, Safeguards, and Access Control
COMPARISONS WITH SIMILAR FACILITIES
IDENTIFICATION OF AGENTS AND CONTRACTORS
FURTHER ANALYSIS SUPPORT OF THE FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
CONFORMANCE TO DOE ORDERS
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
CHAPTER 2 SITE CHARACTERISTICS

2.1

2.2

GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY
2.1.1
Site Location and Description
2.1.2
Access Control
2.1.3
Population Distribution
NEARBY INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION. AND MILITARY FACILITIES
2.2.1
Facilities Susceptible to Effects from the SMTS
2.2.2
Hazards From Nearby Facilities
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2.3

2.4
2.5

2.2.3
Evaluation of Potential Accidents
METEOROLOGY
2.3.1
Regional Climatology
2.3.2
Local Meteorology
2.3.2.1
Temperatures
2.3.2.2
Precipitation
2.3.2.3
Humidity
Winds
2.3.2.4
2.3.2.5
Severe Weather
2.3.3
On-Site Meteorological
HYDROLOGY
2.4.1
Hydrologic Description
2.4.2
Floods
GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY
2.5.1
Geology

2.5.2

Seismoklgy
CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF STRUCTURES,
COMPONENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND SYSTEMS

3.1

3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8

3.9
3.10
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CONFORMANCE WITH DOE ORDERS AND NRC GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
3.1.1
Introduction
3.1.2
Overall Requirements (Criteria 1-5)
3.1.3
Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers (Criteria 10-19)
3.1.4
Protection and Reactivity Control Systems (Criteria 20-29)
3.1.5
Fluid Systems (Criteria 30-46)
3.1.6
Reactor Containment (Criteria 50-57)
3.1.7
Fuel Radioactivity Control (Criteria 60-64)
SEISMIC CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS
3.2.1
Seismic Classification
3.2.1.1
Category 1
3.2.1.2
Category II
WIND AND TORNADO CONSIDERATIONS
FLOOD CONSIDERATIONS
MISSILE CONSIDERATIONS AND PROTECTION AGAINST DYNAMIC EFFECTS
ASSOCIATED WITH POSTULATED RUPTURE OF PIPING
SEISMIC DESIGN
DESIGN OF CATEGORY II STRUCTURES
3.7.1
Control Bunker
3.7.2
Receiving/Assembly Building
3.7.3
Test Cal
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
3.8.1
ASME Code Class 2 and 3 Components
3.8.2
Components Not Covered by ASME Code
3.8.2.1
Mechanical Design of Fuel Components
3.8.2.2
Mechanical Design for Reactivity Control Systems
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
3.10.1
Loss of Ventilation
3.10.1.1
Control Room Ventilation and Air Conditioning Provisions
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CHAPTER 4 REACTOR
4.1
4.2

4.3

REACTOR SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
MECHANICAL DESIGN
Fuel Elements
4.2.1
4.2.1.1
Fuel Design Bases
Fuel Design Description
4.2.1.2
4.2.1.2.1
End Fittings
4.2.1.2.2
Flow Baffle
4.2.1.2.3
Cold FMt
Fuel Bed Liner
4.2.1.2.4
4.2.1.2.5
Fuel Particles
4.2.1.2.6
Hot Frit and Plug
4.2.1.2.7
Other Components
4.2.1.2.8
Canister Interfaces
4.2.1.3
Fuel Element Evaluation
4.2.1.3.1
Fuel Element Materials Characteristics
4.2.1.3.2
Analytic Models
4.2.1.3.3
Design Evaluation
4.2.2
Other Reactor Components
4.2.2.1
Canister Design
4.2.2.2
Moderator Design
4.2.2.3
Secondary Confinement Assembly
4.2.2.4
Reactor Radial Reflectors
4.2.2.5
Third Confinement Assembly
4.2.3
Reactivity Control Systems
4.2.3.1
Design Basis
4.2.3.2
Design
4.2.3.2.1
Control Drums
4.2.3.2.2
Safety Rods
4.2.3.3
Design Evaluation
4.2.3.4
Tests and Inspections
4.2.3.5
Reactivity Control Instrumentation
4.2.3.6
Operating Modes
NUCLEAR DESIGN
4.3.1
Nuclear Design Basis
4.3.2
Analytical Models and Experiment Program Support
4.3.2.1
Analytical Models
4.3.2.2
CX Program
4.3.3
PIPET Nuclear Characteristics
4.3.3.1
Flux and Power Density Distributions
4.3.3.2
Excess Reactivity and Control Component Wortha
4.3.3.3
Reactivity Addition Rates
4.3.3.4
Neutron Kinetics Parameters
4.3.3.4.1
Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction
4.3.3.4.2
Prompt Neutron Generation Time
4.3.3.4.3
Effect of Photoneutrons
4.3.3.5
Reactivity Feedback
4.3.3.5.1
Fuel Contribution
4.3.3.5.2
Moderator Contribution
4.3.3.5.3
Coolant Contribution
4.3.3.6
Reactivity Change Mechanisms
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4.3.4

4.3.3.6.1

Temperature Effects

4.3.3.6.2
4.3.3.6.3

Coolant Effects
Control Elements

Fuel Displacemen
4.3.3.6.4
4.3.3.7
o
Effects
Nuclear Response to Reactivity Changes
4.3.4.1
Normal Operation
4.3.4.2
Excursion Analysis
CHAPTER 5
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

COOLANT SUPPLY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
5.1.1
System Overview
5.1.2
Design Basis
5.1.3
Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
REACTOR
5.2.1
Reactor System Cooling
5.2.2
Emergency Core Cooling System
5.2.3
Decay Heat Removal
INTEGRITY OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY
5.3.1
Design Parameters
5.3.2
Materials and Specflications
5.3.3
Compliance with Codes and Code Cases
5.3.4
Oerpressuriz*tin Protection
5.4.5
Pressure Boundary Inspection and Testing
BULK STORAGE. PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION
5.4.1
Introduction
5.4.2
Hydrogen
5.4.3
Helium
5.4.4
Process Fluid Distribution
COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM DESIGN

5.5.1

PumPS

5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
5.5.5
5.5.6
5.5.7
5.5.8
5.5.9
5.5.10

Coolant Tanks
Valves
Safety and Relief Valves
Vaporizers
Shrapnel Protection
Filters
Intm a
Mixer
Flare Stack

CHAPTER 6
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES
6.1
6.2
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TRODUCTION
ENOiNEERED SAFETY FEATURES MATERIALS
6.2.1
Metallic Materials
6.2.2
Organic Materials
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6.3
6.4

6.5

CONFINEMENT SYSTEM
EMERENCY CORE COOUNG SYSTEM
6.4.1
Sunmmary Description
6.4.2
Design Bases
System Design
6.4.3
6.4.3.1
Operation on Demand
6.4.3.2
Materials
6.4.4
Performance Evaluation
6.4.5
Test and Inspections
6.4.6
Instrumenton Requirements
HABITADlITY SYSTEMS

6.5.1

Summary Description

Design Basis
6.5.2.1
Concrete Lined - Earth Covered Structure
6.5.2.2
Controled Ventlation
Positive Pressure Differential
6.5.2.3
Continuous Teat Area Surveillance
6.5.2.4
Automatic Fre Protection
6.5.2.5
6.5.2.6
Emergency Communications
Uninterruptible Power
6.5.2.7
System Operational Procedures
6.5.3
Design Evaluations
6.5.4
Inspection and Testing Requirements
6.5.5
FISSION PRODUCT REMOVAL AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Summary Description
6.6.1
6.6.2
Design Basis
System Design
6.6.3
Materials
6.6.3.1
Design Evaluation
6.6.4
Tests and Inspections
6.6.5
6.6.6
Instrumentation Requirements
COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL
Summary Description
6.7.1
Hydrogen Supply System
6.7.2
Design Basis
6.7.2.1
System Design
6.7.2.2
6.7.2.3
Materials
Tests and inspection
6.7.2.4
Effluent Treatment System
6.7.3
6.7.3.1
Design Basis
System Design
6.7.3.2
Materials
6.7.3.3
6,7.3.4
Tests and Inspection
Exterior of Hydrogen Supply System and ETS
6.7.4
Design Basis
6.7.4.1
System Design
6.7.4.2
Materials
6.7.4.3
6.7.4.4
Tests and inspection
Flare Stacks
6.7.5
Design Basis
6.7.5.1
6.7.5.2
System Design
6.7.5.3
Materials

6.5.2

6.6

6.7
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6.8

6.7.5.4
Tests and Inspection
SITE RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM
CHAPTER 7
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

INTRODUCTION
7.1.1
Identification of Reactor Safety-Related Systems
7.1.1.1
Neutron Flux Monitoring Systems
7.1.1.2
Coolant Flow Monitoring System
7.1.1.3
Coolant Exit Temperature Monitoring System
7.1.1.4
Reactor Safety System (RSS)
7.1.1.5
Reactor Control Console
7.1.1.6
Alarm and Communication Systems
Idenidfication of Safety Critea
7.1.2
7.1.2.1
Safety Criteria
7.1.2.2
Reactor Trip Conditions
7.1.2.3
System Interlocks
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM
7.2.1
Description
7.2.1.1
System Description
7.2.1.2
Design Basis Information
7.2.1.3
Final System Drawings
7.2.2
Analysis
7.2.2.1
Loss of Signal from Neutron Monitoring System
7.2.2.2
Loss of Coolant Flow
7.2.2.3
Cooiant Inlet Pressure Drop
7.2.2.4
Loss of Temperature Signal from Any Fuel Element
7.2.2.5
Coolant Exit Temperature Exceeding Set Point
7.2.2.6
Coolant Exit Temperature Time Rate of Increase Exceeding Set
Point
7.2.2.7
Safety Rod Actuator By-Pass Solenoid Valve Power Supply
E
FEATURE SYSTEMS
7.3.1
Description
7.3.3.1
System Description
7.3.2
Third Confinament Barrier in Reactor
7.3.3
Emergency Core Cooling
7.3.4
Control Room Habitability System
7.3.5
Effluent Treatment System
7.3.6
Radiation Monitoring System
SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN
7.4.1
Description
7.4.1.1
Normal Shutdown
7.4.1.2
System Shutdown Caused by Reactor Trip
SAFETY-RELATED DISPLAY INSTRUMENTATION

7.5.1
7.6
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Description

ALL OTHER INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR SAFETY
7.6.1
Description
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RSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSIt `4 NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY

7.7.1

Description

7.7.2
7.7.3

Data Aaculsiton System (DAS)
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APPENDIX E
METHODS FOR CALCULATING RADIOLOGICAL AND
NONRADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS

1.0

DEVELOPMENT OF FACIUTY RADIOLOGICAL RELEASE ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY
To determine the potential impacts of radiation releases from PBR tests and
transportation of radioactive materials, studies were made using computer
modeling techniques to calculate the exposure for the entire population to
the release of radioactive materials, as well as the dose to the MEI from
reactor operations. Bounding case assessments (i.e., maximum credible
impacts) were made for both routine operations and maximum credible
accident scenarios.
1.1

MODEL SELECTION
Proper selection of a computer modeling code to analyze radiological
impacts is critical to the accuracy of the analysis. In recent years, improved
understanding of atmospheric transportation and diffusion of contaminants
has been incorporated into codes of increasing complexity, which have been
developed using lessons learned from previous codes and from field studies.
Several codes were evaluated to determine the best candidate for PSR
propulsion technology program radiological release modeling. These include
AIRDOS-PC, CAP-88, RSAC-4, and MELCOR Accident Consequence Code
System (MACCS). Each of these codes is capable of evaluating the dose
consequences to both the maximally exposed individual and the total dose
received by the entire exposed population (population dose), which are the
two primary impacts of interest.
Several factors were evaluated in selection of the best code for PBR
propulsion technology program impact modeling. First is the ability of the
code to address short-term releases. Operation of both PIPET and GTA will
occur for relatively short periods of time (< 1,000 seconds). Since this
release time cannot be considered either instantaneous (a "puff") or
continuous (a *plume"), an evaluation was conducted which indicated that
use of a model modified to account for a short, but significant, release time
yields the most conservative output results. Second, the code must have
the ability to handle a large number of isotopes. Since the number of
radioisotopes which would be created during PIPET and GTA operations is
quite large, the greater the number of isotopes a code can handle, the more
closely modeling results will reflect actual impacts. Third, the code must be
able to address each of several identified exposure routes (cloudshine,
groundshine, inhalation, resuspension of deposited material, and ingestion of
material deposited in the food chain [water, crops, game animals, etc.]) in
determining the total dosage imparted. Finally, consideration was given to
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the U.S. EPA requirement that AIRDOS-PC or CAP-88 be used to assess
compliance with applicable NESHAP and other air emission standards unless
approval for use of another code can be obtained'.
After evaluation of the capabilities of each of the codes, MACCS was
selected as providing the most conservative analysis of the dose
consequences from PBR test program radiological releases. MACCS was
developed by SNL as an accident risk assessment code for the USNRC.
MACCS was chosen primarily for its ability to handle a short-term release of
radioactive materials with user selected meteorological conditions more
conservatively than the models AIRDOS-PC and CAP-S8.
MACCS was selected over RSAC-4, primarily because ingestion dosage can
be treated in a more conservative fashion, thus yielding generally higher
(i.e., more conservative) results. In comparisons of results from past studies
performed using both MACCS and RSAC-4, MACCS was demonstrated to
yield results which were somewhat higher than those obtained with
RSAC-4, thus MACCS can be considered to be the more conservative code
of the two (Hipp, 1991).
While both AIRDOS-PC and CAP-88 were rejected for this analysis, for
comparison purposes a preliminary assessment was performed using
parameters for a normal GTA run using both MACCS and AIRDOS-PC. The
dose results from AIRDOS-PC were less than those for MACCS by
approximately a factor of fifty, primarily due to the inability of AIRDOS-PC
to properly handle short-term releases, and the limited number of isotopes
which can be analyzed. Thus MACCS can be demonstrated to be the most
conservative of the models investigated, and therefore, the best model for
use in evaluating the upper bound of any potential impacts. However,
without EPA approval for MACCS usage, either AIRDOS-PC or CAP-88 will
be used in other analyses to present compliance with NESHAP.
1.2

SELECTION OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Unlike radiological dispersion calculations performed for continuously
emitting facilities, the PBR propulsion technology evaluation facilities may be
more accurately analyzed using short-time release scenarios. Typical PBR
propulsion technology evaluation operations would be much less than an
hour in duration, and flow times necessary for cooling are on the order of
several hours. During such short-term operations, much would be known
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about the volume of radiological material and the existing atmospheric
weather conditions Into which the operational or accidental releases could
be deposited. This allows analysis to be performed using conservative data
that represent the conditions at which maximum impacts will occur, rather
than typical weather sampling analysis used for continuously emitting
sources, where weather conditions can and do change significantly over the

course of a year's operation.
Considerable amounts of historical weather data are available for both INEL
and, more especially, NTS. These are provided by extensive weather
monitoring and forecasting networks established at each site. Forecasting
of test-time weather conditions would be undertaken starting several days
prior to a planned operation. These forecasts would be updated
continuously up to start of testing, and could be expected to be accurate for
a period of 10 to 12 hours post-test based upon historical weather data.
This procedure is already practiced at NTS, where forecasting is performed
in advance of underground testing of nuclear weapons. This pre-test
forecasting of weather ensures that predictable conditions will exist for the
expected duration of test operations.
Two sets of bounding case weather conditions were developed for the
consequence analysis: model operating weather and potential accident-csse
weather. Normal operating weather conditions (hereafter denoted as model
conditions) represent a maximum-case combination of weather parameters
at which a test operation will be permitted to begin. This go/no-go decision
is based upon real-time analysis of potential accident impacts, which cannot
exceed a facility-established criterion of 170 mrem in any uncontrolled area.
This criterion is based on NTS standards for underground nuclear tests; the
same values were used at INEL for comparative purposes. Bounding
accident-case weather conditions, were selected to represent the
significantly deteriorated weather conditions, relative to the model
conditions wt,•h may be encountered beyond the 10- to 12-hour pre-test
forecast window.
Four parameters are used to describe weather conditions at each site: wind
speed, plume direction, height of the inversion layer base, and atmospheric
stability. The presence of an inversion layer represents a ceiling above
which released contaminants cannot rise. This reduces the time required for
a release to impact at ground level, and limits the available volume in which
contaminants can disperse. Atmospheric stability is the rapidity with which
a release will mix and disperse in the air, and is represented by Pasquill
stability conditions. These are expressed as conditions ranging from
Stability A through Stability F. Stability A represents an extremely
turbulent, rapidly mixing atmosphere (minimizing the downwind
concentration), while Stability F represents an extremely calm, slowly mixing
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atmosphere (maximizing the downwind concentration). Stabilities B through
E represent the range of conditions in between. Table E-1 provides a
summary of the selected model weather conditions, while Table E-2
provides a summary of the accident-case conditions.
Table E-1. Model Weather Conditions

Pasquill Stability Class

Wind Speed (In/)
Plume Directionw
Inversion Base Height (m)

NTS

INEL

D

D

5.5
NNE"
2,000

5.5
NNE'
1,500

(a) Olremotn to whioh the wind is blowing
(b) Gnerally In the nothealy dirotion

Table E-2 Bounding Accldent-Case Weather Conditions
Pasquill Stability Category
Wind Speed Ia/s)
Plume Direction

Inversion Base Height (m)

NTS
F
1.0
Towards the
Highest
Population
300

INEL
F
1.0
Towards the
Highest
Population
300

Model wind speed, direction, and stability data were selected at NTS based
on the results of the nearest National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)-operated monitoring station (MEDA-14) to the
SMTS. Pasquill stability D (noutral stability) was aelected even though
classes B and C occur more frequently, since class D will result in a more
conservative estimate of the impacts. Stability classes E and F occur less
frequently at SMTS than do classes A through D; when they exist, they are
typically present in the early morning hours only. The average wind speed
at the SMTS is 5.5 meters per second (m/s) and was selected as the model
wind speed for which analyses at the SMTS are evaluated. The selected
model (and measured average) wind direction at the SMTS is toward the
north-northeast (NNE).
The model inversion layer chosen at NTS was based on a yearly averaged
number. Inversions at NTS occur approximately 40 percent of the time in
the spring, 20 percent in the summer, 50 percent in the fall, and 65 percent
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of the time in the winter (Quiring, 1973). Inversion layer statistics list a

yearly averaged inversion layer base altitude of approximately 2.5 kilometers
(the yearly average is computed from the average spring, summer, fall, and
winter values). For conservatism, 80 percent of this altitude, or 2.0
kilometers, was selected as the model mixing layer altitude.
Model weather data at the INEL site were taken from weather data obtained
by NOAA at INEL (Clawson, 1989). Model stability classes at INEL are
similar to NTS, with E and F stability being somewhat more common yearround. However, like NTS, the E and F stabilities are primarily restricted to
the early morning hours when they exist. Average wind speeds at ground
level at INEL are somewhat slower than at NTS, averaging 3.2 m/s.
However measurements at 150 and 250 feet, approximately the height of
the ETS effluent stack, are similar to NTS at 5.6 m/s. Wind directions at
INEL are more unpredictable than at NTS but at the 150 to 250 foot level

are predominantly toward the northeast. For these reasons, a similar
stability class D, wind speed 5.5 m/s, and wind direction NNE, was selected
at INEL.
At INEL, inversions occur regularly and in general have lower base altitudes
than those found at NTS. Inversion statistics at INEL show a yearly average
afternoon inversion base of 1.88 kilometers (calculated from seasonal
average inversion data). As was determined for the NTS inversion layer, 80
percent of this height is taken as the model inversion layer height (1.5

kilometers).
These weather conditions are based on available data at the sites of interest
and represent conservative bounds on weather. It is important to
understand that the weather conditions specified are not individual
parameter bounds that must be realized before operation can commence.
The impacts which may occur as a result of a release would depend upon a
combination of all weather-related factors (wind speed, wind direction,
atmospheric stability, inversion layer height). Thus, many different
combinations of these factors can yield a similar set of resulting impacts.
Precise combinations of meteorological conditions that have been selected
for use in the analysis are meant to represent one set of conditions that will
result in the bounding case impacts. Each individual weather parameter
should not be viewed as the minimum/maximum acceptable for operations
to commence, but rather as part of a combination of parameters that will
determine acceptability fo7 testing. During actual operational testing, real
time weather assessments and impact modeling, very similar to those
performed before an underground test at NTS (Office of Technology
Assessment, 1989), would be performed to determine if accidental releases
may produce impacts which exceed acceptable criteria, thus initiating a test
hold.
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Plume rise was also conidered in modeling of release impacts. The higher a
release is able to rise (limited by inversion if present), the greater the degree
of dispersal and mixing (i.e., lowering the concentrations) prior to groundlevel contact where people may directly encounter the material. The height
to which a release is able to ascend is based upon such factors as
temperature and heat content of the release cloud, and release height
(effluent stock as opposed to ground level). For operational releases, the
release point would be through the ETS flare stack (for burning of

hydrogen).
Plume powers necessary to specify buoyant rise are defined by the energy
release from burning hydrogen and the hydrogen flow rate for normal
operations. The hydrogen flow rate out the flare stack for typical operations
is estimated as 134 kilograms per second (kg/s) for PIPET operations, and
536 kg/s for GTA operations. The energy release from burning 1 kg of
hydrogen is given as 121 megajoules per kilogram (MJ/kg) (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1968). This results in a plume
power of 16.2 gigawatts (GW) (1 GW equals 1 billion watts) for PIPET and
64.9 GW for GTA. A recent investigation ICarney, 1992) shows that for
hydrogen flow rates of 10 to 20 kg/s, plume rise in excess of 2 kilometers
can be expected, which is in excess of inversion base heights used in this
assessment. Since the inversion base is considered to be the maximum
possible rise height in this analysis, inversion height is accepted as the final
rise height for all assessments of PBR propulsion technology bounding case
scenarios. Consideration of plume rise also allows evaluation of a hydrogen
fire concurrent with an accidental release. However, for all such cases the
accidental lofting produced by the hydrogen is negated by the inversion

layer boundary.
1.3

RADIOLOGICAL RELEASES
Radiologica
4,o:.sequence assessment is based upon the quantities of
various rao-,s ldes which are released to the environment, collectively
referred to as the "source term." The source term can vary in magnitude
based upon the total quantity of radioactive material present in a PIPET or
GTA core (the total inventory), and the fractional amount of each nuclide
that is released to the environment during any given operation or accident.
The total inventory present in a PIPET or GTA core consists of three groups:

"* Unburned (unfissioned) reactor fuel consisting of 93 percent
enriched uranium

"* Fission products accumulated during reactor operations as a
result of reactor fuel fissioning
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Activation products produced during reactor operationa from the
Interaction of neutrons with core structural materials and
coolant, creating radioactive isotopes of the materials (referred
to &a neutron "activationa).
Fision products will account for greater than 99 percent of radiological

Impacts, with the remainder consisting of activation products. Source terms
are calculated using both fission products and activation products.
Fssion Product Inventories
The fission product inventory present in a reactor is primarily dependent
upon the total operating time and output thermal energies at which the core
has been operated, referred to as the "core operational power history.Core operational power history may be expressed in terms of total thermal
energy produced in the core, which is the product of operational thermal
power in MW times the total operating time in seconds, and is expressed in
terms of MW-seconds, or MJ. Since the numbers which result from this
calculation are often quite large, it is more common to express the final
operational power history in units of terajoules (TJ) (1 TJ equals
1 million MJ) to yield numbers which are less cumbersome.
Increases in the total operational power history increase the fission product
inventory in an approximately linear fashion (i.e., a doubling of the total
energy produced will approximately double the total fission product
inventory). For purposes of this assessment, the following test operation
maximum power and duration values for PIPET and GTA are used:

"* PIPET: Five operations of 550 MW for 500 seconds each, for a
total of 1.375 TJ total energy produced

"* GTA: 2,000 MW operational power for 1,000 seconds for a
total of 2.0 TJ total energy produced.
Determinations were also made as to the maximum 1-year operational
scenario that might be expected. This was determined to be operation of
two PIPET cores, each operated for five tests (maximum case test. as
expressed above) with a 1-week interval between tests, and two GTA
cores, each operated for one maximum case test. One of the 10 PIPETs
was assumed to be a Normal Ill experiment. This scenario d2es not
preclude other annual operational scenarios, as long as the source terms
capable of being released in alternative scenarios do not exceed those
evaluated as above. Once a PBR propulsion technology reactor core has
reached these source term limits, it will be taken out of service.
The radiological inventory resulting from these operational histories was
generated using the ORIGEN2 computer program, and consists of fission and
activation products generated during reactor operation. ORIGEN2 is a code
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specifically developed by Oak Ridge National Laodxtories to calculate
fission product build-p and inventories in operational reactors. Example

core inventories for 639 isotopes resulting from a single maximum case
operation of a PIPET and GTA core are msted in Tables E-3 and E-4,

rescvely.
Source Term Development
Core inventory constituents would orignate primarily within the fuel
particles, mainly in the uranium kernel. The fuel particles would, therefore.
serve as the primary containment. A small quantity of some constituents
Isuch as noble gases and other "volatiles") would be released directly from
the fuel particles; additional releases may occur due to failure of a small
number of fuel particles. In the event of an accident, a larger amount may
be rkased. Radioactive materials relesed from the reactor core will enter

the ETS, which is designed to contain released core material, allowing only
small quantities of material to be released to the environment. The
quantities of various nuclides that are actually released to the environment
are collectively referred to as the 'source term,' and can vary in magnitude
from a fractional amount of the total core inventory (the case for Normal II
operations), to the entire inventory (as for a Consequence I accident).
Of the total isotope inventories for PIPET and GTA, the release fractions for
55 nuclides have been expressly calculated for a Normal II operation (see
Section 2.2 for explanation of Normal II) (Young, 1992). Release routes
from intact particles were calculated based on literature values of diffusion
rates in coated fuel particles. Failed fuel releases were baed on
experimental measurments assuming 1 percent fuel failure rate. Table E-5
presents specific quantities released for these 55 nuclides, which have been
identified as the major contributors to the radiological consequences.

Assumptions have been made to estimate the release fractions of the
remaining isotope inventory during a Normal II operation. The majority of
these remaining isotopes are largely non-volatile, and in general, have small
diffusion release rates, thought to be less than 1 percent in general. A few
of the highly mobile isotopes (e.g., cesium and strontium) show higher
fractional releases of up to 12 percent. Accordingly, the remaining noble
gas, halogen, and non-volatile species are assigned release fractions as
shown in Table E-6. These have been determined by combining the
inventory Isotopes into four groups based upon their chemical similarities.
Additionally, all isotope release fractions are incremented an additional
1 percent to conservatively account for unanticipated fuel failures (Young,
1992).
In addition to fuel particle core release fractions, ETS design goal retention
efficiencies of 99.9 percent for particulates and 99.5 percent for volatiles,
halogens, and nobles are assumed in calculating final release values. These
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Tabl E-3. PIPETI Fission and Activation Product inventory 550 Mw. 500 Second Operation
Page 1 of 2
___________

Isotape
`eAq

Inventory
(Curl.)
2.404x lip

"'"A@
"NAG

""AS

"I"~As
"'As

"11"Ag
"11Ag
"OAS

""1Ag#
"'Ag
""PAS

"'1Ago
"IAgt
"'Ag
"'Ag

"InAg
"'nAg
"'NAg
"nAg
"*AI
"Al
"Aft

"As
"OAs

___________

Inventory
(Curies)
&3-9-471-01

Isotope
M~u

2.226x310", 1,&

1.549 x 100

*ICUI

6.014 x 10'
1.190 x 10'
3.1010
3I
3.591 x109I'
1.7503x 10'
2.364 x 10'

"C

1.147 x10ea

"'Dy

1""C

4.213 x 10'

""'Dy

3.436 x10'

141Dy
"'Er
"Eu
OO
"'Em
""Ebu
"'Em
"'EM
"'Em
"Eu
0
"'Eu
'"Eu
"'Eu
"VEu
"Go

Isotope
We

"6CM
"il
"..Cd
1""Cd
1.025 x 10' '"Cd
7.673 x U 10' "Cif
1.166 x 10 ' "Cd
2.051 x 10'
IO'C
3707 3 10'
'*CA
3.796110'W
I"'C
5.663 x10'
"'Cd
2.300 xI0W
"'Ci
6.021 110'P
"'Ci
6.477 x 10' "'Cd
2.474 x 10'
"'Cd
6.441 x 100
"'Cd
1.745 x10'
"1C*
2.3761x 10"
"'2Ce
2.7933310'
'"Ce

6.214x1010'

"Cs

"'7Cs
1.0353x105'"'Cs
0.4103x 10'
"IC*
1.6423x 10'
"'Cs
1.4010
xlg'"'Cs
6.5443x 104'"'Ce
5.251 x310'
"'1Cs
2.371 x 100 "Co
1.2123x 10'
"Cc
9.5363x10'
"6Co
4.6363x100
"'1Cs
4.017 x 106'
"'C
2.504 x 10'

"OAs
""As
"As
"As
"As
"As

"*As
"As

"OAs
""UsO

"mGa
"'les
"I'll"
"'Est
"'Us"
"'SBe
"`460
"m'fa
"lSef
"he
00k

"ago*

4.3341 10
O'

153x103
6.796 x 101'
1.73 x 10'
3.262 x 10'
7.936 x 10'
7.013 x 10'
3661 X104 '
3.731 1 10'
1.092 x10'
6.401 xl101
1.421 x 103
&.7363x 103
3.56M x 10'
2.046 x 10'
&9965x 10'
1.404 x 10'
3.029 x 10'
1.401 1 10'

"G~a

1.003 x 10'

"Ga

3.5943x10'
3.6303 10W
6.056 x 10*
1.5723x10'
4.2623xI r 10'
1.1065310r'
4.125 x 10'
4.3263x 10'

"Ga
"Go
"'Gd
"'Gd
"8d
"O'Gd
"OGe
"-Ge
"Ge*

"9"r

4.106 x10r*
1.1323x10'

6.86931W0' Kr
4.5253x10' "OKr
3.6193310' "Kr
2W9 x 10' WKr

1.1723x10'

7.40 x 106'
5.4053x100'
1.773310'W
2.115 x 10'

"Go

5.2481310'

9.654 x310'
1.227 x 10'
2.5843x10'
2.033 x 10'
1.307 3 10'

"7Gd
"Gd
NH
"'Ho

6.422310
9.604 x 10'
6.4293x1011
7.4233x 10'*

7.0003x10'

'9l
'"1
134

"Cu
"OCu

2.362 x 10'

1.402 x 100
3.3123x10'
3.738 x 10'

2.730 x13

"Kr

'"1

9C
0r
9Cr
"Kr
"Kr
1.253 x 10" 9Cr
1.121 x31W0' 9r
2.741 x 10' 9Cr
6.488 X 10' "'La
1.715 x 10' "'La
7.985 x3 10'"'A
4.193310I0C
"'La
1.9193x 100 I"La
5.934 x 10'
`'L
5.406 3 10' "'7La
1.643 3 100 "'La
4.0568 310' "'OLa
1.500 310'
"'La

'130

7.625 x 10'

16'91o

1.506

10'

1.240 x10'
3.7386310'

"19
10'1'

`'I
'9
"`4

~'"1
1""
'39

SNTP FE/SE-

*7Mg

2.1533x 10'l

1.560 x310'
6.8263x10,'
2.322 x 10'
1.04@ X100
4.705 x 10'

7.669 x 10'
1.879310UP

7.435 x 10'
1.301 x 10'

"%bs

8.191 x 10'

"%bi
"%bs
"'Ms
"%Ms
"'tie
"'Sb
"'Mmt
"'Ms
"Mso
"No
'"Nb
'"If
"Oft

4.2W x 10"
1.007 x10a
6.2401100'
1.897 x 10'

"'Nb
"'Nb
*ONt
"ONb
"'Nb
0'16b

I'Md
"'N7d
I'M
"'Nd
"'d
"MN
"'Nd
"'N0d
"'Nd
"Nd
"'Nd
"NI
"NI

1.767 x 10t
1.662 x 10W
1.273 x 10'
3.025 x 100
3.71 xI 0
1.054 1 10'
2.267 x10
1.0196x107
3.7363x1UP
3.822 x 10'
3.336 x 10'
5.302 x 10'
1.206 x10'
1.367 x 10'
3.401 x100

1.460 x3100
1.214 10'P
2.525 x10'
6.6053x10
1.117 x 10'
1.234 3 100
1.512 x310'
2.671 x10'
1.326x10'
2.6M x10'

6.1123x10'
4.6123x10'
1.7423x 10'

7.130 x I0

7"NI

6.6113x10'
6.2363100W
1.633 3 10'
2.762 x 10'
3.066 3 10'
1.464 310'
1.1963 10'o
1.350 x 10
6.905 x 10,
4.502 x 10'

"N

2.061 xI100

1.965 x 10'
"NI
7.400 xl101""'Np
9.079 x 101` "'Np

3.966 x 10'

"`Np

6.7763x10'
2.406 x 10'
1.6633x 10'
4.9123x 10'
3.2743 10
4.1303x 10'

"'Np
"'Np
""ldp
"'Np
"'Psw
"'P
"'Pd
""lPd

6.9491x10'
3.598 x10'

wvr
(Curies)
7.541-x-17

"%%

4.3673x10' "'hi
2.9363x10'
"Nb
2.5333x 10' "'hi
1.6213xI& "'1db
7.5123x 10" 'hi
13W.4163x
10'"N
2.837 3100C "'hIn
1.127310'
"Nb
4.622 x 10' "'hi
3052 x 10' "'1b
1.045 x 10' "'hi
1.62410
"NbP14
3.25683 10' 1"'hi
32473x 10'
0'1db
2.749 x 101 "IKr
4.1263 10"r'
"Nb

2.153 x 100
2.9703x10'
1.0233x10'
4.9143x 100

1"'Cs
""'C
"'OCs
"'lco
"'Cs
"'ICs
"'1Cs
I"'C
`'Cs

X

1.241 x3104'4"N
1.2413 10 "'1%b

6.619 x10'

2.1663x10'

"LDr

1.0153x 10' "'hin
5.399 x3
10'"-h

&6.61 x 104

"nIU

"Ift

Glr

3.551 x 10'l
3.657 x 10'
9.741 x 1008
3051 x 101
4.032 x1010
1.219 x10'
5.660 x1lo
6.796 x10'
1.4986x10'
6.662 x 10'
3.056 x 10'
6.2313x10'
4.767 x 100
2.2171x10'

1.420 x100
1.029 x 106
4.197 x10'
1.692x1010
9.162 x 10'
8.215 x 10'G

2.007 x10'

.9= x 10'
1.107310IW'
2.433 3 10'
1.9643x 10'
9.151 3 10's
6.011 310'
4.234 x 10'
5.759 x100
4.966 x 10'

"Ovr
"*%r

"or

9sso x 101'

5.6803x 10'

4.067 x100

1.587 x104
2.205 x 10"0
2.909 x 101
5.2433x 10'
1.294 X310'
5.4063x10'
2.051 3 10'

"'Drk
"aer
"Oft
"Dtr

1114

Isotope
mli
"'t

'94
"'1
3.305X 1019 '93
1.164 x10'a '91
1.76311 0"l 164
1.362 x 100e " *hi
3.507 x 10'7 "'In
4.640 x 10'* "ah
1.037%x100
11"%s
&B61g x 1'o '"hi
1.4763 10
O' '""In
5.731 x I 10'"'in
2.601 3 10' ""hil
1.134 x1
"o'h19i
5.377 x109 "O"hi
56.9110~' '"'In
3.5603 10
"Vhik
2.079 x IW10' '
6.636 x 10'
"''hi
4.167 xI0W "'hi
9.506 x 10' ""InM
7.7673x 10' "'hi

"Go
"*Ge
"Go
"'Ge
"ft
1Ge

3.4923x 10'

3"'Cs

1.0600x109

700a

Invontory
(Curies)
&3-8-7-x17

Isotope

"'I~r
"KCr

7.273 xI10

2.836 x 102'"'Cs

fGa
"as
`*as

4.463 x104
5.3823x 10'* "-Ge

"'2Cs
2.055 x 10'
I"Ca
5.1973x10'
"'Ca
4.218 x 100'"'Cs
4.635 x 10'
"'?Cs
9.6643x10'
"Cu
1.1503x 10'
"Cu
6b
.606 x 10'
"Cum
5a.0523x10'
"Cu
1.6143x10'
"OCu
6.7263x10'
"7Cu

810

730a

invent"r
(Curi..)
12-4-3 xi0
1.006x 10',
5.470 x10'

2.335 x 10W
3.141 3 10"
1.164 x 10"
5.601 X 10'7
1.273310'C
3.450 x10~'
6.716310l~'
1.311 3 1001
2.02131I0O"
1.5687 3 10"0
5.677 3 100r

3.564 x 100
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Ieory

sotp
m'd
"I'Pd

"'Pd

""IIIt

"'Pl1d
"Smd

(Curls)
6.017 x 10'
5.029 x 10'
2.242 x 10'
1.658 x 10'

W~oto

-rb
"Rb

"Rb
"Rb

kIwntory
(Curios)
8.131 x 10'
4.169 x 108
9.282 x 10'P

1.677 x 10'

Isotope
"'Sb
'Se

""S
"So

4.101 x 10' "Rb
8.275 x 10' "Rb
6.992 x 10' "IRh

2.426 x 10` 0"10o
1.872 x 10= '"Se
"'IG
5.060 x 10' "So
"'1Pdl
7.283 x 10' '"Rh
3.067 x 10"' "So
"SPd
1.513 x 10' ""Rh
1.291 x 10' "Se
"mPd
1.379 x 10' "fRh
8.358 x 101 "S
"1iPd 7.330 x 101 I"'Rh
6.473 x 10' "7Se
"l'd 1.800 x 10 "''"IRh 4.049 x 100 "So
"tPm
2.875x 10"x
O"'Rh
8.891 x 10' "So
"'Pn
6.232 x 10'"'Rh
1.823 x 10' *So
"'aPm
1.740 x 10-2 IRh
1.028 x 10' "So
"l"Pm
3.265x10" "'Rh
1.157x10' "So
"'1P0m
1.251 x 10; "Rh
8.288 x 10' "'Sm
"'Pm
8.308 x 10' 'R"h
7.103 x 10' "'Sm
"'Pm
1.328 x 10' "h
2.645 x 10
W "'Sm
"'Pm
4.392 x 10' "'Rh
2.793 x 10' "'Sm
"'Pm
1.546 x 10' "'1Rh
1.989 x 10 "ISm
"I'Pm 5.334 x 10' "'Rh
2.487 x 100 "'Sm
"'Pm7fr 1.860 x 104 "31Rh
2.393 x 10,"' 'Sm
"'Pm
5.102 x 10' "'Ru
1.174 x 10 "'Sm
"`Pm
6.755 x 10' "'Ru
2.310 x 10' "Sm
"'1SPm
3.846 x 100 "i'Ru
1.824 x 101 ""'Sn
"%Pr
8.272 x 10' "0'Ru
6.013 x 10' ""Sn
"14"'Pr 4.586 x 10' "Ru
2.027* 10' "'Sn
"O'r
1.462 x 10' "'Ru
9.482x 10'
U
""Sn
"'Pr
1.680 x 10
"'Ru
4.821 x 10' "'Sn
"4"'Pr
8.681 x 101 "'Ru
2.608 x 10'
"'"'Sn
"'Pr
1.461 x 10' "1Ru
2.252 x 10' "'Sn
"'P7fr
3.006010' "'Ru
2.210 x 102 ""Sn
"'lPr
4.513x10' "'Sb
4.626x 101 "'Sn
"'11Pr
1.384 x 10' ""Sb
1.623 x 10'1 "2'Sn
"ttr 1.502 x 10' Sb
3.353 x 10- ""mSn
"'Pr
3.175 x 103 "'Sb
3.008 x 101 "3Sn
"'fPr
2.370 x 10' "'Sb
1.107 x102 "Sn
"ISr 1.485 x 101 "'Sb
1.433 x 100
""Sn
"'Pr
5.958 x 10V' ""Sb
6.056 x 10' "'Sn

"'Pfr
"'fPu
"IPu
"'4Pu
"SsRb
"'Rb
"rb

"mRb

"Rw
"MRb

"`"Rb
"lRb
"Rb

"1Rb

E-1 0

9.899 x 103

"2Sb

1.583 x 10'

"'Sn

1.984 x 101
4.604 x 10"
1.115 x 10"0
6.676 x 102
2.531 x 10'
8.138 x 10"11
1.202 x 10'
4.023 x 10'
1.796 x 10'
3.183 x 10'
2.541 x 10'
2.18* x 10'
1.623 x 107

"'Sb
"'Sb
"'Sb
"'Sb
"'Sb
""Sb
I"Sb
"'Sb
"'"Sb
"'Sb
"'Sb
I"Sb
"Skfb

7.827 x 102
4.022 x 10'
1.349 x 10'
2.461 x 10"
6.445 x 10'
3.679 x 10'
9.416 x 10'
1.242 x 10'
1.187 x 10'
9.078 x 10'
1.379 x 10'
9.832 x 103
6.124 x 102

"Sn
"'Sn
I'Sn
"'Sn
"lSr
I"Sr
"'Sr
"'Sr
"Sr
"Sr
"Sr
"Sr
"Sr

Inventory
(Cud..)
Isotope
2.741 x 10' ISr

inventory
(Curi.)
2.675 10'

Isotope
"'Xo

Inventory
(Curies)
3.106 x 10'

3.583 x 10' "Sr
5.367 x 10' "Sr

2.502 x 10'
8.880 x 10'

'"Xe
"'X,

3.580 x 10'
2.727 x 103

2.270 x 10.' "Sr

3.231 x 10'

"'Xo

2.566 x 10'

3.022 x 10' "Sr
2.027 x 10.' "Tb
1.477 x 10' "Tb
3.760 x 10' "'lb
2.900 x 10* 'To
2.116 x 10 'To
4.502 x 10' "'To
1.646 x 10
*•ro
4.276 x 10' '11To
1.482 x 10'"'To
1.483 x 10' "'To
2.206x10' "'To
5.861 x 10' "'To
4.521 x 10' "'To
3.300 x 10' "1to
6.584 x 10 "'"To
1.650 x 10' "ro
2.083 x 10' "'To
4.264 x 10' '""To
1.911 x 10' "'"To
5.153 x 10' ""To
9.030 x 10' "2'To
3.797 x 10 "'"To
2.494 x 10' "'"'To
8.076 x 10 "'To
7.373 x 10"' "3"'To
1.038 x 10' "To
2.957 x 101 "'Te
4.970 x 10 "To
3.643x 10'6 "'1To
2.092 x 104 "6'Toe
1.747 x 10'
•'To

7.102 x 10'
2.463 x 10V'

"'X.
'mX

2.068 x 10'
9.581 x 10'

1.586 X 10'

"'Tro

5.539 x 10'
1.453 x 10'
4.497 x 10'
2.727 x 10'
7.797 x 10'
5.490 x 10'
5.721 x 10'
2.516 x 10'
1.364 x 10'
2.217 x 101
3.826 x 10'
1.523 x 10'
1.291 x 10'
5.307 x 10
2.247 x 10'
9.517 x 106
1.559 x 10'

r"To
`"To
"4'To
"'To
"'To
"'Th
"rTh
2"Th
"'U
"'U
"'U
='U

SNTP FEIS

23'U

"'U
"'U
"'U
"'U

1.695 x 10-'"'X*

2.338 x 10'
1.634 x 10'

1.813 x 10'

14°Xe

1.408 x 10'
1.399 x 107
1.793 x 10'
2.175 x 10'"
1.917 x 10'
8.719 x 10'
1.157 x 10'
1.180x10'
2.482 x 10'
5.443 x 10'

141Xo
14"XS

'X
"'Xe
"'X.
I'Xx
"'y
"'y
"'Y

5.416 x 10'
1.759 x 10'
2.398 I 10'
3.029 x 10'
6.890 x 10'
6.403 x 10'
1.127 x 10'
1.252x10'
2.463 x 10W
1.173 x 10'

6.846 x 10'

"y

1.037 x 10'

'4X@

5.325 x 10' INV
1.367 x 10-' "Y
2.632 x 10' 'Y
2.283 x 10'9 "Y
4.454 x 10' "-Y
3.123 x 10' "V
1.544 x 10'2
y"
8.599 x 10' "y
6.852 x 100 "Y
3.564 x 10' IN
3.067 x 10'
O
V
1.673 x 10' "Y
4.746 x 10' "Zn
1.326 x 10' "Zn
3.984x10'
I
Zn
1.514 x 10' "1Zn
8.850 x 10g"Zn
1.943 x 10' "Zn
4.022 x 10' "Zn
5.994 x 104 "Zn
5.583 x 10'
'Zn
1.936 x 10' "*'Zr
3.802 x 10' l'Zr
4.297 x 10' "*'Zr
8.292 x 10"I "r'Z0r
2.225 x 10' "'Zr
8.074 x 10"° "Zr
1.217 x 10" 10Zr
1.141 x 102 "Zr
4.841 x 101 "Zr
5.693 x 10' *"Zr
1.337 x 10' "Zr
1.444 x 10' "Zr
1.067 x 10-1
1.170 x 10-4

1.721 x 10'
1.960 x 10'
1.745 x 10'
3.157 x 10'
6.524 x 103
1.412 x 10
8.773 x 10'
6.085 x 10'
1.164 x 10'
2.324 x 10'
1.665 x 10'
9.268 x 10'
6.538 x 10'
1.113 x 10'
6.311 x 10'
1.720 x 10
1.976 x 10'
1.976 x 10'
7.623 x 10'
6.082 x 10'
4.705 x 10'
1.597 x 10'
2.446 x 10'
3.701 x 10'
4.755 x 10'
1.141 x 10'
5.478 x 10'
8.323 x 10'I
2.351 x 10';
4.066 x 10'
1.528 x 10'
2.658 x 107
2.626 x 10'
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Invantoqy
(Cuula.)
Isotope
1.096 x 1
W&
1.4120x 10"
W&
141Agf
6.4.35 x 10'
"C
"S'Ag
2.108 K too
""0'Ci
3..4
264 x t@r
"'Cd
"'Ag
&ON55x 10'
"'Ctr
"11%As
1.565110x'W
l"'Cd
"*A*
2.602 x 10'
"'A"C
1
"Ot
A
61.616 x 10'
I'Cd
"OnAg
3&113 x10'
118"Cd
"`Am
6.016a 104'"'Cd
"*11Ag
7.416 x 10'
"'CdA
"117Ag
1.360 x 10'
'"Cd
11O4
1.360 x 10'
"'Cd
""As
2.132 x 10'
l"Cd
"'Ag
6.5680 x 10'
"'Cd
"`Ag
2.189 x 10'
"'mCd
"'UAg
2.356*x10'
"'Cd
"'As
8.903 x 10'
"'1Cd
"'Am
2.342 x10'
"'Cd
"At
6.827 x 10'
"'1Cs
"nAl
3.662 x10*'
"'Cs
"As
2.036 x 10r'
'"C.
"As
5.026*x10'
"'Cs
"As
3.002*10o
"'Ce
"Aso
6.060*10'
"'cs
"As
3.421 x 10'
"'Cs
"*As
7.056*x 10'
"'co
"An
5.306*x10'
"'Co
"As
&.470*x10'
"'Ce
"As
1.306 x 10'
"'7Cs
"8A9
1.060@0' @ 7Co
"
"wAs
4.406 x 10'
"Co
"wAs
3.4603*10'
"Co
"120a
3.36618
"'~l
3Cs
"Iam%
5.302*x10'
"3'Cs
"%B
5.66 x 10'
"Ce
"'Isk
4.486 x 10'
"'ICs
"14%8
6.360 X 10'
IN-Cs
"'Us1
&.644 x 10'
"'Csg
"lose
7.104 x 10'
"'Cs
"'Us%
3.327 x10'
"'OCs
"'BaN
2.188 x10' "''C.
"01111
1.655 x 10'
"'Cs
"be
4.10610
"'~l
4Cs
3.r132 x 10'
"4'Cs
Ww2.040
* 10O' "'Cs
sor
6.024 x 10'
"'3Cs
.1.045
"'r x 10"' "Cs
"Ow
4.433 x 101'"'Cs
"8fr
3.6M x 10'
"'Co
"aer
1.961*0'xI
"7CS
"071r
3.627 x 10'
"RCu
"kr
4.162 x 10'
1"Cu
"aar
&I1se x 10'
MCU
2.126 x 10'
"Or
"Cu
"ver
&6954 x 10'
"Cu
ar
3.173 x 10'
"Cu
"kr
7.6694 x 10'
"Cu
","r
5.4765X103
"0Cu
IsOtS
AgM
"'"As

~

inventory
(Curies)
Isotope
1.234 x1011 *Cu
5.631 x 10' 1"Cu
9.341 x 10" "'Dy
3501 X lr 10''OD
3.400 x 101 "'D1y
&513*x 10' "'gEr
1.165 x 10' "'EU
5.065 x 10' "'Eu
1.011 x 10' ""Eu
1.301 x*101' "Eu
2.111111
x 10' "'Eu
2.552 x 10' 1"Eu
1.331 x 10' "'Eu
1.378 x 10' "'Eu
6.876 x 10' "'Eu
3.056 x 10' "'Eu
5.167 x 10' "'Eu
1.3596x10' "Go
1.266 X 103 "Go
1.035*x10' 1Ga
1.068 * 10' "0@
1.826 x 10'1 'ft.
2.361 x 103 "tGa
6.120*x10' "Go
3.726 x 10' "Go
1.307*X10' "Ga
1.284 x 10' "Go
2.203 x to1' "Gd
5.715*x10'
"'Gd
1.550*x10' "'Gd
4.306 *10rl' "'d
1.500*x10' "Ge
1.573 x 100 "-G.
1.623*10'0* "Go
5.413 x 10'* ""Go
2.618 x 10'3 0"G
2.924 x 10' "Geo
2.101 x 10' "'Go
2.048 x 103 "gGe
7.436 x 10' "Go
5.090 * 10' "Go
1.271 x 10' "Go
4.071 x 100' "Go
7.220*x 10' "Ge
9.670*x10' 'N
7.391 x 10' "'Oo
4.752 x10"' "Ho4
2.545 X 10' "'I
5.314 x 10' "'I
1.204 x 10' "3I
1.360*x10' 1"'
0.924 x 10' 1*11
7.632 x 10' "'I
1.6610 x*t10' '9
1.068 x 10' 1"'
1.906*x 10' '96
4.7041* 10' "3"I
1.667 X 10' "17.469 x 10' 1371
6.696 x 10' "'I4

Inventory
(Cune.s)
Isotope
1.179 x1,31 134
SA16W x
16
"'
4.522 x 10' "'1
3.573 x 101' "1
41.0115 x 10', '!
2.427 x 10"I l"I
1.367 x10 "'"n129.482 x 10' "'hin
4.165 x 10'l ""In
7.762*10'or "'b%
5.1506 lr10' "'in
1.655 x 100' ""In
7.431 x 10' "'in
2.6668 x 1UP "A"Mn
111-4 x 10' "'In
1.066 x U 10'"'I
2.181 x 100 "'"In
4.220*x 100' "''In
1.554 x10' "'in
2.1%8 x101' ",in
1.1515 x 10' "'In
3.064 x 10' "'"-%
2.620 x 10' "'In
3.60*10xW' "'In
1.963 x 105'""In
1.15990x10' "'I
9.206 x 10' "'I
5.66 x 10'e "'%
4.S07 x101'"hIn
2.15710 "'In
3.326 x 10' "'n
2.S27 x1
"P'`In
1.056 x 10' "Kr
9.402*10' "In%,
1.413*x10' "1C1r
4.240 x 10' "Kr
7.297 x 106'V"iC
2.421 x 10' "K1r
1.645 x 10' "K1r
3.207 x 10' "K1r
1.076 x 10' "Vr
1.306x*10' '"Kr
3.062 x 103 "Kr
3.492 x 10' "Kr
5.204 x10~' "Kr
6.36 x 10' "Kr
6.116 * 10" "Kr
7.310 x 10' 9CKr
4.057 x 10' "Kr
4.461 x 10' "'OLa
9.523 x 10' "'La
1.655 x 10' "'La
3.206 x 10' "'LNA
2.379 x 108' "La
2.156810'o
"'La
5.44t x 10' "'La
7.229 x 100'"'Le
2.373 x 10' "'La
5.453 x 10' "'La
2.772 x 10' "Mgt
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Inventory
(CuAee
Isotope
1.2-31*10'- OMg
3.6106x 101 "'W
6.162 x 10' "'MAo
3.741 x 101' "Mo
1.526*x 10' "'MAo
5.766 x 10' "'M~
6.476 x I0& "'Ms
3.013 x 10' "'Mlo
4.772 x 10's "'1M
6.401 x 10' "alMm
3.562 x 10r'
`WM
6.749 x 10'8 "'Mo
4.753 x 10' "MAo
6.445 x*10' "Ne
6.716 x 10' "'Nb
6.764 x 10' '4Odb
2.471 x I&' "'Nb
6.403 x10' "'%b
2.502 x 10'
"'Nb
i.111 x*10' "'Nb
2.206 x*10' "'Nb
1.733 x 10' "'Nb
8.060 x 10W "TON
4.514 x10% "N&
4.530 x106 "k'Nb
1.066*x10' "GNb
6.651 x 10' ""Nb
1.242 x 10' "Nb
4.060*x10' "'Nb
1.11lox106 "I'M
.630 x 10' "Nb

6.135 x 10'
2.260 x 10'
6.66 x 10'
6.423 x 10'
7.132 x10'
4.640 x 10'I
1.100 x 10',
2.686 x10'1
7.640 x 10'
6.317 x 10'
3.600 x 10'
1.350 x 10'
3.571 x100
1.213 x 10'
1.928 x106
4.387 x 10'
5.061 x 10',
2.1532 x 10'Y
1.217 x108
6.170* 10'o
4.1615*10"'
4.622 x 10'
6.107 x 101
1.348 x10'
1.1065*lop
9.730 x 10'

1.1615x10'

9.146 x10'

O""N

3.032 x 10O" "Nb
1.494 x10'1 ""1%
2.164 x10' 1"'Nd
2.497 x 10O' "'Nd
6.555 x 10' "'Nd
5.628 x 101' "'Nd
3.930 x 10' "'Nd
7.506 x 10' "'Nd
7.660 x 10' "'Nd
5.673 x1
"'Ndw
2. 4 82 x 107' "'N
6.444 x100' "Nd
3.603*x108' "NI
1.711 x 10' "NI
2.7990xI10'"NI
6.832 x 10' "7NI
7.145 x 10' "NI
6.235 x 10' ""'Np
1.206 x*10' "'Np
4.671 x*100 "'Np
.435 x 10' "'Np
6.0610 * 10' "'Np
6.154 x 10' "*'tp
1.7866x 10' "'Np
1.191 x 10' "Ps
1.501 x 10' "'Pa
2.527 x 10' "'Pd
2.019 x o*
10' "P

wnvatory
(Curies)
6.328 x 1041.5601
10'
5.243 x 10'
3006 x 10'
1.56" X 10'

9.776 x 10'
2.463 x100
8.173 x10'
1.554*x10'
4.230 x 10'
2.503 x 10'I
2.904 x 10
5.653 x 10'
1.004 x 10'
1.128*10I'
5.286 x 10'
4.3681 x 101
4.941 x1I'
2.533 x 102
1.670 x 10'
7,567 x 10'
6.491 x 10'
7.221 x 100"
2.025 x*10"
1.334 x 10'
1.722 x 10'
6.366 x 10'
1.070 x 10'
1.562 x 10'
15.1193x 10`
3&337 x 10'0
1.252 x 10'
1.306 x 10'1
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Table E4. GTA Fission and Activation Product. ,ventory 2 GW. 1.000 Second Operation
Page 2 of 2
Isotope
"'Pd
"""

"'11d
Ill

"'Pdt
"'Pd
"'mPd
"':Pd
"Pd

"'Pd
"'lPd
"IPd
"aPt"
"'Pm
"'4PRm
:'ObIft

"'4Pi
"'Pefm
"'Pm
"'mqu
"aPm
":wpm
"1'6Pm
"'Pm
"looP,
"mPm
"'Pi

""ft

":aPr
"'Pr
"*Pr

"'Pla
"'47Pr
"'MPr
"SPr
"'lP"
"'eePr
"'Prt
"'Pr
"'tr
"'fPr

W^Waory
(Curi..)
6.438 x 10='
2.644 x 10"
1.5157 x 101
1.267 x
2.3m x 104

Isotope
f
"M
0Rh
$16
R0
b
atR

Inventory
(Curies)
276M -107'
1.516 x 10'
3.376 x 10'
6.009 x 10'
3.820 x 10'

Isotope
'lfb
14.
"Se
"So
".

Inventory
(Curies)
9.195 7 10'
7.163 x 10
4.637 x 10.
1.522 x 10.
2.0L3 x 10'

3.0M • 10'

"Mr

8.807 x 103

"ae

1.323 x 10'

*"'r

1.792 x 10.

2.642 x 10'

'0"01

8.5410 x 10'

""Se

S.56W

10"

n'Th

1.331 x 10"' IfXe

2.640
5.793
5.016
2.66
6.544

'9Iqh
"'9"1
"46h
,"1"
l*b"'

1.421
6.998
1.104
9.076
6.996

x 101 "Se
10"x "orS6
x 10'
60So
x 10'
0Se
x 10'
ose

1.600
1.054
7.604
1.637
5.983

10,
10'
10'
107
10'

"7'i
"'To
"*To
"•'To
"'To

8.710 I6 10'
1.611 x 10'
5.273 • 10'
1.285 x 10'
1.225 • 10'

"'Xe
I"XM
1"X*
"'K.
'"X.

5.936
1.6
6.306
3.719
1.101

"ITe

6.36

'"Xe

2.505 x 10'

x
x
3
x
x

10'
10'
10'
10' l
10'l

1.757 x 10" 0•Mh

x
x
x
x
3

10'
10'
101
10'
10'
10'
10'

"'Rh

&.347 x
7.482 x
3.741 x
4.378 x
3.013 x
2.692 x
3.61e
1.015 x

i'Sm
10'"Sim

5.367
6.330
8.022
1.476
6 '43
2.231
4.864

"'IRh
"Rlh
"'Rh
"'Ru
"Ru
"'IRu
"'Ru

7.231 x
9.077 x
8.7003
3.805 x
3.241 x
1.426 x
2.663 x

10' "'Sm
100
"'Sm
10x "I '-Sm
10* "'Sm
10'
"'Sm
10'
""'-Sn
10' "1"Sn

9.206 x
1.424x
1.736 x
6.947 x
1.874 x
2.042 x
7.514 x

2.790 x 10-1
3.061 x 10'

"8Ru
"'RP.u

7.376 I 10'
3.447 x 10'

1"Sn
""Sn

1.471
4.572
1.483
1.373

X 10'

"'Ru
"'3Ru
"'Ru

1"1Ru

1.763
9.481
8.167
6.035

"*'Sn
"*b"Sn
'"Sn
""Sn

1.776
5.031
5.459
1.164
6.618
5.399

x
x
x
x
x
x

"Sb
2"Sb
"aSb
"fSb
"aSb
"aSb

3.917 x
7.398 3
2.5986
1.121 x
1.365 x
1.051 x

2.430 x 10"
1.2733 10'
2.435 x 10^
2.436 X 103
6.196 x 10'
1.673 x 10'
2.232 x 100

"lh
"l',I h
"'Rh
"2Rh
"'Rh
"'h

6.621
1.941
6.816
1.856
2.468
1.308
6.094

x
x
x
x
x
3
x

10
10'
10'
10'
103
10'
10'

x 10'
x 10'
x 10'
10'7
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'

x 10'
x 10'
x 10'
x 10'

Se
"Se
"So
"S
"'Sm

1.555. x 10'

Isotope
0.344
"r
",4W
"Sr
"Sr
"Sr

"'To
"'To©
"'To
"*'To
x 10' "31To
x 10'"'To
x 10' '"To
x
x
x
x

x 10w

3.066
3.220
1.175
2.682

x
x
x
x

10W
10'
10
10'

x 10'

4.302 x 10W
2.268 x 10'
1.645 I 10'
3.362 X 10'

"'Xe

6.816 x 10'

"'''To
'-"T*

5.204 x 10'
4.018 x 10'

"Y
I"

6.637
7.256
2.166
2.817

x 10'
x 10'
x 10'
x 10'

""'T
"'17
"33'To
"'Ire

2.421 x
1.430 x
3.264 x
3.196 x

10'
10'
10'
10'

"Y
"Y
"Zn
"Zn

2.665 x 10'
1.490 x 10'
7.921 x 10'
1.102 x 10'
2.947 Y 10
.i0m x 10'

"*'To
"'To

2.714 x 10'
5.506 x 10'
3.146 x 107
7.064 3 10'
1.462 x 109
2.179 x 10'

'Zn
"Zn
"Zn
"Zn
"Zn
"Zn

2.296
6.254
7.106
2.772
1.2065
2.211

"'Sn
"'Sn

1.642 x 107
9.916 X 10'

"4'To
"4'To

10'
"'Sn
10xIO "'Sn
10"' ""Sn
10'
`USn
100 "'Sn
10' '"Sn

"3O'T
'"To
"'Te
,,To

"Pu

5.442 3 10'

"Sb

5.862

10'

"'Sn

2.835 x
300

1401T

"P1.603

x
5.306 x
5.349 x
0.233 x

10'
10'
10.V
100

"'Sb
"Sb
'"Sb
"'2Sb

3.655
9.151
1.640
2.697

x 10'
x 10'
X 107
x 10'

"'Sn
"'Sn
"' Sn
"'Sr

1.906
2.060
9.148
4.960

x
x
x
x

10'
10'
102
104

mh
"'Th
n'Th
m'U

4.533
1.560
2.362
5.71

1.371 x 10'9
1.306 x 10'
3.369 x 107
X 107
1.600 x 10'
9.404 x 10'

"Sb
"'OSb
"*'Sb
""Sb
"'Sb
"'0 Sb

1.676 X 10'
3.732
4.517
4.317
3.300
6.015

"0%f
'"•r
1'St
"*Sr
"Sr
"ISr

8.061
1.391
1.06"
2.414
5.281
1.792

3
x
3
x
x
x

10'
10'
10'
103
10'
10'

"U
"'U
"U
1"U
"'U
I'U

8.60 x
6.0233
3.621 x
6.026 x
7.084 x
9.360 x

7.961 x 10'
6.902 X 107

"•Sb
"'Sb

3.67S x 10'
2.226 x 10'

"Sr
"Sr

6.841 x 10'
8.331 x 10'

"V
"'U

9.8w6 x 10'1
7.443 x 10&

"Rht
am

"aRb
S7.542
""I

"Inhb
"W

""R

E-12

x
3
x
x
x

10'
10'
10'
10'
10'

x
x
x
•
x

2.013 x 10'
5.673 x 10'

2.030 x 10' "Zn
7.038 x 10" `"Zr
1.382 x 10'
"Zr

""&M

.600 I 106

"T'
""To
""'To
""To
iTe
'"'To
"'To

3.827 x 10'
1.586 x 10'

"mR

2.274 x 10'

2.326 x
4.000 x
4.561 x
0.964 x
4.2065
3.770 x
6.257 x
1.430 3
1.240 x
5.652 x
1.132 x
1.933 6
1.015 x
4.246 x
6,901 x
6.460 x
6.063 x
3.370 x
4.795 x
4.048 x

10'
10'
10'
10'
10"
10'
10'

10' I"Xe
10' "'7Xe
10' "'Y
10'
'Y
10' IO'Y
10'
'0Y
10xIO' "oY
10" "Y
10' "'y
10'
"Vy
10' '""Y
10'
"Y
10'
"y
10' "*Y

2.16 x 100
"ft"S-b
3.599 x 10"'7Sb

"'Pu

Inventory
(Curies)

Isotope
"'X.
'"a'e
"'Xe
"136'Xe
"0X@

3.170 x
4.212 x
4.291 x
9.069 x
1.979 x
2.480 x
1.9336
2.023 x
3.921 3
1.660 I
3.361 x
2.996 3
1.166
5.948 x

"'Sm

10'
10'
10'
10

Inventory
(Curies)
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x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10"
10'
10'
107
10'
t0'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
100

10'

1.711 x 10'
6.860
107
8.802 x 10'

10'
10'
10"
10'

"'Zr
"'Zr
"'Zr
"'Zr

1.346
1.729
4.149
1.892

x
x
x
x

10'
10'
10'
10'

10
10'
10'
10
104
10'

'"'Zr
"Zr
"Z'r
"Zr
"Zr
"Zr

3.026 x
6.634 x
6.167 3
1.110 x
9.664 x
9.647 x

10`1
10'
10
10'
10'
10'

Table E-5. Total Fission Product Releases for PIPET and GTA Maxmnum
Operating Scenmios

Reease (C|)
Isotope

"ar-8

PIPET

GTA

Rb-Se
Kr-91
Rb-s1

1.25 x
8.645 x
1.132 x
1.927 x
8.431 x

Sr-91

1.561 x 10'

Y-Oln
Y-S1
Sr-82

4.455 x 10U
4.391 x 101
7.548 x 10'

Kr-Se

Y-92
Sr-8S
Y-9C
Zr-Cl
Nb-95m
Nb-SI
Zr-97
Nb-87m
Nb-97
Mo-105
TO-1OS
Ru-lO5
Rh-105m
Rh-10S
Sn-132
Sb-132m
Sb-132
To-132
1-132
Sn-133
Sb-133
To-133m
To-133
1-133m
5-133
Xe-133m
Xe-133
Sb-134
To-134

I-134m
1-134
To-135
1-135
Xe-135m
Xe-135
Cs-135m
1-138
X9-138
Cs-I38m
Cs-138
Xe-140
Cs-140

Be-140
LA-140
Be-142
La-142

10'

1.736 x 10'

103

1.25 x 10"6

10
102
10'

2.244 x
1.304 x
2.395 x
2.544 x
1.364 x
1.304 x
1.010 x

10 *
10"
10"
10"

10*1
10"1
10÷1

9.215 x 102
6.994 x 10'
1.198 x 10
4.863 x 10'
4.285 x 103.749 x 10"
4.364 x 103
5.155 x 10'
8.050 x 101
3.379 x 10'
1.556 x 103
1.621 x 10'
3.415 x 10'
1.450 x 10"
7.370 x 102
1.010 x 10*
1.208 x 10'
3.390 x 10-1
1.145 x 10-2
1.201 x 10"2
1.282 x 10*
3.834 x 101
7.196 x 10'
6.523 x 10*1
2.431 x 10"
4.531 x 10'
3.84Kx 10'1
6.145 x 10x
9.332 x 10'
1.358 x 10'
5.223 x 10'
S.511 x 10*

2.330 x 10"
1.412 x 10*6
7.076 x 10"*
7.456 x 10"
6.234 x 1"IW
1.126 x 10'
6.251 x 10÷1
6.139 x 10*1
1.773 x 10"
9.375 x 10'1
1.O00 x 10÷1
3.401 x 10°*
6.202 x 100
6.369 x 10"
1.833 x 10"
6.499 x 10*
7.357 x 10
6.260 x 10'
2.796 x 10'
2.790 x 10.2
5.765 x 100
5.448 x 10.2
8.983 x 10*"
4.298 x 10'
6.119 x 10*
6.621 x 10'
7.U06 x 10'
5.724 x 10-2
1.232 x 10"3
7.999 x 10'
1.230 x 10*"
9.016 x Ice

1.139 x
4.273 x
2.194 x
1.745 x
9.213 x
2.348 x
2
.972 x
6.572x
2.080 x
3.133 x
1.299 x
1.313 x
1.876 x
5.863 x

1.262 x
4.950 x
4.014x
2.274 x
3.134 x
2.564 x
1.494 x
1.319 x
2.439 x
9.242 x
1.151 x
2.SG x
1.904 x
1.196 x

10'
10'
102
10'
10.'
10'
10'
10'
103
10'
102
10"'
102
100

10*1
10"1
10°O
10*3
IV*
10"*
10"6
10*1
10O3
10"s
10"*
10'
10+3
10"2

Source: Young, 1992.
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Table E-6. Fission Product Release Fractions for Elements
Release
Category
Nobles"

Release Basis
(diffusion)
Xe, Kr

Halogens
HR61
non-Volatiles
LR4non-Volatiles

I

Note":

Release Average
(percent)
Grouped Elements
3.0
Xe, Kr
1.0

Cs, Sr
Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc,
Te, Ba

I, Br

13.0

Cs, Rb, Na, Cu, Sr, Be,
Mg, Be

1.6

Te, Se, Sb, Po, Ru, Rh,
Pd, Nb, Mo, Tc, Zr, Ce,
Th, Pa, U, Np, Pu, C,
La, Al, Y, Ac, Pr, Nd,
Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb,
Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Am,
Sn, Ag, In, Ge, Ga, Gd,
Zn, As, Si

(a) 100 percent of the activated hydrogen is assumed to be released.
(b) High Release.

(c) Low Release.

represent industry acceptable standards and are the baseline efficiencies
toward which the current ETS is being designed. The corresponding ETS
particulate release fractions used in the analyses below are 0.1 percent
particulate releases and 0.5 percent noble, halogen, and volatile, releases.
1.4

POPULATION SITE SPECIFIC DATA
Generally, site-specific data are collected within a radius of 80 kilometers
downwind from the point of release. This has been standard practice in the
past for evaluating radiological estimates for inclusion in impact analyses,
and is set forth for evaluation of normal operations in 40 CFR 61, EPA
NESHAP Policy. However, it was determined that for PBR propulsion
technology evaluation, the distance downwind would be extended to 150
kilometers in order to include major population centers. This can be
considered a reasonable and conservative approach where radiation doses
may be as high as, or higher than, local background contributions. This is
done with the understar -g that Gaussian plume models such as MACCS
are generally regarded as being unreliable for distances much past 100
kilometers. However, the estimates yielded by these codes are considered
conservative even to long distances from the release point. The additional
exposure to people located beyond 150 kilometers would contribute very
little to the total population dose and, therefore, is not considered.
For input into MACCS, population data are arranged onto a circular (polar)
grid divided into 16 directional sectors and 26 radial distances measured
from the source point to 150 kilometers distant (Figure E-1). Population
doses estimated from this data assume that the population in each grid
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Figure E-1
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E-15

element is distributed evenly over the surface of the element.
Populations of major cities surrounding NTS are taken from 1990 census
data provided by NTS (Leppert, 1992). Rural populations (including
individual ranch sites) are taken from a 1989 U.S. EPA census (Thome,
1991). NTS crop, livestock, and water pathway data were extracted from
the site radiological monitoring report (Environmental Protection Agency,
1991) and input directly into the MACCS site file.
INEL population data for major cities and rural populations are taken from
1990 census data. The population data were input into MACCS in the same
manner as described for the NTS data. Crop, livestock, and water pathway
data for INEL were taken from a socioeconomic database (Hardinger, 1990)
produced for the southeastern portion of the state of Idaho.
2.0

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2.1

OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS

Ngrmal I
Normal I experiments include initial startup, zero-power, and low-power
physics tests. Testing under these conditions may be performed without
coolant flow, and under normal operating conditions (non-accident) would
not release radiological materials to the environment since test conditions
would be significantly below full-power operation conditions. For this
reason, Normal I experiments are not discussed or analyzed further.

NormaLl 1
Normal II experiments are standard tests that would operate within the fuel
design envelope, up to the core's rated full power (550 MW for PIPET and
2,000 MW for GTA). These experiments would allow the release of smell
amounts of *-t core inventory due to heat-induced release, properties of the
fuel particles themselves, and cracking of a small number of fuel particles
during each test. The amount of fission products released from the core as
a result of a Normal II operation would be as discussed in Section 1.3. PBR
propulsion technology Normal II experiments would be performed using both
GTA and PIPET cores.

Normal III experiments, which would be performed using PIPET cores only,
involve operations to determine fuel design margins, with the intent of
quantifying actual design limits. These experiments would include overpower, reduced coolant flow, and extended duration testing. These tests
may involve full or partial fuel element failure where some fraction of the
fuel in one or more fuel elements is released into the ETS. Current
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assessments of these experiments envision reduced run times (minimizing
the Inventory) with only partial failure of some of the fuel elements
(minimizing the release). However, for purposes of performing conservative
impact analyses, It Is assumed that 100 percent of the core fission product
inventory is released following a maximum case test. It is important to
realize that the intent of these tests is to define the design margin, not to
purposely fail the core. In actual testing no fuel element failure or release of
significant portions of the core inventory to the ETS may occur.
2.2 IDENTIFICATION OF BOUNDING CASE SCENARIOS
Rlease Mechanisms
Source terms pertaining to Normal II and III operations are emitted in
multiple plume segments. Normal II operations are simulated with two
distinct plume segments. The first occurs during the course of a GTA or
PIPET operation and consists of nominal diffusion driven and failed fuel
fission product release, specified in Tables E-5 and E-6. The second Normal
II plume segment releases volatile isotopes trapped by the absorber-beds
during operation after they have decayed to safe levels. The time following
operation after which the volatiles are released is assumed to be one day.
A third plume segment is used to model PIPET Normal III operations, in
addition to the two previously mentioned plumes. This plume segment
occurs at the end of the experiment, in which the remaining PIPET core
inventory (100 percent) is assumed to enter the ETS over a small time
interval of a few seconds and is subsequently released in accordance with
ETS retention efficiencies.
Bounding Case Scenarios
A GTA core would undergo no more than 2.0 TJ total usage, which can be
represented by a single maximum case test run of 2,000 MW for 1,000
seconds. Such a maximum case test would result in the highest total core
inventory, since at the immediate conclusion of such an operation the
maximum possible amount of all fission products would be present, with no
time for decay of short-lived isotopes. Thus, the inventory present In a GTA
core at the conclusion of a maximum case test run would represent the
largest fission product inventory for evaluation. This inventory (Table E-4) is
used for determination of the source term for the bounding case GTA
Normal II operational impact. For isotopes in which specific release fractions
have been established, this calculated value will be used (see Table E-5).
Released amounts for the remaining inventory are estimated using the
criteria established in Table E-6. Since Normal III operations would be
conducted for PIPET only, no analysis of this case is performed for GTA.
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Each PIPET core can undergo a series of tests, up to the maximum lifetime
usage of 1.375 TJ. Each test in this series can be separated by a week or
more of post-test decay time before another operation is initiated. With
each consecutive operation, the long-lived fission product inventory of the
core would Increase, since thoe long-lived isotopes would not decay
significantly between test runs, and may in fact increase due to decay of
shorter-lived precursor isotopes. For modeling purposes, this is represented

by five maximum case test operations 1550 MW for 500 seconds). The
core inventory resulting from the test series is calculated by allowing
1 Week of decay time between test operations (this is quite conservative,
since the time between tests is expected to be much longer). The case of
the core inventory immediately following the fifth test run would thus
represent the maximum for all fission product isotopes, including long-lived
species. This core Inventory has been selected as the bounding case for the
PIPET Normal II and Normal III analyses. As for GTA, Normal II PIPET
inventory escaped quantities would be as shown in Table E-5 or calculated
using Table E-6 criteria. For PIPET Normal Ill operations, the entire
inventory is assumed to be released into the ETS.
The maximum case yearly operational impact is also assessed. The
bounding case for this analysis is found by assuming testing of two PIPET
cores, each operating 5 times at 550 MW for 500 seconds, and two GTA
cores, each operating once at 2,000 MW for 1,000 seconds (see
Section 1.3). In determining the contribution to annual dosage provided by
the two PIPET cores, the final test of one of the cores is considered to be a
Normal III experiment, the remaining nine tests are considered to be Normal
II. The reported dose is the sum of the nine Normal II operations, and the
one Normal III operation for two PIPET cores, and two Normal II GTA
operations.
Impacts due to the entire PBR propulsion technology development and
validation are based upon the cumulative effect of a 10-year test program
duration. This would consist of five PIPET and one GTA Normal II
operations each year, with a total of four PIPET Normal III operations during
the 10-year period replacing four of the PIPET Normal II tests.
2.3 IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Impacts of Normal II and Normal III operations are provided based upon
resultq of analysis for bounding case scenarios using the MACCS computer
code. fteteorological conditions are assumed to correspond to the model
conditions presented in Table E-1 for both SMTS and CTF, since pre-test
forecasting and analysis would preclude conditions which may produce
impacts greater then those presented here.
Results are presented for a single test run of each bounding case operational
scenario, the maximum yearly impact, and the PBR propulsion technology
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assessment lifetime, which is assumed to be 10 years. Impacts are
presented at the facility boundary (the nearest NTS/INEL boundary in the
selected wind direction), the location of the MEI, and to the total exposed
population dosage. The radiological doses presented in these analyses are
expressed as the sum of the external doses received from cloudshine and
groundshine and the internal doses received from inhalation during plume
passage and later resuspension, and ingestion of contaminated food and
water, integrated over a 50-year period. Virtually all the committed dose
would be received in the first year following the radiological release.
Normal II Impacts
Tables E-7 and E-8 list the dose to the MEI and the population dose,
respectively, for both PIPET and GTA Normal II operations. Both site
boundary and peak doses are listed for comparison.
PIPET. The dose at the NTS boundary following a single bounding case
location of PIPET Normal II operation at the SMTS is approximately 0.00066
mrem. The MEl occurs at approximately 210 kilometers, with a dose
received of 0.0046 mreo. The dose at the INEL boundary following a single
PIPET Normal II operation at the CTF is approximately 0.00050 mrem. The
location of the MEI at INEL occurs at approximately 135 kilometers, with a
dose received of 0.01 mreom.
GTA. The dose at the NTS boundary following a single GTA Normal II
oparation at the SMTS is approximately 0.009 mrem. The location of the
MEl occurs at approximately 190 kilometers, with a dose received of 0.011
mrem. The dose at the INEL boundary following a single GTA Normal II
operation at the CTF is approximately 0.012 mrem. The location of the MEI
at INEL occurs at approximately 18 kilometers, with a dose received of
0.028 mrem.
The major differences between the magnitude of the INEL and NTS doses
are caused by the differences in the selected inversion layer height as
evaluated at each site (1.5 kilometers at INEL and 2.0 kilometers at NTS).
The maximum population dose for a single PIPET Normal II operation (fifth of
a series) may result in the projection of up to 0.00022 additional cancer
fatalities and 0.000057 additional genetic disorders at NTS; and 0.0011
additional cancer fatalities and 0.00033 additional genetic disorders at INEL.
For GTA, the maximum population dose may result in the projection of up to
0.00017 additional cancer fatalities and 0.000045 additional genetic
disorders at NTS, and up to 0.0012 additional cancer fatalities and .00033
additional genetic disorders at INEL. These results are in addition to the
normally expected occurrences of these effects.
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Talde E-7. Normal II Operation Plume Center-Line Dose to fhe MEl

Core
(mrem/yr|
PIPET
PIPET
GTA
GTA

Site
NTS
INEL
NTS
INEL

Site Boundary
Distance
Dos
(orerm)
(kin)
39
0.00066
15
0.00050
39
0.0090
15
0.012

Annual
Natural
Radiation

Peak
Dose
(mrem)
0.0046
0.010
0.011
0.028

Distance
(kin)
210
135
190
18

Dos
(orerm)
383
402
383
402

Normal H1 Impacts
Tables E-9 and E-10 list the dose to the MEI and population doses,
respectively, for the PIPET Normal III operation. Both site boundary and
peak doses are listed for comparison.
The dose at the NTS boundary following a PIPET Normal III operation at
SMTS would be approximately 0.13 mtero. The location of the MEI would
occur at approximately 190 kilometers, with a dose received of 0.53 itoero.
The dose at the INEL boundary following a PIPET Normal III operation at the
CTF is approximately 0.06 mtero. The location of the MEI would occur at
approximately 125 kilometers, with a dose received of 1.2 mrom. Many of
the differences between INEL and NTS results discussed for Normal II
operations also apply for Normal III operations.
Population doses for a PIPET Normal III operation may result in the
projection of approximately 0.02 additional cancer fatalities and 0.005
additional genetic disorders at NTS, and approximately 0.09 additional
cancer fatalities and 0.03 additional genetic disorders at INEL.
Maxiamin Annual Operations
Tables E- 1 and E-12 list the dose to the MEI and population doses.
respectively, for the maximum yearly total release. The dose at the NTS
boundary following the maximum yearly release from the SMTS would be
approximately 0. 16 mreo. The location of the MEI would occur at
approximately 195 kilometers with a dose received magnitude of 0.6 itoero.
The dose at the INEL boundary following the maximum yearly release at the
CTF would be approximately 0.09 mroem. The location of the MEl at INEL
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Table E4. PIPET Normal INOperation Plume Center-Line Dose to Ohn MEI
Annual Natural

Site Boundary
Site

Dose
(torem)

Distance
(km)

NTS
INEL

0.13
0.06

39
15

Peak
Dos
(mrom)
0.53
1.2

Radiation

Distance
(km)

Dos
(tmrem)

190
125

383
402

would occur at approximately 125 kilometers, with a dose received of 1.35
mrem. These values are well below the NESHAP standard of 10 mreom.
Population doses for the maximum yearly release may result in the
projection of approximately 0.02 additional cancer fatalities and 0.006
additional genetic disorders at NTS, and the projection of approximately 0.1
additional cancer fatalities and 0.03 additional genetic disorders at INEL.
PMR Propulsion Technology Development and Validation Impacts
During the 10-year lifetime of the PBR propulsion technology development
and validation, impacts from each year would accumulate and collectively
produce the total program-related dose. An average year is considered to
consist of five PIPET Normal II Operations, and one GTA Normal II operation.
During the 10-year test period, a total of four PIPET Normal III operations
will occur which will replace four of the PIPET Normal II tests.
Tables E-1 3 and E-1 4 present the cumulative lifetime impacts from the
proposed PBR propulsion technology development program. Both dose to
the MEI and population doses are listed for comparison.
The dose at the NTS boundary for PBR propulsion technology assessment
releases from the SMTS would be approximately 0.64 mreo. The location
of the MEI would occur at approximately 190 kilometers with a dose
received of 2.5 mreo. The dose at the INEL boundary for P8R propulsion

technology assessment releases at the CTF would be approximately 0.50
mreo. The location of the MEI at INEL would occur at approximately 125
kilometers, with a dose received of 5.6 mreom.
Population doses for the lifetime of PBR propulsion technology assessment
releases may result in the projection of approximately 0.09 additional cancer
fatalities and 0.02 additional genetic disorders at NTS, and the projection of
approximately 0.44 additional cancer fatalities and 0. 12 additional genetic
disorders at INEL.
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Table E-1 1. Maximum Yearly Release Plume Cntr-4Jine Dose to "heMEt

Dose

2.4

Distance

Site

(mrem)

(km)

NTS
INEL

0.16
0.09

39
15

Annual
Natural Radiation

Peak

Site Boundary
Dose

Distance

Dose

(mrem)

(km)

(mreo)

0.60
1.35

195
125

383
402

ACCIDENT SCENARIOS
2.4.1

Severe Accident Hazards Analysis

2.4.1.1
Summary. As part of the preparation of this analysis, the project
team reviewed the entire evolution of the project to estimate the maximum
possible consequences resulting from hypothetical severe accidents,
regardless of their probability. In most cases, a scenario which would
produce a particular source term that could impact the environment or the
health and safety of workers and the public was presupposed. In one case,
the source term was taken as the maximum theoretically possible, i.e.,
complete vaporization of a core containing the maximum possible fissionproduct inventory, and its release directly into the atmosphere. Current
calculations indicate that no mechanism exists that could rupture both the
primary and secondary confinement boundaries to allow such a direct
unmitigated release, except through deliberate malevolent actions.
Nevertheless, this Level 1 Source Term provides an upper bound on safety
impacts. The value of such an unlikely assumption is that it ensures that all
credible accidents will have consequences that are much less severe.
The population and regions at risk during severe accidents were divided into
three separate groups by location: OSN - on-station personnel (within the
facility perimeter fence); OST - on-site (e.g., NTS, INEL) but outside the
facility fence; and P - members of the public situated off site. Five levels of
source term severity were distinguished, depending on where and when the
accident occurred during the facility life-cycle. These source terms then
provided the input to the accident consequences calculations of radiation
doses and health effects.
2.4.1.2 Introduction. In the preparation of this analysis, the project team
systematically reviewed all aspects of the project life cycle in an attempt to
ensure that no potential hazards had been overlooked. Although this review
resulted in both qualitative and quantitative estimates, it did not perform
detailed analyses of all situations. More specific and thorough investigations
will be performed for the Safety Analysis Reports required before
construction or operations can be approved by the appropriate regulatory
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Table E-13. Total SNTP Test Program Cumulative Center-Line Doe to the MEl
1O-Year
Site Boundary

Natural
Radiation

Peak

Site

Dose
(mrem)

NTS

0.64

39

2.5

190

3830

INEL

0.50

15

5.6

125

4020

Distance
(km)

Dose
(mrem)

Distance
4km)

Dose
(mrem)

agencies. This hazards "walk-through" presents conservative bounding
results that can be used to compare the risks of the proposed project to
other risks that the public normally accepts in the conduct of its economic,
social, and political affairs.
All types of hazards were considered including toxic emissions, fires and
explosions, and releases of radioactivity. For this facility, radiological
hazards generally dominate the potential impact of the project during both
normal operations and potential accidents.
The process of analyzing the potential radiological consequences of a severe
accident begins with the definition of a "source termw. The particular
nuclides (e.g., Xe-133), amounts (in curies), chemistry and morphology
(solid, respirable particulate, gas, etc.). half-life, and biological toxicity of the
material released to the environment defines the radiological source term.
Calculated core inventories for PIPET and GTA cores are shown in Tables
E-3 and E-4. These inventories were calculated using ORIGEN2 in
accordance with the parameters detailed in Section 1.3. Analysis of these
cores led to the description of five distinct source terms that might occur in
particular accidents. These source terms are defined in Table E-1 5.
All of the potential accident scenarios are bounded or encompassed by
these five sources. These source terms are then further analyzed by
calculating their release to the environment, their transport based on release
characteristics (velocity, temperature, composition) and meteorological
conditions (wind speed and direction, inversion layer presence and altitude,
etc.), and the resulting biological doses based on deposition calculations,
hypothetical location of the maximally exposed individual, and population
location and density. The integration of the source term with the conditions
prevailing at the time of the accident and the transport, dispersal and
deposition of the radionuclides determines the level of severity of the
accident. Table E-5 presents specific core release quantities for select
radionuclides, which together account for approximately 75 percent of the
total release. Calculation of releases for the balance of the core inventories
are calculated using the core release fraction information found in Table E-6
and the core inventories found in Tables E-3 and E-4.
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Table E-15. EIS Source Term Levels
Level 1 Source Term: all core vaporized coincident with the highest fissionproduct inventory; direct release to atmosphere without any
mitigation.
Level 2 Source Term: all core aerosolized coincident with the highest
fission-product inventory; release through ETS with failure of single
most critical component and failure of confinement system.
Level 3 Source Term: all core melts; source term from volatiles only (iodine,
cesium, noble gases, etc.); release through ETS with failure of single
most critical component and failure of the confinement system.
Level 4 Source Term: accidental criticality leading to vaporization of core
with no prior fission product inventory; release directly into
atmosphere.
Level 5 Source Term: cold core (i.e., no melting or vaporization) fragmented
and dispersed by means of an external event (e.g., a hydrogen
detonation); release directly into atmosphere.

Three accident consequence levels were chosen for analysis, since they
encompass the most severe hypothetical accidents. A detailed discussion of
the consequences are summarized in Table E-1 6 and the following
discussion.

Table E-16. Accident Consequence Levels
Consequence Level I: The worst-case hypothetical accident in which the
Level 1 Source Term is released to the atmosphere without
mitigation.
Consequence Level II: The worst-case hypothetical accident considered to
be credible without requiring extremely improbable external events
or deliberate malevolent actions. The system is assumed vulnerable
to the failure of the single most critical safety component. Source
Term Level 2 is employed. Two Consequence II cases are
distinguished, depending on whether the release occurs early or late
in the accident.
Consequence Level II: This accident involves the complete vaporization of
the core with little or no inventory of fission products at the time of
the accident. This can occur early in the facility life cycle (during
zero- or low-power testing), or late after the fission products have
substantially decayed. A Level 4 Source Term applies.

A Consequence I accident assumes Source Term Level 1 under worst-case
assumptions for all other initial and boundary conditions (e.g., no credit
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taken for agglomeration, condensation or scavenging processes, maximum
possible fission product inventory, GTA facility, etc.).
There are two Consequence II accidents, both of which employ Source Term
Level 2. The accidents are assumed to occur following the maximum GTA
operational cycle. The ETS is intact except for the assumed failure of the
eight absorber bed stages. Two different failure times are considered:
early, in which the prevailing weather conditions satisfy the normal
operating safety constraints; and late, 10 hours after the run when the
weather can no longer be presumed to be favorable. In the latter case, the
worst-case weather Is assumed to prevail: 300 meter inversion layer base,
1.0 meter per second wind blowing directly toward the nearest maximum
population center (Las Vegas at NTS and Idaho Falls at INEL). The Level 3
Source Term is not calculated separately, since its consequences are less
than those produced by Level 2 for these accident scenarios.
A Consequence III accident is assumed to occur during low-power testing if
an inadvertent criticality occurs before the confinement system is in place.
Although highly unlikely, some of the core could be vaporized and be
released directly into the atmosphere. The same consequences can be
considered to be bounding for any accidental criticality that occurs outside
the confinenent (e.g., during handling or storage) when the fission product
inventory is very low. This accident would involve a Level 4 Source Term.
The Level 5 Source Term is considered to lead to much more benign
consequences than thr previous accidents; therefore, it was not analyzed
separately.
Following is a brief overview of the hazards "walk-through" for various
stages of project development and facility operations.
On-Station Handling and Storage Prior to Testing
A key concern in handling and storing test articles prior to testing is the
possibility of accidental criticality. With proper design and engineering, the
potential for accidental criticality can be discounted, thereby limiting the
source term to Level 5. However, even if such an event were to occur, the
source term would be less than Level 4, resulting in an accident of severity
less than Consequence Ill.
In the absence of inadvertent criticality, a potential hazard arises from the
energetic dispersal of uranium and/or beryllium due to a hydrogen
detonation. However, the beryllium .,would not be hazardous unless burned
or aerosolized; the heat flux from a hydrogen deflagration or detonation is
insufficient to ignite or aerosolize the beryllium even if it were directly
exposed to the flame. Inside the reactor vessel, there is no explosion hazard
capable of releasing the beryllium. Fragmentation due to detonation-
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produced loads would limit the contamination and biological hazards to a
very localized region around the facility.
Very unlikely external events can be postulated as accident initiators. These
include airplane crashes into the facility, strong earthquakes, lightning
strikes, terrorist attacks, or hydrogen detonations. In order to present an
off-site threat to the public or the environment, radionuclides would have to
be lofted into the air and subsequently fall out in populated areas.
In all cases, the consequences of non-deliberate events would involve
source terms no worse than Level 5. Only in the case of deliberate
sabotage could the source approach Level 4. The consequences of all such
accidents are bounded by the Consequence III accident described in
Section 2.4.2.
Low Inventory Testing
Low-inventory testing would not be initiated until the full Coolant Supply
System (CSS) and Effluent Treatment System (ETS) were in place and
operational. Although the fission product inventory could exceed the Level
4 Source Term, it would be less than Level 2. The Late-Time Accident
Consequence II "Late" calculation (Section 2.4.3) would be bounding in the
unlikely event of a severe accident, since no controls on the prevailing
weather would apply, nor would sheltering or evacuation requirements be in
place.
Power Testing
Credible reactor accident scenarios include (1) loss of flow while at high
power; (2) reactivity addition accidents such as cold hydrogen flood while
critical, or inadvertent control rod or safety rod movement; and (3) loss of
cooling during post-operation cooldown (i.e., decay heat removal). The first
two scenarios are calculated to lead to immediate ejection of the fuel as an
aerosol terminating the power excursion with less than 100 MJ or 300 MJ
respectively of additional fission yield produced in the excursion. The
excursion yield is thus 0.0036 percent of the maximum inventory following
a normal series of operations.
Normal safety precautions would
protection of on-station workers,
with favorable weather patterns,
layers are such that the dispersal
populated areas.

apply during all power testing, including
and operations constrained to coincide
i.e., when wind direction and inversion
of fission products is towards the least

For potential consequences to on-site (OST) and off-site (P) personnel,
source term Levels 1, 2 or 3 would be bounding for design basis accidents
(DBAs) or severe accidents (beyond DBA). The chosen approach assumes
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that the DBA is a continuous rod withdrawal accident from low power. This
can only occur during testing, when favorable weather conditions prevail.
Hence, the early Consequence II accident would be bounding.
The third accident scenario to be considered is a postulated loss-of-coolantaccident (LOCA) during post-operation cooldown. (A LOCA during operation
is considered above.) Since the ETS is to be designed to absorb the effects
of a core vaporization, the LOCA would result in a release to the atmosphere
only if there were a concurrent failure of the ETS. Although such a
concurrent failure is an improbable event, the following discussion is
included to demonstrate that the potential releases are less than those
already described as Consequence II accidents.
Calculations have indicated that, if the LOCA occurs more than three hours
after the test is terminated, the conduction of the decay heat from the fuel
will be sufficient to prevent any significant melting. Should the LOCA occur
during the three hours immediately following a test operation, the decay
heat may produce core melting but is not sufficient for vaporization.
Therefore, any release would be less than that already considered as Source
Term Level 3. Furthermore, the releases, should they occur, would happen
within the weather predictability window (expected to be about 10 hours).
Thus, the consequences of postulated LOCAs during the post-operation
cooldown period are bounded by the Consequence II "Early" accident
described in some detail in Section 2.4.2.
Long-Term Post Test Cooling
The test articles will remain within the test cell for an extended cooling
period and to allow substantial decay of the radionuclides. Within this
configuration, the source term would probably be substantially less than
Level 4, since the moderate fission product inventory would be significantly
mitigated by the presence of the ETS. Even in the extremely unlikely event
of an inadvertent criticality with some inventory, the source term would be
less than Level 2.
Maintenance and Inter-Test Period
As long as the test article remains within the confinement, source terms
would be less than Level 2 credible mechanistic accident scenarios. The
bounding accident would be represented by Consequence II 'Late.'
However, the probability of such a consequence is extremely unlikely. In
the analysis, no credible accident involving hydrogen detonations was
capable of failing the reactor vessel (primary confinement) or any major
component of the ETS. This was true either as a result of the structural
strength of the component, or the impossibility of introducing oxygen into a
hydrogen-pressurized system. Similarly, no mechanism was uncovered that
would lead to recriticality as a result of a nearby hydrogen detonation.
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Deinstallation. Storage, and Transportation
Since the radioactivity of the test article has substantially decayed, source
terms should not exceed Level 4. Similarly, no physical mechanism was
identified by which criticality could occur as a result of an external
explosion. The most serious event would involve fragmentation and local
dispersion of large core fragments; hence, the Source Term would not
exceed Level 5. Transportation of radioactive material off site might involve
accidents leading to dispersal of the material. However, these
transportation accidents are separately considered.
Decommissioning
A detailed investigation of decontamination and decommissioning of the
facility at the end of its useful life will be performed as part of the SAR
process in the program. No environmental or safety impact is expected In
this process that would exceed the accident consequences already
examined in the earlier phases of the project.
2.4.2 Evaluation of Potential Accident Scenarios
Consequence I
A Consequence I accident is considered the maximum possible hypothetical
accident. The accident assumes the total release of all radioactive material
of a maximum inventory GTA core immediately following operation. The
inventory is assumed to be released from the core in a completely
aerosolized fashion to maximize the radiological consequence. The released
material is assumed to bypass completely the ETS and any secondary
confinement. No account for agglomeration, condensation, or scavenging
processes is taken, which ensures that the maximum inventory is dispersed
outside of the test site boundary. Each of these assumptions represents an
overly conservative bound which cannot be realized physically.
Consequence II
A Consequence II accident is considered the maximum credible postulated
accident scenario. A Consequence II accident can result if a critical ETS
component fails following the end of a maximum operational cycle, placing
the maximum inventory into that component. The critical component is
assumed to be the cryogenic adsorber beds (a series of multiple parallel
stages) which are assumed to have the potential to fail any time during or
following an operation. For conservatism, 100 percent of the core is
assumed to be released into the ETS. For this case all of the noble gas
inventory is released into the atmosphere, while particulates and other nongaseous materials are mainly trapped in the ETS particulate and charcoal
filters, and thus not released. This accident is considered for PIPET only. It
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would require the simultaneous failure of three independent systems for a
GTA reactor to experience this scenario (reactor core integrity, ETS adsorber
beds, and the ETS confinement system), which is considered incredible.
Two different failure times are considered. The first occurs immediately
following the end of a PIPET Normal III operation. Model weather conditions
are assumed, since this release would occur within the 10-hour forecast
window. This accident is termed the Consequence II "Early' scenario.
The second time at which an adsorber bed can be assumed to have failed
occurs after the 10-hour forecast window. For this reason nominal weather
conditions can no longer be assumed. Instead, credible weather conditions
which produce the maximal impact are assumed to prevail (F stability,
1.0 m/s wind speed, and a 300 m inversion layer base). Additionally, the
wind is assumed to be blowing directly toward the nearest maximum
population center (Las Vegas at NTS and Idaho Falls at INEL). This accident
is termed the Consequence II "Late" scenario in the remainder of this
section.
Consequence Ill
During initial installation of a GTA or PIPET core, some zero or low-power
testing (Normal I operations) would be conducted. Although highly unlikely,
an accidental reactor control rod withdrawal could occur before the reactor
containment and confinement system are in place. In this event, the reactor
would experience a brief, but intense, power excursion that could result in
fuel vaporization and subsequent release directly into the atmosphere. The
resulting inventory would contain fission products from approximately
10l fission events (equivalent to 110 MW for 0.5 seconds of GTA
operation) (Sherman, 1991), and would be released at ground level.
Although the intent would be to perform the zero-power testing in at least
model weather conditions, weather conditions producing the maximal
impact are assumed for conservatism (F stability, 1.0 m/s wind speed, and a
300 meter inversion height). Additionally, the wind is assumed to be
blowing directly toward the nearest maximum population center (Las Vegas
at NTS and Idaho Falls at INEL).
Preliminary analysis performed using these accident scenarios has shown
the Consequence II "Late' accident with a PIPET core to be the conservative
bounding case scenario. Although greater impacts are calculated using a
Consequence I accident, no credible design-based situation is conceivable
which could result in its occurrence, thus it will not be considered in this
analysis. The potential for occurrence of even a Consequence II type
accident is remote, since it would depend upon the simultaneous failure of
two independent reactor systems; failure of the complete ETS cryogenic
adsorber system, and failure of the confinement or isolation system which
would otherwise prevent uncontrolled release of radioactive material during
an accident. The probability of such an occurrence, termed a "two-point"
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failure, is remote; while the failure of either system is low, the simultaneous
failure of both is almost inconceivable.
2.4.3 9ounding Cue Accident Impacts
Tables E-17 and E-18 list the dose to the MEI and population dose,
respectively, for the Consequence II "Late= accident. The site boundaries
for this accident are reported closer to the release point (23 kilometers at
NTS, and 10 kilometers at INEL) than was used In the Normal-case
operations analyses as a result of the wind direction changes.
Table E-17. PIPET. Consequence N Late" Accident Plume Center-line
Dose to the MEl

Site Boundary

Annual
Natural
Radiation

Peak

Dose
(mrem)

Distance
(kin)

Dose
(mrem)

Distance

Site

(km)

Dose
(mrem)

NTS

23.5

23

23.5

23

383

INEL

24.0

3

30.0

10

402

The dose at the NTS boundary for this accident occurring at SMTS is
approximately 23.5 mrem. The dose at the INEL site boundary for this
accident occurring at CTF is approximately 24.0 mream. The MEI doses are
23.5 mrem at NTS and 30.0 mrem at INEL. Although these values do not
take into account the effects of evacuation they are well below the
ANSI/ANS Report 15.7 guideline of 500 mrem (0.5 rem).
Population doses as a result of a Consequence II "1Late" accident are
evaluated in the southeast (SE) wind sector for NTS (i.e., Las Vegas), and
the SE sector at the CTF (i.e., Idaho Falls). The projected latent effects
which may be caused by the Consequence II "Late" accident may be
approximately 0.37 additional cancer fatalities and 0.10 additional genetic
disorders at NTS, and approximately 1.4 additional cancer fatalities and
0.36 additional genetic disorders at INEL. These values represent the
maximum accident-case impact for PBR propulsion technology assessments.
An initial analysis of a Consequence I accident, using a GTA core to yield
the source term and occurring under model weather conditions, was
undertaken. Impacts produced (see discussion of consequences in Section
2.4.2), by such an accident, while recognized as not physically possible to
produce, serve as a baseline against which the bounding case can be
compared. At NTS, a GTA Consequence I accident could result in an MEI
dose received of 221 mrem at a distance of 180 kilometers, while at INEL
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such an accident would produce an MEI dose received of 560 mrem at a
distance of 120 kilometers.
Likewise at NTS, a GTA Consequence I accident at NTS could produce as
many as 0.17 additional cancer fatalities and 0.045 additional genetic
disorders in the exposed population, and at INEL an additional 7.6 additional
cancer fatalities and 2.0 additional genetic disorders.
3.0

RADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF TRANSPORTATION
The impacts of transporting feed, fresh product, irradiated product and lowlevel waste (LLW) for the program were analyzed using the RADTRAN
computer code developed by Sandia National Laboratories ISNL). This
section describes this computational method and the analysis performed.
The purpose of this analysis is to provide a technical assessment of
radiological and nonradiological risk associated with transportation of
radioactive materials used for system development work at ground test
facilities. This analysis does not assess "social amplification of risk," which
may be affected by public perceptions (Kasperson et al., 1988). No
generally accepted method has yet been developed for the formal analysis
of these factors. However, awareness of these concerns is responsible, at
least in part, for the recognition of "secondary factors" in the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) routing guidelines and for the strong
tendency toward conservatism (i.e., toward overestimation of risk) in the
risk analysis.
3.1

RADTRAN MODEL
The RADTRAN 4 risk analysis model was developed by SNL to calculate
radiological risks associated with the transport of radioactive materials by a
variety of modes, including truck, rail, air, ship, and barge (Neuhauser and
Kanipe, 1991). The RADTRAN 4 computer code consists of two major
modules for each transport mode: the incident-free transport module, in
which doses resulting from normal transport are modeled; and the accident
module, in which consequences and probabilities of accidents are evaluated
and used to generate a risk estimate. RADTRAN 4 is the central code of the
set of codes and databases developed by SNL to support transportation risk
analysis. With these codes and databases, radiological and nonradiological
transport risks can be estimated, and they are well suited to complex
problems involving multiple package types, transport mode options, and
potential destinations. RADTRAN 4 permits the user to describe route
segments in detail. This capability is used in the present analysis to
generate shipment-level risk values (Neuhauser and Kanipe, 1991).
The single greatest "limitation" facing users of RADTRAN or any code of
this type is a scarcity of statistical data for certain input parameters. This
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difficulty often can be overcome by using conservative estimates of thes
parameters (i.e., values that tend to maximize the risk). The resulting risks
tend to be overestimates (Neuhauser and Reardon, 1986), but are
appropriate for use as bounding estimates in the evaluation of environmental
consequences. In this context, use of confidence limits as a measure of
uncertainty would be inappropriate.
An extensive analysis of the sensitivity of RADTRAN risk calculations to
variations in parameters was performed by Neuhauser and Reardon (1986)
for a sample truck transport case. The parameters that had the greatest
effect on the incident-free risk calculation for truck transport were found to
be, in decreasing order of importance: exposure distance while stopped;
package dose rate; packages per shipment; shipments per year; Ko (a
factor that accounts for the shape of the package); distance traveled; stop
time; number of persons exposed while stopped; shipments per year;
distance from source to crew; and number of crew members. AN of these
are either deterministic (i.e., have known, fixed values for the problem being
analyzed) or can be appropriately bounded by a conservative assumption.
The accident risk calculation was sensitive to values for release fraction and
for probability of occurrence of accident-severity categories; it was
relatively insensitive to changes in accident rate or fractions of travel in
urban, suburban and rural population-density zones. Consequently, where
data are not available, conservative assumptions regarding package release
fractions and accident-severity-category probabilities are used.
3.1.1

Incident-Free Radiological Risk

Included in the incident-free module for highway and rail transport are
models describing:
*

Dose to persons within 800 meters (2,600 feet) of the transport
link

"* Dose to persons sharing the transport link
"* Dose to persons at stops (e.g., refueling stops, rail classification
yards).
The magnitude of this risk depends mainly on the package or shipment dose
rate and the surrounding population densities. The package dose rate is
defined as the dose rate in millirem per hour at 1 meter (3 feet) from the
package surface. The shipment dose rate is defined as the corresponding
dose rate at 1 meter from the conveyance. The latter is often used to
model multiple-package shipments. Three population density zones (rural,
suburban, and urban) are used for interstate highway routes. These
correspond to mean population densities at 6,719 and 3,861 persons per
square kilometer (250 acres), respectively.
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Radiological Accident Risk
Accident risk may be generically defined as the consequences of an accident
multiplied by the probability of that accident. In practice, any number of
different accident sequences exist, each of which has an associated
probability. These various types of accident sequences may be grouped
according to their severities; in RADTRAN, each of these groupings is
considered an Accident Severity Category. Severity is a function of the
magnitudes of the impact, puncture, and thermal forces to which a package
may be subjected during an accident. Because all accidents may be
described in terms of these basic physical forces, severity is scenarioindependent. That is, any sequence of events that results in an accident in
which a package is subjected to forces within a certain range is assigned to
the Accident Severity Category associated with that range of values. Each
value in the severity category matrix represents a conditional probability.
This is, each value is the probability, given that an accident occurs, that the
accident will be of that particular severity. To determine the expected
frequency of each severity category, each value must be multiplied by the
baseline accident rate for the mode and population zone. Each population
density zone has a distinct baseline accident rate and distribution of
accident severities because of differences in average velocity, traffic
density, and other factors in rural, suburban, and urban areas.
Radiological consequences were calculated by assigning release fractions to
each category for each chemically and physically distinct type of
radioisotope. The release fraction is defined as that fraction of the
radioisotope group in the package that could be released in a given severity
of accident. Release fractions vary by package type. Most solid materials
are relatively nondispersible and would be difficult to release in particulate
form. Therefore, RADTRAN allows the user to assign values for aerosolized
and respirable aerosol fractions of the released radioactive material for each
Accident Severity Category. Distinct aerosol and respirable aerosol fractions
are assigned by material dispersibility category; these categories describe
the physical form of the material (e.g., gas, liquid, solid in powder form,
monolithic or nondispersible solid).
RADTRAN contains a meteorological model that allows the user to define
the behavior of a plume of particulates, if one is produced by the type of
accident considered. Material released in aerosol form is assumed to travel
away from the immediate vicinity of an accident in a particulate plume.
To calculate health effects, five exposure pathways are considered:
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*

Inhalation of respirable aerosols in the passing plume

*

Cloudshine, defined as exposure to penetrating radiation (e.g.,
gamma radiation) from the passing plume
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"* Groundshine, defined as exposure to penetrating radiation from
radioactive material that is deposited on the ground from the
plume

"• Resuspension, defined as inhalation dose from respirable
aerosols that are deposited on the ground by the passing plume
and subsequently resuspended

"• Ingestion, defined as exposure from ingestion of agriculture
products from areas contaminated by particulates from the
plume (rural zones inly).
Cloudshine and inhalation of respirable aerosols occur only while persons are
exposed to the plume. Since persons outdoors would be most directly
affected, RADTRAN allows the user to account for pedestrian densities in
urban areas. Groundshine, resuspension, and ingestion doses would be
incurred at later times, and their magnitudes would depend in part on how
rapidly a contaminated area is evacuated and whether the area is cleaned up
or restricted from use. RADTRAN allows the user to estimate evacuation
times, and it includes contamination thresholds for determining whether
interdiction or cleanup will occur. The cleanup level is in accordance with
proposed U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines.
3.1.2

Total Radiological Risk of Transprt

A unit-shipment approach was used to calculate transportation risk. The
risk per shipment is calculated and multiplied by the number of shipments of
each material type. These products may then be summed to give total risk
values.
3.1.3

Nonradiological Risk of Transport

The RADTRAN postprocessor performs calculations for nonradiological unitrisk factors (e.g., risk of fatality from mechanical injury) to determine total
nonradiological risks. Note that for these risks the two-way travel distance
is used because, while radiological risks may be incurred only for a shipment
containing radioactive material, nonradiological risks are equally likely when
the transport vehicle is traveling empty.
3.1.4

Representative Routes

To estimate the fraction of truck transport travel in each population density
zone, representative interstate highway routes are generated for each origindestination combination, and population densities along these routes are
determined from 1980 census data. These data and one-way mileage
estimates are generated by a highway routing code.
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3.2

ANALYSIS
3.2.1

Input Data and Modeling of Packages/Shipments

RADTRAN requires substantial amounts of input data to adequately model
the packaging, the packaging contents, the vehicle and transport link, and
potential radiological consequences. In addition, a conditional probability
must be assigned to each Accident Severity Category for each populationdensity zone, and accident rates for each vehicle type and transport mode
must be determined. Many of those values do not change for a specific
application. For example, interstate highway lane dimensions do not change
regardless of what vehicle type or payload is being analyzed. Since
predetermined defaut values are used for these parameters, the user needs
to consider only the values of those parameters that may change as a result
of program-specific conditions. In this section, program-specific conditions
and related input values are discussed and documented.
Shipments of high-enriched uranium feed material would be received from
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. All uranium feed material shipments, for analysis
purposes, were considered to be in oxide form. The uranium feed material
would be converted to "fresh product" at Lynchburg, Virginia. From
Lynchburg, the fresh product would be transported to Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and then transported to one of the potential sites of the new PBR
validation test facility. At the PBR validation test facility location, the fresh
product material would be irradiated in a reactor environment for cumulative
time periods ranging from one second to a few thousand seconds. To
provide a complete analytical evaluation, it was assumed that the irradiated
product material could be subject to one of the following options:
Option 1:

Shipment to an off-site hot cell facility for further examination.

Option 2:

Treatment as waste for either on-site or off-site disposal
depending on the given site's waste acceptance criteria.

In actuality, the irradiated product has negligible economic value considering
the cost of recovery and would be disposed at either the installation hosting
test activities or the facility accomplishing post irradiation examinations.
LLW would be generated during testing operations. These LLW forms could
include filter media, particulates, activated hardware, and contaminated
structural materials. The LLW would be disposed of on site. Waste meeting
the TRU waste acceptance criteria could not be demonstrated to be
produced during the proposed action; however, for both analytical
completeness and conservation, SNTP program activities were modeled as
generating sufficient TRU waste to account for a single shipment to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).
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A set of conservative baseline conditions was defined for analysis to provide
a point of comparison for relative risk assessments. Briefly, each material
would be shipped by truck; shipments of feed, fresh product, and irradiated
product materials going for further examination would be carried in safe
secure transports (SSTs) or by appropriately safeguarded commercial truck.
All of the fresh and irradiated product was assumed to be shipped by
commercial truck for this analysis. The TRU waste would be grouted and
shipped off site by commercial carriers in Type A packages (55-gallon
drums) in TRUPACT-I1 Type B overpacks; the LLW would be packaged
according to all applicable regulations and hauled to an on-site LLW disposal
facility. The structural materials that might be classified as LLW were all
modeled as being broken down into units small enough to fit into 55-gallon
drums, with a 50-percent void volume factor accounted for. In actuality, it
is probable that at least some of these structural materials would be shipped
as low-specific-activity material in bulk form, which would greatly reduce
the number of such shipments. Therefore, the risk values given for LLW
transportation in this analysis are conservative. A summary of the
packaging assumptions used in the analysis is given in Table E-1 9.
In prior analyses of similar materials (DOE/EIS-0136), two shipment sizes
(full and half-full loads) were analyzed, because it was possible that a
reduced payload might decrease the consequences of a severe accident and
thus reduce the overall risk. The results of this earlier analysis indicate that
although there was some reduction in high-severity accident consequences,
this was more than offset by the increase in risk because twice as many
shipments must be made to transport the same amount of material.
Therefore, only full loads are considered in this analysis.
All LLW generated during operations of the proposed new test facility is
modeled as being disposed of on site. This waste would consist primarily of
fission-product-contaminated material and activated structural materials.
The former was modeled as containing the maximum amount of the given
material that can be carried in a Type A package. For all materials modeled
(filter media, etc.) this amount still contains less than 100 nanocuries per
gram of alpha-contaminated material, which is the maximum concentration
of alpha-emitting isotopes permitted in LLW; thus the analysis is
conservative.
The total output of LLW from operations is expected to be about 1.7 x 10s
metric tons with a volume of 46,000 cubic meters (1.6 million cubic feet)
(includes 50 percent packing volume allowance), which is equivalent to
about 219,250 55-gallon drums. The radionuclide inventory of a package
varies from 2 to almost 40 curies; the latter applies only to special form
material. Although the transport distance could vary at the two alternative
sites for the new test facility, a maximum distance of 50 kilometers
(approximately 30 miles) was used for both sites. The average velocity on
site was assumed to be 50 kilometers per hour (about 30 miles per hour).
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Stop times associated with transport by SST differ from those for
commercial truck transport. Stop time was set at 0.0021 hour per
kilometer in accordance with safe operating procedures for the SST
(Mulryan, 1987). The value for commercial truck transport is 0.011 hour
per kilometer which was used for all other off-site shipments. The operating
procedures for the SST are classified.
Representative interstate highway routes from each potential origin to each
potential destination were generated by the INTERSTAT routing highway
code, which also gives fractions by travel in rural, suburban, and urban
population density zones (Cashwell, 1987) and total one-way distance.
These are listed in Tables E-20 and E-21.
The INTERSTAT routing network includes the interstate highway system,
state-designated alternate routes, and access routes into various DOE
facilities. Because of their high and uniform levels of engineering and
safety, the interstate highways have been identified by the DOT as the
preferred routes for transport of highway-route-controlled quantities of
radioactive materials (formerly called large-quantity shipments); where
available, urban beltways and bypasses must be used. States and tribes
may designate alternative routes when the designation is accompanied by a
safety analysis demonstrating equal or greater levels of safety.
The accident rates used in the analysis are from DOT data for the entire
commercial shipping industry (i.e., accidents on interstate highways
involving at least one commercial tractor-trailer regardless of payload), and
are based on millions of total vehicle-kilometers of travel. Available
unclassified accident/incident data for radioactive materials shipments
indicate, for example, that for the 11-year period from 1971 to 1982, fewer
than 30 Type B packages were involved in truck or rail accidents (Wolff,
1984). There was no release of radioactive material in any of these
accidents. An accident rate derived from this information should not be
used; the statistical significance would be questionable because the total
truck-kilometers involved are relatively small and because few accidents
occurred. Therefore, the accident rates in this analysis are conservatively
set equal to the national average accident rates for commercial tractortrailers. The national average rates are derived from DOT data and are
appropriate for relatively long-distance routes that traverse several states.
SNL has conducted a number of tests to demonstrate the validity of this
conclusion. The average for the entire United States is 3.1 x 10.7 accidents
per kilometer (4.0 x 10.7 accidents per mile). The limited variability in
accident rates supports the use of national average data for the program
shipments. These accident rates were also used for on-site shipments. This
is a conservative approach because lower speeds and institutional controls
are expected to lower actual on-site accident rates.
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These rates are for all reported combination truck accidents on interstate
highways. The possibility of the very severe accidents which would be
required to result in a release of radioactive material Is much lower. The
overall frequency of under-reporting of accidents Is about 40 percent for
property-damage-only accidents; the reporting of serious and fatal accidents
is virtually 100 percent (Smith and Wilmot, 1982). Thus, the base accident
rate is not adjusted for under-reporting, since doing so would serve only to
raise the relative frequency of occurrence of low-severity accidents and
lower the relative frequency of occurrence of high-severity accidents, which
would remove a certain level of conservatism in the accident-risk
calculation. The eight-category Accident Severity Category matrix for
commercial truck transport from NUREG-01 70 (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission [NRC], 1977) is used.
Restricting truck transport to good weather conditions reduces the overall
truck accident rate by about 10 percent (NUREG-01 70 Section 6.3.3).
Since accidents associated with travel in poor weather conditions are
included in the DOT accident-rate data that were used in the risk analysis,
the risk estimate is slightly conservative with respect to this parameter. In
the unlikely event of an unforeseen road closure, radiological impacts would
be associated mainly with an increase in stop time and perhaps an
increase/decrease in distance traveled (e.g., if a vehicle were able to use an
alternate route). Since only a few shipments at most would be affected on
an annual basis, the overall annual incident-free risk estimate would not
change significantly.
The SST would be used to transport program-related shipments of feed
material. An SST may be, but was not assumed to be, used for fresh and
irradiated product shipments. The SST acts as a significant secondary
barrier; it provides additional shielding that reduces the external dose rate of
the shipments, and it provides additional levels of accident resistance. For
shipments of TRU waste to the WIPP, the TRUPACT-I1 package would be
used. Release fractions for a typical Type B package were used (NRC,
1977) to represent the TRUPACT-Il, and no credit was taken for any
protection that might be afforded by the inner Type A packages (drum).
The LLW low-specific activity and Type A packages were modeled as typical
Type A packages.
The 6M is one of the few packagings for which a large amount of data
exists on response to the higher severity category accidents, and the release
fraction values used here and in earlier studies are based on these data
(Bonzon, 1977; Fischer et al., 1987). It is expected that the 6M will be
replaced by a newer packaging of the same type with an improved closure
mechanism. However, other basic features of the packaging would remain
the same, and the new Type B inner packaging is modelled in this analysis
as having the same properties as a 6M. The accident resistance provided by
the SST is significant. The high integrity of the trailer acts as an impact-
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force-reducing barrier and provides thermal protection. The release fractions
assigned to the Type B packaging in Accident Severity Categories VI, VII,
and VIII for the 6M inner packaging must be modified to reflect the
protection afforded a shipment by the SST. Lesser accident categories (I
through V) result in no release of material to the environment (NRC, 1977).
The SST also provides enhanced thermal protection, being capable of
withstanding temperatures in excess of the regulatory test-fire temperature
[1,4750 F (8000 C) for periods exceeding the test duration of 30 minutes
without significant elevation of internal temperature (SNL, 1976). The SST
provides additional thermal protection such that the Type B packagings,
which are themselves highly fire-resistant, would not directly experience
thermal loads characteristic of a Category VI fire. Note that both fire and
impact forces of the magnitudes defined above are required for an accident
to be classified as Accident Severity Category VI; this is also true of the
definitions of Categories VII and Viii. The SST so effectively prevents either
of these conditions from affecting the payload that a Category VI accident
would not result in any release of contents. Therefore, the release fraction
for this severity category is equal to zero for shipments of the Type B/SST
configuration. For shipments of the Type A/SST configuration, the release
fraction for Category VI was set equal to 0.01. Since Type A packages
subject to severe impact loadings encountered in Categories VIl and VIII
must be assumed to fail completely, the SST was conservatively modeled as
providing no additional protection in these two highest categories.
The forces a shipment may experience in Category VII accidents [140,000230,000 kilograms (300,000-500,000 pounds)), if applied uniformly to the
SST, would not result in crush forces in the interior of the trailer that
exceeded the Type B failure threshold. However, concentrated application
of such forces could cause local deformation of the SST. Crush forces on
packagings in the immediate vicinity of the impact point could exceed the
Type B threshold. Forces of that magnitude are seldom encountered in
actual accidents. A grade-crossing accident involving a train moving at high
velocity could conceivably provide the requisite force at a 90-degree impact
angle, and the force would be concentrated in a relatively small area rather
than being uniformly distributed. Therefore, for the purposes of this study,
all accidents of this severity are modeled conservatively as being of the
local-deformation type. For a close-packed array of Type B packages, four
packages in the immediate vicinity of the local deformation would be
affected. The four packages damaged by crush forces generated as a result
of impact could be subjected to a Category VII fire (8000 C 11,4750 F9 for
up to 2 hours) and could release some fraction of their contents. The
release fraction for each shipment was then conservatively set equal to the
product of the fraction of affected Type Bs and the release fraction for a
Type B in a Category VII accident (as defined in NUREG-01 70 using Model
Il}. For SSTs carrying Type A packages, all Type A packages were modeled
as failing completely in a hypothetical Category VII.
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Accident Severity Category VIII, as defined in NUREG-01 70 (NRC, 1977) for
highway transport, includes accidents involving both forces greater than
230,000 kilograms (500,000 lbs) and fires over 2 hours in duration at 8000
C (1,4750 F) (or equivalent thermal load). No highway accident this severe
has ever been recorded, so for the purposes of this study the localdeformation scenario used in Category VII was extended. Six Type Bs
would be damaged as a result and subjected to fire. The shipment release
fraction is again conservatively set equal to the product of the fraction of
affected Type Bs and the release fraction for a Type B package in a
Category VIII accident (as defined in NUREG-01 70). For SSTs carrying Type
A packages, all Type A packages were modeled as failing completely in a
hypothetical Category Viii accident.
Aerosol and respirable aerosol fraction values for dispersibility category 5
(loose, small powder) are used for feed material (NRC, 1977). They
determine the amounts of material that may be dispersed and eventually
inhaled in each severity category in which a release may occur. The fraction
of airborne material that is less than 10 microns in size (mean aerodynamic
diameter) and that could therefore enter the human respiratory system
(international Commission on Radiological Protection HICRPI, 1979) was set
at 50 percent for feed. Ninety percent (mass percentage) of all inhaled
airborne particles between 10 and 20 microns (mean aerodynamic diameter)
and 100 percent of all particles over 20 microns (mean aerodynamic
diameter) are deposited in the nasopharyngeal region. Respirable aerosols
may be generated by impact forces and, more importantly, by fire. The
uranium oxide, although it will not bum, is more dispersible when in powder
form, and this was accounted for in the analysis by the dispersability
category assignment. The respirable aerosols potentially generated in
severe accidents are, therefore, estimated in a conservative, materialspecific manner. The deposition velocity of all released particulates was set
at the default value of 0.03 feet per second (0.01 meters per second),
which is representative of aerosols. The fraction of all radionuclides that
would be daposited on agricultural land and then transferred to food
products was set equal to 2.8 x 10- (Ostmeyer, 1986).
The fresh product is a very high integrity material. Even under very severe
mechanical and thermal loadings to the fresh product package, more than
99 percent of the material would remain intact. Therefore, aerosol and
respirable aerosol fraction values for a similar high-integrity material (Fort
St. Vrain power reactor fuel) are used for fresh product. The irradiated
product is also assigned aerosol and respirable aerosol fraction values like
those used for Fort St. Vrain power reactor spent fuel.
Aerosol and respirable aerosol fractions similar to those used for ordinary
commercial shipments of Type A packages are used for low-level waste,
and TRU waste is modeled as described in the WIPP SEIS. These values are
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typically used in RADTRAN evaluations of the shipment of these materials
for environmental evaluations.
For this analysis, RADTRAN results are given in terms of population dose
(i.e., person-rem) per shipment. To obtain risk In terms of health effects,
these values are multiplied by the total number of shipments of the
appropriate material type and by health effect estimators discussed in a BEIR
model. The effective whole-body doses calculated by RADTRAN were
reduced by a factor of 2 to yield gonadal dose for genetic risks as suggested
by the ICRP (ICRP, 1979).
3.3

RESULTS
Radiological unit-risk factors from the RADTRAN System are expressed in
units of expected dose (person-rem) and health effects (cancer deaths and
genetic effects) per shipment for each type of shipment. Risk factors wre
calculated separately for the public under incident-free and accident
conditions. The representation of each of the three population zones (rural,
suburban, and urban) is indicated in the route data given in Tables E-20 and
E-21.
Nonradiological risks are deaths arising from traffic accidents (mechanical
injuries) and deaths from respiratory ailments resulting from vehicular air
pollution (Rao et al., 1981). Nonradiological unit-risk factors based on
national statistics were obtained from DOT data.
In this analysis, the entire package dose rate was modeled as gamma
radiation, which tends to overestimate total integrated dose because
neutrons are rapidly attenuated in air whereas gamma radiation is not.
Since the exact packaging configuration to be used has not been identified,
the Transport Index (TI) was assumed to be the maximum value allowable
for these shipments. This results in a very conservative estimate of
radiation doses for incident-free shipments. Typically, the surface dose
rates on SNTP packages shipped over public highways will be very low
(since many are unirradiated materials) and realistically could be orders of
magnitude lower than were assumed for these transportation impact
calculations. Consequently, the incident-free radiological impacts should be
much lower than those calculated.
The per-shipment risk values are multiplied by the expected number of
shipments of each material type to give total risks for each. The pershipment and total radiological risks for transporting feed, fresh product,
irradiated product, material for recycle, and TRU waste are given in
Tables E-22 and E-23, respectively. The number of genetic effects is less
than 30 percent of the number of cancer deaths shown in these tables. The
risk to the public from transportation of low-level and hazardous wastes that
are to be treated and disposed of on-site is negligible. Total radiological
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Table E-22. Radiological Transportation Risk (person-rem per shipment)
Page 1 of 2
Person-rem/shioment
Shipment Type

Route

Incident-Free"

Accident

Fresh Prod
2-element

Lynchburg-NTS
Lynchburg-INEL

7.91 x 10"'
9.44x10"'

1.68x00"'
1.90xlO(12

Fresh Prod
37-element

Lynchburg-NTS
Lynchburg-INEL

7.91x101
9.44xl 0"

3.12xl 0- 12
3.53xl 0-12

Feed

ORNL-Lynchburg

1.16x0" 1

2.94x10'

Irradiated
Product
2-element

NTS-Lynchburg
INEL-Lynclbur9

4.01 x10"'
4.78x1 0"1

5.21 xl 0
5.88xl10

Irradiated
Product
37-element

NTS-Lynchburg
INEL-Lynchburg

4.01 xl 0-1
4.78x10 1

9.61 xl 0'
1.09x10 4

Experimental
Product 4 kg

ALBQ-Lynchburg

2.09x1 01

4.78x1 012

*Be
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Tabe E-22. Radiological Transportation Risk (person-rem par shipment)
Page 2 of 2
Shipment Type

Route

Person-rem/shioment
Accident
Incident..Free*

Low-Level Wastes:
Concrete &

Steel
Aluminum
ETS-filiters

ETS-gravel
ETS-silica
ETS-struct
Copper
Beryllium

Graphite

NTS-NTS

INEL-NEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL
NTS-NTS

INEL-NEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-NEL

2.00x 0-3
2.O0xl 0'
2.00x 0-3
2.O0xI 0,3
2.00x1 0'
2.00x 0*3
2.00x 0-3
2.O0xI 0"3
2.00x 0,3

NTS-NTS

2.00x 0*3

INEL-NEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

Low-Level ETS Waste:
NTS-NTS
ZIC-Graph

Aluminum
Structural

2.00x1 0'
2.00xl 0*
2.00x1 0`
2.O0xIO'
2.O0xl 0""

2.00x
2.00x
2.00x

3

00-3
0-3

2.160101"
2.1 BX1 012
7.87xl 01'
7.87xl 014'
3. 53x1 0.12

3.53x 0,1 2
4.71 XI 0-13
4.71 x10"
4.71 X1071
4.71 XJO' 3
2.72x10Ot '
2.72x00""
1.33x1 0.
1.33x1 0'
2.75x 0"15

2.75xI01 6
5.95x 0"'
5.95x10Or

INEL-NEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-NEL

2.O0xl 0,3
2.00x 0-3
2.OOXJ10-3
2.00x 0*3
2.O0xl 0-3
2.00x 0-3

NTS-WIPP
INEL-WIPP

8.49x
1.28x

0,3
0,2

1.74
2.62

NTS-NTS
INEL-NEL

9.82x
9.82x

0-3
0,3

1.24x104
1.24010'

1.60X1 0-13

J.60Xj10 1 3

5.05x 10.10
5.05x1 01
5.06x1 010'
5.06x10a'*

TRU Waste:

TRU
Mixed Waste:

Mixed

Sm

ah~dn
TI

10for eIH spmente.

SNTP FE/S
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Table E-23. Total Radiological Transportation Risks
(parson-rem)
Page 1 of 2
Shipment Type

Route

Shipment
Number

IncidentFree*

Accident

Fresh Prod
(2-element)

Lynchburg-NTS
Lynchburg-INEL

80
80

6.31 x1 0'
7.55xI0'

1.35x10'0*
1.52x10'*

Fresh Prod
(37-element)

Lynchburg-NTS
Lynchburg-INEL

3
3

2.37x100
2.83x10*

9.36x 10"'
1.06x10'0*

Feed

ORNL-Lynchburg

50

5.80x 100

1.47x004

Irradiated
Product
(2-element)

NTS-Lynchburg
INEL-Lynchburg

80
80

3.21 x1 0'
3.82xl 0'

4
4.17x100
4.70x 10'

Irradiated
Product
(37-element)

NTS-Lynchburg
INEL-Lynchburg

3
3

1.20xl00
1.43x1 0*

2.89x 101
3.27x10'

Experimental
Product 4 kg

ALBO-Lynchburg

1

2.09x1 0a'

4.78x1 0`12

Low-Level Wastes:
Concrete &
Steel

NTS-NTS,
INEL-INEL

612
612

1.22xl10
1.22x10*

1.32x10'
1.32x 10

Aluminum

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

148
148

2.96xI10.
2.96xI10 1

1.1 7xl 0.1
1.17x 107"

ETS-filters

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

143
143

2.86x10'
2.86x1 0"1

5.05x10 10
5.05x1 0.10

ETS-gravel

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

143
143

2.86x1 0-1
2.86xI10'

6.74x1 r"
6.74x10r"

9awWdon TI - 10 for Alshpments.

E-52
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Table E-23. Total Radiological Transportation Risks
(person-rem)
Page 2 of 2
IncidentFree*

Accident

143
143

2.86x 10`
2.86x1(0

6.74x1(a"
6.74x10"

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

2319
2319

4.64x10*
4.64x10 0

6.31 x101
6.31 x10 4

Copper

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

2.00x10-1
2.00xl 01

1.33xl 0 4
1.33xl 04

Graphite

NTS-NTS

1

2.00x10"

5.95x1Oa

INEL-INEL

1

2.00x0 0"

5.95xl a"

ZiC-Graph

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

1.98x10"'
1.98x10.'

1.60x1("'
1.60xl0"

Aluminum

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL
NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1
1
1

1.98x1 0".
1.98x10'
1.98xl Or`
1.98x0"W

5.05x 1 (
0
5.05x10"1
5.06x1 WO
5.06x1 a"

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

2.00xl(O
2.00xl 0-3

2.75x10"'*

NTS-WIPP
INEL-WIPP

1
1

8.49x10"
1.28x10a2

1.74x10"1
2.62x10"1 °

11
11

1.08xl0"1
1.08xl 0.1

1.36x10'
1.36x1 01

Route

Shipment
Number

ETS-silica

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

ETS-struct

Shipment Type

Low-Level ETS Waste:

Structural
Beryllium

2.75xl 0"s

TRU Waste:
TRU
Mixed Waste:
Mixed

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

* Based on TI = 10 for all shipments.
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risks for the NTS and INEL alternatives are given in Tables E-24 and E-25.
The total nonradiological risk of an accident-related fatality is 0.200 for NTS
and 0.231 for INEL. Total nonradiological transportation risks are given in
Table E-26.
Table E-27 is a summary of total radiological and non-radiological risks for
all materials that includes the risks for both incident-free conditions and the
accident conditions. The radiological risks of transportation result mainly
from the transport of fresh product. Most of the radiological risk is
attributable to incident-free transport. That is, potential accidents contribute
little to the total radiological risks. Nonradiological risks are about 2 times
higher than radiological risks and would result from mechanical injuries from
traffic accidents. Using a more realistic assumption on Transport Index (TI)
in the RADTRAN calculations would result in the non-radiological risk
remaining the same and the radiological risk being much smaller. The
predicted number of traffic accident fatalities of 0.200 to 0.231 is very
small in comparison with the thousands of traffic deaths on American
highways each year.
4.0

ON-SITE CONTAMINATION
4.1

DISTRIBUTION OF CORE CONTENTS FOLLOWING HYDROGEN EXPLOSION
As discussed in Section 4.12.2.1, hydrogen explosions are not capable of
damaging the reactor vessel such that fuel particles could be released and
dispersed. However, to assess the potential impacts of contaminating areas
near the proposed test facility, the dispersal of fuel particles by a hydrogen
explosion has been analyzed where the fuel particles have arbitrarily been
assumed to be placed within the exploding hydrogen/air mixture.
Two mechanisms are available for dispersing the core particles: ballistic
flight from shock-imparted momentum, and lofting by fireball winds. The
latter was determined to be the most important because particle
deceleration in the former case is governed by the particle relaxation time
which is short compared with the time for fireball rise.
The approach to determining particle distribution involved performing a
hydrodynamic cloud rise calculation to model the rise of a hot gas bubble
that is grossly consistent with the fireball produced from a hydrogen/air
detonation. The calculation was done in a manner that was consistent with
the following assumptions:
1.

E-54

The hydrogen/air detonation involved 30,000 gallons of liquid hydrogen
that somehow became stoichiometrically mixed with air and detonated.
The detonation involved an energy release of 1.61 xl 01" Joules; some
time after detonation, the fireball was a surface hemisphere with a
radius of approximately 130 meters and a temperature of approximately
1,000 K. The hydrodynamic calculation was initialized at this time

SNTP FEIS

Table E-24. Radiological Trmnsportation Risks for NTS AenatWive
Page1 Of 2

Alternative

Dose in Person-remn
IncidentFree 0 *
Accident

Fresh Prod (2 )w
Fresh Prod (37)"
Fresh Prod Total

6.31xl0'
2.37xlZ1
6.55x10'

Feed:ORNL-Lynch

LCFs*
IncidentFree

Accident

1.35x010"
9.36xl0""
2.29x10'

4.98x10r'
1-88xlO
5.17x100

1.07x1(01:
7.39x1hW"
1.80x10lM

5.80x10*

1.47xl 0 4

4.58x101

1.16x10 4

Irrad Prod (2)
Irrad Prod (37)
Irrad Prod Total

3.21x10'
1,20x0Q0
3.33x101

4.17x10'
2,890104
7.06x10 4

2.54x1I 2
9.480x10
2.54x10"'

3.30x10'&
2I&
5.59x10"

Experimental
Product

2.09x10 1

4.78x10"12

1.66x10'

3.78xl(Yls

1.32x10 4
1.17xl0""
5.05x10.10
6.74x0 0-11
6.74x101
6.31 x 101
1.33xl 0 4

9.64x10 4
2.34x101
2.26x100
2.26x100
2.26x10 4
3.67x10"
1.58x10 44
1.58x10

1.04x10"12
9.24xI(WO
4.00xl 0"14
5.32x 0a14
5.32x10 1"
4.99x10"1 '
1.05x10"22

ETS-struct-2*

1.22x10 0
2.96x1 0-1
2.86x10"
2.86x1 0"1
2.86x10 1
4.64x10 0
2.00x10 4
2.00xl W1
1.98x10"1

5.06x10-10

1.56x10'

4.000xa 10

LLW Total

7.02x100

7.78xl 0 4

5.55x 0.'

6.19xl0r"

LLW:
Concrete & Steel
Aluminum
ETS-filters
ETS-gravel
ETS-silica
ETS-struct-1
Copper
Graphite
Beryllium 1 0*

2.00x1I 0-

5.95x10"1
.5I01

1.58x10421xl"

*

Converulon factor - 7.9x10 4 LCF/pereon-rem (BEIR V).
Baed on pakage dos rate M) - 10 a default.
Originally treated amNgh-activity waste but evaluation indioates that material is LLW.

(a)

2 - 2 element

(b)

37 - 37-element

SNTP FEIS

4.71 x10.
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Table E-24. Radiological Trasportalon Risks for NTS Alternative

Page 2 of 2

Alternative

Dose in Person-rem
IncidentFree "
Accident

LCFs*
IncidentFree

Accident

1.26xi O(
4.00xg12 1

Low-Level ETS Waste:
ZiC-Graphite
Aluminum

1.98x10
1.9800"

1.60x1 0`1
5.05xl1Q2"

High-Activity Total

3.96x10"a

5.05x10"

1.56x 0O
1.58x 10Q
3.12x0 0

TRU Waste:

8.49xl03

1.74x100"

6.71 x10 4

1.37x1 0"'

Mixed Waste:

1.08x 10"1

1.36x10 4

8.53xl010

1.07x1 0-

Total

1.12x10 2

8.44xl 0 4

8.76x1Ia

6.66x10"1

*

E-56

Converson factor - 7.9x10 4 LCF/person-rem (BEIR V).
Based on peage doe rate(TI) - 10
default.
Originally treated a high-activity waste but evaluation indicates that material is LLW.
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4.00xO
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Tabl E-.25. Rsdldolocal Transportation Risks for ENEL Alternative
PageI .2f
LF&O

Alternative

Dose in Person-mam
IncidentFree*
Accident

IncidentFree

Fresh Prod (2)

7.55x10'

5.97x102

Fresh Prod (37)

2.83xl 00

1.52xI1O'0

1,0600,10

Fresh Prod Total

7.83xI 0'

2.58xl10' 0

Feed:ORNL-Lynch

5.80xI00

1.47xl 04

Irrad Prod (2)

3.82x10'

4.70x 101

Iffad Prod (37)

1.43x1QP

Beryllium*
LLW Total
0

4.58xI 04

1.16x104e

3.02xl Or

3.71 xIO'

I1,xO,

2.90x 0-1

4.780x102

1.66xI 0'

3.78xI 01s

1.22x100
2.96xl a'
2.86x1 01a
2.86x1 0.1
2.86x1 O*
4.64x 100
2.00xl a"

1.32x10I
1.1 7x1 0.1
5.05xl 0`0
6.74x1 0.1
6.74x1 0"'
6.31 x 101
1.33x1004

9.64x 10'
2.34x 10'
2.26x1 OI
2.26x 10'
2.2601 04
3.67x 10-2
1.58x10 4

1.58xI0 4

1.04xI 0"I
9.24x1 a"'
4.O0xI 014
5.32xI 014
5.32xI 0-1
4.99x1 al
1.05xI Or'I22

1.98x10.

5.06xl10'0

1.56x10 4

4.00x101 3

2.00x10a"

~

2.04xl0r'3

7.97xl 0'

Experimental
Product

ETS-struct-2

g11

25x
6.3x0al

3.96x10 1

Graphite

6.19X10 2,

1.20x10"l

837

3.13xI10 2

Irrad Prod Total

LLW:
Concrete & Steel
Aluminum
ETS-filters
ETS-gravel
ETS-silica
ETS-struct-I
Copper

3,27001

2.4x10

Accident

5.95xl0101

.0x WQ~Q 2,75xI as
7.02x 10*

7.78x10 4I

,8X0
5.55x10'

4.71 XI0

2.13kill

6.19x10 1 '

Conversion factor -7.9x 00 L.CF/person-rerm (EIR V).
soBased on package dose rate IlTO - 10 as defwaut.
Originally treated as high-activity waste but evaluation indicates that material is LLW.

SNTP FE/S
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Table E-25. Radiological Transportation Risks for INEL Alternative

Page 2 of 2

Alternative

Dose in Person-rem
IncidentFree*
Accident

LCFs
IncidentFree

Accident

1.56x 0 4
1.56x104
3.12x1 01

1.26xlO,
4.00x192
4.00xl all

Low-Level ETS Waste:
ZiC-Graphite

1.98x10 4

Aluminum

High-Activity Total

1,flE1Q3.96xl 0-

1.60x10"l3
LA1Q
00
5.05x1O"1

TRU Waste:

1.28x10"

2.62x10"°

1.01 x10 4

2.07x10"I3

Mixed Waste:

1.08x10 1

1.36x10 4

8.53x10 4

1.07x10"7

Total

1.31 x10

2

9.33xl 04

1.03xl a'

7.38x10.'

•*
0oo

E-58

Conversion factor - 7.9x10 4 LCF/person-rem (BEIR V).
Based on package dose rate M) , 10 as default.
Originally treated as high-activity waste but evaluation indicates that material is LLW.
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Table E-26. Nom1lul-o1g9lc0

Trumspmutaton Ristk

mi-Is)
11"
I of 2

Type

Route

Shpment
Number

Fatalities/
One-way trip

Total

Fresh Prod (2)
via ALBO

Lynchburo-NTS
Lynchburo-INEL

80
80

4.39x10'
5.33x1 04

7.02x10"'
8.52x10"

Fresh Prod (37)
via ALSO

Lynchburg-NTS
Lynchburg-INEL

3
3

4.39x10'
5.33x104

2.64x10I
3.20x1 0 4

Feed

ORNL-Lynchburg

50

5.52x1 0

5.52x104

Irradiated
Product (2)
via ALBO

NTS-Lynchburg
INEL-Lynchburg

80
80

4.39x0 04
5.33x10'

7.02x10I'
8.52xi("

Irradiated
Product (37)
via ALSO

NTS-Lynchbur9
INEL-Lynchburg

3
3

4.39x10 4
5.33x1 0'

2.64x 10'
3.20x0 03

Experimental

ALBQ-Lynchburg

1

3.10x1 04

6.20x104

Product 4 k0
Low Level Wastes:
Concrete & Steel

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

612
612

6.80x 04
6.80x104

8.22xl a3
8.32x10"a

Aluminum

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

148
148

6.80x104
6.80x10 4

2.02x0 02
2.02xl a3

ETS-fliters

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

143
143

6.80x10 4
6.80x10 4

1.94x1001.94x1(0

ETS-gravel

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

143
143

6.80x1 01
6.80x104

1.94xl 0a
1.94x1S'

SNTP FEIS
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TWOl E-26. NNvdulgc Truiapmt1Mtl

RIONm

Page 2 of 2

Type

Rout@

Shipment
Number

Fatalitieu/
One-way tri

Total

Low-Level Wastes (cont'd):
ETS-sillica

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

143
143

6.80x10r
6.80x104s

1.94x10I
1.94xI10

ETS-atruct

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

2319
2319

6.80xi10
6.S0xl or

3.18x0r'
3.l1x0O1

Copper

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

6.80xI 16
6.80X O,

1.36x10I
1.36x1 0O

Graphite

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

6.80xlO0
8.80x1 Or

1.36xI 04
1.36x1 O

ZiC-Graph

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

6.80X10 4
6.80xi10

1.36xI0I
1.36001

Aluminum

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

6.80XI 1O1
6.80X10,

.36x1 01
1.36x 10

Structural

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

6.80x OI
6.80XI10

1.36x1 01
1.36x10I

Beryllium

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1
1

6.800x101
6.80x10r

.36x 0I
1.36xI10

NTS-WIPP

INEL-WIPP

1
1

1.850010

3.70xI0W

NTS-NTS
INEL-INEL

1II
I11

.80x104
6.800x1

Low-Level ETS Waste:

TRU Waste:
TRU

2.79xI 04

5.58xI 04

Mixed Waste:
Mixed

E-60
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1.50x`104
1.50x1 0'

Table E-27. Total Transportation Raksk
Alternative
Estimated Nonrediological Fatalities
0.200

NTS
INEL

0.231
Estimated Radiological Risk
Person-rem

LCFs*

Genetic Effects*

NTS
Incident-free

1.12 x 102

8.85 x 10.2

2.35 x 10.

Accident

8.44 x 10'

6.67 x 10.7

1.77 x 101

Incident-free

1.31 x 102

1.03 x 10W

2.75 x 102

Accident

9.33 x 10W

7.37 x 10"

1.96 x 10V

INEL

*

Based on 2.1 x 104 genetic effects/pwoon-rem.
Latent cancer fatalities.

2.

The initial velocity field generated by the explosion was Ignored. It was
assumed that the final rise was governed by the total thermal energy
content of the fireball, not its initial distribution

3.

The fuel particles were initially uniformly distributed within the fireball

4.

Fuel particle motion dynamics were similar to those of a sphere
5 millimeters in diameter with a density of 6 grams per cubic meters.
Fluid conditions for the drag equations were obtained from the
hydrodynamic solution.

The maximum height of the cloud center of mass was approximately
900 meters and was attained 2 minutes after the detonation. The maximum
height obtained by a fuel particle was approximately 3.2 kilometers. The
maximum radius was approximately 600 meters.
The settling velocity of the fuel particles is approximately 5 meters per
second. Assuming downwind transport of 5.5 meters per second and free
fall conditions subsequent to the rise (no turbulence effects), the footprint
dimensions are estimated as:

SNTP FEIS
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center of mass range:
maximum range:
maximum width:

1.6 kilometers
5.2 kilometers
1.2 kilometers

Since the center of mess radius is considerably less than the manwmum, the
disriu*n of the fuel particles within the footprint is expected to be
peaked In the crosswind direction.
The above analysis provides a rough estimate of the fuel particle footprint
resulting from a hydrogen explosion and should not be given undue credit.
The significant result Is that the winds subsequent to a hydrogen explosion
are sufficient to loft fuel particles if they somehow become entrained in the
flow. The contamintion from such an accident Is expected to remain on
station.
4.2

CONTAMINATION CONSEQUENCES
Calculations have been performed to determine the dose received from soil
contamination assuming the entire source term is placed on the ground.
These calculations have been done following guidance in DOE Order
5400.5, Chapter 4, where the dos" received from soil contamination is
given as 100 mrem/year. If the effective dose from soil contamination is
less than this value, no restriction is placed on the land. Two pathways
have been included in the dose calculations: direct dose from soil
contamination, and dose from resuspension inhalation. The ingestion
pathway has not been included in this analysis, since it is highly unlikely
that anyone will be permitted to farm and live on either t*e SMTS or CTF
sites in the foreseeable future (50 years). Should a major accident occur,
this may require long-term restrictions on some land now open (under
permit) for grazing at INEL. Due to these restrictions, the doses from these
calculations represent on-site worker doses if workers are allowed to stay
on contaminated ground.
The maximum credible accident that resulted in the greatest cansequecs
to the public and on-site workers was primarily an airborne gaseous release.
This would not result in significant ground contamination. A Consequence Itype accident would result in the greatest amount of ground contamination
but no mechanism to achieve such a 100 percent release could be
identified. Although such an accident is not credible, it is presented as the
maximum hypothetical ground contamination impact. Results of a 5 percent
release are also presented. While even a 5 percent value is expected to be
a conservative overestimate of consequences, it comes closer to a credible
estimate. The calculation of effective dose equivalents from ground
contamination for these source terms includes both noble gases and
particulate matter. This is conservative in that noble gases will actually be
carried away rather than deposited on the ground. Results of this analysis
have been used to determine the length of time following release in which
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dose rate exceed 100 mrem per year. Thea. results are presented in Table
E-28.
Table E-28. Effective Restricted Use Time (years)
Area (kin2)

Consequence I

5% Consequence I

1

> 50.0

9.8

10

34.0

5.0

100

7.4

0.73

1,000

0.84

0.10

10,000

0.35

< 8 hours

In the case of ground contamination, the results of these calculations can be
used to assess whether cleanup is necessary or whether the land can be
fenced and posted and the activity allowed to decay to acceptable levels.
Note that no ground contamination is expected as a result of normal
operations, rather, the consequences described here are the result of a
beyond-maximum-case accident. Actual accident impacts can be expected
to be much smaller.
5.0

BOUNDING ENERGETIC ACCIDENT
5.1

INTRODUCTION
The accident which would result in the largest energy release in the form of
a blast wave involves the combustion of hydrogen stored on station. Uquid
and gaseous hydrogen are used as both a working fluid for the SNTP system
and as a coolant for the ETS. The amount of hydrogen stored on station
will depend on the final configuration of the test apparatus. The current
estimate for the ground test article (GTA) is 4.88xl 06 kilograms (1,920,000
gallons), with approximately 95 percent being stored in liquid form. The
largest container type is expected to be a 1.27x1 0' kilograms (50,000
gallons) cryogenic vessel. An energetic release can produce both fragments
and blast overpressure. It is anticipated that, due to the large amount of
hydrogen on station, blast overpressure represents the most serious
consequences of an energetic event.
For the purpose of determining the consequences of an energetic event,
both SMTS and CTF are sufficiently similar that they can be treated as the
"sameexcept where noted. Using the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (The U.S.
Standard Atmosphere, 1962) pressures for altitude, the average pressure is
84.5 kilopascals (kPa). In general, the SMTS at the Nevada Test Site is
warmer than INEL, particularly in the winter. Using the Standard
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Atmosphere temperatures, the temperature corresponding to 84.5 kPe is
278 Kelvin (K). This temperature is consistent with winter temperatures at
the SMTS and spring/fall temperatures at INEL. For this analysis, the
pressure is taken as 84.5 kPWand the temperature as 278 K.
The consequences of an energetic event will be somewhat affected by
terrain. The SMTS facility differs from the CTF facility in that the SMTS
resides in a valley. For blast overpressures, the pressures will be higher on
the sides of mountains facing the blast and lower on the sides of mountains
facing away from the blast compared with a flat terrain. Studies of acoustic
attenuation shows that lower overpressures exist behind barriers extending
horizontally about ten barrier heights (Keefer and Day, 1966). Beyond this
shadow zone, the overpressures return to that predicted for a flat surface.
For this analysis, terrain effects will be ignored at both sites and a flat
surface will be assumed to extend in all directions from the site out to the
radius in which there are no longer any consequences from blast
overpressure.
5.2

ACCIDENTS
Accidents that could result in hydrogen combustion can be initiated in a
number of ways. External events, such as a aircraft strike, or internal
events, such as an unintentional release, can result in the formation of a
hydror.dn cloud. In general, hydrogen is lighter than air and will rise away
from the source. As such, it is much safer than hydrocarbon gases such as
gasoline vapor. However, cryogenic hydrogen is heavier than air until it
warms sufficiently. If hydrogen is released, it will mix with the surrounding
air. The details of the evolution and mixing process are complex and
accident dependent. For this analysis, a cloud is assumed to form along the
ground in a cylindrical shape with a radius 5 times the height. The size of
the cloud depends on the amount of hydrogen, and will tend to rise on
warming. However, from a consequence point of view, the worst case is
the formation of a uniform cloud that is stoichiometric, i.e., two parts
hydrogen for every part oxygen. For this analysis, it is assumed that a
uniform, stoichiometric cloud forms.
If an ignition source is present in a flammable mixture (Kumar, 1985), then
combustion will result. The worst case situation from a consequence point
of view is if the mode of combustion is detonation. A detonation will
convert the highest fraction of chemical energy to directed kinetic energy
(blast overpressure). For this analysis, it is assumed that the cloud
detonates.
Two cases will be considered. The first case is the failure of a single vessel
and the subsequent detonation of the cloud. This accident is considered
credible but the analysis is an upper bound for the accident. The resulting
overpressures will very likely be lower than those presented below. For this
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case, the hydrogen-air cloud is 20 meters high with a radius of 100 meters
and is centrally initiated.
The second case is a common mode failure of all vessels and subsequent
detonation of all hydrogen on station. This accident is considered incredible
and is included only because it represents an absolute upper bound on the
energetic release from a hydrogen combustion accident. For stoichiomerc
conditions, the resultant cloud would have a radius of 235 meters and be
47 meters high. An accident initiator sufficiently large to cause common
mode failure will almost certainly ignite the mixture before it has time to mix
to conditions in which a detonation can occur and be sustained.
5.3

BLAST OVERPRESSURE MODELS
Figure E-2 shows the overpressure as a function of distance for a single
dewar accident. Four models were used to generate the curves shown.
The first model is the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation model. The second
model is a hydrocode calculation of a detonating hydrogen-air cloud. The
third is a point-source blast (high explosive) model and the fourth is a
correlation of atmospheric focusing (caustics) effects. The "side-on"
pressure for a detonation wave is given by the CJ pressure (Strehlow,
1984). For this analysis the CJ pressure is 1.4116 MPa as calculated by
the McBride code (McBride, 1989).
The hydrocode model used is CTH (McGlaun and Thompson, 1990). The
detonation in the cloud is modeled as a CJ detonation. The air is modeled
as an ideal gas. No gradients existed in the cloud or the air. The
computational grid is axisymmetric, 100 by 400 nodes. The results have
been adjusted to match the CJ pressure in the cloud.
For radii farther than a few cloud diameters, the energy release from the
gaseous detonation can (to a first order) be approximated as a point-source
high explosive of the same energy content. Using a value of 120 MJ/kg for
the heat of combustion of hydrogen and a value of 4.27 MJ/kg for a heat of
detonation for TNT, the amount of TNT required to produce the same blast
energy as hydrogen is 28:1. For the single dewar failure, this amounts to
3.55x10s kilograms (approximately 5.4 kilotons) TNT equivalent. Standard
overpressure vs. distance curves are available for blast overpressure from a
surface burst of TNT. The curves can be scaled to the amount of high
explosive by the (charge weight) 1/3 scaling law (Baker, 1983). For this
analysis, the point-source curve in Figure E-2 was calculated with the
BLASTO (Reed, 1988) code.
Finally, atmospheric effects can increase the blast overpressure in the far
field. The worst case effect is that of atmospheric focusing. Due to
changes in sound speed with temperature, variations in temperature with
altitude can result in caustics (focused shock waves) (Reed, 1987, 1988).
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Figure E-2

Caustics can cause a three- to five-fold increase in the expected pressure.
For this analysis, the caustic effects are also calculated with the BLASTO
(Reed, 1988) code.
5.4

CONSEQUENCES
Figure E-2 shows the overpressure levels corresponding with different levels
of damage. The 1 percent mortality and 1 percent ear drum rupture levels
are taken from DOD 6055.9-STD (Assistant Secretary of Defense, 1991)
and are 186 kPa (50 milflisecond duration) and 23.4 kPa, respectively. The
1 percent window breakage is taken from Reed (1987) and is 0.9 kPa. Also
shown in Figure E-2 are the allowable levels for public traffic routes and
inhabited buildings. These values are taken from DOD 6055.9-STD
(Assistant Secretary of Defense, 1991) and are 11.7 kPa and 6.2 kPa,
respectively.
Table E-29 gives the distances to the various threshold levels for the single
dewar accident. Using the standard one-third power scaling law, the
distances for the detonation of all hydrogen on station is 3.4 times the
values listed in Table E-29.
Table E-29. Damage Distances from Single Dewar Accident
Threshold
1% Window Breakage
Safe Inhabited Building Distance
Safe Public Road Distance
1% Ear Drum Rupture
1% Death

Distance (kilometers)
19.5
1.5
0.825
0.525
0.2

In summary, for the single dewar accident, the on-station consequences for
both SMTS and CTF include injury and death for all unprotected personnel
and structural damage to the facility. On-site but off-station consequences
for all three potential stations include possible minor structural damage
(window breakage). For the SMTS, there are no off-site consequences as
the nearest public boundary is 23 kilometers. beyond the 19.5 kilometers
predicted damage distance. For the CTF, some window breakage is possible
off site due to the shorter public boundary distance (13 kilometers).
6.0

ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT-CASE BERYLLIUM RELEASE
The PIPET and GTA assemblies contain beryllium metal which may become
airborne in a catastrophic failure. In the event of an accident in which core
integrity is lost (see Section 2.4), there is the potential for some or all of this
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beryllium to be released. Since oxidized respirable beryllium
toxic material, its impact on the public must be considered.
there is no credible accident case which can be identified in
significant amounts of beryllium can be mobilized; however,

is considered a
At this time
which
in order to

determine a conservative evaluation of potential impacts, an analysis using
complete beryllium dispersal was performed.
The release data for determining beryllium inhalation was taken from SNL
engineering estimates. The estimate of beryllium available for release is
approximately 44 pounds for PIPET and 220 for the GTA test systems.
These amounts were assumed to be fully aerosolized in a maximum-case
accident and subsequently dispersed into the resulting plume.
The aerosolized beryllium dispersion was modeled using the MACCS plume
release model. The MACCS code provides information concerning the total
amount of airborne particulates to which a person may be exposed (timeintegrated ground-level air concentration data) at any distance downwind of
the release point. The amount of beryllium inhaled is determined by
multiplying the time-integrated ground-level beryllium air concentration by
the typical human breathing rate (3.47 x 104 cubic meters per second).
The peak concentration of the beryllium cloud at the point of maximum
inhalation is shown in Figure E-3 as well as concentrations at all locations
directly downwind (referred to as the "centerline").
Additional beryllium may be located in the axial core reflectors; however,
analysis of the proposed core designs indicates that this material is
sufficiently removed from any potential heat sources and that release as an
aerosol is not possible. This material may be distributed in large fragments
within the immediate vicinity of the accident site, but would not constitute
an inhalation hazard.
OSHA has developed standards for the occupational exposure of workers to
beryllium. These are determined using toxicological and past exposure
history data to arrive at total exposure (amount of beryllium inhaled) to
which an occupationally exposed person may be exposed on a daily basis
without suffering any harmful effects. The allowable exposure incorporates
safety factors to account for sensitive individuals, as well as adequate
safety margins, and therefore does not represent an absolute threshold
value above which effects will be observed. Rather, it can be expected that
for most individuals, it would require a considerably higher single-day
exposure to produce any noticeable effect. The maximum daily exposure to
beryllium which has been established by OSHA is 0.0173 milligrams. Using
this as a starting point, a value for allowable airborne concentrations is
calculated (again using the above breathing rate of 3.47 x 1 04 cubic meters
per second) based upon an exposure time of 8 hours per day (a typical work
day). This calculated value, which is expressed in milligrams of beryllium
per cubic meter of breathing air (mg/mi), is referred to as the Permissible
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Exposure Umit WPEL), and has a value of 0.002 mg/mr.

Since exposure to

beryllium may also Induce immediate harmful effects in cases of extremely
high concentrations, OSHA has also adopted a value of 0.025 mg/m 3 as the
highest allowable airborne concentration to which a worker may ever be
exposed, without consideration of exposure time or total dose received.
A GTA release, which is the maximum-case beryllium release, would result
in a maximum total exposure (through inhalation) of approximately
0.00033 mg, which is over 50 times lower than 0.0173 mg value adopted
by OSHA for total daily exposure. Furthermore, a maximum airborne
concentration of 0.016 mg/mr
is calculated for a GTA accident release,
which is almost a factor of two lower than the OSHA peak concentration
limit of 0.025 mg/Mr.
Beryllium exposures from the postulated PIPET
accident would be approximately 20 percent of GTA values (see Figure E-3).
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APPENDIX F
SITE NARROWING REPORT
Summary
The sits narrowing report documents the process, rationale, and results of the siftn metwhology
used to narrow the location of the Test Program from multiple sites throughout the Continental

United States (CONUS) to three sites.

A systematic, multidisciplinary approach was kmplemented to Incorporate al technical, operational,
policy, and leWl factors Into the siting process and to achieve four basic goals: (1) maximize

project effectiveness by maximizing project security. optimiing sft operations, and nmamin
mission compatibility; (2) minimize cost through maximizing c
uctabity andmn
construction requirements; (3) minimize public impacts by minimizing economic impacts and
maximizing public safety, and (4) minimize environmental impacts through minimizing inpacts to
the natural and cultural resources and to special status lands.

The site selection process established to achieve these goals was based on the application of
exclusionary and evaluative criteria. Exclusionary criteria define the minimum level of acceptability
of alternative sites. Evaluation criteria did not exclude sites, but were developed to measure
preferences for specific site characteristics. All of these criteria are presented in the Final Site
Narrowing Report (THG, 1991).

Excusny Criteria
Initial screening began with the application of the exclusionary criteria which required that the site
be a federally owned facility and be located within the CONUS. In addition, sites were screened
for similarity of operations. Specifically, sites were excluded if they did not currently host similar
nuclear research operations and have the infrastructure to support defense-related nuclear research
activities. It was at this point that several Department of Defense (DOD) sites were dropped from
the list, leaving thirteen Department of Energy (DOE) sites for further consideration.
The second step in the narrowing process involved the application of the "stand-off" requirement
that required that the site be at least 15 km (9.3 miles) from the nearest urban ares as measured
on a U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) 1:100,000 scale map. This eliminated all but the four sites of
Hanford, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Nevada Test Site (NTS), and the Savannah
River Site (SRS).
DOE determined that the proposed test program created a significant conflict with the Hanford and
Savannah River operations (THG, 1991). Savannah River is currently the primary source for tritium
production in the United States. Siting the test facility at Savannah River would conflict with
wetlands and special status lands on the installation as well as the use of public roads that cross
SRS. Hanford was excluded because it is currently undergoing environmental restoration as a
requirement of a memorandum of agreement with the State of Washington. The ground testing
program Is not compatible with this agreement or the restoration activities. Also, the public
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attention that Hanford has received recently regarding the environmental restoration program as

inconsistent with the program security requirements.
Following the application of the exclusionary critera and the discussions with DOE regarding
Hanford and Savannah River conflict issues, the process of applying the evaluative criteria to the
two remaining installations, NTS and INEL, began.

Evaluative Criteria
A team consisting of oovernment and contractor experts in safety, security, program technology,
and civil and environmental engineering was formed to apply the evaluative criteria to identify
specific alternative sites at NTS and INEL. This team met with installation representatives who
were familiar with operations, land use, and other concerns at the installations. Discussions with
these representatives placed particular emphasis on ongoing and planned land use in the immediate
are" of any potential alternative site which might be considered.
Based on the requirements of the program and the knowledge of the installation representatives,

three specific sites were identified for further evaluation. These included the Saddle Mountain Test
Station (SMTS) at NTS and the QUEST and LOFT sites at INEL. Tours of the installations were
conducted and specific site visits were made to SMTS and LOFT. Sufficient characterization of the
QUEST site was possible with a reconnaissance of the areas surrounding the site and published
information.
The SMTS was considered the preferred site due primarily to its remoteness and seclusion. The
ultimate site selection decision will be based on the siting report, the EIS, and other program
documents.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC SURVEY REPORT
IDAHO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
A.

Project Name and Statement of Objectives

Cultural Resources Investigation - Idaho National
Project Name:
Engineering Laboratories (INEL) - Containment Test Facility Site
(CTF) (also known as Loss-of-Fluid Test Site [LOFT]) and QUEST Site
ObieQjjij: To evaluate the significance of cultural resources within
the area of potential effect (APE) for both alternatives at the INEL,
assess direct and indirect impacts to any identified resources, and
recommend appropriate mitigation measures to be incorporated into
the Environmental Impact Statement
B.

Name and Full Description of the Proposed Undertaking

Name: Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Program - Environmental
Impact Statement
Descrigtion of the Proposed Undertakino: The Department of the Air
Force and the Department of Energy propose to validate the
technology of a particle bed reactor propulsion system. Validation
of this technology may open doors in the areas of space travel,
power generation, and disposal of nuclear waste. Two locations at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, the CTF and the Quest
sites, were selected early in the site narrowing process as
reasonable alternatives for ground test activities (Figures 1, 2, 3,
and 4). Since that time, the QUEST site has been eliminated from
consideration as an alternative, because of the presence of
significant cultural resources identified during the environmental
process. Because cultural resources field work has already been
initiated for the QUEST site, this survey report will include that
data, even though the site is no longer considered an alternative for
the SNTP program.
Selection of the CTF alternative would require modification of
existing facilities and the construction of a hydrogen tank farm.
Selection of the QUEST alternative would have required construction
of all facilities, roads, and infrastructure. Direct impacts from
SNTP program activities would include those associated with above
and below ground construction and from facility remodeling.
1
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Indirect impacts could result from increased personnel and vehicular
use of sensitive areas, erosion, and the potential for unauthorized
artifact collection and vandalism.
C.

Location and General Environmental Setting

INEL lies within the Snake River Plain of southern Idaho adjacent to
the foothills of the Lemhi, Lost River, and Bitterroot Mountain
ranges. Archaeological and paleontological investigations of the
Snake River Plain have identified several sites significant in North
American prehistory, including Wilson Butte Cave (southwest of the
INEL), the Wasden Site/Owl Cave Oust east of the INEL), and the
Birch Creek Sites/Bison and Veratic Rockshelters (north of the
INEL). Intensive survey and test excavation within the INEL
boundaries has also contributed to a greater understanding of this
region, which spans a period of time that covers 12,000-15,000
years. To date, over 1000 sites have been recorded on the INEL with
only three percent of the total 890 square miles of the installation
surveyed.
Paleontological resources have been identified throughout the INEL,
as well. Sites appear in lava tubes, rockshelters, caves, packrat
middens, and alluvium, and reflect the remains of extinct animals
such as the camel, mammoth, and North American horse.
CTF Alternative
The CTF site at INEL is located in a portion of Test Area North (TAN)
located in the northern part of the installation, near the western
margin of the Birch Creek playa (see Figures 1 and 2). Existing
facilities, paved roads, and infrastructure to support the SNTP
program are already located at this location and the entire facility
area has been previously disturbed through grading and construction,
including raising the surface of the site with fill pads by about 15
feet.
U.S.G.S. Topographic Map: Circular Butte, Idaho
Boundary of Sections 11 and 12 - Township 6 North, Range 31 East
QUEST Alternative
The QUEST site at INEL is located in the east central portion of the
installation (see Figures 1, 3, and 4). It is located in an undeveloped
area that contains a ridge which rises approximately 50-100 feet
above adjacent plains and marks the forward margin of a single
G-2
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basalt flow; surficial soils are present in varying depths. The site
is accessed only from the north and south along a narrow, rutted, and
rocky road that was built to access an overhead transmission line.
All of the facilities and infrastructure would have to be constructed
for the SNTP program at this site (approximately 200 acres) and the
main access road would have to be improved.
U.S.G.S. Topographic Map: Little Butte NW, Idaho
Sections 11, 12, 13, 15 - Township 4 North, Range 32 East
D.

Pre-Field

Research

1. Sources of information checked:
[X] Overviews
[X] Site Sensitivity Maps at EG&G Idaho, Inc.
[X] Other
EG&G Idaho, Inc., no date. LOFT (Loss of Fluid Test), Idaho Operation
Office.
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, 1986a. Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory, History of Facilities and Programs.
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, 1986b.
Engineering Laboratory Annual Report.

Idaho National

Idaho State University, 1986. Archaeological Investigations on the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 1984-1985, August.
Idaho State University, 1987. Archaeological and Paleontological
Survey of the INEL for the SSC NEPA Com1liance Plan,
December.
Smithsonian Institution, 1986. Handbook of North American Indians,
Washington D.C., Volume 11, Great Basin.
U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office, no date. IThe
OECD LOFT Project.
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1991.
National Register Bulletin 15.
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Walker, D. E., 1978. Indians of Idaho, University of Idaho Press,
Moscow, Idaho.
2.

Summary of previous studies in this general area:

CTF Area of Potential Effect
Several areas associated with the TAN facility, which includes the
CTF, were examined between 1982 and 1985 as a part of a program
designed to identify cultural resources in danger of being disturbed
through increased installation activities on the INEL (Idaho State
University, 1986). In July 1985, an archaeological/paleontological
survey of a 100-meter-wide zone (328 feet) surrounding the CTF
facility was conducted by EG&G; one sparse lithic scatter (10-BT1234) and one isolated activity area (10-BT-1235) were recorded
during this survey; neither was considered of sufficient significance
to be potentially eligible for the National Register (Idaho State
University, 1986). While fossil camel remains have been identified
in the vicinity of the TAN facility, no paleontological resources have
been recorded or identified in the CTF site area.
Ouest Area of Potential Effect
Reconnaissance-level survey was accomplished in 1992 by EG&G
archaeologists at the primary site of construction for SNTP Program
activities and intensive surveys were completed in 1985 by EG&G for
a grazing boundary and along the road which accesses QUEST site from
the Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W) to the south (Idaho
State University, 1986). Site types include hunting locations, field
camps where game processing occurred, and tool modification areas;
some of these sites are potentially eligible for the National Register.
No paleontological remains have been confirmed within the APE for
the QUEST site. However, an extensive packrat midden, similar to
those which typically have the potential to yield such resources, is
located within the talus of the lava flow.
E.

Expected Historic and Prehistoric Land Use and Site
Sensitivity

CTF Alternative
1. Are there sites known in this area? [X] Yes [ ] No
2. Are sites expected? [ ] Yes [XI No
Previous surveys of the area surrounding the TAN/CTF facilities
indicate a low probability for encountering additional cultural
G-4
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resources (Idaho State University 1986). Consultation with INEL's
cultural resources contractor, EG&G, confirmed that no further
archaeological surveys would be required for SNTP Program
activities at the CTF site.
QUEST Alternative
1. Are there sites known in this area? [XI Yes [] No
2. Are sites expected? [X] Yes [] No
Previous intensive archaeological survey and reconnaissance
performed by EG &G archaeologists indicates a high degree of
archaeological sensitivity in the QUEST ridge area (see Figure 3).
The current level of survey has recorded over 50 sites within this
region representing a density of approximately four sites per linear
mile and indicating the highest site density encountered to date on
the INEL (Idaho State University, 1986). Some of the sites located
along the access road between ANL-W and the QUEST site are
believed to be potentially eligible to the National Register.
F.

Field Methods

1. Areas examined and type of coverage:
CTF Alternative (see Figure 2)
Intensive survey by EG&G in 1985
QUEST Alternative (see Figure 3)
Reconnaissance by EG&G in 1985 and 1992
Reconnaissance by The Earth Technology Corporation, accompanied
by EG&G, in 1992
2.

Surface and subsurface visibility:

CTF Alternative
The CTF APE is partially covered by existing facilities, paved roads,
and parking lots (30 percent); vegetative cover in open spaces is
sparse to non-existent.
QUEST Alternative
Because the QUEST site is partially located within a lava flow, much
of the surface is basalt covered (60 percent); plains adjacent to the
flow are covered by moderate to sparse vegetation (40 percent).
5
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3. Acres Surveyed
QUEST Alternative
Reconnaissance: Approximately 400 acres in early 1992 (EG&G)
Approximately 200 acres in April 1992 (TETC
accompanied by EG&G)
4. Areas not examined and reasons why:
CTF site - surveyed in 1985 - (see Figure 2)
Access road from Argonne Lab past the Quest site and ending near
the southern boundary of Section 26 - surveyed in 1985 - (see
Figures 3 and 4)
5.

Personnel conducting or assisting in the survey:

The Earth Technology Corporation
Paige Peyton, Field Director
Senior Project Environmental Specialist in Cultural Resources
Paul Titus
Project Environmental Specialist in Cultural Resources
Peter Xander
Senior Project Environmental Specialist in Biological Resources
Brian Mayerle
Staff Ecologist

MILO
Clayton Marler, Archaeologist
Brenda Ringe, Archaeologist
Tim Reynolds, Biologist
6. Dates of Survey:
April 14-15, 1992
7. Problems Encountered:
See "G.' below.
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G.
1.

Results
Cultural resources noted but not formally recorded

Survey of the QUEST site APE was performed by Air Force contractor
archaeologists (Earth Technology) in April 1992, accompanied by EG&G
archaeologists familiar with the region. Because of the topography and
the extent and complexity of the primary site (previously identified and
recorded as EGG-92-2-1), traditional survey techniques (systematic
transects and mapping) were abandoned and organized reconnaissance
was employed. Site edges could not be accurately determined and are
felt to extend well beyond the APE for SNTP Program construction
activities in all directions, particularly north and south along the ridge
line. Diagnostic projectile points were scant, but those that were
present indicate a period of occupation that covers approximately 7500
years. Because of the depth of surficial soils noted throughout the APE
and the high winds common to the area, the potential for buried
resources exists and the currently estimated time frame for occupation
may increase. The site is an extensive scattering of lithic and ceramic
materials with features that include hearths and associated firecracked rock; pottery sherds; burned bone/tooth enamel fragments
associated with lithic materials; an extensive packrat midden; and
chinked stone walls of undetermined purpose which are unique on the
INEL. In addition to ignimbrite, at least ten exotic source materials
were identified (e.g., obsidian, assorted colors of cryptocrystallines,
fine-grained basalts, and rhyolite). No rock art, rock shelters, lava
tubes, or confirmed evidence of pleistocene megafauna were noted.
Except for the area immediately surrounding the QUEST benchmark and
disturbance caused by traffic along the power line access road, the
entire QUEST site APE remains undisturbed. No cultural materials
were collected during the survey.
H.

Conclusions and Recommendations

CTF Alternative
Two prehistoric archaeological sites (one sparse lithic scatter [10BT-12341 and one isolated activity area [10-BT-1235] have the
potential to be effected by SNTP Program activities at the CTF site.
Neither of these sites are considered significant under National
Register criteria and all of the previous surveys of the area
surrounding the TAN facility (which includes CTF) indicate a low
probability for encountering additional cultural resources (Idaho
State University 1986). Consultation with INEL's cultural resources
7
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contractor, EG&G, confirmed that no further archaeological surveys
would be required for SNTP Program activities at the CTF site.
Because of these findings, no adverse impacts are expected to occur
to archaeological resources if the CTF alternative is chosen for
SNTP activities.
Recommended Mitigation
Although the known archaeological resources located within the CTF
APE are not considered significant and the probability for additional
sites is low, the presence of sites does indicate some potential for
cultural resources to be discovered during the course of project
activities. In the event that archaeological, paleontological, or
Native American resources are discovered, ground disturbing
activities would immediately cease and a qualified archaeologist
would be notified; all subsequent actions would comply with 36 CFR
800.11 and the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act (NAGPRA).

QUEST Alternative
Archaeological site EGG-92-2-1 is an extensive lithic and ceramic
scatter that is unique to the INEL because of its size, complexity, and
long history of occupation. Because of the amount, richness, and
diversity of its cultural materials, it has the potential to contribute
significantly to the current understanding of North American and Idaho
prehistory and may therefore be potentially eligible to the National
Register under criterion D. Archaeologists familiar with the area
indicate that it is unique, as well, because of chinked basalt structures
found along the lava ridge that do not appear elsewhere on the INEL.
Although the density in the distribution of cultural material at this
site fluctuates from area to area, the entire APE for this program
(including the access road) contains cultural material, thereby making
avoidance virtually impossible. Because of these findings, extensive
direct and indirect impacts would occur to cultural resources if the
QUEST alternative is chosen for SNTP activities.
Archaeological and paleontological sites are finite, nonrenewable
resources, whose salient characteristics are easily diminished by
physical disturbances. Because of this, avoidance and preservation in
place is the preferred treatment. In consideration of the above
described cultural resources complexion at the QUEST site, the Air
Force has recognized the significance of the identified resources and
has removed the QUEST site from consideration as an alternative for
SNTP program activities.
G-8
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If, however, the QUEST alternative is reconsidered for future program
activities, the following mitigation measures are recommended:
If avoidance is not possible or practicable, implementation of the
following mitigation measures, in consultation with the Idaho SHPO
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, can reduce
adverse effects at the QUEST site to a non-adverse level;
consultation would continue until such time that all requirements
under Section 106 have been satisfied.
Prior to any ground disturbing activities:
Evaluation of archaeological site EGG-92-2-1
to determine its eligibility to the National
Register
The access road from ANL-W to the QUEST site requires
improvement. Previous surveys along this road have
recorded numerous sites and indicate that some may be
eligible to the National Register; these sites would also
require evaluation
Development and implementation of a research design
and data recovery plan based on the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards and Guidelines: Archaeology and
Historic Preservation
Implementation of the research design would be under
the direction of a qualified archaeologist, as described in
36 CFR 61, Appendix A(b) and would include but not be
limited to:
Detailed mapping/photography
Archaeolog ical/paleonto logical subsurface testing
or non-destructive testing as appropriate
Curation of recovered artifacts in accordance with
36 CFR 79
Archaeological monitoring during all ground disturbing
activities

9
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Other mitigation measures developed during the
consultation process.
I.

Attachments
Four Figures

J.

Respository
The Earth Technology Corporation
1461 East Cooley Drive
Suite 100
Colton, California 92324

K.

Certification

of

Results

I certify that I conducted the investigation reported here, that my
observations and methods are fully documented, and that this report is
complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

Date'

P~e U. Peytoni,- Field Director
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210 Main St.

Clayton Mader
E G & G Idaho, Inc.

s'S

Dr. Davd L Cnr,,e

Bom. ao 83702
206-334.Z6U

,
210M SIdaho
ouse Idaho 83702
206-334-3847
Education

60 N.•June Davis Dr.
20m
W3
208-33t-212083702

,a

ULibrary

B3oss Idaho 83702
0-334.2305

SSt.
*As

o $3702

208-334-3847. 3861

_Tz

,____,-_--_._

r.-..I.

P.O.Box 1625
Falls, Idaho 83415

Dear Clyton:
I am sorry it has taken so long to write and thank you, EG&G and the

Department of Energy for the tour of the D & D facilities last August

Tom

Thiel (EG&G), Andy Mikkoia (DOE), and Roger Twitchell (DOE) were
especially helpful in explaining the project.
As you know, we believe the various reactors and associated buildings, such as
those at the ARA 1, If, M, the Borax Reactor, MTR, ErR and the Hot Shop, are
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. We realize these facilities
are not fifty years old, but they are of exceptional scientific and engineering
significance, and all have played major roles in the development of nuclear

208-334-3356

science since World War II. Hence, the removal of these strucures is an adverse
effect under section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NýWA) and
DOE must consult with the Advisory Council

Museum
610 N. Julia Davis Dt

We do recognit these are not normal facilities that can be preserved for the

Bise. dho 837M2
20M.33&.2120

public like the EBR-l recr and the nuclear aircraft engines. Consequently
these facilities need to be documented following the standards of the Historic

Library and Archives
450 N. 4th St.
Boise Idaho 37"02A

Ow MAmerican
2445

Baisc

Old Penitentiary M.

Waho 83712

Engineering Record. This is a great opportunity (and requirement of

the National Histom Preservation Act) to create a history, not only of these
reactor, but of the whole 04EL site.

208-334-2844

Oral History
210 main St.

Baie. Idaho 83702
208-334-3863
Publicatins

40%
N. 4th St.

Boise. Idaim 83M02
:08-334-3428
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Clayton Marler
November 15, 1991

Page 2

In order o comply with section 106 of the NBPA, DOE needs t consult with Advisory
Council's Western Field Office in Denver (Claudia Nissley - (303) 231-5320. A programmatc
agreement needs to be wrinten that will outline the various mitig ative requirements. We will be
happy to help prepare such an agreemenL
Sincerel,

Thomas J.G
Deputy Stat Historic
Preservation Officer
TJG:dac

0 -16

06-09-92 12:41PM
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I..g
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C01" comm'
(f16)IN418
Juno 19, 19192

Dr. Donald R. Rlle
Znvironapntal Protection Division
Nevada Operations O1fios
Departnent or KnorJ3y
PO. Box 96516

Law Voqeap NV 89193-851

I

Dear Dr. Bile:

The Division of Ilistorio Preservation and UA
ology received the
following DOB cultural resouroe report for reviews
A Class III Cultural RosoUrO@
Roonnaissanoe of the
Proposed Saddle Mountain Project, Area 14, Nevada Test Site,
Nye County, Nevada (HTS-923414),

ZIntenaLve archaeological survey failed to reveal any historic
properties within the area of potential effect. As no historic

properties were found, the DO has *o=pleted its Section 106
consultation with this ofice, Cor the Proposod Saddle Hountain
Projesct, unless archaeologioal uaterials are enoountered during
construction,

s incerely,

Eugene M. Hattori

Arohaeologist

INFO
MA
AMO
AMTG
3-0%DON-Ism

NV

08-28-02

12:50PM
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IDAHO STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
CECIL D. ANDRUS, Governor

June 8,

Director

1992

210 Main St.
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-334-2682
Archaeology
210 Main St.
Boise, Idaho 83702

208-334-3847

Education
610 N. Julia Davis Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83702

208-334-2120

Ms.

Paige Payton

Senior Project Environmental Specialist
Cultural Resources Management
The Earth Technology Corporation
275 West Hospitality Lane
Suite 220
San Bernardino,

Genealogical Library

450 N.4th St.
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-334-2305

Historic Preservation
210 Main St.
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-334-3847, 3861
Library and Archives
450 N. 4th St.

Boise. Idaho 83702
208-334-3356

Museuml
0.ise,

Idaho
83702

208-334-2120
Old Idaho Penitentiary

RE:

California

92408

Space Nuclear Technology Program

Thank you for notifying our office that
the Department
of the Air Force has identified the QUEST Site and the LOFT
Site on the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory as
potential
locations
for
the
Space
Nuclear
Thermal
Propulsion (SNTP) Program ground test station.
After
reviewing our records, we have the following comments:
1.)
QUEST Site
(T4N,
R32E,
Sec.ll,12,13,14):
Consultation with EG&G Cultural Resource Management (CRM)
staff indicates that a large archaeological site has been
identified within the SNTP project boundaries at the QUEST
Site. Because construction of the facility would adversely
effect the
site,
the Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation will have to be consulted.

Oral History
210 Main St.
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-334-3863

2.)
LOFT Site (T6N, R31E, Sec. 11,14):
Construction
of the ground test station at the LOFT Site would require
modifications to the existing LOFT facilities.
Since the
facility is eligible for the National Register, archival
research and documentation of the existing structures need
to be completed prior to alteration.
As well,
an
archaeological assessment of the project area should be

Publications

conducted.

2445 Old Penitentiary R.
Boise, Idaho 83712
208-334-2844

450 N. 4th St.
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-334-3428
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Ms. Paige Payton
June 8, 1992
page 2
Once we receive more detailed information on the proposed
construction, we will consult with EG&G CRM staff and your office
on specific recommendations. If you have any questions, feel free
to contact either myself or Suzi Neitzel at 208-334-3847.
Sincerely,
Thomas J. Green I"
Deputy State Historic
Preservation Officer
TJG/spn
cc: Brenda Ringe, EG&G Idaho
Clayton Marler, EG&G Idaho
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Director
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:.",e *:.: ., ÷3"•2

1992

ArchatoioC

-Z*..\latnSt
3o;se i-ano 137C2

MS. Teresa Perkins
U.S. Department of Energy

Education
"-:.C• N

785 DOE Place
Idaho Falls, Idaho

20W334.210

RE:

D-.a%
iDvs
Dr,
Soize. dano 33702

83402

Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Program

CTF (LOFT)

Facility, INEL, Idaho

GneiaogicaJ Library
450 N. ;~tnSt.
Boise Idaho 83702

Dear Ms.

Perkins:

203-334-.2305

Botise. Idaho 83.02
'08--3384. A861

Thank you for providing myself and Suzi Neitzel an
facility on the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Idaho Falls, Idaho.
We fully support the Department of Enery's. (DOE) proposed

Library and Archrv

Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP)

Hk"irc ProofVauo.
Z0M
NUSt.

-ýN ith St.
Boise. 1dan.-3702
.'CS-33.-3336

MUM.

•0. N ;u.-a Davis Dr.
Boise. Idaho 63702
2CS-033-2o20

opportunity to tour the CTF, or LOFT,

adaptive use of the LOFT through the establishment of the
As stated in

LOFT facility

is

program.

our letter of 8 June 1992,

we feel the

eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places because of its exceptional national and
regional significance in the history of nuclear development
and scientific research.
Although we feel that proposed
alterations to LOFT for the SNTP program will have an
adverse effect on the structure,

we do not object to the

continued use of the building. To mitigate the effects, we
recommend that DOE complete photographic and historical
3.':se :-:r.os37=
of the facility according to the standards of
-:--documentation
Additionally,
the Historic American Engineering Record.
Oral History
DOE should incorporate information from oral histories into
Old
Idaho Peritet:.R.r
12_3 Q•d Pe.::nti .-,.. i

2 Main St.

Boise. Idaho 83702
208-334-3863

Publ•catons

'50 N. Idho
4th St.83702
Boise.
2.08-334-342
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the historical narrative.

Following Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act and 36 CFR Part 800, DOE needs to notify
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation of project
effects on the facility (36 CFR Part 800.Se).

The Ianc State

:.:V ::s:z:::
s
:.-.

: Opportunity Employer

Ms.

Teresa Perkins

August 13,
page 2

1992

We look forward to working with EG&G's cultural resource staff
to develop a Memorandum of Agreement stipulating the mitigation
If you have any questions, feel free to contact
requirements.
either myself or Suzi Neitzel at 208-334-3847.
Sincerely,

K
eth 'T Swanson
State His oric
Preservation Officer
KJS/spn
cc:

Clayton Marler, EG&G Idaho
Susanne Miller, EG&G Idaho
Brenda Ringo, EG&G Idhao
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of Energy

-Department
-"
.4

Idaho Field Office
785 DOE Place
Falls. Idaho 83401-1562

4Idaho

August 25,

1992

Ms. Claudia Nissley, Director
Western Office
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
730 Simms Street, Room 401
Golden, Colorado 80401
SUBJECT:

Request for Section 106 Consultation (AM/SES-ESD-92-342)

Dear Ms. Nissley:
The Department of Energy, Idaho Field Office (DOE-ID) is considering plans to
modify a facility located on the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).
The modification(s) would take place at the Loss of Fluid Test Facility
(LOFT), also known as the "Contained Test Facility". The purpose of modifying
LOFT would be to accommodate future programs.
In consultation with the Idaho State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), we
have determined that LOFT is eligible for inclusion in the National Register.
Additionally, SHPO indicated that the planned modification would have an
adverse effect based upon application of the criteria of effect and adverse
effect at 36 CFR Part 800.9.
In accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and
36 CFR Part 800.5(e), we request-that the Advisory Council participate in
consultation with SHPO and DOE-ID concerning LOFT. This consultation process
is intended to result in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between DOE-ID, SHPO,
and the Advisory Council. The MOA would outline means of minimizing impacts
to the historic significance of LOFT while accommodating its future use for
scientific research compatible with the original design and intent of the
facility.
The enclosed documentation describes:

G-22

-

LOFT and experimental programs that have taken place there;

-

efforts, to date, to document LOFT's historic significance;

-

possible modifications of LOFT;

-

effect of modification on historic integrity;

-

proposed actions to preserve LOFT's historic context and guide changes
to the facility;

Ms. Claudia Nissley
-

-

2

August 25,

-

draft tir-party Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).

We look forward to your comments and response to this consultation request.
If you have any questions, and for further coordination concerning this
matter, please contact me at (208) 526-1483.
Sincerely,

-

;4~.-A'

Teresa L. Perkins
DOE-ID NEPA Compliance Officer
Enclosure
cc:

S. Neitzel, SHPO, w/enc.
C. F. Marler, EG&G, CRM, w/o enc.
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DRAFT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Whereas, the U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho Field Office (DOE-ID) has
determined that any future modifications will have an effect upon the Loss of
Fluid Test Facility (LOFT),

now known as the Containment Test Facility (CTF),

at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, a property eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with
the Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)

and the Advisory Council

on Historic Preservation (Council) pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, the
regulations implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 U.S.C. 470f)

Now, therefore, the DOE-ID, the Idaho SHPO, and the Council agree that
these modifications to LOFT shall be implemented in accordance with the
following stipulations in order to take into account the effect of any
undertaking on this historic property.

STIPULATIONS
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OOE-I1

will ensure tnat the following measures are carried out:

(1) LOFT Historical Report.

DOE-ID will prepare a report which will

(a) summarize the historic and scientific context of the LOFT research

progams, (b) include a description of the LOFT physical facilities, and (c)
initiate a database which will identify and locate documents, artifacts and
key personnel associated with LOFT.

The purpose of this report will be to

serve as a reference to the history of LOFT, help to guide LOFT historic
preservation and compliance activities, and support the nomination, by DOE-ID,
of LOFT to the National Register of Historic Places.
(2) LOFT Historic Preservation Plan,

DOE-ID will prepare a plan which

will (a) identify the information and historic documentation currently
available for LOFT, (b) make recommendations for the applicable standards,
archiving of, and retrieval system for this documentation, (c) recognize DOEID's intent to seek uses for the LOFT facility for future research programs
compatible with and based on its design and past uses, (d) recognize that all
potential future options for LOFT and the nature and scale of the impact of
these options on LOFT cannot be detailed at this time, and (e) outline DOE-ID
commitments to define and consider any adverse effects of future alterations
to LOFT (including, but not limited to, remodeling, expansion, disposal of
records, facility contents and components, decomissioning, and demolition).
(3) Interim Historic Protection for LOFT.

Until a nomination is

submitted and supporting mitigation plans are prepared, as needed, DOE-IO will
monitor the historic values of LOFT by (a) initiating data gathering and a
G-25

historic preservation plan (Stipulations I and 2),

(b) seeking regular anc

timely consultation with SHPO when any signficant changes to LOFT are
considered (Stipulation 4),

(c) notifying any parties responsible for LOFT

that planning for and coordination of historic preservation activities must be
considered in advance of any alterations to LOFT,

its supporting documents and

artifacts, and (d) coordinating and planning for the inclusion of historic
preservation activities and recommendations in any program that anticipates
and implements the modification of LOFT.

(4)

Consultation with the SHPO and ACHP.

DOE-ID will initiate regular

and timely consultation with the SHPO with regard to the physical status and
historic integrity of LOFT.

The DOE-ID and the SHPO will establish a

reasonable scale defining what activities constitute significant modifications
to LOFT in order to guide the level and content of DOE-ID responsibilities for
notification and SHPO and ACHP response.

Situations which will prompt

consultation between the SHPO, ACHP, and DOE-ID will be, but are not limited
to: (a) the process of nominating LOFT to the National Register (Stipulation
1), (b) preparation of the LOFT historic preservation plan (Stipulation 2),
(c) anticipation of any significant modifications to the LOFT facility or
effects on the documents and artifacts needed for the completion of a LOFT
history (Stipulations 2 and 3).

TBD

(5)

Reoortina/deliverables/schedules.

DOE-ID will complete the report and historic preservation plan for LOFT
by 6/1/93 and submit copies of both to the Council and SHPO for review.
G-26

DOE-ID will submit the LOFT National Register nomination by 9/1/93.

(6)

Conditions of Modification.

Completion. and Termination of the MOA.

Implementation of the stipulations of this MOA and submittal of the
evidence for this implementation to the Council and SHPO for comment and
approval will meet the intent of this MOA.

At this time, all signatories can

agree to terminate or amend this MOA.

If a signatory to this MOA determines the terms of the MOA cannot be met
or that a change is necessary to meet the requirements of the law, that
signatory will immediately request that the consulting parties consider an
amendment or addendum.

Any necessary amendment or addendum will be executed

in accordance with 36 CFR 800.5(e)(5).

If a dispute arises regarding implementation of the MOA, DOE-ID will
consult with the objecting party to resolve the dispute.

If the dispute

cannot be resolved, further comments will be requested from the Council,
accordance with 36 CFR 800.6(b).

in

Any party to this MOA may suspend it by 30

days advance written notice to the other consulting parties.

Additional

consultations will then occur in an effort to resolve any issues and reimplement the MOA in an amended form.

Execution of this Memorandum of Agreement and implementation of its
terms evidence that DOE-ID has afforded the Council an opportunity to comment
G-27

on the nature and extent of planned and potential modifications to the LOFT
facility and their effects on this historic property,

and that DOE-ID is

taking into account the effects of the undertaking on historic properties as
required by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Date:

By:
(Name and Title)

U.S. Department of Energy,

Idaho Field Office
Date:

By:
(Name and Title)

Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer
Date:

By:
(Name and Title)
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INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE
Date:

December 23, 1992

To:

T. J. Hill, MS 3413

From:

B. L. Rings, MS 2108

Subject:

IDAHO STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE (SHPO) CONCURRENCE
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SPACE NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION
(SNTP) TANK FARM AT THE LOSS OF FLUID TEST FACILITY (LOFT) ON
THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY (INEL) - BLR-77-92

Reference:

B. L. Ring. letter to T. J. Hill, BLR-41-92, Archaeological
Survey for the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) Tank
Farm Northeast of the Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) Facility on
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), August 5,
1992

Enclosed is documentation from the Idaho SHPO indicating concurrence with my
recommendations for construction of the SNTP Tank Farm near LOFT. In brief
summary, the recommendations for the project were: 1) *all activity must be
carefully restricted to the project area shown In BLR-41-92, Attachment
(1)"; and 2) Elf cultural materials are unexpectedly encountered at any
time during subsurface excavation, work must cow to a temporary halt until
INEL archaeologists can assess their significance." The enclosure to this
letter includes the original letter report, BLR-41-92, with Attachment (1)
and a *Compliance Review Forme signed by the Idaho SHPO.
I can be reached at 6-9748 to provide additional information and answer any
questions you might have.
po
Enclosure:
As Stated
cc:
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(w/o enclosure)
V. 0. Keiser, 4S 2209
C. F. Marler, NS 2108
Central Files, MS 1651
CRN Project File, EGG-92-34 (w/enclosure)
B. L. Ringe Letter File

INEL CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
COMPLIANCE REVIEW REQUEST
PROJECT:

EGS-I2-34,

ULR-41-U2,

SUT?

lank Farm

We find this report of cultural resource historic preservation
compliance action to be complete and concur with all stated
recommendations and stipulations:

S~

~;N

9vwJ.~~~j~

1.2 IM./~

Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer

Date

We accept this report of cultural resource historic preservation
compliance action with the addition of the following coimnts and
stipulations:

Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer

Dt
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INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE
Date:

August 5, 1992

To:

T. J. Hill, MS 3413

From:

9. L. Ringe, MS 2108 t
B

Subject:

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE SPACE NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION
LOSS OF FLUID
TEST (LOFT)
NORTHEAST
OF THE
(SNTP) TANK
(iNEL) LABORATORY
ENGINEERING
NATIONAL
ON FARM
THE IDAHO

cv

FACILITY

BLR-41-92
aeference:

B. L. Rings letter to C. F. Knutson, BLR-28-91, Archaeological
Survey Coverage in the Vicinity of Test Area North (TAN) on
the INEL, May 8, 1991

On July 21, 1992 and July 28, 1992, INEL archaeologists conducted an
intensive archaeological survey of a 39 acre (157,500 j2; 1,695298 ft2 )
plot of ldnd northeast of the LOFT facility at Test Area North (TAN) on the
INEL. As Attachment (1) shows, the project area is located in the southern
1/2 of Section 13 and the northern 1/2 of Section 24, T6N, R32E, Butte
County, ID. All work during the survey was performed in a manner consistent
with the following authorities/standards: The Archaeological Survey:
Methodsla1d Uses. Standards and Guidelines for Identification of Historic
Prooerties. dentlfication of Histloric Properties: A DecJstgn Making Guide
fr Manssni (U.S. Dept. of Interior, National Park Service, National
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation), the INEL Draft ManaaeUent Plan
for Cultural Resources (Dept. of Energy-Idaho Field Office), and informal
guidance from the Idaho State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).
The LOFT investigation was undertaken to identify and make preliminary
evaluations of all cultural resources that might be adversely affected by
construction of a hydrogen tank farm necessary for the operation of the
Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) project. During federally-sponsored
round disturbing pr,iects such as this, laws like the National Historic
reservation Act, Ar .. aological Resource Protection Act, and National
Environmental Policy Act mandate consideration of cultural resources that
are deemed eligible to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
before they are damaged by project activities.
The LOFT project area is located in the northern portion of the INEL near
the Birch Creek Sinks. During the Pleistocene (ca. 10-12,000 years ago)
this area was submerged by the shallow waters of ancient Lake Terreton.
Presently, the region is quite flat, with broad expanses of open ground and
a thin scattering of river-rounded gravels. Ground visibility is unobscured,
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T. J. Hill

BLR-41-92
August 5, 1992
Page 2

even where low sagebrush, four-wing saltbrush, and various grasses are
present in scattered patches. Much of the surveyed area has also been
heavily disturbed by earth-moving equipment and sheet erosion.
Over the past decade, several surveys have been conducted in the TAN region,
and more than 20 cultural resources have been identified (Reference). Prior
to the start of fieldwork on the current project, a review of these documents
was conducted at the INEL Cultural Resource Management (CRM) Office In Idaho
Falls, ID. At this time, it was determined that archaeological inventory had
been completed within a portion of the SNTP Tank Farm Project area. This
included a 100-m wide zone surrounding the LOFT facility. This area is indiDue to the flatness of the terrain in this area and
cated in Attachment (1).
in order to relocate the isolated prehistoric activity area recorded during
the earlier project, the 100-m corridor within the SNTP project area was
resurveyed.
The field methods employed during the SNTP survey were designed to provide
Intensive (90 - 100%) visual examination of the entire surface area needed
for tank emplacement, thus ensuring that all cultural resources with visible
surface remains were identified. This was accomplished through the use of
systematic pedestrian transects with surveyors spaced at regular, 15-a
intervals and proceeding in skirmish line fashion. Field examination was
facilitated by trouble-free access and excellent ground visibility.
When cultural materials were encountered during the course of a transect,
intensive searches ensued to ascertain the boundaries of the resource and to
pinpoint diagnostic artifacts, artifact concentrations, cultural features,
and any areas of post-depositional disturbance. Prior to formal recording
procedures, all identified resources were classified as *isolates* (< 10
items in 100 m) or 'sites" (Z 10 items in 100 m), "historic' (< 150 years
old) or "prehistoric" (Z 150 years Old), and marked accordingly on field
survey maps. Intermountain Antiquities Computer Syste (INACS) site forms
were completed or updated for all resources located within the project area.
When work on this project is completed, all forms of docuentation will be
submitted for permanent curation at the Southeastern Idaho Regional Archaeological Center (SIRAC) at the Idaho Museum of Natural History in Pocatello,
10. Survey and site records are also maintained at the INEL C1I Office In
Idaho Falls, ID.
Archaeological reconnaissance within the SNTP Tank Farm project area resulted
in the relocation of one previously recorded prehistoric activity area
(10-BT-1234) and the recording of one previously unknown activity area
(EGG-92-34), Both resource locations are shown in Attachment (1) and IMACS
forms are included as Attachments (2) and (3). On the first day of the
survey, a large, unrecorded prehistoric site associated with the Birch Creek
Sinks was also briefly examined, but was not formally recorded because a
shift in project location removed any threat of damage.
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T. J. Hill
BLR-41-92
August 5, 1992
Page 3

Under current working definitions, both cultural resources located within
the modified SNTP Tank Farm project area are considered "isolated finds.'
Both are also located within a disturbed area where sheet erosion appears to
occur regularly. Because both resource locations are believed to be limited
to a disturbed surface context, neither is likely to yield any additional
information and both are considered to be ineligible for nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places.
Because no National Register-eligible cultural resources are located within
the SNTP tank farm project area as currently proposed, ground disturbance
is expected to have no effect on significant materials and archaeological
clearance is recommended for all work. However, all activity must be
carefully restricted to the project area shown in Attachment (1). This is
very important because movement beyond the indicated project boundaries
could result in damage to highly significant resources located nearby,
particularly to the northeast of LOFT (where the SNTP tank farm was
originally sited). In addition, if cultural materials are unexpectedly
encountered at any time during subsurface excavation, work must come to a
temporary halt until INEL archaeologists can assess their significance.
Finally, In accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, Section
106, (36 CFR 800.5(b]), a copy of this letter report should be forwarded to
the Idaho State Historic Preservation Office for review and comment. These
transmittals are customarily made through the INEL CR1 Office in consultation
with the project manager and T. L. Perkins of DOE-ZD.
Please feel free to contact me at 6-9748 with any questions or additional
requirements. I also await your advice in regard to the transmittal of these
recommendations to the SHPO.
po

Attachments:
As Stated

cc:
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W/o attachments

C. A. Allen, MS 2208
C. F. Marler, MS 2108
0. L. Parks, MS 3510
CR14 Project File EGG-92-34, w/attachments
Central File, KS 1651
B. L. Ringe Letter File

APPENDIX H
NATURE OF RADIATION AND ITS BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
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APPENDIX H
NATURE OF RADIATION AND ITS BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
This appendix provides a discussion of the nature and effects of ionizing radiation. A glossary of
terms can be found in Table H-1.
1.0

NATURE OF RADIATION
The basic unit of matter is the atom, consisting of a heavy central nucleus
surrounded by electrons moving about the nucleus in orbits or a "cloud.
The nucleus, containing nearly all the mass of the atom, is comprised of
protons and neutrons, particles with virtually the same mass. Neutrons are
electrically neutral; protons have a positive electrical charge, designated as
+1. The electrons have less than 1/1,800 of the mass of protons and
neutrons and a unit negative charge, i.e., -1. Complete atoms are
electrically neutral with the same number of protons and electrons, referred
to as the atomic number. (Atoms with unequal numbers of protons and
electrons are called ions.) The chemical nature of the atom, and its identity
as a chemical element, is determined by the atomic number. Hydrogen, for
example, has one proton in its nucleus (and one orbiting electron); helium
has two, lithium has three, etc.
Different nuclear species, or nuclides, are presented by their chemical
element designation (their atomic number) and the sum of protons and
neutrons in their nuclei. For example, the nuclide carbon-12 has six protons
(the atomic number for carbon) and six neutrons; carbon-14 also has six
protons but eight neutrons. Sometimes nuclides are denoted by other
conventions utilizing the chemical symbols, e.g., C-12 and "2C for
carbon-1 2. Nuclides with the same number of protons but different
numbers of neutrons are called Isotopes of the chemical element. For
example, hydrogen (one proton) has three isotopes with zero, one, or two
neutrons, referred to as hydrogen-i, hydrogen-2, or hydrogen-3,
respectively.
In some nuclides, the combination of protons and neutrons form a stable
nucleus with tendency to change its configuration. Of the more than 2,000
nuclides identified to date, only about 280 are stable. In unstable nuclides,
called radionuclides, the nucleus undergoes a spontaneous process known
as radioactive decay to attain a more stable configuration. This radioactive
decay is accomplished by the emission of particles and/or energy from the
nucleus. The most usual particle emissions are referred to as alpha or beta
radiation. Alpha particles consist of two protons and two neutrons; beta
particles are electrons (originating from the transformation of a neutron into
a proton in the nucleus, not from the orbiting cloud outside the nucleus).
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Table H-1. Glossary of Terms
Nuclide:

An atomic nucleus with a specific number each of
protons and neutrons.

Radionuclide:

Any nuclide which is unstable and has the potential to
decay by radioactive emission.

Alpha Radiation:
(Alpha particle)

Radioactive emission that consists of two protons and
two neutrons (a helium nucleus).

Beta Radiation:
(Beta particle)

Radioactive emission that consists of one electron.

Gamma Radiation:
(Gamma ray)

Radioactive emission that consists of a packet of energy
emitted as electromagnetic radiation (a photon).

Curie:

Unit of radioactivity equal to 3.7 X 1010 radioactive
decay events per second.

Specific Activity:

The number of radioactive decays occurring in a unit
mass (usually 1 gram) of radioactive material.

Half-life:

The time required for one-half of the radionuclides
present in a radioactive sample to decay. This rate is a
unique constant for each radioisotope.

Absorbed dose:

The amount of energy deposited in a unit mass (generally
1 kilogram) of material being irradiated.

Red:

Unit of absorbed dose equivalent to the deposition of
0.01 joule of energy per kilogram of absorbing material.

Rem:

Unit of exposure to biological material calculated by
multiplying the dose (in rads) by a quality factor which
accounts for the biological effectiveness of the type of
radiation producing the exposure.

External Exposure:

Exposure received to the whole body due to a radiation
source which is physically located outside the exposed
organism.

Internal Exposure:

Exposure received to either the whole body or an
individual organ(s) from radioactive material which has
been chemically incorporated into the body (through
inhalation, absorption, etc.)

Maximally Exposed Individual (MEI):

The location of maximum radiological impact (highest
dose) in unrestricted access areas. This location
represents the site of the maximum exposure a person
could receive if present throughout the exposure
duration.

Somatic Effects:

Radiation-induced effects observed in the exposed
individual, most commonly cancer.

Genetic Effects:

Radiation-induced effects observed in the progeny of
exposed individuals or populations, including effects not
apparent for multiple generations.
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Excess energy is emitted from the nucleus in the form of "packets' of
electromagnetic energy called photons, traveling at the velocity of light.
This is referred to as gamma radiation.
An important characteristic which has been observed for this radioactive
decay process is that it is probabalistic; that is, the precise time at which
any specific unstable atom will decay cannot be determinrd. Also, in a
"sample of a number of the unstable atoms, it cannot be determined which of
them will decay at any point in time. It has been observed that the ratio of
the number of nuclei which decay in a unit of time to the number of
undecayed nuclei remaining in the sample is a constant for each nuclide.
This ratio is called the decay constant. The number of decays, or
disintegrations, in a unit time is called the activity of the sample.
Traditionally, activity is measured in curies, a term derived from the activity
of 1 gram of radium and numerically equal to 37 billion disintegrations per
second. Dividing the activity by the mass of the sample gives the specific
activity for the sample. Since decay may be characterized by a constant,
the time required for one-half of the nuclei in a sample to decay is also
constant for each nuclide. This time is referred to as radioactive half-life for
the nuclide.
2.0

EXPOSURE MECHANISMS
As the emitted particles and gamma radiation move away from the emitting
nucleus, they collide with the atoms in the surrounding material. These
collisions dissipate the kinetic energy of the particles and the
electromagnetic energy of the gamma rays and, in the process, the atoms in
the surrounding material may be damaged; that is, their structure may be
changed such that their chemical nature and function is modified. The most
common damaging effect is the removal of one or more of the surrounting
electrons from an atom. As a result, the atom is no longer electrically
neutral and is said to be ionized. The damage is related to the amount of
energy deposited by the incident radiation. The deposited energy is referred
to as the absorbed dose and is measured in reds; one red is equal to the
deposition of 0.01 joule of energy per kilogram (2.2 pounds) of the
absorbing material.
If the absorbing material is living matter, the damage to the atoms may
produce chemical changes which result in the death of living cells or other
biologically harmful effects. Different types of radiation vary in their
effectiveness in producing biological harm. Ouality factors have been
identified for various types of radiation which, when multiplied by the
absorbed dose, account for these differences. This yields a measure of
biological harm, referred to as dose equivalent, which is the same for all
types of radiation and is quantified in terms of rem. This allows quantitative
comparisons on the effects among the different types of radiation and the
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determination of overall effective exposures when different types of
radiation are involved.
Radioactive materials have the potential to produce an exposure either
though external means, primarily from gamma photons and some high
energy beta particles (both of which are penetrating and have long ranges),
or internally due to deposition of alpha and beta particle emitting materials.
External doses are received equally throughout the body, and hence are
referred to as whole-body doses. Such doses occur due to the penetrating
power of the radiation involved. Externally, three mechanisms are of
concern:

"

Cloudshine is exposure due to gamma exposure from airborne
radioactive materials. Although such airborne materials may be
remote from the person being exposed, the long range of the
gammas allows some radiation to reach the person.

"* Groundshine is exposure due to gammas emitted from
radioactive materials which have deposited on the ground.
Immersion is similar to cloudshine, but is exposure to both
gamma photons and high energy beta particles emitted by
.airborne radioactive materials. The exposed individual is actually
within the radioactive cloud (rather than being located remotely,
as is the case with cloudshine), which allows the addition of
exposure due to the high energy beta particles.
Internal exposure is due to direct exposure of tissue to radioactive materials
which have entered the body. Such materials can then chemically interact
the way nonradioactive isotopes of the same elements would, and can be
distributed to various parts of the body. Indeed, some materials exhibit a
tendency to collect in a particular organ or system, thus concentrating the
dosage received. This occurs with iodine, which preferentially accumulates
in the thyroid, and various metals, phosphorus, and calcium, which
accumulate in the bones. The whole body and individual organ doses
received (since dose is based upon energy absorbed per unit mass of
material different body parts can receive different exposures) can, therefore,
vary widely. There are three exposure mechanisms of significance in
analyzing internal exposure:
' Inhalation: Breathing of airborne radioactive materials (which
would occur during immersion) allows deposition of particulates
(in the lungs which may later be absorbed), and direct passage
into the body of radioactive gases.
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Ingestion: Eating and drinking of contaminated plants, animals.
and water can allow radioactive materials to enter the body
through the digestive system. Once in the body, these materials
behave as do their nonradioactive forms, and will interact
chemically in the body.
*

Absorption: Some radioactive materials can be absorbed directly
through the skin, where they will again interact as other
chemical materials in the body.

The environmental pathways for the contamination and exposure of
individuals and the public in general are mutually dependent and
interconnected by an array of subpathways. For instance, radionuclides
deposited on ground surfaces can be sources of external dose through
groundshine and sources of internal dose through the ingestion pathway.
Internal dose through ingestion can occur directly as a result of ingestion of
contaminated vegetation (through uptake of radionuclides from the ground)
or indirectly as a result of ingestion of animal products from animals that
have grazed on contaminated vegetation. Also, bodies of water
contaminated by liquid releases can be sources of internal exposure, either
directly through ingestion of contaminated water or indirectly through
ingestion of contaminated aquatic foods or food crops contaminated by
uptake of radionuclides in water used for irrigation (i.e., through the food
chain).
External exposures are received only during the period of actual exposure to
radioactive releases. Internal exposures, however, are more persistent,
since radioactive materials that enter the body may take considerable time
to be released. During this time radioactive decays continue to contribute to
the total dosage received. As a result, the total dose from a radioactive
release that a parson receives has two components; the first is the external
dose which is received during a short span of at most a few hours following
release (although groundshine and resuspension inhalation may persist much
longer), and the second is the long-term dose incurred as a result of internal
deposition of radioactive materials. Such a dose may be distributed over a
period of years.
The various organs of the body have different susceptibilities to harm from
radiation, and different organs may receive different doses from internal
exposure to radioactive material that they accumulate. However, by
applying organ-specific weighting factors to individual organ doses, it is
possible to determine a whole-body result as an indicator of health risk due
to internal exposure. Combining this information with the total whole body
dose received from external exposure yields the total dose due to a
radioactive release. The millirem (mrem) (1,000 mrem = 1 rem) is used as
the unit of measure for total dose. Total dose is calculated for all exposure
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due to a radioactive release received by the individual in the subsequent 50
years (a 50-year committed dose).
The consequences of radiological releases are presented in two ways in the
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS) analysis. First is
the maximum-case potential exposure. This is referred to as the "maximally
exposed individual" (MEl), and can be defined as the maximum potential
whole-body dose that any individual can receive due to a release or series of
releases. The summation of all release impacts in a year is used to
determine the MEI, compliance with the National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) standard of 10 mrem, and compliance
with the program goal of 2 mrem. Second, the total population dose is
calculated by MACCS, which is the summation of the total dose to all
exposed people, and is expressed as "person-mrerms. This quantity can be
used to determine the potential number of cancer fatalities and genetic
defects in the exposed population which can be expected in subsequent
years as a result of the total population exposure. This is accomplished by
multiplying the population dose by the risk factors contained in the report
issued by the Fifth Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation
(BEIR V), which specifies a risk of 7.9 x 10,7 cancer fatalities per personmreom, and 2.1 x 10-7 genetic defects per person-mreom.
3.0

HEALTH EFFECTS
If the whole body is exposed to a very high dose of radiation, deatli may
occur immediately or within a matter of weeks. The dose that le kithal to
about 50 p~rcent of exposed individuals within 60 days after exposure is
about 500,000 mrem (Abrahamson et al., 1989). If a limited area of the
body is exposed briefly to a very high dose, death may not occur but there
may be other early (sometimes called "acute') effects. For example, doses
to the gonads (i.e., testes or ovaries) might cause sterility. Such effects are
considered to be acute or short-term effects, and are due to massive
damage to bodily systems. Short-term health effects are usually not
observed below an acute dose of about 25,000 mrem, although changes in
blood cells have been detected at doses as low as 5,000 mrem (National
Council on Radiation Protection [NCRP], 1971). Estimated doses to the
general population from normal operations of reactors and support facilities
are in the range of fractions of mrem per year of operation and fall well
below the level that would produce acute effects. Thus, acute effects due
to normal reactor operations are not considered credible health threats.
Doses of radiation that are well below the thresholds needed to produce
observable acute effects may have consequences later in life. Such doses
can produce latent, or delayed, health effects. Delayed health effects can
be broken down into two types: latent somatic effects and latent genetic
effects.
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Latent somatic effects are those directly observable in the exposed
individual, the most important of which is the possible development of
cancer years after exposure. Although the basic processes by which
radiation induces cancer may not be fully understood, studies of the
survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan, patients exposed to radiation,
uranium workers, and workers in the radium-luminizing industry (1 930s)
have established that the incidence of cancer is greater in groups who were
exposed to high doses of radiation in earlier years than in groups who were
not exposed.
Latent genetic effects are those that are observed in the offspring of
exposed individuals, including effects that may not become apparent for
several generations. Latent genetic effects are due primarily to mutations in
the genetic material of exposed parsons.
The data that established a link between cancer, genetic effects, and
radiation were collected for persons who received high doses; no equivalent
direct statistical link has been established between cancer and low doses of
radiation. However, a conservative assumption is that the probability of a
delayed effect is proportional to dose (linear dose-risk relationship);
therefore, a reduction in dose by one half would result in half the number of
persons developing the effect, a reduction by ten would result in a tenth the
number of persons developing the effect, and so on. Also, a linear dose-risk
relationship would enhance the meaningfulness of the population dose as a
measure of radiation effects on a population, since the predicted effects
would be based upon the population exposure regardless of how the
exposure was distributed among the individuals.
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